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THE RELATION AMONG POSTEXPOSURE THRESHOLD SHIFTS
AND NIFTS IN THE CHINCHILLA

AHROON, William A., HAMERNIK, Roger P., and DAVIS, Robert I.

Auditory Research Laboratories
State University of New York

107 Beaumont Hall
Plattsburgh, New York 12901 U.S.A.

PATTERSON, James, H. Jr.

U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
P.O. Box 620577

Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362-0577 U.S.A.

A statistical analysis of postexposure threshold shift (rTS) measures and noise-induced perma-
nent threshold shift (PTS) showed that, across audiometric test frequency, there was a consistent
relation between these variables of the form PTS (dB) = a (e" - 1), where for a given test frequency
a (dB) and b (dB) are constants. Of the three postexposure measures of TS (TS., TS., and TS2r,
correlations with PTS were highest for the TSZ and ,TS2 measures. PTS grew very slowly for
TS.U < b (dB), and tended to grow linearly with TS2 as ar;esult of the larger value of b (dB). (Research
supported by NIOSH grant 2R010H02317 and USAARL contracts DAMDl7-91-C-1113 and
DAMD17-91-C-1120.)

Inrodu : Temporary threshold shift (ITS) following exposure to noise has been a
fundamental measure of the effects of a noise exposure on hearing in laboratory experiments using
human and other mammalian species for more than 50 years. Since it seemed reasonable to assume that
temporary losses of hearing somehow were related to permanent losses (Reger & Lierle, 1954), the
former simply being a milder manifestation of the latter, TTS experiments became very popular. While
a considerable amount has been learned about the behavior of TTS and its relation to exposure
parameters, the results have arguably had a modest impact on our knowledge of how noise-induced
permanent threshold shift (NIPTS) accumulates over a working lifetime. Auditory TSs following noise
exposure represent a complex response whose biophysical substrates still are not completely under-
stood. The magnitude of the shift, whether a ITS or a compound TS, its frequency specificity, and its
postexposure time course, which is dependent upon the magnitude of the TS, vary in a complex manner
with the exposure stimulus parameters, (Hirsh & Ward, 1952; Luz & Hodge, 1971; Hamernik et al.,
1988). More recently, additional characteristics of TS in search of an explanation have been
documented by Clark et al. (1987) and Canlon et al. (1988) who showed that TS was dependent upon
previous exposure history as well as the scheduling of a daily interrupted exposure.

An underlying rational that pervades many of the TS studies is the desire to estimate NIPTS
based upon some measure of TS. This goal has remained elusive despite some attempts such as the use
of a time-integrated TS as an index of NIPTS (Sidter, 1972). This paper presents a statistical analysis
of the TS measured at various postexposure times and the resulting NIFIS using a data base obtained
from over 900 chinchillas exposed to various noises.

Method: The 936 chinchillas that were used in this analysis were classified into the following
three data sets: (I) N = 192. Acute exposures to broad-band or narrow-band impacts having peak SPLs



in the range 129 through 147 dB. All exposures lasted for 5 minutes. Thresholds were measured at
0.125,0.250,0.5,1.0,1.4,2.0,4.0,5.7 and 8.0 kHz using a behavioral avoidance conditioning paradigm.
Experimental details can be found in Patterson et al. (1993). (1I) N = 423. Acute exposures to broad-
band impulses having peak SPLs in the range 150 through 160 dB. Exposures lasted from a fraction
of a second to up to 16.5 hours. Thresholds were measured using evoked response audiometry recorded
from the inferior colliculus. Postexposure measures were obtained only at 0.5, 2.0 and 8.0 kHz.
Experimental details can be found in Hamernik et al. (1991). (MI) N = 321. Five-day uninterrupted
exposures to broad-band impacts, octave bands of noise, or combinations of these two classes of noise.
Peak SPLs of the impacts ranged from 113 through 125 dB and RMS levels of the octave band noises
varied between 86 and 95 dB. Postexposure TSs were obtained only at 0.5, 2.0 and 8.0 kHz.
Experimental details can be found in Ahroon et al. (1993).

Threshold shift measurements were made immediately upon removal from the noise (TS) and
at regular postexposure intervals through the 24-hour postexposure time (TS2). From this set of TS
recovery data, the maximum TS (TS..) was obtained as well as TSW. Scatter plots of TS0, TS and
TS24 versus the corresponding value of PTS for each animal at each audiometric test frequency were
constructed. A least square regression fit of the relation PTS (dB) = a (e~-'- - 1) to the TS, PTS data was
performed.

Results: A sample of the raw data obtained at the 2 kHz test frequency for data set II is shown
in the upper panels of Figure 1, along with the exponential curve that was fit using a least square
regression of TS on PTS. The lower panel of this figure shows the same data set that was transformed
into 5-dB bins by collecting all the TS data points in each 5 dB bin and computing the mean PTS
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Figure 1. Scatter graphs for the 2.0 kHz test frequency for data set II. The top panels represent the raw
data from over 420 animals while the lower panels represent the mean NIPTS in 5-dB wide TS bins.
The left panels depict TS0, the center panels TSI,. and the right panels TS2. The least squares regression
line to the exponential function NIPTS = a (es - 1) is drawn in each panel.
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corresponding to the TS data in that bin. The analysis was performed on the raw as well as the
transformed data. This reduction of the data had the advantage of illustrating more clearly the relation
between the various measures of TS and PTS. The regression analysis for both the raw data and the
reduced data both yielded similar exponential relations between TS and PTS with similar values of the
constants a and b. The only difference in these two analyses was that, as might be anticipated, the
coefficient of determinance (r2) for the reduced set was typically much greater.

Several interesting features of the TS- PTS relationship emerged from these data.
(1) The r2 values for the TS0 and TS2 for each data set are shown in Figure 2. Typically, for

all frequencies, r2 is greatest for the prediction of PTS from TS2 and least for TSO measures. This is
particularly evident in the TS0 data from data set III. The r2 values for the TS_. correlations tend to be
as high as those obtained for TS2A; however, considering the difficulty in obtaining this measure in many
situations, TS2 is of more practical importance.

(2) Figure 3 shows the values of b and a/b for the TS_ and TS2 data. The value of b (dB) tends
to be smallest for the TSin-PTS relation indicating a typical exponential relationship between the two
variables with a/b representing the slope of the relation at TS.. = 0. The slope for 0 < TS., < b tends
to grow relatively slowly indicating a small accumulation of PTS for TS., < b. The value of b for the
TS24 measures can be several times that for the TS,,, measures. Applying the power series expansion
of e%, the function a (eTs" - 1) becomes linear of the form PTS = (a/b)TS, for large values of b with a
constant slope of a/b.
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Figure 2. Coefficients of determinance (r2) for the exponential least-squares
regression between NIPTS and TS0 orTS2 for all three data sets.
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Underwater hearing and occupational noise exposure limits

Al-Masri M., Martin A., and Nedwell J.
Institute of Sound and Vibration Research,

University of Southampton,
England, UK-

SUMMARY

Divers are often exposed underwater to very intense noise, the levels of which can be as high as 200
dB SPL and hence greatly in excess of occupational noise limits recommended for exposure in air.
The risks of noise damage to hearing underwater are potentially more serious than in air. There are
currently no widely accepted noise exposure limits or hearing damage risk criteria for underwater use.
Translation of the current noise exposure limits from air to water is not yet possible as the mechanisms
of hearing underwater have not been well established. New work on underwater hearing thresholds
emphasises the previous view that the submerged ear is somewhat less sensitive in water than in air.
More importantly however, we have established that underwater hearing thresholds are on average 20-
25 dB more sensitive than previously reported, and below 1 kHz this increases to 35 dB. This raises
the possibility that previous proposals for underwater noise exposure limits may be too lax, and the
that noise induced hearing loss will occur at mid frequencies as opposed to higher audiometric
frequencies as in air. Also, because the acoustic impedance of the human body is similar to that of
water, it is probable that more sound energy is transmitted directly to the inner ear through the bones
of the skull, and thus the hearing pathways underwater are probably different to those in air.

The current state of knowledge is reviewed, and new experimental results of underwater hearing
mechanisms are presented. Some conclusions are drawn concerning the way in which the ear operates
underwater and a new scale for underwater limits is proposed.

1 INTRODUCTION ,

The hazards to hearing from occupational noise in the industrial situation are well recognised and
described in many National legislations. Such hazards must be reduced by engineering noise control
and/or personal hearing conservation programmes to below acceptable limits. Unfortunately, there are
currently no widely accepted noise exposure limits or hearing damage risk criteria applicable for
underwater use. Professional divers are regularly exposed to intense noise which can reach sound
pressure levels ( SPL) above 200 dB (Smith, 1985). All SPL's quoted here are with reference to 20
VPa.

Underwater noise may originate from equipment operated by the divers themselves such as jet
cleaning tools, rock drills and stud guns or from transmitted sounds such as sonar. As in air, the
effects of exposure to occupational noise underwater may result in temporary or permanent
sensorineural hearing loss (Molvaer, 1981). Additionally, high exposure levels may produce vertigo,
nausea, and even vomiting. Vertigo underwater may cause the diver to become disoriented, and swim
downwards instead of towards the surface or he may panic and surface missing important
decompression stops. More seriously he may vomit into his mouth piece or mask, which can be fatal.
However, direct transposition of well established limits from air to underwater use is not a simple
task. This is because the hearing threshold and hearing mechanisms underwater are likely to be
different from those in air.

2 PREVIOUS STUDIES OF UNDERWATER HEARING

Underwater hearing thresholds have been studied by Sivian (1943), Ide ( 1944), Wainwright (1958),
Hamilton (1957), Montague and Strickland (1961), Brandt and Hollien (1967), Hollien and Brandt
(1969), and Smith (1969) and others. These studies report widely scattered values for underwater
hearing thresholds (AI-Masri et al, 1993).

A pilot study (AI-Masri et al, 1992) confirmed the main reason for the wide scatter of existing
experimental results lies in the lack of appreciation of the significance of background noise and its
masking effect on the threshold of hearing. Accordingly it is very difficult to propose a valid and
reliable underwater hearing threshold curve based on such data. Further studies to establish and
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standardize an underwater hearing threshold curve and to develop an underwater unit of hearing
measurement equivalent to the dB(A) unit need to be carried out.

With regard to the mechanisms of hearing underwater, previous authors have proposed three
somewhat interlinked theories to explain how sound is transmitted from water to the cochlea. These
involve the "auricular" conduction pathway, the bone conduction pathway, and the dual conduction
pathway. Up to this day, no one pathway has been shown to predominate, and all of them have been
poorly evaluated.

3 MEASUREMENT OF UNDERWATER HEARING THRESHOLD

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

An experiment was carried out to establish the underwater minimum audible field (MAF) and the
relationship between MAF in air and underwater. This is essential for defining the relationship
between these basic parameters and for setting up valid noise exposure limits and hearing damage risk
criteria. Because air bubbles can naturally become trapped in the external ear canals when a person
submerges underwater, the effect of their removal on the underwater MAF was included in the
experimental design.
Preliminary experiments showed that measuring hearing thresholds underwater is a difficult task with
many practical problems. To provide the subjects with hearing test experience, as well as to re-
evaluate the in-air MAF, it was decided to test all hearing thresholds in air before underwater.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

The experiment was carried out using 24 subjects (18 male and 6 female) who were screened for
normal hearing (air conduction hearing thresholds better than 10 dB HL) and for normal middle ear
function using tympanometry and acoustic reflex measurements.

In air the subjects were divided into three groups, and t• order balanced for testing hearing thresholds
in an anechoic chamber under earphone using pure tone stimulus, MAF with pure tones and MAF
with 1/3 octave bands noise. All of the hearing threshold measurements were carried out using The
British Society of Audiology recommended procedures (1981).

Underwater hearing threshold measurements were carried out in the ISVR, Southampton University.
Great care was taken to minimize the level of underwater background noise, which was found to be
caused by both ground vibration and transmission of air borne noise. A steel water tank (2x1.5xl.5
m) was positioned on antivibration mounts, which attenuated the ground vibration noise transmission
by at least 40 dB at all frequencies above 0.01 kHz. The ambient noise SPL in the laboratory was
reduced to less than 10 dB at all frequencies above 0.125 kHz. The underwater ambient noise levels
in the tank was estimated, using a transfer function approach, to be less than 16 dB SPL at all
frequencies above 0.125 kHz. This level is about 20-25 dB below that which can be measured using
available hydophonic instrumentation. The temperature of the water was maintained at 35 OC.

The subjects underwater hearing thresholds were tested using 1/3 octave band noise because this was
found to provide a superior sound field uniformity compared to pure tones and sinusoidal frequency
modulation tones. The subjects were divided randomly into two groups. Their hearing thresholds
were tested with and without removal of air bubbles from the ear canals, while using an open circuit
SCUBA, wearing a T shirt, and sitting in a chair with a head rest at a distance of I m from the
underwater loudspeaker. The loudspeaker and the head rest were both 0.35 m below the water
surface. The subjects held their breath while hearing thresholds were established, and great care was
taken to avoid breathing air bubble noise and other sources of extraneous noise.

3.3 RESULTS

The results are illustrated in Figure 1. In summary it was found that, (i) There was no significant
difference between the subject's MAF for 1/3 octave band noise in air and that (ISO, 1987) for pure
tone in air. (ii) The ear underwater is less sensitive than in air. (iii) Underwater hearing thresholds are
frequency dependent and are on average 29 dB SPL at 0.5 kHz and 60 dB SPL at 8 kHz. (iv) The ear
underwater is more sensitive at low frequencies, whereas in air it is more sensitive at the high
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frequencies. (v) The removal of air bubbles from the ear canal elevates the underwater hearing
thresholds by 5-15 dB at all frequencies.

70 MAF u/w with air bubbles

50 MAF u/w without air bubbles
. MAF in air

S30

V .. MAF in air (ISO, 226:1987)

-to 0 ,'-A,--..- U/w ambient noise
0.250.5 1 2 4 8

Frequency (kHz)
Figure 1: Underwater hearing thresholds for 1/3 octave band noise with and without

air bubbles in the ear canals.

It can be seen from Figure 2, that underwater hearing thresholds with air bubbles in the ear canals are
20-35 dB more sensitive than the values reported by the reviewed studies. This means that the risk of
damage to hearing from underwater noise exposure may be greater than previously expected.There are
further important implications in the finding that the ear underwater is more sensitive at the low
frequencies (around 0.5 kHz) whereas in air it is more sensitive at the high frequencies (around 3
kHz). Noise induced hearing loss in air occurs at the high frequencies around 4 kHz, about 1/2 octave
above the ear canal resonance of approximately 2.5 kHz. Thus it can be expected that noise induced
hearing loss underwater will occur at the mid frequencies around I kHz. Since this is the most
important area for speech understanding, the potential affect of noise induced hearing loss is likely to
have a greater adverse affect on the divers life than in air.,

80, Ide (1943)
6-0.60Montague and Strickland (1961)

S60 --- Brandt and Hollien (1967)
4 20 _ - Hollien et al (1969)

V- _, Smith (1969)
"0 ,"'0"' Kirkland (1989)

-20 . .. I U/W MAF with bubbles
0.25 1 8 ISO 226:1987

Frequency (kHz) -- Hamiton (1957)
Figure 2: A comparison between underwater MAF and previous studies

A preliminary experiment was carried out on two divers with bilateral moderate conductive hearing
loss due to stapes fixation. (AC-BC> 20 dB at all frequencies). The experiment was conducted to test
the hypothesis that subjects hear sound underwater through the bone conduction pathway.

It was found that the conductive component was not apparent underwater as the subjects sensorineural
thresholds were similar to these determined in the previous experiment. Furthermore the removal of air
bubbles from the ear canals did not alter the subjects underwater MAF.These results support the
hypothesis that the bone conduction pathway dominates underwater hearing mechanisms

4.DISCUSSION

It can be concluded from these experiments that possible reasons for the reduction in sensitivity
underwater compared to air are: (i) Diminished amplification function of head diffraction and the
external ear resonance underwater. This is because the acoustic impedance of water and human body
are approximately the same.(ii) Diminished effect of the middle ear transfer function (27 dB). (iii) The
improvements in underwater hearing thresholds with air bubbles trapped in the ear canals are probably
due to the "occlusion effect" and the reduction in load on the tympanic membrane by the water mass.

In air noise limits are usually expressed in terms of dB(A) and it is now possible to transpose the A-
weighting scale from air to underwater in terms of the differences between hearing thresholds in air
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and underwater. This will be called the W-weighting scale (dB(W)) and it's derivation is illustrated in
Table 1.

Table 1: Proposed procedures for derivation of W-weighting scale for estimation underwater noise
hazard.

Frequency (kHz) 0.25 0.5 1 2 4 8
MAF in air (ISO 226:1987) dB SPL I I T 1 -4 15
A-weightng scale MY- 7-8 7-3 0 1 1 -1
MAF underwater dB SPL 42 29 42 50 5 6 61

W-weighting dB -38 26 3 50 9 47

It is proposed that current industrial noise limits can be applied to the underwater situation in terms of
this new weighting scale. However, as noise induced hearing loss underwater may occur at the mid
frequency range around I kHz, simple extrapolation of the current hearing damage risk criteria from
air to underwater may not be valid. Ideally such hearing damage risk criteria should be based on
epidemiological studies of the relationship between underwater noise exposure levels and the resulting
disability. However, this data is not yet available, and considerable caution still needs to be exercised
in applying noise limits underwater expressed in terms of this new unit.

5 CONCLUSION

The threshold of hearing underwater is reduced compared to that in air although underwater hearing
thresholds are 20-35 dB more sensitive than previously reported. The presence of air bubbles in the
ear canal improves underwater hearing thresholds by 5-15 dB. Noise induced hearing loss due to
underwater noise exposure may occur at mid frequencies around I kHz. The bone conduction
pathway dominates the underwater hearing mechanisms. At this stage, current noise exposure limits
might be adopted for underwater use in terms of the W-weighting scale although it is not clear at this
stage whether the underlying hearing damage risk criteri.a re fully applicable in this case.
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ABSTRACT:
A retrospective interwiew investigation including 103 patients with
isolated hearing loss has been performed. All patients have been
fitted with a special treble hearing instrument having a frequency
response in the area 2 - 6 kHz.
The conclusion is, that when patients with isolated high-frequency
hearing loss are selected according to their hearing demands, they
will indeed benefit from this special hearing instrument fitting.

INTRODUCTION:
Concerning patients with isolated high-frequency hearing loss
i.e. the typical noise induced hearing loss, the fitting of hearing
instruments has been regarded as troublesome and often of only minor
benefit for the patient. This is mainly due to two features in this
particular kind of sensineural heari*g loss : The normal hearing
level in the low - and mid
frequency area and the very abrupt slope in the high
frequency area.
If the patient is fitted with a closed or semi-closed mould, the
normal or almost normal hearing level in the frequency area 750 Hz
to 1.5 or 2.0 kHz will produce an occlusion effect that compromises
the use of a hearing instrument due to annoyance caused by internal
noises, such as the patient's own voice, his respiration and sound
from chewing.
The problem can be solved by the use of open mould fitting, but then
of course the feed back problem will emerge. The other factor, the
steep slope in the high-frequency area, will make it difficult to
gain adequate amplification often at 3-4 kHz without feedback when
using open mould fitting.
Then of course instruments with a sufficient high-frequency response
will be needed and only over the past years, these have been
available. Moreover it is often claimed that when having normal
hearing level at 2 kHz the patient will only have minor effect from
amplification in the area from 2.5 kHz and higher.

Because of the problems mentioned above it is our impression that.
patients with slight to moderate noise induced hearing loss are often
not receiving any hearing instrument treatmer.t.

The purpose of this retrospective semistructured interwiew in-
vestigation is to examine if patients with isolated high frequency
hearing loss will benefit from hearing instrument fitting if proper
selected according to their hearing demands.

MATERIAL AND METHOD:

At our clinic 3800 patients / year are treated and about 560 (15%)
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are diagnosed as DNA Profesionalis. Since the introduction of a
special high-frequency hearing instrument ( Oticon E43 ) this has
been used for isolated high-frequency hearing lossos in "active "
patient i.e. patient having a major hearing demand in everyday or
just in repeating special situations. Both patients having a larger
hearing demand ind their everyday job-situation i.e. teachers, as
well as retired patients having only intermediate hearing demands
when following lectures, going to concerts etc. have been fitted with
this type of instrument.
111 patients with isolated high-frequency hearing losses,l.0 kHz at
25 dB HL o.. better, who had been fitted with at least one type of E43
instrument for a period of at least 6 months were included in a
retrospective semistructured interwiew investigation. Due to lack of
response 8 patients were excluded. The rest, 103 patients, completed
the investigation. The age ranged from 10 to 85 years with a mean of
55 years. The sex ratio was male/female 97/6.
All patients were fitted with open moulds. The vent in the mould was
at least equivalent tc a circular vent with a diameter of 3 mm. This
was done to avoid the occlusion effect as well as to allow the
patients to benefit from their normal hearing level in the low- and
mid frequency areas by passing sounds of these frequencies almost
undamped through the vent.

RESULTS:

At the time of the interwiew, where al]. patients had been treated for
at least 6 months, the following pattern of use was found : 72
patients (70%) used their high - frequency instruments. 18 (17%) had
ceased to use their hearing instrument and 13 (13%) had been fitted
with a more conventional broad band instrument. Thus a total of 83%
of the patients used hearing instrument of some kind.
Among the 72 patients who used the high-frequency instrument, 39 %
used their instruments constantly, 37% used their instruments daily
between 3 and 8 hours, 3% used their instruments daily but less than
3 hours, while 18 % used their instrument at special occations only.
Among the 72 patients 84.5 % reported that the instrument fulfilled
their hearing demands to a high degree, while 12.8 % reported that
their hearing demands were fulfilled to a moderate degree. 2.7%
doubted if they had any benefit.
Regarding the subjective effect on speech discrimination in compagny
with 5 to 8 persons, 72 % of the E43 users reported a marked
improvement in comparison with the unaided situation. 11% reported
a marked improvement in the same type of compagny even if bacground
noise such as music was present. Only 2.7 % (2 patients) reported
unpleasant sound quality and lowered discrimination in the similar
situation but did not turn off their instruments.
In compagny with more than 8 persons 48 % reported marked subjective
improvement of discrimination when using the E43 instrument. In the
same compagny with bacground noise still 19 % (14 patients) reported
a marked improvement. In this situation 21 % had annoyance due to the
noise but still used their instruments, while 12 % turned off their
instruments because of the noise.
16 patients had severe tinnitus and among these 10 reported a total
masking effect when using the instrument, while teh remaining 6 felt
a pleasant but not total masking effect.
When using the instrument in outdoor environment34 patients felt a
marked positive effect when listening to natural sounds. 19 patients
felt a positive effect, 17 patients has no opinion and 2 reported a
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negative effect due to wind noise.
When listening to music the same numbers were 23, 27, 18 and 4
patients.
Regarding the 18 patients who ceased using hearing instrument 12
patients reported problems with the sound quality, ie. sharp,
uncomfortable, noisy, or simply no subjective effect. 4 patients
ceased because of lack of tinnitus masking effect, 1 because of
reduced hearing demand and 1 because he found a hearing instrument
unacceptible as such.

CONCLUSION:

When making a selection based on hearing demands in both job
situation and in the type of situation, 83 % of patients with
isolated high-frequency hearing loss chosed to continue the use of
hearing instrument after the test period of 6 months. 72 % did
benefit from a special high-frequency hearing instrument and as a
very remarkable result 19 % of the users reported a marked improve-
ment in subjective discimination when having conservation in
background noice. These 14 patients all reported that now they had
again the ability of conversating when attending a dinner party.
Patients with noiseinduced hearing loss in the frequency area from
2.0 kHz can thus if propper selection is performed benefit from
hearing instrument fitting.
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OTOACOUSTIC EMISSIONS, PHYSIOPATHOLOGY AND EARLY DIAGNOSIS

OF NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS

Paul AVAN, Drystan LOTH*, Pierre BONFILS**, Colette MENGUY*, Monique TEYSSOU*

Laboratoire de biophysique, Facult6 de mddecine, Universitz d'Auvergne, 63001 Clermont-Ferrand
cedex, *PAM Neurosensoriel, H6pital Lariboisitre, et **Service ORL, H6pital Boucicaut, Paris.

SUMMARY: Noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) is mainly characterized by alterations of cochlear
outer hair cells (OHC). These cells play a prominent role in the high frequency-selectivity and
sensitivity of auditory receptors and these characteristics are altered by NIHL. Otoacoustic emissions
are supposed to arise from normal OHC functioning and have been proposed as a sensitive objective
tool for detecting early stages of NIHL. The present study is based on several experiments performed
on 30 subjects exposed to high-level occupational noise and suffering from moderate high-frequency
hearing losses (namely 15 to 50 dB hearing-threshold elevations between 2 and 8 kHz). Transient-
evoked (TEOEs) and distortion-product emissions (DPOEs) were measured. When the diagnosis was
based on TEOE frequency spectrum alone, 45% false negative (i.e. normal TEOE but pathological
audiogram) were found. When considering TEOE amplitude and time pattern, this percentage
decreased to 24%. When the diagnosis was based on 'DP-gram' (i.e. DPOE amplitude vs. frequency
with eliciting primary tones of 60 dB SPL), the percentage of false negative was also very high i.e.
39%, but decreased to 15% when the slope of DPOE-amplitude vs. stimulus level, evaluated for
primaries between 50 and 65 dB SPL, was also considered.
These results contrast with those obtained in cases of moli severe deafness in that DPOEs are almost
always undetectable above 40 dB of hearing loss. Models providing physiological interpretations of
the behaviour of otoemissions are proposed. It appears that (i) TEOE properties depend on the whole
basal cochlear state, (ii) DPOE properties give a more local reflect of the cochlear state and the slope
of their growth function is sensitive to early alterations of this state. In conclusion, it seems necessary
to account for more parameters of EOEs than mere presence or absence in a frequency interval to
improve the sensitivity of such tests.

RESUME: Les pertes auditives li~es au bruit sont provoqudes notamment par des ldsions des cellules
cilides externes de l'organe de Corti. Comme celles-ci sont supposges d l'origine des otodrmissions
acoustiques, celles-ci ont itd proposdes comme indicateur sensible et objectif de l'itat cochldaire en
vue d'un dipistage prdcoce. Pour tester le bien-fondi de cette hypoth~se, 30 sujets exposds
professionnellement au bruit et porteurs de pertes auditives moddries en hautes frquences ont Oti
testis en otodmissions provoquies par clics (TEOEs) et en produits de distorsion (DPOEs). De
nombreux faux nigatifs (surditis non ditectables en otogmissions), soit 15 d 45% selon les
parametres considiris, ont iti constatis. Au vu de ces risultats, de nouveaux parametres d prendre
en compte ont iti proposis sur la base de modeles de genese des otoimissions. La validation de ces
modiles semble primordiale avant de proposer les otodmissions comme outil de dipistage pricoce.

INTRODUCTION

A wealth of data support the idea that the outer hair cells of the organ of Corti are responsible for the
high sensitivity and frequency-selectivity of a normal ear, as a result of their particular cytoskeleton
and mechanical properties. Presumably, otoacoustic emissions, discovered by Kemp in 1978 and
detectable in the outer ear canal, are a by-product of OHC operation. This operation gives rise to
impedance discontinuities along the cochlea, hence generating click- or transient-evoked otoacoustic
emissions (c-EOE), and nonlinearities that are involved in generating distortion-product otoacoustic
emissions (DPOE) at frequency 2fl -f2 when the cochlea is stimulated by two pure tones with
different frequencies fI and f2 (f2 >f1 ).
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Any cochlear impairment involving OHC results both in sensorineural hearing losses with decrease in
frequency selectivity, and in EOE or DPOE alterations. Otoacoustic emissions tend to disappear
whenever such impairments are associated with more than 40 dB-shift in auditory thresholds between
1-4 (resp. 1-8) kHz for c-EOE (resp. DPOE) (review in Probst et al, 1991). EOE detection has
become a rapid non-invasive objective test and, owing to its high sensitivity to OHC impairment, it
has been proposed as a screening test for early detection of cochlear hearing losses, in addition to its
already extensive use for neonatal screening purposes.

However, recent experiments have shown that some parameters of EOEs do not enable to gain
information on the local cochlear state: it is clearly the case for the amplitude and detection threshold
of c-EOE (e.g. Avan et al, 1991; Thornton, 1992) that are sensitive to the whole basal cochlear
condition. Conversely, DPOE amplitudes appear to be much more local probes of OHC (Probst et al,
1991; Avan and Bonfils, 1993) although they do not seem to convey quantitative information on their
state. The goal of this work was to establish what EOE characteristics can be clearly related to
cochlear state, as evaluated from standard behavioral audiometry, and to address the following
questions: are high-frequency hearing thresholds the most sensitive gauges to beginning cochlear
impairment, or is it possible to detect some abnormal EOE property (when referred to a normative
population) before any shift in hearing threshold? Is it possible to implement a diagnostic procedure
with optimal sensitivity and specificity, namely as few as possible misses and false alarms?

METHODS

Patients and audiometry:

30 subjects took part to the study, in the framework of routine clinical examinations. They suffered
from uni- or bilateral high-frequency hearing losses due to exposure to occupational noise. Otoscopy,
tympanometry, ABR and acoustic reflex studies confirmed that hearing loss was purely of cochlear
origin. A B&k6sy automatic sweep-frequency audiogram was done in addition to standard pure-tone
audiometry (octave steps between .125 and 1 kHz then half-octave steps between 1 and 8 kHz). This
enabled a more accurate measurement of the 'cutoff frequency' fc of the audiogram and of Nd, Nw
and Na, respectively the depth, width and area of the audiometric notch.

Otoacoustic Emissions:

C-EOE were obtained using an IL088 Otodynamics® analyser (Kemp et al, 1990) with its default
setup, namely 85 dB SPL peak equivalent clicks and linear-artifact rejection mode. The maximum
amplitude Am and correlation coefficient cc of c-EOE were measured and converted to coherent
output power COP as defined by LePage (1991) i.e. COP = Am x cc (in dB). The minimum and
maximum frequencies fmin and fmax of detectable spectral EOE-components were also measured.

DPOE were elicited by eq.'ilevel primary tones of 50 to 65 dB SPL synthesized by an Ariel DSP16
board (Cubdis® system, Ai~er,, 1989) with a frequency ratio f2/f1 = 1.22, and detected at 2f,-f 2
(more details in Bonfils and Avan, 1993). f2 was varied from 10 to 1 kHz by 1 kHz-steps. The
amplitude of DPOE was considered as an indicator of cochlear function around the place coding for
f2 (Allen and Fahey, 1992). DPOE amplitude was plotted against f2 , thereby defining the DP-gram.

Analysis of data:

Firstly, a global analysis was performed by each of the 3 audiometric methods i.e. BUksy tracking,
c-EOE and DPOE, in order to detect significantly abnormal ears. A limit between normal and
abnormal ears had thus to be chosen according to what is known, of normative populations (young
adult subjects unexposed to occupational noise). This limit was: hearing threshold > 20 dB HL for
the B&ksy audiogram, fmax < 3 kHz for c-EOE and DPOE below noise floor at 60 dB SPL of
primary levels. 42 ears for which all sets of data were available were kept for analysis. 33 had an
abnormal audiogram. The percentage of false negative cases was calculated, considering the
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audiogram as 'golden standard'. 9 cars had a normal audiogram, although the contralateral ear was
impaired. In these cases, the study aimed at detecting early changes in EOEs.

Secondly, a more detailed analysis of EOE properties was carried out in order to improve the
sensitivity of diagnosis in all the cases with abnormal audiogram but normal c-EOE spectrum or DP-
gram. For c-EOE, the COP was tentatively used as a more sensitive indicator of OHC impairment
and its value was analyzed as a function of Nw, Nd and Na. As for DPOE, the slope of their growth
function was computed for primary levels between 50 and 65 dB SPL (Bonfils and Avan, 1992).

RESULTS

Abnormal audiograms: 15 ears (45%) had a normal c-EOE spectrum in spite of a hearing loss of 25-
35 dB HL at one or several standard audiometric frequencies around 4 kHz. The COP was then
introduced as another criterion. From normative data, it appeared conservative to consider as suspect
any ear with COP < 3 dB SPL in spite of an apparently normal EOE frequency spectrum. Then, the
percentage of false negative decreased to 24%.

13 ears of the same category (39%) presented a normal DP-gram, therefore identified as false
negative cases of the DPOE technique. It is noteworthy that, as for c-EOE, none of them presented a
hearing loss of more than 35 dB HL. When accounting for the slope of their DPOE growth function
around 60 dB primary levels (that is, 0.6 ± 0.4 dB/dB according to Bonfils and Avan, 1992), namely
by considering that any slope > 1 dB was suspect, this number of false negative decreased to 5 i.e.
15%. Such abnormal slopes were found when f2 coincided with the audiometric notch.

Eventually, in order to assess how accurately the audion netric notch can be described by c-EOE and
DPOE characteristics, the correlation between fc and Ymax, or fc and notch in the DP-gram, was
studied. The correspondence between fc and f2 when there was either a notch in DP-gram or an
abnormally steep slope was always very good i.e. less than 500 Hz between the two evaluations (no
better result could be expected owing to the inaccuracy of Bdk~sy sweep-frequency method). In
contrast, there was a difference of 0.5 to 1 octave between fc and fmax (with fmax always < fc) in
most cases.

For the 9 ears with normal pure-tone audiograms, atypical EOE were found in 1 case and atypical
DPOE characteristics in 5 cases. So far it is impossible to decide whether or not these anomalies
represented an early reflect of cochlear impairment. It must be pointed out that the contralateral ears
had clear hearing losses and that one subject complained of poor frequency discrimination in his
'normal' ear in noisy backgrounds.

DISCUSSION

Obviously, the number of ears included in this study does not allow us to draw definitive conclusions
as to whether EOEs can be used in early screening of noise-induced hearing losses and which of their
characteristics are more appropriate to this end. However, these results point out that at least when
considering the most widely used characteristics (a comprehensive review of these is available in
Probst et al, 1991), the number of false negative found with the two techniques is conspicuously
high. Several reasons for these findings are easily found.

First for c-EOE, it is not possible to record their frequency components above 4-5 kHz in most cases,
whereas beginning hearing losses are precisely to be found in this frequency range. It may account
for a number or false negative. However, recent experiments (Avan et al, 1991, Thornton, 1992)
have shown that c-EOE amplitudes (therefore indirectly presence) depend on the whole basal cochlear
state thus can be sensitive to hearing losses at frequencies > 6 kHz. The improvement in test
sensitivity when accounting for COP probably results from this property and tends to confirm the
validity of the model proposed in the paper cited herein.
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Secondly, DPOE amplitudes at a given level of primary tones do not seem to provide reliable
information on the cochlear state when the hearing loss is •30 dB. This had already been pointed out
in (Bonfils and Avan, 1992 and ref.in). This test is mainly used with a screening limit value of 30
dB. The possible sources of DPOEs are not yet very clearly identified and it must be noticed that
when using 60 dB primary tones, the mechanical excitation that is likely to produce distortion tones is
already widely distributed around the cochlear area coding for f2. Therefore, many OHC contribute to
the overall signal with unknown phases. It is not straightforward to predict the effects on DPOE
amplitudes of an alteration of some of these OHCs. The only clear point is that DPOEs eventually
disappear whenever a large % of OHCs are impaired. The finding that the slope of DPOE
input/output functions tends to increase when there is some beginning OHC alterations has been
described by Leonard et al (1988) as a sort of recruitment, i.e. as a spreading of the excitation pattern
of mechanical nonlinearities in such a situation. This increase may be a confounding effect because it
masks the fact that DPOE amplitudes would be abnormally low if elicited by lower level primaries
(e.g. 50 dB SPL). Such primary levels are not always easy to use because they are too sensitive to
background noise.

Further work is required to ensure that EOEs can be worthwhile measuring in order to detect early
noise-induced hearing losses. In particular, it is evident that more parameters of the emissions have to
be studied and more thoroughly understood. However, the effectiveness of EOEs in detecting more
severe hearing losses i.e. well above 30 dB cannot be denied.
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Abstract

Military noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) is the single

largest category of military medical disability. Despite

the British Army Hearing Conservation Programme initiated

in 1965, studies in 1980 showed a 28% prevalence of

acoustic trauma among serving infantry personnel and

current recruit training suffers a high wastage from this

cause. Weapon systems continue'to cause noise hazard and

the military response has been'sa combination of

monitoring and job placement (mainly British) and active

treatment (mainly German).

The Importance Of Good Hearing In A Military Environment

As the waging of modern warfare is based on not only on

mechanisation but also on noisy weaponry, noisy

environments will persist for many years to come.

Financial considerations alone dictate that as NIHL is

the single largest category of military medical

disability it should be taken seriously. It is also very

important from the point of view of efficient functioning

at a military level since NIHL affects the high

frequencies and hence consonants and speech

discrimination. There is also difficulty in understanding

speech when there are competing noise signals such as

background noise. Military communication may contain much

information of novel or unexpected content which requires

a higher signal to noise ratio than expected for
interpretation. A further complicating factor is multi-

national operations. Research has shown that when
exercises are conducted using soldiers with "poor"
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hearing i.e. that level of hearing possessed by the

deafest 25% of a platoon, then military function is

compromised. This can have serious consequences when

orders given over a radio can be misinterpreted, leading

to so-called "friendly fire" incidents.

The Risk Of Deafness From Weapon Noise

Impulse noise from firearms has been shown to be

extremely hazardous to hearing, with in some instances an

impairment being noted after a single shot. Continuous

exposure to vehicle noise over prolonged periods is also

a common problem in military service. The critical

intensity above which risk of cochlear and hearing damage

rapidly increases is 140dB. Damage risk criteria (DRC)

specifying limits of permissible exposure to impulse
noise have been detailed by a variety of authors but

recent studies have shown that they may not be applicable

to the noise from large weapons.Arhich have a different

frequency spectrum. The EuropeAn Community guidelines for

a working environment to be no louder than 90db for an
"average industrial working life" are hardly applicable.

Neither is the equal energy concept as exposure to

impulse noise may lead to more degeneration in the organ

of Corti than expected. It is also the case that

simultaneous exposure to uniform loud noise (such as
vehicle engines etc) together with impulsed noise such as

explosions and gunfire causes more profound changes in

hearing than either separately. Complicating the matter

further is the problem of the variation in human

susceptibility, dramatically shown by experiments

performed in the 1940's on "medical student volunteers"

where controlled exposure to weapon noise under

standardised conditions showed the large range of

biological variation. An important factor in any exposure

standard is the decision as to the acceptable level of

risk.

The Management of the Problem

Three main approaches are used in dealing with NIHL.

Protective devices are used wherever possible to minimise

the risk, those individuals unduly susceptible are
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diagnosed early so that they can be removed from the

risk, and any deafness which develops is treated.

Prevention

Better design for military hardware is always considered

but other factors such as weight, strength and cost are
important.In the Bundeswehr the protective hood within

the turret of the Leopard 2 tank absorbs sound to reduce
it to safe (less than 90db) levels, an improvement on

that of its predecessor. Despite it being long known that
it is possible to obtain 30-40dB insulation for incident

sound of high frequency by means of a close-fitting plug

this has not always been acted upon. However, during the
firing of shoulder-fired antitank weapons, 'ow frequency

peak pressures of 170dB or more can hit the soldier's

ear, despite ear-protectors. Although the use of hearing
protectors is an accepted practice in noisy industries,

protection rarely attains the levels predicted in the

laboratory and it has also been :shown that the efficiency

of earmuffs decreases drasticaldty in true field

conditions. In addition, they might not be worn all the
time through tactical considerations. This was seen in
the Falkland Islands campaign where only about a fifth

claimed to wear hearing protection "all or most of the

time".

The Military Hearing Conservation Programme

Within the Army it is essential that the overly
susceptible individual be identified as early as possible

in his career. This is done by audiometric testing before

enlistment and regular monitoring. At the first sign of a

significant deterioration in hearing the soldier can be

provided with more effective protection, removed from the

hazardous environment or rerolled to another trade. In

any hearing conservation programme it is almost
impossible to specify practical maximum noise levels and
exposure times that will ensure safety for everyone due

to biological variation in susceptibility. In any group
exposed to the same noise burden a small percentage will
develop relatively large amounts of permanent hearing
loss, even though the group average itself is acceptably

small. As yet there are no accurate and simple tests
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available by which such persons can be identified in
advance.

The Treatment Of Noise Induced Hearing Loss
The treatment of NIHL with or without tinnitus does not
differ fundamentally from that of sudden hearing loss
from unknown causes. The multiplicity of treatment
regimes shows the present lack of a totally satisfactory
method. Within the British Army treatment for temporary
threshold shift is confined to rest and avoidance of
further noise exposure until either the hearing has
returned or another employment category has been given.
In the Bundeswehr more aggressive therapies are advised,
all with the aim of improving blood circulation within

the inner ear.
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RETROSPECTIVE FIELD EVALUATION OF HPD BASED
ON EVOLUTION OF HEARING

Robert A. BERTRAND and Jean ZEIDAN (*)

SUMMARY

There is general agreement that the laboratory attenuation of HPD's as measured
by the NRR or HLM methods do not correspond to the "real field" attenuation.
Several formulae, such as NIOSH method I, II or III, OSHA 50% rule or the HLM
method have been proposed to extrapolate the laboratory attenuation results to the
probable "real field" attenuation.

In our study, we compared the hearing levels (HL) of group of individuals or
individuals for a specific period of time working it a known noise level exposure
and using an HPD device of known laboratory otenuation.

Based on the HL, after a known period of time, we evaluated which LexSh would
have produced this HL at the .5 fractile. This LexSh is assumed to be the actual
"real noise exposure" reaching the ear.

The difference between the assumed Lexsh at the .5 fractile and the Lexsh measured
by sonometry or dosimetry is considered the "real field attenuation" obtained with
the HPD.

Based on our results, the NIOSH method No. 1 and HLM method seem the most
appropriate theoretical approach.

Also, if the history of exposure to noise is available, this approach allows to
evaluate "reald field exposure" to noise based on HL evolution. It can be useful
to detect subjects progressing abnormally either because they do not use HPD's or
they do not use them properly.

(1) Dr. Robert A. Bertrand, m.d., f.r.c.s.(c)
Clinical Professor, Dept. of Surgery, Universit6 de Montreal.

(2) M.Sc. (Stat)
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INTRODUCTION

There is a general agreement that attenuation of HPD as measured by the NRR
method in the laboratory does not correspond to the attenuation obtained in the
field. Several reasons can explain this disparity, from improper use of HPD's,
altered HPD's, eye glasses, etc. Several formulae have been proposed to try to give
a theoretical field attenuation of HPD's. Among these, theories such as NIOSH I,
II or III, HLM or the OSHA 50% formula are used. These theoretical approaches
have severe drawbacks.

In our approach for field attenuation evaluation, we used an indirect approach
based on ISO 1999. As a first step, we evaluated the HL of a group of workers
or of an individual worker at a specific date. Knowing the noise exposure to
which a group of workers or a worker is exposed to, it is possible to extrapolate
the HL for a given period. Inversely, if for a given period, we evaluate the
evolution of HL, we evaluate the noise level that, according to ISO 1999, would
have produced this HL variation at the .5 fractile.

METHODOLOGY

In our studies, we evaluated at a known noise level exposure for different time
period workers in company who are drillers exposed to Lex 8h 118 dBA.
According to Quebec Legislation, mandatory HPD's must be used over 115 dBA.
In the groups studied, all workers used from 1980 to 1983 protector A whose
attenuation is NRR 22 and from 1983 to 1983 protector B whose attenuation is
NRR 24. It is to be noted that there are no scientific studies on humans to
evaluate the effect of such high exposure for such a long period as, in all
jurisdictions, it would be illegal to submit workers to such high levels on noise
exposure without protection.

Our study was based on three groups of subjects in relation to their time exposure
hearing levels:

Group 1: exposure of five years
Group 2. exposure of five to 10 years with an average of 8.6 years
Group 3: exposure to greater than 10 years with an average of 12 years.

We evaluated the average exposure to noise that would have produce the average
hearing level of employees in each group. The criteria to be included in the study
were:

1. There was no known noise exposure before employment to this company.

2. The first baseline audiogram showed normal hearing as defined either by
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an absolute threshold of 10 dB or less at each frequency or 10 dB plus the
.5 fractile according to ISO 7029 for the presbycusis factor.

3. All subjects having otological pathology in one ear or unilateral high
frequency HL were excluded.

4. There was the absence of systemic pathology or use of ototoxic drugs that
could have influenced the auditory functions.

RESULTS

In group A, whose exposure was 5 years at 118 dBA, we have 6 employees. The
actual hearing levels after five years, showed a hearing level corresponding to an
exposure of Lez1 98 dBA. In group B, whose average exposure was 8.6 years, the
average HL is equivalent of an exposure of 98 dBA. For those exposed for a
period longer than 10 years which average is 12.1 years, the actual hearing levels
at the .5 fractile of ISO 1999 also correspond to an exposure of 98 dBA, Example
of the audiometric results of Group B is preswiied in Table I.

TABLE I GROUP B
No. of subjects:10 Average age: 36.1 Years of exposure:8.6

Average 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 6000
1986 R.E. 5 0 0 0 0 5
1991 R.E. 10 5 15 15 15 35

1986 L.E 5 5 0 0 0 10
1991 L.E. 15 5 5 10 10 30
TABLE I: HL evolution in a known period of time for workers at 118 dBA

wearing HPD with NRR of 24.

Miners exposed to Lexsh 118 dBA with use of ear muff HPD with NRR of 24.
The evolution of hearing levels for this group of employees correspond to a LexSh
of 98.0 dBA. The presumed attenuation of the HPD is 20 dBA.

Based on the results obtained, we can possibly conclude that the attenuation of
HPD was of approximately 20 dBA. This figure is obtained by extrapolation.

For this group of workers exposed to high risk of noise-induced hearing loss, new
measures must certainly be introduced since the field evaluation results do not
seem to produce a safe hearing environment.

Another group of workers exposed to 97 dBA showed HL evolution compatible
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WORKER No.I MUFF : NRR= 24 dB
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H.L. at age 50 R.E. 10 10 10 15 20 10
R.E. 10 .10 10 15 20 10

W/o : Projection H.L. at age 50 Lex 8h 97 dBA.,without HPD.

IW : Projection H.L. at age 50 Lex8h 82 dB04 with HPD.

FIG. I : The evolution of H.L. is equivalent to an exposure of Lex8 h 82 dBA,

based on a retrospective evaluation, using ISO 1999 at the

.5 fractile.

This indirect approach of using HL evolution to evaluate HPD's attenuation
according to the .5 fractile of ISO 1999, is a useful tool in HCP. From our studies,
the theoretical recommendations of the HLM or NIOSH I method seem to better
represent the field attenuation of HPD's.
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MUSIC-INDUCED HEARING LOSS >20 dB AFFECTS 30% OF
NORWEGIAN 18 YEAR OLD MALES BEFORE MILITARY SERVICE -

THE INCIDENCE DOUBLED IN THE 80's, DECLINING IN THE 90's

BORCHGREVINK, HK
HQ Defence Corn Norway, FSAN/Environm Med, 0016 Oslo Norway

ABSTRACT
The incidence of high frequency hearing loss >20dB in 18 year

old Norwegian male conscripts BEFORE start of military service
increased from around 15% in 1981/82 to around 35% in 1987/88/89,
declining to around 31% in 1990/91 and 25% in 1992 (20dB screening
audiometry, n=around 30.000 per year). The figures reflect leisure
noise exposure, most likely MUSIC NOISE which may reach hazardious
levels e.g. in discotheques, rock concerts and by "walkman"
audio-headset listening devices. The hearing loss incidences were
constant for other frequency ranges. The findings were confirmed
when enrolment screening 1990 was validated against thershold
audiometry at entry 1991 for the Army fraction of the same group.
The incidence DECLINE recorded so far in the 1990's may be related
to our rather extensive public information on music noise hazard
through TV, radio, newspapers and teenager periodicals since 1988.
However, for a "normal" teenager pqpulation the figures are still
high, and restrictions on leisure noise exposure including music
noise seem to be needed.

INTRODUCTION
Norway has 15 months' compulsory military service for all male

citizens aged >18 years. Since 1981, audiometry of conscripts has
been performed at enrolment, at the beginning of military service,
during service (according to special criteria) and when ending
military service (Borchgrevink 1988a+b). First we test for normal
hearing, "screening audiometry 20 dB", whether one hears a tone of
20 dB or not on each ear for the standard test frequencies 250,
500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000, 8000 Hz. In case of hearing
loss >20 dB for any frequency, pure tone threshold audiometry is
performed for all the above test frequencies. Since 1981 the
medical data have been categorized into digit codes and stored
electronically to facilitate administration procedures. The
"hearing digit" denotes whether the man has normal hearing, or
low-, mid- or high frequency hearing loss >20 dB on one or both
ears (Table 1). Noise exposure leads to selective high frequency
hearing loss. Increasing incidence of high frequency hearing loss
(hearing digits 5 and 4) recorded among Norwegian 18 year old men
at consecutive annual examinations will thus reflect increased
incidence of noise induced hearing loss.

METHOD
Pure-tone "screening audiometry 20 dB" (as described above) was

performed on the entire Norwegian 18 year old male population
(around 30.000 men) each year 1981-1992. The audiometers, method
and periodicity of calibration, examination procedure and
locations were the same each year. The operators shifted every
year, but received exactly the same training and supervision. The
audiometry results were reported for each man in a standard scheme
registering whether the person could hear 20 dB, or not, on each
ear for the standard test frequencies (given above). The "hearing
digit" was calculated according to the code given in Table 1. The
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audiometry results were stored in an electronic database in terms
of hearing digits as part of the medical record for each man. The
relative distribution of hearing digits - reflecting the incidence
of low-, mid- and high frequency hearing losses >20 dB, and the
incidence of normal hearing - were calculated for each enrolment
group 1981-1992. For validation purposes the hearing loss
incidence/distribution at enrolment screening 1990 was compared
with threshold audiometry results for the Army fraction of the
same group when entering military service 1991.

RESULTS
The results showed that during the period 1981-87 the incidence

of pure high frequency hearing loss (hearing digits 4 and 5) was
doubled, increasing from around 15% in 1981/82 to around 35% in
1987 (Table 2). The high frequency hearing loss incidenc.
stabilized around 35% in 1988 and 1989, and decreased slightly to
around 31% in 1990/91, declining to around 25% in 1992 (Table 2).
Low frequency hearing loss (digit 8), mid-frequency hearing loss
(digits 6,7) and mixed hearing loss (diglt 3) showed no
corresponding variation. The hearing loss incidence/ distribution
at enrolment screening 1990 was confirmed by threshold audiometry
results for the Army fraction of the same group when entering
military service 1991 (Table 3, discussed below).

DISCUSSION
Concerning the validity and reliability of the above results,

the 30%-level high-frequency hearing loss incidence at enrolment
1990 (Table 2) was confirmed in the Army fraction of the same
group at entry 1991 (Table 3).' Hearing digit 2 is seldom
calculated at enrolment. Thus the ligh-frequency loss incidence at
entry 1991, digits 2+4+5 (=30.1%), corresponds to the enrolment
1990 incidence of digits 4+5 (=31.1%).

In military enrolment audiometry (partly ambulant) the
background noise is most likely higher than in stationary units.
Background noise will characteristically mask the lower
frequencies, leading to (false) higher incidence of low-/mixed
frequency hearing loss. This may partly be reflected in the higher
figures for mixed losses at enrolment 1990 (Table 2) than at entry
1991 (Table 3), but did not influence high-frequency range
results. Non-optimal, oblique placing of headsets may lead to a
(false) somewhat higher incidence of high frequency hearing loss
because the higher frequencies are more directional. However, the
influence would be expected to be constant per year when examining
large groups of subjects with the same equipment and procedures,
supported by the corresponding high-frequency loss incidence found
at enrolment 1990 and at entry 1991 (cf above). The locations, and
the procedures for sample selection, audiometry, coding and
storing of data were the same throughout the 1981-92 period. The
incidence of low-, mid-, and mixed frequency hearing losses were
largely constant 1981-92 (Table 2).

Thus, the incidence INCREASE 1981-87 and the incidence DECLINE
1990-92 recorded at enrolment only for high-frequency hearing loss
should be reasonably valid.

Concerning incidence LEVEL, 50% of a 1980 random Oslo sample of
students 15-17 years showed >10 dB high frequency hearing loss at
a University clinic (Flottorp, in Turunen-Rise, Flottorp, Tvete
1991), supporting the 15-20% enrolment incidence of high frequency
hearing loss >20 dB in the early 1980's.

Most of the noise induced hearing losses recorded at enrolment
are probably small, less than 30 dB. Audiometry at entry
registered in our central archives demonstrates that only some 15%
of the conscripts show high frequency losses of 30 dB or more.
Less than 5% show substantial losses that qualify for hearing
digit 2 (Borchgrevink & Woxen IN PREP). In a population with small
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hearing losses around 20 dB, categorical data sampling around a 20
dB cut-off will be sensitive to small, but valid, threshold
fluctuations in the population.

In 18 year old men, the recorded high-frequency loss incidence
levels and fluctuations can not be due to presbyacusis, and
consequently reflect NOISE INDUCED HEARING LOSS (NIHL). As
schooling till age >18 years has increased (1982:50%, 1987:75%,
1992:85%, Min of Educ. estimates, pers.commun.) and occupational
noise exposure has decreased due to the 1982 Regulations, the
recorded NIHL reflects LEISURE NOISE, most likely MUSIC NOISE
exposure. Hazardious music dB levels are produced, e.g. at rock
concerts (>100 dBALeq, 138 dBA max, Gothe & al 1992), in
discotheques (95-110 dBA Leg, 100-120 dBA max, Stromme/Telemark
Labour Insp Norway, unpubl), brassband (80-103 dBA outdoors,
Borchgrevink 1991c), by car audio-systems and by headsets (6 dB
higher listening levels than from speakers, Hellstrom & Axelsson
1988). In a symphony orchestra (76-102 dBA max, median 90 dBA) 45%
had NIHL (Royster 1990). In Norway the "walkman" was introduced
around 1979, 600.000 sets were sold by 1987, now >1 mill. - or one
set per person aged 10-30 years (Radiolev. Landsforb,
pers.commun.).A "Walkman" can produce 126 dBA Eq free-field, and
one of 10 subjects showed 35 dB temporary threshold shift (TTS,
mean 9 dB) after pop-music listening at "a level they enjoyed"
(Hellstrom & Axelsson 1988). TTS 5-25 dB were registered in 6
volunteers after one hour "walkman" music at 95 dBA Leq
(Turunen-Rise, Flottorp, Tvete 1991; discussed by Borchgrevink
1991a+b). Listening levels vary, exceeded 90 dBA Leq in 25%, and
100 dBALeq in 5% of subjects (Rice, Breslin, Roper 1987), and some
20% admitted tinnitus (Rice, Rossi, Olina 1987).

Susceptibility varies across in~fviduals. TTS of 25dB and above
is likely to produce permanent hearing loss upon repeated exposure
(NATO RSG6 1987). Impulsive noise doubles the hazard (+3dB) (Buck
1982). Rock music contains impulse noise. Still, music seems to
give less hearing loss than comparable noise exposure (Hellstrom
1991). However, leisure noise tends to reduces the noise-free
recovery periods and thus increases the hazard.

In spite of the slight NIHL incidence decline 1990-92 - possibly
related to our rather extensive public information on music noise
hazard through TV, radio, newspapers and teenager periodicals
since 1988 - noise induced hearing loss registered in large
fractions of the 18 year old school population calls for
restrictions on leisure/music noise exposure.
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TABLE 3
Entry incidence 1991

HEARING of hearing digit
TABLE 1. The hearing digit code DfGIT distribution in

-- for Army conscripts
Normal hearing, threshold <20 dB both ears, or
Low-freq.loss >20 dB 5500 Hz one ear 9

" it " both ears 8 HEARING
Mid- " " 1000, 2000 Hz one ear 7 DIGIT 1991

" " " " both ears 6 LOSS
High " " " :3000 Hz one ear 5 9 normal 65.7

"" " " " both ears 4 8 low Hz 0.4
Mixed hearing loss >20 dB with combined 7 mid " 0.2
low+mid, low+high, mid+high or low+mid+high loss 3 6 mid " 1.3

5 high " 16.6
Sum dB loss for the 3 poorest neighbour freq. NO-NOISE 4 high " 10.5
in the left ear + in the right ear (-6 freq.) SERVICE
•150 dB when calculated S2000 Hz, mean 225 dB FOR 4+5 high 27.1
k200 dB " a3000 Hz, mean >33 dB 2 CONSCRIPTS

3 mixed" 2.6
CONSCRIPTS 2 3.0

Impaired social hearing without hearing aid 1 DISMISSED 1 -

n= 14 409

TABLE 2
Enrolment incidence of normal hearing and low/mid/high/mixed frequency loss >20dB
on one or both ears for the Norwegian male population aged 18 years
given in % distribution for each year 1981-1992

HEARING
DIGIT 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

LOSS
9 normal 73.7 77.4 70.6 68.2 61.3 63.9 53.9 51.3 51.3 55.3 56.3 65.0
8 low Hz 1.5 2.7 1.3 1.3 1.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.5 1.5 1.2 2.1
7 mid " 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3
6 mid " 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
5 high " 12.1 10.1 13.3 15.2 18.4 17.4 21.6 22.1 21.1 20.0 20.8 16.2
4 high - 5.9 4.2 6.4 7.3 10.9 9.0 14.1 14.5 13.9 11.1 10.0 8.4
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4+5 high 18.0 14.3 19.7 22.5 29.3 26.4 35.7 -36.6 35.0 31.1 30.8 24.6
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 mixed" 5.6 4.0 5.0 4.7 4.8 5.6 5.6 7.1 7.7 6.9 6.7 6.8

n= 34409 34856 35783 33419 27995 27612 33341 30792 29807 32722 34776 35200
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A new solution for increasing noise protection
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Abstract During the past ten years, the Laboratory of Mechanics and Acoustics (LMA) of the French National
Center of Scientific Research (CNRS) has developed advanced technology for reducing unwanted noise and vibration.

This technology, known as active noise control (ANC) and active vibration control (AVC), utilizes very
advanced analogue and digital signal processing methods to actively cancel unwanted noise and vibration. This
accomplished by computing in real-time the mirror image of the sound or vibration which needs to be reduced or
controlled. When this mirror image signal is summed via a suitable transducer such as a loudspeaker with the unwanted
sound or vibration, active noise and vibration control results.

ANC technology (named also ANR) can be used to improve dramatically the performance of standard hearing
protection equipment. Existing hearing protection equipment does not work well to attenuate low frequency noise and
vibration. This is because the acoustic wavelength of low frequency noise energy cannot be absorbed by passive noise
absorption materials used in standard hearing protectors. By incorporating ANC technology in helmets, headsets,
earplugs, and others types of hearing protection apparatus, a remarkable 25 to 35 of noise reduction can be achieved in
low frequency spectrum.

In conclusion, ANC/AVC technology provides the means to create an ideal hearing protector. When combined
with existing passive noise reduction techniques, this technology promises a new "active" solution for the prevention of
human hearing loss.

Introduction
We describe a system of Active Noise Control (ANC) for broadband noise, in real time, for any kind of

individual protection (helmets, headsets, earplugs...). This comes from an electronic filter inserted into the loop's
feedback control. This is an extension of the feedback technique, initially proposed by Lueg [1]. The filtering leads to a
complex modification of the total transfer function which describes the open loop system.

Researchers in various laboratories have tried this method in order to reduce noise in ducts [2] and recently in
helmets [3], [4]. But all of them use a classical analogical filter fitted empirically. We propose a numerical simulation
of the phenomenon in order to compute the best ANC result for any kind of auditory cavity. These numerical techniques
make possible a rigorous and general study of the problem and a systematic experiment.

1 - Principle
A classical noise protection device is put on the ear. The confined space between ear and device is modelised as

a small acoustic cavity. In order to reduce the noise level in the cavity, we propose to implement an anti-noise system
controlled by electro-acoustic feedback (cf. fig. 1).

When the circuit is closed at point B, the linear superposition of the primary acoustic field (noise in the cavity)
and the secondary acoustic field (pressure emitted by the loud-speaker) gives the following:

Pc(Co) = Pm(w) ig(o) + k.Pc(Wo) C(wo) Hlp(Wo) Ca(M) t(w) (1)

with : Pm(CO) acoustic pressure measured in the cavity without feedback control;
Pc(wO) acoustic pressure measured in the cavity with feedback control;
Ca((O) transfer function of the acoustic cavity;
Hip(m) transfer function of the loud speaker,
i,(to) transfert function of the microphone:
C(w) control filter,
k gain of the linear amplifier.

We show [5] that the electric observation of the phenomenom (considered from point B) is such that the relation (1)
becomes:

Pc(o)) = Pm(o)) i,(o)) + k.Pc(w) CQ(o) Hex(wx) (2)
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with: Hex(m) transfer function of the open loop system measured between the entrance A and the exit B.
We check that this Hex(m) transfer function presents all the physical and mathematical characteristics of the

electro-acoustic system under study.
The ANC in the cavity is given by the following relation:

Pc(mo) / Pmrom) = 1 / [1 - k.C(w) Hex(m)] (3)

Noise reduction occurs when I Pc(w) I approaches zero. That is:

If I I - k.C(Wo) Hex(m) I --- then I Pc(O) I --+ 0 (4)

From a mathematical point of view, it is sufficient to increase the value of k to verify the relation (4).
However the physical system, being linear and regular, becomes unstable in a closed loop as soon as the loop gain
increases. This instability is nevertheless forseeable if the Nyquist criterion is applied.

The example in fig.2 shows that the system is unstable for a value of k >> 1. The only way of maintaining a
large gain, in a given waveband, without exposing the system to instability, is to modidfy the Nyquist path for Hex(mo)
which surrounds the critical point. This is achieved by the filter C(m) which has been put into the feedback loop.
Nota Bene : The critical point is given by the value (1,0) calculated by the characteristic equation of the relation (3).

2 - Choice and calculation of the filter C(M)
2.1. - Problem of the magnitude minimal phase shift compromise.

Not all the filters C(ma) can be used successfully in our system. Indeed the Bayard-Bode law shows that
according to the value of the magnitude's downward slope, the filter will present a minimal phase shift expressed by the
relation:

$zQ)= 2oi / x (Ln A(o) - Ln A(oi))/( o2 - Oi2 ) do (5)

with : p(wi) phase and A(m) magnitude of the filter.
If for example a 2nd order low pass filter is used to control the system, we show that the minimal phase shift

calculated by the relation (5) is of 1800 fcf Bode plots fig.3). In the pass band of the filter C(w) the closed loop system
becomes unstable because the signal is out of phase.

So this local modification of the control filter C(Qw) illustrates the necessary compromise needed between the
steep downward slope needed and the weak phase shift which will enable us to keep the closed loop system perfectly
stable.

2.2. - Identification of the solution filter by numerical simulation.
In order to solve the problem of the magnitude/phase compromise we propose to compute the parameters of the

electronic filter with optimization algorithms using the total transfer function Hex(o) according to the shape sampled
[6]. By this method the coefficients of C(w) calculated by the algorithm correspond to a physical solution which can be
transposed directly to the experiment.

The filter C(m) used is defined by the expression:
N K

C(r) = X Ai(j Ow) / I Bk(j0) k'l (6)
i=l k=I

This very general definition of the filter C(o) has the advantage of not limiting the algorithm to a restricted
category of solution filters. The algorithm used is of the gradient type with the steepest slope. The energy expression is
given by the relation :

N
Fenergy = I I 1 - k.C(ci) Hex(moi) 12 (7)

i=1

To ensure that the solution is stable we calculate a stability constraint (Rmax). This value is then introduced
into a penalization functional :

Fstability = exp [ c ( Rmax- ) (8)

Its role is to prevent the algorithm by penalizing it, from going on to optimize the parameters when it is
heading towards an unstable solution.

2.3. - The result : a new generation of filters
This numerical minimization brought about the discovery of a new generation of analogical filters adapted to

feedback control [7]. These new filters achieve to a good compromise between an important increase of gain and the
total stability of the loop system, and they give a high quality of ANC.
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We get a new 2nd order filter describe in fig.3. This filter may appear to resemble a 2nd order low pass filter as
a similar magnitude.

However, its phase shift is less than 1800 and its phase goes towards 0° when (o goes towards the boundaries of
the interval [0, +oo]. This filter is also perfectly suitable for filtering by feedback. The phase shift does not interfer with
the closed loop system except in the pass band of the filter since the phase goes towards 0*

We have named this filter "the colver-leaf filter" on account of its particular Nyquist path shape (cf. fig. 6).

3 - The experiment
This technology is today fully patented and the CNRS is the owner of these patents. The CNRS decided four

years ago to create and to give all rights on these patents to a compagny named TechnoFirst.
TechnoFirst manufactures and sells ANC units for: headsets, helmets, earplugs. air conditioning system, etc

Today TechnoFirst manufactures and sells this specific headset named: SAM PRO and SAM COM (ANC
headset with communication system added).

The ANC obtained with the TechnoFirst's experimental active noise attenuator is given in fig.5. The
divergence between the noise reduction given by the numerical model and the measurements taken during the
experiment, is very slight. For the low frequencies, it is non-existent and for the other frequencies it does not exceed a
few decibels.

TechnoFirst did also studies for others ANC's hearing protection apparatus for different compagnies like
SILEC, ELNO, GIAT, TELEPHONICS, KOSS, ETC...

A schematic example is given fig.6 of an earplug with active noise control and its active noise reduction is
given in fig.7. We can see a very interesting result according to the large frequency bandwith of ANC.

Conclusion
With TechnoFirst's loop feedback control system A c can get an active noise reduction with an important gain

,ut any looped system's instability.
This new generation of analogical filters, adapted to feedback control, achives to a good compromise between

an important gain and the total stability of the looped system.
TechnoFirst's system shows the potential of a new generation of filters, of a type never used previously in

problems of filtering by feedback. ,t
That the reason why the SAM unit in a very loud noise aid with large external motion is more stable and more

powerful compared to competitor' units.
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"TOO LOUD MUSIC IS A DANGEROUS NOISE:
LET NOISE BE SEEN"

by CAUSSE Jean-Bernard, M.D.
Causse clinic - Traverse de Bdziers - 33440 COLOMBIERS (France)

Keywords: noise, music, BMJC (Audio Protect System)

Summary

Loud music is justified by its benefits to the mind and as it causes the body to secrete useful hormones.
The loudness of music helps many of us feel greater pleasure.

However, over 105 decibels, high pitched tinnitus and poor speech discrimination due to specific high
tones hearing loss are the risks of too loud music.

Music should not be louder than 105 decibels, measured at the entry of the external ear canal.
There is a difference of 15 decibels between the sensation of pain due to noise (120 decibels) and that of

the danger due to noise (105 decibels). At the threshold of 105 decibels, danger to the ear is immediate and
probable.

We have originated the concept that "noise can be seen", correlating noise to lights showing possible
danger for the ear anatomic structures. We have originated a device demonstrating how dangerous the loudness of
a noise can be, thru lights colored in green when there is no dazger at all, orange when hearing fatigue may exist
with time, and red when noise level measured at the entry of the external ear canal may create an immediate and
probable danger.

Rdsumd

La musique forte peut se justifier par ses bendfices sur le psychisme et par des secrttions hormonales utiles
i notre organisme. L'intensitd de la musique est facteur d'euphorie suppldmentaire.

Au-delk de 105 ddcibels toutefois existe un risque de sifflements aigus et de mauvaise intelligibilitt de la
parole par destruction des cils des cellules de Corti de notre oreille (correspondant i r'audition des fr~quences
aiguds). La musique ne devrait jamais etre plus forte que 105 d6cibels mesurds i I'entrde du conduit auditif externe.
H existe une difference de 15 decibels entre le seuil de la douleur par le bruit (120 decibels) et celui du danger par
le bruit (105 decibels). A 105 ddcibels, le danger est immtdiat et probable.

Nous avons ddvelopio le concept :"le bruit se voit" en corrdlant le niveau de danger par le bruit avec une
lumitre mattrialisant le niveau de danger encouru par les structures anatomiques de l'oreille. Nous avons conqu un
appareil convertissant le danger exprim6 en paliers de decibels : en lumitre verte lorsqu'il nexiste aucun danger ;
orange lorsqu'existe un risque de fatigue auditive avec le temps. et rouge quand le bruit mesurd A rentrte du
conduit auditif externe correspond A un danger immediat et probable.

1) Sinificant and immediate danger due to too loud music starts at 105 decibels measured at the entry of the external
ear canal

Audition is due to variations of atmospheric pressure causing stimulation of the auditive anatomic
structures.

Only an anecoic chamber can give an idea of a zero decibel hearing level, where there is no stimulation of
the tympanic membrane. Up to 80 decibels, music is only rythm and melody. There is no danger at all.

Between 80 and 105 decibels, the inner ear external Corti hair cells are exposed to too great stimulation,
causing excessive muscle contractions. External Corti hair cells are made of actine and myosine, the same tissue
as the muscles of the arm (for example).

At the level of sound loudness of 80 decibels, an exposure of a few hours is necessary to cause "fatigue" of
those muscles. At 100 decibels, far less than one hour is necessary to cause it.
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80 decibels represent a few people talking to each other in a room, in loud voices. 100 decibels is a
"pneumatic drill" heard from 5 meters. The same at one meter has a sound level emission of 110 decibels.

Over 105 decibels, there is a danger of Corti hair cells damage. Danger is immediate and probable.

Anatomic structures lesions may be inflammation and oedema. If so, the individual will experience too
loud and vibrating sounds, when hearing any sound or speech. Muffled hearing is usually described. When a
tinnitus is experienced, it is nearly always located at 4 KHz on the audiogram. The tinnitus will disappear, as well
as all the symptoms, spontaneously within a few hours. Some individuals have slightly stronger Corti hair cells.
Hydrop and poor inner ear blood supply due to age (dysfunction of the stria vascularis) make the Corti hair cells
more vulnerable to excessively loud noise.

At sound levels in excess of 105 decibels (but starting at 105 decibels on some individuals), the hair of the
Corti hair cells may rupture. The hair may be detached from the tectorial membrane, or may be torn. (Fig.1)

Eigl: Eil: Legend: 4 steps - Step l,ll,llI,IV represent
Legend hair of the Corti hair cells are increasing impairment of perception of the high pitched
attached to the tectorial membrane. frequencies with the gradual alteration of the Corti hair

cell function due to noise injury.

Deafness is the consequence. Deafness is due to the deterioration of the hair of the Corti hair cells
specialized in the hearing of the high pitched frequencies.

Speech intelligibility becomes difficult, as high frequencies are not heard as well as mid and low
frequencies. The high pitched frequencies sound "cy" of bicycle is no longer heard. The individual is likely to hear
"bicle" instead of "bicycle" !

This phenomenon is even more likely to occur in a room where many people speak together. (Fig.2)

High tone tinnitus, vibrating sound and deafness last more than a few hours following acoustic trauma.
It is absolutely compulsory to commence specific treatment within a few hours, as soon as possible. Anti-

inflammatory drugs, as well as Vit B, B6, Zinc Gluconate, and an agent to augment the blood supply to the inner
ear cells are the most usual.

Hair cells will recover only if they have not been too severely tom by the acoustic trauma.
If a loud tinnitus becomes permanent, this is a real problem, as the individual may become obsessed by the

tinnitus. Some patients are so severely disturbed that they become unable to sleep or rest because of impaired
sleep, this dramatic situation may ultimately lead to suicide.

2) The pain threshold by excessively loud noise starts at 120 decibels only!

At 5000 Watts, a loudspeaker within 20 meters means a sound intensity of 110 decibels, which is just in
between a motorbike with no exhaust pipe within 1 meter (110 decibels) and a jet plane within 30 meters (120
decibels) ! Too loud music, in that circumstance, becomes evidently a very dangerous noise ! The danger is all the
more great as the pain threshold by noise starts at only 120 decibels. Danger is not realised by the bulk of the
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individuals sitting or standing within the 20 meters near the loudspeaker. The listeners being obliged to sit that
near the loudspeakers are "hostages" !

Of 100 individuals in that dangerous situation described, 10 of them will suffer in the future from speech
discrimination trouble, 7 will suffer from tinnitus for at least one month, and 3 will suffer from permanent tinnitus.

3) The ear is perly protected from dangerous maise

The tympanic membrane is a kind of drum (ear drum) receiving the air vibrations. Only an explosion can
tear the ear drum.

The ossicular chain is a sound vibration transmitting system, which leads the vibrations of the tympanic
membrane to the inner ear fluids, and thus to the hair of the Corti hair cells. The hair of the Corti hair cells are like
tiny algae vibrating in accordance with the ear drum.

The incus (second ossicle) has a long process moving in the manner of a record player arm.
The stapes, the tiniest and third ossicle, is kind of a needle of a record player.
The ossicular chain is stable and is usually not in danger by an acoustic trauma, unless again associated

with an explosion.
The hair of the Corti hair cells convert their vibrations into electrical energy. The vibrations of the hair are

of molecular size. The hair of the Corti hair cells are 0.5 p diameter only ! Extremely tiny !
A tendon, named stapes tendon, is attached to the posterior crus of the stapes. When a sound is too loud,

the stapes tendon contracts due to a muscle inserted in the stapes tendon pyramid.
This buffer effect on the vibrations of the stapes is efficient only for the low and mid tones. It is not at all

efficient for the high tones. Therefore, the high frequency noises are the most dangerous. The hair that receive the
high pitched frequencies have no protection at all!

When the eye is exposed to excessive light, the eyelid, loses. Such a system does not exist for the ear.

4) "Noise can be seen"
We have originated a "red light noise signal" showing whether noise is at a dangerous level or not.

A - Concept of such a medical device Protecting against loud noise danger

At crossroads, lights tell us if we can move or not:
- a green light is the indication that there is no danger ;
- an orange light warns that danger is possible, if we stay too long a time on the spot;
- a red light tells us that danger is immediate and probable.

It is this analogy that the author of this paper has wished to realise. This concept was materialised with the
aid of Michel Micossi, electronician engineer in our otologic research center, and Daniel Boutonnier.

A precise, miniaturized technological system conveys the amount of decibels to 3 diodes. The diode
illuminates in green from 1 to 80 decibels indicating absence of danger from the surrounding noise perceived by
the microphone.

Between 80 and 105 decibels, the light shows orange. This indicates there is no immediate actual danger
but auditive fatigue is possible in time ; i.e. external Corti hair cells exposed too long a time to such a noise may
experience fatigue.

At 105 decibels and over, the light is red : danger for the Corti hair cells (both inner and external Corti hair
cells) is immediate and probable, even if the length of exposure to this noise is for a short time only.

B - Various utilisations of such a device

"Noise can be seen" ! This will prevent a situation in which "our ear is in danger"!
This concept, desired by an otologic surgeon, may be useful in many individual or professional

circumstances. Let us describe just three situations, where this medical device may be helpful:

a) an individual wonders if he is sitting too near the loud speakers in a concert if the pocket BMJC Audio Protect
sound danger signal, registrated mark by BMJC, simplified as BMJC Audio Protect System (or BMJC A.P.S.)
(Fig.1), lights up in orange. The auditor will know that there is no danger for the ear. He will benefit from loud
music without being obliged to move away or protect his ear.
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Legend: Pocket BMJC Audio Protect sound Legend : the BMJC Audio Protect
danger signal (or BMJC A.P.S.) "special concert ear plug"

The auditor knows that there is no danger tor the ear. He will benefit from loud music without being
obliged to move away or protect his ear.

If it shows a red light and if. bccause the place is crowded, he cannot move away from the loud speakers
and be scaled elsewhere, he may use the BMJC Audio Protect "Special concert ear plugs", registratcd mark by
BMJC. These have been conceived in order to enable the, luditor to take maximum pleasure in hearing loud
music, as the device only modulates the sound intensity an average of 10 decibels, in ordcr to suppress only the
few decibels which make the difference between loud music and a dangerous noise. This is what one may call a
"veil effect". (Fig.4)

The handling piece (shaft) of the device is a rubber core which is not in contact with the ear canal skin.
This handling piece makes the device very easy to insert or remove. The part of the device in contact with the skin
of the ear canal is not a source of irritation, as it is as soft as sponge and represents a very small amount of material
in contact with the skin.

b) A professional in radio communication. such as for instance a disc-jockey. wishes a loud feed back in order to
experience a loud sound environment within the headset.

He will be able to set the sound volume in the headset, in order to see the ',range light in its professional
BMJC Audio Protect (registrated mark by BMJC) device located in front of him. He may gauge his apparatus
below the level of sound volume that endangers the ear. The microphone measuring the sound intensity is located
in the headset.

c) Rock concert or night clubs employees may gauge the room volumes according to BMJC devices (registrated
mark by BMJC), strategically placed around the walls, in order to obtain an orange light in any place. 2 or more
professional BMJC Audio Protect (registrated mark by BMJC) devices may permit them to give the ideal loudness
and protection whatever the type of music. The place should be prepared before the customers arrive.

CONCLUSIONS
- Not to let the ear be endangered when too loud music becomes a dangerous noise. This is our concern.

The concept and manufacturing of the prototype of a device showing danger applied to the ear in the same way as
a crossroad light is the result.

- "Noise can be seen !"... and the "colour is in relationship with the amount of danger to the ear". This
concept, if it receives the large distribution it looks to deserve, should help to protect individuals and professionals
of music and communication against the danger of too loud music which becomes effectively dangerous noise. As

a stugeon of deafness, one has no wish to see so many people suffering from debilitating tinnitus or speech
comprehension problems due to badly used music!
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AGE AND SEX DIFFERENCE ON THE AIR.CONDUCTION AUDITORY

THRESHOLD IN CHINA (HEARING ANALYSIS OF 1375 CASES)

CHEN MING, ZHOU SHI-KAI, CHEN JUAN, YE QING

Department of Otolaryngology, Fujian Provincial Hospital

NO East Street, 350001 Fuzhou Fujian - China

The current interest in the relationship between noise exposure and auditory functions has led to a

growing concern about the validity of the China reference level of otologically normal persons.

Th' ctors of age correction is one of important researching subjects on audiology in evaluation of

hearing function. In order to make sure of difference of age and sex on air-conduction of normal

person in China, we adopted routine method of the epidemiologic investigation and statistics analysis

and had surveied 2889 normal persons in FUZHOU from'May 1985 to August 1988. The oldest one

is 86 years-old.

According to standard data, the unqualified subjects were ruled out, and 1244 otologically normal

persons and 113 persons whose age is between 16 to 19 years-old (10 frequencies x 7 age groups x

2 sexes, 280 values). The frequency of auditory threshold of this group study were normal skewness

distribution. The main manifestations of the hearing loss causing by age factors were increase of

hearing threshold and decrease of hearing field.

This study has shown that with advancing age there is a steady decline in hearing acuity particularly

at the higher frequencies. The study result showed that there were all significant different (p < 0.55)

in means, standard deviation, 95% percentiles, 50% median value and t-test of hearing loss of

different frequencies varying with age. In the average hearing threshold curve of each age group, it is

apparent that the hearing threshold curve of control group (15 to 19 years-old) is above zero degree

level, the hearing threshold curve of the persons under 40 years-old approaches zero degree curve,

the threshold of higher frequencies of persons after 40 years-old gradually increase with advancing

age, the threshold of lower frequencies which is under 1000 HZ begins to change only after 50

years-old. So age corrections are only necessary for those over 40 years-old. In this study, there are

not obvious difference between male and female age groups.
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HEARING LEVELS OF U.S. INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYEES NOT EXPOSED TO
OCCUPATIONAL NOISE : TilE SEARCH FOR AN APPROPRIATE DATABASE B

CLARK W.W. and BOHL C.D.
Central Institute for the Deaf - Research Department

818 South Euclid Avenue
Saint-Louis, Missouri 63110 - USA

In order to assess the effects of occupational noise exposure on groups of industrial workers for
whom audiometric data are available, it is necessary to compare the group hearing levels to those
from a control population which is representative of the test group but without occupational noise
exposure. Such a control group is included as Annex B to the international standard R 1999,
"Acoustics - Determination of occupational noise exposure and estimation of noise-induced hearing
loss" (ISO, Geneva, 1990). However, this control group has been criticized because it included
some individuals with unreported exposures to occupational noise.

Because it was recommended in the standard that a separate control population be developed for
each country under consideration, an attempt was made to evaluate hearing levels from a large
number of industrial workers available in an audiometric database gathered from U.S. and
Canadian industry and published by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(ANSI S- 12.13 databased).

Individuals who worked in noise levels below a time-weighted average level of 80 dB(A) were
selected from the databases used for ANSI S-12.13 and frequency distributions of hearing levels by
age and gender were calculated and reported. The data were then compared to the hearing levels
reported in the control group of the ISO standard by calculating the percent with better hearing at
12 different hearing levels for each combination of test frequency, age and gender. Hearing levels
of individuals in the ANSI S-12.13 group were significantly worse than those reported in the ISO
appendix in 45 of 48 comparisons. In addition, a comparison of the data with individuals free from
ear disease or exposure to environmental noise suggested the presence of "noise notches" in the
hearing levels of males above age 40 and females above age 50.

If the source data are valid, these findings indicate that the hearing levels of U.S. industrial workers
are worse than those reported as representative of a non-occupationally noise exposed population in
the international standard. Further, the presence of an audiometric notch for some groups suggests
significant noise exposure, either from previous noisy occupations, or from excessive non-
occupational noise exposure.

(Work supported by grant OH 02128 from the National institute for Occupational Safety and
Health).
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NOISE INDUCED TREBLE HEARING LOSS
- SOCIAL HANDICM - AL UWAL R-EJHABUTATION (poWi).

COURTOIS Jeai, ANDERSEN Tum. LARSEN Bodc Vendebo, LARSEN Helga.
-dialogi= Univrsit Hoq*K Od-Ue Denmse

Abslact:
Many people suffering from noise induced hearing loss are endangered socially. The lack
of balance between their good bass and their vanished treble hearing results in serious
mistakes in many situations of everyday life. They are often considered "presenile fools" and
often consider themselves likewise, losing their selfconfidence and isolating themselves. We
can and must rehabilitate them audiologically with 'tailor-made" hearing aid fittings.

Resum6:
Bon nombre de ceux qui souffrent de perte auditive due au bruit sont socialement trds
handicapds. Le dds~quilibre entre leurs basses bien conserv~es et leurs aigues disparues
est cause de seri6ux malentendus dans bien des sitiations de la vie sociale. Ils finissent par
6tre consid&r4s comme des "idiots pr6s6niles" et sd figurent qu'ils le sont, perdant le respect
d'eux-m~me et s'isolant de tous.
Nous pouvent et nous devons les rdhabiliter & I'aide de proth~ses auditives individualisdes.

In our Audiological department at the University Hospital of Odense we examine and
rehabilitate every year hundreds of patients with noise induced high tone hearing loss (658
in 1992). Most of them are workers in their fifties or sixties, who started working at a time
when the individual protection against noise was unknown or insufficient or when many
machos were afraid of losing their image if they used protectors.

Some patients are former military personnel, others are hunters as well in Denmark as in
Greenland, which our department also covers audiologicaly. Many hunters cannot or do not
want to use hearing protectors in order to avoid losing contact with the other hunters, the
animals and all the noises of nature.

Most of these patients have a normal or almost normal hearing up to 1000 Hz inclusive.-
They have "only" a selective treble tone hearing loss, which many general practitioners and
even some otologists still consider negligible and further more impossible to compensate
audiologically. The reason for this mistake is that these patients converse almost normally
when talking man to man (using lip reading) in quiet surroundings, for instance in a doctor's
consulting room. "You have a treble hearing loss but your hearing is still so good, that you
don't need hearing aids. On the contrary, it might further disturb your hearing ability".

However we must not confine ourselves to focusing on the audiological curves just trusting
the discrimination percentages in quiet surroundings. To estimate the patient's hearing
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problems we have to break the ice between ourselves and the patient at the same time
winning his confidence. If we ask him to describe his practical difficulties in everyday live,
if we listen to him and to his family, we discover the harsh realities: most of these people
are in danger socially.

The lack of balance between their good bass and their vanished treble, distorts their
perception of speech as if people were speaking to them 'With warm potatoes in their
mouths". That is what the patients tell us again and again. The potato can be very warm but
when they concentrate their attention and use lip reading, they can manage a dialogue in
quiet surroundings. However, they have great or extremely great difficulties as soon as they
try to follow a conversation among 3-4 persons in moderate background noise. They
misunderstand key words. Every language has its own acoustic traps.

Breath = Breast
Fashionable = Vegetable
Armagnac = Ammoniaque
Fortunato = Sfortunato
In Danish:
Kenya = Kina
Gronland = Holland
Lammesteg (roast lamb) = Andesttg (roast duck)
Boris Jeltsin = Doris Jensen (this 'mistake occurs every time)
Gift (married/poison) = gigt (rheumatism)
Fem (5) = seks (6)
Ni (9) = ti (10)
Tre (3) = tres (60).

We have a big collection of such misunderstandings which in a conversation can provoke
stupid mistakes. The patients talk at cross purposes, which often results in their being
considered fools. They become uncertain: they just answer "yes", "hmm", 'Well" etc. They
imitate the other ones, laughing many times without knowing why they are laughing. Many
of them have great social hearing demands as they have responsibilities at work, in political
assemblies, in Trade Unions, in clubs, at evening classes, in choirs, in sport societies etc.
When they have to cope with foreign languages or a type of intonation with which they are
not acquainted, they experience it as "double Dutch". This is especially the case with young
people's fast chatter in their modern "American" style. On the other hand it is very difficult
for them in round table discussions to cope with low-voiced speech of distinguished
gentlemen; and at parties they feel themselves "shut out'.

At home TV and radio listening are a source of great irritation. The patient turns up, and the
family turns down with the result that the patient is unable to understand a single word,
especially if there is the least background noise, for instance when two persons are
exchanging comments on the program. All this pesters the atmosphere of family life.

The patient apologizes explaining that he can't hear, but he runs amok when the youngsters
turn up the loudspeaker to enjoy a terrible bass noise which they consider "music". "Stop
this damned noise!" - "Usten, dad (granddad) - you just told us, that you are hard of
hearing, and now you complain about noise disturbances. It's not a question of hearing, it's
a question of brain - you are an old fool".
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Many of them are at this age when panic sets in, when you are beginning to lose your hair
as well as some other physical abilities. These hearing difficulties make them feel burnt out,
and restrain their selfconfidence, their selfrespect. They can become reproachfull, and
aggressive or can resign themselves to their fate, secluding themselves from society. This
isolation can start or accelerate the vicious spiral of presenility.

In our modern society, really deaf people are respected and helped. But the problem is that
these patients are not deaf. They understand when you speak to them as you do to a baby
or to an old person, but they cannot follow a normal conversation. The result is dreadful.
They are soon considered and they soon consider themselves "nuts", "presenile".

We always have a tendency towards estimating the patient's situation by his ability to
perceive pure tones and to discriminate speech but we must not forget the tremendous
emotional importance of all the other sounds of the world.

To these people, music sounds distorted. They hear perfectly well the piano, the double-
bass but suddenly the melody of the violin disappears even though the artist is playing
vivace.

Enjoying nature is a great hobby for many Danes. The light nights of Scandinavia are full
of the concert of singing birds. Many of ours patients, when treated with hearing aids tell us
that they were shocked in the morning when they, ,njoyed again this symphony that they
had not experienced for 10 to 20 years. "I had thought that many birds had disappeared
because of pollution". Recovering the possibility of hearing a titmouse, a lark, is of great
importance to a Dane. It can also be of importance to one's health to be able to hear the
treble tones from mosquitoes, bees, and wasps.

The rustle of the wind in the trees, the quiet murmur of simmering soup, all this gives life
another dimension. And the noise of the car engine and of clicking winkers.

Its our duty to help these people to break their isolation. Most of them, thanks to their
recruitment, only need a moderate amplification of the treble frequencies to reestablish a
better hearing balance. With the modern hearing aids it is easy to give a selective
amplification that compensate their hearing loss especially in the area from 1000 to 4000 Hz.
A gain of 20 to 30 dB is sufficient when you consider their narrowed dynamic range. Many
otologists still consider recruitment a counter indication for hearing aid treatment. But a
noise induced hearing loss has nothing in common with Meniere. In most noise injured
patients the recruitment is to be considered "a good one" as the threshold of discomfort is
not lower than in normal people.

Binaural treatment is of great importance to secure a stereophonic hearing in everyday
situations where the patients complain of isolation.

New smart hearing aids meet the cosmetic demands and ease the acceptance of the
treatment.

The great obstacle to hearing aid fitting in these patients is the occlusion effect. Everyone
with normal hearing can experience the occlusion effect when speaking or crunching chips
with a finger tip closing the opening of one or especially both ear canals. The sound
vibration produced in mouth, nose, throat, muscles, even in back and feet is transmited to
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the skull. This provokes a vibration of the air inside the canal, especially at low and medium
frequencies. The Closing of the canal amplifies these bass and medium sounds. It explains
many complaints of patients with noise induced hearing loss when they are fitted with too
closed earmolds:

A sensation of disagreable pressure in the ear, of claustrophobia, feeling one self as "being
in jail", as "being inside a barrel".

Extremely disturbing noise when
eating, chewing - 'When I am eating it sounds like crunching gravel".
speaking, singing - "I just hear myself speaking".
breathing deeply
walking - "stamping like a whole company of soldiers".

The solution is to fit the patients with sufficiently open molds, the problem being to open
enough without provoking feedback. It's a crazy situation when a hearing aid suddenly
starts beeping every time, the patient is going through a door or standing near other people
in the bus. Once again the patient feels like a fool.

The whole audiological team must focus on these problems and design individually fitted
ear-moulds or ITE-shells adapted to the patients hearing loss, to his social hearing
demands, to his individual sensibility to the occluslin effect and to the anatomy of his ear
canals. This tailoring of the ear moulds/shells is of tremendous importance for the success
of the rehabilitation together with the pedagogical training of the fitted patient and his family,
teaching them the hearing tactics.

The poster illustrates the technical aspect of the audiological rehabilitation. Besides, different
kinds of open moulds will be exhibited in plastic models of external ears.
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A CRITICAL COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS FOR PREDICTING

NOISE INDUCED DEAFNESS IN WORKERS

CUSTARD Graham

Graham Custard Associates,
10 Meriden Close, Ainsdale, Southport, PR8 2SN, England.

Abstract
Noise hazard exposure of workers in the industrialised nations is leading to increasing numbers of
deafness compensation claims in the courts, which in turn require reliable data or methods by which
to judge their validity. Yet in the United Kingdom three, such methods are available, each allegedly
producing differing results: 't

1 BS 5330:1976 and its supporting data;
2 Government publications of 1986 and 1987;
3 ISO 1999:1990.

This paper summarises the results of a comparative study of these methods. It describes an improved
model for their comparison which has revealed they predict similar hearing losses within
experimental error. Recommendations are given for improving the practical application of the
International Standard to occupational risk assessment.

Risumr
L'exposition aux dangers du bruit qui menace les ouvriers des pays industrialisAs amine dans les
tribunaux une augmentation du nombre de rtclamations pour d~dommager de la surdite, et ces
reclamations a leur tour n~cessitent des donnees ou des methodes sures grace auxquelles on peut
decider de leur validitY. Pourtant au Royaume Uni il existe trois m~thodes de cette sorte, dont
chacune produirait des resultats diffirents:

1 BS 5330:1976 et les donnes qui l'appuient;
2 Les publications du Gouvernement de 1986 et 1987;
3 ISO 1999:1990.

Cet expose resume les r~sultats d'une 6tude comparative de ces m•thodes. I1 de-rit un module plus
efficace pur les comparer qui a montr6 qu'elles pr&lsisent de semblables pertes d'ouTe dans les
limites de l'erreur explrimentale. L'expose' presente des recommandations pour ameliorer
l'application pratique du Standard International I l'evaluation du risque du metier.

Terms Used
H = total hearing loss, H. = hearing loss at age 60 years.
N = noise induced deafness
A = deafness due to age 43



Introduction
A great many of the industrialised nations are finding increasing numbers of claims by workers
seeking compensation for noise-induced deafness. When such claims are pursued through the courts
experts have to attempt to estimate the effect on the person's hearing at various stages in a
frequently complex history of noise exposure: most histories are not simple. The method of
estimation is not without controversy, particularly in the United Kingdom, which presently has three
predictive methods available, each with its own vices and virtues.

Vive la difference ?
The period between about 1960 and 1970 saw an intense period of study which yielded sufficient
information to correlate the incidence and degree of deafness with noise exposure. 1973 saw
publication of equations and tables by the British National Physical Laboratory, based on work by
Bums, Robinson and Shipton, which was subsequently improved in about 1977 1. This spawned the
British Standard BS 5330 2 in which the long-term energy principle of noise hazard became
established. This says that deafness is related both to the average daily noise energy and to the noise
energy accumulated over many years (noise immission). Robinson was a strong advocate of this.

Meanwhile, an International Standard was beginning to evolve based, it seems, on other data sources.
It eventually became ISO 1999:1990 3. However, the UK did not adopt it for various reasons, one
of which being that it lacked the more convenient concept of noise immission.

The British Health & Safety Executive became alarmeod by the presence of two diverse standards
and asked Robinson to review all of the available data and report accordingly. He did so, at length
in 1986", and criticised not only the existing ISO but also censured his own enthusiasm for noise
immission. After his tables of results were published in 1987, the U.K. was then left with three
different methods of predicting noise induced hearing loss!

Comparison
But which method is right? Certainly the British NPL method, with the concept of noise immission,
is easiest to use in practice, even if it allegedly results in the wrong answers. If later methods are
more accurate, they are of little practical use since they only allow for a continuous exposure to one
type of noise - a very rare phenomenon in industry. In an attempt to overcome this problem,
Robinson published a paper in 1991 5 suggesting how the equations relating age and deafness to total
hearing loss (H = A + N - A.N/120) might be applied to his own data for use in complex exposure
histories.

This method is difficult both to visualise and apply in practice. An improvement is to reconstitute
the original equations for formulating N in order to plot growth curves of this deafness with time.
An example of such curves for N averaged over 1,2,3 kHz for an otologically normal population is
shown in Figure 1, together with how they may be used. For example, a population is exposed to
90 dB(A) for the first 30 years and to 100 dB(A) for the final 10 years, what is HW ? To solve this
we enter the 90 dB(A) curve at 0 years and follow it for 30 years to find N= 11 dB. We use this
value of N as the starting point on the 100 dB(A) curve, which we follow for a further 10 years to
read N= 19 dB. The value of A is obtained from standard (agreed) tables and hence H-0= 12 + 19 -
2 = 29 dB.

An important extension of this graphical model is that if it is applicable to Robinson's data then it
can also transform ISO 1999 into a standard of greater practical value. The latter example applied
to the equivalent ISO curves, computed from its equations as in Figure 2, yields N= 6 dB after 30
years exposure and N= 15 dB after 40 years. Hence H-I= 12 + 15 - 1 = 26 dB.
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Such curves have allowed a quantitativt comparison of all three methods with identical noise
histories of varying types and complexity. Some exmples are shown in Table 1. The first type of
history shown consists of a simple exposure to one level of noise (95 dB(A) for a period P years.
The results of N and H60 are given. The second type shown is for a stepped exposure (95 then 100
dB(A)), each for 10 and 20 year periods. The third type is for a decreasing stepped exposure. The
fourth type is for a stepped exposure to noise for 10 years each at levels from 85 to 100 dB(A),
whilst the fifth type is for its mirror image. It will be seen from each of these examples (and many
others) the predictions for N do not differ for each method by more than 7 dB(A) and the two do
not differ from ISO results by more than about 5 dB(A). Slightly smaller differences for H are
experienced. Furthermore, most results have smaller differences.

We must put these differences into the context of the two large errors in the underlying statistical
data supporting the three methods. These errors are in the assessment of hearing loss by audiometry,
and in the estimate of long term noise exposure of individuals. The former errors in practice are
likely to have been at least +/- 5 dB. Errors in assessing the daily noise exposure levels of subjects
and then converting these to long-term estimates of exposure could have been of a similar
magnitude. The combination of these two results is an error of approximately +/- 7 dB. It should
also be appreciated that the equations used by each method to predict values for N are merely
attempts to best-fit the data, much of which is widely scattered.

ISO 1999:1990 and Robinson's later tables do not allow the use of the concept of noise immission.
However, the tests undertaken so far reveal that the did'erences in predictions for N between the old
British NPL method and ISO are fairly small in practice and are well within the estimated practical
errors. Differences with the newer Robinson data are higher, yet still within this error. Consequently
British courts need not reject the concept of noise immission for estimating noise induced hearing
loss simply because later methods have abandoned the idea.

Reconciliation ?
Whilst it is too late to expect ISO to return to the concept of noise immission, it can be
demonstrated that the ISO standard may be transformed into a more useful working document if the
data is presented in a graphical form and if the above method of applying such graphs to more
complex (and realistic) noise exposures is accepted.

A revision of the ISO standard is already required and an independent technical committee should
now critically appraise the formulae developed by Robinson and ISO and attempt to harmonise the
results and conclusions, bearing in mind the experimental errors of the underlying data. ISO should
agree appropriate sets of curves, of the type already described and standardise their practical
application to more complex noise histories. Then we may be able to achieve an internationally
acceptable standard which is useful in practice.
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Table 1 Examples Comparing the Three Methods
for British NPL (B), Robinson 86 (R) and ISO 1999 (1)

r for exposure periods (P) as shown, and determined at age 60 yrs

Type of Pyrs 10 20 30 40

Exposure histor N H N H N H N H
P IB 7 17 10 20 12 22 13 23

95• R 9 20 14 25 17 27 19 29

1 8 19 11 22 12 23 14 2
P B 13 23 18 28

_.P 100 R 20 30 24 34 Notes
1 15 26 22 32

PB 13 23 18 28 N = noise effect

ff1001 R 16 26 20 30 H = total Hearing Loss

P 100 B 15 25

P P - R20 30 These are 50%-ile values
8 90 16 26 for an otologically normal population
100t PBI 15 25 i.e. of Database A type according to ISO
P---P RI 20 30

F=-= ! 16 26 Each histogram is width P years
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AUSTRALIAN MINING INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE IN HEARING CONSERVATION

EDEN, David
Eden Dynamics Pty Ltd

28 Oatley Avenue
Oatley NSW 2223 Australia

ABSTRACT

Australian mining companies are successfully reducing noise exposure to people working in
the mining industry. Recent court cases show that whereas noise levels were commonly
100 dB(A) twenty years ago, noise excluding operator cabins and other acoustic treatments
have, at least for earthmoving plant operators, reduced noise exposure to less than 90 dB(A),
approaching 85 dB(A). Although the engineering may have been introduced for operator
comfort, it has been effective in slowing the rate at which hearing loss continues.

Unfortunately some people in the mining industry may still think that it is sufficient to
provide ear muffs or ear plugs without implementing all the steps recommended in the
Australian Standard on Hearing Conservation. These steps are:
* motivation and education of all concerned
* measurement of the noise
* evaluation of any noise problem
* reduction of noise exposure
* provision of personal hearing protection and4regular hearing testing if noise exposure

remains excessive.

Juries typically award Australian $80,000 to people who have lost some hearing due to noise
exposure. Where there are still people working in a noisy environment, it now appears to
be more economical to engineer noise reduction to protect all the people working there.

INCIDENCE OF INDUSTRIAL DEAFNESS IN MINING

Noise induced hearing loss also known as industrial deafness or 'boilermaker's deafness' is
the most frequently occurring occupational disease. Worksafe Australia (1990) estimates
there are approximately 10,000 occupational deafness claims made annually in a working
population of 7 million people. In just one State, NSW, there were 4654 claims in a fulltime
workforce of 2.1 million (Workcover 1992). Of these claims, the vast majority, 4555 were
by men, with an incidence of 3.9 injuries per 1000 workers (Workcover 1992).

Distribution of type of occupational disease

Industrial deafness (55.0%)

Skin cancer (0.6%)
0-fever (1.4%)
Carpel tunnel syndrome (1.8%)
Dermatitis, eczema (25%)

Stress (2.9%)
Occupational overuse syndrome (12.3%) iTmn iite (35%)

Other diseases (9.9%)
Herni4 (10.1
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The pie chart reproduced from the Workcover (1992) statistics shows that of those injuries
classified as diseases (by characteristics such as a slow and protracted cause or a repeated
cause acting imperceptibly), deafness comprised 55% of the total in NSW. The statistics for
coal mining available from the Joint Coal Board (1992) show that noise induced hearing loss
comprised 59% to 80% of injuries classified as disease from 1988 to 1992.

Because of some unreliability of statistics relating to the mining industry, the NSW data
excludes coal mining. The bar chart also from Workcover (1992) shows incidence of
industrial deafness by industry in NSW, excluding data from the coal mining industry.

Incidence of industrial deafness by industry

Metal products (Manut.)
Mining excluding coal mining I

Non-metallic minerals (Manuf.)
Manufacturing not elsewhere included Ill

Non-building construction I
Transport other than road transport

Electricity, gas and water
Chemicals, petroleum and coal (Manuf.)

Food, beverages and tobacco (Manuf.) ,

Building construction
Road transport

Wood and paper (Manuf.)
Textiles, clothing and footwear (Manuf) A

Special trade construction 4
Wholesale trade

Public admin. and community services
Finance, property ad business services

Agriculture
Recreation, personal and other services

Retail trade

0 2 4 5 1 10 12 14 Is

Incidence (per l,000 workers)

Once the 474 deafness claims in the NSW coal mining population of 16789 workers for
1990-1991 are added to the mining incidence data in the bar chart, the industry classification
of mining in NSW has the greatest incidence of about 23 per 1000 workers. Mitchell and
Else (1992) show that in 1988/89 there were somewhat fewer claims for occupational
hearing loss in the other Australian States in our mining industry. They also show that the
cost of noise induced hearing loss was significant in the Australian mining industry at $3000
per claim. Manufacturing, especially metal products, employs more workers and is
therefore likely to be the single industry classification with a greater total incidence of noise
induced hearing loss and hence total cost to the community.

NOISE LEVELS ARE BEING REDUCED

The high incidence of deafness in the mining industry is due to high noise levels over
80 dB(A) where people have to work. As well as measuring noise levels at different mines,
our acoustical consulting practice has investigated more than a hundred individual cases of
industrial deafness. One of the common threads is that noise levels are starting to be
reduced at the workplace. In the mining industry in NSW, the earthmoving machinery used
twenty years ago was less powerful but the operator was closer to the engine because the
plant was smaller and less well treated acoustically than it is now. Cabins were not always
supplied and exhaust mufflers were not always properly maintained. In the NSW coal
industry about 1980, plant operators got cabins with airconditioning. Up until then, their
noise exposure was to levels over 100 dB(A). Depending on the acoustic isolation of the
cabins, noise levels were reduced towards 90 dB(A). In the case of electric shovels and very
large draglines, the noise levels to which operators are exposed are less than 80 dB(A) in
their cabins but still over 100 dB(A) in the machine engine rooms.
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As a consequence of the reduced operator noise levels, younger miners who have more
recently joined the industry have lost less hearing. Also, the rate of hearing loss is slower.
Some dragline operators appear not to have lost any more than 5 dB of their hearing in the
last 10 years whereas in the preceding 10 years driving bulldozers without cabins, plant
operators have commonly lost 40 dB of hearing due to excessive noise exposure.

CLAIMS EXPERIENCE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEAFNESS

Most claims for industrial deafness in Australia are through the various State Workers
Compensation organisations. Claims under Common Law are also possible. In NSW there
have been more than 300 claims for $100,000 alleging negligence causing industrial
deafness. In other States, such Common Law claims are fewer: one in Tasmania, one in
Queensland and two in Western Australia are all those known to the author.

Because Workers Compensation courts take time to decide on the validity of claims, the
different States in Australia have changed the law to speed up the processing of claims. This
intention to streamline and reduce costs may have been successful for accidental injury
claims but for injuries of slow onset including noise induced hearing loss, it has failed. As
hearing is lost over time and people may not be aware of such an injury until years after it
has begun, people working in noisy industries have been able to bypass the recently
streamlined and simplified legislation by suing under Common Law for damages. Payments
for such Common Law claims have been much greater than payments for Workers
Compensation claims. .

COST OF DEAFNESS COURT CASES

The plaintiff in order to prove damages under Common Law, has to prove:
a) noise levels were loud enough to cause loss of hearing, ie negligence,
b) that loss of hearing was foreseeable and,
c) an alternative safe means of work was available.

To encourage people to seek damages under the various simpler Workers Compensation
legislation, all plaintiffs have to demonstrate is high noise levels at their place of work. But
in the Workers Compensation courts, the damages awarded are rigidly set to a fixed low
scale. For example in NSW (the most populous Australian State with 6 million people) the
rate is $839.80 for each 1% of lost hearing. Under Common Law, the damages awarded
have reached the maximum of $100,000 and typically are $80,000 for 10% loss of hearing.

So although people who have lost some of their hearing may chose to sue for negligence and
possibly be in court for typically one week, they may be awarded two years wages rather
than two months wages if they were instead processed through a less risky and less
expensive Workers Compensation court.

A consequence of the greater value of damages awarded is that the economics of noise
control is slowly changing. Twelve years ago, Gibson and Norton (1981) thought payments
for damages were about equal to the cost of reducing noise in the workplace, without
allowing for the indirect costs of lost productivity.

It is apparent that the damages of $80,000 typically awarded in each case under Common
Law means it is about ten times more economical to reduce noise to safe levels. Once the
cost of legal advice and expert reports from audiologists, doctors and engineers are added
in, the total cost typically increases by another $30,000 per court case. If there are appeals
to higher courts, those legal costs rise for both sides. In the Gilmore versus Costain
Australia Limited case appealed by the Joint Coal Board who was the insurer defending it,
the total costs are estimated to have exceeded $250,000. All those costs have to be paid by
the side which lost, in this case the Joint Coal Board.
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REAL-WORLD PERFORMANCE OF HEARING PROTECTORS

Too often the defence of Common Law court cases relies on the effectiveness of hearing
protectors (ear muffs or ear plugs). Eden and Piesse (1991) summarised the relevance of
real-world or workplace tests conducted by others. We showed ear muffs typically give 6
dB less attenuation than their Australian laboratory Sound Level Conversion or SLCIW
performance and that the E.A.R. earplug gives 9 dB less performance.

However, when the steps recommended in Australian Standard 1269 "Hearing Conversation"
are followed, it is the authors' opinion that hearing protector performance can be brought
up to the Australian laboratory test results.

CONCLUSION

Industrial deafness is a major cause of injury in the Australian mining industry. The cost
of fighting just one Common Law cou-t case for noise induced hearing loss is now much
more expensive than reducing noise ,, els at the workplace. Engineered noise reduction
produces benefits for all people who work in noisy workplaces. Reducing noise levels to
below 85 dB(A) or 80 dB(A) is possible and reduces the difficulties of administering a
hearing protection program.

If hearing protectors are used as a temporary expedient while noise levels are being reduced
by engineering means, their real-world attenuation OAs to be used rather than laboratory test
data to ensure workers are protected. Administrative difficulties and the higher cost of
damages claims are now sufficient reason to choose engineering noise reducion in favour of
hearing protectors.
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OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE IN AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS WITH TRACTORS -

PART I: NOISE LEVELS

FERNANDES Jolo Candido

Pro. Dr. - Mechanical Engineering Department

Universidade Estadual Paulista - UNESP

Bauru City - Sdo Paulo State - Brazil

In the last years, the brazilian agricultural tractors were increased its power engine, increased the

noise level and inducing a hearing loss in its operators.

In this work, the acoustical occupational problems of relations tractor-operator are analysed. We

utilized a sample of 300 brasilian tractors, with same sitistical distribution of the tractors in use in

Brazil, measured according to International Standard ISO 5131, and Brasilian Standard NBR 9999.

This analysis is divided in four parts : tractor noise measurement in real conditions at agricultural

work (198 tractors) ; ti..ctor motionless (the engine noise only - 198 tractors) ; comparative analysis

(four tractors and four implements) ; and noise spectral analysis (two tractors).

The results of measurements present noise levels very above the healthy levels : whereas

knowledge of noise levels above 80 dB(A) already may induced a noise-induced hearing loss, and

the Brazilian Working Law fix the limit in 85 dB(A) to 8 hours diary exposure, the brazilian

tractors noise levels present levels between 90 dB(A) and 110 dB(A), with an average of 97,06

dB(A).

The results of noise spectral analysis present noise levels very above the NCB Curves (Balanced

Noise Criterion Curves) developed by Beranek in 1989.

As conclusion, the brazilian tractors can be classified as the unhealthy equipment, inducing a loss

hearing in its operators.
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HIGH-FREQUENCY THRESHOLDS: EXTENSIVE LOSS ABOVE 2kHz

FOR IMPULSE NOISE EXCEEDING A CRITICAL LEVEL?

HALLMO, P(l), BORCHGREVINK, HM(2), MAIR, IWS(1)

(1) Ullevaal Univ Hosp, ENT Dpt, Lab Audiol, 0407 Oslo Norway
(2) HQ Defence Com Norway, FSAN/Environm Med, 0016 Oslo Norway

ABSTRACT
169 males aged 18-59 years with known noise-induced hearing loss

were interviewed on noise exposure history. Air + bone conduction
thresholds were determined from 125-8000 Hz and 125-6000 Hz,
respectively, according to standard procedures, supplemented by
threshold determination in the high-frequency range 8-18 kHz in 1
kHz steps using Interacoustic ASHF10 tone generator, Koss HV/IA
headset, KH70/B71 high-frequency bone vibrator, and 1/3 octave
band contralateral masking. The material was classified according
to Man & al. (1981). High-frequency (HF) thresholds were
throughout higher than in age-matched subjects not exposed to
noise. The degree of HF threshold elevation was age-related only
in Grade I, slight acoustic trauma. HF thresholds were poor and
overlapping for severe hearing loss Grades III+IV. Supported by
case studies this indicated that single events of impulse noise
exposure exceeding a critical lprel may cause extensive hearing
loss from 2-3 kHz and up. Group data Grades I+II for the younger
subjects, and individual audiograms showed a tendency towards HF
hearing loss about one octave above the characteristic 3-6kHz
"dip" .

INTRODUCTION
Noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) may be produced by steady-

state and impulsive noise. Audiometry in the conventional
frequency (CF) range 125-8000 Hz characteristically shows
threshold elevation in the 3-6 kHz region for NIHL. Increasing
attention has been paid to high-frequency (HF) threshold effects
above 8 kHz. The present study compares CF and HF hearing
thresholds in noise-exposed subjects related to age, exposure
time, and type of noise exposure - including impulse noise.

METHOD
The subjects were 169 males aged 18-59 years, with age

distributions 18-24y(n=37), 30-39y(n=27), 40-49y(n=50),
50-59y(n=55). All had a known typical NIHL-like threshold shift of
at least 20 dB at one or more of the frequencies 3,4 and 6 kHz.
The majority (130) were recruited among military personnel,
conscripts and professionals, who were exposed to steady-state and
impulsive noise. All went through a semi-standardised interview on
noise exposure history. Other causes of hearing loss such as
heredity, previous ear disease, ototoxicity and head injury had
been excluded. Pneumatic otomicroscopy was normal in all ears.

Air + bone conduction audiometry were performed in audiometric
rooms satisfying ISO standards. In the CF range 125-8000 Hz
thresholds were determined at octave intervals plus at ,3 kHz and 6
kHz, using the OB70 headset, with contralateral masking according
to standard procedures. In the HF range 8-18 kHz thresholds were
determined in 1 kHz steps using Interacoustic ASHF10 tone
generator, Koss HV/IA headset, and KH70/B71 high-frequency bone
vibrator, with 1/3 octave band contralateral masking. Each ale
group studied was subdivided according to the degree of NIHL in
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the CF range using the classification of Man & al (1981).

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Only selected aspects are summarised. The noise exposure history

(type, level, regularity) varied considerably both within and
across individuals. The mean noise exposure time increased with
age, being 2.8y for ages 18-24y, 9.1y for ages 30-39y, 19.1y for
ages 40-49y, and 25.6y for ages 50-59y. Practically all had
experienced gunfire during Norway's one-year compulsory military
service. Of the 169 subjects, 110 had been more frequently exposed
to gun-fire, 24 were employed at airports and exposed to jet
aircraft noise, and 52 had worked with noisy machinery, including
air compression instruments. None had been exposed to steady-state
noise alone. For the group, use of ear protectors had been
occasional rather than routine, and hardly employed in the
earliest years in subjects above 40 years.

NIHL >20 dB at 3,4, or 6 kHz was diagnosed in 302 of the 338
ears, unilaterally in 32 subjects. Relating age to degree of
hearing loss in the CF range (NIHL Grades I-IV, Man & al 1981)
showed that the severity of NIHL tended to increase with age
(Table 1).

---------------------------------------------------------
TABLE 1 Noise-induced hearing loss Grade I-IV, by age group

--------------------------------------------------------

AGE GROUP NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS (n= number of ears)
NIHL GRADA

I II IIi IV TOTAL n=
---------------------------------------------------------
18-24y 41 15 5 0 61
30-39y 22 16 10 2 50
40-49y 28 31 23 5 87
50-59y 25 31 35 13 104
---------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL n= 116 93 73 20 302 ears
---------------------------------------------------------

The most severe CF losses, NIHL Grade IV, were found in only 20
ears, 18 of them among subjects above 40 years, none was from the
youngest age group 18-24y. This might reflect that NIHL increased
with the reported age-related increase in noise exposure time (cf
above), but might also be related to reduced occupational noise
exposure and increased hearing protection instituted by the 1982
occupational noise regulations under the 1977 Work Environment
Act.

Figures 174 show the mean hearing thresholds for each age group
and NIHL Grades I-IV, both in the CF range 125-8000 Hz and in the
HF range 8-18 kHz. Figure 3 also includes the normal age-matched
HF thresholds. HF thresholds were throughout higher than in
age-matched subjects not exposed to noise, and were elevated some
20 dB even for the youngest age group (18-24y) with slight Grade I
hearing loss. All four age groups showed comparable overlapping CF
range thresholds for all NIHL Grades I-IV. The degree of HF
threshold elevation was age related only in Grade I, slight
acoustic trauma. HF thresholds were poor and overlapping for
severe hearing loss Grades III+IV in all age groups, and from NIHL
Grade II for subjects above 30 years.

Most of the subjects had been exposed to gunfire impulse noise.
Hearing protection, coi.pulsory since 1982, had been less employed
in the early careei of the older age groups. Without hearing
protection, most weapons produce hearing loss (NATO RSG6 1987).
Case studies (e.g. Figure 5) indicated that single events of
impulse noise exposure exceeding the individual's critical level
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had caused extensive permanent unilateral or bilateral hearing
loss from 2-3 kHz and up, cf Laukli & Nair 1985). Beyond a
critical noise level extensive high-frequency cochlear damage has
also been observed in animal experiments for pure tones (
Johnstone & al 1982) and impulse noise (Hamernik, personal
communication). Taken together, this indicates that single events
of impulse noise exposure exceeding a critical level may cause
extensive hearing loss from 2-3 kHz and up - not to be mistaken
for an element of presbyacusis.

Group data Grade I+II for the younger subjects, and individual
audiograms showed a tendency towards HF hearing loss about one
octave above the characteristic 3-6kHz "dip"
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Figures 1-4: mean hearing thresholds for each age group and NIHL
Grades I-IV 125-8000 Hz and 8-18 kHz. Figure 3 includes normal
age-aatched HF thresholds: A-18-24y B-30-39y C-40-49y D-50-59y.
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Figure 5: Unilateral high-frequency loss from 2-3 kHz and up in
male medical doctor aged 57 years, no noise exposure apart from
occasional gunfire some weeks during military service.
Left ear: continuous curve. Right ear: dotted curve.
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HEARING THRESHOLD SHIFTS FROM REPEATED SIX-HOUR DAILY

EXPOSURE TO IMPACT NOISE

HAMERNIK, Roger P., AHROON, William A., DAVIS, Robert I, and LEI, Sheau-Fang.

Auditory Research Laboratories
State University of New York

107 Beaumont Hall
Plattsburgh, New York 12901 U.S.A.

The developing resistance to threshold shift (TS) from intermittent daily exposures to a broad
band impact noise will be described. The chinchilla (N = 23) was used as an animal model, the evoked
auditory response as a measure of threshold and surface preparation histology quantified sensory cell
loss. The animals were exposed over a 20-day period to six-hour daily exposures of 107, 113, 119 or
125 dB peak SPL impacts presented 1/s. Thresholds measured at the beginning and end of each exposure
period showed that up to 30 dB resistance to TS could be developed over the first five days of an
interrupted exposure. The magnitude and the time course of the developing resistance to TS was
frequency and intensity dependent. The higher level intermittent exposures tended to produce less
permanent threshold shift (PTS) than uninterrupted equivalent energy exposures. (Research supported
by NIOSH - 2RO10HO2317.)

Inroductign: Several studies (Clark et aL, 1987, Canlon et al., 1988) using animal models have
shown that the cochlea is capable of developing a resistance to noise-induced threshold shift that is
dependent upon its previous exposure history and on the timing schedule of a repeated exposure. For
example, the Clark et al. (1987) study using a 0.5 kHz octave band of noise at 95 dB SPL presented on
an intermittent daily schedule for 36 days showed that following the firSt day of exposure the animals
incurred a 35-45 dB threshold shift. However, on subsequent days TS declined and thresholds
eventually came to within 10-15 dB of preexposure values. Noise-induced permanent threshold shift
(NIPTS) for these groups was less than that for an equal energy uninterrupted group.

An interrupted impact noise exposure reported by Henderson et al. (1979) using 113 dB peak
SPL impacts presented 1/s, 8 h/day for five days produced a consistent daily cycle of TS and
postexposure recovery. The group mean TS following each day of exposure reached the asymptotic
threshold shift level (ATS) produced by a control group exposed to the same impact for five days, 24
h/day. Their data did not show any evidence of a TS recovery such as that seen in the Clark et al. (1987)
interrupted octave band noise exposures.

Mehods: Twenty-three monaural chinchillas were used. The procedures for collecting the
brainstem (inferior colliciulus) evoked response pure tone thresholds, the generation of impulse stimuli
and the surface preparation histology are described in detail in Ahroon et al. (1993). Four groups of
animals were exposed to either 107, 113, 119 or 125 dB peak SPL impacts at the rate of 1/s. The
exposures were presented on a regular six-hour daily schedule for 20 days. The pressure-time profile
and spectrum for the 113 dB impact are shown in Figure 1. The other impacts had very similar spectra
and time histories. Three pre- and postexposure audiograms were measur'• i t octave intervals from
0.5 to 16 kHz and at the half-octave frequency of 11.2 kHz. The means se threshold measures
established the respective audiograms. Immediately prior to each da, six-hour exposure and
immediately following each exposure, a single threshold measurement was obtained at 0.5,2.0, and 8.0
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Figure 1. The relative energy spectrum
of the 113 dB peak SPL impact along
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kHz. Thirty days after the last six-hour exposure, postexposure audiograms were collected and the
animals were euthanized under anesthesia and their cochleas removed and prepared for surface
preparation histology. For comparison with the 113, 119 and 125 dB interrupted exposure groups, the
data from Ahroon et al. (1993) on equivalent energy uninterrupted exposures is also presented.

Result: There were no statistically significant differences in the mean preexposure threshold
across the four groups of subjects. Figure 2 illustrates the group mean TS at 8.0 kHz immediately prior
to and following each daily exposure over the 20 day exposure period. Evident in these mean TS data
is a recovery of TS as the intermittent exposure progresses. At the lowest intensity, the initial threshold
shift, TS,, at 8.0 kHz is the least, amounting to 45 dB. Over approximately the first 10 days of exposure
TS recovers about 15 dB. That is, the maximum mean recovery, TS., defined as the difference between
TS, and the mean TS measured over the last five days of dhe exposure, was 15 dB. For the 113 dB peak
SPL impact exposure which produced a TS,, of about 50 dB, TS recovered 30 dB over the first five days
of exposure. As TS, increased following the higher level exposures, TS, was reduced and prolonged.
These effects are summarized in Figure 3 where the ratio, TS,/TS,, is shown plotted as a function of
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Figure 2. The daily mean preexposure (0) and postexposure (@) threshold shifts measured at 8.0 kHz
for each of the four experimental groups over the 20-day exposure period.
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Figure 5. A comparison of selected group mean sensory cell loss across the length of the cochlea for
the interuupted and non-interrupted (equal-energy) exposure paradigms at 113, 119 and 125 dB peak
SPL. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean.
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impact level for each of the three test frequencies. For the three frequencies that were tested daily, the
amount of recovery systematically decreased as a proportion of the initial shift when the peak level or
energy of the exposure increased. The PTS measured following a thirty-day recovery period is shown
in Figure 4. In this figure, the PTS measured following the interrupted paradigm is compared to that
measured from an equal energy exposure using the same impacts presented 24 hr/day for five days
(Ahroon et al., 1993). The data for 107 dB are not shown since the exposure did not produce a significant
PTS, and an equal energy comparison group is not available. While the largest TS, was seen with the
113 dB exposures, there were no significant differences in PTS between the two groups. However, at
the two higher level exposures, there were 15 to 20 dB differences in the mean PTS produced by the two
equal-energy paradigms at most frequencies. Two way analyses of variance with repeated measures on
one factor (frequency) were performed on the PTS data and on the outer and inner hair cell (OHC, IHC)
loss data shown in Figure 5. For the pair of 113 dB exposures, there were statistically significant main
effects of group and frequency and a significant group by frequency interaction for the IHC losses and
a significant main effect of group and interaction with frequency for OHC losses. Losses in the non-
interrupted group primarily at 4 kHz were responsible for these results. For the PTS measures, there
were no statistically significant differences between the interrupted and non-interrupted paradigms. For
the 119 dB exposures, there were statistically significant main effects of group and frequency and a
statistically significant interaction for both the IHC and OHC cell losses, and a statistically significant
main effect of group for the PTS data. The largest variability across animals was found in the 125 dB
groups, and thus, despite the suggestive differences seen in the mean data in all indicies of trauma (PTS,
IHC loss and OHC loss) there were no statistically significant differences between the interrupted and
non-interrupted paradigms. it

Based upon these data there are peripheral cochlear mechanisms which effectively cause the
auditory system to develop a resistance to threshsold shift with repeated exposures to impact noise. The
recovery of TS is reflected in a reduced PTS and sensory cell loss. The results of such an exposure
paradigm are in conflict with the equal energy hypothesis.
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THE EFFECT OF SOUND TRANSFER FUNCTION TO THE TYMPANIC
MEMBRANE ON NOISE INDUCED HEARING LOSS

P.A. Hellstr6m
Hearing research lab. Lindholnen Development

Gothenburg, Sweden.

Abstrac

The influence of individual sound transfer functions (STFs) from free field to the ear drum on noise
induced hearing loss (NIHL) was studied in two experiments. The STFs were measured with a
miniature microphone provided with a probe-tube in an anechoic chamber. Three groups of subjects
( 12 subjects in each group) with significantly different STFs in the frequency range 2 - 4 kHz were
exposed to narrow band noise with center frequency at 2 or 4 kHz. The subjects were exposed twice
to each type of noise stimuli at different occasions. Hearing thresholds were registered with BMksy
audiometry before and after the exposure and the temporary threshold shift ('ITS) was calculated.
The average TIS differed significantly between groups.

In a second study the STF was measured to the left and right ears in fifty 16-year-old male subjects
adopting the method described above. The subjects' STF characteristics were compared to the high
frequency hearing thresholds from left and right ears registered with B&l~sy audiometry. The
statistical analysis showed significant differences in hearing thresholds between groups of subjects
with different STFs in the frequency range from 3 to 4 kHz. Further, the hearing thresholds were
significantly correlated (frequency range, 3.0 - 5.75 kHz) to the frequency of maximum STF.
Subjects with maximum STF at 2 kHz showed more hearing loss than those with maximum STF at 4
kHz.

The acoustics of the outer ear influence the transmission of sound to the ear drum (1, 2, 3). From a
diffuse field the SPL increases with about 15 dB to the ear drum, in the frequency range 2.5 - 3.15
kHz and from some directions in free field the SPL increases with more than 20 dB to the ear drum
(1). These changes in sound transformations are due to the standing wave of the lowest mode in the
outer ear canal (4). With an artificial shift of the frequency of the lowest mode the frequency of
maximum 'ITS will change (5). Further, individual variations in the ear canal acoustics could
influence the TIS (6). The ear canal volume could interact with both TIS and permanent hearing loss
(7, 8).

Maral and methods

The middle ear function and acoustic reflex were measured with an impedance bridge (Grason
Steadier GSI 33).
The audiometer was a computerized pulsed-tone B~k~sy (Entomed SA 260PA) with a linear-
frequency sweep from 0.5 to 8 kHz and an attenuator responce of 2.5 dB/sec.
The experiments were performed in an anechoic chamber (3.6 x 3.2 x 2.0 in).
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STF: The experimental sound used for measurement of the STFs was white noise (Bruel &
Kjaer 1405) amplified by (Adyton XP3). The subject was exposed with the experimental sound from
a loudspeaker (Tannoy T165) positioned in front of the subject (000 azimuth) and at the same height
as the earcanal entrance (000 elevation) at a distance of 1.2m.

The probe provided miniature microphone used in this experiment was an electret microphone
(Knowles EA 1842). The microphone was connected to a real time 1/3-octave band analyzer
(Norwegian Electronic 830). The microphone system was calibrated with a sound level calibrator
(Bruel & Kjaer 4230, with probe tube adaptor DBO18 1). The microphone system, experimental
chamber and the methods for using these in STF measurements are described by Hellstrom (1993) in
detail.

TIS: From a large number of subjects with known STFs, 36 were selected to the experiment.
The selection was based on their STF and if they had normal hearing (pure tone hearing threshold
better than 20 dB HL in the frequency range 0.125 - 8kHz). Their STFs would either be low-, mid-
or high-frequency dominated. The criteria for these three STF-groups were the relation between the
STF-magnitudes at the 2 and 4 kHz 1/3-octave bands. If the STF-magnitude at 2 kHz exceed the 4
kHz magnitude with more than 3dB the subject belonged to the low-frequency group (Low-f), if the
opposite was true the subject belonged to the high-frequency group (High-f) and if the difference in
magnitude between these 1/3-octave bands was less than 1,5 dB the subject belonged to the mid-
frequency group (Mid-f). Twelve subjects were selected for each of these groups with a mean age of,
22, 19 and 22 years, respectively.
The exposure signals were 2 and 4 kHz narrow band noise.(3% width) (Bruel & Kjaer 1621).

Each subject was exposed at four different occasions for one of the exposure signals, twice to 2 and
4 kHz, respectively. The experimental order was randomized.The sound pressure level at a position
corresponding to the center of the subject's head was 97 dB re 20 uPa for both exposure frequencies.
The subject was seated on a chair in front of the speaker at a distance of 1.2 m, the left earcanal was
occluded with an E-A-R(R) foam earplug, and the right ear was exposed for 10 min. Pre- and post-
audiograms were registered with the B6k&sy audiometer and stored.
The threshold was defined as the mean value between the end-points of excursions. The TTS was
calculated from the average pre- and post-exposure audiograms.

ET."From a school close to the research laboratory, all 16-year old students' hearing status
were registered. Subjects were deleted from the study for the following reasons: an abnormal middle
ear pressure, a known history of hearing loss caused by other factors than noise, tinnitus, or were
treated by drugs that have known effects on hearing. From a total of 61 students, 50 were selected to
the study. Their hearing thresholds from both ears were registered by B~k~sy audiometry.
The subjects' STFs were measured from free sound field to the tympanic membrane in the anechoic
chamber. Adopting the same method as described above (TrS) the subjects were divided in three
groups; Low-freq, Mid-freq and High-freq.

Result

Trs: The average STF within groups are displayed in Fig 1. The magnitude difference
between 2 and 4 kHz was 4.8 dB in Low-f group, -0.3 dB in the Mid-f group and -5.3 dB in the
High-f group.
The most dominant 1/3-octave was 2.5 kHz in the Low-f and Mid-f group and 4 kHz in the High-f
group.
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Figure 1. The average STFs within the three groups, Low-f, Mid-f and High-f.

The Low-f group acquired more MTS than the Mid-f and High-f groups after the 2 kHz exposure.
After the 4 kHz exposure the High-f group showed more TTS than the other groups.
The average differences in ITS between the 2 and 4 kHz exposures for each group are illustrated in
Fig 2. A positive value indicates that the 2 kHz exposure resulted in more UTS than the 4 kHz
exposure. As this figure indicates, the Low-f group evidenced more "ITS after the 2 kHz exposure
than after the 4 kHz exposure. The High-f group showed the opposite results and the Mid-f group
was between the other groups. The frequency range of intersection in these lines is between 4.5 and
5 kHz. The differences in UTS between the Low-f and High-f groups were significant at 3.5, 5.5,
6.5 and 7.5 kHz (p<0.05). The corresponding differences between the Low-f and Mid-f groups were
significant at 5.5, 6 and 6.5 kHz (p<0.05).
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Figure 2. The average difference in "ITS within groups after 2 and 4 kHz exposures. Each line

illustrate the average difference from one of the three groups, respectively.
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Fig 3. The bars illustrates the average STFs within the three groups in the PTS experiment.
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PTS: In figure 3 the average STFs within groups are illustrated. The magnitude differ with 8
dB between the Low- and High-freq groups.at the 2 kHz-band.
The average hearing thresholds within the three groups are displayed in figure 4. The statistical
analysis indicated significant differences between groups in the frequency range 3-4 kHz (p<0.05).
Further, The Low-freq group showed significantly higher thresholds than the High-freq group in the
frequency range 4.75 -7.5 kHz (p<0.05).
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Fig 4. The three lines illustrates the average hearing thresholds within the three groups.

Conclusion

In two experiments, we have shown that individual differences in STFs from free field to the ear
drum could influence the sensitivity for NIHL. Subjects with significantly different STFs showed
significantly different ITS after the same noise stimuli. Further, young male subjects with
significantly different STFs had significantly different hearing thresholds in the frequency range
between 4.5 and 8 kHz.
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TOUGHENING: ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS

HENDERSON, Donald and SUBRAMANIAM, Malini
Hearing Research Laboratory, State Uni'- rsity of New York at Buffalo

215 Parker Hall, Buffalo, New York USA

Several laboratories have reported that exposure to moderate levels of
sound (Canlon et al., 1988 and Campo 1991) can protect subjects from more
intense future exposures. In the Campo et al. experiment, chinchillas were exposed
to an octave band noise (OBN) centered at 0.5 kHz at 95 dB SPL for 6 hours a
day for 10 days. After the last exposure, the subjects were returned to quiet for
five days and then thc' were re-exposed to the same noise, but at 106 dB SPL for
48 hours. Subjects with the prophylactic exposure developed 10 to 20 dB less
permanent threshold shift than conti . subjects who were only exposed to the
higher level noise. This paper reports on additional experiments that studied the
generality of the "toughening" phenomenon. Specifically, the experiments address
the question of whether a low frequency noise protects against future exposure to
higiuer frequencies; if high frequency prophylactictexposures protect against future
high frequency expceures; and, finally, how long does the prophylactic exposure
have to be to be effective?

METHODS

Subjects: Chinchillas (400-650 grams) were used as subjects. The left ear was
surgically ablated and a permanent recording electrode was implanted in the region

of the left inferior colliculus (Henderson et al., 1973).
Audiological Testing: Hearing levels were estimated using an evoked response
and short duration signals ( 5 msec rise/fall, 10 msec on-time). Thresholds were
measured at 5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz before, during the 10 day "toughening"
exposures, five days after the last of the 10 day "toughening" exposures and 30

days after the higher level traumatic exposures.
Experimental Conditions:
Experiment I: (a) .5 kHz OBN at 95 dB SPL, 6 hours/day for 10 days

(b) 5 days quiet
(c) 4 kHz OBNat 100 dB SPL for 48hours

Experiment II: (a) 4 kHz OBN at 85 dB SPL, 6 hours/day for 10 days

(b) 1 day or 5 days quiet period
(c) 4 kHz OBN at 100 dB SPL for 48 hours

Experiment IIH: (a) .5 kHz OB at 95 dB SPL, 6 hours/day for 10 days,
20 days; or 1 and 10 days

(b) 5 days quiet
(c) .5 kHz OBN at 106 dB SPL for 48 hours

All experimental groups had appropriate controls. Furthermore, their pre-exposure

thresholds were comparable to within the limits of the lab norm.
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RESULTS

Experiment I: The permanent threshold shift (PTS) for the experimental group

exposed to the high frequency loss as shown in Figure 1 is approximately 20dB
more than the control group exposed on to the high frequency noise. The
"toughening" exposure did not protect against PTS, but may have actually made
the subjects more vulnerable.
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Figure 1. PTS following 4 kHz OBN exposure in the experimental (filled squares) and control group
(empty squares).

Experiment II: Figure 2 shows the average daily threshold shifts for Experiment I

and Experiment II. Both the 10 day toughening exposures produced progressively

less temporary threshold shift over the 10 day period. The results for PTS are

more complicated. Figure 3 shows that the group that was rested only 1 day

developed significantly less PTS than the control group, however, the group that

had a five day quiet period developed more PTS than both the control and other

experimental groups. It should be noted that the group with only one day's rest

has some residual threshold shift when they were exposed to the higher level noise,

while the 5 day rest group had completely recovered.

Experiment MII: The 10 day group had the majority of the threshold shift decrease

over the first 3 or 6 days; the 20 day group paralleled the 10 day group and did

not manifest any additional improvement over the last 10 to 14 days; the 1 and 10

day group showed some reduction on the second exposure (day 10) but much less

reduction than the other two groups. The PTS for the three experimental and

control groups is shown in Figure 4. All three experimental groups showed

significantly less PTS than the control group. This result is surprising because the

1 and 10 day group had minimal reduction in 'ITS during the prior "toughening"

exposures.
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Figure 2. Average threshold shifts at the end of daily exposures at one octave above the exposure
frequency for 0.5 kHz OBN (filled squares) and 4 kHz 9ON (plus) "toughening" exposures.
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Figure 3. PTS following 4 kHz OBN exposure in control (filled squares), five day recovery group

(empty squares) and one day recovery group (asterisk).

DISCUSSION

All these experiments confirm the large reduction in ITS with repeated
exposures. The high frequency exposures of Experiment H actually showed a
larger change than the low frequency exposures. However, there appear to be
differences in how the base and apex of the cochlea react to these prophylactic
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exposures because the basal or high frequency end may be rendered more
vulnerable with certain prior exposures.
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Figure 4. PTS in the control group (filled square), 10 day group (asterisk), and I and 10 days group(cross) and 20 day group (empty square).

The fact that the auditory system can be made more resistant with two relativelymodest exposures (Experiment IH and 10 day group) is quite remarkable. Futureresearch on this problem is needed to learn the boundary conditions controlling
"toughening" phenomenon as well as experiments to clarify the biological changesresponsible for the phenomenon.
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ABSTRACT

The use of surveillance data as a means of assessing historical noise exposure reconstruction in an
occupational setting still raises heated debates. Currently, the types of data that are available for
noise exposure are: personal noise measurements, job specific data, area wide noise levels (i.e.,
department data), ordinal ranked job or tasks, duration of employment, and ever/never employed
in the industry (i.e., noisy vs. less noisy plant). Although the preference in exposure assessment is
personal monitoring data, in many cases data do not exist, or are sparse and there is a question as
to their validity when they are available. Most surveys use point source meters, not personal
dosimeters, the industrial hygienist assumes that the noise levels are constant throughout the work
day. This tends to underestimate the risk because most meters are read based on the midpoint of
the dBA meter swing and dB scale has a logarithmic basis. The historical surveillance data was
requested from the metal fabricating plants located in Chicago, Illinois. Upon interviewing the
union leaders and plant management personnel, we determined that the noise levels decreased
with the enforcement of the OSHA regulation and further decreased after the installation of the
acoustical material (i.e., acoustical tile, and curtains) even without a major change in the metal
fabricating process from the plant's opening. Thus, it was determined that the minimum amount
of quantitative information to do a historical area wide exposure assessment was three time
periods: pre-OSHA (before 1972, (Ti)), post-OSHA to pre-acoustical modification (1972-1975,
(T2)) and post-acoustical modification (after 1975, (T3)). When data on past exposure exist the
principal concerns is the completeness of the data and the ability to combine data obtained from
the various time periods that used differing methods of data acquisition. These concerns were
encountered as there were only data on four departments in TI, eight in T2 and nine in T3.
Furthermore, two of the four TI areas increased in noise levels in T2 and five of the eight T2
areas increase in noise levels in T3 (especially since there should have been a decrease in noise
levels). The reasons for discrepancies in the TI-T2 levels are because OSHA regulations are
measuring for PELs and, therefore, its usage will generally-be an over-estimation. The
discrepancy in T2-T3 occurred because the measurement techniques changed from area wide
surveillance to "personal monitoring" because of the OSHA regulation. Another problem
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encountered is if one is constantly exposed to non-occupational noise; are the ISO guidelines
more appropriate even though in the U.S. workplace OSHA is applied with full intensity of the
law? Finally, leaving us with the question: Is the current surveillance data appropriate to use for
this historical exposure reconstruction based on the fact that the process has not changed and that
"personal monitoring" gives us a better estimate of exposure?

Introduction
The U. S. Department of Health and Human Services has estimated that 8 million workers

in the United States are exposed to potentially hazardous daily levels of occupational noise of
greater than 80 dBA. 1 It is estimated, in the U.S. alone, that at least one million workers, in
manufacturing have sustained work-related hearing impairment (>25 dB average hearing
threshold at 1, 2, 3 kHz).

The association of noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) as a consequence of occupational
noise exposure at relatively high exposure rates has been well documented. Since the 1800's,
individuals working in industry began to show a trend between exposure and NIHL. 1 Cross-
sectional/case-control studies of industrial cohorts indicate that noise exposure is the common
factor in producing NIHL (the industrial workers were exposed to a broad spectrum of
concomitant noise). The occupational guidelines in the Urited States were evaluated in the early
1970's and have since been lowered to the current action level above 85 dBA.2

Risk assessment is tied to exposure estimation and the sound equivalent level [SEL (5 dB
trading value)] or noise immission level [NIL (3 dB trading value)] model. 3 ,4 Several factors are
required to determine the environmental NIHL risk from occupational noise exposure:

"* exposure-response relationship;
"* exposure versus population;
"* limitation, history and purpose of surveillance data;
"• limitation of self report data; and
"* relevant exposures of the population.

This paper will attempt to show some of the difficulties of using currently available surveillance
data in assessing the true NIHL risk from occupational noise exposure and proposes a method
analogous to the NIL method of assessing exposure that may have validity.

Methods
The current retrospective prospective study was carried out using 285 of the 329

participants who worked in a noise exposed environment and could self report enough
information [i.e., work department history (including time in location), hearing protection (HP)
usage] to derive a noise exposure history. The initial calculated sample size for this plant was
400. The metal fabricating plant in the study had an extensive hearing conservation program
(HCP) and required use of HP because their best administrative noise controls were not enough to
meet Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) regulations. Although, for various reasons,
some of the workers did not wear the hearing protection.

The authors examined the exposure-response relationship between hearing loss (average
dB loss at 1, 2, 3 and 4 kHz right ear), and A-weighted SEL, or NIL; trying to correct for HP
attenuation. The clinical examination included measures of body mass index (BMI), high blood
pressure (HBP), audiometric evaluation, detailed medical/personal habits, alcohol intake, smoking
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history, noisy hobbies and occupational/military histories. Individuals found to have conductive
hearing loss were excluded.

Since audiometric testing had to be conducted prior to any noise exposure (hobbies,
occupational noise exposure), the men were queried about activities 24 hours prior to clinical
visit. An standardized automatic audiometric testing procedures was administered by National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSI-I) certified technicians under the supervision
of a certified audiologist.

The procedure used for conducting the pure-tone audiogram was similar to that specified
in the American Speech and Hearing Association Monograph Supplement No. 9 and include the
basic feature of the Hughson-Westlake technique for determining pure-tone hearing threshold.
The following frequencies were tested 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 kHz. All audiometric testing was
performed in a testing booth which conformed to the American National Standard Criteria for
Background Noise in Audiometric Rooms. The booth and site were checked by a Bruel-Kjaer
sound level meter with built in octave filter set. A Grayson-Stadler Clinical Audiometer equipped
with TDH-39 headphones were used for the audiometric evaluation. The audiometers was
initially calibrated and periodically checked thereafter. The sound pressure output of the
audiometer was calibrated monthly.

Analysis
The SAS CORR procedure (Version 6.07) (SAS, 1989) was used to calculate the Pearson

product-moment correlations and significant probabilities for all numeric variables, as well as
select univariate statistics (the mean, standard deviation, sum, minimum and maximum). 5 The
two variables correlated were a composite hearing loss value [the averaged 1, 2, 3 and 4 kHz
right ear air conduction (ARAC)] vs. a noise exposure value (calculated SEL or NIL). The SEL
(OSHA) and the NIL (ISO) were based on:3,4

Ea =Leq +10Log 1 T0T

Where Ea = SEL or NIL;
Leq = the continuous sound level in dBA (using the daily OSHA 5 dB

trading; value or ISO 3 dB trading value based on the 1986
survey);

T = the duration of the exposure expressed in calendar years;
To = one calendar year.

The equal energy concept for hearing damage may be summarized in terms of following
three hypotheses:

"* In an individual equal amounts of A-weighted sound energy causes equal
amount of damage to hearing;

"* The extent of hearing damage that an individual accrues is proportional to a
function of the acoustical energy received, although this relationship may not
be a linear function; and
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* A trading relationship exists between exposure time and noise level, the
product of the two being a measure of the total acoustical energy received.
(However, it is still heatedly debated as to whether this trading relationship is 3
dBor5 dB.)

To estimate the correction for HPDS the Environmental Protection Agency's noise
reduction rating (NRR-7) was used as the maximum possible attenuation and it was further
degraded by increments of 10 percent from 100 to 0 (i.e., 100, 90, 80, 70,..., 0 percent). A
further degradation procedure was use based on E.ARLOG-20 (i.e., .70 for ear muffs, .50 for
foam inset plugs, .20 for pre-molded insert plugs). 6 For those that reported wearing an HPD but
did not recall the brand; we assigned them the most conservative NRR number and degradation
factor.

Results
Figure 1 is a display of three different surveys at four locations for this plant. These

surveys were selected to represent the three periods in the plant (pre-OSHA (before 1972),
OSHA to pre- acoustic curtains and tiles (1972-1975), and post-acoustic material 1975 to end of
study). The distribution, except for the Skilled Trades Department, generally show that the noise
levels measured decreased in the 1972-73 survey (Initial O;HA survey) and increased in the 1986
noise survey levels (all obtained surveys in the 1980's showed similar numbers).

Figures 2 and 3 show significant correlations, between ARAC and SEL (or NIL), for all
percentages of A-weighted NRR values and the degradation percentage of the HPD'S based on
the E.A.RLOG-20 (also significant). 6  There appears to be a break point, in both figures,
between 50 and 60 percent where there is no a linear increase in the correlation. Even the
correlation value for the E.A.RLOG-20 here is similar to those found at the 50 percent
degradation.

Discussion
The data described in this report suggest that using current surveillance is not the ideal

method to ascertain exposure. However, because of historical changes in surveillance method
(area wide to personal dosimeter) and assuming there is no change in the manufacturing process,
current surveillance may provide a conservative estimate of noise exposure.

Also confounding this issue is the use of HPD's. It appears that HPD's are efficient at
approximately 50 purcent of the NRR value obtained using the Real Ear Attenuation (REAT)
method specified by EPA in the real world setting. However, degrading the HPD based on type
(ear muff, foam insert ear plug, pre-molded insert ear plug) may be more appropriate. 6 In
addition, a major limitation of this study is that the information is self reported. Still, one could
argue that this is more conservative than assuming that required protective devices are actually
used.

Given the paucity of knowledge regarding the auditory and non-auditory effects of
occupational noise, and the associated public health burden, prospective epidemiologic studies
using careful standardized measurement techniques are needed to investigate this industrial health
problem. The design of new methodologies for evaluation of exposure is also an important
research priority.
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DIPS IN THE HIGH-FREQUENCY RANGE AFTER STEADY-STATE
NOISE EXPOSURE
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Abstract: In the literature anecdotal reports have been published on dips in high-
frequency audiograms of noise-working men. These were either seen in single tracings or
in averaged audiograms. To shed light on their occurrence high-frequency B&k6sy
audiometry was done. This showed major dips to be present, which may well contribute
to our understanding of cochlear mechanics, specifically of the mechanisms underlying
the production of the 4-kHz dip.

Ever since audiometry helped to detect the typical sign of noise-induced cochlear damage
in noise-working men, i.e. the PTS dip at 4 kHz, the causes underlying its occurrence
have been a matter of controversy. In this controversy it was, however, usually forgotten
that this was not the only dip seen. Dips in the high-frequency range were, in fact, shown
in several papers. In most studies single tracings~of noise-working men or averaged
audiograms recorded at more or less identical rdoise exposure levels were presented
[Fletscher, 1973; Fausti et al., 1981; Dieroff, 1982; Laukli and Mair, 1985]. But like the
4 kHz dip, dips in the high-frequency range show considerable interindividual frequency
variations. As a result, they are largely extinguished in summation images and
audiograms at best show shallow notching reflecting their main frequencies. In addition,
audiograms are usually recorded at intervals of 1 kHz so that the dips, which are often
quite narrow-based, are poorly defined.

The purpose of this study was to document the interindividual variability of these dips.
Testing was done with a self-made computer-controlled sweep-frequency Bý!k~sy
audiometer (pulse time 475 ms; pulse interval 225 ms; trapezoid 25 ms; pulse-to-pulse
frequency interval 10 Hz; synthesizer HP 3325 A). For the frequency range of
conventional audiometry TDH 39 earphones were used. The high-frequency range was
tested with KOSS HV 1A headsets. The frequency response was linear.

Using this set-up, 42 normal subjects and 74 noise-working men were tested. In noise-
working men the problem with high-frequency audiometry is that the subjects should be
young enough to hear sufficiently well in the high-frequency range, but that they should
still have gone through a sufficient number of noise-working years to produce
recognizable dips. This explains why not all of the high-frequency audiograms were
evaluable.

The illustration shows the tracings of 20 subjects. The interruption between the 2
frequency ranges tested is attributable to the change of earphones. In some subjects high-
frequency-range testing was done in 2 segments because of fatigue.

Dips can be seen to vary substantially in terms of their size. They mainly occur at the
following frequencies:

3.5 - 5.2 kHz for the well-known PTS dip
8 - 10.8 kHz
12.6 - 15 kHz.
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Vague evidence of these characteristics is also found in the studies quoted. In addition,
there is good agreement with TTS experiments [Fritze and Kchler, 1986].

Interindividual variability is not only a feature of the dips in the high-frequency range; in
the presence of these dips the well-known 4-kHz dip is often absent and in some subjects
more than one dip is identifiable. (Some of these subjects underwent repeated testing with
good reproducibility.) Like the occurrence, the frequency of the dips is quite variable.
Attempts at detecting a consistent mathematical pattern proved to be abortive.

In normal subjects dips in the high-frequency range were rare or altogether absent.
Together with their variable frequency this rules out a calibration error.

Apparently, the dips in the audiograms are attributable to vibrations which, while causing
chemical damage, do not produce perceived auditory phenomena. That the damage is
located at the level of the hair cells is supported by the work of Fridelius et al. [1987]. It
may well be that these dips will help to improve our understanding of inner ear
mechanics.
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AUDITORY HAZARD IN RELATION TO LISTENING TO PORTABLE DIGITAL
COMPACT-DISC PLAYERS.
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SUMMARY

The recent availability of portable high-performance digital disc-players in addition to cassette
players, and with an increasing dyn amic range. has enhanced the risk to hearing of their users. The
present study aimed at attemting to evaluate this hazard. After selection of a digital player, 12
normally-hearing voluntary subjects were exposed to l.istening to two records (classical music and
hard-rock) at an acoustic level complying with safety, regulations. Their temporary threshold shift
(FfS) were determined at 4 and 6 KHz just after exposure. The 0,5 KHz auditory thresholds were
also measured as a cortrol. At 4 and 6 KHz. the average value of TTS was 5 dB. There was no
statistically signifiant difference neither between the TTS at 4 and 6 KHz, nor between ITS for the
two records. The measurements have pointed out that very high acoustics levels could be reached
(125 to 127 dBA) with a Leq (1 hour) of 110 dBA i.e much higher than tolerable levels. Thus there
is a serious risk to hearing.

IETUDE DES RISQUES AUDITIFS SECONDAIRES A IECOUTE DES
ENREGISTREMENTS NUMERIQUES SUR DISQUE

A L'AIDE D'APPAREILS PORTABLES

RESUME

L'apparition r6cente. aprýs celle des baladeurs. de lecteurs numdriques portables aux performances
exceptionnelles. en dynamique notamment. a augmentd les risques auditifs encourus par les
utilisateurs. Le but de cette dtude est de tenter d'dvaluer ces risques. Apr~s s61ection d'un lecteur
numdrique. 12 sujets volontaires normaux ont dtd soumis A l'coute de deux disques (musique
classique et hard-rock) A des niveaux acoustiques infdrieurs aux normes de sdcurit6. Leurs d6ficits
auditifs temporaires (ITS) ont dt6 mesur6s immddiatement apr~s exposition. La fr~quence 0,5 kHz
a dt6 dgalement dvalude A titre de t~moin. A 4 et 6 kHz. on constate que la valeur moyenne des ITS
est de 5 dB. 11 n'a pas dtd trouv6 de diff6rence statistiquement significative entre ITS A 4 et 6 kHz et
entre TTS pour un c6td et une frdquence donnds selon le type de musique. Les mesures montrent
que des niveaux acoustiques considdrables peuvent etre atteints. : 125 A 127 dB crete avec un
niveau acoustique continu dquivalent 1 heure de 110 dB (A), valeurs trbs supdrieures aux normes.
Le risque auditif existe donc.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a considerable development of portable music players such as walkman® (analog)
and discman® (digital) during these last years. Their users often express concern about the possible
risk to hearing of these devices, and especially discmen, in view of the large acoustic dynamic range
enabled by digital recordings.
After a study of the acoustical characteristics of 5 compact-disc (CD) players and their headphones
(P1 to P5), 12 normally-hearing voluntary subjects have listened to 2 records played on one of the
CD players (duration 1 hour, the 2 presentations being separated by several days). The exposure
levels complied with safety regulations. A comparative test of hearing thresholds just before and a
few minutes after exposure was carried out in order to evaluate the temporary threshold shifts (1TS)
induced by listening to CD. Several characteristics of these 2 selected CDs were assessed on the
different players with their output levels set to maximumnamely:

Leq (A) I hour

Max P (i.e. peak acoustical level)

L1. L10 , L50 , L9 0 and L99 (repeated 4 times in an attempt to account more accurately for
transients).

OUTLINE OF THE MAIN RESULTS
1 s' record (CD 1):

Leq (I h) = 101 dBA

Max P = 121 - 123 dBA

L1 = 109.5 dBA (i.e., during 1% of the time, the acoustic level was > LI)

2 nd record (CD2):

Leq (1 h) = 108 dBA

Max P = 126 - 127 dBA

L1 = 114 dBA.

CHOICE OF A PARTICULAR CD PLAYER AS A FUNCTION OF THESE RESULTS:

The device CD2 was kept for the experiment because it met the following criteria:
- a high output level, although not the highest of the 5 tested players,
- a marked peak in the frequency spectrum around 3-4 kHz. likely to induce TrSs in the
most sensitive interval of the inner ear. 4-6 kHz.

PARTICULAR SETUP FOR THE EXPERIMENT

The output level was adjusted on 2 particular subjects who were exposed to progressively increased
levels, in order to produce some TIS (a few dB). Meanwhile, this level had to remain within the
limits of comfort for the subjects and safety regulations (indeed, they were widely respected,
namely Le (lh) = 93.7 dBA for record #1 and 88.6 dBA for record #2 instead of 90 dB during 8 h,
5days /weekc).
The histograms of levels of the 2 records were very different; the acoustic levels of CD1 were
broadly distributed between 82.5 and 97.5 dBA whereas the level of CD2 was almost constant i.e.
ranging from 87.5 to 92 dBA during 70% time.
Then the experiment aimed at evaluating the effect of listening to these two records on the pure-tone
audiogram, i.e. on the TTS presented by the subjects after a period of exposure, with special
attention to the classical TTS2 at 4 kHz measured 2 min after the end of the disk.
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AUDIOMETRY: OUTLINE OF THE METHOD

After a complete audiological checkup, an automatic audiogram (continuous tone, fixed frequency)
was obtained at 0.5. 4 and 6 kHz just before starting the first record (duration 1 h).
Another audiometric control was performed 30 s after the end of CD I. first for the left ear at 6, 4
and 0.5 kHz (duration of the measurement 1 min for each frequency, hence the auditory threshold at
4 kHz was obtained 2 min after the end of CD), then for the right ear. The same series of
measurements was repeated several days later for CD2.

RESULTS

As expected, the mean value of the TTS at 0.5 kHz did not significantly differ from 0 (this
measurement permitted to check the consistency of test-retest auditory-threshold assessments, with
the reasonable assumption that the exposures could not have any effect on low-frequency hearing).
At 4 and 6 kHz, the following results were obtained.

(1) The mean TTSs were of the order of 5 dB.

(2) Comparisons between mean TTSs at 6 and 4 kHz for a given side and CD did not show
any significant difference across frequency (p>0.05, paired Student t-test).

(3) Similarly, TTSs for a given side and frequency did not significantly depend on the type
of music (CD 1: classical, CD2: hard-rock).

(4) In contrast. "TSs were slightly higher for th& left ear (weakly significant, p = 0.05)

(5) When pooling all the TTS values obtained 'for CD 1 and CD2, the difference between left
and right became quite significant (p< 0.01).

Several hypotheses may be proposed to account for this result:

- the audiometry is performed on the left ear 3 min earlier than the right one and some
recovery may take place.

- moreover, at least fr-r CDl, the acoustic levels played in the left ear were slightly higher
owing to the disposition of the orchestra (however, there are also spectral differences
between the two sides rendering very difficult to derive any practical consequence of such
differences).

CONCLUSION

(1) The quality of small portable digital disc-players is so high that the maximum possible acoustic
levels (namely around 127 dB with a Leq (lh) of around 108 dB) greatly exceed the recommended
standards valid for occupational exposures, therefore creating an actual hazard for the listeners.

(2) The TTSs recorded in more reasonable conditions corresponding to normal listening are of about
5 dB, in good agreement with what is expected owing to the delivered Leqs.

(3) Therefore, it seems important to provide the users of portable CD players with accurate
information on the chL ..:e they take in case of thoughtless use of such devices, for example in noisy
backgrounds which may prompt them to raise the output level.
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ACTIVE NOISE REDUCTION HEADSETS
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ABSTRACT. This paper reviews the accelerated growth of Active Noise Reduction
(cancellation) headset technology over the past five years and describes the performance of
current systems. The first active noise reduction (ANR) headset was not yet commercially
available at the time of the last International Congress on the Biological Effects of Noise
(ICBEN), "Noise 88," held in Stockholm in August, 1988. During the past five years a
dramatic increase in the development and availability of ANR headset technology has
occurred in both the European and American technical communities. Today numerous
agencies, laboratories, and industrial establishments have efforts underway evaluating the
potential applications of ANR technology while others work to produce circumaural ANR
headsets, insert or semi-insert ANR headsets, and ANR earmuff systems without voice
communications features. Most ANR headset systems in use today are used in aviation
associated applications. This paper will describe the sound attenuation and speech
communications performance of representative ANR headset technology. The limitations and
advantages will be discussed as well as what can be expected from ANR headset systems.

INTRODUCTION. A revolution is underway.,*n active noise-cancellation headset
technology. The first commercially available active Aoise reduction (ANR) headset appeared
on the market in the United States in the late summer of 1989 and today an estimated twelve
or more different companies are involved in the development and marketing of ANR
technology. Many of the early developments and evaluations were accomplished by the
military because of their need to extend sound protection beyond the performance limits of
traditional passive earmuff hearing protection devices. Information about the developments
of ANR headsets and their performance has spread to the general public. Overall, active
noise reduction headsets have been enthusiastically received and ongoing developments are
being viewed with anticipation.

The growth of passive earmuff technology plateaued in the 1950's and 1960's. Over
the years, good performing passive earmuffs have provided 20 dB to 40 dB of attenuation at
frequencies of 1000 Hz and above with poor sound attenuation of 0 dB to about 25 dB at
frequencies of 125 Hz to 250 Hz. Hearing damage risk is defined in terms of A-Weighted
sound level in several noise exposure criteria for hearing. The overall A-weighted sound
pressure level at the ear under an earmuff is often determined by the amount of acoustic
energy present in the 125 Hz to 250 Hz region. A hearing conservation target is to increase
low frequency sound attenuation to reduce the A-Weighted sound level at the ear. Active
noise reduction headsets provide significantly improved attenuation of low frequency sounds
up to about 1000 Hz.. The combination active/passive attenuation found in ANR headsets,
in addition to reducing noise exposure at the ear, can have additional benefits of reduced size,
reduced headband force, and increased comfort.

BACKGROUND. The concept of active noise reduction is simple, however implementation
is complex. Active noise reduction, as described by Paul Leug in 1936, (also called active
noise cancellation or active attenuation) reduces the overall level of noise using the technique
of wave addition or cancellation. A microphone placed in a noise field sends a copy of the
noise to an electronic circuit. The electronics invert the signal and send it back to a
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loudspeaker (180 degrees out of phase) which presents the inverted noise into the same space
as the original noise. Components of the noise which are out of phase, effectively cancel
each other reducing the overall level of the noise.

Active noise reduction technology was first integrated into a headset in the mid-i1950's
by Willard Meeker under a contract with the predecessor to our laboratory. This system
demonstrated the feasibility of the active noise reduction headset. In the late 1970's P. D.
Wheeler at the University of Southampton, under contract to Graham Rood, Royal Aircraft
Establishment, United Kingdom, developed a flyable ANR headset system. The U.S. Air
Force, under contract with the Bose Corporation, initiated development in 1980 of an active
noise reduction system for use in Air Force headsets and helmets. The evaluations of these
systems demonstrated that ANR systems were effective in decreasing crew member noise
exposure at the ear, in improving speech intelligibility, and in increasing comfort.

OBJECTIVE. The objective of this effort is to describe the sound attenuation and speech
intelligibility performance of a representative 1992 ANR headset and relate that performance
to practical applications that will assist hearing conservationists in their analyses, evaluations,
and decisions regarding the utility of these ANR systems. This information is intended to
inform the reader of what is headset active noise reduction, how does it work, what does it
do or not do, what are its limitations, and what can be expected in the future.

APPROACH. The approach was to measure the pegformance of the ANR systems in the
laboratory, using a physical measurement procedure for attenuation performance and the
Modified Rhyme Test for speech intelligibility. This performance data was then applied to
real noise environments such as those found on multi-engine propeller aircraft.

METHOD. Laboratory measurements were made of the total and the passive sound attenua-
tion of each of the headset units. The active cancellation was calculated as the difference
between the total and passive attenuation at each of the one-third octave band test signals.
The sound attenuation performance data was measured using ten live subjects with a Knowles
1834 miniature microphone positioned at the entrance to the ear canal. Speech intelligibility
was measured on some of the headset units in four different levels of a broad band noise
inside a reverberation chamber. Intelligibility was measured with the units in the passive
mode and again in the active mode.

WHAT ANR HEADSETS CAN AND CANNOT DO.
Sound attenuation of the ANR system and a standard passive headset measured inside

a flight helmet (HGU-55/P) with a miniature microphone system is shown in Figure 1. The
maximum amount of active attenuation is the difference between the two curves and
achieves a maximum of about 30 dB at 300 Hz. The high frequency attenuations of the two
systems are very similar since active attenuation currently is not available above 1000 Hz.
Therefore, the data above 1000 Hz is strictly passive attenuation with the small difference in
attenuation being due to differences in ear cushion materials. The ANR system provides
significant improvement in the low frequency attenuation when compared to the passive only
headset. This data when applied to noise such as found in a multi-engine turbo-prop aircraft
significantly reduces the A-weighted noise at the ear as shown in Figure 2. With a standard
passive earcup the safe exposure limit is 85 minutes, while with the ANR headset the safe
exposure limit is 24 hours.

Speech intelligibility of the ANR headset and passive headset were measured using the
Modified Rhyme Test. The experienced subjects performed the test in the presence of pink
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noise at sound pressure levels of 75 dB (ambient), 95 dB, 105 dB, and 115 dB. The ANR
device exhibited significant improvements in intelligibility at all noise levels as shown in
Figure 3. The ANR system was also tested in the passive only (ANR-OFF) and active
modes (ANR-ON) with the ON mode providing the maximum intelligibility.

FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE. Prototype active noise reduction headsets were flight tested
in a variety of military aircraft to identify features of the systems requiring improvement in
subsequent models and to assess user acceptability. The two universal comments about the
active attenuation were that there was clearly much less noise at the ears and that the signal-
to-noise ratio was better resulting in improved quality and clarity of the speech.

ROLE IN HEARING CONSERVATION. Noise exposure criteria for hearing are based on
the A-weighted sound pressure levels at the ears and the daily durations of exposures. In
most industrial noise environments the overall noise levels are less than 100 dB and
continuous voice communications are not a requirement. Conventional earplug and earmuff
hearing protection devices are adequate to keep the levels of the noises at the ear below
levels established to be hazardous to hearing. Many noise environments exceed these levels
and require improved sound protection and/or voice communications. Active noise reduction
headsets can provide capabilities that permit personnel to safely remain in certain noise
environs for longer periods of time, to improve voice communications, and to increase overall
acceptability of the headset.

ANR can reduce A-weighted noise level at, t~he ear by 12-20 dB depending on the
frequency spectrum of the noise. The more the noise is dominated by low frequency
components the larger the benefit of using active noise reduction. The corresponding increase
in safe allowable noise exposures can be an increase from 1 hour per day with passive hearing
protection to 24 hours per day with active noise protection.

DISCUSSION. Active noise reduction headsets provide good passive sound attenuation and
good low frequency active cancellation. These capabilities can be exploited in high level
noise environs with flat spectra and those containing substantial low frequency energy. Little
advantage can be gained in noise environments with the predominant energy above 1000 Hz.
The improved signal-to-noise ratio at the ear of ANR units results in better quality and clarity
than the passive units. Speech intelligibility and the monitoring of non-speech signals are
improved with the reduction of the background auditory masking. Some current ANR
systems are limited in reducing sound pressure levels that are above 110 dB, providing only
small amounts of attenuation while other ANR systems effectively cancel sound pressure
levels exceeding 130 dB.

SUMMARY. The design of first generation active noise reduction headsets has targeted
some specific applications involving high intensity, low frequency noise and a requirement
for voice communications. Initial investigations and experiences reveal that these devices are
effective in these applications with very high user acceptability. The primary advantages are
reduced noise exposure, improved speech intelligibility, improved perception of auditory
signals, and increased comfort or acceptability. However, there are applications where ANR
headsets do not provide any significant benefit. There are many industrial noise environments
which can profit from the use of active noise reduction headset technology. The hearing
conservationist may wish to consider the information provided herein to determine if the
capabilities of ANR match the characteristics of noise and provide a sound attenuation or
speech intelligibility advantage.
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HIGH-DEFINITION AUDIOMETRY AND
HIGH-FREQUENCY AUDIOMETRY

INTEREST AND LIMITS IN NIHL SCREENING

MEYER-BISCH Christian

Except International Consultants, 82 rue Stanislas - F 54000 NANCY

Abstract. High-Definition (HD) audiometry is characterised by the possibility to give threshold
shifts within usual fixed frequencies (up to 400 frequencies in the range 125-8000Hz). It allows
to draw very narrow notches. Two methods are used to perform a HD audiometry, both are
automatic: Sliding frequency Bikisy and Audioscan (controlled sliding frequency at constant
level method). Extended High-Frequency (HF) audiometry concerns frequencies above 8kHz.
Special HF audiometers have been developed since the eighties, and several questions about
their interests and limits are still actual, with regard to the detection of NIHL. In order to
illustrate the possibilities of HD and HF audiometry, the first results of three surveys are here
related. One among a sample of 180 young militaries, another among a group of 200 HF-noise-
exposed workers, and the third among a sample of 40 professional musicians. Everyone was
submitted to an Audioscan (HD and HF) audiometry, aquestionnaire and a clinical examination.
The unit was connected directly to a computer so that the whole curves have been analysed,
using the i/la software. The possibility of HD audiometry to detect narrow notch and its
reproducibility were very good. The duration of the examination was about 12 minutes for both
ears (in sub-normal subjects). The problems of calibration, position of headphones and
interpretation (reference values) are important to consider. In addition, HD and HF audiometry
permits to define new criterions for hearing screening indicators with regard to prevention and
public health topics.

Resume. AUDIOMETRIE DE HAUTE DEFINITION ET AUDIOMETRIE DE HAUTES
FREQUENCES. INTERET ET LIMITES POUR LE DEPISTAGE DES N[HL. L'audiornmtrie
de haute definition (HD) est caract6ris6e par sa capacit6 A mesurer les seuils d'audition entre les
frdquences fixes habituelles (plus de 400 frdquences entre 125 et 8000 Hz). Ceci permet de
dessiner des encoches audiom~triques tr~s itroites. I1 existe deux methodes automatiques pour
rdaliser des audiogrammes HID: la technique de Bdkesy en friquences glissantes, et la mdthode
Audioscan (balayage frdquentiel asservi A niveau constant).On parle d'audiomdtrie hautes
frrquences (HF) pour les fr~quences sup~rieures A 8kHz. Depuis les annres 80, des audiom~tres
spdciaux ont 6td fabriquds mais les questions relatives i l'intdret et aux limites de ces techniques
restent posies, surtout si on les rapporte aux possibilitds de d~tection des deficits auditifs
engendris par le bruit (Nf-IHL). Pour illustrer les possibilit~s des audiomdtries HD et HF, les
premiers resultats de trois enquetes dpiddmiologiques sont rapportns ici. La premiere parmi un
groupe de 180 conscrits, la seconde parmi un &hantillon de 200 oplrateurs exposes aux bruits
de hautes fr6quences, la troisi6me parmi un groupe de 40 musiciens. Outre un questionnaire et
une otoscopie, chaque sujet a subi un audiogramme Audioscan (HD et HF). Les audiom6tres
itaient directement connectds A un PC et les courbes completes ont dtd traitdes par le logiciel 111a.
La possibilitd de l'audiom~trie HD de d~tection d'encoches et sa reproductibilitd sont tr~s
satisfaisantes. La durie de l'examen est d'environ 12 minutes pour les deux oreilles chez des
sujets sub-normaux.I1 reste des probl~mes lids A l'6talonnage, i la position des dcouteurs et A
l'interpr6tation des rdsultats. Par ailleurs, l'audiomdtrie HDet HF permet de proposer de
nouveaux indicateurs de pertes auditives adaptds A la prevention et A la sant6 publique.
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Introduction. Auditory impairments have to be detected as long as they are asymptomatic, if
possible before irreversible damage occur. Actually, Public Health is also interested in audiometry,
one of the earliest ways to screen infra-clinical hearing irrmpairments (Occupational Medicine, Preventive
Medicine...). Regarding to the collective aspect of the screening audiometry, the examination
needs several features not completely reached by the conventional methods. To increase the
precision and the sensitivity of the audiometric examination, we perform a basic pure tone
threshold audiometry for the full frequency spectrum in high definition. High-Definition (HD)
audiometry is characterised by the possibility to detect narrow notches within usual fixed
frequencies. Such notches are seen by subjects without any known pathology or prior history of
hearing damages.
Extended High-Frequency (HF) audiometry is also aimed at identifying the influence of
otoaggressors at the earliest possible stage, particularly in industrial health care (noisy
environment), and before 40 years old. Special HF audiometers have been developed since the
eighties, using different transducers not always standardised in terms of calibration, and giving
the results in dB SPL (sound pressure level), and rarely in HIL (hearing level).
In order to evaluate the interest and the limits of these complementary audiometric methods, we
have used the first results of three epidemiologic surveys performed among samples of young
militaries, of workers and of musicians. The following studied criterions will be discussed:
detection and reproducibility of fixed frequencies threshold shifts and notches, duration of
examination, definition of new audiometric parameters and indicators, calibration and
interpretation (predicted values).

Material and methods. There are two methods usable to perform a HD audiometry. Both are
automatic: sliding frequency B~k~sy and Audioscan. This last method appears to be more
sensitive and more precise to detect narrow notches [MEREDITH et al, 19921.The principle was
described in details formerly (MEYER-BISCH et al, 1990). The device used (AUDIOSCAN®
ESSILOR) sweeps through 64 frequencies per octave at a constant level (in HL), beginning at
lkHz to 16kHz and then returns to 1kHz down to 125Hz.The following sweep begins from the
central frequency of the non-response area, etc... Finally, step by step, the audiogram is
completed and the notches are drawn on the screen and printed.

125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k 16k 125 250 500 Ik 2k 4k 8k 16k

-10 -10 N1 tmn f2I I whe th Iaan 10 I I I I

20 hears the tons, the level 20
30 deeases 30 The patient hears4 0 :re ; t e p v r t d s o o h 4 0 t he t o n e t h e p ot i on d o e s n o t

50 tone. the level Inceass 5s0 how the ton
60 60

BEKESY METHOI AUDIOSCAN METHOO

Bgkgsy and Audioscan methods are automatic. They can perform high-definition audiometry.
The patient answers using a handswitch

In addition, the audiometer was connected via a RS232 to a PC using the i/la software. This
allows to catch and analyse the whole curve on the computer. The following parameters were
calculated: Hearing levels for standardised fixed frequencies, several hearing loss indicators...,
special parameters to describe the localizations, the width and the depth of the notches, and
several surface indicators.

Moreover, everyone was submitted to a questionnaire and an otoscopy.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A NOTO SUICKES OF THE A•,I0OR@Am
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Audiograms can be characterised by threshold shifts atfixedfrequencies; they can also be
summarised using hearing level indicators, notches characteristics or surfaces

The subjects used in this work came from three epidemiologic surveys. The first was a sample
of 180 young militaries examined during the first week they were incorporated in an air-base.
Sixty of them were retested three months later in the same conditions. The second group came
-.,)m a sample of technicians employed in telecommunication centres, exposed to high
frequencies noises. And the third one was constituted with professional musicians, mostly often
exposed to actual musics (amplified music).

The following criterions were used to appreciate the performances of the audiometric method:
detection and reproducibility of fixed frequencies threshold shifts and notches, duration of
examination, definition of new audiometric parameters and indicators, calibration and
interpretation (predicted values). .It

Results. Narrow notches were observed in the three samples. The rates were depending on the
ages and the prior histories. They were reproducible three months later in same conditions of
examination. An example of such a reproducibility is given in the following audiograms.

125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 6k 8k 16k 125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 6k 8k 16k
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Test and retest (3 months) of a 21 years old military without hearing history, not exposed to
noise, and unilateral. The audiogram is smoothed. The conventional audiogram was normal.

It may be interesting to smooth the curves in order to erase the non-significant variations. Then,
precise threshold shifts may be determined on the curve for fixed frequencies. The
reproducibility of the audiograms in terms of fixed frequencies-values was excellent, as shown
in the following median audiograms computed on 60 couples of examinations.
The high definition resolution (1/64 octave) has not constituted a limit of the method in our
practice. Musicians, who had an experimented hearing, detected only a continuous sweep.
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Surfaces calculated on different parts of the continuous audiogram (see above) are interesting to
consider. S2 is the speech area (could be a medicolegal indicator), S3 is the classical NIHL area
(corresponds to 1346, an early indicator), S4 is earlier and 55 is related to the age. In our
experience, S4 appears to be the most interesting indicator in terms of preventive screening by
the youth (samples 1 and 3) and 53 after 40 years old (sample 2).
Duration of the test has been compared with other methods. For a B3kisy test, the duration is
constant, depending only on the speed of the sweep (4 minutes per ear). With the Audioscan
method, it depends also of the severity of the hearing loss, the depth of the notch, etc... In our
experience, it is possible to perform 4 HID and HF audiograms (both ears) per hour.

The problem of calibration of the audiometric system appears to be difficult to solve because it is
related to the type of headphones, not always standardised in the HF audiometers, and also the
definition of the zeros. In Audioscan, we have chosen the zeros proposed by Fausti. Another
problem comes from the position of the headphones on the ear. In HF audiometry, it is necessary
to be extremely attentive to be just in front of the ear ca4Ial. If not, 20dB errors may be observed.

I

The last problem consists in the interpretation of the curves. This interpretation requires the use
of reference values (predicted) according to age and sex. In our experience, we have used those
of Osterhammel.

Conclusions. According to these results, observed in various situations, positive aspects of
HD and HF audiometry appear clearly: The detection of narrow notches, reproducibles and easy
to characterize using new parameters is one of the most important advantages of HD audiometry.
Moreover, it improves the accuracy and the precision of any audiometric examination for fixed
frequencies and allows to extend the spectrum to HF, whatever the field of the medical practice.
Furthermore, it is possible to define new criterions (surfaces) for screening indicators with
regard to preventive medicine (also medico-legal indicators), based on HD and HF audiograms.
The interpretation of such audiograms requires a good calibration of the audiometers, the use of
standardised earphones (adjustable on an artificial ear) and predicted values according to the age
and sex.
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ON THE RELATION OR CORRELATION BETWEEN TEMPORARY AND
PERMANENT THRESHOLD SHIFTS

John H. Mills, Ph.D.
Dept. of Otolaryngology and Communicative Sciences
Medical University of South Carolina
171 Ashley Avenue
Charleston, S.C. 29425

Over the past 25 years or so it has been shown in humans, chinchilla, gerbil, and
several species of monkey that temporary threshold shifts produced by continuous exposures
to noise are asymptotic after 8-24 hrs of exposure. This asymptotic threshold shift (ATS) is
sustained for as long as the exposure is continued, at least in chinchilla for durations of
several hundred days and in gerbil for at least 100 days or until ATS is confounded by the
loss of hearing associated with increased chronological age. In 1969 (Mills et al.. J. Acoust.
Soc..ofAmer. it was hypothesized that ATS produced by an exposure to a given noise was
an upper bound on any PTS that could be produced by that noise regardless of the duration
or scheduling of exposures. The hypothesis is necessarily correct providing 'ITS reaches a
true asymptote rather than a temporary plateau, and ?providing TI'S does not increase when a
long duration exposure is terminated. Results of many experiments after 1969 have shown
that ITS does indeed grow to a true asymptote and that TIS does not increase when a long
duration exposure is terminated. There always appears to be some recovery when the
exposure is terminated. Thus, knowing the ATS audiogram from a given exposure gives an
upper bound estimate of the PTS audiogram from that exposure as well as a quantitative
estimate of individual differences. Inasmuch as there seems to be a temporary component
present in the ATS audiogram, there will not be a perfect match between the final PTS
audiogram and the ATS audiogram. The PTS audiogramn will show less hearing loss. ATS
data from intermittent or non-continuous exposures to noise do not support a single-number
correction factor (i.e. 3-dB, 5-dB, etc.) for the effects of intermittence. Indeed, for noise
exposures with a wide-range of on-times and duty-cycles, correction factors can range from 0
dB to 8 dB or perhaps even more.

Introduction. There is a large data base on permanent threshold shifts produced by
steady-state exposures to occupational noise. Many of these data have been reviewed,
analyzed and synthesized (Johnson, 1973, 1991; Bauer et al., 1991) and form part of the
empirical basis for an international standard, Acoustic Determination of Occupational Noise
Exposure and Estimation of Noise-Induced Hearing Impairment (ISO 1999). This standard
presents a method to estimate noise-induced permanent threshold shift as a function of A-
weighted sound exposure and years of exposure time. Inasmuch as this standard is based
totally upon epidemiological studies of noise-induced permanent threshold shift, it is of some
interest to compare predictions of the ISO standard with predictions from human and animal
data generated from laboratory experiments. The prediction of interest is "safe levels", or
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"effective quiet", or "acoustic injury thresholds".

Results and Discussion. What is the highest SPL of a noise that will not produce a
measurable temporary threshold shift (TIS) nor interfere with the recovery of an existing
threshold shift regardless of the duration of the exposure? What levels of noise will produce
any asymptotic TIS of 5 dB or less? What are the highest levels of noise that will not
produce an injury of the organ of Corti? These questions operationally define "effective
quiet", "safe levels", and acoustic injury thresholds", respectively. These levels have been
estimated from human TTS experiments for octave-band noise (Ward et al., 1976; Mills et
al., 1970; 1979; 1983; Melnick, 1976); wide-band noise (Ward et al., 1976; Nixon et al.,
1977; Mills et al, 1981), and from field studies (see Melnick, 1991). Estimates of safe
levels are plotted on Figure I for octave bands of noise centered from 63 Hz to 4 kHz in
octave steps. Data at higher and lower center frequencies are extrapolations. Also plotted
on Figure 1 are two extremes of human audibility, the minimum audible field and the
threshold of pain (see Yost and Nielsen, 1985). Of course, sounds below the threshold of
audibility present no risk of noise-induced hearing loss. Sounds in excess of the threshold of
pain could represent a risk of noise-induced hearing loss even for one short exposure;
however, a precise estimate of the acoustic injury threshold from just one exposure to a non-
impulsive sound can not be made at this time.

How do the "safe levels" or "acoustic injury thresholds" of Figure 1 compare with those
specified by ISO 1999? At 4 kHz ISO 1999 specifies a aevel of 75 dB SPL. That is, -

exposure to noise centered at 4 kHz for nearly a lifetime (8 hrs/day) will produce no
measurable hearing loss in any percentile of the population. Figure 1 suggests a SPL of 74
dB. At 2 kHz ISO predicts 80 dB whereas Figure 1 suggests 78 dB. Thus, for noise energy
in the 2-4 kHz range the correspondence between ISO 1999 and predictions from laboratory
experiments is outstanding. At lower frequencies there are significant disparities. For
example, Figure 1 suggests safe levels of 82 dB at both 1 kHz and 0.5 kHz whereas ISO
specifies levels of 89 dB at 1 kHz and 93 dB at 0.5 kHz. Differences in noise levels of 7 dB
at 1 kHz and 11 dB at 0.5 kHz are significant and would translate into asymptotic threshold
shifts of about 12 dB from the 1 kHz energy and nearly 20 dB from the 0.5 kHz energy.
Reasons for the outstanding correspondence in the 2-4 kHz region and the significant
disparities in the 0.5-1 kHz region are not clear.

On Figure 1 the region bounded by safe levels on the low side (open triangles) and the
threshold of pain on the high side (filled triangles) is the area where the risk of hearing loss
and acoustic injury of the ear is dependent upon parameters of the noise exposure (level,
duration, number of exposures) as well as the susceptibility of the individual. Debate persists
about many of the quantitative facts.
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ASSESSMENT OF NOISE EXPOSURE AND RISK OF HEARING DAMAGE
FROM PEAK VALUE AND TIME HISTORY OF NOISE

J.M. MONDOT, Acouphen, Villeurbanne (France)
A. LEPLAY, M. GUY, Rh6ne-Poulenc Industrialisation

R. GAMBA, Acoustique Gamba, Toulouse (France)

SUMMARY

The present paper is presenting a methodological frame for the assessment of noise exposure and the
identification of protective actions based on the division of the plant work force into HEG
(Homogeneous Exposure Group) as developed and validated by Rh6ne Poulenc. Each HEG is
representative of similar work functions and noise exposure patterns. The indicators are the daily
noise exposure with their time history in terms of short Leq and the peak values within the time
period. Time histories are used to check the measured data, to identify dominant noise exposure
patterns, to identify highly contributing noise sources. The proposed approach offers an attractive
link between the assessment of exposure and noise control planning. Critical aspects of the
assessment of noise exposure are discussed.

RESUME

Cette contribution prdsente les fondements d'une m~thodologie d'dvaluation systdmatique et
d'identification des actions de reduction de l'exposition sonore des travailleurs telle que celle
developpee et validde par Rh6ne Poulenc. Efficace et dconome en mesurage, celle-ci repose sur la
decomposition des personnels exposes en Groupes Homogýnes d'Exposition (HEG) representatifs
d'une meme activite excercee dans les memes conditi0jis d'exposition au bruit par les travailleurs
appartenant au groupe. Les difficultes inhdrentes i l'Mvaluation d'une exposition sur 8 heures et du
niveau crete d'exposition sont discutdes. L'approche proposde permet une continuite entre la
ddmarche d'hygifne industrielle ayant pour objectif de quantifier rexposition au bruit de l'ensemble
des travailleurs d'un site et la ddmarche de reduction de bruit visant A mettre en oeuvre des solutions
techniques permettant de reduire cette exposition.

INTRODUCTION

The reduction of noise and noise exposure has received high priority within the EEC, as shown by
the content of the machine and safety directive together with the directive concerning the protection of
workers from the risks related to exposure to noise at work. National regulations e.g. (1), in
application of the EEC directives require that employers establish effective occupational hearing
conservation programs, including monitoring employee occupational noise exposure and
implementing protective actions when the defined criteria expressed in terms of daily personal noise
exposure and peak value, are exceeded. In France, the standard NFS 31084 (2) specifies how the
above indicators are obtained.

Nowdays, the practise of the assessment of noise exposure at the work place is changing. In many
areas of industry, due to an increase of automated tasks and to the reduction of the number of
workers on production lines, many employees work at different locations throughout the day. Also,
noise immission at a workstation is rarely stable on a 8 hour period. Finally, the progress of
instrumentation, like e.g. short Leq storage capability, interface between meters and computers,
provides an easy access to more detailed information and a better evaluation of the exposure.

CRITICAL ASPECTS IN THE ASSESSMENT OF NOISE EXPOSURE AT WORK

Since exposure relates to the equivalent noise level received over a long period (shift duration, often 8
hours) the variations of noise emission with time, the spatial variation of the acoustical performance
of halls and a detailed understanding of the main features of the worker activity are key parameters for
an appropriate assessment of noise exposure. Figure 1 shows an exemple of a short Leq trace over a
8 hour period corresponding to a daily exposure of 100 dB(A) obtained on a worker in a chemical
plant. Although the emission of the numerous machines present in the hall is relatively stable, there is
a great variation of the worker exposure with time.This is due to the displacement of the worker in the
hall and to the noise created by his own manipulations.
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Figure I : Plot of short Leq (30 s samples) corresponding to a daily exposure of 100 dB(A)

Compared with the exposure measured on other workers in the same hall the same day, this particular
worker had a 10 dB(A) higher daily exposure. This is due to the fact that he shovels up the product
stuck into an inox loading funnel with an inox shovel many times during a short period to clean it.
This example emphasized the importance of short noise events with high level on the exposure often
caused by impacts due to manipulation (hammering, relea• of metal parts or cans .... ), machine
process (i.e. punch presses) or to air exhaust noise of all kind. Their contribution to the daily
exposure increases with their number of occurence and with their level difference with the
background noise.

In large plants, due to the number of workers, the systematical evaluation of daily exposure for all
workers from 8 hours measurement would be an almost impossible task (impossible in terms of cost
and duration). In small industries, the assessment of noise exposure is often made by external
organisations having in charge many plants and therefore little time to spend for the evaluation in each
plant. Thus, a measurement strategy should be found in order to overcome the problem of cost and
duration of the evaluation and still proceed with an acceptable accuracy.

Today the most commonly used sampling technique consists in measuring samples representative of
exposure patterns identified from the analysis of the work situation (2). The accuracy of the
evaluation is strongly linked with what is observed as being "representative" of a work situation. In
particular, significant acoustical event of short duration to which the worker is exposed should not be
missed. The daily noise exposure is obtained by summing the contribution of the identified exposure
patterns. The measurements are made using integrating sound level meters or integrating dosimeters
on representative time period. In both cases the storage of the corresponding short Leq are
recommended. Measurements made with a sound level meter introduce an extra biais in the evaluation
since it is difficult to maintain the microphone position close to the worker's ear.

Rather than selecting representative exposure patterns from which the daily exposure of all workers is
reconstructed, an alternative approach consists in measuring the 8 hour exposure with a dosimeter
with short Leq storage of workers taken as samples of a HEG (Homogeneous E, -osure Group).
This technics has been used extensively used in the last decade, for exposure to toxic substances (3),
(4). Applied in principle since several years i.e. (5) to noise in the U.S., this approach has been
recently validated on a real plant scale by Rh8ne Poulenc (6). Recently, an attempt was made also to
develop a technics based on random sampling of short Leq (one minute duration) (7). This approach
is dedicated to situations with a permanently varying noise over a long term, with no representative
patterns of exposure. Such a sampling technics, although providing estimates of the exposure on long
period has the main drawback of increasing the risk of missing significant noise event of short
duration. It relies upon statistical considerations rather than on observation.
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A METHODOLOGICAL FRAME FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF NOISE EXPOSURE AT WORK

The general frame of the methodology for the assessment of noise exposure at work developed and
validated by Rh~ne Poulenc is illustrated in the flow chart Figure 2 from (8). After a deep analysis of
the demand, the analysis of the work situations based on the study of the activity and a preliminary
noise survey using sound level meters lead to a preliminary identification of the HEG and assessment
of noise exposure. The number of HEG to represent the total plant work force will vary with plant
size, plant organisation and local work practices.
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In most situations the daily noise exposure of a plant population spans a wide range. The goal of thisfirst step of evaluation is to identify the workers which are surely exposed to less than 85 dB(A), 135
dB peak (the GREEN region) or exposed to more in order that the required measures should be
implemented in an early stage of the classification. It is shown (6) that depending on the variability in
the parameters contributing to the exposure a HEG falls into category 1 (in terms of a 5 % risk of the

category limit to be exceeded) as long as its daily exposure is less than 77 dB(A). Similarly a HEG
falls into category 3 if its daily exposure exceeds 93 dB(A). The work done by Rh~ne Poulenc on a
real scale also shows how attractive is the approach since only 6 samples (workers) are sufficient to
characterise a HEG. Iterative measurements using 8 hours samples and deeper understanding on the
activity are required to refine classification.
This approach offers an attractive accuracy in the classification of workers into category 1, 2 or 3
with reduce cost and measurement.

REDUCTION OF NOISE EXPOSURE AT WORK

The proposed framework is also a powerfull tool for the identification of protective actions. Studying
short Leq trace representative of workers exposure for typical sequences of the activity (i.e. one
second samples) leads to identifying the main noise events contributing on the worker exposure.In
the following example of workers of a shift in a chemical plant, 4HEG was identified one four each
type of process conductor associated to different part of the production line. In one type of HEG a
span of 13 dB(A) (86 to 99 dB(A)) was found in the daily exposure survey conducted by the medical
staff (after identification of hearing losses for these workers) for the same process and product. Thus,
the definition of this HEG was questioned. Typical work sequences were identified from an analysis
of the activity and corresponding short Leq trace recorded.
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Although the workers! complains focused on the background noise, it was found that the numerous
actions of hammering on pipes when the product particals are stuck and on buckets to clean them
(almost not mention by the workers when questioned about their activity) explained the variations in
exposure and the risk of hearing damage. From the table and the figure below, by vaying the duration
and number of occurence of the significant events on the noise exposure the situation was explained
in simple terms understood by the different parties involved. Furthermore, the effect of noise
reduction measures on the daily exposure can also be estimated.

OPERATION Laq Duration of the Number of operations Lex
___A) noise event (imn) d__A)

Normal round 90 35 3 83
Station in cabin 63 353 1 62

Long station close to an equipment for maintenance 97 60 0 0

Hammering actions: Type 1 114 10 1 97
* 108 5 0 0
• 106 5 0 0
Type 5 110 5 0 0

112 5 0 0
Air exhaust 92 3 4 76

TOTAL 97

Leq( 2s)
dOR
110.

90. 2 3_6 a_ _,_0_ _ 1

M Normal Round

70.
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HCP ADMINISTRATION IN PETROCHEMICAL PLANT

NEPOMUCENO J.A. and BELDERRAIN M.L.R.

ACUSTICA & SONICA

Ibirapuera - Rua Caravelas 527
So Paulo - CEP 04012-060 - Brazil

The Henrique Laje Refinery, of Petrobris, in Slo Josd dos Campos, Slo Paulo - Brasil, is the first
one plants in Brasil to implement an Hearing Conservation Program for its own initiate.

This program has been processing since September 1991 and introduces the common tasks of a

HCP:

- Noise Measurement and Monitoring.

- Training and Lectures.

- Estimate Application and Choice or Hearing Protection Devices.
- Audiometry Examination Attendance.

- Noise Control Design.

To benefit the employees directly, the HCP tasks had been changed in its sequence, to improve the
industrial area noise condition.

We began the job establishing some rules in the document "Hearing Conservation Politic", it is, the
compromise that the plant's management assumes with the employees to preserve their hearing.

In following, we had realized noise and vibration measurement and noise control design for the
steam ejectors area. This area shows high level of noise, about 90 to 103 dB(A), and the project's
implementation is initiating.

This "paper" will introduce the HCP's development, the problems that had been found during its
implementation and the accepted solution.
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HUMAN AUDITORY RESPONSE TO AIRCRAFT FLYOVER NOISE

NIXON, Charles W., WEST, Denise W., and ALLEN, Nancy K.
Armstrong Laboratory, Crew Systems Directorate, CFBA

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6573 USA

ABSTRACT. A laboratory study measured changes in human hearing from noise exposures from
low-flying aircraf* representative of military training routes (MTR) and real world situations. In
phase 1, subjects experienced four flyover noise exposures at levels of 115 dB(A) to 130 dB(A). In
phase 2, a single flyover noise at a maximum level of 130 dB(A) was repeated for eight successive
repetitions each separated by about 90 seconds, or until a temporary threshold shift was observed.
Results are discussed in terms of the potential risk of hearing loss relative to exposures that are
equivalent to those examined in this investigation.

INTRODUCTION. Noise from low flying aircraft may constitute a potential risk of noise-induced
hearing loss. Human hearing threshold levels were measured following exposures to recorded noise
from low-flying aircraft. Worst case scenarios were selected for study in which the maximum
exposure was a series of eight individual noises at a level of 130 dB(A). Estimation of the
relationships between the noise exposures and changes in hearing could assist Air Forces in the
planning and management of air operations to minimize effects of the noise.

STUDY. All subjects participated in all conditions, serving as their own experimental controls.
Hearing threshold levels were measured before and after. each individual noise exposure. Exposures
began at low sound pressure levels and were systematipilly increased until temporary threshold shift
(TTS) was observed or the test condition was completed without TTS. Thirty volunteer female and
male subjects participated in the experiment. All had normal hearing and normal middle ear function
as determined by tympanometry. Subjects were paid for their participation.

Criterion Measures. Changes in hearing related to the noise exposures were measured by
comparing pre-study with post-study pure tone audiograms, exposed ear vs protected ear audiograms,
post-exposure flyover noise thresholds at 4000 and 6000 Hz, frequency distributions of the data, and
final post-exposure vs one-hour post-exposure thresholds. A conservative Criterion TTS of only 10
decibels was used throughout the study. When a TTS of 11 dB or greater was observed, the subject
was prohibited from additional exposures in that session.

Stimuli. The noise exposure stimulus was recorded on the ground under an F4 aircraft traveling
at 579 knots at a ground clearance level of about 108 feet at a military training route in Europe.
This single measurement was utilized for all noise exposures in the study being adjusted only in level
to provide the four conditions of 115, 120, 125, and 130 dB(A). A microphone at the subjects
position in the laboratory verified the levels of the stimuli experienced by the volunteers.

Exposure and Hearing Measurement. In phase 1, subjects were exposed to a series of four
flyover noises at increasing levels of 115, 120, 125, and 130 dB(A) in a single session. In phase 2,
subjects experienced a series of eight exposures at 125 dB(A) in session one and a series of eight
exposures at 130 dB(A) in session two.

An audiogram for each subject was measured for pulsed pure tones at frequencies of 500, 1000,
2000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz prior to and immediately following each testing session. During the
experimental sessions, pre- and post exposure threshold levels were measured in one decibel steps
only at 4000 and 6000 Hz. Only one ear of the subject was exposed to the noise, the other was fit
with an effective earplug that was worn throughout the study sessions. The hearing threshold levels
of the subjects were measured immediately before and after each individual flyover noise exposure
in both phase 1 and phase 2. Initial exposures were presented at levels that did not produce TTS and
were systematically increased until TTS was observed or the maximum exposure level for that
condition was completed without any TTS. During a session, subjects donned headphones and
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tracked hearing threshold levels for three minutes, alternating at 30 second intervals, between the
4000 and 6000 Hz tones. The subject removed the headphones, experienced the flyover noise and
immediately donned the headset and repeated the threshold determinations at the two frequencies.
Phase 1. The initial noise exposure (single aircraft flyover noise) was presented at a fixed sound
pressure level of 115 dB(A) following determination of pre-exposure hearing threshold levels.
Measurement of the post-exposure thresholds began immediately following cessation of the noise.
After the post-exposure threshold determinations, the sound pressure level of the noise was
increased a fixed amount of 5dB(A) (to 120 dB(A)) and presented to the subject who again, began
threshold determinations immediately following the exposure. This "noise exposure, hearing test,
noise exposure plus 5 dB" procedure continued until the subject completed the maximum level of
130 dB(A) or displayed a Criterion TTS. Subjects were given a five minute rest free from threshold
tracking between the individual flyover noise exposures.
Phase 2. A single aircraft flyover noise was presented at a specified level (i.e., 125 dB(A)) with
hearing threshold measured before and after each exposure using the same sequencing as in Phase
1. The single exposure was repeated at the specified level until the subject completed the maximum
number of eight noise exposures or experienced a Criterion TTS. The two levels of flyover noise
measure in Phase 2 were 125 dB(A) and 130 dB(A). Subjects did not rest from threshold tracking
between stimulus presentations.. As noted earlier, a very conservative Criterion TTS of only 10
decibels was utilized; when threshold level changes exceeded 10 decibels the subject was excused
from further participation for that day.

MEASUREMENT DATA. All post-exposure audiograms for both ears were completed within 10
minutes following the final noise exposures at 130 dB(A). Hearing threshold levels measured at
4000 and 6000 Hz approximately two minutes following cessation of the exposures were subtracted
from the average baseline values measured immediately prior to the exposure to indicate the changes
in the threshold levels. In phase 2, hearing threshold levels were measured immediately before and
after each of the individual eight exposures at 125 dB(A) and 130 dB(A). In all cases, for both the
audiograms and the threshold levels tracked at 4000 and 6000 Hz, negative values indicated increases
in sensitivity and positive values represented decreases in sensitivity.

DISCUSSION. The pre-study hearing threshold levels for each audiogram test frequency were
compared to the post-study audiograms and were found to be essentially the same at the completion
of both phase I and phase 2. Generally, about one-half of the subjects showed no change in hearing
levels, one fourth showed a five decibel increase in sensitivity and about one fourth showed a five
decibel decrease in sensitivity. There were no significant differences observed in the audiometric
hearing threshold levels of the exposed ear when compared to those of the protected (unexposed) ear
(Figure 1). These data revealed no substantive changes in hearing attributed to the noise exposures
at the audiometric frequencies for the volunteer subjects.

In phase 1, the observed changes in hearing threshold levels at 4000 and 6000 Hz were relatively
equally distributed between small increases and decreases in levels measured following the noise
exposures. No patterns emerged to indicate a clear relationship between the noise exposures and the
hearing of the subject population. Only three changes in excess of the Criterion TTS (10 dB) of
three decibels or less were observed at approximately two minutes following cessation of an exposure
with one showing an increase in sensitivity of 12 dB and two showing decreases of 11 and 13
decibels. The two decreases in sensitivity returned to pre-exposure levels within six minutes.
Frequency distributions of the hearing threshold levels of 4000 and 6000 Hz measured about 2
minutes following exposures were reasonably uniform and normal with only a few outliers (Figure
2).
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In phase 2, the frequency distributions of 4000 and 6000 Hz hearing threshold levels were also
reasonably uniform and normal in configuration. However, observed changes in these hearing levels
were not equally distributed showing slightly higher values in the post-exposure thresholds, indicating
small decreases in hearing sensitivity (Figure 3). It is clear that the distributions have shifted to the
right of zero change, in the positive direction, revealing that the hearing sensitivity of the subjects,
although small, had increased. In spite of these shifts in the distributions, all threshold levels
remained within the Criterion TTS value of 10 dB.

There were four exceptions to these data, subjects whose hearing threshold levels following noise
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exposures exceeded the Criterion TTS at the 6000 Hz test signal. Two of these subjects successfully
completed the experiment on a following day with no TTS and two failed a second time on a
following day with TTS values of I I dB and 17 dB and were excused from the study. The subjects
dismissed from the study for exceeding the TTS standard at the 6000 Hz test frequency recorded
normal audiograms at the conclusion of the test sessions from which they were dismissed. All
subjects successfully completed phase 1. If a less conservative Criterion TTS of 17 dB had been
utilized, all subjects would also have successfully completed phase 2 of the study.

One-Hour Post-Exposure Thresholds. Hearing threshold levels were also measured one hour
following the post-exposure threshold after the eighth 130 dB(A) exposure in phase 2. No
differences were observed between the two sets of data; the threshold level values measured at one-
hour post-exposure were the same as the post-exposure values, no significant increases or decreases
in hearing threshold levels were measured (Figure 4). The increases in TTS produced by aircraft
flyover type noise measured at one to one and one-half hour post exposure over the post-exposure
threshold values observed by other investigators were not present in these data.

SUMMARY. Measures of the pre-study and post-study audiograms for individual subjects exposed
to recorded noise from low flying aircraft showed no significant changes at any test frequency or
between the protected (left) and exposed (right) ears. Distributions of hearing threshold levels at
4000 and 6000 Hz shifted in the direction of decreased hearing sensitivity, with none exceeding 10
decibels for the worst case of eight successive exposures at 125 dB(A) and 130 dB(A). The TTS
of two subjects exceeded the 10 dB Criterion TTS during the 130 dB(A) series of exposures and they
were dismissed from the study. Hearing threshold levels at 4000 and 6000 Hz measured one-hour
following the post-exposure measurements showed no significant increase or decrease in hearing.
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TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFTS FOR EXPOSURES
TO FLYOVER NOISES AT 125 dB(A) AND 130 dB(A)
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CONCLUSIONS. Worst case flavor noise exposures that exceed those that might be experienced
in a real world situation under a low level military training route were utilized as stimuli in this
study. Significant changes in hearing levels due to these exposures were not observed. An important
discovery from these data was a slight shift of the frequency distribution of hearing threshold levels
to poorer hearing for both the 4000 and 6000 Hz test frequencies following both the eight 125 dB(A)
and the 130 dB(A) flavor noise exposure series. This suggests that multiple exposures of eight or
less, within a time period of about 45 minutes and at the levels of 125 dB(A) and 130 dB(A), may
indicate the threshold region at which behavioral measures of temporary hearing loss begin to appear
at these frequencies for this stimulus. Overall, the data suggest that within the definitions of the
laboratory worst case exposures relative to the real world exposures of a population under a MTR
to a few flavor noises at the maximum levels of 130 dB(A), the probability of noise induced hearing
loss must be very small.
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NOISE - INDUCED HEARING LOSSES: SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCE'S RESULT

PATANIA Francesco * - GAGLIANO Antonio * - LUCA Anna

* Engineering Faculty - Environmental Control's Technics

University of Catania, Viale A. Doria, 6 - 95125 Catania (Italy)

ABSTRACT
Human reaction to impact with noisy emissions is very subjective not only

for psychological damages but also for somatic ones. For these reasons

it is not quite reliable to try to find hearing losses only through physical

or mathematical kind's theoric formulations.

It is necessary for realibility of results to make investigation by experimen

tal researches utilizing reasonable samples as such as to foresee noise's

statistical hearing-effect on people in fuction both of work-noise exposure's

times and loudness of noise.
Aim of this paper is to show, by obtined Vxperimental diagrams and relative

effected considerationes, principal results coming from four experimental re-

searches:
on the hearing damage of agricultural-machinary operators (year 1984);

on the hearing damage of costruction-machinary operators (year 1987);

on the hearing damage of workshop-machinary operators (year 1988);

on the hearing damage of taxi-drivers (in progress).

All the tested categories run the tipical risks caused by noise exposure.

The results try to find correlations between hearing losses and both work-noi

se exposure's times and loudness of noise and operator's biologic age.

GENERALITY
All results shown in the present note coming from before carried out resear-

ches and from others still in progress (on taxi drivers and on continuous di-

sco frequenters) all conducted in accordance with following operating proce-

dures that are generally effective for any researches about matter.
A) Cognitive researches on examinated sample: registry-age, years of noise

exposure, probable progress or past pathologies on the auditory apparatus,

probable drugs or alcohol use, averaging daily frequency of noise exposure,

averaging repose times of auditory apparatus.
B) Survey in field: auditory threshold measure realized by B & K audiometer

tipe 1800 before noise exposure, recording and estimation of sonor emis-

sion during an exposure fase realized by a sonar recorder tipe B & K Level

Recorder 2307, measuring of threshold-level's model immediately after noi-

se exposure. For in progress research on taxi drivers following data on

cars have been pointed out: made year, horse power, car maintenance state,

model car. Survey researches are reported on tables 1 and 2, and on dia-

grams and histograms (fig. 1 and 2).
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CONCLUSIONS
I- From the comparison among the obtained research results on agricultural,

construction and workshop workers and i.e. on samples that presented: high

est exposure levels, exposure times, repose times and working service time

absolutely comparables it has been pointed out that the auditive losses

caused by noise in different frequencies are comparables both as temporary

and permanent losses and moreover they do not dipend either from the engi-

ne or from their horse power but only from sonor emission level (90 - 105

dB). Highest damaged frequencies are those swinging between 4000 and 5000

Hz.

2- From the comparison between previous sample results and continuous disco
frequenters, that is a sample subjects to sonor emissions levels compara-

bles (F5 - 110 dB) it was noticed that the last present fewer damages as

well if they are submitted to averaging exposure time slightly greater

because it is continuative in the exposure period and that because of a

a double reason: both because they have had exposure times for a number
of years smaller than the machines operators and because (a very important

reason) compared with noise psychologically they assume an attitude ef
"pleasure" opposite to working machines operators. In such sample it has

been pointed out that all damages are "excited" when the subject makes use
of alcohol and drugs in large quantity mraking "discontinuity" in excess.

Also for these samples the most damagtng frequencies swinging between
4000 and 5000 Hz, although damage is certainly fewer for all reasons
previously shown.

3- From comparison among obtained results on taxi drivers and both samples

shown in items I and 2 it has been pointed out that auditory damages
suffered by this sample at the same exposure times, repose times and
years of total exposure, but to different frequencies, are fewer than

operators'ones. All this because this sample is subject to shorter exposu-

re levels (70 - 85 dB). Moreover result shows that auditive damages

suffered in different frequencies are bigger than disco sample ones in
spite of the exposure during the time had bigger and repose times shorter.

All this is possible thanks to a bigger influence on uditive damage due
to exposure time. In this sample has been pointed out that mostly damaged
frequencies are those swinging between 3000 and 4000 Hz, naturally small-

er than those found in the others samples, as like as in reducing expo-

sure sonor livel automatically damaged frequencies worths reducing too.
We have no certain reasones about this hypothesis because of some effec-

tued researches "narrowness" that is "statistically" a low number of sam-
ples employed to the effectuated researches. Further researches on samples

more in great number than these examinated tipologies could valid or not
this last hypotesis.

4- Presence of "HUMMING" has been noticed in machines workers'group especial

li with a non-elevated time of working activity and in disco frequenters'
group that use alcohol and drugs.
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SUMMARY

We have observed a group of 987 audiograms of subjects without
occupational noise exposure and with a hearing loss focused at 3-4
KHz.
A lot of causes considered from time to time source of this hearing
loss, has been diligently loked in anamnesis, like head traumas,
taking of otologic drugs, diabetes, viral infections, pregnancy or
perinatal pathologies, etc.
41 patients passed this screening and their hearing loss didn't
seem to be justified.
No sexes differences were encountered, age was equitably
distributed from 10 to 70 years.
The dip was, nearly in all cases, bilateral (only in 4 cases was
present monolaterally) with an average loss at 4 KHz of 32 +/- 12
dB.
We examined life side and qualities of this sample.
17 people were resident in front of internal highways or external.
expressways, with exposure levels, phonometrically mesured of
nearly 80 dB leq/day
7 people were usual haunters of discoteque at least once or twice
weekly
3 people were usual walkmann users (3 or more hours/day)
in 14 people hypoacusia didn't seem be justified.
We think that in order to prevent auditory damage, social noise
exposure, play exposure etc. was necessary reduced because in some
subjects a particular cochlear weakness may justify an auditory
damage with lower levels than recommended.
This occurs in 3% of our cases.
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We have observed a group of audiograms gathered at the ORL Clinic
of Pavia University.
The common characteristic was the presence of a dip, nearly in all
cases bilateral, at 3-4 KHz.
Whenever such a hearing loss was found, the patient was asked if he
had been exposed to occupational noise or if he had used guns.
In case of a negative answer (987 subjects in about 10 years)
adequate anamnesis was gathered in order to detect other
pathologies which might cause a similar audiometric loss, and a few
medical tests were might cause a similar audiometric loss, and a
few medical tests were prescribed (i.e. analysis of urine,
glycaemia, lipoproteins).
The formulation of the questions and the tests were based on the
researches of Profazio and Coll. (1), who report as the most
frequent causes of hypoacusia: cardiocirculatory diseases (38%),
head traumas (24%), taking of ototoxic drugs (22%), diabetes
mellitus (13%), viral infections (12%), hyperlipoproteinemia (9%),
cervical traumas (6%), kidney diseases (5%); etc.
Only in 41 subjects (4.15%) it was not possible to attribute the
hearing loss to the causes above mentioned.
Table 1 shows the sample composition as to sex, age and average
loss value.

Table 1 - Sample composition

SAMPLE COMPOSITION

Total sample number 41 people Men Women

Sample number 23 18
Averaged age 32.82 s.d. 12.74 39.77 s.d. 14.13

3-4 Kc max 32.22 31.21
dB loss average s.d. 12.08 s.d. 10.97

It can be note& that the sample distribution is balanced enough as
to sex and age, and that the hearing losses are similar.
At that point we examined a few life conditions which looked
meaningful for the sample: the environmental noise of the subjects'
residence and the possible play exposure, particularly discoteque
haunting and use of walkmann.
Table 2 shows the results of the research.
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Table 2 - Non industrial noise exposure

SAMPLE ARRANGEMENT

Total sample number Men Women
41 people

People resident N.7 av.age 46.8 N.10 av.age 47.5
in exposed area 4Kc dip 29.3+/-5.1 4Kc dip 34+/-12.6

People haunters N.5 av.age 26 N.2 av.age 23
of discoteque 4Kc dip 35+/-5.7 4Kc dip 28.7+/-2.5

People users N.2 av.age 18 N.l age 18
of walkmann 4Kc dip 32.5+/-8.6 4Kc dip 20+/-7

People with not N.9 av.age 29 N.5 av.age 35
justified hypoacus. 4Kc dip 32.9+/-18.2 4Kc dip 27.8+/-6.3

In 14 cases (1.4% of the sample) wejhave found no evident cause
which might justify the loss.
In a non industrial noise exposed population Profazio and Coll. (1
found a loss at 4,000 Hz of the subjects.
An anamnestic check, careful and completed with laboratory
analyses, may justify many of the cases, but at least for 4% of
them hypoacusia is not justified.
Though we have observed a much lower number of cases (about 1,000,
corresponding to 5% of the audiologic tests executed in the ORL
Clinic) the percentage of the not justified cases coincides with
the one found by the researches above named.
It seems to be possible, however, that in 27 subjects (2.73%) the
auditory damage may be caused by a non industrial noise exposure
(social or play exposure) though of a lower intensity than the
levels normally considered as harmful.
A particular cochlear weakness is to be assumed in these subjects
for whom the auditory damage threshold is at lower levels than
those usually considered as safe.
These people represent about 1.36% to fhe subjects we examined, but
probably they are more, as some people with cochlear weakness may
be found also among the subjects excluded from the research, being
exposed to damaging noises or suffering form otopathies.
In order to prevent auditory damage, it is advisable, therefore, to
reduce social and play noise exposure at lower levels than
recommended.
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AN IMPROVED DAMAGE RISK CRITERION FOR INTENSE IMPULSE NOISE

PRICE G.R.

US Army Human Engineering Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, USA 21005

A-weighted energy has gained general acceptance as an index of hazard for use with most industrial

noises ; however, research indicates that it, along with the other methods currently used, does very

poorly in rating the hazard from intense impulses.

In order to deal with the complexity of the ear's response to intense impulses, we have developed a

mathematical model of the ear conformal with the structure of the ear that reproduces the response

of the ear from free field pressures to basilar membrane displacements. The rating of hazard is

based on a simple model of mechanical stress at the letel of the basilar membrane. This model has

been implemented in a PC-level computer, operates through menus and includes, in addition to

spectral tuning, a non-linear stapes, a changing susceptibility along the cochlear partition, and can

accommodate middle ear muscle contractions as well as the use of hearing protectors. This
approach has the virtue of being complex enough to rank hazard far more accurately than other

damage-risk criteria while still being simple enough to use.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEARING LOSS AMONG WORKERS
OF THE STEEL INDUSTRY;
4 COMPUTERIZED SURVEY

RIBEIRO, Vasco; RIBEIRO, Jos6; COHEN, A.
Av. da R6publica, 45 - 4QE, 1000 LISBOA, PORTUGAL.

ABSTRACT

A noise evaluation, clinical and audiologic survey of 1921 workers
in the portuguese steel industry and some considerations about the
"risk of deafness" in such industry.

RESUME

Un 6tude du bruit, examen medical et audiologique de 1921 travail-
leurs de l'industrie de l'acier au Portugal et quelgues considera-
tions au sujet du "risque de surdit&' dans cette industrie.

INTRODUTION
S

As deafness caused by bilateral cochlear damage is found to be a
prevailing situation in the professional pathology of the steel in-
dustry, the purpose of this paper is set on workers in the steel
industry under a pathological environnement exposure for human ear.

STUDY METHOD

A) Measurement of the sound levels in the working places, accord-
ing to the 86/188/CE directive and corresponding noise spectral
characterization.

B) Audiologic study of each worker under noise exposure covering:
(1) Anamnesis; (2) Clinical observation by an ENT phisician; (3)
Tonal audiometry according to ISO 6189, corrected according to the
II Amnex of the 86/188/CE directive and including Bone conduction
study; (4) Middle ear analysis; (5) Stapes reflexogram.

C) Computing the acquired data.
D) Interpretation of the acquired results thus allowing us to es-

timate the deafness risk in each area of the factory.

In fact, the 86/188/CE directive, on which the law of noise was
based, does not cover the assessment of the individual suscep-
tibility to noise in exposed workers, for it refers only to the
characterization of the noise as the only source of risk.

Our approach to the problem of prevention evaluates the definition
of the place of work, not only regarding the noise characteriza-
tion, as well as the number of workers showing deafne'ss by sound
trauma, or those who, though not yet deaf; already reveal threshold
decrease at 4KHz.
Sometimes, one surprisingly verifies that there is not always an
interconnection between the intensity of the noise and the exposure
period, and the sound-traumatic pathology.
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This fact leads us to think that factors such as the individual
susceptibility, the ergonomy and the working environnement, may be
the cause for these discrepancies. We are therefore of the opinion
that it should be urgent to develop new methods of analisys in
these areas, as well as to consider adding a new article on the as-
sessment of the individual susceptibility to the legislation on
professional deafness prevention.

CONCLUSION:

The present values show that there is still a lot of work to be
done regarding the prevention at this particularly noisy sector of
work, not only for the improvement of the environement and of the
working conditions, as well as for the human aspect of the issue,
by using noise reaction individual assessment, at admission, by in-
dividual sensibilization to the use of adequate protection, and by
allowing the social possibility of rotative work of staff not able
to stand noise exposure.

We truly hope that the values we here presented will be considered
unreal 20 years from today.
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HEARING IN 18-YEAR OLD MEN - IS HIGH FREQUENCY HEARING LOSS

MORE COMMON TODAY THAN 17 YEARS AGO?

ROSENHALL Ulf (1), AXELSSON Alf (1) and SVEDBERG Alf (2)

Department of Audiology, Sahlgrenska hospital, University of Goteborg, Sweden (1) and

Department of Audiology, University hospital, Uppsala, Sweden (2)

ABSTRACT
A cohort comparison of the hearing of 18-year old men was performed in connection with

conscription to military service. The first cohort, consisiting of 37000 men, was studied with
screening audiometry in 1970-77. The other cohort consisted of 500 men and was studied with
pure tone threshold measurements in 1992. The prevalence of high frequency hearing loss was the
same in both cohorts. In the seventies the prevalence of high frequency hearing loss was 7.8% -
6.2% for the left and right ears respectively. In 1992 the corresponding figures were 6.4% and
7.2%. There are no indications in the present materia1 that hearing loss affecting noise-sensitive
frequencies has become more common in recent years.

INTRODUCTION
Concerns have been expressed about the notion that the environment has become more noisy

in the last decades, in smite of the fact that considerable efforts have been made to reduce exposure
to occupational noise. Leisure activities, particularly related to music listening, motor sports,
shooting toys, r "r:nes and fire crackers, have been regarded hazardous for young people's hearing
(for a review, see Axelsson et al, 1981).

The incidence of hearing loss in young men has been reported to increase in recent years.
Borchgrevink (1988) reported a prevalence of high frequency hearing loss of around 18% in
35000 18-year old Norwegian male conscripts in 1981. In 1987 the prevalence had increased to
around 35%. According to Borchgrevink this increase in incidence probably reflects increased
leisure noise exposure, most likely caused by excessive music listening. From Great Britain a
similar, high prevalence of hearing loss (45%) in 20-year old males has been reported (Davis,
1993, personal communication).

STUDY GROUPS AND METHODS
The present study is a cohort comparison of the hearing of two groups of 18-year old

Swedish conscripts, one group tested in the seventies and the other in 1992.

Cohort 1

The first group consists of 37017 men tested at the conscription for military service during
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the years 1970-77 (most of them during the years 1973-76) at six conscription centers. In 1973
6804 conscripts were tested, in 1974 the number was 11110, in 1975 9824 and in 1976 6768.
The conscripts were 18 years old and they came from all parts of Sweden.

Screening audiometry was performed at the frequencies 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 kHz using
Tegn~r PTA 6 screening audiometers. The screening level 20 dB HL was used; those with hearing
thresholds >25 dB HL at one or more of the test frequencies were identified. All tests were carried
out in sound-insulated test rooms by medical servicemen with no formal education in audiometry
but with a considerable training to perform screening tests.

Cohort 2
The other group consists of 500 18-year old conscripts tested in 1992. These conscripts came

from the western region of Sweden and they constituted about 5% of all 18-year olds from that
region, and we believe that they are representative for that age group. The average time-lag

between cohort 1 and 2 was 17 years.
Pure tone audiometry was performed in a sound insulated test room using a Danplex DA 74

audiometer with TDH earphones. The air conduction thresholds at the frequencies 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2,
3, 4, 6 and 8 kHz were determined by a clinical audiologist. The results of this study are reported
elsewhere (Axelsson et al, 1993).

RESULTS
In cohort 1 (1970-77) the prevalence of hearing loss affecting the 3, 4 and 6 kHz region

exceeding 20 dB HL at one or more of the frequencies was 7.8% for the left ear and 6.2% for the
right ear. The total prevalence of hearing loss affecting one or both ears, was 14.2%.

The distribution of hearing losses is given in Fig. 1. Hearing loss was most common at the
frequency 6 kHz with a prevalence of 5.2% of the right ear and 6.4% of the left ear. At 3 kHz the
prevalence was 2.1% and 2.6% respectively. At 3 kHz the prevalence of hearing loss is l-1.5%,
and at 0.5-2 kHz less than 1%. Slight hearing loss (25-30 dB HL) was more common in the left
ear than in the right, but moderate to severe hearing loss (35 - >-55 dB HL) was equally common
in both ears.

In cohort 2 (1992) the prevalence of high frequency hearing loss exceeding 20 dB HL at 3, 4

or 6 kHz was 7.2% for the left ear and 6.4% for the right ear. The total prevalence of hearing loss
in one or both ears, was 14%.

The distribution of hearing loss is given in Fig. 2. At 6 kHz the prevalence of hearing loss
was 6.4% of the left ear and 5.8% of the right. At 4 kHz the corresponding values was 4% and
2.2%. At 0.5 - 3 kHz 0.4% - 1.8% of the ears had defective hearing.

DISCUSSION
Klockhoff et al (1986) studied the hearing status of a large number of Swedish conscripts on

reporting to military service during the period 1976-79. A large percentage, 29%, had "defective"
hearing (>20 dB at one or more test frequency), in most cases high frequency losses. During
military service the hearing deteriorated in 4.9% of the conscripts.

Our cohort 1 consists of the same conscripts as those studied by Klockhoff et al (1986). Our
data emanate from the conscription and their data when the same young men started and finished
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the military service. The prevalence of hearing loss at conscription was 14.2% and on reporting to

military service 29%. The difference seems surprising since the period that elapsed from the
conscription to the start of the military service was on average only 18 months, but can to a great
extent be explained by methodological factors. The conscription tests were performed in six
centers in Sweden, where sound insulated test rooms were used. The tests which were done in
connection with the military service were performed at a large number of military units all over
Sweden, where sound insulated test rooms were not available, and we think that this
methodological difference could explain the discrepancy of the hearing loss prevalence. The
comparison between hearing tests on reporting and at the end of military service is nevertheless
justified since these tests were performed with the same methology.

This clearly demonstrates the importance of the methology used. Mass screening procedures
might introduce systematic errors, which could have a pronounced influence on the prevalence of
slight hearing loss. In the present report two different methods were used. In cohort 1 from 1970-
77 a screening procedure was used at the conscription. It is unlikely that the prevalence of hearing
loss was overestimated then since on reporting to military service soon afterwards the prevalence
was doubled. On the contrary, there is a possibility that the prevalence of hearing loss could have
been underestimated at the conscription.

In 1992 the participants of cohort 2 were tested. by a clinical audiologist with approved
methods and the prevalence of hearing loss is reliable In this material. The prevalence of hearing

loss was the same in both cohorts. Consequently, there are no indications that noise induced
hearing loss has become more common among 18-year old Swedes during the 15-22 years that

elapsed between the two test sessions.
We cannot explain the difference between the Norwegian study performed by Borchgrevink

in 1988 and the present one. It could be assumed that the prevalence of hearing loss should be
similar in Norwegian and Swedish 18-year old men. Differences in methods used could be one
explanation for the discrepancy. The prevalence of slight hearing loss very close to the screening
level is obvious!y very sensitive to changes in the test procedure.
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FIGURE 1. Prevalence of hearing loss (225 dB HL) at the frequencies 0.5 -

6 kHz, cohort 1 (1970-77). Hearing loss is more common in the left ear

(L) than in the right (R).
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FIGURE 2. Prevalence of hearing loss (Ž_25 dB HL) at the frequencies 0.5 - 6
kHz, cohort 2 (1992). Hearing loss is more common in the left ear (L) than in
the right (R). The total prevalence of hearing loss is similar as in cohort 1.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF A HEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM
AT AN AIRLINE COMPANY

SOUSA-UVA, Ant6nio; SILVA-CARVALHO, Ant6nio; RIBEIRO, Vasco;
PIMENTA, Armindo; VARAO, Luisa and SA-LEAL, Ant6nio
Servigos de Sadde da TAP Air-Portugal, Edificio 8, Aeroporto de
Lisboa, Apartado 5194, 1704 LISBOA CODEX, PORTUGAL.

ABSTRACT
Noise-induced hearing loss is a major occupational health problem

in many industries. This problem affects namely blue-colour
employees working for commercial aviation companies.

It seems therefore justified to implement a HCP (hearing conserva-
tion program), ie a program for the prevention of on-the-job hear-
ing loss, covering blue-colour personnel working for the Portuguese
airline TAP Air-Portugal.

The Authors present preliminary data on both the sound survey of
the areas concerned as well as the medical surveillance of the in-
dividual workers exposed to the risk, which includes:

- auditory history
- brief visual check of the ear canals
- audiometric evaluations and monirbring.

RESUME
La perte d'audition induite par le bruit se pose comme un grave

probl~me de Sant6 au Travail dans de nombreuses industries.
Ce probleme touche notamment les "cols-bleus" employes par les com-
pagnies d'aviation commerciale.

Ii semble par consequent pertinent d'implanter un Programme de
Conservation de l'Audition, c'est-&-dire un programme pour la
prdvention de la perte permanente d'audition sur le lieu de travail
A TAP Air-Portugal.

Les Auteurs pr~sentent des donn6es pr6liminaires concernant aussi
bien le relev6 sonore des zones en question, que la surveillance
m~dicale des travailleurs exposes A ce risque, cette dernihre com-
prenant:

- histoire audiologique
- examen visuel bref des conduits auditifs
- 6valuation audiom6trique et enregistrement.

INTRODUTION
As a consequence of the chronic exposure to high levels of noise,

noise-induced hearing loss is one of the most prevalent occupa-
tional diseases in the great majority of industries.

In many firms of the tertiary sector a large number of the
workforce also carry out their tasks exposed to high levels of
noise. This is the case in some commercial aviation companies,
where the implementation of industrial hearing conservation
programs (HCPs) is therefore necessary. -

Noise-induced hearing damage is dose dependent, ie it varies ac-
cording to the intensity and duration of the noise exposure; it
also depends on the individual characteristics of the workers ex-
posed to the risk, which include eventual cases of hypersuscep-
tibility and some middle-ear pathologies.
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The preliminary data presented here refer to just a part of the
labourforce involved in the HCP we are currently carrying out, as
they only include workers within the Maintenance & Engineering
Division, where aircrafts are actually repaired and maintained.

METHODS
NOISE EXPOSURE EVALUATION

The authors carried out the sonometric characterization of TAP
Air-Portugal working areas within Maintenance & Engineering Divi-
sion. This included the evaluation of daily, weekly and peak ex-
posure levels.
The quantification of exposure levels was made, in the case of

continuous exposure, by means of sonometry with a noise statistical
analyser from Briel and Kjaer, type 4426, with A filter and preci-
sion sound level meter of Briel and Kjaer type 2209 equiped with A
filter and an octave filter (frequency analyser) type 1633.
Measurements were carried out 1.5 meters above ground level and imt
away from the walls (indoor measurements) and 3.5 mts away from
reflector surfaces (outdoor measurements).

In cases with discontinuous exposure we used individual noise
dosimeter from Quest Electronics type M-28 with an A filter for
registration of the "Equivalent Continuous Sound Level" (Leq),
"Maximum Sound Level" (Max L), "Peak Level" (L Peack), "Daily Ex-
posure Level" (Lep, d) and "Sound Exposure Level" (SEL). The
dosimeter was carried by the worker with the microphone close to
the external ear during the work cygle.
The working areas were subsequently classified according to the

following criterium:
class 0 - Lep, d < 85 dB (A)
class 1 - Lep, d between 85 and 89 dB (A)
class 2 - Lep, d between 90 and 94 dB (A)
class 3 - Lep, d > 95 dB (A)

CLINICAL EVALUATION
The medical monitoring included a complete clinical examination

which emphasised the following points:
- auditory history (details on the employee's occupational and

non-occupational noise exposure; medical conditions affecting hear-
ing; presence of tinnitus; other related information).

- brief visual check of ear canals.
- tonal audiometric evaluation, with both air and bone conductions

and impedanciometry when required.
For this we used an audiometer Amplaid mod.455 with headphones TDH

49P, with bone oscillator B-71 and calibrated according to ISO 389.
For impedanciometry a Grason-Stadler GSI 28-A was used. In order to
quantify the hearing loss in a comparable way an "average hearing
loss" (AHL) was calculated for each ear according to the following
formula:

(2 x 500) + (4 x 1.000) + (3 x 2.000) + (1 x 4.000)
AHL =

10
(Hz frequencies: 500; 1,000; 2,000 and 4,000)
This allowed us to classify the hearing damage in each ear into

the following classes:
Class 0 : normal hearing
Class I : average hearing loss lower than 35dB or "dip" at

4,000, 6,000 or 8,000 Hz
Class II : average hearing loss between 35 and 44.9 dB
Class III : AHL between 45 and 59.9 dB(A)
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Class IV AHL equal to or greater than 60 dB

RESULTS
The sound surveys carried out in the various working areas showed
that labourforce is distributed as follows:

Class 0 Class 1 Class 2 and 3 TOTALS

No. of workers 295 176 994 1,465
exposed

No. of workers 72 170 323 565
studied

No. of workers
studied vs. 24 97 35
workers exposed
(%)

class 0: this class also includes workers exposed to high levels of noise in the past

The study included 565 blue-colour workers with a mean age of 46
years. The mean duration of the noise exposure was 13 years. In 28
of these individuals a conductive hearing loss was detected.
The results of audiometric monitorirg are shown in fig. 1. Fig. 2
shows the results obtained by audidmetry in the various classes of
exposure. Fig. 3 shows the types of audiometric profile versus ex-
posure according to Leq. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the
audiometric results vs. duration of exposure.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The noise measurement data obtained through sound surveys reveals
that a large percentage of the workers involved in this study are
exposed to noise levels exceeding the "action level" and even the
"maximum acceptable level", ie which are greater than 85 dB(A) and
90dB(A) respectively, according to EEC legislation.
There are inevitable limitations which are inherent to such a
transversal epidemiological approach. If we consider, for example,
the noise levels which were produced generally by industrial
machinery in previous times, we can certainly assume that in the
past these workers were exposed to noise levels even more dangerous
than today's.
The audiometric results show that nearly 50% of the workers have a
slight degree of hearing impairment which is probably due, among
other things, to the poor acceptability of hearing protection
devices (HPDs) by the individuals who were supposed to use them.
A system of warning signals and posters concerning noise exposure
is currently being set up in the various industrial areas, includ-
ing information on the main sources of noise ard local levels of
exposure.
Educational activities addressed to the workers involved have also
been initiated, focused on the noise-induced hearing consequences
as well as on the available protective measures.
Reliable information on the critical areas of noise exposure as
well as on the main sources of such noise will soon be available.
This information will make possible to select and recommend
the most suitable protective measures in environmental terms, so
that the number of workers exposed to this serious occupational-
risk may be substantially reduced.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FUNCTIONAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES
IN THE COCHLEA OF GUINEA PIGS AFTER EXPOSURE TO INDUSTRIAL NOISE

SLIWItSKA-KOWALSKA Mariola, SULKOWSKI Wieslaw J., JEDLI14SKA Urszula,
RYDZY14SKI Konrad

Audiology Division, The Nofer Institute of Occupational Medicine, 8, Teresa Str, 90-950 Lodz
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to assess functional and morphological changes in the cochlea of
guinea pigs after chronic exposure to industrial noise in a weaving-mill. Animals were exposed
to continuous broad-band noise at the intensity 95-97 dB, 16 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 12
subsequent weeks. After each 4 weeks of exposure the hearing sensitivity was assessed by
brainstem evoked responses audiometry and functional impairment was related to
pathomorphological changes in the cochlea.
Chronic exposure to industrial noise caused a mean permanent hearing threshold shift (h.t.shift)
of 23 dB already after the first 4 weeks. H.t.shift did not progress significantly after 8 and 12
weeks of exposure (asymptotic curve). The function of efferent fibres assessed by contralateral
sound stimulation was also impaired. Morphological changes were observed in the second, the
third and the forth turns of the cochlea and included loss of cells or damage almost exclusively
in outer hair cells. After 8 and 12 weeks of exposure ,damage in the inner hair cells and pillar
cells was also rarely observed. At the transmission 'electron microscopy floppy and fractured
stereocilia and protrusions of cuticular plate were seen. Changes in stereocilia were observed in
both types of sensory cells.
The results of our study suggest, that after chronic exposure to industrial noise both acoustic
nerve and efferent fibres function are impaired. The first 20 - 30 dB of permanent h.t.shift is
caused by the damage in outer hair cells.

Introduction
The effects of noise on the cochlea depends on the type of noise used (4). Hypotheses concerning
the mechanisms of hair cell injury presented over last years were based mainly on observations
following exposure to very intense sounds (between 105 and 138 dB SPL) for a relatively short
period of time (1 min. to 4 h) (3). Such exposures cause rather robust damage to the cochlea,
and are not very characteristic for real human work stands. In our study, we were interested in
damaging effects of chronic exposure to continuous industrial noise of moderate intensity, which
is commonly present in the industry.

Design of the study
A group of 32 Hartley guinea pigs were chronically exposed to a continuous, broad-band noise
at the intensity 95-97 dB (A) in a weaving-mill. Spectral analysis revealed the highest intensity
of noise in the frequency range from 0.25 to 1 kHz. During the experiment animals stayed in
the factory and were exposed to noise 16 hours a day, 5 days a week for 12 subsequent weeks,
until the asymptotic permanent hearing threshold shift (h.t.shift) was reached.
Before the experiment and after each 4 weeks of exposure hearing function was assessed by
click-evoked auditory brainstem responses (ABR) audiometry. The method used in our laboratory
was described in details elsewhere (5). After measurement of hearing threshold (h.t.) the effects
of contralateral stimulation with white noise on ABR pattern was evaluated.
Morphological changes in the cochlea were assessed after each 4 weeks of experiment at the light
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microscopy (surface preparations and cross sections), and transmission electron microscopy.
A group of 18 control guinea pigs were kept during the experiment in the room with the
background noise below 80 dB(A).

Results
Impairment of hearing sensitivity
After the first 4 weeks of exposure in all, but one, guinea pigs an impairment of hearing
sensitivity was observed. In the majority of animals (78% of ears) h.t. shift ranged from 20 to
30 dB. Typical ABR recordings before and after 4 weeks of exposure in a guinea pig shows
fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 An example of auditory brainstemn responses recordings in a guinea pig (a) before
exposure, (b) after 4 weeks of exposure to a weaving-mill noise. The hearing threshold shift of
20 dB is seen.

Similar range of hearing loss was observed after 8 and 12 weeks of exposure, however, a
decrease in the percent of ears with h.t.shift below 20 dB and an increase in the percent of ears
with h.t.shift above 30 dB was noticed after subsequent weeks of exposure.
The asymptotic (or plateau) level of hearing loss in exposed to noise animals was reached after
the first 4 weeks of exposure. Mean h.t.shift in noise-exposed animals was 22.7 .+ 6.79 dB after
the first 4 weeks of exposure and did not progress significantly after 8 and 12 weeks of exposure,
comparing with the control group of animals.

Effect of contralateral stimulation on the ABR patter
Before the experiment in the majority of guinea pigs the contralaleral stimulation with white noise
resulted in a decrease in the wave I and/or the wave II amplitude in the ABR pattern. This
suppressive effect was seen already at the very low intensity, e.g. around h.t. to 10 dB above
h.t., and may be consider as an effect of efferent fibres activation (2). However, in animals
exposed to noise the suppressive effect was absent or was seen at least 25-30 dB above h.t.
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Morphological changes
Morphological changes after 4, 8 and 12 weeks of exposure were assessed in guinea pigs with
20 to 30 dB of hearing loss. The changes in sensory cells were observed in the second, the third
and the forth turns of the cochlea.
After the first 4 weeks of exposure a damage exclusively to outer hair cells (OHCs) was seen
(fig.2).

Fig.2. Micrograph of the surface preparation of the guinea pig organ of Corti after 4 weeks of
exposure. Damage to outer hair cells of the 1 st and the 2nd rows is seen (arrow). Inner hair cells
out of focus. 570x

Even when all OHCs were lost, and holes in the reticular lamina were present, inner hair cells
(IHCs) appeared normal (fig.3).

Fig.3. Micrograph of the guinea pig organ of Corti after 4 weeks of exposure, cross section.
Damage to outer hair cells is seen. The arrow points at the rupture of reticular lamina. Inner hair
cell unchanged. 570x
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The most sensitive to industrial noise were OHCs of the first and the third rows.
After 8 and 12 weeks of exposure apart of changes in OHCs, the damage to IHCs and pillar cells
was also rarely seen. Stereocilia of both types of sensory cells revealed pathology (deflection,
disarray).
At the transmission electron microscope the most consistent changes were found in the region
of stereocilia and cuticular plate. Floppy or broken stereocilia were found in both types of
sensory cells. Additionally in OHCs protrusion of cuticular plate was seen. After 12 weeks of
exposure deflected stereocilia were seen also in the first turn of the cochlea (even if no damage
to hair cells was found). In animals exposed for 8 and 12 weeks, the number of lysosomes and
Hensen's body was increased.

Discussion
Results of our study showed that prolonged exposure to genuine continuous industrial noise
caused in majority of animals 20 to 30 dB of permanent hearing threshold shift, regardless of the
duration of exposure. Such hearing loss was related to the damage mainly in OHCs and to
changes in stereocilia of both types of sensory cells. Interestingly, already after 4 weeks of
exposure the asymptotic level of hearing loss was achieved. Prolongation of noise exposure to
8 or 12 weeks resulted only in small further increase of hearing impairment, in both noise-
exposed and control animals, and could be explain by presbycusis. It means that for prevention
of hearing loss the most important is the first period of exposure to noise.
It has been shown, that if the efferent system of innervation is activated by contralateral noise
stimulation, acoustic damage to the cochlea is reduc ed (1). The contralateral sound stimulation
in healthy animals causes a decrease in response of auditory nerve, in our study seen as the
decrease in amplitude of the wave I in the ABR pattern. Such suppressive effect may contribute
to protection of ear against noise. On the other hand, in noise-exposed animals with pathological
changes in OHCs (especially in OHCs of the first row), suppressive effect of contralateral
stimulation was decreased or absent. This finding confirms an important role of OHCs in the
efferent feedback.
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RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT OF HEARING PROTECTORS DEPENDING ON
REALIZATION OF SOUND FIELD
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ABSTRACT
For a certain hearing protector, tested at some laboratory in any
country it is of greatest importance that the attenuation values
obtained are comparable to those obtained from any other
laboratory, testing according to the same standard. This statement
ought to be an axiom. In reality it is not. Sometimes attenuation
values obtained at two laboratories differ considerably. The way
of producing the sound field might be a determining factor. Three
different test procedures were carried out in order to find out in
which way the field influences the results of the measurements.
In two of the experiments a Brlel & Kjar head and torso simulator
4128 with and without hearing protectdrs was used. Measurements
were done both in an anechoic room where two different loudspeaker
configurations, both tetrahedrons, were simulated and in a sound-
isolated booth (our ordinary test room where hearing protectors
are type tested). The third experiment was performed according to
ISO 4869-1:1990 with 16 test subjects in our ordinary test room.
The results from the three experiments suggest that the
realization of the sound field in ISO 4869-1:1990 should be
specified.

RESUME
Lorsque l'on essaie un casque antibruit donnd dans un laboratoire
dans n'importe quel pays, il est d'une tr~s grande importance que
les valeurs d'att~nuation obtenues sont comparables A celles
obtenues chez un autre laboratoire en faisant les essais selon la
m~me norme. Ceci devait 6tre une 6vidence. Or en r~alit6 ce n'est
pas le cas. Parfois les valeurs d'attdnuation obtenues dans deux
laboratoires diff~rents varient consid~rablement. La mani(re dont
on produit un spectre sonore devait @tre un facteur d~cisif. Trois
proc~d~s d'essai diffdrents ont dtd effectu~s dans le but de
trouver comment le spectre peut influencer sur les r~sultats des
mesures. Dans deux des exp~riences on a utilis6 un simulateur pour
la t@te et pour le torse de la marque BrUel & Kjar 4128 avec et
sans casque antibruit. On a fait des mesures dans des chambres
sans dcho oa deux configurations diffdrentes de haut-parleurs, les
deux t~trabdres, ont dt6 simul~es et dans une cabine insonore
(c'est-&-dire notre cabine d'essai ordinaire lorsque nous essayons
des casques antibruit). La troisi~me experience a 6td effectu~e
dans notre cabine ordinaire. Les r~sultats des trois exp~riences
montrent qu'il faudrait specifier la rdalisation du spectre sonore
dans ISO 4869-1:1990.
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ISO Standard 4869-1:1990 and Swedish Standard SS 882151 describe a
subjective method for measuring the sound attenuation of hearing
protectors based on hearing thresholds. The measurements shall be
carried out in a random-incidence sound field. The realization of
the sound field is not specified in the standard. The standard
just specifies certain requirements of the field in the absence of
the test subject. This means that the field may be created in
various ways at the laboratories: by different loudspeakers, and
in test rooms with different dimensions and acoustics. The loud-
speakers may be placed at the vertices of a regular tetrahedron or
in other configurations. Anechoic chambers or sound-isolated
booths may be used. Sometimes the attenuation values obtained at
two laboratories differ considerably. The way of producing the
sound field might be a determining factor.

In order to find out in which way the field influences the results
of the measurements three different test procedures were carried
out. Two different ear muffs Bilsom Viking 2421 and Bilsom
Special 2453 were used for all the measurements below. Frequency
responses with and without hearing protectors mounted on the
manikin/test subjects were measured. During the first two test
procedures a Briel & Kjmr head and torso simulator 4128 was used.
For the third measurements test subjects were used.

In the first experiment two different loudspeaker configurations,
both tetrahedrons, were simulated in an anechoic room. One of the
configurations had one loudspeaker in ;ront and two behind the
Briel & Kjar head and torso simulator'4128 (tetrahedron A). For
the other configuration the positions were reversed 180 degrees
(tetrahedron B). In both cases the position of the fourth
loudspeaker was right above the torso. Only one loudspeaker was
used at a time, placed successively at the different loudspeaker
positions in the tetrahedrons. The complex transfer function from
each position of the loudspeaker to the coupler in the head and
torso simulator was measured. The transfer function was
compensated for the frequency weighting of the loudspeaker. Within
each one-third octave band, the level was then calculated for the
case that the loudspeakers had been supplied by uncorrelated one-
third octave bands of noise. The distance between the loudspeaker
and the manikin was 1.25 m for each position.
The calculated attenuation results differ as much as 7 - 8 dB at
the worst frequency for the two loudspeaker configurations. This
is the case for both of the hearing protectors measured.
(Figure 1)

The second type of measurements were carried out in our ordinary
test room, a sound-isolated booth, with our normal loudspeaker
configuration, twelve loudspeakers (six around the floor and six
around the ceiling), and two uncorrelated signals. The manikin was
placed in the reference point of the room, i.e. where the test
subjects are seated during an ordinary test session, and
orientated in the normal way (0°). Measurements were also made
with the manikin turned 900 and 1800 counter-clockwise.
The attenuation differences obtained when the manikin was turned,
were of the same order as those in the anechoic chamber.
(Figure 2)
When comparing the results from the two test rooms (tetrahedron A
compared with 0° respectively tetrahedron B compared with 900) it
is evident that there are differences here as well, up to 8 dB at
the worst frequency (Figure 3).
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"Subjective method for the measurement of sound attenuation".
Measurements were made in our ordinary test room in the same three
directions as for the manikin for each test subject ( 0", 90" and
180").
The attenuation differences obtained when the subjects were turned
were much smaller than those measured on the manikin, up to 2 - 3
dB - however most of them significant.
(Figure 4; * = 5%, ** = 1%, *** = 0.1%)
When comparing the results from experiment number 2 and 3 you will
find that the differences for many frequencies are considerably
higher for the manikin than for the subjects.

The conclusions that could be drawn from these measurements are
that the results suggest that the requirements of the sound field
according to ISO 4869-1 are not rigorous enough. If type approval
depends on the test laboratory chosen, there is a risk that the
manufacturer chooses the laboratory giving the most favourable
attenuation values - irrespective of whether these results are
representative or not for the use of the hearing protector. There
is also a risk that some hearing protectors do not get their type
approval, although they should have it, only because of an
unfavourable realization of the sound field. Both cases are, of
course, undesirable.
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Abstract
The conventional pure-tone audiometric tests considered as a main tool in the assessment of
occupational noise-induced hearing loss (ONIHL) may unfortunately fail and do not reflect the
true hearing thresholds. It is of frequent occurence in the cases of industrial compensation
claimants who motivated by gain attempt to exaggerate their hearing loss.
Searching for any objective measures quantifying a real hearing thresholds, the efficiency of
frequency-specific brainstem evoked responses audiometry (Fspec.BERA) was assessed in a
series of 35 medicolegal cases versus 10 normally hearing persons, as well as 10
well-cooperative patients with ONIHL.
The evoked potentials, generated by gaussian shaped tone pips of 1,2 and 4 kHz were collected
by means of the Polish electrophysiological system EPTEST.
It was found and confirmed by the statistical analysis that the Fspec.BERA thresholds in
well-cooperative subjects correspond closely with putr-tone audiometry thresholds within 5 dB;
one may therefore conclude that the former, determined in 35 malingering claimants can be
recognized as a reliable hearing thresholds.

Introduction
With current epidemic of compensation claims for occupational noise-induced hearing loss
(ONIHL), the number of cases, in which subjective pure-tone audiometry results are falsed by
an examined persons and the amount of hypoacusis is exaggerated, still inexorably rise. It is
estimated that about 25% of industrial workers employed at noisy posts and audiometrically
tested attempt to feign a severe hearing impairment, motivated for financial gain (1,5). In the
medicolegal practice therefore a need of use of an objective electrophysiological methods for
a reliable hearing assessment becomes a necessity.
The main goal of this study is to describe our recent experience with application of the
frequency-specific brainstem evoked responses audiometry (Fspec.BERA), which-in contrary
to a standard click-evoked brainstem responses-is considered to be enable to reconstruct a
behavioral pure-tone audiogram (3,4,5).

Material and methods
Thirty five subjects claiming for compensation for ONIHL, demonstrating a great variability
of responses in a pure-tone test-retest audiometric examination and other clinical signs of
malingering, and ten normally hearing persons as well as ten well-cooperative patients with
moderate degree of ONIHL were tested. The audiological procedure included pure-tone
audiometry, speech audiometry, impedance testing, and next, the frequency-specific brainstem
evoked responses were collected by means of the Polish electrophysiological system EPTEST.
Three silver disc electrodes were attached in conventional way (active to midline of forehead,
reference to ipsilateral mastoid, ground to contrlateral mastoid); using the recording filter
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bandpass 200-2000 Hz the responses were sampled with a frequency of 100 kHz (12 bit
resolution) and on-line averaged in a time window of 20 ms. The stimuli, presented monoaurally
at a rate of 37/s through TDH-39 earphones were digitally syntetised tone pips of alternating
polarity of 1,2 and 4 kHz with gaussian rise-fall times of 1 ms and no plateau. The acquisition
of respones for each stimulus, collected in the separate memory of EPTEST usually started at
the stimulus level of 90 or 80 dB nHL, and depending on the result, the intensity of stimulus
was decreased in 10 or 5 dB steps, until threshold level was approached; threshold was defined
as the lowest stimulus intensity to elicit a reliably scorable auditory brainstem component. To
establish it more precisely, two traces were collected at near-threshold intensity, and finally an
independent observer identified threshold levels.

Results and conclusions
Comparing the obtained results of the Fspec.BERA with results of the pure-tone audiometry in
the group of normally hearing subjects a good agreement within 5 dB nHL was found between
behavioral and electrophysiological thresholds, as it is illustrated by representative example in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Fspec. BERA tracings with intensity series obtained for each of the 3 stimuli versus
pure-tone audiogram in normally hearing subject
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Also, in well-cooperative patients with moderate ONIHL, the highly significant correlation
between both thresholds for all examined frequencies, proved by the linear regression function
analysis, was stated and difference has not exceeded 5 dB nHL (p<O.01), as exemplified in
Fig.2
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Fig.2. Fspec. BERA tracings with intensity series obtained for each of the 3 stimuli versus
pure-tone audiogram in well-cooperative subject with moderate degree of noise-induced hearing
loss

Taking into account the above data one may presume that the predicted hearing thresholds (by
means of the Fspec.BERA) in the series of 35 uncooperative patients claiming for compensation
for ONIHL have been defined as a true amount of hearing loss with a satisfactory precision.An
example of the BERA tracings versus the pure tone audiogram in typical case of malingering
is shown in Fig.3
Obviously, the accuracy of the brainstem evoked response measurements is strictly dependent
from the quality of testing conditions and can be affected in not relaxed patients with strong
muscle tension. Nevertheless, Drift et al (2) pointed out in their study that the auditory
brainstem response threshold appeared to be as accurate measurement of hearing sensitivity as
the pure-tone threshold and closed within 3.7 dB.
Summig up it may be concluded, the used by us electrophysiological method of brainstem
evoked responses recording with employment of the frequency-specfic stimuli of 1,2 and 4 kHz
seems to be very efficient in detection and quantification of feigned hearing impairment in the
industrial compensation claims and can be recommended in medicolegal work. The suggested
protocol of examination is adequate for such purposes and more frequencies tested are not
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needed if consider the Polish compensation formula which is based on the low fence of
30 dB-pure-tone average of 1, 2 and 4 kHz.
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Fig.3. Fspec. BERA tracings with intensity series obtained for each of the 3 stimuli versus
pure-tone audiogram in subject exaggerating his hearing loss.
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ABSTRACT

Industrial noise induced hearing loss is a very common problem, especially in
the industrialized countries. In the past decade, compensation claims soared,
especially in the United States. This article addresses the increased
susceptibility of the cochlea to noise due to circulatory problems, such as
vascular diseases, hypertension, diabetes, and smoking. The effect of aging,
non-industrial noise exposure, ototoxic drugs, exposure to industrial chemicals,
and gun shooting on hearing will be discussed. The difficulty in assessing the
degree of noise exposure, the importance of the 4000 Hz notch, and asymmetrical
hearing loss will be stressed.

Correlation of Circulatory and Metabolic Factors With Noise Induced Hearing
Loss: Several studies were conducted to determine the effect of vascular changes
and metabolic diseases on hearing. In the late 60's and early 70's, articles
by Rosen and Spencer suggested that there is direct effect of vascular diseases
on the cochlea causing fluctuation of hearing. However, a series of articles
such as Lowry, Isacson, Axelson, Lindgern, and others did not substantiate Rosen
and Spencer's conclusions. Pillsbury in 1986 studied this issue. He used 64
rats, half were hypertensive and the other half normotensive. Half of each group
was fed with a normal low fat diet and the other half with a high fat diet. This
gave the researcher the opportunity to study several factors to determine which
one will cause hearing loss and which factor will cause the cochlea to be more
susceptible to noise. He concluded that in a quiet environment, none of these
groups exhibited any statistically significant hearing loss. However, in the
noise exposed group, those with hypertension and hyperlipoproteinemia experienced
a significantly more hearing loss. With a significant number of the American
population having hyperlipoproteinemia, hypertension, and obesity, this study
becomes very significant, especially with the findings of C. Everett Koop, M.D.,
the past U. S. Surgeon General. He reported in July, 1988 that approximately
54 million Americans had hypertension, 36 million people had overweight problems,
and 60 million Americans had high cholesterol levels.

In summary any vascular disease affecting the cochlea resulting from
arteriosclerotic cardiovascular disease, hypertension, smoking,
hyperlipoproteinemia, and diabetes can aggravate noise induced hearing loss.

Audioaram and NIHL: The 3000-4000 Hz notch is the earliest manifestation of
NIHL. With additional exposure, the higher frequencies will follow suit. After
many years of exposure to hazardous noise, the lower frequencies will be
affected, but to a lesser degree, resulting in a ski slope audiogram. Annual
audiograms can be very valuable in detecting permanent threshold shift which
should trigger more stringent hearing protection measures due to inadequate
protection.

Asymmetrical NIlL: In the majority of noise induced hearing loss, the
audiogram is symmetrical. However, 5-6% of the audiograms can be asymmetrical
due to more exposure to noise on one side. The effect of the head shadow varies
from one study to the other, however, 6-10 decibels difference has been reported.
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Asymmetry is usually found in truck drivers, shingle sawyers, some coal miners,
and others. Part of the cause is the way power tools are handled, and frequently
one ear will be turned toward the source of noise more than the other. Further
research is badly needed to further study this phenomenon.

Effect of Hunting on NIHL: Gun fire produces Type A impulse noise which
ranges from 130-140 decibels peak SPL. This can cause direct mechanical damage
to the hair cells. The damage varies depending on the caliber of the fire arm,
the type of ammunition, the number of shots used, shooting in open or close
areas, and the use of ear protectors.

Since the 4000 Hz frequency is the earliest to be affected in gun shooting,
and since the majority of compensation guidelines include only the 500, 1000 and
3000 Hz frequencies in calculating the wholeman impairment, the additional effect
of hunting on compensation awards in early stages is insignificant.

Impact and Steady Noise Exposure: The exposure to the combination of impact
and steady noise can be more damaging to the cochlea when one or both exceed 100
dB level than exposure to only one kind of noise alone. When exposure of both
types is below 100 dB, the damage from the impact noise will lessen due to the
protective effect of the stapedial reflex spurred by the continuous noise.

Interaction of Chemicals and Ototoxic Drugs with NIHL: Ototoxic drugs and
chemicals which directly affect the hair cells aggravate noise induced hearing
loss. This includes patients on Aminoglycosides, cisplatinum, and those who work
around potentially ototoxic chemical agents, -chemical intermediaries, waste
products, and contaminants. Several studies .Wncluded that there is a marked
increase in hearing loss in those who are expbsed to industrial noise and work
around organic solvents such as Trichlorethylene, Xylene, Hexane, Carbon
Disulfide, Toluene, Carbon Monoxide, Butyl Nitrate, and various heavy metals.

Tinnitus and NIHL: Tinnitus is very elusive. Not every individual suffering
from NIHL will have tinnitus. Some individuals with severe high frequency
sensory neural hearing loss may have no tinnitus, yet others with minimal hearing
loss or normal hearing may have severe tinnitus. It is very difficult to
quantify or prove tinnitus since it is subjective and it is impossible to
objectively determine its severity or existence. However, high frequency sensory
neural hearing loss is known to aggravate tinnitus.

Assessing the Degree of Industrial Noise Exvosure: This is a very difficult
task due to the continuous bombardment of the cochlea by many types of noise,
both industrial and non-industrial. Noise exposure is very common in non-
industrial settings, such as music from concerts, walkman radios, loud stereos,
etc. Some sports such as motor sports, shooting, riding motorcycles, and
snowmobiling can produce hazardous noise. Lawn mowing, jet engines, and other
environmental noise can add to the hearing loss.

Animal studies are very valuable since it is impossible to obtain a highly
screened non-noise exposed population. The effect of noise on laboratory animals
can be applied to humans.

With adequate protection against both industrial and nonindustrial noise, any
permanent threshold shift on the annual audiogram indicates unsatisfactory
protection.

Age and Noise Exposure: Several studies concluded that older ears are more
susceptible to noise than younger ones. However, the majority of hearing loss
due to exposure to hazardous noise occurs in the first ten years to exposure.

Several charts containing the expected hearing level in each age group for
males and females are available from OSHA, NIOSH, ISO-1999, and the
Federal Register.

Acoustic Trauma and Dizziness: Some authors such as McCabe, Ylikoski, Man,
and others found that loud noise can cause balance problems. Abnormal ENG,
computerized platform testing, and rotary testing were found in those exposed
to intense impulse noise. In laboratory animals hazardous noise was found to
cause damage to the utricle, saccule and semicircular canal.
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HEARING PROTECTION DEVICES:

THEIR ATTENUATION IN REAL WORKING-SITUATIONS AND

SIMPLIFIED METHODS TO MEASURE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS
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TNO Institute of Preventive Health Care

P.O.Box 124, 2300 AC LEIDEN, The Netherlands.

ABSTRACT

A field research has been carried out to determine the frequency-dependent average
attenuation of several hearing protection devices used in real working-situations. Also two
measuring-methods were developed, which are suitable to test the attenuation of hearing
protection devices as worn by individual employee in real working-situations in a simple,
quick and reliable way.
It was shown that for hearing protectors worn in the ear canal use could be made of a
special 'deep' ear muff and that for those worn over the ear canal a 'reference' ear muff
could be used. An analysis of the reproducibility 9 f attenuation-measurements and of the
correlation between the overall-attenuation (in dB(A)) and the attenuation at specific test-
frequencies showed 500 Hz to be the most suitable test frequency.

Measuring methods

In situations close to factories with noise exposed workers it is not possible to use the
standardized method to establish the attenuation of hearing protectors (ISO 4869), because
of the strict requirements for ambient noise and sound field. Therefore two adapted
methods have been developed and checked, one method for devices worn in the ear canal,
insert type hearing protectors (foam and cotton wool ear-plugs and individual pre-moulded
hearing protection devices) and another method for devices worn over the ear canal (ear
muffs, safety cap ear muffs, ear-plugs connected by a bow).
In the method to test insert type hearing protection devices a special constructed 'deep' ear
muff is used to ensure that the devices do not touch the ear muff during testing. Small
loudspeakers are mounted in the muffs for audiometry. The hearing threshold levels are
measured twice: once with the hearing protection devices and once without them. The
difference is the attenuation of the hearing protection device. Research in the laboratory
showed that there were no statistically significant differences at any frequency in the
attenuation, determined by this method compared with the standardised method (ISO
4869). The average difference and the standard deviation in the difference in attenuation
measured with the standardised method and the above described method are given in Table
1 for each frequency. The test signals were pure tones. The tests were repeated with
narrow-band noise. The results were about the same.
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Table 1 Average differences and standard deviations in the differences between the at-
tenuation determined by means of the standardised method (ISO 4869) and
determined with the 'deep' ear muff method for insert type hearing protectors
using pure tones.

freauency (Hz) 125 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 6000 8000
average difference (dB) 2.3 1.0 -0.6 2.3 -1.0 -0.4 -1.9 -1.3 -4.6
standard deviation (dB) 7.5 5.3 5.2 5.3 3.8 6.7 6.7 7.0 7.7

In the method to test hearing protectors which are worn over the ear canal, use was made
of a 'reference' ear muff with known attenuation values. The hearing threshold levels are
measured twice: once with the hearing protector and once with the 'reference' ear muff. To
determine the attenuation of the hearing protector, comparisons are made between these
two hearing threshold levels, taking the average attenuation of the 'reference' ear muff into
account.

Attenuation of hearing protectors in real working-situations

Measurements were carried out in a mobile audiometry-unit at 175 employees wearing
hearing protection in real working-situations.
The data of 144 hearing protection devices were used to calculate the average attenuation
and the standard deviation. The general conclusion for all types of heafng protectors is
that the average and the so called effective attenuation (average attenuation minus one time
the standard deviation) are less than those given by the manufacturer.
Largest differences of about 10 to 15 dB appear at ear-plugs connected by a bow and ear-
plugs of cotton wool. Small differences of about 5 to 10 dB occur with ear muffs, safety
cap ear muffs, foam ear plugs and individually pre-moulded hearing devices.

Simplified methods to measure the effectiveness of hearing protectors

Comparison of an extensive set of 1/3 octave band noise spectra, determined at nearly 200
work situations, with the attenuation of 236 individual hearing protection devices showed
that the most prominent frequency which determines the attenuation in dB(A) of hearing
protection devices is 500 Hz, followed by 250 Hz and 1000 Hz. These 200 noise spectra
were clustered in 13 'standard' noise spectra, divided into three categories: low-frequency,
middle-frequency and high-frequency spectra. As criteria for the categories were taken the
differences in C-weighted and A-weighted level (-Lc-LA): for low-frequency spectra more
than 9, for high-frequency spectra less than 1 and for the middle-frequency spectra
between 1 and 9.
For each 'standard' spectrum there is a spread in the individual measuring results when
D(A), the A-weighted overall attenuation, is compared with the attenuation at one
particular frequency (D(fr)). An example of the overall A-weighted attenuation as a
function of the attenuation at 500 Hz using a low-frequency standard spectrum measured
with the method to test the insert type protectors (n=150) is presented in Figure 1. The
correlation-coefficient is used to characterise the spread. The averar of the correlation-
coefficients for each category of 'standard' noise spectra (low-, middle- and high-
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frequency) is given per frequency and two combinations of frequencies (the average of
250+500 Hz and 500+1000 Hz) in Table 2. From this table it is clear that the highest
correlation between D(A) and D(fr) exists at the lower frequencies, especially at the
frequency of 500 Hz. Therefore, in first instance, a simplification of the measuring
methods could be achieved by limiting the test-frequencies to the lower frequency-range
and thus reducing the number of test-frequencies from 9 (as required by ISO) to 3: 250,
500 and 1000 Hz. With these three frequencies the attenuation measurements have been
repeated.

Table 2 The average of the correlation-coefficients for each category of standard
noise spectra (low, middle and high frequency) per frequency and two
combinations of frequencies (the average of 250+500 Hz and 500+1000 Hz).

measuring noise frequency (Hz) combinations
method spectrum 125 250 500 1k 2k 3k 4k 6k 8k 250+500 500+lk
reference low .92 .97 .93 .78 .70 .77 .73 .69 .70 .99 .90
muff middle .66 .77 .95 .83 .82 .74 .75 .54 .61 .96 .93

high .54 .68 .86 .81 .89 .77 .84 .69 .76 .86 .87
insert low .75 .82 .90 .78 .77 .70 .71 .50 .54 .95 .89
type middle .91 .95 .96 .79 .72 .79 .75 .71 .72 .99 .93
protectors high .83 .87 .91 .80 .83 .85 .83 .79 .80 .92 .90

Figure I An example of the overall A-weighted attenuation as a function of the at-
tenuation at 500 Hz using a low-frequency standard spectrum measured with
the method to test the insert type protectors.
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With in principal the same population as in the first extensive field measurements, the
measurements of the attenuation of the insert type hearing protection devices were repeated
a third time. The periods between the measurements were about half a year.
In the second field research 151 employees participated, 74 of them were measured with
the 'reference' muff method. There were no statistical significant differences in attenuation
at the three frequencies between first and second research. The standard deviations in the
differences were 6.0, 5.8 and 7.3 dB respectively. These standard deviations correspond
very well with those for hearing threshold level measurements for hearing conservation
purposes. This implies for the individual employees that the attenuation of the types of
hearing protectors which are measured with the 'reference' muff method (ear muffs, safety
cap ear muffs, ear-plugs connected by a bow) do not differ to any extend from one
measurement to another.
In the third field research 52 employees with insert hearing protectors participated. There
appeared no statistical significant differences in the average attenuation determined in the
second and third field research. The standard deviation in the attenuation values showed to
be about 9 dB. An analysis showed that this increased standard deviation was due to
variations in the attenuation of the hearing protectors.
On the basis of the repeated measurements it had to be concluded that for the individual
employees the attenuation of the types of hearing protectors which are measured by means
of the 'deep' muff method (foam and cotton wool ear-plugs and individual moulded
hearing protection devices) is varying from one measurement to another, with a standard
deviation in the attenuation of about 6 dB. I W
Since the reproducibility of both methods at the three frequencies 250, 500 and 1000 Hz is
about the same and since the correlation-coefficient between D(A) and D(500) is higher
than those for the other two frequencies, preference have to be given to 500 Hz as test
frequency of the simplified methods.
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NOISE DOSE LEVELS FROM COMMUNICATIONS HEARING PROTECTORS
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INTRODUCTION

Military ground crew involved with the turn round and maintenance of
military aircraft are regularly exposed to very high levels of noise
during their normal work. Personal protection is provided in the form of
hearing protectors which have two way communications fitted. The problem
of adequacy of the protection provided is not solely confined to the
attenuation properties of the communications headset, but includes the
sound level of the speech communications from the earphone inside the
hearing protector and its contribution to the overall daily noise dose.

There are a number of ways of measuring the noise reduction
capabilites of hearing protectors (HPDs), including both subjective and
objective methods. These have been fully reviewed by Berger (1). The
measurement technique used in this survey was based on the Noise
Reduction (NR) paradigm. NR is the difference between the incident and
the received sound pressure levels (SPLs), as exemplified by the SPL
difference between the input and output, of a HPD. It is similar to the
technique used for measuring transmission loss (TL) between rooms.
However, since the wavelength of the sounds beneath the HPD are larger or
similar to the path lengths involved, no relationship between TL and NR
can be clearly defined. In this application, the NR requires the
simultaneous measurement of the sound both inside and outside the HPD.
This has the advantage of permitting the measurement of NR for a time
varying signal. The measurement technique used was based on measuring
the Equivalent Continuous Sound Level (LEq) of the noise dose. This was
carried out during engine running for a Hardened Aircraft Shelter (HAS)
trial which took place at a Royal Air Force base in 1992.

MEASUREMENT METHOD

The noise doses under the headsets worn by the ground crewman and
the cockpit crewman were monitored using Cirrus type 701 "A" weighted
dose meters, which were coupled to miniature microphones mounted at the
ear and facing outwards into the cup of the maxiguard communications
headsets.

The noise dose in the cockpit, but external to the headset, was
monitored by another Cirrus type 701, modified to "C" weighting. The
microphone was clipped onto the headset just above the ear cup with the
diaphragm facing towards the front of the wearer. The noise dose in the
HAS was determined from Sony RDAT recordings and replayed through a
Cirrus meter.

RESULTS

The noise dose levels contributed by the speech and residual
external noise transmitted through the earcup were clearly identified.
The estimate of the single number attenuation value for the headsets is
given by the arithmetrical difference between the "C" weighted dose
external to the headset and the "A" weighted dose level underneath the
headset, and ranged from 23 to 29dB. The contributions forming the
different noise sources are illustrated graphically in Figures I to 4.
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DISCUSSION

Damage Risk Criteria. The basic Damage Risk Criteria (DRC)
postulates, in terms of frequency and sound pressure level, the amount of
noise which must not be exceeded if the risk to hearing impairment is to
be avoided. It is usually depicted in graphical form. It relates the
daily exposure for a 40 hour working week, 50 weeks per year, for a
working life of 40 years. For the basic criterion (2) the summated daily
exposure is given as 87dB(A) for 8 hours. The United Kingdom Royal Air
Force hearing conservation programme provides for an 8 hour Damage Risk
Criterion of 85dB(A) above which personnel must not be exposed.

NOISE DOSE AT THE EAR

Cockpit Crewman. Overall, the cockpit crewman was subjected to an
LAeq noise level of 94dB for 80 minutes and his DRC was exceeded.
However, there is a significant contribution to the overall dose from the
speech communications. Visual analysis of the level-time histories show
that the speech level is over 30dB greater than the background noise from
the aircraft engines. This level may have been exagerated due to the
positioning of the microphone close to the earphone but, even so, it
illustrates clearly the need to reduce the gain to a level sufficient to
overcome the masking effect of the background noise. Whilst the
background sound level was dependant on the engine power level and ranged
from approximately 68dB(A) on idle to-95dB(A) at one engine max dry
power, the uverall LAeq for the monitor *ng period was 90dB.

I

Ground Crewman. The ground crewman moved about the HAS but was
exposed to a relatively constant noise level. He was exposed to an LAeq
level of 1OOdB for 80 minutes and his DRC was exceeded. Again, there is
a significant contribution from the speech communications, but not as
much as in the cockpit crewman's situation. Visual analysis of the
level-time histories show similar maximum speech levels to those of the
cockpit crewman, but his external noise dose levels were 20dB higher.
The background noise level at the ear clearly exceeds the DRC.

ATTENUATION OF THE COMMUNICATION HEADSET

Historically, the accepted method of determining the effectiveness
of an ear defender in a given situation is to measure the octave spectrum
levels of the noise, subtract the assumed protection from each respective
octave band level, and overlay the resulting spectrum with the DRC (2).
This method has been used by many workers and laboratories over the years
and was given formal recognition in the UK by the Department of
Employment's Code of Practice for reducing the exposure of employed
persons to noise (3).

This method is a cumbersome, if accurate, way of determining the
level of protection and it is limited to known constant levels of noise.
This limitation may be acceptable in many industrial situations, but
workers such as those involved with the operation and maintenance of
aircraft, especially military aircraft, are exposed to a continually
varying noise level where it is virtually impossible to estimate the
daily exposure rate accurately. In recent years engineers, hearing
conservation officers, environmental health technicians, and medical
officers trying to resolve hearing conservation problems, have often
asked for a single figure attenuation factor which can be used to add or
subtract from the "A" weighted DRC or noise measurement for a particular
situation. The International Community has also recognised that for some
practical purposes a simpler description for hearing protector
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attenuation using a single number is to be preferred, and towards this
end the ISO has oublished a Draft Proposal (4) to standardise a method

for the overall evaluation and rating of hearing protectors. The Single

Noise Rating (SNR) of hearing protectors is one method of calculating the

NR using the following relationship:

SNR = LC - LA'

where LC is a nominal "C" weighted sound level of a pink noise, and LA'
is the total "A" weighted sound pressure at the ear due to the
attenuation by the hearing protector in question. The detailed
calculaticn involves using octave attenuation data measured according to

the subjective method described in ISO 4689 (CS 5108) (5).

The calculated SNR for the Maxiguard communication headset used was

22dB and this compared with the measured LC - LA' of between 23 and 29dB.
The differences between the calculated attenuation and the field
measurements emphasise the fact that the maximum attenuations achieved
under laboratory conditions are not necessarily achieved in practical
use.

CONCLUSIONS

As is expected with field measurements of this sort, comparing the

resulting NR in the two subjects has thrown up differences in
attenuation. Whether the higher levels to which the ground crewman is
exposed is the cause of the bettert attenua< on is not clear. No
cognisance has been made for flankiAg bone-conduction paths since the
method, like all objective procedures, lacks the ability to accurately
determine the importance of flanking paths.

This investigation has highlighted the problem of providing hearing
protection coupled with communications. Communications headsets are
widely used, from telephone operators through to police motor cycle

riders, and farm tractor drivers who just want to listen to music. The
level of sound that passes through the protector must be summed with the
level of sound produced by the communications system underneath. As yet
there are no International or European standards to control the overall

exposure level at the ear. However, this is currently being addressed by
CEN TC 159, who are writing the hearing protector standards CEN 211,
Acoustics, and ISO 43, SCI, WG17 who are researching test methods.

In this example it has been shown that the LAep,d can be exceeded in

quite a short time. The attenuation of the headsets illustrates the need
for the best protection possible, achieved both by the design of new
products and in ensuring that they are worn and maintained properly.
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Abstract In communications systems, it is well known that as the signal to noise ratio (SIN) of the
communication channels improves, the intelligibility of the intended communication also improves.

Historically, communication headsets intended for use in high noise environments have used passive means to
attenuate noise exterior to the headset to improve the intelligibility of communications. Unfortunately, passive noise
attenuation materials used in communication headsets do not work well to prevent low frequency noise from entering
the headset.

Research has also shown that the intelligibility of voice communications in high noise environments can be
severely degrated by the presence of unwanted low frequency noise. Low frequency noise energy in voice
communications has a tendency to loak the presence of articulated speech patterns and therefore affects considerably
speech intelligibility.

Active noise control (ANC) or ANR (active noise reduction) can be used to significantly reduce the presence of
low frequency exterior noise entering the headset and therefore hI been shown to improve dramatically the overall
intelligibility of headset communications in high noise environments.

ANC headset, helmet or earplug technology has been developed by the authors that combines active noise
control and headset communications using a single transducer. Actual intelligibility test results, ANC performance
curves and mathematic will be presented by the authors in this paper.

1) Introduction
This paper describes two kinds of problems encountered during our experimentation of Active Noise Control

(A.N.C.) by feedback applied for different kind of individual protections: earmuffs, headsets, etc...
The fist one appears with measurments of the active noise reduction. Due to the small dimensions of the

cavities given by the human ear coupled with the earcups and the large acoustic waves treated by A.N.C. system [1],
(2), we made the hypothesis that the acoustic field was uniform inside these cavities. However when we analyse the
physical feeling of active noise reduction to the ear, during experimentation, we somethimes observe a difference with
result given by measurment at the microphone. This shows that the acoustic field near the earphone is not uniform. So,
a small range of the transfer function between the microphone and the tympanum gives a different result at ear. We will
give in this paper a demonstration of this phenomenon and what are the parameters which modify this transfer function.

The second problem is: how to establish audio communication with other people when the A.N.C. system is
on? To get this communication with an A.N.C. by feedback it is necessary to insert directly the corresponding electric
signal inside the loop feedback. There are several possibilities to get different results, but only a few of them are
applicable. We give in this paper the equations about these solutions in order to show the best way to reproduce an
audio signal inside the earcup [3]. These results are given by the following curves computed by a numerical simulation
and verified by experimentation. They show that it is possible also, according the insert point of audio signal, to obtain
a better response of the earphone inside the earcup.

We present also an experimental result got by TechnoFirst for a prototype made for TELEPHONICS during
the "US military VIS program" which presents an improvment of speech intilligibility in using a TechnoFirst's ANC
for an headset.

2) The physical feeling of ANC at ear
When we use a headset or an earplug drived by an active noise control system, we would like to know if the

sound level felt at ear corresponds to the control microphone measurment. According to the diagram given at fig.1 we
can make the hypothesis that the acoustic pressure at microphone and at tympanum are exactly the same.

So we can write, when the feedback control system is on, that the acoustic pressure at microphone inside the
earcup is given by:

Pl(f) = PO1(f) + Pl(f) K.C(f) H1(f) (1)
with: PI(f) acoustic pressure inside the earcup with A.N.C system on;

P01(f) acoustic pressure inside the earcup with A.N.C system off;
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K stage gain of the amplifier.
C(f) A.N.C. filter,
HI(f) Transfer function between earphone and microphone.

Following this hypothesis the difference between the microphone and the tympanum gives at tympanum the
acoustic pressure:

P2(f) = P02(f) + P1(f) K.C(f) H2(f) (2)
with: P2(f) acoustic pressure inside the earcup with A.N.C system on;

P02(t) acoustic pressure inside the earcup with A.N.C system off:
K stage gain of the amplifier,
C(f) A.N.C. filter,
H2(f) Transfer function between earphone and tympanum.

The equations (1) and (2) give:
P0= P02(f) + 1(f) K.C(f) H2(f)

P()1 - K.C(f) H1(f) (3)

The acoustic field which comes from the outside can be considered diffuse [4] inside the earcup. So we can
make the hypothesis than for low frequencies P01 and P02 are similar. It's given by:

P01(f) = H'(f) P02(f) with H'(f) = cste (4)
So equations (3) and (4) give:

-= P02" 1 H'(f) K.C(f) H2(f)
P2(f) 2( + 1-- -K.C(f)H-(f) j

S(5)
When modulus of [K.C(0] >> 1 ; (5) gives:

P2(t) = P02(f) 1- H'(f) H2(f)1
S HI( ] (6)

To get modulus [P2(0] << I it comes that:
H'(f) H2(f) -1

H1(f) (7)
This result shows that for each frequency the product of H'(f)H2(f) divided by HI(t) gives the same modulus

and a linear phase shift to get exactly the same active noise control result at microphone and at tympanum.

3) Conclusion
To adjust an objective measurment system of A.N.C. in headset we need to optimize the acoustic volume,

created by the ear and the earcup, according to equations (5), (6) and (7). In this case the noise reduction given by ANC
system at control's microphone will be representative to the ear feeling.

4) How to get a good intelligibility with an ANC headset.
We investigate the best way to intoduce a communication signal into the cavity where the anti-noise device

functioning [5], [6]. Several solutions are possible. We suggest a new one which gives a communication signal
without any modification of the frequency broadband where ANC is taking place. In addition to the important ANC
results achieved (20 dB on average and 40 dB on peak) this filter makes it possible to transmit, by summing the same
secondary source and the audio communication signal. In order to do so, we simply introduce the signal, by using an
electronic adder, between the filter C and the microphone (point A on fig.2). We demonstrated [7] that according to the
equations of feedback control to get an audio communication we can write:

PM = PO(f) + K.C(f) H(f) S(f)
IP- K.C(f) H(f) (8)

With: P(f) acoustic pressure inside the earcup with A.N.C system on;
P0(t) acoustic pressure inside the earcup with A.N.C system off;
K stage gain of the amplifier,
C(f) A.N.C. filter,
H(t) Transfer function between earphone and microphone;
S(f) audio signal.

When the modulus of [I-K.C(f) H(f)] >> 1 ; (8) gives:

P(f)= + S(f) (9)
4-1) Second possibility

If S(f) is insert between the ' Iter output and the amplifier input the equation of the acoustic pressure inside the
earcup becomes:

pM = P0(f) + K.H(f) S(f)
S 1- K.C(f) H(f) (10)
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When the modulus of [I-K.C(f) H(f)» >> t ; (10) gives:

P(f) = E + S(f)/C(f) (11)
4-2) Third possibility

If S(f) is insert between the amplifier output and the earphone input the equation of the acoustic pressure inside
the earcup becomes:

% : PO(f) + H(f) S(f)
P(- 1- K.C(f) H(f) (12)

When the modulus of [I-K.C(f) H(f)] >> 1 (12) gives:

P(Of = E + S(O/K.C(f) (13)
We made an experimentation of these three possibilities for one kind of our active earmuff. The experiment

conditions were to measure at microphone the acoustic pressure inside the earcup for an outside white noise excitation.
To show clearly the frequencies reponse's audio signal modified by the choice of inserting the signal S(t) into the
feedback loop, this signal is also a white noise. The stage gain for the audio signal S(t) is equal to 1.

The curves given at Fig.3. correspond at these measurements.
The curve labelled ANC. is the active reduction measured inside the earcup.
The curve labelled ANC. I is the experimental result of equation (9).
The curve labelled ANC.2 is the result of equation (11).
The curve labelled ANC.3 corresponds to the equation (13).
We observe between curves ANC. 1 and ANC.3 in the frequency zone where ANC is applied a large difference

area. Curve ANC.1 has closed frequency response in low frequency than the direct signal S(f). Curve ANC.3 shows in
this configuration that the audio signal is baited by the ANC system like an external noise.

Results at Fig.3. show that the frequency response of the audio communication signal is better when we use
the ANC. corresponding to equation (8).

4-3) Experiment results
This technology is today fully patented (3] and the CNRS is the owner of these patents. The CNRS decided

four years ago to create and to give all rights on these patents to a compagny named TechnoFirst.
TechnoFirst manufactures and sells ANC units system ftr : headsets, helmets, earplugs, air conditioning

system, etc ... Today TechnoFirst manufactures and sells this specific headset named : SAM PRO and SAM COM
(ANC headset with communication system added).

TechnoFirst did also for TELEPHONICS compagny an ANC helmet for the US VIS program. This VIS
program corresponds to improve the quality of audio communication in very loud noise vehicules like tanks, etc...

Fig.4 shows the noise levels during the prototype'tests. The top curve corresponds at this noise level in a
reverberent room. The middle curve is the passive attenuation given by the helmet. The bottom curve correspond at the
passive noise reduction added to the active noise reduction given by the helmet prototype.

Fig.5 shows the audio signal with and without ANC according the block diagram given by equation (8). We
can see that the frequency response is more linear when the ANC is on.

TELEPHONICS compagny did also some psychoacoustic tests by using the logatome test. We constated
according these tests made at 124 dB SPL external noise that we were able to understand more than 91% of words with
the TechnoFirst's ANC system on. Without the act:ve noise control it was not possible to understand more than 75%
of these logatomes.

5) Conclusion
According to these results we can say that an ANC headset increases the intelligibility in a very loud noise in

comparison to a passive headset.
We have three reasons for explaining this result:
The first one is because we reduce more noise with ANC than a traditionnal acoustic protection.
The second one is because of the feedback control we have a linear frequency response given by the earphone

where ANC is applied.
The last reason is because ANC attenuates noise level in low frequencies which disturbs a lot ear's capability.
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7) Figures

Fig. I: Experimental block diagram of active ahteauator by feedback filtering Fig.2: Experimenhal block diagram of active attenuator by feedback filterng wuit audio
signal
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INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS IN THE SPEECH

INTELLIGIBILITY IN SCHOOL ROOMS

DELGADO, Carmen*, PERERA, PlIcido**, SANTIAGO, J.Salvador*

* Instituto de Acdstica del C.S.I.C., c/ Serrano 144, 28006 Madrid, Spain

** Ayuntamiento de Madrid, c/ Barcel6 6, 28004 Madrid, Spain

Abstract.- In this paper are presented the results of a joint study of the Instituto de Actistica and
of the Municipality of Madrid of the speech intelligibility conditions in school rooms of public
schools in Madrid, with different dates of construction.

Both objective and subjective parameters have been measured, such as reverberation time, acoustic
insulation and background noise in the rooms, and speech intelligibility in children's sitting places
by subjective and objective (RASTI) methods.

The conclusions derived from the study have been presented to the authorities, together with
possible lines of action to improve the characteristics of the school rooms.

Rdsume.- Dans cette communication, on pr~sente les r.sultats d'une 6tude conjointe de l'Instituto
de Actistica et la Municipalit6 de Madrid sur les conditions d'intelligibilit6 de la parole dans des
salles de classe de quatre dcoles A Madrid construiteslen diff6rentes annees.

On a mesur6 des param~tres objectifs et subjectifs, tel que le temps de reverbdration, l'isolement
acoustique et le bruit de fond dans les salles, ainsi que l'intelligibilit6 de la parole A la place o6z sont
assis les enfants, moyennant des m~thodes subjective et objective (RASTI).

Les conclusions de l'6tude ont &6 pr~sent~es aux autorit~s, ainsi que des recommandations pour
l'amdlioration des caract~ristiques acoustiques des salles de classe.

INTRODUCTION

With the aim of studying the influence of acoustic parameters of classrooms, such as acoustic
isolation, reverberation time and background noise, on speech communication, four public schools
of different period of construction were chosen. For the study, 294 school children of both sexes,
of three levels, with ages ranging from eleven to fourteen years old were selected.

In the twelve classrooms, the acoustic insulation of walls, windows and doors, the reverberation time
and RASTI measurements were determined in conditions of empty room. With the children at their
sitting places, subjective measurements of speech intelligibility were performed. A previous ORL
exploration and an audiometric study of the children were carried out to detect possible hearing
anomalies that could have an influence on the results.

The parents answered a questionnaire, providing information a c•hildren diseases, family
antecedents related to hearing, drugs consumption, etc. The teach,. ed up a questionnaire on
their personal appreciation about the classroom, vocal effort neeucul and related professional
diseases.
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MEASUREMENTS

The objective measurements of insulation, reverberation time and RASTI values were performed
using standard acoustic equipment: Briuel & Kjmr Building Acoustics Analyzer, Tapping Machine
and Speech Transmission Analyzer. For the RASTI measurements, the Transmitter was placed at
the usual teacher's head position and the Receiver in different places in the room corresponding to
pupils' representative positions (See Figure 1). During the measurements, the school buildings were
unoccupied. For the background noise measurements, the classrooms were in activity, and the L1
was measured by means of a Noise Level Analyzer.

For the subjective measurement of speech intelligibility it has been used a phonetically balanced test
constituted by spondaic words, previously recorded in the sound track of a video tape. The test
consisted in one hundred words, distributed in groups of ten, and leaving a time interval between
words long enough to allow the test subjects to write down the responses.

With the children seated at their usual places, the tape is reproduced through a loudspeaker situated
at the theoretical position of the head of the teacher. The emission of each group of ten words is
made at levels that decrease in steps of five dBA, starting from an initial sound level of 80 dBA,
measured at one meter from the loudspeaker; this level has been considered as corresponding to
"very loud voice". The sound level of the last group of words is emitted at a sound level of 45 dBA,
corresponding to "whispered voice". During the test, the classroom had the doors and windows
closed.

The children had to write down the words they hear, or believe to hear, in a template prepared for
subsequent evaluation of the test.

RESULTS

In the upper part of Figure 1 are presented the results of the intelligibility curves obtained by means
of the subjective test, in schools A, B, C and D, in classrooms 1, 2 and 3. In the lower part, not to
scale sketches of the classrooms, with the layout of the surroundings and the RASTI values
measured in the points indicated, and the corresponding global speech intelligibility qualification
of the room, according to the RASTI sc

In Table I are included some characterisrics of the classrooms, namely volume, measured and
recommended reverberation time (for empty and occupied room), and background noise, as well as
the values of intelligibility in the different classrooms corresponding to emitted sound levels of 60,
70 and 80 dBA, equivalent to "normal", "loud" and "very loud" voices. In Figure 2 are presented
the values, measured and recommended, for acoustic isolation of the rooms.

The audiometric tests and ORL examination of the children, as expected, have not revealed-
significant anomalies.

CONCLUSIONS

The intelligibility in the classrooms, measured both by the subjective and RASTI methods, is not
appropriate for the purpose of teaching due to the excess of reyerberation time. The best results
obtained are for classroom D1, the smallest and less noisy one. An acoustic treatment of the rooms,
to lower the reverberation times, could be an appropriate solution to the problem.
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table I.- Volume, reverberation time, oacxgrouna noise anra ntnmigioilry in tflc ciawruomb

Room Vol. Reverberation Time (s) LO Intelligibility (%)

(mu) T, T2 T 3  T 4  (dBA) 10 In In

Al 153 1.54 0.69 < 1 0.37 45.5 84 99 100

A2 147 1.62 0.62 < 1 0.37 45.5 96 99 100

A3 147 1.52 0.67 < 1 0.37 51.5 85 98 99

B1 264 1.89 1 < 1 0.44 54.5 80 94 98

B2 141 1.88 0.75 < 1 0.36 52 89 99 100

B3 265 1.8 0.92 < 1 0.44 57.5 62 98 99

C1 162 2.39 0.68 < 1 0.38 45 89 95 100

C2 170 2.14 0.66 < 1 0.38 49 59 97 97

C3 172 2.25 0.72 < 1 0.38 45.5 76 97 98

D1 126 1.69 0.88 < 1 0.35 44.5 88 93 100

D2 163 1.69 0.99 < 1 0.38 44.5 98 98 99

D3 194 1.88 1.04 < 1 0.4 , 43.5 96 94 99

T1, RT measured, empty room; Tz, RT calculated, occupied room; T3, RT recommended, empty
room; T4, RT recommended, occupied room.

Although the school B was built in the thirties,
D in the fifties, A in the sixty-seventies and C

,5 in the eighties, there is not an improvement in
0. ............. .the acoustic conditions of the classrooms. This

is due, in the opinion of the authors, to the lack
35 ........ of acoustic standards about school buildings.

30 ............. The poor acoustic conditions of the classrooms
add further difficulties to the teachers' task.

25 This fact as been revealed by the responses to
25 ... .the questionnaire, that show a high level of0 At A2 A3 at , 8 C, C2 Q D, DR 03 stress and impairment of the vocal chords along

XPAWmfa" PjM) *AM WM 01M) Othe school year, even with interruption of work
A ,, *o.,o.m.• W and a need of rehabilitation.

Figure 2.- Acoustic isolation, measured and A second part of this study will propose to the
recommended, of the classrooms, responsible authorities easy and non expensive

constructive solutions for present and future
school buildings.

The present knowledge and the existing acoustic materials allow to suppose attainable solutions that

can contribute to the improvement of school rooms and, consequently, the quality of education.
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THE LOMBARD EFFECT IN VARIOUS NOISE ENVIRONMENTS

P.E.Giua, Istituto di Acustica "O.M.Corbino" del CNR, Via Cassia
1216 Roma 00189 Italy
C.D. Messin6 Istituto di Tecnologie Biomediche del CNR, Via Morgag-
ni 30/E, Roma 00161 Italy

ABSTRACT
A method is described that permits the accurate assessment of the
Lombard effect without the use of headphones. Two identical dosime-
ters were used with their microphones located-on the front and back
of a helmet. The dosimeters simultaneously measured the Leq and the
n-percentile-exceeded levels. These data were then used to calcu-
late both the voice and the noise level. The method was tested in
various laboratory conditions and with different types of noise.
Some data are given on the relationship of the Lombard effect with
Leq and other noise parameters.

INTRODUCTION
The voice level of a speaker depends on the environmental noise. As
a matter of fact a speaker rises his or her voice when noise level
is high. This effect, named after the french scientist Lombard, has
been usually measured by means of headphones that convey the noise
to the speaker's ears and a microphone near to mouth to pick up the
speaker voice. This setup is obviously not suitable for carrying
out measurements in living environments, so that a precise assess-
ment of this effect outside laboratory is quite difficult [1]. The
aim of this work was 1) to set up a method in order to permit the
measurement of the Lombard effect regardless of the environment
and with any type of noise, 2) to measure the Lombard effect as a
function of environment and noise parameters, in order to obtain a
better understanding of speaker behaviour and noise annoyance.

METHOD
We have carried out measurements with two dosimeters, worn at the
same time. Fig 1, shows two convenient microphone positions. Dosim-
eters were Larson & Davis's Model 700. The voice of the wearer in
absence of noise gives rise to two different readings: after pres-
sure transformation, (V=10ALeq/10), let us call these values V1 and
V2. Whatever the speech length may be, we have

V2=K*VI
Where Vi is the value of dosimeter closer to mouth. This relation-
ship holds for both equivalent level, Leq, and each n-percentile
exceeded level. K depends on microphone position, environment,
vocal effort and wearer. The noise also gives rise to different
readings, N1 and N2. For the same noise source location and wearer
position, the following relationship holds, if wearer is not speak-
ing:
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N2=H*Nl
for however long the noise goes on. N1 is the noise value measured
by dosimeter closer to mouth. In general H depends on noise source
location, microphone position, environment and wearer. When both
noise and wearer speech are present, the dosimeter measures the
pressure as a sum of both sources:

Pl=Nl+Vl
P2=N2+V2

P1 is the transformed reading of dosimeter closer to mouth.
By combining previous relationships, we get,

NI'=(K*Pl-P2) / (K-H)
V1I'= (P2-Pl) / (K-H)

Ni' and V1' are respectively the calculated noise and voice pres-
sures that the dosimeter near to mouth would measure in absence of
wearer speech or noise. The noise dose could be computed from

(NI'+H*Nl')/2
This is the pressure that a microphone located a few centimeters
above the ear would pick up. It is possible to get in some cases an
accurate value of K by checking the cumulative distribution of the
n-exceeded levels. For each n-exceeded level the transformed read-
ings of both dosimeters are respectively

Lln=Vln+Nln
L2n=K*Vln+H*NIn

These are two equations with four unknowns. By taking more levels
the difference between unknowns and equations is always two. (It is
easy to see that this difference is zero if we are using a three
dosimeter system, by taking four levels, or a four dosimeter sys-
tem, by taking three levels). We can resolve the problem with a two
dosimeter system by taking three levels, if the H value is known
and the noise cumulative distribution is linear,(Nn=a*n+b) and not
parallel to the voice's one. If these conditions are not fulfilled,
the results obtained are only approximate.
H can be determined by measuring noise without wearer speech. It
can also be evaluated by considering the shift between cumulative
distribution curves at the highest n levels, presumably uninflu-
enced by speech. In common situations, where noise is diffuse or
the speaker moves at random, H is 1 or very close to 1.
A two dosimeter system cannot accurately measure the noise field
around the head, although some benefits regarding sound shadowing
and building up can be obtained [2].

EXPERIMENTAL
Experiments were carried out with ten people (five men and five
women), aged from 20 to 50, with normal hearing. Each person was
seated in the middle of the room and heared the noise diffused by
means of four loudspeakers or by headphones. Noise duration was 1
minute. The person listened to noise for 30 seconds, then he or she
was told to read a short passage for the next 30 seconds at a
level useful to be heard 1 meter ahead. The rooms were: 1) a living
room of 25 square meters with acoustically treated walls and an
averaged reverberation time of 0.2 seconds in the 100-10000 Hz
band, 2) a reverberant room of 40 square meters and reverberation
time of 3 second in the 100 Hz band. Noises used were white noise
at constant level and amplitude modulated white noise. Modulation
function was either triangular, with linear cumulative distribution
and squared (with some smoothing) with different repetition rate
and duration. Fig 2 shows some examples.
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RESULTS
Experiments were carried out to test the method performance. The
constant coefficients K and H were determined both by measuring
noise in absence of wearer voice and by using the n-exceeded lev-
els. Results are very good in all experimental conditions, if K and
H are dermined with the first method. Results are also good, if K
and H are taken from the n-exceeded levels, with noises having a
linear cumulative distribution, at least among the used n-exceeded
levels. In this case some errors were found, probably due to the
low precision of the dosimeter's n-exceeded level measure. Instru-
ments having a 0.1 instead of 0.5 dB precision would give more
accurate results.
Fig 3 shows the Lombard effect due to white noise at constant level
as a function of noise Leq. The slope of the averaged straight line
is 0.69 with headphones (H), 0.71 with loudspeakers in the treated
living room (L) and 0.73 in the reverberant room (R).
Fig 4 shows the effect due to an amplitude modulated noise (ampli-
tude modulation frequency = 0,12 Hz) with noise dynamics = 25 dB.
The curve slope is lower than the previous one and depends on envi-
ronmental conditions.
Fig 5 shows the effect due to an amplitude modulated white noise
with same frequency but with dynamics = 41 dB. The curve slope is
still lower than the previous one and depends on environment in a
similar way.
Fig 6 shows the Lombard effect due a sequence of short bursts of
white noise, (burst duration = 1.5.second, repetition rate = 0.22
Hz). The curve slope is the lowest. ,ne (0.53) and depends on envi-
ronmental conditions.

CONCLUSION
These experiments show that the Lombard effect depends on the
measurement method. The curve slopes vary as a a function of method
as well as of environmental conditions. This effect depends also
on noise type. The proposed method, suitable for carrying out meas-
urements in any environment, might be important for studying the
Lombard effect in real life situations. The use of three or more
dosimeters could be useful for improving the method performance.
These measurements show also that the Lombard effect seems to
depend not only on noise Leq but also on other noise features,
besides the noise spectrum. Amplitude modulation frequency, dynam-
ics, peak value, peak slope, repetition rate seem to be important
in this respect. In general, it seems that less steep slopes are
obtained as the signal-to noise ratio increases [3].

REFERENCES
[1] K.S.Pearsons, R.L.Bennett and S.Fidell: "Speech levels in var-
ious noise environments", EPA-600/I-77-025, U.S. Environ. Prot.
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[2] P.E.Giua, C.D.Messin6, D.L.Johnson: "Elimination of the influ-
ence of wearer's voice by a two dosimeter system". J. of Acoust.
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[3] H.Lane and B.Tranel: "The Lombard sign and the role of hearing
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NOISE INDUCED HEARING LOSS AND COMMUNICATION:

THE MILITARY EXPERIENCE
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(Chief, Dr. K. Heckrodt, Colonel)
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Abstract. Good hearing ability is an essential factor for military efficiency. Good communications
are also essential, snecially in multinational operations, for military command. Noise hazard and the
resulting deafness compromise both. The methods by which they are tackled are reviewed. Some
pointers to the future are discusse'

Risumi. Une bonne audition est la condition essentielle pour l'efficacitd de l'armee. Une tres bonne
communication est pour la meme raison absolument n.cessaire en cas de commandos militaires,
surtout pour des manoeuvres internationales. Un trau. iatisme dQ au bruit, ainsique la perte de
l'audition qui en d~coule, empeche l'acomplissement deces conditions. Les methodes de traitements
vont 6tre ici pr~sehwAes. Les evolutions possibles dans l'avenir vont 'egalement etre discutees.

Noise induced deafness is the most common occupational disease in Germany and Britain. Up to the
end of 1990, there were 217,000 cases noted in the former West Germany. Of these about 27,000
were serious enough to warrant a pension. In the German armed forces (Bundeswehr) the problem
of noise induced hearing loss and its consequences are important military occupational topics. Here,
the typical military exposure is to impulse noise. This is in contrast to industry where exposure is
more usually to constant noise over a period of years, as well as fluctuating and intermittent noise. It
is only relatively recently that the possibility of protecting the ears became obligatory. Previously,
such deafness appeared to be synonymous with a military career. It was thought that by becoming
familiar with the noise of shooting and explosions a soldier would become better prepared for his
rele in war. Despite education and better protection against noise, deafness is still found today as a
result of noise.

Noise Protection In The Bundeswehr
Protection against noise is provided equally for all members of the Armed Forces in every trade and.
all attached civilians and co-workers. Troublesome sound can also interfere with the efficiency and
health of workers in the immediate vicinity. The workplace is therefore made as quiet as practically
possible. Values for places where the following activities are taking place should not be exceeded:
- complicated intellectual work 55 dB(A)
- office work 70 dB(A)
- specialised activities 85 dB(A)
It is possible for these to be exceeded by up to 5 dB(A) when it is not possible to reduce the noise.
Hearing protection must be provided for all Bundeswehr personnel beyond 85 dB(A) and must be
worn by all above 90 dB(A). This protection must limit the sound heard to a maximum of 90 dB(A).
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Personnel protective devices within the Bundeswehr consist of earplugs, hearing protection
headphones, hearing protective helmets, sound protecting devices and speaking equipment. Earplugs
are worn within the ear canal and should not interfere with the military helmet or the receiving of
orders. Research with Bekesy audiometry has shown that those earplugs with a perforation allow
better communication than those without. Temporary threshold shift between the two was
insignificant'. Such perforated devices offer the soldier who is forced to wear a device in the ear
good protection yet do not compromise his ability to hear and communicate. On account of this,
protective headphones are only on limited issue to units. Protective helmets with and without
speaking facilities are provided for flight personnel. They cover the outer ear and surrounding head,
thus protecting against bone conduction of sound. Above a sound level of 130 dB(A) this is changed
to sound restricting equipment. This is to avoid inner ear disturbances of vomiting and unsteadiness.
In armoured vehicles the sealing cushions of the communication equipment itself generates sufficient
ear protection. Thus there must be a compromise between hearing protection and communication.

Military communication in general
Each military act implicits communication: "You can not not communicate" 2. In this, the human ear
as organ of communication "par excellence", works often even better than the eyes. A shout can
communicate about 100 m with a normal ear, 40 m with a poor ear and less than 5 m when there has
been a temporary deafness following noise exposure. Which soldier of which army wants to rely on a
deaf sentry? A "normal" ear can monitor 4-36 times as much area as ears with poorer sensitivity, or
can provide 2-6 times as much warning time of the approach of enemy troops 3.
Many elder soldiers have suffered a deafness because of training with loud weapons for a long period
of time. Up to the sixties there wasn't put much effort in noise protection and hearing protection.
First to be affected is the perception of high frequencies cbntaining the consonants which give speech
its meaning. Hence the ability to make fine discrimination between similar-sounding words is
compromised. There is also difficulty in understanding speech when there are competing ncise
signals such as background noise4. To complicate matters, military communication may contain
much information of novel or unexpected content and this requires a higher signal to noise ratio than
expected for interpretation. Added to this is the further complicating factor of multi-national
operations. The consequences of misinterpretation may be disastrous.

Communication in air defence service:
Under aspects of military communication air defence service takes a very special place, but yet not
with much consideration. Though it is obvious that the workplace of a radar-officer is not one of the
most "noise-polluted", our own environmental noise measurements have shown, that there is a
surprisingly high noise level. The busy air-traffic of Europe requires good communication abilities to
avoid real dangers for flight security. Education and training of radar offivers takes a long time and is
extremely expensive. It takes three years of education to get the intercept control licence. In this time
there have to be made 300-350 practical intercepts with to jets (e.g. F-4F Phantom, hunter and
target). This means approximately 100 hours with costs of 25,000 DM each. This calculation does
not include the costs of teachers, further personnel and the salary of the becoming radar officer. It
may be counted for the pilots training only in little parts, because the ordered flight manoeuvres are
not of full training effects to the pilots. This calculation was done to show what financial loss may

IDancer A. Grateau P. Cabanis A, Barnabe G, Cagnin G. Vaillant T. Lafont D (1992) Effectiveness of earplugs in
high-intenrity impulse noise. J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 91 (3) 1677-1689
2Watzlawick P. Beavin JH, Jackson DD (1985) Menschliche Kommunikation. 7. Aufl. Huber, Bern-Stuttgart-Wien
(Org. NY 1967)
3Zajtchuk JT. Phillips YY. Effects of blast overpressure on the ear. Annals Otology, Rhinology & Laryngology 98:
Supplement 1404Bender DR- Mueller HG (1981) Military Noise Induced Hearing Loss: Incidence And Management. Military
Medicine 146:434437 162



occur, when at the end of training time there would be no suitability, for instance because of a lack in
speech recognition.
In the past the noise level in radio communication had to be high to get a clear signal. From that time
we know officers with a unilateral hearing impairment. For critical intercept control conditions even
today high noise levels are necessary. Because of the headset no avoidance is possible in the case of
strong signals coming in. The reception quality depends on the kind of aircraft, weather and flight
situation. Especially at controlling the F-4F Jet the noise level of the incoming signal varies often.
The workplace: the job takes place in an air-raid shelter with a central air-condition and no natural
light, in different function areas are different, but constant temperatures. Many persons complain
about tiring shifts. The electronic is cooled by air coming through holes in the floor, which may lead
to common colds more often than usually. Some persons feel ear-ache and head-ache. Elder officers
reported, that they had no problems in the first ten years of their job, then they had to start to turn on
the sound intensity. At last full volume and highest concentration was necessary. In unison officers
complaint that the headsets were uncomfortable and making pressure points, civil headphones would
be better and cheaper ("What is the benefit of an uncomfortable headset, which is equally reliable at
the north pole and in the tropics, when you wear it in an air-raid shell?").
Example of military communication: The track production officer (TPO) is responsible for position
and identification of aircraft, co-ordination and data exchange with other detachments, recognising
and announcement of electronically disturbances. For this he has headphones for normal action and
another headset to communicate in a code with AWACS (Airborne Warning And Control System)
and he has four different telephones (one of these for coded speech). Behind him is a box with the
possibility to observe ten different frequencies for radio communication. Behind and above he has a
loudspeaker (Public Address, PA) with high volume (85.dB(A)), because each announcement must
be loud enough to hear through the headphones. In front of him he has got an other loudspeaker and
microphone for air surveillance loops, i.e. corresponding wvith other ra'ar officers in an area. Right in
front there are two monitors for civil and military radar. On his right nand he finds a keyboard for
data exchange with AWACS.
At the same time the TPO has to watch his monitors, keep in touch with radiu communication under
changing headsets, has to manage four different telephones and has to observe ten extra frequencies.
To make it more difficult, for communication with AWACS speech will be digitised, cut, coded and
again cut and digitised. Because of this speech sounds of tin, hollow and slowed down (Computer
voice, Mickey Mouse voice). The speaker hears his echo in a time displace.
This pretentious and communication intensive action takes place in 'he operations hall From our
informal environmental noise measurements (section) result:
- noise level at workplace TPO 67-73 dB(A)
- noise level in headset TPO 60-66 dB(A)
- radio communication in headset TPO 72-78 dB(A)
- public address in headset TPO 85 dB(A)
- frequency box in headset TPO 82 dB(A)
(For reproducible and reliable measurement conditions we hope to get a KEMAR (Knowles
Electronic Manikin for Acoustic Research) in the next few months).
Because some GFN-Display (Grow Up To Full Nadge (Nato air defence ground environment)) work
at a frequency of 400 Hz, there is always a disturbing vibration at 800 Hz and 1,600 Hz.
For reasons of training the military command sometimes plays interference to the headsets (Comjam
= Communication Jamming):
-wail
- changing of volume and frequencies
- disturbing noise in speech frequency
- disturbing speech e.g. broadcast in English, French. German
According to our opinion all this shows, that noise level is too high for such a communication
intensive and responsible action as the TPO has to do. It is regulated for radar officers, that once a
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year pure tone audiometry has to be made. This can not do justice to this complex and pretentious
action. Even standard speech audiometry under silent conditions, like the "Freiburger Sprachtest"
may be normal and nevertheless there might be a disorder of auditory selection, i.e. inability to
discriminate a specific sound in the presence of competing sound sources5. At the moment we can't
solve this problem in routine diagnostic, but hope that in the near future we will be able to manage
this problem with binaural speech intelligibility tests under reproducible noise exposure. Last but not
least we shouldn't forget the psychological effects on hearing and communication ability because of
work under stress and air-raid shelter conditions6 .

5PrOschel ULJ, DOring WH, (1992) Richtungsabh ngiges Sprachverstehen unter St6rschalleiinflu bei Storungen der
auditiven Selektionsfhiigkeit und bei seitengleicher Innenohrschwerh6rigkeit. Audiol. Akustik: 192-203
6Babisch W. Elke JU. Goossens C. Gruber J, Ising H, Winter A (1985) Beeinflussung der zeitweiligen HOrschwellen-
verschiebung (MTS) durch psychologische Faktoren. Z. Lmg 32: 2-8
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Abstract:

Measurement of noise exposure from communication headsets is difficult
because of the inaccessibility of the ear canal. Moreover, acoustical
measurements taken under the headset should be referenced to accepted
standards for noise exposure.

We describe a method of measuring noise under communication
headsets, and give some examples of measurements in the field. We
found 8-hour noise exposures in the range of 64 - 95 dB(A). However, the
highest level was due to a non-professionally modified headset, and
disregarding this case, the upper level was 88 dB(A).

The measurements fell naturally into three groups: "office" settings, with
environmental noise below 60 dB(A) (Lq); "street" settings with Leq in
the range 60 - 80 dB(A), and "noisy" settings with an Lq larger than 80
dB(A). The median noise exposures in the three settings were 68.9
dB(A), 74.2 dB(A), and 81.6 dB(A), respectively.

The measurement of noise exposure from communication headsets present: a
challenge. This is due to two facts: Firstly, it is difficult to obtain precision
measurements of the sound field in a person's ear canal, especially under insert (intra-
aural) headsets; Secondly, noise exposure standards refer to sound measured in a free
field, using a standaid sound level meter.

We have developed a method for estimating noise exposure, based on a manikin head
with accurately simulated soft tissues in the ear canal as well as in the region
surrounding the pinna (Kunov and Giguere, 1989; Kunov, 1989). This Acoustic Test
Fixture (ATF) has the same external dimensions as KEMARTm, but the dynamic mass
of the head is correct, and the acoustic isolation is better. We designed an analog filter
to transform the sound pressure measured at the level of the ear drum in the ATF to
the equivalent sound pressure of a diffuse free field (Kunov, Skobla and Munshi, 1991).
The output from the filter is therefore a measure of the imaginary free field sound
pressure that would have given rise to the same sound pressure at the ear drum as the
one actually measured. The data for noise exposure from headsets can then be
interpreted in terms of conventional standards and codes. The filter fits on to a Bruel
& Kjaer Type 2231 integrating sound level meter for operational convenience.

Equipped with the ATF and the sound level meter with the attached filter, it is possible
to perform accurate real-time field measurements of noise exposure from any source,
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whether it is close to the ear (such as communication headsets), in the environment, or
a combination of environmental and nearby sources. In practice, we often used an
active signal splitter to create two identical signals for the communication headsets, one
for the user, and one for the ATF, which is placed in a position that is acoustically
similar to that of the user.

With this method, we performed detailed measurements of the noise exposure of
workers who use headsets at eight different sites. The workers included air traffic
controllers, telephone operators, telephone cable maintenance workers, and ground
crew at two airports. They used different types of communication headsets (intra-,
supra-, and circum-aural) of different makes. Figure 1 shows a measurement being
taken of the noise exposure of ground workers at Toronto International Airport.

At each location, we measured the following parameters: The time-averaged
equivalent sound level under the headset, expressed as Lq, the maximum RMS level
(fast response), the maximum peak pressure level, and the time-averaged
environmental noise (expressed as Leq). Based on the measurements and information
about the work schedules, we estimated the equivalent 8-hour noise exposure for the
worker. All measurements were A-weighted and transformed to the diffuse field.

Figure 2 shows the estimated 8-hour noise expo•ure by type of environment. Workers
in quiet office settings (telephone operators, air traffic controllers) with environmental
noise < 60 dB(A) experienced noise exposure with a range of 64 - 81 dB(A) and a
median of 68.9 dB(A). Both supra-aural and intra-aural headsets were used in this
environment, with the latter producing the two highest readings. Workers in
moderately noisy environments (environmental noise in the range 60 - 80 dB(A)) used
supra-aural headsets and had exposure in the range of 70 - 84 dB(A) and a mediar of
74.2 dB(A). Workers in noisy workplaces (environmental noise in excess of 80 dB(A))
used circum-aural headsets which act as hearing protectors as well. Their noise
exposure had a range of 76 - 95 dB(A) and a median of 81.6 dB(A). High
environmental noise contributes to the exposure both directly and indirectly by causing
the worker to raise the volume of the audio in the headset.

The range of noise exposures overall was 64 - 95 dB(A). The upper end of the range
was found in connection with a hearing protector modified as a headset by non-experts.
Disregarding this anomalous case, the highest noise exposure was 88 dB(A).

The maximum levels that were registered are shown in Figure 3. They were in the
range of 85 - 98 dB(A) for "office" settings, 72 - 120 dB(A) for "street" settings, and 88 -
107 dB(A) for "airport" settings. The highest levels were associated with maintenance
workers who, unlike other workers, did not use the headsets for communication but
rather to detect faults in telephone cables (using a detection microphone).

An issue of current interest is the levels of impulsive noise in industrial settings. The
measured maximum peak levels ranged between 87 and 129 dB(A) and proved to be
closely correlated with the measured maximum RMS levels. The highest readings were
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associated with the telephone cable maintenance workers. Although these readings are

above 120 dB, they are lower than 140 dB, a critical level in some jurisdictions.
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Figure 1: Measurement of noise exposure of ground worker at Toronto International
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ABSTRACT

A computorized model (DETETCSOUNDTM) was developped to predict the detectability of warning
sounds in noisy workplaces. This model takes into account the loss of auditory sensitivity and
selectivity due to cochlear hearing loss and the use of hearing protectors. It is based essentially on
loudness summation and excitation patterns. Before making the software available to health and
safety personel, a field study has been conducted in order to validate its prediction in terms of signal
detection and recognition. The perception of three different warning sounds with well defined
acoustic characteristics (a buzzer, a whistle and a horn) has been studied with different background
noises from a steel and a bottling plant. At five different workstations, workers were asked to move
their head only when they hear the buzzer emitted by a loudspeaker at different signal to noise ratios
(-5 to +15 dB within a third octave band). The results shows that 1) the level of the signal that
allows recognition has to be + 12 dB over the background noise in at least one third octave band and
2) it is difficult to strictly apply the ISO 7731 standard used for the evaluation of warning sounds in
the field. These facts comfirm the usefulness of Detectsound software for health and safety
personel. (Work supported by Institut de Recherche en Sant6 ett'bn S~curit6 du Travail du Quebec)

SOMMAIRE

Un module informatis6 (D•TECTSONMC) a 6t6 developpl afin de pr&Iire la capacit6 de detection
d'avertisseurs sonores en milieu de travail bruyant. Ce module prend en compte la perte de sensibilitd
auditive et de s~lectivit6 fr~quentielle attribu6e A la perte auditive d'origine cochl~aire ainsi que le port
de protecteurs auditifs. Le modele est essentiellement bash sur les principes de sommation de somie et
de patrons d'excitation. Avant de rendre cet outil accessible aux intervenants en sant6 et en s6curit6
du travail, une 6tude terrain a &6 men~e afin de valider les pr6dictions du modele en terme de
d~tection et de reconnaissance de signaux sonroes. La perception de trois avertisseurs sonores
diff~rents (ronfleur, sifflet, klaxon) a 6t6 analys6e en presence de diffO'ents bruits de fond d'une
acierie et d'une usine d'embouteillage. A cinq postes de travail diff~rents, on demandait aux
travailleurs de faire un signe de la tete seulement lorsqu'ils percevaient le ronfleur 6mis par un haut-
parleur A diff6rents rapports signal/bruit (-5 A +15 dB dans au moins une bande de tiers d'octave).
Les r6sultats ont d6montr6 que 1) le niveau du signal doit Etre d'au moins + 12 dB au-dessus du bruit
ambiant dans au moins une bande de tiers d'octave pour permettre la reconnaissance des signaux et 2)
il est difficile d'appliquer int6gralement la norme ISO 7731 portant sur l'6valuation terrain des
avertisseurs sonores. Ces observations soulignent la pertinence du logiciel DETECTSONMC pour
aider les intervenants en sant6 et en s6urit6 du travail. (Projet subventionn6 par l'Institut de
Recherche en Sant6 et en SdcuritM du Travail du Quebec)

PROBLEM

Each year, deadly accidents occur in noisy workplaces because a warning signal is not heard (van
Charente et al., 1990). Such accidents happen in many workplaces despite the fact that the use of
auditory signals are governed by standards, like ISO 7731 (1986), and laws. These are based on
man:' experimental studies of the detection of auditory signals in different background noises
(Laroche et al., 1991). The studies were conducted by specialists in acoustics or ergonomics but
very few practical tools are available to analyse existing warning signals in noisy workplaces and to
make recommandations to improve these signals. The main goals of this study are to present the basis
of the model DETECTSOUNDTM and to present data on the validation of the program in a steel and a
bottling plant. 1.69



DESIGN OF THE PROGRAM DETECTSOUNDTM

Detection models have been suggested for subjects with normal hearing (Patterson, 1982; Zwicker
and Scharf, 1965). These models take into account different factors such as the receiver, the sound
signal and the background noise. Because there are very few practical tools which allow the
prediction of detection ability for a whole population of workers and in order to improve safety in
noisy workplaces the Groupe d'Acoustique de l'Universit6 de Montreal (GAUM) has developped a
computerized model (DETECTSOUNDTM) which takes into account the loss of auditory sensitivity
and selectivity due to noise-induced hearing loss and the use of hearing protectors. The scientific
foundations of the model have been presented in two previous papers (Laroche et al., 1991; Tran
Quoc et al., 1992). Figure 1 outlines the flow chart of the program.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the program DETECTSOUNDTM

DETECTSOUND takes into account the following information:
- the background noise at each workstation (1/3 octave band levels from 25 to 12 500 Hz);
- the hearing protectors worn by a standard individual or by specific individuals (attenuation in dB
from 63 to 8000 Hz);
- the audiogram of a standard individual or the actual individuals assigned to a workstation (hearing
thresholds from 125 to 8000 Hz);
- all warning sounds that can be heard at the station (1/3 octave band levels from 25 to 12 500 Hz).

A standard individual refers to five different stages of hearing loss, stage 0 meaning normal hearing
for a 55 years old man and stage 4 meaning an advanced level of noise-induced hearing loss. The
loss of frequency selectivity is also taken into account in the software (Laroche et al., 1992). It is
statistically related to the loss of sensitivity. In fact, the user do not have to enter this information. It
is automatically computed based on the hearing thresholds. When these informations are entered in
their specific table forms and computed together, the results are displayed in a graphic or a table
form. Figure 2 presents an example of a graphical display called the "design window".
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Fig.2 Graphical display of the design window for a particular workstation.



The frequency content is presented on the x axis and the level of each 1/3 octave band of the noise or
the warning sound is on the y axis. The full horizontal line corresponds .o the background noise
level at the loading workstation of the expedition zone. The vertical lines correspond to the spectral
content of the bell heard at this workstation. The dark zone represents the design window, i.e. the
spectral and level region in which at least two spectral lines of a warning sound should be in order to
attract attention and be recognized among different warning sounds. In this example, the bell will not
be well recognized by 55 years old workers (stage 0 has been used in this example) wearing Bilsom
Bleu UF because none of the three lines are inside or at the borders of the design window.

The design window is calculated by adding 12 to 25 dB to the masked threshold in each third octave
band. The +25 dB limit has been imposed in order to provide protection against startle reactions as
well as excessive annoyance. Another superior limit of 105 dB SPL was imposed in this example
to avoid risk of acquiring temporary or permanent threshold shifts. The upper frequency limit has
been set to 3000 Hz in order to take into account noise-induced hearing loss.

FIELD STUDIES
Method

In order to test the validity of Detectsound, we conducted field studies in a steel and a bottling plant.
Based on a previous study done by Wilkins et al. (1981), we chose three warning sounds (one target
which was a buzzer, and two incidental which were a whistle and a horn), recorded them on a DAT
in a random order at five different levels (5 dB step). Each signal was presented 5 times at each level
for a total of 75 signals separated by an average interval of.l seconds (the range was 10 to 50
seconds).

The signals were presented to groups of workers at their workstation through a B & K 4224 sound
source. The highest level of the buzzer was used to calibrate the presentation of all the signals. The
S/N ratio in the 2.5 kHz third octave band (where the energy dominates for the buzzer) was set to
+15 dB by adjusting the level of the buzzer. We insured that the sound levels did not vary from one
zone to the other at a given workstation. When this was not the case, corrections were introduced
into the raw results in order to standardize them.

The workers were asked to move their head when they heard the buzzer. Two observers wrote down
the results.

The buzzer was chosen as the target signal because 1) it was judged as being the most common
warning sound in noisy workplaces and 2) its acoustic characteristics were judged interesting in
terms of spectrum. The two other warning sounds were used to test the recognition ability of
workers. It is interesting to note that their spectral contents differ from that of the buzzer. The
workers were asked not to respond to these two signals. A familiarization session was conducted
before collecting the data.

Results

Based on the data, the level of the signal that allowed recognition was estimated to be a signal-to-
noise ratio of approximately +12 dB. The findings confirm an asymptotic performance when the
signal was +12 dB above the masked threshold for normal listeners. This is illustrated in figure 3 for
a group of 6 workers sharing the same work area in the steel plant. Even above 12 dB, the 100%
recognition goal is not necesseraly reached. This fact can be explained by two main reasons: 1)
workers were too busy or too concentrated on their task to hear the signal or 2) it was so obvious that
the signal was audible that they decide not to answer. These results show that subjective responses
like recognition of warning sounds can be influenced by many factors which are difficult to control in
a field study. Wilkins (1981) came to the same conclusion.
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Figure 3. Percentage of signals recognized as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio in a work area
of a steel plant

These findings served to validate the criteria adopted for the design window as described above. It
also provided insights on the limited feasibility of listening tests as proposed in the ISO standard on
auditory warning signals (ISO 7731, 1986). Such a test requires that the background noise be stable
or quasi-stable, that the workstations be spatially well defin~ed and shared by several workers
simultaneously, and that the tasks performed are compatible with the addition of a secondary task of
sound signal recognition. The restrictions imposed by such cophtraints clearly confirm the need for a
practical instrument such as DEIECTSOUNDTM when the effectiveness of auditory signals is to be
assessed.

CONCLUSION

Despite methodological problems related to field studies, we have collected enough data to indicate
that in order to be detected, to attract attention and to be recognised among other signals, warning
sounds should reach at least 12 dB above the masked threshold imposed by background noise in at
least one third octave band without reaching high signal to masked threshold ratios or high absolute
levels (above 105 dB SPL).

These rules seem to be valid for people with noise-induced hearing loss. In this particular case, the
frequency content should be well controlled (i.e. below 3 kHz) to take into account noise-induced
hearing loss which appears above this frequency. Lab studies will confirm these hypothesis.

A "user friendly" version of the program is now available in order to provide a practical tool to health
and safety personnel who are not familiar with the psychoacoustic concept of detection. Moreover,
suppliers of warning signals will be able to use it to design safer warnings.
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NOISE ANNOYANCE WHEN USING
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ABSTRACT

In a running car, noise gives rise to different problems of communication quality between
drivers using a handsfree telephone and callers in the telephone network. The object of this
study is to assess noise annoyance in these conditions. This experiment was carried out on a
simulator that allows interactive audio-visual driving simulation. The research work was
based on about 300 more or less noisy communications (according to the vehicle speed),
held by 24 pairs of experimental subjects (caller inside the car - caller in the telephone
network). A self estimation was made by a questionnaire. This research brings disturbances
closely connected with noise into prominence, in terms of declared annoyance, effort to listen,
effort to speak, quality and acceptability of communication, tiredness.

RESUME

Dans un v~hicule en mouvement, le bruit alt~re la qualit6 de la communication t6l~phonique
entre le conducteur utilisant tin radiotelephone mains-libres et son correspondant dans le
r~seau. L'objet de cette recherche est d''vahuer les perturbations de la communication
occasionn~es par le bruit. Cette experience a &6 r~aliske sur simulateur de conduite. La
recherche est baste sur 300 communications t~l~phoniques phls ou moins bruit~es (selon la
vitesse du. v~hicule), tenues par 24 paires de szjets (correspondants dans le vWhicule-
correspondants dans le r~seau). Apr~s chaque test, une auto6valtation est r~alis~e d partir
d'un questionnaire. Les r~sultats mettent en 6vidence des perturbations liges au bruit en
termes de gine exprim~e, d'effort d'&coute, d'effort d'1ocution, de qualit6 et d'acceptabilitW de
la communication, defatigue.

PROBLEMATICS

Noise affects conversations. Particularly inside an automobile passenger compartment, the
noise generated by the engine, tyre/road interface and aerodynamic flow affects the
communication between passengers, or telephone communications between the driver and
some caller in the telephone network.

What about the use of the handsfree telephone in these conditions ? It is clear that telephoning
with a handsfree system while driving leaves the driver free to move; but the microphone will
still pick up not only speech signals but also vehicular noise. Moreover, the coupling between
microphone and loudspeaker in the vehicle may induce an -coustic echo for the subscriber in
the network.
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Then, the whole point is : in the course of conversation between the driver and the caller in
the telephone network, what is the degree of noise annoyance for each one ? Does this
annoyance lead to an effort to speak ? an effort to listen ? Does it lead to tiredness ? And
finally, what is its contribution to the quality of communication judgment ? or even to
acceptability judgment ?

The aim of this paper is to answer to these questions for the driver and for the subscriber in
the telephone network.

Note: This paper will not take into account the results concerninýv effects of echo. For the
caller in the network, only the configurations without echo (Oms delay) have been selected.

METHODOLOGY

In order to reach our objective, a panel of subjects has been used ; the subjects - driver and
caller in telephone network - had to evaluate the difficulties encountered during a test of
conversation by filling up a questionnaire.

Driving simulator.- This research work was carried out on a driving simulator which places
the drivers into road scenes similar to real life. Using a simulator allowed us to suppress, on
one hand, the random aspect of traffic jam, and on the other hand any risk of driving in real
road traffic conditions. . I.

The driver was installed in a saloon car in front oP a screen, on which a road lanscape was
unfolding before his eyes. A work station "Silicon Graphics" provided a complete
interactivity of the whole system in terms of trajectory, speed, acceleration and braking of the
vehicle.

Moreover, the Vehicular noise associated to different speeds was reproduced with four
loudspeakers, from real recordings made in the same car, as accurately as possible. The
handsfree telephone was composed of one microphone on the sun visor and a loudspeaker in
the near area of the driver's ears.

Independent variables. - During this experimentation, 3 speeds were imposed to the driver:

- parking position, engine cut off: NO (no noise)

- 90 kph : noise NI

- 130 kph : noise N2.

Concerning the vehicle, the noise was the only independent variable.

Concerning the telephone network, the subject was provided with a classical handset
telephone; the use of a handsfree telephone in the vehicle may give rise to two difficulties for
him: vehicular noise as mask of the driver's speech, and an acoustical echo of his own voice.
So, the subscriber in the network was submitted to two independent variables : noise and echo
( described in terms of delay and attenuation ).

Then, the complete study was made up of 12 configurations:

3 noise values x 4 echo values (including Oms delay).

Only "Oms delay" configurations are presented in this paper.
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Subjects. - The tests have been carried out with 2 age groups : 18-35 years old (POPl) and
over 45 (POP2). For each group, 12 pairs of subjects were selected according to the following
criteria : both subjects of each pair had 1) to know each other, 2) to be familiar with the

phone use, 3) to have no severe auditory deficiency, 4) to be of A school level and 5) in each

group, one of the two subjects had to have his driving licence.

Respective tasks.- In each chosen configuration, each pair of subjects was asked to hold a

conversation under a given pretext, as typical as follows : the subscriber in the telephone
network (secretary, interviewer...) rang his partner in the vehicle (manager, interviewee .... )
and, with a given purpose (schedule, commercial transactions...), had to lead him to make a
decision. So, the driver was submitted to a dual task : answering the phone whilst driving.

Assessment - After each test an assessment was requested by a questionnaire on the
following points : noise annoyance, effort to listen, effort to speak, quality of communication,
tiredness and acceptability (in comparison with normal telephone communication). The
questions were answered on scales including 5 equidistant scores. So, for all items, the score
I expressed an "important degradation" (e.g. very annoying noise, bad quality of
communication...), and 5, "no degradation" (e.g. imperceptible noise, excellent quality of
communication...).

RESULTS

Mean values, such as MOS (Mean Opinion Score); ,tere calculated for each judgment scale,
for each noise condition, and for the 2 age groups. The results concerning the subjects in the
telephone net' ,,ork are displayed in figure 1, and figure 2 shows those related to the subjects

in the vehicle. MOS values are plotted as a function of noise, the age groups being taken as a
parameter.

Generally, the higher the noise, the more degraded the judgment is, especially for noise

Fig.1 : EFFECT of NOISE on SUBSCRIBER in the TELEPHONE NETWORK
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annoyance, effort to listen and acceptability. In terms of quality and tiredness judgment, the
results concerning degradation with noise does not seem to be linear, but vary abruptly from
no noise configuration (NO) to configurations with noise (NI or N2).

Variance analysis tends to show a noise effect (at a significance level of 1%) and no
significant effect according to age, pretexte and order. According to Pascal D. and Corvaisier
D. (1), MOS values are compared with MOS value 3.5 which is likely to reflect a
satisfactory level.

FI.2 : EFFECT of NOISE on CUSTOIER in the VEHICLE
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In the telephone network, the noise at 90 kph and at 130 kph leads to an unsatisfactory level
(2.5< MOS <3.5) in terms of noise annoyance and quality of communication, but does not
induce any important tiredness or effort to speak ( MOS >3.5 ).

In the car, where the received speech level was adjusted to a preferred listening level in the
near area of the driver's ears, the noise does not induce any important degradation
(MOS>3.5).

CONCLUSIONS

When a handsfree telephone is used in a car, the vehicular noise disturbs the telephone
conversation. The subscriber in the telephone network feels a noticeable noise annoyance,
whatever the noise is. Furthermore, this degraded connection leads to an unsatisfactory level
in terms of quality of communication judgment but no important effort to speak or to listen.
The customer in the vehicle is relatively less disturbed by the noise: its effect is significant
but not up to an unsatisfactory level.
For both users, the age effect is not significant.

(1) : Pascal D., Corvaisier D. :
Echo acceptance conversation tests - 13th ICA, Belgrade -1989.
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Acoustic voice perturbation changes due to loading of voice during working-day
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Abstract

Under noisy conditions, speakers raise their voice levels to render their speech intelligible. In this
process of adjustment, excess vocal effort is needed with the possible long-term consequences being
laryngeal symptoms, functional or organic voice disorders. Besides background noise, the
ergonomics and the relative air humidity may affect the loading of the voice. Vocal quality
changes occur as a result of vocal fatigue. Cycle-to-cycle changes (jitter and shimmer) have been used
to measure voice quality. The purpose of this study was to estimate-the variation in the jitter and
shimmer of healthy voices during a period that is considered to be a typical teacher's working day. To
simulate a teacher's average working day, subjects read aloud for 5 x 45 minutes. Reading was
performed at a normal or loud speaking level, in a standing or sitting position in an atmosphere of dry
or humid air. Each 45 minute loading period was followed by a 15 minute rest period. After three
reading periods, each subject had a 45 minute lunch break. The subjects' (40 females and 40 males)
voice samples were recorded in a sound treated room five times during the loading task. Jitter and
shimmer were measured from sustained a/-vowel phcliations. After reading aloud, both females and
males had increases in fundamental frequencies. After the subjects' lunch break, the fundamental
frequencies were lower but increased again during the afternoon loading period. The effect of loading
on jitter was almost significant statistically, but jitter and shimmer were no significantly affected by
reading level, posture or relative air humidity.

Introduction

Speakers raise their voice level under noisy conditions to render their speech intelligible (vanHeusden
1979). In this process of adjustment, excess vocal effort is needed with the possible long term
consequences being laryngeal symptoms, functional or organic voice disorders. In addition to
background noise, ergonomics and the relative humidity of the air may affect the loading of the voice.
As a result of vocal fatigue, voice quality changes. Cycle-to-cycle changes, jitter and shimmer, have
been applied as voice quality measures. There is little information about the effects of speaking loudly
or of ergonomics on vocal fatigue. Verdolini-Marston (1990) has shown that when subjects speak
softly the subglottic threshold pressure is higher in dry air (30-35%) than in humid (85-100%) air.
The purpose of this study was to estimate the changes in jitter and shimmer of healthy voices during a
time period as long as a teacher's average working day.

Materials and methods

A working day was simulated by reading aloud five x45 minute periods. Each 45 minute loading
period was followed by 15 minutes of rest. Subjects had a 45 minute lunch break after three reading
periods. Reading was performed at a normal (55-65 dBSPL at 2 m) or loud (65-75 dBSPL at 2 m)
speaking level, in a standing or sitting position in dry (25±5:%) or humid (65±5 %) air. 40 female and
40 male subjects participated in the study. The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 45 years old, with a
mean of 22 years old. Voice samples were recorded in a sound treated room five times during the
simulated day. Fundamental frequency, jitter and shimmer were measured from sustained /a/-vowel
phonations which were pr- Juced at a comfortable pitch and loudness. The length of the analysis
window was 300 cycles anu the measurements were made from the first and the last third parts of the
phonations.
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Results

The fundamental frequency of sustained /a/-phonations are shown in Fig. 1. Reading aloud produced
increases in fundamental frequencies for both female and male subjects. This rise was detected within
the first 45 minutes of reading aloud. Fundamental frequencies decreased slightly after the lunch
break, but increased again during the afternoon loading period. Statistically, the effect of loading was
highly significant (p<0.001, Repeated Measures of Analysis of Variance, Keselman HJ & al. 1984).

Females Males

400- 200-
350 175
300 150
250 125
200 100

150 75
1 0 0 ' I I 1 5 0 a p p

RI L1 L2 R2 L3 R1 LI L2 R2 L3

Sample Sample

Fig. 1. Fundamental frequency of females (n=40) and males (n=40), means and standard
deviations. Rl=sample before reading, Ll=sample after first loading period, L2= sample
after third loading period, R2= sample after lunch break and L3= sample after fifth
loading period.

Table 1. Jitter and shimmer values, mean ±SD. n=40
R 1 =sample before reading, Ll=sample after first loading period, L2= sample after third
loading period, R2= sample after lunch break and L3= sample after fifth loading period.

Sample Jitter Shimmer
Females Males Females Males

Ri 2,2±2,1 2,2±1,9 0,9±0,6 0,8±0,4
LI 1,8±1,3 2,8±2,7 0,6±0,4 0,8±0,5
L2 2,1±1,8 3,7±3,8 0,6±0,4 0,8±0,4
R2 2,1±2,0 2,5±1,9 0,7±0,3 0,9±0,4
1U 2,2±2,5 3,9±3,4 0,6±0,4 0,8±0,5

The jitter and shimmer values for females and males are presented in Table 1. The Repeated Measures

of Analysis of Variance produced no statistically significant effect on loading or reading conditions.

From the 80 subjects, 20 subjects were selected whose fundamental frequencies did not increase. Ten
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was statistically almost significant (p<0.0 5 Repeated Measures of Analysis of Variance), but there
was no significant difference in the changes of jitter between the groups (Analysis of Variance of
Contrast Variables). Jitter values measured from the second segment of the sustained vowel were
somewhat higher than values measured from the first segment, whereas the variability of the values
was higher in the second segment than in the first segment. Mean values of shimmer increased during
the loading of voice, but this change was not found to be statistically significant.

Discussion

Jitter and shimmer have been found to correlate with the perceived quality of voice (Askenfelt 1986).
High jitter levels have been linked to voices which have pathological masses in the vocal folds
(Lieberman 1963). In this study, jitter increased as a result of vocal fatigue after reading aloud.
However, no correlation was established between reading conditions and jitter values. This may
support the findings of Orlikoff et al (1990, 1991) that jitter is dependent on voice level and on
fundamental frequency. Since the loudness and the pitch of voice were not controlled in this study,
the possible differences in jitter between groups may have been missed in the fundamental frequency
increment.

Air humidity did not have an effect on the jitter or shimmer values for those subjects whose
fundamental frequencies did not change. This may be due to high variability in fundamental
frequency, jitter and shimmer. The standard deviations in this study included the intra- and inter
subject variability in repeated task performances. Great variability makes the test insensitive in
detecting the possible effects of relative humidity, reading loudness or posture on voice perturbation
measures. Test sensitivity would be improved by controlling vocal intensity and pitch during voice
tasks.

Conclusions

• Loading of voice during a working day increases fundamental frequency and jitter values of
sustained phonations among young and healthy subjects.

* Shimmer does not change significantly because of loading of voice during a working day.
* No effects of reading loudness, posture or relative humidity of air was found on fundamental

frequency, jitter or shimmer.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this investigation is to achieve a diagnosis of the
acoustic environment inside classrooms and its correlations with
audiological, learning and behaviora problems of schoolchildren
between 7 and 18 year of age in Chile.

An analysis of principal components reduced all observed
variables to a few dimensions, allowing to describe and predict
the acoustic pollution problem. A Discriminator Analysis
revealed an indicator of ambient noise which may prove useful in
classifying environments acoustically polluted.

RESUMEE

Dans ce travail on pr~sente une m~thode pour diagnostiquer des
ambients acoustiques A l'interieur des salles de classe et sa
correlation concernant des probl~mes d'apprentissage, de r~ponse
audiologique et des comportement des 6tudiants chiliens d'age entre
7 et 18 ans.

Une analyse des composantes principales a permis r~duire les
variables observ~es & seulement quelques dimensions avec lesquelles
on peut d~crire et pr~dire les probl~mes de pollution acoustique.

Une analyse discriminatrice a pu montrer l'existence d'un
indicateur de bruit ambiental qui pourrait etre util dans la
classification des ambients A faible et haut risques de devenir
acustiquement pollu~s.
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INTRODUCTION

This study describes the structure of the various factors that
interfere in the Acoustic Pollution problem in educational schools.
The investigation is centered on a diagnosis of the acoustic
environment inside classrooms, and correlated with audiological,
learning and behavioral problems of schoolchildren between 7 and 18
years of age in Chile. The present sample of data was obtained in
three schools (a mixed one, one for man and one for woman). 1

The acoustical factors include the following:

1. A classification of the classrooms as anechoic, reverberant or
too reverberant, and indicating the possibilities of a
treatment.2

2. A diagnosis of the acoustical environment, indicating the
educational activities which can be performed in a normal way
or which may be affected.'

3. An assessment of the (speech) signal received, determining the
quality of the communication, and possible memory or
concentration problems related to complex educational tasks.

4. A teacher's diagnosis on the noip~e quantity to which he/she is
exposed, together with his/her anamnesis.

The information about the schoolchildren includes the auditory
background, language background, psychological background, school
results and results of a medical examination.

An analysis of principal components reduced all observed variables
to a few dimensions, and is found adequate to describe and predict
the problem. A Discriminator Analysis revealed an indicator of
ambient noise which may prove useful in classifying environments of
low or high risk of being acoustically polluted. 4 The criterion to
decide if a given place is of high or low risk, will be based on
the diagnosis by an expert in learning psychology, with the
schoolchildren's history as a background. 5, 6

PROCEDURE

The size of the sample was about 2000 schoolchildren and the
following tests were proposed: a.- Test of comprehension of
standardized reading; b.- Audiometric evaluation of pure tones
(screening), which is a reliable procedure in order to obtain the
auditive sensibility able to lead to the valid assumption of
Logoaudiometric evaluation; c.- Application of a protocol to
evaluate the articulation of oral language of fonemas and also
to detect dislalias; d.- An acoustic evafuation of environment
and closed places, including basic measurement of equivalent basic
level, acoustics spectrum characteristics of room, reverberation
time, signal-noise levels and doses of exposure.
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RESULT

The Analysis of principal components reduced 37 observed
variables to a few dimensions and Discriminator Analysis revealed
an indicator of ambient noise for classifying individuals into
separate groups on the basis of their observed characteristics.
More over, it permitted to solved problems like to lost
information, unobtainable information, prediction and testing to
destruction.

The correlation coefficient matrix shows:

- A tendency in schoolchildren with learning problems to show
altered audibility patterns.

- The differences in the shoolchildren profile with learnin~g
problems, is shown in the audible rank and fundamentally in
the frequencies spectra more sensitive to oral
communication.

- Even though audibility levels considered as normals are HL
25 dB, we must highlight the existence of a threshold
relatively high in low frequencies (250 and 500 Hz) for a
very young population.

- For high frequencies, 6000 and.,I000 Hz there are differences
statistically significative in the threshold of pure or
clean tone which belongs to the area of higher sensibility
to be damaged by noise.
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NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF NOISE AND INTELLIGIBILITY LEVELS

IN INDUSTRIAL HALLS

D.TAILLIFET
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Summary :
EDF, the French electricty company, operates various types of plants.
To predict the noise levels and optimize noise control investments, numerical codes have

been developed, based on finite difference methods for low frequencies, and ray methods for medium
frequencies. Noise level maps can be predicted, and examples are given.

ýý iy methods can also be used to compute various intelligibility criteria such as WMTF or
STI. It is thus possible to optimize the power and position of the loudspeakers used to emit vocal
messages in the plant.

Resume :
EDF, tlectricitd de France, exploite divers typdt d'installations de production.
Pour privoir les niveaux sonores, et optimiser les investissements d'insonorisation, des

modules num~riques ont dt6 d~veloppds. Ils utilisent des m~thodes de differences finies pour les
basses frdquences, et des m~thodes de rayons pour les moyennes frdquences. Des cartes de bruit ont
pu 6tre calcul~es. Quelques exemples sont fournis.

Les mdthodes de rayons permettent en outre de calculer divers critres d'intelligibilit6 tels le
WMTF ou le STI. I1 est ainsi possible d'optimiser en puissance et position les haut-parleurs utilis~s
pour transmettre des messages vocaux dans la centrale.

EDF and its plants

The protection of the staff from noise in power plants of any type has been for years a
continuous concern of Electrici~e de France.

Nevertheless, the progressive growing of the power of nuclear plants (900, 1300 and soon
1450 MW), and the building, for a given power, of a number of quasi identical plants has lead to the
development of global approaches for noise control, usirg specific computer codes.

Noise level prediction

The following methods all consider in a first step that relevant parameters of the sources
(power and directivity or surface velocities) are known. A propagation computation thus leads to
noise levels.

a) simple laws
The first idea to predict noise level could be to use simple laws as Sabine's, or various

simple methods based on spatial decay curve computation. Those method are unrelevant to the
problem, due to the size and shape of the halls, and to the high number of different type sources.
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b) Helmholtz equation

In certain cases, standing waves leading to spatial variation up to 10 dB, specially around
100 Hz, occur. These standing waves can be computed solving Helmholtz equation:

Ap +k2 p = 0,

with boundary conditions such as wall impedance and velocity on the source surfaces. The
equation, of course, deals with a pure tone propagation at the frequency f corresponding to the wave

number k-2xfc

This equation can be solved by finite elements methods or finite difference methods. Both
approaches have been implemented and validated in the case of simple geometries. Due to the
important number of degrees of freedom, finite element methods cannot be used to compute great
halls as the turbine hall.

A finite difference method has been used, for example at Dampierre, a 900 MW power planL
It has been shown that a 5dB mean noise level reduction could have been obtained if a 1000 m2

surface had been covered with sound absorbant material. This computation appears as quite too heavy
(several hours of a CRAY XMP computer) to be considered as a usual engineering tool.

b) Medium frequency approach

In fact, the case of pure tones is relatively rare, and, usually, noise in power plants concerns
a wide frequency band, correponding to a great number of modal frequencies of the hall. In such a
case, energetic approaches are usally considered as relevant.

The ray-tracing computation is thus based on geometrical acoustics approximations. It means
that acoustical propagation is dealed with as if it was optical propagation, without diffraction. The
geometry and acoustical parameters of the walls and various obstacles are given, as well as the power
and directivity of the machine sources. The code "follows" a great numbers of rays emited by the
sources in their straightforward propagation. They carry a certain amount of acoustical energy which
is decayed each time a wall or obstacle is encoutered, according to the wall absorption coefficient.(fig
1). A certain number of cells are considered, so that when a ray goes through one of those cells, its
energy is added to the energy already computed. The process ends when the energy of the ray as
sufficiently decreased, usually after about twenty reflections, and a noise level map can be plotted,
according to the enegies stored in the cells.

The method gives quite good results when compared to measured noise levels. An inversion
procedure even permits, using an optimization algorithm, to find the source powers giving the less
square error comparing measured to computed noise level maps.

Intelligibility level prediction

a) the problem

In nuclear power plants, spoken messages are transmited to various working places,
specially in the turbine hall. Due to the high noise levels (around 90 dB(A)), and the high
reverberation times (usually higher than 6 or 7 seconds at 1000Hz), the intelligibility of those
messages is very poor, except when the worker is close to the loudspeaker. Increasing the message
power is not always an efficient solution, and no usual engineering tools were avalaible to optimize
the situation.

b) ray-tracing method: an oppotunity

The idea of extending the existing ray-tracing method to intelligibility computation has thus
emerged. In that case, the noise level map is considered as known. It may be computed as presented,
or measured. A time dependant computation is made. Each loudspeaker is now a source, and a step in
energy is considered as emited. The ray-tracing procedure is implemented as for noise level
computation, but time ,-Iqv is stored as well as energy when one of the about 5000 rays taken into
account reaches a cell. It is thus possible for each cell to plot a time history of the energy (fig3). The
computation is made in five octave bands from 250 Hz to 4000Hz, wall coefficients and source
emission beeing of different values. 186



It is then possible, using the time history, to compute various criteria as WMTF an STI.

d) results

Computations have been performed for various nuclear plant turbine halls. We noticed that
in the situation usually dealed with in power plants, these two criteria give roughly comparable
results, but the variation of the values with the background noise seems smoother tor STI criterion
man for WMTF criterion.

In the case of St Laurent B I, a complete study has been performed. In that hall which is
roughly 90 meters long and 50 meters wide, 19 loudspeakers are present. The first computation gave
the mean intelligibility level value : 52%, which is obviously unsufficient, and leads of course to
unintelligible messages. A predictive study was performed, testing numerically various numbers and
dispositions of loudspeakers. A solution using 24 loudspeakers has proved quite good and their
adjustable powers for each octave band have been numerically optimized using an optimization
algorithm. The final result is an intelligibility level of 79%, which appears numerically as "the best"
result. Considering the installation specificities, the solution that has been tested in the plant has a
predicted intelligibility mean level of 64%.

The test was made in the plant, and RASTI measurements confirmed the results. Working
people considered the improvement as quite significant.

Conclusion

The method rapidly presented in this paper permits industrial predictive computation of a
spoken message emission system. In can be used in many types of industrial situations, and gives a
quantitative basis to guide the designers' know-how .

-A
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ray observation plan

Fig 1. Illustration of Ray-tracing technique
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Fig 2 Modelisation of the turbine Hall
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ABSTRACT

Reverberation and noise in a room affect speech discrimination. Sound-absorbing materials are
used to shorten reverberation times. Acoustic design of classrooms should be based on the
objective of achieving the highest possible degree of speech intelligibility for all the pupils as well
as for the teacher. Such acoustic conditions are attaiAed by means of an optimal coverage with
sound absorption material at the correct locations.
The aim with this study was to find good acoustic conditions for speech intelligibility, as
measured with reverberation time and RASTI value.
The full-scale experiments involved were carried out in a space dimensioned for 30 pupils and
built in a laboratory. Reduction of reverberation was implemented by means of 50 mm thick
mineral wool panels, at five different arrangement alternatives. The target was obtaining a RASTI
value of 0.75 or better. Obtaining that value requires mounting of mineral wool panels on two
surfaces, i.e., on the ceiling and on the back wall. The total coverage required was about 30% of
the total combined wall and ceiling surface area.

INTRODUCTION

In most educational settings, classroom intruction is based on speech communication and, for this
reason, good classroom acoustics is essential.
In a classroom, the distance between teacher and pupils is several meters. An acceptable speech
transmission between them needs good reverberation conditions and low noise levels. The typical
shape of a classroom is a rectangle, and the surfaces are usually hard. One possibility to affect
reverberation conditions is to cover the ceiling and wall with sound-absorbing material, e.g.,
mineral wool. The coverage and arrangement of the material, however, affect the speech
transmission properties of the room. Reverberation time measurement does not measure speech
intelligibility, and the psychoacoustic method of speech recognition does not show minor changes
in speech transmission between various locations in a room.
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The Ministry of the Environment in Finland specifies limits for reverberation times in
classrooms. Reverberation times should remain within a range of 0.6 to 0.9 s at frequencies from
250 to 2000 Hz.
The RASTI (Rapid Speech Traasmission Index) method was used to estimate the speech
transmission in the room (1). The relation of the subjective intelligibility scale to the RASTI
values according to Houtgast & Steneken (2) is: excellent 1.00-0.75, good 0.75-0.60, fair 0.60-
0.45, poor 0.45-0.30 and bad 0.30-0.
The aim of this study was to find good acoustic conditions for speech intelligibility, as measured
using RASTI indexes and reverberation times. The results are to be used for the design of the
classrooms acoustics of a school for 1000 pupils, which is to be completed in the autumn, 1994.

METHODS

A test classroom was built in an acoustics laboratory. The room was dimensioned 8.8 by 7.1 m
and 3.1 m high. Reduction of reverberation time in an empty classroom was implemented by
means of 50 mm thick mineral wool panels. In the first phase of the experiment, the back wall
was covered with the absorption material, step by step, while the side walls remained uncovered.
In the second phase, mineral wool was applied on the ceiling alone, whereas all other surfaces
were naked. Finally, absorption panels were fixed both on back wall and ceiling.
The reverberation time was measured according to ISO 3382 Standard (3), using building
acoustics analyzer B&K 4418,sound source B&K 4224, and rotating microphone boom B&K
3923. The spatial averaging time was 16 s for elch third-octave band. The radius of the
microphone boom was 1 meter. In the RASTI method, the location of the transmitter was
selected to represent the main speech area of the teacher, and that of the receiver, the listening
areas of the pupils, respectively. The signal transmitter B&K 4225, was placed in front, and the
receiver B&K 4419, at eight different locations in the room as shown in Fig. 1. The measured
time for each RASTI value was 16 s. The RASTI values shown are the means of three successive
measurements. The various absorption material arrangements are shown in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows
the final arrangement of the mineral wool panels required for the acoustic design of the test
classroom.

Table 1. Coverage and arrangement of mineral wool panels in the test classroom. Total floor area
of classroom is 63 M2 , and the combined area of walls and ceiling, 162 M 2 .

Absorption material coverage (%)

Test
No. Ceiling Of back Of total Area of absorption

wall area material
(63 M 2) (22 m2) (162m 2) (M 2)

1. No absorption material. Wall surfaces gypsum wallboard
2. - 37 5 8
3. 46 -- 18 -29
4. 100 -- 39 63
5. 46 38 23 37
6. 46 38 28 See Figl. 46
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Fig. 1. Classroom setup for measurement. S denotes transmitter location, and 1 through 8, the

locations of the receiver during the RASTI measurements.

RESULTS

The reverberation times in the classroom are presented in Fig.2., for five octave bands. Fig. 3
shows the RASTI value dependence on the coverage a4d location of the mineral wool panels. The
coverage of the absorption material is shown as a percentage of the total room surface area from
which the floor area is subtracted.

2,6 0,8 6

5 A
2,2- 32 0,7

0,1,8"! 0,6 - 4""
a- - 3 4

51, 0,5

1,0 /1/

0,40,O

0,25 0,5 1,0 2,0 4,0 0,3 0 10 20 30 40

octave band (kHz) area M

Fig .2. Dependence of reverberation time on Fig .3.Dependence of RASTI value on covera-
coverage and location of absorption material ge and location of absorption material.

(Measured curves are numbered in Table 1)
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DISCUSSION

Measurements were conducted in an empty room because people have an absorptive effect that
improves speech transmission whereas the presence of furniture makes the sound field more
diffuse. On the other hand, during classroom instruction, pupils cause noise which decreases
speech intelligibility. Also in practice, the measurements should be conducted in an unoccupied
and unfurnished room because the amount of people and the type of furniture vary in different
rooms. Thus, specifications are also given for unfurnished and for unoccupied rooms.
The RASTI method was considered to be a more valid method than reverberation time for
estimating the speech transmission properties of a classroom. Our choice of acceptable acoustical
treatment for classrooms was a treatment in which the RASTI value was 0.75 or better.
With an absorption material coverage of 30 % of the total area, a RASTI value of 0.75 or better
was reached. Doubling the amount of absorption material did not give much higher values.The
value 0.75 is as thus a compromise between the speech transmission quality and the amount ot
absorption material used.
Acoustic treatment is usually done by placing absorption material only in the ceiling. This is
because the ceiling is free of furniture and shock-proof. However, placing material only in the
ceiling does not produce satisfactory results. Minimum requirements according to the present
study stipulate that material should be placed on two separate surfaces. The proper surfaces are
the back wall and/or side wall and the ceiling. With the same amount of material, a significantly
higher RASTI value is measured if the material is placdd on two surfaces. Not only is the amount
of absorption material a determining factor, as stated by the Sabine formula, but also the location
of the material is very important.

CONCLUSIONS

-The RASTI value depends on the placement and of coverage the absorption material.
-The use of mineral wool on one surface, in the ceiling or on the back wall, was not enough to
yield an excellent acoustic environment, where the RASTI value is 0.75 or better. To achieve
this, it was necessary to place mineral wool on two surfaces.
-The total area of absorption material needed to reach a RASTI value of 0.75 was approximately
30 % of the maximum absorption area, i.e., the area of the walls and the ceiling.
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ACOUSTIC EAR CANAL ATTENUATION OF HEARING PROTECTORS AND ANR-
HEADSETS AT >85dB, INFLIGHT AND IN THE LABORATORY.

WOXEN, Ole J. and BORCHGREVINK, Hans M.
HQ Defence Command Norway, FSAN Dpt. Environmental Medicine,
Oslo.

ABSTRACT.

In the present study we examined the sound attenuation of the
Alpha air-craft pilot helmet headset with and without active
noise reduction (ANR) in 17 normal-hearing twenty-year-old male
conscripts. We used the portable Rastronics PortaREM-20
"insertion gain" system. The stimulus was 8000-to-125 Hz falling
free-field narrow-band sweep-noise. Registrations were performed
in a non-attenuated room, first without Alpha-helmet, then with
Alpha-helmet and ANR off, then with Alpha-helmet and ANR on
(active). The mean attenuation values showed that the ANR-system
provided additional attenuation up to 20 dB in the frequency
range < 800 Hz, with standard devations in the 4-5 dB range. The
ANR thus offers extra attenuation for low frequency ( e.g.
combustion engine) noise, where *.the "passive" muff/headset
attenuation characteristically is Rdor and insufficient. With the
same portable equipment corresponding results were obtained in
an inflight helicopter case study with the Alpha helmet and the
ANR system off versus on, using the actual helicopter noise as
the "stimulus" noise source. For the frequencies 500 - 1000 Hz
however, ANR produced a small amplification which increased when
listening to radio communication. The same was found for Telex
headset with ANR used for the High Frequency-radio in the P3B-
Orion maritime surveillance aircraft. Noise accompanying the
radio signal was not cancelled, but amplified by the ANR-system.
Otherwise the "insertion loss" attenuation data matched or were
somewhat poorer than the manufacturer's REAT data at threshold,
but corresponded well with that of other authors (Hellstrom 1991).
Thus the "insertion gain" procedure seems reliable and valid and
thus may be applied to study hearing protector attenuation at
noise hazard levels under operative and non-attenuated laboratory
conditions.

INTRODUCTION.

Commercial computerized "insertion gain" equipement has recently
been developed to improve the individual fitting of hearing aids.
With this procedure a slender silicone probe-tube connected to
an outside microphone is inserted in the ear canal, registering
the sound pressure level < 5 mm in front of the tympanic
membrane. In a previous study(Woxen&Borchgrevink 1991) we have
shown that this equipment and the "insertion loss"-procedure
proved satisfactory for objective attenuation measurements of
hearing protectors at noise hazard levels (>85dB) for
frequencies below 6000 Hz, and our attenuation data matched REAT
and careful laboratory ear-canal-microphone studies at threshold.

In the present study we used a portable "insertion gain" system,
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which allowea us to register headset noise attenuation both
inflight and in the laboratory, with and without active noise
reduction sysrem(ANR) activated.

METHOD.

Study 1: In a non-attenuated laboratory, ear canal registrations
were performed on 17 twenty-year-old male volunteers with
normal otoscopy and normal hearing. We used the "PortaREM 20
insertion gain" system by Rastronics, Denmark. The stimulus used
was a 8000-to-125 Hz falling 85 dB free-field narrow-band sweep-
noise. For each subject registrations were performed without
Alpha helmet, then with Alpha helmet and ANR off, then with Alpha
helmet and ANR on (active).

Study 2: Case study in a Bell 412 heliccpter with the subject
seated behind the pilot wearing Alpha helmet with and without ANR
active, and with and without radio communication - using the cabin
noise as stimulus for the "insertion loss" registrations(level
flight at travelling speed 94,7 dBA, at full speed 94 dBA, when
hovering 91,6 dBA ; Bruel&Kjaer 2230/2232 noise level meter).

Study 3: A corresponding case study, in a P3-B Orion
turbopropeller aircraft, with the subject wearing a Telex headset
- with and without ANP active, and with and without the HF-radio
in "plain-voice" position( which te navigator finds tiring and
disturbing).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

Study 1: In the non-attenuated laboratory (fig. 1) the Alpha
helmet with ANR off provided poor mean attenuation for the lower
frequencies. With PAR active , the mean attenuation improved to
reach 20 dB maximum below 800 Hz, with standard deviations in the
4-5 dB range. The manufacturer's data show somewhat better low
frequency attenuation with ANR off, and match our data with ANR
active below 800 Hz, but also shows some effect of ANR up to 2000
Hz. Our data correspond to ear canal registrations by Hellstrom
(1991).

Study 2: In the Bell 412 helicopter (fig. 2), the Alpha helmet
attenuation was comparable with laboratory data (study 1) below
500 Hz both with and without ANR when hovering. For frequencies
500 - 1000 Hz ANR active produced a small amplification which
ammQunted to 12 dB maximum with radio communication(fig.3). This
seems to be a general problem with ANR systems and compensatory
modifications are sought by the manufacturer.

Study 3: In the P3-B turbopropeller aircraft, (fig.4) the Telex
headset with ANR off showed little low-frequency attenuation,
improving to 10-15 dB <600 Hz with ANR active. As in study 2 a
small amplification was registered 700-2000 Hz, up to 8 dB. With
radio communication ("plain voice"), ANR active gave better
attenuation <400 Hz, but up to 15-17 dB amplification >400 Hz
(fig. 5).
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Accustic ear canal registrations with commercial "insert-cn galn"
equipment provides reasonably reliable objective attenuation daza
for hearing nrotectors and active noise reduction %A.NR) systemsat noise hazard .evels, both in the laboratory and under
operative inflight conditions. Probe tube placement <5 mm in
front of the ear drum is imperative. Inflight , ANR provides uD
to 20 dB extra attenuation below 800 Hz, where the headsets
characteristically gives pocr attenuation. Radio noise
accompanying radio zignals, is not canceiled, but is amplified
in the mid-frequency range by the ANR system, and inL the mid +
hiigh frequency range for HF radio signals.
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CROSS-CULTURAL COMPARISON OF COMMUNITY RESPONSE

TO ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE IN JAPAN AND THAILAND

DANKITTIKUL Wut *, IZUMI Kiyoto *, YANO Takashi *,

KUROSAWA Kazutaka * and YAMASHITA Toshio * *

Muroran Institute of Technology, 27-1 Mizumoto, Muroran 050, JAPAN
* * Kumamoto University, Kurokami 2-39-1, Kumamoto 860, JAPAN

• ** Ariake National College of Technology, Higashihagio 150, Omuta 836, JAPAN

In order to clarify the cross-cultural differences in the community response to
road traffic noise, a series of social surveys were conducted in Japan and Thai-
land. Despite great difference in climate and culture, the fundamental character-
istics of the annoyance response showed remarkable similarity. The traffic
annoyance could not effectively be explained by the noise rating scales. Subjec-
tive response to traffic vibration, road safety, natural environment and environ-
mental pollutions showed considerable contribution to the annoyance response.

1. INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of the community response to noise is widely being carried out on the energy basis

and the Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) and its derivatives are recognized as the standard method for

evaluating the environmental noise. By the experience from the recent studies, however, we have

an assertion that it is difficult to make an effective noise evaluation without including non-acous-

tical factors. In order to clarify the contribution of non-noise factors and climatic factors to the

community response to noise, a series of social surveys were conducted in three areas in Japan and

Thailand by the same method. Site 0 was selected in Muroran, Japan, where the monthly average

temperature ranged from -0.5 °C to 21.5 'C. Site R and Site W were selected in Songkhla, Thai-

land, with the average temperature ranging from 26.8 'C to 28.7 TC. Site 0 is a downtown resi-

dential area with higher housing density and better urban facilities. Site R is a newly developed

suburban area with lower housing density, whereas Site W is an old residential area in the heart of

the city. The population of Muroran was 117,852 and that of Songkhla was 143,878 at the time of

survey. This study is a part of Muroran-Gothenburg joint study.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

Social Survey: The questionnaire was first formulated in Japanese language basically following

the standard questionnaire of the joint study. It comprised 23 questions relating environmental,
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housing and personal factors plus 4 items filled in by the survey staff. Respondents in Site 0

were sampled out from the residents of detached houses by random sampling method referring to

the residence registry. In Site R and Site W, respondents were directly selected on the site by the

survey staff because of the lack of precise registry. The method of survey was the distribute-

collect method. The questionnaire was first handed to the family of each selected respondent and

was collected one to two days later. The percentages of effective questionnaire were 74.1, 92.6

and 89.5 % in Sites 0, R and W, respectively. The details are shown in Table 1.

Noise Measurement: In Site 0 a major traffic road passed along the boundary and a secondary

road passed through the site. One point for each road was selected along the road shoulder as the

reference point. Referring to the past studies in the same area, seven observation periods were

selected through 24 hours and Lcq(1t3) and Lp.ak were measured by the integrating sound level meter

LA-500. The number and kind of vehicles were manually counted during the observation periods.

National Highway Route 407 passed through the Site R. A 24-hour continuous measurement was

carried out. Two roads with considerable traffic volume passed through the Site W. Two refer-

ence points were selected and the noise measurement was made during 11 observation periods

decided by referring to the 24-hour measurement o'Site R. Noise exposure of each sampling

house was estimated by measuring the level differeAce in terms of Leq(,/ 6) between the reference

point and each housing block. Leq(24), LDN, and L of each sampling house were then calculated

with the consideration for the background noise levels of the area.

Table I Characteristics of the Surveyed Sites

Location Muroran, JAPAN Songkhla, THAILAND

Site 0 Site R Site W
Items Point 1 Point 2 Point 1 Point 2

Survey period Sept. - Oct. 1991 July - August 1992

Sample size 123 149 105

No. of respondents 96 138 94

Traffic volume / day 1,977 17,133 52,503 38,001 6,935

No. of heavy vehicles / day 93 1,998 2,214 945 15

No. of motorcycles / day 39 117 25,602 27,909 6,707

Le a4) (dB) 38.8-67.8 47.9-75.4 59.2-68.5

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Single Regression Analysis: The correlations of the annoyance responses due to road traffic

noise (traffic annoyance) and noise exposures of each respondents' houses were analyzed by the

linear regression method. The correlation coefficients in terms of L q(24) for Site 0, Site R and Site

W, were 0.490, 0.398 and 0.226, respectively.
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Leq(24) explained the variation of traffic an- Table 2 Determination Coefficient of Noise

noyance more effectively in the area with Rating Scales (%)

larger range of noise exposure. The determi- Noise Rating Scales

nation coefficients, however, were only Site Area Leq (24) LDN LMAX

about 25% at most. LDN and LMAx did not Site 0 24.1 24.3 25.3

effectively increase the correlation as shown Site R 15.8 15.8 15.8

in Table 2. Site W 5.1 5.1 5.0

Table 3 Categories of Non-Noise Variables

Category Variable

1. Potentials of Natural Environment"-*w/ Climateo°Rw/ StreetscapeR.W/
Site Area Green of Parks0 / Street Trees.

2. Environmental Traffic Vibration°R.W/ Vehicles DustO.R.w/ Vehicles ExhaustO°RW/

Pollutions Odor from Garbage Stationso°IRW/ Air Pollution from FactoriesO°R/
Factory Noiseo-R/ Odor from Factorieso'R/ Neighborhood Noiseo°W/
Water Pollution from HousesR'W/ Land Subsidence/ Odor from Market/

Odor from Fishing Port.

3. Efficiency of Proximity to Cultural Facilities (Temples)O.R.w Convenience of WorkingR'W
Site Area Convenience of ShoppingR.W/ Prox. to Marketw/ Prox. to SchoolsW/

No. of Public Telephonew/ Prox. to Sports FacilitiesR/ Prox. to Fire Station0 /
Prox. to Community Parks0 / Prox. to General Parks/ Prox. to Police Box/
Prox. to Post Office/ Prox. to Leisure Facilities/ Prox. to Shops & Stores/
Convenience of Health Services/ No. of Restaurants.

4. Comfortability Street Lightingsow/ Garbage Collecting & DisposalR/
of Site Area Sewage System.

5. Safety of Site Area Road Safety°0RAw/ Housing Security'.

6. Housing Factors Width of Housing LotW/ Ventilationw/ Adequacy of Parking Spacew/
Number of Rooms/ Esthetic Appeal/ Good Views from inside House/
Water Supply System/ Adequacy of Storage Space/ Temperature/
Natural Lighting/ Planning of House.

7. Personal Factors Length of Residence in this AreaW/ Privacy ProtectionW/ SensitivityW/
Former Residing Experience/ Length of Residence in Present Address/
Participation in Community Activities/ Quality of Site Location/
Neighborhood Companionship/ Willingness to Reside/ Sex/ Age/
Occupation/ Private Garden Occupancy/ Wife Working/ Attitude/
Member of Family; Infant, Schoolchildren, Aged Person, Patient.!
Housing Type/ Family's Income/ Family's Income (observation).

8. Noise Rating Scales L q (24) O'R'W/ LDNOR.W/ LMAXORW

Note: Superscripts 0, R and W indicate the statistically significant correlations above 5 % level in
Site O,R and W, respectively.
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Multiple Regression Analysis: In order to categorizc the non-noise variables the cluster analysis

was applied to all effective items in the questionnaire. The variables were categorized into eight

groups as shown in Table 3. In order to clarify the contributions of each variable to the traffic

annoyance, the multiple regression analysis was conducted. Variables were selected by examining

the inter-correlation between the variables. Table 4 shows the summary of the analysis. Lcq( 2 4)

was proved as the dominant factor for Site 0 and Site R, where the range of noise exposure ex-

ceeded 25 dBA. Subjective response to traffic variation was the most effective factor throughout

the three sites. Responses to the road safety, natural environment and self-reported sensitivity

showed effective contribution to the traffic annoyance. The factors relating the environmental

pollutions were also observed important. The sources of pollutions, however, varied from site to

site. Severer the pollution, stronger the contribution to the traffic annoyance. As seen in Table 4,

multiple regression models involving six to seven variables explained about half of the variation in

the traffic annoyance.

Table 4 Summary of Multiple Regression Analysis

SITE 0 SITE R SITE W

Correlation Correlation Correlation
Variable Coefficient Variable Coefficient Variable Coefficient

Traffic Vibration 0.492 Traffic Vibration 0.486 Traffic Vibration 0.477
"Lq (24) 0.434 Lcq (24) 0.331 Water Pollution 0.327
Road Safety 0.181 Sensitivity 0.205 Natural Environment 0.228
Odor from Factories 0.127 Odor from Factories 0.189 Sewage System 0.191
Automobile Possession -0.116 Natural Environment 0.101 Road Safety 0.070
Natural Environment 0.015 Road Safety 0.099 Sensitivity 0.063

Lq (24) 0.056

Determination Determination Determination
Coefficient (R2) 0.536 Coefficient (R2) 0.477 Coefficient (R2) 0.593

4. CONCLUSION

Social surveys were conducted in three sites in Japan and Thailand. Single noise rating scales did

not show the effectiveness to explain the annoyance response to road traffic noise. By multiple

regression analysis, subjective response to traffic vibration, road safety, natural environment and

environmental pollutions proved to have strong contribution to the traffic annoyance. Despite the

great difference in climate and culture, the fundamental characteristics of the community reponse

to road traffic noise showed remarkable similarity.
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FACTORS DETERMINING COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE

LERCHER Peter, WIDMANN Ulrich

Dept. of Social Medicine, University of lnnsbruck, Sonnenburgstr. 16, A-6020 Innsbruck

Abstract

A socioepidemiologic study was carried out in five rural communities located along major
transit-traffic routes through the Austrian part of the Alps.
1989 citizens (62 %), aged 25 to 64 responded to an interviewer administered questionnaire,
covering sociodemographic, medical and detailed annoyance information. Noise measurements
from over 70 locations allowed individual assignments of noise exposure based on 5 dB,A
categories (range 40-75 dB,A,Leq). The relationship between noise levels (7 categories) and
annoyance (4 grade scale) was analyzed by means of correlation and regression analysis.
Observed individual correlation (r) for this study was 0.27, correlation on group level 0.92. The
overall dose-response curve indicated an upward deviation below levels of 50 dB,A, as compared
to other surveys.
Rated impaired quality of life, perceived odorous pollution, noise sensitivity, homeownership and
membership in a citizen initiative showed the most pronounced modification of the average
noise-annoyance response. Smaller effects exhibited factors such as closing windows during
night, installed sound proof windows, sleeping room facing road, rated avoidability of source
related annoyance, low ratings on health status and noise related sleeping disturbance.

Introduction

Over the past twenty years several authors have pointed out that only a comparatively small
proportion of total variance of the annoyance reaction (typically less than 20 %) was found to be
accounted for by physical measures of noise exposure (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).
Further examinations have shown that measurement problems on the noise as well as the reaction
side are not responsible for this huge lack of variance explanation (7).
Only a small group of investigators have examined non-acoustical factors and their quantitative
contribution to the noise-annoyance curve in more detail (2, 3, 4, 7, 9).
From these investigations we know that environmental variables, life style, adaptive behavior and
attitudes as well as personal characteristics play an important role as modifiers of the
noise-annoyance relationship.
Among those, ratings of environmental quality, duration of residence, type of dwelling, home-
ownership, education, income, sex, age, jugded noise sensitivity, personality traits and specific
attitudes toward the noise source were the most commonly examined variables (6, 7).
Hitherto most surveys have be .n carried out in large urban and suburbn agglomerations. Only a
minority of studies have also included rural areas (3).
This survey was designed to get information about the noise-annoyance relationship in rural
alpine communities, exposed to highway and main road traffic, that is to a large proportion
through-traffic. It was hypothesized that non-acoustical factors may have a larger impact on
annoyance ratings in these residential and recreational areas, although noise protection programs
have already partly been carried out.
A second goal was to present the results in a way that policy makers could easily have access and
compare the results with other surveys (9).
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Methods

Study sites: Five rural communities along two major transit-routes through the alpine part of
Austria (Tyrol) were sampled systematically (10) to get a wide range of noise exposure (40 - 75
dB,A). Three communities were situated along a highway, two along a main road. The proportion
of heavy traffic was nearly identical (20/50 % day/night). In two villages noise barriers with
various degrees of effectiveness have already been established to protect areas of heavy exposure.
Community size varied between 916 and 3772 inhabitants.
Subjects: Persons aged 25 to 64 with permanent residence were selected systematically from the
census list. Those selected got an invitation to participate in the study. Th overall response was
62 % (N=1989) No relationship was found between non-response and traffic noise. In the larger
communities only a certain fraction of the inhabitants were approached to avoid a major bias
through community characteristics.
Noise exposure: Day- and nighttime noise was recorded standardized in front of people's homes
according to Austrian guidelines. An acoustitian assigned to the homes of the participants an
equivalent sound pressure level (seven 5 dB,A categories), based on long- and shortterm data
from over 70 measuring points. Day and night levels varied between 0 and 3 dB,A. 26 % of the
sample were exposed to levels above 60 dB,A, 5.5 % above 65 dBA.
Interview information: Participants were approached by trained interviewers with a standardized
questionnaire already used in an earlier pilot study. The interview covered sociodemographic,
occupational and life style information as well as medical and psychosomatic symptoms and a
detailed annoyance questionnaire. The annoyance ratings used in this analysis were obtained on a
widely used four grade scale (not at all, a little, moderatcly, very much).
Statistical analysis: Noise-annoyance curves were calc.lated separately for each modifying factor
by means of regression analysis using mean annoyance response of one of the seven noise
exposure categories. SAS-PC software was used.

Results and discussion

Individual correlations (r) betveen noise exposure level and reported annoyance ranged from
-0.04 to 0.48 in the communities surveyed (Table 1). Correlations on the group level varied
between 0 and 0.96 %. The zero correlation comes from a community with an extensive noise
protection program already implemented.
The overall noise-annoyance relationship (Fig. 1) shows even at lower levels of exposure (below
45 dB,A) a certain amount of residual annoyance. This is somewhat different from other surveys.
Our explanation is that the low background noise level in rural areas during night (20-30 dB,A)
contrasts sharply with low frequency truck noise that is underestimated by the A-weighting
scheme (10).
Among the determining factors of the noise-annoyance reaction, rated impaired quality of life
(Fig. 2), perceived odorous pollution (Fig. 3), rated noise sensitivity, membership in a citizen
initiative (Fig. 4) and homeownership (Fig. 5) showed the most pronounced departure from the
mean annoyance response in this study. However, most non-acoustical factors show a simple
parallelism of the annoyance reaction at a higher level. In contrast to this the indicator home-
ownership interacts distinctly with noise level.
A smaller but still relevant impact on the annoyance ratings had factors like windows closed
during night, installed sound proof windows, low rating on health status, noise related sleep
disturbance, sleeping room facing road, talking much about transit-traffic and rated avoidability
of the noise source.
Sex, age, educational level, duration of residence, social support by friends or relatives did not
show relevant modifications of the mean annoyance response.
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"Tables and Figuwes

Table 1. Noise - annoyance: Individual and group correlation by community

Study Individual Group Sample
site correlation (r) correlation (r) size (N)

Vomp* -0.04 0.00 501
Ellmau* 0.43 0.92 384
Going* 0.48 0.96 221
Steinach* 0.24 0.93 642
Sch6nberg* 0.29 0.64 218
Total sample* 0.27 0.92 1966
International** 0.42 0.77 n.a.

* Adjusted for age, sex, education by means of partial correlation analysis
** Mean of 14 international studies on road noise: R.F.S. Job 1988 (7)

Fig. 1. Noise-annoyance response: comparison
X Hifhfy annoyed
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Fig. 2. Noise- Annoyance - Response Fig. 3. Noise - Annoyance - Response

by Impairment- of life quality by perceived odorous pollution

Annoyance Annoyance
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yes . - yes - o -
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no no
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not at all -fnot at all __

42.5 47.5 52.5 57.5 62.5 67.5 72.5 42.5 47.5 52.5 57.5 62.5 67.5 72.5

Equivalent sound pressure level, dBA Equivalent sound pressure level, dB,A

Fig. 4. Noise -Annoyance -Response Fig. 5. Noise -Annoyance -Response

by Initiative membership by homeownership

Annoyance Annoyance

very much- very much-

yes .'"
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a little a little tenant

not at all - _______ ____ ____not at all _
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Equivalent sound pressure level, dB,A Equivalent sound pressure level, dB.A
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SUBJECTIVE RESPONSE TO TRAFFIC NOISE. THE IMPORTANCE GIVEN TO
NOISE ENVIRONMENT IN CHOOSING A PLACE OF RESIDENCE.'

LOPEZ BARRIO, Isabel; CARLES, Josi Luis
Instituto de Acdstica (CSIC)

Cl Serrano, 144. 28006 MADRID

Abstract.- This paper present the results of a research project which principal aim was to determine
subjective responses to traffic noise. The study was carried out with a sample of 800 subjects
resident in Madrid and exposed to a wide range of noise levels (50-80 dBA). Results show a low
correlation between individual annoyance and noise levels registered (r = 0.298). Bearing in mind
this outcome, other non-acoustic factors were considered (sensitivity and satisfaction with the
neighbourhood). Of these factors, sensitivity proved to be an important response predictor. The study
also analyzes how the population rated noise environment against other features of a neighbourhood
when fixing their place of residence.

Risume.- Ce travail pr6sente une pattie des risultats d'une recherche dont l'objectif principal a &t6
la d~termination des r~ponses subjectives quant au bruit de trafic. L'Utude a &t6 realis~e avec un
6chantillon de 800 sujets residents S Madrid, exposes a une gamme ample de niveaux de bruits
(entre 55-80 dBA). Les risultats de cc travail montrent une correlation basse entre la gene
individuelle ressentie et les niveaux de bruit mesures (r=0.298). En tenant compte de ce resultat, a
&t6 ausii analysee l'importance d'autres facteurs non-acoustiques (sensibilit6 et satisfaction avec le
quartier), 6tant la sensibilit6 une variable determinante de telle r~action. De m~me, cette dtude
analyse l'importance attribude ý l'ambiance du bruit entr les diffdrents aspects du quartier quant au
choix du lieu de risidence.

Introduction

Noise is one of the main problems affecting our environment. This fact has given rise to a series
of studies in the most developed countries aimed at determining subjective response to noise
exposure. In Spain, with the exception of a few studies (Garcia, 1987; Ayuntamiento de Zaragoza,
1990), most of the research carried out in this regard has been centred primarily on an evaluation
of the noise levels affecting Spanish cities (acoustic maps), with only passing attention to the
evaluation of subjective response to this form of pollution.

The present study aims to make a contribution to this field of acoustics and sets out some of the
findings of a wider study designed to assess population response to traffic noise and determine
possible non-acoustic variables of influence in this subjective response (age, sex, sensitivity,
neighbourhood satisfaction, type of residence, etc.) Given the high degree of civic awareness on this
matter in Spain, a second objective was to find out what importance people gave to noise
environment in fixing their place of residence

Methodology

The decision as to which areas to study was taken in line with the following criteria: a) exposure
to a wide range of noise levels. b) the presence of different types of housing (tower blocks, detached
dwellings, semi-detached dwellings). c) a certain uniformity of housing stock as regards period and

1 This study forms part of a research programme financed by
CICYT (No. SEUI PB0215).
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type of construction, allowing us to presume similar insulation levels. d) a minimum of two
windows looking onto the street.

Following these criteria, two zones of subsidized housing were selected in the Madrid metropolitan
area. Both zones are exposed to a wide range of nose levels (50-80 dBA). The number of subjects
participating in the study was 800, of whom 60% were women. The breakdown of the sample by
noise levels is as follows: 30% -50-55 dBA; 29% - 56-65 dBA; 31% - 66-75 dBA and 10% -
>75 dBA.

The questionnaire included items relating to satisfaction with neighbourhood, interference in daily
life, personal characteristics associated with noise perception (sensitivity, adaptation, beliefs...),
noise-associated conduct (closing windows) and questions concerning the subjects' individual
characteristics.

Subjective response to noise environment was measured by means of the following question: "When
at home, how annoyed do you get by the noise that reaches you from the street?". Answers were
on a scale of four points: "very annoyed," "fairly annoyed", "slightly annoyed" or "not at all
annoyed".

Noise levels were taken as those used in the study of the acoustic map of Madrid (Santiago, 1990,
1992). Measurements were taken during 8 hours a day in period of daylight and readings translated
to the equivalent continuous sound level (Leq) in dBA.

Results

In the zones studied, of all neighbourhood features analyzed1, traffic noise was one of the aspects
with which respondents declared themselves least satisfied, second only to street insecurity. Among
sources of traffic noise, motorcycles, car horns and sirens were the most noticed (80%) and the
most annoying (32% "very annoyed").

As regards noise-related interferences, it was found that sleep and activities requiring concentration
(reading, study) were stated as those suffering most interference from noise nuisance. The
percentage of residents declaring themselves "very annoyed" by such disturbances was 52.5% and
49% respectively. The correlation between noise-exposure levels and interferences was r=-0.300.
Interference factors were likewise related to annoyance (r=0.521) and the habit of closing windows
(r=0.350).

The percentage of subjects declaring themselves "very annoyed" varied with the noise level in
question. A critical noise levcl was identified in the region of 65-75dBA Leq, above which the
degree of annoyance rapidly ezilated. The correlation between noise level and individual responses
was relatively low (r=0.296), with noise level accounting for only 9% of variance on the annoyance
scale.

When we used a multi-item scale (annoyance + loudness + interferences) to measure noise
response, the noise-response correlation increased slightly (r=0.40).

1Public transport, parks and gardens, refuse collection, neighbours, noise level, leisure facilities, air

pollution, schools, health centres, street insecurity, shops and markets.
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Given that noise level accounts for only a small percentage of variance in individual annoyance
response, we next sought to determine other possible predictors of subjective response. To this end,
we carried out a multiple regression analysis taking annoyance as a dependent variable and noise
level and the various non-acoustic factors included in the study as independent variables.

Results (Table 1) show that the individual characteristics of most weight in predicting annoyance
seem to be sensitivity to noise and perceptions of the quality of the area resided in (degree of
satisfaction with different aspects of the neighbourhood). These two variables together with noise
level account for 22% of the individual annoyance response variance. As the other non-acoustic
variables analyzed (age, sex, beliefs, objective characteristics of housing, etc.) were not selected by
the regression analysis, these do not seem to be determinants of noise response.

TABLE 1. Regression analysis on annoyance.

Variables Std. reg. coeff. R

Sensitivity 0.3421 0.1170
Noise level 0.4562 0.2081
Perceived quality of area -0.4691 0.2200

We can observe from the results shown in Table 1 that, in this study, sensitivity, the first
independent variable to enter the analysis and registering greater significance than noise level, is the
main predictor of subjective annoyance response and, as such, the most important variable affecting
said response.

Sensitivity to noise environment is measured on a scale of three categories, with subjects declaring
themselves "sensitive", "not sensitive at all" (non-sensitive) or "neither" (neutral) (Langdon, 1976).
According to the responses obtained, subjects were divided into three groups: sensitive, 43.3%;
neutral, 42.8% and non-sensitive, 13.8%. Analyses carried out showed that sensitivity does not
depend on noise level; the correlation between them is not statistically significant (r=0.03). It was
also found that sex throws up no significant differences as regards sensitivity to noise; 40% of men
and 46% of women declared themselves "sensitive" to noise. In contrast, age did have a significant
influence, with younger (18-30) subjects proving the least sensitive to noise (57.2% neutral). From
this age onwards, a high percentage of subjects (51%) define themselves as "sensitive". On
analyzing sensitivity jointly by age and sex, no significant differences were identified except in the
41-50 age group, in which 57% of women as against 35% of men declared themselves "sensitive"
to noise.

Finally, it was found that although residents considered noise one of the least satisfactory of the
neighbourhood characteristics mentioned, only 30% of those interviewed would consider a
neighbourhood's noise environment as an important factor in the hypothetical case of being able to
choose their place of residence (ideal neighbourhood). In this regard, those subjects exposed to
levels of over 65 dBA in their present homes considered the noise aspect more important (49%)
than those exposed to lower levels (14%). In this respect, prior experience of high noise levels
would seem to be a determining factor.
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Conclusions

Thc correlation obtained between noise exposure level and annoyance was relatively low; a similar
result to that found by other researchers.

Sensitivity to noise pro/ed to be an important predictor of subjective response, accounting for a
higher percentage of subjective response variability than exposure levels per se

The 65 dBA level was found to constitute a critical exposure point in terms both of subjective
response and interferences.
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS IN TERMS OF PSYCHO-SOCIAL WELLBEING, ANNOYANCE AND

SLEEP DISTURBANCE IN AREAS EXPOSED TO HIGH LEVELS OF ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE.

OHRSTROM, Evy

Department of Environmental Medicine University of Gothenburg, Medicinaregatan 16,
413 90 Gothenburg, Sweden.

The paper presents different studies on long term effects of exposure to high levels of road
traffic noise. The results from the third study, which involves 6 noisy areas with different
number of heavy vehicles and a quiet control area, are presented more in detail. The effects were
evaluated by postal questionnaires with 22 questions on psycho-social wellbeing (PSW), as well
as questions on sleep and general annoyance. The results showed that people having bedrooms
facing the street had lower PSW and worse sleep quality as compared to those having bedrooms
facing the courtyard.

INTRODUCTION

Exposure to road traffic noise might in the long term lead not only to annoyance, sleep
disturbance and interference with other activities, but also to decreased psycho-social wellbeing
and increased medical symptoms. In some studies even,,nore serious symptoms such as
psychiatric symptoms have been connected with exposure to environmental noise.
Concerning effects of noise exposure on psycho-social wellbeing and medical symptoms, a field
survey in Gothenburg 1986 (1) involving 105 subjects at different distances from a heavy
trafficked road (study I) showed that, except for noise annoyance and sleep disturbances, medical
and psycho-social symptoms were significantly more frequent in the area close to the road. In
1989 (2) a second study (study 11) was performed in a noisy area and a quiet control area
involving 248 subjects. This study showed that psycho-social wellbeing (PSW) was significantly
lower among people living in apartments facing the street in the noisy area as compared to the
quiet control area. In the noisy area people had more difficulties to go to sleep and the use of
sleeping pills and earplugs was higher than in the quiet control area.
To further elucidate the possible long term health effects from road traffic noise a new study
(study II) was performed in 1990 in 6 areas exposed to different numbers of heavy vehicles and
a quiet control area.

METHOD

Questionnaire: In study II a questionnaire was constructed to evaluate not only annoyance
reactions and sleep disturbances but also psycho-social wellbeing (PSW). PSW was evaluated by
26 questions concerning depression, relaxation, activity, passivity, general well-being and social
orientation. In study III a revised questionnaire on PSW containing 22 questions graded from 1
(worst) - 6 (best) was used. The postal questionnaire was sent to 841 subjects between 18 and 75
years of age who had lived in the area for at least one year. Of those who responded to the
questionnaire (62 %) 434 fullfilled the requirement that their apartment should have at least one
window facing the street. The sample in the quiet area was found to have different distribution
in age and civil state and therefore an ajustment was made to get the same distribution as in the
noisy areas. After this ajustment the sample in the quiet area was reduced from 160 to 95 subjects.
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Noise exposure: To get a wide variation in noise exposure six city areas with different number
of heavy vehicles were chosen ranging from 220 to 9 240 day and night. The Leq level ranged
from 61.6 to 74.7 dBA, the total number of vehicles night and day varied between 5 590 and
77 000 and the number of noise events over 80 dBA maximum noise level ranged from 107 to
1417. In the quiet control area the maximum noise level did not exceed 50-55 dBA in front of
the houses. A short decription of some individual variables and the noise exposure is given in
table 1.

Table 1. Description of individual variables and noise exposure.

Control1

Number of respondents 132 ::66.ý .... . .....4..95

Time of residence: & 73 I. 62 U 1 10.7
~~~~~.. ... ... ... .........•iii

Mean Age: 40 6 6 0 7~ 42.7

Total number of 5590, 1i9M J2 119M 23100 2550 17700 W
vehicles

Heavy vehicles 220 357, 1(V3 1396 1785 9240 M
> 8o dBA max 107 274 1,417 1099 761 831 0

Leq 616 64 M .7 :M7 61 70.6 74. -

L90 46.3 1472 t46.4 52.9• 52.2 57.3

Other individual variables such as working outside home, sex, noise sensitivity and chronic
illness did not differ significantly between the areas.

RESULTS

Annoyance to noise and appreciation of the living environment is shown in table 2.

Table 2. Annoyance and appreciation of the living environment.

.. .......... . ..I. .. . C ontrol

"% very annoyed by noise 13 26 43 42 43 35 7

"% very annoyed by exhausts 19 .7 . ... .. 4. 2
..... ... .... ... .. .. ... ... !:. !i:ii... •!... . ................. .

% not very satisfied with 0 . .. ... .... 2
the living area .... ,

wants to move 44 MM34 iB ....... 4
% due to environment ...... 2 ~ 5

The main source of annoyance in the different areas was the road traffic. Between 13 and 43 %
of the respondents were very annoyed by noise and 19-51 % by exhausts from the road traffic.
In some areas (N4 and N5) more than 50 % wanted to move to a new apartment for
environmental reasons.
The correlation between noise annoyance and different noise descriptors was 0.90 for number of
events >80 dBA, 0.89 for L1, 0.79 for Leq and 0.28 for total number of vehicles. The relation
between % very annoyed and number of noise events >80 dBA is shown in figure 1.
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Figure I. Relation between annoyance
and number of high noise level events.
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50' .............. The figure shows that there is no difference
40 in percentage of very annoyed respondents
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20 number of noise events > 80 dBA

maximum noise level.
10
0

107 274 761 831 1099 1417

numbw of events
> 80 dBA max

Sleep disturbances in terms of a higher frequency of difficulties to fall asleep and more
awakenings by noise were seen in some of the noisy areas, but on the whole the differences
between the noisy areas and the control area were small.
Concerning psycho-social wellbeing (PSW) there were no significant differences between the
noisy areas and the quiet control area.

Though neither sleep quality nor PSW could be significantly linked to the noise exposure, a
close relationship was found between degree of noise annoyance, sleep quality and PSW. This is
shown in figures 2 a and b. Those who were rather or' very annoyed by the noise had
significantly lower sleep quality - 3 versus 24 % (p=0.0 2 Chi2-test) and lower PSW, 98.8 versus
104.5 (p=0.02 Students t-test).

Figure 2 a. Relation between noise Figure 2 b. Relation between noise annoyance
annoyance and sleep quality, and psycho-social wellbeing (PSW).

% with ba or not PSW
very good sleep 105......................

104 . .S........................................... .............. 1 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30 103 .............

20 ~100
..... 1 01 .. .. ..

1 97*
96'595

~~~~~~~notatail notvery ruher very ntt ovr ai, vr
noise ,ana'yawice noise annoyance

Except for noise exposure many other factors might affect PSW well as sleep quality. The
individual noise dose may vary within an area due to the disposition of different rooms in the
apartment. A second analysis was done where the 6 noisy areas-were divided into two samples;
1) respondents having bedrooms with windows facing the street and 2) respondents having
bedroom windows facing the courtyard. The result of this analysis is shown in table 3.
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Table 3. Annoyance, sleep and PSW among people having bedrooms
facing the street (n=89) and the courtyard (n= 185).

kkueimbedroom
**i~sA*WiWV window facing
UIWI coun yard

% very annoyed by noise 4727 p=0.0004 .

Never sleep with open
window (% 128 p<0.001*

Difficulties to foll a~sleep
% daily or weekly 2915 P=0.0094

Time to fall asleep
% > 30 minutes 2712 p=0.0004.

Awakenings
% >1timelniglu 2 22 p=0. IlIu

Sleep quality
% not very good or bad 22-. 9 P=O.O01,

PSW (mean) 992102.6 p-0.04S*

t-test 4, Chi2 -test #, Fishers rest A

The table shows that 71 % seldom or ncver slept with open windows among those having
bedroom windows facing the street. Concerning sleep'quality, difficulties to fall asleep was the
most pronounced difference between the groups. Finally PSW, especially in terms of the general
wellbeing component, was significantly lower among those who had bedroom-windows facing
the street.

COMMENTS

The results from this study indicate that road traffic noise has a significant effect on psycho-
social wellbeing as measured by the 22 questions on PSW. Noise-induced sleep disturbances
seem to increase the risk for reduced psycho-social wellbeing. These results are in agreement
with the findings in the earlier studies (1, 2). The study also elucidates some methodological
problems that are present in these types of cross-sectional of field surveys. There are not only
difficulties in estimating the "true" individual noise exposure dose. Considerable difficulties also
exist when comparing different populations.

Data on traffic volume was supplied by the Traffic Office and the noise measurements were
performed by Martin Bjdrkman, Dept. of Enviromn. Medicine, University of Gothenburg.
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ATTITUDES TO ROAD TRAFFIC IN BRISBANE

RENEW Warren Douglas

Department of Environment and Heritage
160 Ann Street, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract

A survey was carried out in Brisbane in 1991 to determine the attitudes of the population to
road traffic. A total of 1038 interviews were conducted of people living along 36 roadways
carrying a range of traffic loads. The responses to the comprehensive questionnaire were
statistically analysed on the basis of attitudes to noise, air pollution and vibration. Comparisons
of attitudes were made with a similar survey carried out in 1975 in Brisbane and two other
Australian cities and some signs of an increased reaction to traffic noise were found.

Rdsumd

Un sondage a dtd effectud en 1991 A Brisbane pour ddfinir les attitudes de la population envers
la circulation routitre. Un total de 1038 personnes ont dtd interviewdes, riverains de 36 rues
frequentes par une gamme de circulation routi~re. Les rlponses au questionnaire ddtaill•e ont
dtt analys~es statistiquement du point de vue des rdactions au bruit, A la pollution de l'air et aux
vibrations. Les attitudes ont dt6 compardes avec celles d'une dtude faite en 1975 A Brisbane et
deux autres villes australiennes. Quelques indices d'une plus forte reaction au bruit de la
circulation ont dtd trouv~s.

INTRODUCTION

The pre-eminence of noise as an environmental pollutant has been well established in numerous
studies of environmental noise in cities. Reference may be made to an Australian study reported
by Duhs [1]. Noise is widely known to be the most annoying environmental aspect of road
traffic. For example, Maurin [2] showed that noise from road traffic in France was the
predominant source of nuisance, followed by air pollution, vibration and safety.

SURVEY DESIGN

The objective of the 1991 survey was to determine the effects that road traffic had on the
residents of Brisbane. A further survey was designed to measure traffic noise levels so that dose
response relationships could be obtained for traffic noise. The questions in the present survey
were in part modelled on those used by Brown [3] so that valid comparisons could be made
between attitudes in 1975 and in 1991.

A total of 54 questions were asked, on aspects of the environment, noise sensitivity,
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demography and building design. In all, 1038 interviews were carried out in individual
residences along 36 roadways. The selection of roadways was effected on a partly random
basis; however, other criteria had to be satisfied, such as traffic flow rate and composition.
Flow rates ranged from 2 000 to 31 000 vehicles per day, while the percentage of heavy
vehicles ranged from 1% to 13%. The majority of the roadways permitted freely flowing traffic
and L.24w values of noise level measured at one metre from building facades lay between 55
and 70 dB(A).

SURVEY RESULTS

General. When asked to name the noise sources most noticed in the area, 67.3% of respondents
nominated traffic noise as their first choice. In all, almost 90% of respondents mentioned some
aspect of traffic or vehicle noise in their first response to the question. The times when traffic
noise was most noticeable were the morning (7 am to 9 am) and afternoon (4 pm to 6 pm) peak
traffic hours. About 90% of respondents noticed traffic noise to some extent during these
periods.

The following ranking of the most annoying aspects of traffic was obtained:

1. noise
2. individual vehicle noise
3. exhaust smell
4. visible exhaust fumes
5. health effects

Complaints. Only 8.5% of respondents admitted that they had made a complaint about traffic
noise. Of these, 53.2% claimed that they were not satisfied with the result of the complaint.
The major reasons given for not making a complaint were:

* not bothered enough (45%)
no use complaining (40%)

* no one to complain to (7%)

Willingness to pay for noise reduction. A total of 66% of respondents agreed that it was
important to develop quieter vehicles, compared with a value of 80% obtained by Maurin in
France. The additional percentages of price that respondents were prepared to pay for their next
vehicle are shown in Fig.1. The results are similar to those reported by Maurin, except that
there was a higher proportion of respondents willing to pay 10% more.

Only 28% of respondents were willing to pay a higher fuel price to pay for necessary noise
reduction measures on very noisy roads. Of these, 59% were agreeable to paying up to 5%
extra, while 30% were willing to pay between 5% and 10% extra.

Noise effects

. Annoyance levels were determined by use of a seven point unipolar scale previously used by
Brown [3]. A further assessment of the effect of noise was made by use of the seven point
bipolar dissatisfaction scale employed by Langdon (4]. The relationships obtained are shown in
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Fig. 2. The patterns are somewhat similar in shape, there being a tendency for the
dissatisfaction score to be about one level higher than the annoyance level for a given
percentage of respondents.

. A total of 63% of respondents considered that road traffic could affect their health and of
these 24% claimed that it had affected their health. The major health problems put forward
were irritability, stress and worry, followed by physical effects such as asthma and high blocd
pressure.

. On a four point scale (never, sometimes, a lot, nearly always) the following responses were
received for noise interference at the "a lot" level:

activity %

window shutting 17.1
listening to radio and TV 15.6
conversation 7.8
sleep 7.6

For the majority of the noise effects considered, there was little difference between results
obtained in 1975 and in 1991. However, there was a significant increase in the percentage of
respondents who named noise as the major source of annoyance and who expressed annoyance
at levels 3 and 4 on the annoyance scale. A much higher proportion of house owners in 1991
considered that traffic noise had affected property values.

CONCLUSIONS

The study has shown that noise is the predominant source of annoyance resulting from road
traffic. Traffic noise seriously affects residents by way of activity interference and health
conditions.
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The present study compares the community response to road traffic noise in Hokkaido, a colder area
in Japan, and Kyushu, a warmer area. By using the same questionnaire and noise measurement
methods in both areas, the results are directly and precisely compared. The correlations between
various effects and outdoor noise exposure are consistently higher than those for indoor noise
exposure. The dose-response relationships are almost the same in both areas. However, what factors
strongly affect the annoyance are significantly different. The individual and indoor environmental
factors strongly contribute to the annoyance in Hokkaido, while the outdoor environmental factors
are more important in Kyushu. This difference may depend on the life style or the attitude to the
environment.

INTRODUCTION
9

Many social surveys on the effects of noise on people have so far been carried out throughout the
world and some studies-'2 have presented general dose-response relationships. However, in order
to directly compare the results from different surveys, it is required to use the same subjective and
objective scales. With this background, the social surveys were carried out in Hokkaido, a colder
area in Japan, and in Kyushu, a warmer area, by using the same questionnaire and measurement
methods for noise exposure and sound insulation of windows as a part of Muroran-Gothenburg Joint
Study. The objective of the present study is to discuss the cross-climatic comparison of dose-
response relationships and the cross-regional comparison of the effect of non-physical factors on
annoyance.

METHOD

Social survey The face-to-face interview method was used for the survey. The questionnaire
contains 31 questions and 5 observations by interviewers, which are divided into personal factors,
environmental factors, housing factors and effects of road traffic noise. Each two sites as shown in
Table 1 were selected in Hokkaido and Kyushu. Houses were all detached and were facing the road
or separated from it by one house. The traffic volume ranged from 17,000 to 32,000 per day. Every
kind of car was manually counted at the noise measurement. The respondents, 18 to 65 years of age,
were randomly selected from the residence registers on a one person per family basis.

Noise measurement The noise measurements consist of day-long measurements at a reference
point, a road shoulder in the center of the site, and simultaneous measurements for. 10 minutes at
the road shoulders closest to houses and in front of the houses to-estimate the noise reduction from
the road to the houses. The noise indices such as Lq, Ld. and percentile noise levels were calculated
with the all day data sampled every one second. In site B, Hokkaido, however, the noise reduction
was estimated by the noise propagation equation proposed by Kaku and Yamashita3 ).
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Table 1 Characteristics of the surveyed sites

Area. Hokkaido Kyushu

Items A B C I D

Survey period Sep.-OcL 1988 Aug.-Sep. 1989 OCL-Nov. 1990 OcL-Nov. 1990

Sample size 121 100 84 89

Number of respondents 75 50 53 74

Traffic Volume 32,208 21,786 16,971 19,128

Number of heavy vehicles 4,826 2,634 663 879

L1, (dB(A)) 40.6-63.7 46.8-64.6 43.3-64.5 42.3-70.8

Sound insulation measurement of the windows Single window panes are generally found in
Kyushu, while double or triple window panes are found in Hokkaido. Even if the outdoor noise
exposure is the same in both areas, the indoor noise exposure is different, and this may affect the
indoor activities. To estimate the indoor noise exposure, the sound insulation for the windows of
typical detached houses in Hokkaido and Kyushu was measured with the method recommended by
the Architectural Institute of Japan. When the mean sound insulation values are applied to the
typical road traffic noise, the noise reductions are 32 dB(A) in Hokkaido and 24 dB(A) in Kyushu.

RESULTS-

Comparison of dose-response relationships Table 2 compares the correlation coefficients between
some responses and noise exposure outdoor and indoor, based on 104 responses in Hokkaido and
97 responses in Kyushu. The indoor noise exposure was estimated by subtracting the sound
insulation from the outdoor noise exposure, setting the minimum indoor noise level as 20 dB(A).
All the correlation coefficients for the outdoor noise exposure are higher than those for the indoor
noise exposure. This may be convenient for the noise measurement. However, the correlations are
relatively low and at the maximum about 15 percent of the variance of the response can be
explained only by the noise exposure. When comparing dose-response relationships for indoor
annoyance in Hokkaido and Kyushu, no significant difference can be found.

Table 2 Correlation between responses and indoor/outdoor noise exposure (* p<0.05)

Response Noise L_ q Ld. L1  LS L 10  L5 0

Iexposure IIIII1.

Indoor Outdoor 0.295 0.296 0.296 0.298 0.296 0.282
annoyance Indoor 0.252 0.260 0.274 0.270 0.265 0.193*

Indoor Outdoor 0.256 0.257 0.264 0.265 0.261 0.224
conversation Indoor 0.185* 0.191* 0.200* 0.200* 0.197* 0.127*

TV/radio Outdoor 0.389 0.391 0.390 0.391 0.391 0.370
disturbance Indoor 0.346 0.348 0.359 0.358 0.354 0.319

Awakening Outdoor 0.273 0.276 0.274 0.275 0.274 0.259
Indoor 0.254 0.253 0.258 0.257 0.257 0.217

Irritation Outdoor 0.168 0.166 0.174 0.174 0.171 0.152
Indoor 0.121 0.106* 0.119* 0.115* 0.112* 0.093
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Comparison of annoyance structure by vath analysis Since the rate of variance in annoyance
explained only by noise exposure is low in the present study, as well as the previous studies"'5 ,
factors other than noise exposure should be considered in a multi-variate analysis to estimate the
annoyance more precisely. Path analysis is suitable for the precise estimation of annoyance in the
multiple stratum relationships between annoyance, endogenous variables and exogenous variables
when calculating the direct and indirect effect of the variables on annoyance (see ref. 6). At first
a priori path model was constituted, as shown in Figure 1, based on the findings from the previous
studies and our experience. The variables from X, to X,, are called exogenous variables independent
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of other variables. X1 3 to X,, are endogenous variables dependent of other variables. The direct effect
is obtained by calculating the path coefficient from the structure equation as the standardized partial
linear regression coefficient. The indirect effect is the product of the path coefficients for the
variables linking with the paths. The total effect is the sum of the direct and indirect effects. Figure
2 (a), (b) and (c) show the path coefficients for the direct, indirect and total effects, respectively.
The coefficients of determination of the model are 0.55 for Hokkaido data and 0.49 for Kyushu data.
In Hokkaido the direct effects of irritation, awakening and TV/radio disturbance are significantly
larger and the indirect effects of L. and quality of sleep are larger. On the other hand, in Kyushu,
the direct effects of view on natural environment and attitude to environmental pollution are
significantly larger. The direct effect of Leq is smaller while the indirect effect is larger. The total
effect of L.q, age, TV/radio disturbance, awakening and irritation are larger in Hokkaido, while those
of view on natural environment and attitude to environmental pollution are larger in Kyushu. As a
whole the effects of personal or indoor environmental factors are larger in Hokkaido, while those
of outdoor environmental factors are larger in Kyushu. Figures 3 and 4 show the revised path
models constituted by the statistically significant factors or important factors. These models show
well the characteristics of the annoyance structure in both areas.

DISCUSSION

At first it was assumed that the difference in type of window might affect various indoor activities
and annoyance. On the contrary, however, the results showed that the correlations between the
different type of responses and the outdoor noise expostie are higher than those for the indoor noise
exposure. This is considered as follows: while the souhd insulation measurements were carried out
for the tightly closed windows, the indoor noise exposure obtained from the sound insulation data
may be smaller than those in the real-life conditions as we sometimes open the windows. Secondly,
the interference with the indoor activities are considered to be affected by the outdoor noise
exposure in the garden or around the house, although people are asked about the indoor effects. This
is consistent with the findings obtained by Griffiths et al7) and de Jong'). Griffiths et al showed that
there was no seasonal effect in the community response to road traffic noise, while the frequency
of the opening of windows changed with season. De Jong reported that the correlation between
indoor conversation interference and the highest outdoor noise exposure is higher than that for
indoor noise exposure. They pointed out the consistency of perception or the regression of true
object as the cause. The indoor noise exposure may not directly affect the response but the effect
of the noise source is rather large. This elucidates the importance of the source measures. Although
the simple dose-response relationships in both areas are not significantly different, the structures of
annoyance described by the path model are different. This may depend on the life style or the
attitude to the environment. That is, people in Hokkaido may evaluate the indoor environment a-iore
as they have to protect themselves from the cold environment, while people in Kyushu may evaluate
to the outdoor environment owing to the moderate climate.
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Abstract -This paper will discuss the methodologies and contents of a series of research done by a DEAF's working
group for the past five years. The purpose of this study was to co-relate the urban noise of Palermo with the degree
of annoyance which influences both the mental and physical work activities of the people and their free time and
period of rest. The fundamental instrument of investigation was a psycho-social survey availing of use and successive
analysis of informative questionnaires. These were distributed to varied homogeneous groups of people: commercial
and office workers in the city center, people who attend or work in the school, and residents. Some items were
aimed at knowing the direct and indirect personal effects of traffic noise and individual sensitivity to it. These
specific questions made it possible to set-up an index of exposition different from those commonly used and showed
in literature. Furthermore, the answers allowed to formulate more accurate and reliable predictions of the degree
of annoyance experienced by the people in their work environment and at home.
Risumi - Ce sont ici expos~e soi les m6thodologies soi les contraints d'une sdrie d'enquets conduites par un group
de travail, pendant les demiers cinq ann6es dans la ville de Palermo. Elles ont eteds faites au fin de iier le bruit
ambiental (du mileu) au quel est exposee la population du centre hurbain de Palermo, au degrie de reaction au
ddrangement produit soi aux activitdes intellectuelles et physiques, soi pendant les pdriodes de loisir et de repos.
Le fondamental instrument d'6tude est la richerche psycho-s(ial, actude pane la distribution et analyse de
questionnaires informatives, proposds a specimens omogdneens, d'individues. Le specimen mame a etd onstruit en
relation aux differents chategories sociaux, correspondents a quelques de aires d'influence definies par les normes
(operateurs du tertiaire dans le centre ancien, operateurs de l'6cole, residents). L'introduction supplementaire de
questions specifique sur les effects directs et indirects du bruit de voie et sur i'autodvaluation de la s~nsibilit6
personnelle, consents de construir un indicateur d'exposition alternatif a ceux traditionnels et considerds objectifs.
Tel indicateur peut permettre une prevision plus soign6e du degrd de m6coutent ou "annoyance", lid a l'histoire
psycophysique individuelle des soujects. Cet instrument d'analyse, outre que altdrnatif est aussi specifique pour
chaque aire de travail et vie.

In analysing the non specific environmental effects produced by road traffic noise on
exposed urban community, an estimate of the annoyance is of primary importance.

Since a direct measure is not viable, a statistic social and social survey is more
frequently matched to the physical one about the acoustical conditions.

It makes possible the evaluation of subjective (both individual and community) response
to the existing noise climate, by interviewing a suitable population sample.

A DEAF working group, after having studied the main specialistic existing literature
[1-7], set up a questionnaire as its own survey tool. About it, they cared in particular as
regards:
1) its presentation;
2) its formal structure (sections, items numbering, ordering and formulation);
3) the acoustical survey hiddering into a wider research field;
4) inserting of control polarized questions, put in key points, to verify sample's answering

reliability;
5) avoiding conditioning paths or redundant questions;
6) introducing specific questions on acoustical impact, based on bother or dissatisfation

scales, both verbal or semantic;
7) asking to indicate noise effects both evalued or personally experienced;
8) questioning about opinios on actions orientd to noise's level reducing or about

environmental adjusting proposals.
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The informative schedule joint to the questionnaire is composed by three different
sections, concerning: firstly, interviewed subjects identifying data; secondly, the personal
judgement on working conditions and environment; thirdly, the judgement and perceiving of
impact of environmental noise. Social impact of road traffic noise is determined using, in self-
rating the degree of bother, the scale by McKennel, by assigning a number to each level of
response: 1 for "not at all" or "does not apply", 2 for "a little", 3 for "quite a lot" and 4 for "very
much".

The basic structure has been validated by means of several testing and retesting, made
in different territorial range urban realities. It has been possible to make ameliorative and
retroactive actions, thanks to suggestions and remarks of psychologists and sociologists.

The social survey, developed 5 years long (1988-1992) [8-13] in the urban centre of
Palermo, involved 3 different samples: a) commercial and office workers in the city center; b)
people who attend or work in the school; c) people who are resident.

For each of them, question sets referred to the sample time by time analysed, were
introduced. In the b) case, topic questions were, for example, about the judgement on ordinary
teching classroom, noise coming inside, direct and indirect effects of trouble deriving from road
noise on educational process and about evaluation of loss of time in daily work. In the c) case,
specific questions were about noise interferring on main activities and sleep.

As the coming back percentage of questionnaires was quite different for each of the
three samples (60%, 10% and 35% for a), b) and c) respectively) the first has been chosen,
because it was considered the most statistically reliable, to describe on a qualitative approach
the process and the contents of the psychosocial survey.

The scores of subjective dissatisfaction are corr'lated to the common acoustical indexes
(Lq, LN, TNI, NPL)in order to find the best objective descriptor. The above analysis has put
in evidence that, if noise exposure is expressed in terms of L10 and TNI, a high reliability level
is reached in prevision, both for individual scores and middle computed scores. Clearly, the
fitness of previsions decreases if the single questionnaire's scores are used, as the averaged
responses smooth the random variability, and mask the spread of the various sensitivity's
degrees.

With the aim of better reproducing the individual votes, we can make a preliminary
suddivision of the sample in three groups corresponding to defined classes of declared
sensitivity: poor or null, normal or mean, high.

A further more effective improvement of the prevision tecnique can be obtained by
considering in explicit key the role of sensitivity in forming the individual votes (subjective
judgements to the exposure) trying to calibrate the instrument (person) performing the
measurement of bother. Then, functional relation is assumed of the type Vi = f(L,S) between
the individual vote Vi, and the acoustic parameter L (commonly the L.) and the degree of
sensitivity S. As the vote does not traduce only a discomfort sense to the acoustical impact but,
in general, a reaction to numerous negative environmental aspects, it is here assumed that the
judgement signified about the acoustical climate is affected by an "apparent or fictitious" level
of esteral noise, i.e. subjectively experienced by the exposed people as filtered through their
personal sensitivity, which traduces the individual critical-acritical dimension on the whole.

If we refer, in particular, to Lq scores, data commonly achieved in all environmental
surveys and used as guide-line rate in normative or territorial programming instruments, and
we consider available for f a linear formula, it's possible to write

Vi = a, + a2 * Leq,,pp(S) (1)

where Lq.,p(S) values can be deducted from the following expression

Lq,.pp(S) = L, + a3 - S (2)
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and are the result of an amplification or reduction of real L values, traducing an high or
scarse sensitivity to annoyance. As in the normal sensitivity case, corresponding to a middle
reactive people's behaviour, dissatisfaction or troublejudgement is objective, the appearing level
will coincide with the real correspondent one. Actually, we attribute an S = 0 value in the case
of normal sensitivity, S = -1 and S = + I if it is scarse or high.

The results reached during the social survey made in the center of Palermo showed that,
to better and more adequately correlate acoustical conditions to annoyance effects on exposed
people, it is necessary to introduce, in individual vote's statistical predetermination'equation,
the parameter "apparent equivalent level". It has good chances to became a really alternative
privilegiate noise descriptor, to substitute the objective variable.

It makes reliable the hypothesis that the dissatisfaction judgement to acoustical impact
is conditioned both by the effectively existing noise level inside the environment and by an
internal echo. This last "concept" is interpreting the psychophysic subjective conditions, like
they are fitted in relation with the existential sphere.
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DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL NOISES
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Abstract

This report presents a principle for the establishment of guidelines for noise from aircraft, road
traffic and trains. It is based on a dose-response relationship in which the number of noise events
and the maximum noise levels from these are treated as independent variables, describing a non-
linear function for the number of events and a linear function for the maximum noise levels. A
suggestion is presented for guidelines for environmental noise annoyance (GENA) based on the
new principles.

Background

The effects of noise exposure are caused by the registration of the noise stimulation in the ear,
the subsequent interpretations of the nature of the noise in the brain and the final reaction of the
individual to the noise. The mode of function of the neuro-physiological reaction mechanisms
implies that attention is particularly drawn to noise levels which differ from the background level.
Noisy events are thus of primary importance for the reaction following exposures. Another
characteristic of the neurophysiological reaction pattern is related to the number of events. It is
initially possible to perceive an increase in the number of events, but only up to a certain
number. Beyond this point, a further increase cannot be distinguished. These basic reaction
principles are not acknowledged in the current principles designed to express environmental noise
exposure as the average of all events and all noise levels (the equal energy principle).

In a few investigations in which the number of noise events and noise levels have been studied
separately, a different dose-response pattern has been found. An increase in the number of events
caused an increase in the extent of annoyance, but only up to a certain number. At this number
(the breakpoint), a further increase in the number of events has not resulted in an increase in the
extent of annoyance (1-6). The noise level from the noisiest event (maximum noise level, MNL),
measured as dBA-max, determines the extent of annoyance regardless of the number of events.
Using this dose-response relationship, Guidelines for Environmental Noise Annoyance (GENA)
can be elaborated. The GENA presented below use a value of 10% very annoyed as the
acceptable value in built-up areas (GENA10). The general principles on which they are based are
applicable to all degrees of annoyance.

GENA1, - aircraft noise

The background for GENAJ0 for aircraft noise is derived fiom studies in which the number of
events and the MNL have been studied separately (1,3,5). A summary of the results is illustrated
in Figure 1.
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GENA1* - road traffic noise

The background for GENA for road traffic noise is from investigations in which the number of
events and the noise values were studied separately (2,4). The results from one such study are
summarized in Figure 2.
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GENA1s - train noise

The background for GENA,0 train noise is the results of one study in which the number of trains
and the MNL were studied separately (6) (Figure 3).
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The new principle requires that the Number of trains per 24 hours

number of events and the exact way Figure 3: Dose-response relationship
of measuring MBN are defined, for train noise

Using the new principle, it is
possible to set individual vehicle emission noisi'&thresholds for the use of certain roads, flight
paths or rail lines. It is also possible through measurements of individual vehicles to determine
those which exceed the existing GENA.
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Abstract

This presentation summarizes the current status and future directions of the U.S.
Air Force (USAF) research program to address the effects of environmental noise on
humans. The separate research topics that are addressed include the following:
community annoyance from USAF aircraft overflights along Military Training Routes
(MTRs), a recent update of the 1978 Schultz community annoyance curve, sleep
disturbance due to nighttime flight operations, possible non-auditory physiological effects
of aircraft noise exposure, the effects of background noise on annoyance, and the
development of a methodology to model the effects of combined noise sources. Both
laboratory and field research projects are covered.

Community Annoyance Research

The noise generated by aircraft flying along Military Training Routes (MTRs) is
quite different from airbase noise exposure. MTR overflights occur sporadically and
differ from the more regular and predictable noise associated with airbase operations.
Low-altitude, high-speed MTR operations can generate noise events having rapid onset
rates, high noise levels, short durations, and different spectral characteristics as compared
to the noise from the same aircraft performing take-offs and landings. The high noise
levels and rapid onset rates associated with observer locations directly under such flyovers
can produce a startle-like response, which may further increase annoyance. The noise
metric, Ld.r, has been recommended to account for the higher human annoyance related
to MTR operations (6, 9, 12). Ld.r is an onset rate-adjusted, day-night average,
A-weighted sound level and is based on the highest number of monthly operations in a
year. Currently, a 5-dB penalty is applied to events with rapid onset rates, starting at 15
dB/s and reaching the maximum onset rate penalty at 30 dB/s.

Both laboratory and field research has been conducted to validate the application
of the Ld.r metric for aircraft noise exposure along MTRs. In-house laboratory research
indicates that the maximum onset rate penalty should be about 12 dB. Recent USAF
contract research has indicated that the maximum onset rate penalty should be about 10
dB, with the penalty starting at 30 dB/s and reaching the maximum penalty at 100 dB/s.
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This research program was startc.i in the laboratory environment and has progressed
toward more realistic and natural settings. The current research project is being conducted
in the subjects' own homes. Future research efforts are planned to investigate the effects
of background noise and assess the effects of infrequent, sporadic overflight events, taking
advantage of the capabilities of the Human Response Monitor (HRM), described later.

The original 1978 Schultz curve (11) for predicting community annoyance in
response to general transportation noise has been updated, with the number of data points
being nearly tripled (1, 2). The new community annoyance curve validated of the original
work by Schultz, although various researchers have different preferences for the exact
form of the new function. Another community annoyance research interest involves the
evaluation of various noise metrics used for human effects prediction models. One
approach being investigated involves using detectability metrics developed in research on
human decision-making using the Theory of Signal Detection Theory (TSD) approach (3).
Finally, in response to growing interest in the contribution of background noise levels to
annoyance due to aircraft overflight noise, a research program is being developed to
provide additional data on this topic. At the present time, an initial series of laboratory
projects have been conducted and additional research is being planned.

Development of Human Response Monitor

As described elsewhere (5, 11), the Human Response Monitor (HRM) was
developed to address human effects research issues that require the simultaneous
collection of data on personal noise exposure and corresponding human responses to
military aircraft overflight noise. Two research projects in which initial use of the HRM
are being considered involve: (1) community annoyance due to overflights along MTRs
and (2) sleep disturbance due to nighttime flight operations. The HRM is a miniaturized
computer weighing less than 500 grams, with the capability of measuring noise exposure
and administering an interview questionnaire. It can be carried by test subjects similar
to a dosimeter. The user-system interface includes an LCD for display of interview
questions and was designed to make the device easy to operate. The system design is
based on high-speed, commercially available microprocessor technology and uses a
Motorola 68332 microcontroller to handle the user-system interaction, data management.
communication and other control tasks. A fully digital design was used, including a
Motorola 96002 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) to perform the acoustic signal processing
tasks. The HRM contains IMbyte of RAM and software to support complex signal
processing and data storage. It will be able to collect noise exposure data using a variety
of metrics for both single events and cumulative exposure, including A-Weighted and C-
Weighted DNL, plus one-third octave band spectral data from 50Hz to 5KHz.

Sleep Disturbance Research

A field research project is currently being conducted to collect data to contribute
to the development of a defensible dose-response relationship between nighttime aircraft
noise exposure and sleep disturbance in overflown populations. This project builds upon
the literature review by Pearsons et al. (9), the new sleep disturbance curve utilized in the
1992 report of the Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON) (1) and the report
of the major Civil Aviation Authority sleep disturbance study reccntly completed in
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England (7). The USAF project involves collection of nighttime sleep disturbance data
with a mix of military airbases and civilian airports, including information on both
personal noise exposure and behavioral awakening, although the details of the research
design have not yet been fully selected. At a minimum, a button-press response will be
used to collect behavioral awakening data and indoor noise measurements will be made.
This study is expected to be complete within one year.

Health Effects Research

In the last few years, there has been continuing discussion concerning possible
non-auditory health effects from military aircraft noise. In response to the need for
defensible data on this topic, Phase I of a prospective epidemiologic field research project
is nearing conclusion. Cardiovascular diseases, such as arrhythmias and hypertension, are
the major dependent variables of interest. This project is being conducted as a tri-national
cooperative effort and includes representatives from the United States, England and
Canada. The Phase I effort will provide documentation of current military aircraft noise
exposure in England, preliminary identification of sites in England for the main study and
an initial evaluation of the feasibility of conducting the full prospective epidemiologic
research study. This project builds upon an earlier literature review and methodological
analysis of various research approaches available, for addressing health effects by
Thompson et al. (13). These authors concluded that:.(1) no irrefutable evidence exists of
aircraft noise exposure health effects and (2) the odfy scientifically defensible research
approach is to conduct a long-term, prospective epidemiologic study.

Development of Combined Noise Effects Model

As part of a long-term program to develop a computer-based environmental
planning and decision support system for addressing noise issues in environmental impact
analyses, including the effects of aircraft noise on humans, animals and structures, the
Alpha Version of the Assessment System for Aircraft Noise (ASAN) was developed and
tested in 1990 (4). Recently, the Beta Version of ASAN has been developed and is
nearing completion of its field test (7). A future version will significantly expand the
noise analysis capabilities of ASAN to include the combined noise effects from both
subsonic and supersonic operations, and the combination of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft
with non-aircraft noise sources. The operations to be analyzed will also be expanded to
include Air Force, Army and Navy flights. One of the potential applications is for
modeling aircraft operations over land managed by the U.S. National Park Service and the
U.S. Forest Service, such as in Alaska, where combined military operations play a more
prominent role.
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RATING NOISE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF A SAWMILL BY
PSYCHOACOUSTICS

KALIVODA Manfred T.

Federal Environmental Agency, Vienna. Austria

Abstract

We know that in many cases the A-weighted sound pressure level SPL.A in general and the A-
weighted equivalent level LA.eq in particular are not convenient measures for rating industrial noise.
Annoyance and sound quality are too complicated to be expressed by a simple parameter like the
LA.eq is. In a pilot study the Austrian Federal Environmental Agency has tried to find better - i.e.
psychoacoustic - parameters to describe and rate noise annoyance in the neighbourhood of a
sawmill.

Firstly noise was recorded on a digital audio tape by an artificial head for several hours trying to
catch all noises, especially the most annoying activities. Afterwards these most annoying parts were
edited and both the whole recordings and the most 'annoying parts were analysed. A digital
measurement system based on signal processors is used for calculating psychoacoustical parameters
such as Loudness and Sharpness and comparing them with SPLA and LA.eq.

The first results show that recording and editing noise helps to filter 'pure annoying periods' and
that psychoacoustic methods can describe industrial noise better than A-weighted sound level.

Situation

In the Twenties a small sawmill was founded near to the railways in a rural area. In time sawmill
expanded and more and more residential properties were built in the neighbourhood. Now these
dwellings are close to the works and people are annoyed by the noise.

As LA.eq could not improve the situation and reduce complaints, the Austrian Federal
Environmental Agency started a pilot study to find out better parameters to describe and estimate
noise annoyance.

Method

Noise from the sawmill was not analyzed at the location but recorded digitally using an artificial
head. Binaural Signal-Processing (GENUIT [tI]) was chosen for its great advantages in comparison
with 'conventional' monaural recordings. Binaurally recorded noise is stored as realistically as
possible and wm the real sound situation can be reproduced and 're-heard' as required. Moreover,
recorded noise can be electronically modified and this altered signal can be listened to.

The only disadvantage of this method is that SPL from binaurally recorded signals differs
somewhat to SPL recorded with a level meter. This is due to the different transfer functions of the
artificial head's outer ear and the level meter's microphone. Depending on the complexity of the
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situation and the frequencies a difference of I to 2 dB is possible.

To be sure to catch all the .most annoying activities around the sawmill, several hours recordings
were made. In addition, background noise and traffic noise were also recorded.

In the laboratory samples of typical noise situations were chosen from the recordings and analysed
in a manner corresponding to human hearing . That is, Loudness and Sharpness (ZWICKER 121)
were calculated on a 'Cortex Audio Workstation', a digital measurement system based on signal
processors. Furthermore, third octave spectra, SPLA with time average 'fast' and 'impuls' and LA.eq
were made to get the most comprehensive description of the (psycho)acoustical situation.

Results

First of all Loudness and Sharpnes analyses were made. The result was many charts containing
greatly fluctuating values. The next step was to integrate these data and to calculate mean values of
Loundness and Sharpness. But now the accuracy seemed to vanish. The spectral character of the
samples could be seen clearly. On the other hand, mean Loudness reacted as slow as LA.eq did upon
modifications of noise characteristic, while the impression of the improvement when hearing it was
much better.

The ear is not an integrating but a differentiating organ and is able to detect time structures very
well. Mean values do not take note of the reduction of few and short Loudness peaks while the ear
does!

Conclusions

It was not possible to find Loundness, Sharpness or any other psychoacoustic parameter as a
"miracle cure' for rating noise annoyance. The human ear is too selective to be acoustically
modelled by one or several mean values. Especially time structure of noise cannot be expressed
satisfactory by any time mean value. That is true of equivalent level as well as the psychoacoustic
parameters.

Although we did not find a simpl, relationship between annoyance and (psycho)acoustic
parameters for fluctuating noise, this ioes not mean that it was not worth while. In Austria
physicians have to evaluate wether noise could be a health risk or annoying in many cases. The
study showed that Loudness and Sharpness with their time functions value together with Binaural
Signal-Processing yielded improved data for a medical noise valuation. Moreover, Binaural Signal-
Processing appeared to be an excellent tool for ear-adequate noise reduction and sound engineering.
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WINDTURBINE NOISE: A NEW ENVIRONMENTAL THREAT?

WOLSINK, Maarten
SPRENGERS, Maarten
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1018 VZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: The annoyance caused by wind turbine noise on locations in Denmark, the Netherlands
and Germany was investigated. Residents around existing turbines were interviewed and emitted
noise levels were computed based on site measurements. The number of people annoyed by wind
turbine noise is small and the amount of annoyance is hardly related to the sound level. Neverthe-
less, residents around a windturbine site do not appreciate flexible use of noise standards.

I. Introduction.

One of the main factors in potential environmental impact of wind energy application is noise.
Much technical research was carried out aimed at reduction of noise emissions from turbines. Still
noise plays an important part in siting decisions, although nothing is known so far about the actual
annoyance caused by wind turbine noise. Therefore the European Community financed a research
project that was carried out on 16 locations in Denmark, the Netherlands and Germany, the leading
wind power nations in Europe. The installed wind c'opacity in these countries has considerably
increased in the last five years. Much of the new wind capacity comes from newly constructed wind
farms. This has consequences as far as noise production is concerned. For a solitary turbine with a
95 dB(A) source level, the 40 dB(A) limit is approximately 160 metres away, while the limit
increases to 520 metres if 16 of these same turbines are placed in a row.

The actual number of persons that can be annoyed by noise from operating turbines in Europe
does still not exceed a few hundred. At the moment the major problem in noise annoyance research
is the availability of operating turbines with people living close to them. Sixteen sites were selected
with residents living within the 35 dB(A) region (table 1). Sound levels have been measured on
sites. and sound level strata were calculated. The sound contour strata plots were combined with the
actual distance between a subjects' house and the wind turbine location to obtain the objective
sound level. Most of the subjects live in the region surrounded by the 35 dB(A) sound level, the
criterion tor site selection (table 2). Residents outside the 35 dB(A) region were included in the
sample to create variance. Demographic variables as sex, age, etc. were evenly distributed.

2. Annoyance and noise as a cause.

For the appraisal of wind turbine noise three variables were constructed. In order to assess noise
annoyance the respondents were first asked whether they had complaints about noise from various
sources in the neighbourhood. Half of the complaints about noise annoyance were attributed to

Table 1: Sample by country Table 2: Sound levels at respondents home.

sound level N of resp. % of total
country N of N of % of

sites respond. total < 30 dB(A) 77 13.5
-- ---.--.-. 30-35 dB(A) 177 30.8

Denmark 9 199 34.7 35-40 dB(A) 225 39.2
Netherlands 4 159 27.7 40-45 dB(A) 69 12.0
Germany 3 216 37.6 45-50 dB(A) 18 3.1

50-60 dB(A) 8 1.4
Total 16 574 100 Total 574 100.0
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noise from wind turbines. Nevertheless the total number of people indicating that they sometimes
were annoyed, was only 6.4 %. of the total sample.

A second instrument for measurement of appraisal was a semantic differential (3) referring to
noise characteristics: loudness, duration, high-low, strong-weak, and intensity. With these five
items an index of perceived loudness was constructed (a =.84). In general, the perceived lhudness
is very low with an average of 1.86 in a range of I to 5 (sd=1.00). About one third of the subjects
(35%) does not perceive any of the sound characteristics.

A third measurement of appraisal is interference intensity. It relates to various daily activities
such as resting, leisuring, sleeping, talking, reading, thinking, listening to the radio, and watching
television (a =.93). There were few people indicating interferences, as the average score on the
resulting index is 1.40 (sd=2.47) on a range of I to 5.

The noise that is complained about the most is the sound produced by the turbine blades
(acoustical noise), followed by unspecified sounds during operation (probably the gearbox). Most
of the annoyance is experienced between 16.00 pm and midnight and when people were outdoors.

The three indicators of annoyance show a reasonable correlation. Residents complaining about
wind turbine noise also perceive more sound characteristics (-c =.38; p<.001) and they reported
more interferences of daily activities as well (T =.56; p<.001). From now on we will only refer to
one construct indicating annoyance based on all three indexes.

There is only a very weak correlation between sound level and noise annoyance caused by wind
turbines (,C =.09; p<.05). Some situational factors were also examined, such as:
* the location of the residence relative to the turbines with regard to the dominant wind directiOn:
* other buildings between a subjects house and the wind turbine site;
* natural barriers, like trees etc., between a subjects house and the wind turbine site;

The result of this analysis is that the amount of noise annoyance is lower when buildings are
standing between the respondents home and the wind 'turbine site. Furthermore nnme of the.,se
factors are related to annoyance. So we have to look at inttrvening variables.

3. Intervening variables.

We have tested the hypotheses which relate the level of annoyance with:
"* the general attitude towards large scale use of wind power (index: 7);
"* appraisal of the impact of turbines in the landscape (index: 7);
"* perceived residential satisfaction, about housing and neighbourhood (index: 2):
"* daily hassles from work, family etc. (index: 3);
"* stress caused by wind turbine noise (index based on 4);
"* the time the wind turbines were operational.

The appraisal of the scenic value of turbines in the landscape is included because it is the major
factor determining wind power attitudes (5,7). Visual intrusion is the most important drawback of
turbines as perceived by the public. Stress due to turbine noise was measured with an index based
on states of mind, such as 'angry', 'nervous', 'irritated' and 'anxious' (a =.93). This is also a very
skewed variable, because the extreme 'not at all irritated' etc. contained 88%-9 1% of the sample.

The analysis of annoyance causes major problems due to the very skewed distributions of the
scores on the dependent and some of the independent variables. We carried out a multivariate
analyses of the level of annoyance. It shows that stress due to noise of wind turbines is the major
explanatory effect of the level of annoyance. Most of the subjects who tend to get stressed by the
wind turbines have a high level of annoyance. In an equation with standardized effects (coefficients
give an estimate of the relative weight; explained variance of 53%):

ANN= .69 SN+ .11 [)H+ .10 LS -.06 TIE+ -.58 + e

(ANN = annoyance; SN = stress due to noise; ni = daily hassles; LS = landscape; TIME = time of
turbines are operational).

The visual impact of wind turbines on the landscape plays an intermediate role. Noise annoyance
decreases the less intruding in the landscape wind turbines are judged. No additional effect of wind
power attitudes exists. Daily hassles contributed significantly, but-the effect is weak. Additional to
the subjective characteristics there is still one effect. The longer turbines are is operational, the
lower the level of annoyance, even if we control for subjective characteristics.

The results presented here should be treated with caution. There are a number of methodological
problems involved in a project in which subjects from different countries have been interviewed
using translated questionnaires. The fact that only a very small number of residents around
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operational wind turbines is annoyed by noise can be interpreted as a positive result. It means noise
is not a major problem in the case of operational wind turbines. Nevertheless expectations about
annoyance in the future caused by wind turbines that will be built, is a crucial factor in the planning
phase of wind power projects (6).

4. Siting wind turbines and flexible use of noise standards.

From attitude studies we know that the public does not think noise is a problem that is generally
troubling the application wind power (5,7). Noise is considered to be a problem that can be
prevented, but because of this fact wind power developers must be prudent. Noise will mostly be an
issue when it comes to siting turbines and at that moment noise should be prevented. Research on
noise annoyance indicates that the belief that the noise could be prevented increases the annoyance
(1). The application of noise standards in a flexible way will probably not fit into an approach that
convinces the public that noise prevention is taken seriously.

In attitudinal studies around three Dutch wind farms (6,7), respondents were asked to answer
several questions regarding how noise standards should be applicated. Although very few people
are familiar with existing standards this does not mean that they do not have an opinion on noise
standards. People are able to evaluate the authorities responsible ftr. maintaining and checking
standards, regardless of whether they can actually judge the risk themselves. Residents near wind
farms have been asked whether noise standards should be relaxed for wind energy, whether
"normal" standards should apply, or whether standards should in fact be stricter for wind turbines.
In order to make a comparison, the same question was asked in relation to three other provisions: a
highway through a residential area, a railway through a residential area, and a power station. The
highway was included as a representative situation with which many respondents are familiar. The
railway was used because standards above "normal" (60 dB(A) 24-hour value and 65 dB(A) near
stations) already exist for railways. And the power stav.on was added because it serves the same
basic purpose: the production of electricity. In each instiance, only a small minority turned out to be
in favour of flexible use of standards, although the minority in the case of wind energy was the lar-
gest (table 1). This is caused by the positive attitude towards wind energy in general. Nevertheless,
in spite of the fact that more than ninety per cent of the population has this positive attitude, only
fifteen per cent of the interviewees wanted noise standards to be relaxed for wind turbines.

5. The Harbaijum case.

One of the sites the noise annoyance research took place was the Herbaijum wind farm of ten
250 kW turbines, in the north of the Netherlands. At Herbaijum standards were indeed selectively
applied. This happened before in that municipality for the benefit of the pilot project of the Dutch
Electricity Generating Board (SEP). People involved in the Herbaijum project realized from the
start that noise would be a problem. The shortest distance between the turbines and the village of
Herbaijum was only 250 metres. In a letter to the municipality, the electricity company stated that a
50 dB(A) 24-hour noise level value was the best that could be achieved. This meant that the
accepted standard would be exceeded by 10 dB(A). However, the municipality adopted the pro-
posal. The community council decided in favour of construction of the wind farm even before the
application for a Nuisance Act permit had been submitted. In this way, the council pronounced in
advance that a 24-hour noise level value of 50 dB(A) was the proper standard and that the
anticipation procedure could be used for the construction permit. The application for a Nuisance
Act permit met with opposition at once and legal fight rose over the wind farm. The opponents
appealed until the Council of State (highest Dutch appeal court).

Table 3. Judgments on flexible standards for noise (8).
Herbaijum Herbaijum elsewhere

before siting after siting after siting
standard may be (N) (230) (146) (348)
more flexible:
near trunk road in town (%) 3 4 3
near railroad in town (%) 5 9 5
near wind farm (%) 15 18 14
near power plant (%) 4 8 5
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In the Netherlands there are no specific standards for wind turbine noise. They must be derived
from specifications for other installations (industrial noise). The crucial question in such cases is:
what type of area is involved? Opponents of Herbaijum argue that the maximum 24-hour value
should be determined on the basis of the fact that Herbaijum is situated in a rural area. For rural
areas, the target value is 40 dB(A); for quiet residential areas with little traffic this value is 45
dB(A), and it is 50 dB(A) for residential neighbourhoods in the city. These values apply during the
day-time, with a 5 dB(A) reduction in the evening and 10 dB(A) at night. The municipality was
advised to regard Herbaijum, a village of less than 200 inhabitants, as a rural area (40) dB(A).
Instead they accepted the standard of 50 dB(A) only to open the way for the siting of the wind farm.
In table 3 it becomes clear that the resident of Herbaijum do not appreciate this flexible use.
although the attitudes towards wind power were also very positive there.

When noise standards are adjusted, this implicitly means that considerations leading to the
choice of site carry more weight than noise pollution. These considerations are no longer
considered during appeal proceedings, since sites are not then weighed against each other: a permit

•or only one site is under discussion. At Herbaijum, the chief selection criterion in the site study. the
grid connection possibilities, outweighed noise. There were certainly better sites in the neigh-
bourhood of Herbaijum at a greater distance from the village, but longer cables are more costly.

6. Conclusions.

Noise produced by wind turbines does not seem to be a major drawback of wind energy. If there
is opposition for wind turbines, noise is used as an argument, but resistance stems rather from other
considerations (6,7). Residents consider the noise problem to be easily soluble. This research ton
most of the wind farms in Europe that have residents at close distances, has shown that so far wind
turbine noise should not be regarded as an environmental threat. The level of annoyance is low and
hardly related to measured sound levels. The small amount of annoyance that exists is mainly due
to other causes of negative feeling towards the wind turboes.

Although people living in the neighbourhood of wind turbines do not indicate that r, )ise is a
problem, this does not mean that the issue might be overlooked. People think noise from wind
turbines can be reduced relatively easy, and they expect authorities to do so. Initiators need to
approach the noise problem seriously, as they have to do with all objections to their plans. Almost
everyone is convinced that the noise problem can be solved. The solution is to be found in careful
selection of sites and adaptation of the layout of wind farms, not in adjusting noise standards. If the
sites are carefully selected, taking the noise into account, there will probably not be much trouble
afterwards because people are annoyed caused by noise.
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THE EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVEL JET FIGHTER OVERFLIGHTS ON CARIBOU
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ABSTRACT - The effects on caribou (Rangifer tarandus) of low-level jet fighter overflights
from Canadian Forces Base-Goose Bay (Labrador) were investigated during the 1986-88 training
seasons (April-OctoberXHarrington and Veitch, 1991, 1992). Visual observations of low-level
(30 m agl) jet overpasses indicated an initial startle response but otherwise brief overt reaction
by caribou on late-winter, alpine tundra habitat. In an experimental study, daily exposure to jet
fighter overflights was manipulated for a sample of 10 caribou each year. The caribou were
equipped with satellite-tracked radiocollars, which provided daily locations as well as indices of
physical activity and movement. Half the animals were deliberately exposed to jet overflights;
the other five caribou were avoided during training exercises and therefore served as controls.
(In 1988, the control caribou were from a population that had never been overflown.) In 1986
and 1988, it was found that the level of an animal's exposure to low-level flying was not
significantly related to its daily activity level or distance travelled. In 1987, when the highest
exposure levels were achieved, caribou exposed more often to low-level overflights were
significantly more active, suggesting a possible threshold effect. In a final phase of the study, the
survival of calves of 15 satellite-collared females was monitored periodically during the low-
level training season. It was found that the longevity of a female's calf was negatively correlated
to the level of exposure she received during the early cving period. The results indicate that
significant impacts of low-level jet fighter overflights Can be minimized through a program of
active and passive avoidance, based on a knowledge of the local population's calving chronology
and movement patterns.

INTRODUCTION

The continuation and expansion of military low-level flight training activities in northern
Canada have increased concern regarding their impacts on caribou (Rangifer tarandus). Northwest
of Goose Bay, Labrador, NATO forces stationed at Canadian Forces Base - Goose Bay initiated
low-level jet fighter training in 1981. The number of flights by Alpha-jets, F-4, F-16 and
Tornado aircraft has increased from approximately 1500 in 1981 to over 7000 by 1992. Within
the training area, subsonic flights (typically 775-825km'h-1) within 30m agl (above ground level)
are permitted.

The potential effects of this training can be conveniently divided into two classes: (1)
short-term behavioural responses that indicate the energetic costs and the potential for injury
resulting from individual overflights, and (2) long-term population responses that indicate the
cumulative effects of overflights on population demographics and habitat use. The impacts of jet
aircraft previously have only been assessed indirectly through the demographics and habitat use
patterns of caribou frequently exposed to jet activity (Davis, eLal., 1985). The short-term effects
of jet activity have not been systematically investigated.

The present study was designed to investigate both short-term and long-term effects of
low-level jet-fighter training activity on caribou. Most of the data were obtained from the small
(<750), sedentary Red Wine caribou population which inhabits the low-level training area year-
round. Supplementary data were recorded from two other populations, the neighbouring Mealy
Mountain population (<2,000), which is similar to the Red Wine population in most
characteristics, and the much larger (>300,000), migratory George River caribou population.
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Mealy Mountain caribou live outside the training area and are rarely if ever exposed to low-level
jet activity, while George River caribou are exposed only during those periods when their
migration brings them into the training area.

Methods

Short-term effects were measured by watching the behavioural reactions of caribou to
low-level overflights, and by determining the relationship between an animal's daily exposure
to low-level flying activity and its daily movements and activity levels, as determined remotely
by satellite telemetry. It was hypothesized that disturbance due to low-level flying would be
reflected in increased activity levels and by greater daily distances travelled, as animals engaged
in escape-related behaviours (running, walking) more frequently following overflights. We
assessed long-term effects by determining the relationship between an animal's amount of
exposure to low-level flying, measured daily, and its corresponding calf's survival, determined
every 3-4 weeks. We hypothesized that frequent overflights during the calving and immediate
post-calving periods would reduce calf survival.

Short term effects - Visual observations of caribou reactions to low-level jet overflights
were conducted in late-winter (April/May) 1987 and 1988, when caribou inhabited open tundra
habitat. We videotaped caribou responses to both jets, guided over the animals by radio from our
location, and helicopters.

The relationships between level of exposure to overflights and activity or movements were
studied through the use of satellite telemetry. In 1984 '6nd 1987, prior to the initiation of the
training season, 10 adult female Red Wine caribou were outfitted with satellite radiocollars,
which permitted us to obtain daily location fixes as well as an index of total activity during the
preceding 24-hrs. Half the tagged caribou were assigned to an exposure group and the rest to
an avoidance group to serve as controls. Each morning prior to the day's training activity, the
latest location fixes were obtained and relayed to the military coordinating centre as either target
coordinates to be overflown as often as possible (exposure group) or avoided by at least 9.2 km
(avoidance group). Following training missions, pilots reported the number and identity of each
coordinate overflown, which became our measure of daily exposure to low-level flying. In 1988,
the avoidance group was obtained from the Mealy Mountain population, to ensure that the effects
of accidental or prior exposure to low-level overflights would not bias results for the control
group. During 1988, we obtained flight tracks showing turning points for 83% of the missions
flown, which we used to determine an animal's daily exposure to low-level training activity.

Multiple regression analysis was used to determine the relationships between the single
independent variable (daily exposure to overflights) and the two dependent variables (total
activity index and distance moved during the same 24-hr period). Other variables entered into
the analysis included: three weather variables (isolated by factor analysis), season (pre-calving,
calving, insect and fall), and presence/absence of calf.

Long term effects - Calf survival was periodically monitored during 1987 and 1988 in
a sample of 15 females wearing satellite radiocollars. During 1987, each female's exposure to
low-level overflights was experimentally manipulated on a daily basis. In 1988, daily exposure
was determined by analyzing jet flight-tracks following the low-level flying season. Calf
survival was monitored by survey flights every 3-4 weeks. A calf survival index was the number
of survey periods (maximum = 4) that a cow was still accompanied by a calf. The low-level
training season was divided into 7 biologically relevant periods, and Spearman correlations were
computed between exposure to low-level overflights and the calf survival index for each period.
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RESULTS

Short term effects: behavioural observations - A total of 40 jet and 10 helicopter
overflights of 9 groups of Red Wine caribou (size 4-33) were recorded during 1987 and 1988.
High (300m agl) or wide (>75m) overflights resulted in detectable responses only 38% of the
time (n=16), whereas direct overflights (30m agI and within 50m either side) resulted in overt
responses significantly more often (88%; n=24; G-test, P<0.001). Eleven of 21 direct overflights
began with startle responses, in which caribou scrambled to their feet and/or bolted several body
lengths away, coincident with the most intense sound of the jet's pass. Although caribou usually
began to run after their initial response (22 of 27 overflights), they began slowing almost
immediately. The median time from beginning to end of movement was 9s, with the last half of
this period done at a slow walk. Caribou that were walking prior to the overflight reacted sooner
and ran longer and farther than caribou that had been standing, feeding or lying. The one group
overflown by both jets and helicopter responded sooner to the helicopter and ran significantly
longer and farther.

Six series of a total of 13 F-16 jet overflights and one series of 5 helicopter overpasses
of a group of several hundred George River caribou were observed in May 1988. Most caribou
(70%; n=260; 13 overflights) reacted suddenly, scrambling to their feet and bolting f'orward as
the jet passed. Although 90-95% then began to run, most began to slow shortly after the
overpass, with 55% stopping within 5s. The median distance moved during a single overpass was
12-16m, ranging to a maximum of 50-68m for the second overpass in a series of two. Caribou
within 50m of the jet's flight path moved twice as far as those more distant, and all caribou
within 50m ran whereas 7% of caribou farther away froWn the flight track did not run. George
River caribou ran sooner, faster and farther in response to helicopter overflights than to jet
overflights.

Short term effects: regression analysis - Between 1986 and 1988, average daily exposure
to jet overflights over the entire training season (April to October) for the female Red Wine
caribou equipped with satellite radiocollars ranged from none to 4.5 overflights per day. Daily
distance travelled by Red Wine caribou averaged over 3 km per day, and was significantly
greater than the daily distances moved by the radiocollared Mealy Mountain females. However,
daily distance travelled was not related to daily exposure to low-level training, but rather was
weakly related to seasonal factors and the presence or absence of a calf. Daily activity level of
the Red Wine caribou was significantly correlated to the distance the animal moved during the
day and to factors related primarily to temperature (i.e., insect activity and consequent
harassment). Together, these variables explained 20-32% of the variance in the daily activity
index. In 1987, however, when we were able to expose the target caribou to the highest levels
of low-level training activity, the daily activity index was significantly and positively correlated
to daily exposure level. In addition, Mealy Mountain caribou in 1988 were significantly less
active than Red Wine caribou the same year.

Long term effects - The survival of calves of 11 Red Wine and 4 Mealy Mountain
female caribou was followed throughout the entire low-level training season. Calf survival was
negatively correlated with exposure to low-level training activity for all 7 biological periods, and
this relationship was significant (P<0.05) during the calving and post-calving periods (23 May -
19 June) and during the two periods of insect harassment (4 July - 15 Sept.).

Five of the 15 females successfully brought their calves through the entire low-level
training season. Two of these were Mealy Mountain caribou and thus were never exposed to
low-level overflights. Of the three successful Red Wine females, one was never known to have
been overflown, another experienced overflights only during the pre-calving period and again
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briefly during the fall, and the last was exposed to overflights only during the calving period.

DISCUSSION

Our observations indicate that caribou typically respond to low-level overflights of jet
fighter aircraft by a short-lived but relatively intense startle reaction, apparently in response to
the sudden and intense noise of the overpass. No cumulative effect of level of exposure to low-
level flying activity could be demonstrated for movements, but there was an indication that
exposure to frequent overflights might increase overall activity, and hence energy expenditure,
to some degree.

Our most important finding was that the survival of a female's calf was negatively
correlated to the level of her exposure to low-level training activity. The greatest negative
impacts of low-level training activity would be expected during critical stages in the calves'
development or during periods when others stressors are also acting. That this relationship was
significant only during the calving and immediate post-calving periods, and again during the
summer periods of insect harassment, when calves would be most sensitive to stress, indicates
the biological validity of the relationship.

The most conservative conclusion frt ,, our study is that calf survival is affected by
exposure to low-level training activity during the calving/post-calving period. Thus we
recommend avoidance of calving areas during this month-long period, and further study of the
potential link between calf survival and low-level flying.
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Case Study Nighlights Potential Compatibility of Low-altitude Aircraft Operations
with Important Wildlife Resources

Douglas N. Gladwin and Alexie M. McKechnie
Sterna Fuscata, Inc., Fort Collins, Co. U.S.A.

Introduction: The Endanaered Species Act

The historL. decline of many animal species in North America has been attributed
to human disturbanCe and alteration of natural habitat (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1990). In 1973, recognition of this problem prompted The U. S. Congress
to legislate The Endangered Species Act (The Act), which authorizes federal and
state agencies to protect both plant and animal species- from the threat of
extinction. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) monitors plant and
animal populations and may list any species as 4threatened" or "endangered",
depending on how high the risk of extinction of such species is. Under
provisions of The Act, both categories protect species and require active
measures for the reversal of population declines.

Section 7 of The Endangered Species Act requires federal agencies to insure
that any action authorized, funded or carried out by them is not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or modify their critical
habitat (USFWS, 1988). Since human-generated noise has the potential to disturb
animals, federally-funded projects that necessarily or incidentally generate
noise must address provisions of The Act if tihreatened or endangered species are
found in the areas targeted for use.

Section 7 of The Act also requires agencies to prepare a biological
assLssment if the USFWS has advised that an endangered or threatened species is
present in the area targeted for development. A biological assessment describes
predicted impacts by -- e proposed activity to the species of concern. It results
from a careful analysis of the proposed activity and how it might influence
breeding, feeding, and other behavior of animals. It should describe impacts
on animals at both individual and population levels. The assessment should
consider physiological and behavioral effects of the proposed action and the
consequences of those effects with respect to demographics of the species.
Predictions of impacts can be made with variable degrees of certainty, depending
on both the proposed action and the species in question.

The biological assessment is reviewed by the USFWS to determine whether
the project could jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or
threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of their
habitat. The USFWS will draw one of several conclusions and issue a statement
accordingly. It may be decided that the potential impacts are either nonexistent
or so minimal that the species in the area will not be affected. Or the USFWS
may determine that impacts will occur, but to so few individuals that population
numbers will not be affected. If the USFWS decides that the viability of a
species will be jeopardized, it will propose "reasonable and prudent"
alternatives to the proposed action, designed to minimize predicted impacts.
An authorization for continuation of the proposed project will be given,
contingent upon the development agencies' efforts to honor the USFWS requests.
The USFWS has the authority to revoke the permit for the project at any time if
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it appears that the agency's activities are not in compliance with The Endangered
Species Act.

Noise and The Endanaered Species Act: A Case Study

In 1990 The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WDOT), Bureau of Aeronautics,
was required to comply with The Endangered Species Act before beginning
construction of a general aviation airport in a rural area of Wisconsin. A pair
of bald eagles historically nested in one of three trees 615 m from the end of
one proposed runway. The nest trees are on private land adjacent to land
designated for purchase and development by the WDOT. Bald eagles are listed as
a threatened species in Wisconsin, though eagle populations have been increasing
steadily in this state since passage of The Endangered 1pecies Act (Gieck, 1989).

The USFWS requested that a biological assessment be prepared at the expense
of the WDOT, which contracted Sterna Fuscata, Inc. for the project. Our company
includes three wildlife biologists. We also sub-contracted an expert on bald
eagles and disturbance, Dr. Mark Stalmaster, to advise us.

We had two objectives for the assessment: to predict as accurately as
possible what impacts were likely to occur to the breeding eagle pair, and to
recommend alternative actions to either decrease or mitigate disturbance. The
primary concern of the USFWS was to assure that building an airport in the area
would not compromise its value as breeding hapitat for bald eagles. Disturbing
the bald eagle pair during the breeding season could lower bald eagle
productivity in the area by reducing the pair's breeding success or by causing
them to abandon the nest site.

We addressed potential impacts of several components of airport activity,
including noise generated by aircraft. Under the proposed runway plan, aircraft
would pass directly over the eagle nest during takeoff and landing. Predicting
aircraft overflight impacts posed several challenges. First, a survey of
reported aircraft overflights of bald eagles suggests eagles are highly
individual in their responses to aircraft stimuli. Second, it is unclear what
components-visual, auditory or both- of any human-generated stimuli cause
disturbance. Third, no studies of aircraft disturbance to bald eagles were
directly comparable to the events proposed in Wisconsin.

Reactions to helicopters and small jets by bald eagles residing near an
international airport were documented as minimal (Fleischner and Weisberg, 1986),
ranging from a mere turning of the head to flying up momentarily from a perch.
The majority of the planes serviced by the proposed airport, however, will be
small single and twin-engine planes, which were not tested in that study. Also,
while that study documented direct behavioral responses, indirect and
physiological responses are still unknown. Various publications of biologists
using small single- and twin- engine planes to census bald eagle nests described
no eagle responses that should hinder nesting (Sprunt et al. 1973, Harper 1974,
Swenson 1975, Fraser 1983). We were cautious in applying this information to
this situation because it is not known how the frequency of overflights influence
eagle reactions. Biologists generally flew over nests about once per week. The
question is: how do eagles react to daily, even hourly, overflights?

Therefore, while our collective experience suggested that eagles would
probably remain and breed successfully in the area, we could not refute the
possibility that they would do otherwise. We recommended that the WDOT hire a
raptor biologist to monitor the eagle pair for any behavioral or physiological
responses to aircraft activities when the airport is completed. Monitoring the
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pair prior to airport construction will provide baseline data on behavioral
traits, which can be used for comparison with behavioral data once overflights
have begun. Changes in rates of feeding, perching, or incubating could indicate
disturbance. Flying up in alarm from the nest might knock eggs out, though to
our knowledge this has not been reported for bald eagles. Remaining out of the
nest, and thus leaving the eggs unattended could increase the risk of egg
predation or of temperature changes (either hot or cold) that threaten the
embryo. We advised that such responses to overflights could place eggs or young
at risk. We cautioned that physiological responses, which are much more
difficult to detect, might also influence breeding. We supported the USFWS
guidelines that suggest that fixed-wing aircraft avoid flying less than 150 m
above ground level (AGL) over eagle habitat during the breeding season, which
lasts from mid-March through July. Avoidance was also recommended during winters
when eagles resided in the area, if they appeared disturbed-by aircraft. If the
pair is disturbed by aircraft overflights, an alternative flight plan should be
available. We designed a noise abatement procedure that can be used by pilots
to avoid flying directly over the nest. Noise abatement procedures are commonly
used and are easy to follow. We recommended a 45-degree turn to the right off
of the runway nearest the nest, as soon as the departing aircraft attains an
altitude of 120 m AGL. The original plan was for aircraft to depart directly
over the nest tree. The procedure directs the plane as far away as possible from
the eagle pair's nesting site without sacrificing aircraft safety. Using this
pattern will prevent high-performance planes from approaching closer than 850
m to the eagle nest and low-performance airchaft, 300 m.

Landings on this runway will bring arriving aircraft within approximately
300 m of the eagle nest. Aircraft will usually be in a "power off" flight
condition during this approach leg. However, we reasoned that noise disturbance
will probably be minor. Landings on the crosswind runway (perpendicular to the
runway leading near the nest) will bring aircraft within approximately 300 m from
the nest at an elevation of 300 m AGL.

Protection and enhancement of the habitat for eagles was recommended as
mitigation for development of the area. Identification of all components of the
habitat used by the pair, including nest, perch and roosting trees, was
recommended along with restriction of human activity within 100 m of these
features. We suggested keeping existing trees in place to act as a buffer
against visual and auditory stimuli generated by airport activities. We also
encouraged protection of the eagle habitat by fee title purchase, conservation
easements, or landowner agreement.

The USFWS issued a Biological Opinion, based on the assessment, that the
airport project is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the bald
eagle or result in the adverse modification of critical habitat. However, this
statement was coupled with a concern that some of the airport activities in the
project area may adversely affect the birds by disturbing their use of the area
which could result in abandonment of their current territory. The Biological
Opinion also noted that the potential exists for runway collisions between
aircraft and eagles. Therefore, an "incidental take" statement was issued,
meaning the WDOT is allowed to harm a small number (one eagle, in this case) of
individual animals if it is incidental to an otherwise legal action. The WDOT
was obligated to implement a conservation plan as mitigation. The conservation
plan describes what steps the agency will take to minimize and mitigate impacts.
The USFWS reviewed the plan to confirm that the "taking" will indeed be
incidental and that the agency is sincere in its plans to minimize and mitigate
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effects. The USFWS will authorize this kind of taking only when it will not
reduce the likelihood of survival and recovery of the species. The WDOT was
authorized to begin construction of the airport as long am the conservation plan
is carried out.

We are hoping that careful monitoring of the eagles and their responses
to various airport- related stimuli will help further our overall understanding
of overflight impacts on raptors, especially on productivity. It is unknown
which of the repertoire of behavioral responses to noise indicate disturbance.
It is also unknown how disturbance levels are correlated with nesting failure.
Monitoring the bald eagle pair both before and after airport activities begin
will answer these questions; unfortunately there is a mere sample size of one.
We encourage other consulting agencies and the scientific community to share
their experiences with this subject so that future planners will enjoy a better
predictive capability about the impacts of noise and other stimuli on wildlife.
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ABSTRACT:
From 1989 to 1991, we studied the effects on waterbirds of an incremental increase in

noise from the addition of two large gas-turbine compressors to an existing oilfield facility (the
Central Compressor Plant) at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, USA. Two species of loons, four species of
geese, Tundra Swans (Cygnus columbianus), and ten species of ducks used the study area. The
primary focus of the study was to evaluate the effects of noise on nesting Canada Geese (Branta
canadensis) and brood-rearing Brant (Branta bernicla). We monitored waterbird populations and
noise levels during pre-construction (1989), construction (1990), and operation (1991) in an 8.2
km2 study area surrounding the site of the new compressors. We used acoustic data from all three
years to develop an interactive computer model of the noise environment. Analysis of the one-
third band octave frequencies indicated that the new compressors contributed most significantly
at low frequencies (31.5 Hz and 63 Hz bands). Longk-term average noise levels (measured in
hourly Leq) collected at a monitoring site near the facility increased significantly from 52.2 dB
(A scale) before construction to 54.9 dBA after addition of the new compressors. We used the
computer model to predict the noise level at waterbird nests and flock locations and to produce
noise contours around the facility. Noise contour analysis revealed that wind direction affected
changes in noise levels in the immediate vicinity of the facility more than did the addition of the
new compressors. Noise from the new compressors did not appear to affect the locations of
waterbird nests or nesting success. Spring weather conditions had a greater effect on both the
number and success of nesting birds than did increased noise. Shifts in the distribution of Canada
Goose flocks during pre-nesting indicated avoidance of the immediate vicinity (within 500-750 m)
of the facility in 1991, the first operational year of the GHX-1 compressors. Although estimated
noise levels in brood-rearing habitats used by Brant were significantly higher in 1991 than in
1989-1990, we did not detect any significant changes in use of those areas. Only one other
species, Spectacled Eider (Somateria fischen), displayed a shift in distribution that could be
attributed to avoidance of areas of increased noise. For other species, we found few changes in
abundance and distribution that could be attributed to increased noise from the compressors.

INTRODUCTION:
The Gas Handling Expansion (GHX) Project in the Prudhoe Bay Oilfield was designed to

maintain efficient oil production by increasing gas processing and reinjection capability. The first
phase (GHX-1) of the project resulted in the installation of two gas-turbine compressors adjacent
to the existing 13 compressors at the Central Compressor Plant (CCP) located on the southwestern
shore of Prudhoe Bay (Figure 1). The goal of this study was to evaluate the effects of this
incremental increase in noise on waterbird populations in the vicinity, particularly nesting Canada
Geese and brood-rearing Brant that annually use the area. The monitoring program was initiated
in 1989 to acquire baseline information before construction of the new compressors. We also
collected data during construction (1990) and during the first operational year (1991). The
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Figure 1. Location of the study area and important oilfield facilities at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska,
USA.

specific objectives of the field program were to record the seasonal abundance, distribution, and
habitat use of waterbirds during May-September; monitor the existing noise environment by
measuring the sound pressure levels of steady-state soures of noise (e.g., facilities) and varying
or intermittent sources (e.g., flaring); record weather information and measure noise propagation
characteristics in the area to evaluate the local factors affecting noise attenuation; and evaluate the
effects of noise on the seasonal abundance, distribution, habitat use, and nesting success of
waterbirds.

The GHX-I study area comprises 8.2 km2 of land located along the southwestern shore
of Prudhoe Bay (Figure 1). The study area is coastal tundra typical of the central Arctic Coastal
Plain with a variety of lakes, ponds, and both salt-affected and freshwater wetlands (Bergman et
al. 1977). Oilfield facilities in the study area include gravel roads, pipelines, and extensive gravel
pads that support drill sites and large industrial plants.

METHODS:
Each year, we collected source and propagation acoustic data along transects radiating from

the CCP and Central Gas Facility (CGF) by measuring both major continuous sources (plant
equipment) and time-varying sources (e.g., gas-flare noise). We measured sound as Equivalent
Sound Level (Leq; dB, A-scale) using a Larson-Davis Model 870 sound meter, and we also
recorded sound with a Nagra SJ-IV tape recorder. We installed a stationary noise monitor on the
mainland shore near the brood-rearing habitats used by Brant to directly assess changes in noise
in that area. After analysis of field data, we developed an "acoustic prediction model" to predict
the noise environment at any point near the CCP/GHX-1 and CGF facilities, and to construct
noise contours around each facility.

We monitored the abundance, distribution, and habitat use of waterbirds in the study area
primarily by road surveys during the pre-nesting, nesting, brood-rearing, and fall-staging seasons.
We also conducted two foot surveys each year during the early nesting season to locate waterbird
nests. During foot surveys, three observers walked the perimeters of all lakes, ponds, and
wetland complexes, providing nearly complete coverage of nesting areas adjacent to aquatic
habitats. All nests located were later revisited to determine nest fate. After each field season,
we digitized locations of all flocks and nests and incorporated these data into a GIS system
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compatible with the acoustic prediction model.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION:
Analysis of acoustic data revealed that the GHX-1 compressors contributed mostly at the

lower frequency ranges (31.5 Hz and 63 Hz) and, due to the specific location of the new
compressors (at the northeast edge of CCP), noise generated by the facility was highly directional
(over a range of 300 to 150 on each side of the northwest direction; Figure 2). Noise levels
(hourly Le.) at the stationary noise monitor were significantly higher in 1991 than in 1989 (54.9
dBA and 52.2 dBA, respectively; Mann Whitney test, P<0.05). In addition to the noise from
the CCP/GHX-1 facility, gravel-hauling traffic on the adjacent road, located approximately 250
m west of the microphone, contributed to the higher noise levels recorded in 1991.
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Figure 2. Estimated noise contours (5 dBA) around the Central Compressor Plant and Central
Gas Facility, Prud hoe Bay, Alaska, USA, before construction (a) and during
operation (b) of the GHX-1 compressors. Weather conditions modeled were no
wind, air temperature of 4 'C (39 °F), and 80% relative humidity.

We recorded 17 species of waterbirds in the study area during the three years of this study:
two species of loons (Pacific Loon [Gaviapacifica] and Red-throated Loon [G. stellata]); Tundra
Swan; four species of geese (Snow Goose [Chen caerulescens], Brant, Canada Goose, Greater
White-fronted Goose [Anser albifrons]); and ten species of ducks (Green-winged Teal [Anas
crecca], Mallard [A. platyrhynchos], Northern Pintail (A. acuta), Northern Shoveler [A. clypeata],
Eurasian Wigeon [A. penelope], American Wigeon [A. americana], King Eider [Somateria
spectabilis], Spectacled Eider [S. fischerz], Oldsquaw [Clangula hyemalis], Red-breasted
Merganser [Mergus serrator]). We saw six duck species (Red-breasted Merganser, Mallard,
Green-winged Teal, American and Eurasian wigeons and Northern Shoveler) on < 25 % of all
surveys for the three years. Because of the limited length of this paper, we will focus the
discussion on the two main species of interest (Canada Geese and Brant) and only discuss other
species if changes in distribution and abundance were significantly affected by increased noise
from the new compressors. Complete results are provided in Anderson et 92).
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Canada Geese did not differ in abundance among years except during pre-nesting when we
saw significantly fewer geese in 1990 than in either 1989 or 1991. During pre-nesting, geese are
attracted to snow-free habitats created by dust from gravel roads and pads, but the warm spring
conditions in 1990 increased the availability of snow-free habitats away from roads and facilities
and thus allowed early dispersal of geese to nesting areas. Shifts in the listribution of Canada
Geese attributable to avoidance of increased noise in 1991 were apparent only during pre-nesting,
when flocks were located significantly farther from CCP (the site of GHX-1) in 1991 than in 1989
(1070 m [145 flocks] and 1622 m [98 flocks], respectively; Kruskal-Wallis pairwise comparison,
P<0.05). The mean estimated noise level at the locations of these pre-nesting flocks also was
significantly lower in 1991 than in 1989 (48 dBA and 52 dBA, respectively; Kruskal-Wallis
pairwise comparison, P< 0.05), indicating that the change in distribution could have resulted from
avoidance of noisier areas near the facility.

Canada Geese had their highest nesting success in 1990 when 10 of 11 (91%) nests were
successful. Nesting success was low (17%, 1 of 6 nests) in 1989 and intermediate (46%, 5 of 11
nests) in 1991. The distance of nest sites from CCP/GHX-1 did not differ significantly among
years and the mean estimated noise levels at the nest sites also did not differ significantly among
years, or between nest fates (Kruskal-Wallis tests, P<0.05). These results indicate that the
location of Canada Goose nests and their ultimate fate (successful or failed) were not affected by
noise generated by the oilfield facilities and that other factors, such as spring weather conditions
or predation, influenced nesting success more strongly than did oilfield disturbance.

The other main species of concern, Brant, used the study area primarily during the brood-
rearing and early fall-staging seasons; they did not nest in the area. Brant were the most common
brood-rearing goose in the study area and several hundred adults and young occupied the coastal
island at the mouth of the Putuligayuk River (Figure 1) from late June through August each year.
Although we recorded significant annual changes in the abundance of Brant adults and young
during brood-rearing, these changes were due to greater productivity in 1990 compared with 1989
and 1991, and not to any avoidance of the area because of noise from CCP/GHX-1 compressors.
Although brood-rearing Brant using the coastal island southeast of CCP experienced significantly
higher noise levels in 1991 than in previous years, they did not shift their use of the island to the
southeastern end or increase their use of the mainland to the south, the quietest habitats available.

Only one other waterbird species, the Spectacled Eider, displayed a shift in distribution that
might be attributable to avoidance of noise from CCP/GHX- 1. During nesting, we saw Spectacled
Eiders farther from CCP/GHX-1 in 1991 (t = 1845 m, n = 6 flocks) than in 1989 (X = 1246,
n = 7). The mean estimated noise levels at the ck locations also differed significantly
between 1989 (1 = 47 dBA) and 1991 (1 = 42 c All observations of Spectacled Eiders
during nesting were of non-breeding adults.

In conclusion, it appears that most waterbirds were habituated to the steady noise
emanating from both the CCP and CGF facilities prior to the installation of the GHX compressors
and that any adjustments that they may have made in reaction to noise from GHX was
undetectable. Thus, noise from the GHX-1 compressors contributed little to the total noise
environment and had little effect on use of the study area by most waterbirds.

LITERATURE CITED:
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to develop baseline data reflecting mid-to-high-frequency hearing
sensitivity of young adult desert mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus roold) and mountain sheep (Q&
canadensis). Baseline auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) were recorded from 4 desert mule deer
and 5 mountain sheep. Click stimuli and tonebursts were used to elicit ABRs. Animals were
sedated and transported from the Wildlife Research Center to the University Health Sciences
Center, and lightly anesthetized with halothane during data collection. Thresholds for the various
stimuli were determined. Thresholds were best for the click stimulus. The click-evoked wave IV-
V complex was reliably present down to 45dB peak equivalent (pe) SPL in sheep and 55dB peSPL
in deer. Mean latency-intensity functions and the 95% and 99% confidence intervals were
calculated and plotted. The mean slopes of the latency-intensity functions were 20 fts/dB and 32
1ss/dB for the sheep and deer, respectively. These aredImportant in understanding the auditory
sensitivity of these animals and may serve as a guideline for investigators examining the effects of
noise on the mid-to high frequency hearing sensitivity of these animals.

INTRQDUCTION

Baseline click ABR hearing thresholds were determined for 4 desert mule deer and 5 mountain
sheep. Estimated ABR thresholds and latency intensity functions have not been established for
these animals. However these data are needed to better understand the sensitivity of these species.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

This study was conducted following established animal research guidelines."12  All deer and 3
sheep were used in a previous study.3 Animals were restrained by injection with ketamine
hydrochloride (HCL) and xylazine HCL. Animals were then blindfolded, hobbled, and transported
to the Arizona Health Sciences Center and anesthetized to a light phase of anesthesia with halothane
followed by endotracheal intubation. Body temperatures were monitored during the test session.
ABRs were recorded using a Nicolet Spirit m  Portable EP System. Acoustic stimuli were
rarefaction clicks (100 Ass in duration) presented monaurally through insert earphones (that
introduce a latency delay of 0.9 ms) at the rate of 21.4/second. Clicks were initially presented at
105dB pe SPL and decreased in 1OdB steps until threshold (lowest intensity level at which one of
the ABR components was reliably observed) was reached. At least 5 points were obtained to
determine latency-intensity functions for the IV-V complex of the ABR. Other stimuli included
4000 Hz, and 1000 Hz tonebursts with a two cycle rise/fall time and a one cycle plateau.

Otoscopic examinations were performed on all ears and ipsilateral ABRs were recorded using
subdermal electrodes. A conventional electrode array was used4 and electrodes placed rostral to
the braincase and at each mastoid. The mean latency-intensity functions and their slopes (Y=mX
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+ b) were calculated for the click-evoked ABR. Following data collection, animals were
blindfolded, hobbled, and transported to their pens where they were injected with yohimbine HCL
and doxapram HCL for arousal.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Body temperature and anesthetics can influence the ABR. 5 However body temperatures were
nearly constant and were in the normal range. Little is known about the effects of xylazine on the
ABR, although, the other anesthetics and dosages used in this study are known to have minimal
effects. 6

SHEEP

Peaks of interest were wave I, wave II and IV-V complex (Figure 2A). The IV-V complex was
observable at the lowest stimulus intensities in all sheep and was therefore used to estimate hearing
sensitivity. Mean thresholds were 47dB, 47dB, 69dB, and 89dB pe SPL for the click, 4000 Hz,
2000 Hz, and 1000 Hz tonebursts, respectively. There were no differences in ABRs between the
3 sheep used in the previous study and the 2 new sheep.

Hearing loss influences thresholds of the ABR components and can have an impact on latency-
intensity functions. Human ABR studies have found that individuals with high frequency hearing
loss tend to have steeper slopes than normal. 7 For the'sheep, the mean slope of the click evoked
latency-intensity function was 20 /s/dB. Because of t48 high correlation between ears on the same
animal only I ear of each animal was used to develop the means and 95% and 99% confidence
intervals (Figure IA). Latency-intensity functions for all 10 ears were evaluated relative to these
values. Nine of the ears had latencies within the 99% confidence intervals while I ear exhibited
increased IV-V complex (361.s/dB for the click stimulus) (Figure IA). The 30dB poorer threshold
for this ear along with an increased slope of the latency-intensity function (with latencies within
the normative range at the higher intensity levels) suggest a 30dB sensorineural hearing loss for
the high frequencies. It is interesting to note that this animal was also blind in the right eye.

DEER

Peaks of interest were waves I, II, and V (Figure 2B). Wave V was observable at the lowest
stimulus intensity in all deer and was therefore used to estimate hearing sensitivity. The click
stimulus and the 4000 Hz toneburst resulted in the lowest thresholds. Mean thresholds were 58dB,
60dB, 76dB, and 90dB peSPL for the click, 4000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 1000 Hx tonebursts,
respectively. Mean wave V latency-intensity functions were slightly steeper for the deer (32
,us/dB) than for the sheep (20/zs/dB). The 95% and 99% confidence intervals for the deer are
shown in Figure lB.

The current data can be compared with human ABR results. In humans, a click-evoked ABR is
first detectable at 10-20 dB above behavioral hearing threshold. The sheep and deer in the present
investigation exhibited thresholds very similar to what we would expect for normally hearing
humans (the human perceptual threshold for the click used in this study was approximately 25dB
peSPL). This suggests that hearing sensitivity for sheep and deer, at least in the frequency region
around 4000 Hz, is quite similar to humans. Although human-studies have shown that the 4000
Hz region of the cochlea is most vulnerable to damage from noise exposure, it is not known
whether or not this is also the frequency region which is vulnerable in the sheep and deer. Further
studies are needed to determine the full frequency range of hearing in these species as well as the
frequency range which is most vulnerable to noise damage.
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ABSTRACT
We wanted to provide empirical data on animals physically

comparable to man for estimation of the THRESHOLD for non-auditory
hazard for personnel exposed to airblasts in enclosures. In a
pilot study fall 1991 three antitank weapons of different power
were fired from three different enclosure volumes, each time with
a man-sized 60 kg Ketamin-anaesthesized pig placed vertically
beside an instrument "manikin" inside the room, both with pressure
transducers in and on the body. 11 pigs were exposed to one round
each, another 5 pigs were non-exposed controls. Post-exposure
necropsy showed traces, slight or severe inner organ injury in all
exposure situations, indicating that the lowest exposure were at
or close to blast injury threshold. The incidence of laryngeal and
lung hemmorhage was lower than usually seen for more sharp-rising
C4 charges. In small 8m3 bunkers the Carl Gustav ATW peak pressure
increased to above 206dB = >3atm compared to free-field 185dB = <
0.4atm). Impulse duration and positive overpressure were in the 70
msec range, with maximal impulse above 4000 kPa*msec (fig. 1). The
data contribute to the empirical data-base of a computer-model for
assessment of complex blast-wave hazard being developed at WRAIR,
USA.

INTRODUCTION
Impulse noise with peak pressure exceeding 1 bar (= latm, -

194dB) may produce airblast pressure waves that create diffuse
bleeding by inner-organ tissue disrupture, or air embolization
(air bubbles in the blood) that block circulation in vital organs,
leading to incapacitation or death within seconds or days without
visible exterior trauma. In enclosures reflections lead to complex
wave patterns with increased duration and peak levels - and
increased hazard. The civilian population is at risk in case of
indoor explosions in aircrafts, cars, trains, ships, chemical
plants and oil industry installations - and when sheltering at
war. Damatie risk criteria as well as optimal diagnostic and
therapeutic measures for complex blast-waves trauma in enclosures
are largely unknown due to scarce scientific data (Richmond 1991,
Richmond & Jensen 1992). The aim of this pilot study was .to
indicate empirically the impulse-to-enclosure-volume threshold for
complex blast-wave effects on an animal comparable to man prior to
a more comprehensive study on effects in scaled enclosure volumes.

METHOD
Three recoilless antitank weapon systems of different power were

fired (single rounds) from three different enclosure volumes, each
time with a man-sized 60 kg Ketamin-anaesthesized pig placed
vertically beside an instrument "manikin" inside the room, both
with pressure transducers in and on the body. Non-auditory effects
were studied by necropsy 2h post-exposure. 11 pigs were exposed to
one round each, another 5 pigs were non-exposed controls. The
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blast-waves were created by 3 recoilless antitank weapons, the
Carl Gustav 84mm, the M72-E4, M72-A2 and C4 charges, in 3
enclosures, the MG3 8m3 bunker, the Carl Gustav bunker, and a 33m3
room.

In the systematic paradigm one started with the assumed "worst
case": the most powerful weapon(Carl Gustav 84mm) in the smallest
enclosure (MG3 8m3 bunker), and if non-auditory effects were
registered on necropsy, reduced the blast (to M72-E4 LAW, then to
M72-A2 LAW) in the same enclosure until no effects were produced,
or if still produced, increased enclosure volume with the same
weapon until non-auditory effects were not produced - always
single rounds - to find the injury threshold, supplying with
appropriate C4 charges if the weapon blast repertoire had to be
expanded. In case of slight pathology the exposure was repeated
(new pig) before moving on.

The pressure-time history was registered flush on manikin's
truncus (front+back+left+right), and flush in left+right ears; and
on pig's truncus surface (front+back+left+right), in the
pharynx+oesophagus+stomach, in front of the left+right ears, plus
3 gauges 0.3m from the animal in free air inside the enclosure.

Instrumentation included a mansized manikin (modified WRAIR
metal body, head rectangular boxlike, trunk cylindric); Kulite
XT-190 gauges on truncus, in front of ears, and in "free air";
Endevco 8514 - 50psi (3.5bar) and 8514 - 20psi (1.4bar), and
Endevco 8507C - 50psi (in pharynx/oesophagus/stomach, inside
plastic gastric tubes); 80 kHz FM tape recorders, EMI SE 7000 A,
14 ch, and signal conditioneers/amplifiers, 2311 from Measurement
Group, VISHEY. Signals from all gauges were collected via signal
conditioners and taperecorded, tape speed 60"/s, then played-back
with 3 3/4"/s tape speed, digitized with 1 MHz sampling freq,
analysed as required, and with the pressure-time history,
impulse-time history and the frequency spectra presented as
hard-paper copies + on 3.5" discettes. (Recordings will be used to
verify load predictions by the ARA Predisction Model, and
Contribute to the data base ofthe WRAIR Injury Prediction Model).

Further details are given elsewhere (Richmond & Jenssen 1992,
Borchgrevink & al 1992).

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In the 8m3 MG3-bunker, we performed three Carl Gustav rounds,

two M72-E4 rounds and two M72-A2 rounds. In the 33 m3 room the
Carl Gustav was fired once, then a 1.14kg C4 charge. In the Carl
Gustav bunker, the Carl Gustav was fired in normal transverse
position (as fired by soldiers, with back blast out the rear
opening), and in oblique angle position (with back blast creating
a rotating dynamic pressure inside the bunk'r).

The pressure-time patterns were somewhat different from those
previously reported. The powerful weapons fired from small
enclosures gave substantially increased peak pressure (kPA),
overpressure duration (msec) and maximal impulse (kPa*msec) levels
compared to free-field registrations (e.g. by NATO RSG6 1987).
Firing the Carl Gustav 84mm ATW in the small 8m3 bunker the peak
pressure increased to above 206dB = >3atm compared to free-field
185dB = < 0.4atm. Impulse duration and positive overpressure were
in the 70 msec range, with maximal impulse above 4000 kPa*msec
(figs. 1 and 2).

Post-exposure necropsy 2 hours post-exposure showed slight to
severe inner organ injury in nearly all exposure situations,
indicating that the lowest exposure were at or close to blast
injury threshold. Traces of trauma were also recorded for Carl
Gustav fired from Carl Gustav bunker according to ratified
procedure for soldiers. The C4 charge was fatal. In the "oblique
angle" Carl Gustav firing the back-blast and dynamic pressure
caused burns and contused sternum. The incidence of laryngeal and
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lung hemmorhage was lower than usually seen for more sharp-rising
C4 charges (Phillips & al 1986). Strong pressure oscillations in
the stomach e.g. in pig 3 (fig. 2) might have caused the
stretch-like patterns of hemmorhage observed on the stomach.The
substantial cranial one-atmosphere momentum caused by the
difference between stomach (245.8 kPa) versus thorax pressure (158
kPa) (fig. 2) might explain the corresponding stretch-like
contusions in the diaphragm, and possibly also the frequently
observed liver hilus lacerations. Air administered into the
stomach during endoscopy may have accentuated the stomach
oscillations and influenced injury thresholds. Some pigs showed
strong tendency to respiratory arres. when hanging anaesthesized
in vertical body position. These issues including effects of
vertical versus horisontal body position should be addressed in
the forthcoming main study in scaled enclosure volumes ca 5.5m3,
16m3 and 33m3.
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Figure 1. Pressure - Impulse diagram, complex blast wave effects on swine.
Pressure and impulse values are a mean of the six measured on the animal.
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ACOUSTIC INATTENTIVENESS AS AN INDICATOR OF FATIGUE IN
PHYSICALLY LOADED ALSATIAN WATCHDOGS

STEPHAN, Eberhart and Thomas MONIG
Institut fur Tierhygiene und Tierschutz

Tierarztliche Hochschule Hannover, D-3000 Hannover 71, Biinteweg 17 p, Germany

Usually, watchdogs are kept in order to defend an area or to support the attentiveness of the
watchmen by some specially suited senses of the dogs. Under these senses the acoustic and
olfactoric ones are of particular interest, whereas the optical sense mostly is of minor importance.
Maintenance ot'a couple of well educated and specially trained dogs in order to safeguard is quite
expensive. So, the guarding companies and military services sometimes intend to decrease the
expenses by reduction of the number of their dogs. The (wrong) assumption is: The same work for
less money, meaning that less dogs shall work more hours per day.

In that context the behaviour of six Alsatian watchdogs was investigated.
The particular interest was
- primarily, whether or not increased physical loadings exceed the physical and/or mental abilities

of the animals and hereby violate the animal welfare legislation and
- secondly, whether or not these animals in the more loaded status develop the same attentiveness

"with respect to environmental stimuli as they do under less loading conditions.the attentiveness of
the dogs

The physiologically important criteria heart frequency, respiration frequency and traction power were
recorded, but they are not subject of that paper. The attentiveness of the dogs, interesting here in
particular, was checked after their work in a treadmill (running rubber tape) by means of behavioural
audiometrv in a special type of kennel with regard to gu~rdin2-relevant noises of different qualities
with higher and lower intensity.
The variable external testing conditions were:
- the duration of the working periods (0.5 - 2.0 hours).
- different speeds of the running rubber tape (2.5 - 5.0 km per hour),
- different breaks (1 - 2 hours).
- different climatic conditions (+20'C, 80% rel. humidity and - 1O°C, 60-75% rel. humidity).

These noise qualities and their used "loud" and "soft" sound pressure levels were (in dB, linear):

- 1. Wirecutting by a pair of pincers "loud" 68.4 "soft" 48.4
- 2. Snapping of branches by treading 72,0 51,9
- 3. Smashing of a pane of glass by hammer 68,0 48,3

4. Chafing of a pine branch on jeans trousers 49,5 32.0
V5. High frequency breathing of man 47,3 32.5

The results were:
- After lower physical loadings the animals reacted clearelv on acoustic stimuli.
- After medium grade physical loadings the indication of low intensity acoustic stimuli was more

rarely.
- After increased physical loadings the percentage of not indicated acoustic stimuli increased,
- l)ring increased air temperature/humidity conditions the ability of the dogs to respond decreased.
- Anxious. watchful and sensitive watchdogs indicated the apparence of acoustic stimuli more

frequently than others.

Even if the physical loadings of the dogs by more running work, e.g. more frequent and longer patrol
duties, should not be relevant under the rules of the animal welfare legislation, the acoustic
attentiveness of the animals decreases in dependance to the increasing physical loadings 3nd also on
warmer and more humid meteorological conditions.

Such unsuited only apparently economic measures may invalidate the success of guarding.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE RELATIVE ABUNDANCE AND BEHAVIOR OF
MARINE MAMMALS EXPOSED TO TRANSMISSIONS FROM

THE HEARD ISLAND FEASIBILITY TEST.

BOWLES Ann E.1, SMULTEA Mari 2, WURSIG Bernd 2, DEMASTER Douglas P. 3 ,
PALKA D. 3

Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute, San Diego, CA 1, Marine Mammal Research Program,
Galveston, TX 2, Southwest Fisheries Center, La Jolla, CA 3

As part of a program to measure global warning, the Heard Island Feasibility test transmitted 209-

220 dB re ipPa tones at 175 m depth, centred on 57 Hz with a maximum of 30 Hz bandwidth.

The duty cycle averaged 19% during the 7 day experimental period, with a maximum duty cycle

of 30%. The impact of this noise on marine mammals was estimated by measuring density and

behavior in a 70x70 km square centered 60 km south-east of Heard Island (530 25" S x 740 30"

E). Experienced marine mammal observers conducted line-transect surveys, and monitored

marine mammal behavior both acoustically and visually. ,

Observers surveyed 1093 km (123 hrs) before and 1011 km (149 hrs) during the transmission

experiment. Forty schools of cetaceans and 19 pinnipeds were sighted before and 40 schools and 25

pinnipeds were sighted after. Sightings of endangered cetaceans (blue whales, Balaenoptera

mutsculus, fin whales, B. physalus, and sperm whales, Physeter macrocephalus) were rare, but did

not differ before and during transmissions (3 schools in each period. Schools of hourglass dolphins

(Lagenorhynchus cruciger) increased and schools of mid-sized whales, chiefly southern bottlenose

whales (Hyperoodon planifrons) and minke whales (B. acutorostrata), decreased. The cause of these

changes could not be ascertained. There were no consistent changes in direction of travel. Calls of

sperm whales and pilot whales were detected 22% of hours monitored before the transmissions, but

were not detecting during the 7 day transmission period. Calls were detected again within 2 days after

the end of transmissions.

Comparison of the behavior of endangered whales before and during transmissions showed

changes in respiration and reorientation rates. However, these whales were able to navigate,

interact and lunge-feed during transmissions.
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Effects of short-term noise exposure on heart rate
and ECG ST segment in male rats

Zhao Yiinng, Liu Shijie and Zhang Shuzhen
Depaenta of Occupad oal Hah, School of Publish Health. Beijig Medical Univenity. Beijing 100083. P.R.China

ABSTRACT

It is known that chronic noise exposure can lead to changes of arrhythmia, Myocardial ischemia and coronary

heart disease. But there were some differences in a few researches. These differences might be caused by many

social-environmental factors. Animal research in laboratoy can get rid of these disturbances. A new method was

applied in the research to detect ECG in conscious unrestricted rats. By this method, effects of 100 dB(A) noise

short-term (one hour) exposure on the changes of heart rate (HR) and ECG ST segment in male rats were studied. It

was found HR and ST segment were stable before noise exposure. HR was decreased to minimnu (by 60

beatsAnin) during 0-4 min of the noise exposure period and then increased slowly. ST segment was elevated at the

beginning of the noise exposure. It was elevated into maximum (by 30 gV) during 15-29 min of the noise exposure

and then declined slowly. After the stop of noise exposure, HR and ST segment were recovered quickly into the

level before noise exposure. A dose-response relationship was found from 40 min of noise exposure to beginning of

noise stop, when rats exposed to different sound pressure level noise. These effects were characterized by 1) the

stability and the reproductivity, same reactions of HR and ST segmLnt in three days; 2) individual differences,

reaction to the noise exposure could be divided into two types: type A, HR decreased and ST segment elevated, type

B, HR and ST segment not changed, the basic ST segment of the rats with type A was 45 percent higher than that of

the rats with type B; 3) parallel reaction between the changes of HR and ST segment, i.e. in the rats of which HR

was decreased, the ST segment was elevated (type A), while in the rats of which HR was not changed, the ST

segment was also not changed (type B). 4) dose-response relationship, it could be found in type A rats.

KEY WORDS: ECG, heart rate, noise, ST segment, type A reaction, type B reaction

It is well recognized that exposure to intense noise lead to not only hearing loss but also affects the

cardiovascular system in man and animal1 3 ]. Exposure to traffic noise (72 dB(A)) for one hour was reported to

produce a decrease of heart rate HR in rabbits1 5]. But some of other researches did not find the changes of HR on

noise exposure[l, 61. The changes of HR was accelerated at the beginning of noise exposure, and then decelerated( 2].

Some confounding factors could lead to different changes of HR. If one person exposed to noise, his HR would be

decreased. But if having mental load at the same time, HR would be increased[S]. Short-term noise exposure could

elevate HR in baboon, but chronic noise exposure declined itl3 ]. Three types of changes in HR during acute

exposure to noise were observed in men. A few subjects maintain a higher HR as compared with the initial value,

whereas some of them maintain a lower value; still others showed both a rise and fall throughout the noise

exposure[91. Studies on industrial workers exposed to intense noise revealed the tendency of increase occurrence of

in coronary heart disease[10] and changes of ECG ST segment[U1 ]. The purposes of this research were: (a) to avoid
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sress caused in fixed experimental animals by using the method of detecting ECO of conscious unrestricted rats;

(b) to determine what kind of changes of HR and ST segment will occur during short-errm noise exposure in rats; (c)

to investigate the characteistic of changes of HR and ST segment at different phases of noise exposure; (d) to

observe dose-response relationship between noise exposure and changes of HR and ST segment; (e) to study the

individual changes of HR and ST segment caused by noise in rats.

METHODS

One hundred and eighty one male Wistar rats weighted 211 ± 34 grams were used, which laid electrodes under

skin by operation. Then the rats were fed in special cages in a semianechoic soundproof room. Sound pressure level

(SPL) in the cages was less than 40 dB(A). The ECG signal was input into a digital system based on Apple IT for

analysis. HR and ST segment were measured every 5 min for each rat. The data of HR and ST segment were stored

in diskettes. The experiments were divided into three periods, a) the first hour, self control, b) the second hour,

exposed to 100 dB(A) wide spectrum steady state noise, c) the third and fourth hours, recovering. Curves of HR and

ST segment of each rat were plotted for the individual analysis. Mean and SD of HR and ST segment were

calculated, and self pairs t test were made in Apple I1 Then the results were output by a plotter.

RESULTS

Figure 1 illustrated the changes of HR on the noise exposure. In self control period, HR was stable. During noise

exposure period, it was decreased to the minimum (by 60 beats/min) at the beginning of noise exposure, and then

increased slowly. After stop of noise exposure, HR recovered quickly to the level of self control period. It was found

that there were individual differences in the changes of HR on noise exposure. In 12 rats, HR of 7 rats were

decreased (figure 2). while those of other 5 were not changed (figure 3) during noise exposure.
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Figure 7 and 8 showed changes of HR and ST segment during exposed to different SPL noise (80 - 100 dB(A)).

From 40 min of noise exposure to beginning of noise stop, HR and ST segment were more recovered to the level of

self control period in 80 dB(A) than in 100 dB(A). A dose-response relationship could be found.
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In toal 181 rats, theme were 99 of which the HR and ST segment were changed, 58 with HR and ST segment not

changed, and 24 (12 versus 12) just one parameter (HR or ST segment) changed during noise exposure, p<O.01.

These results mean rats could be divided into two subgroups by means of their reactions of HR and ST segment on

noise exposure. The rat with HR and ST segment changed during noise exposure belonged to subgroup A, the other

with no changes belonged to subgroup B.

Basic level of ST segment within subgroup A (147 ± 15 gV) was higher than subgroup B (101 ± 11 gtV), p < 0.05.

DISCUSSION

In the preliminary of this research, we found if rats were restricted consciously, their HR might be changed in

large range. The changes of HR might be stronger than those caused by noise. So, one of the most important

research methods was to find a way of measuring ECG in conscious unrestricted rats. The method was established

in the p•-experimenL By this method, it was found that noise could result in HR to be declined and ST segment

elevated in myocardial ischemia condition (to inject pituitrin, isoprenaline or ligate coronary artery). It could be

believed that ST segment changes were manifestation of myocardial ischemia, short-term noise exposure could

cause a short-term reversible myocardial ischemia.

Based on individual differences of HR and ST segment in this research, it was found that rats could be divided

into two types according to their reactions to noise exposure, HR aod ST segment changed or unchanged. Different

changes of HR during short-term noise exposure were also found in men[9,121 . Several epidemiological

investigation demonstrated that only few persons had cardiovascular disorders (arrhythmia, coronary heart disease

and hypertension), and most of them were healthy in cardiovascular system after chronic exposure to noise[7,11].

These results suggested that there are different reactions to noise exposure in cardiovascular system individually. If

we know what kind reaction has latent danger in cardiovascular system when one is chronically exposed to noise,

we can be in the early stage to estimate the probability of having cardiovascular diseases if one works in a noisy

environment for long time and take a suitable treatment. This research can be used as an animal model to investigate

the mechanism of noise on cardiovascular system.
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THE PHASE FEATURES OF MAN AND ANIMAL REACTION TO

INFRASOUND EFFECT.

FAUSTOV Anatoly, FRAIMAN Boris, BOSOVA Ludmila.

The Voronezh State Medical Institute, 394018, Voronezh, Plehanovskay ul. 12 , apt.

17.

The time structure of the development reaction of organism on the infrasound is shown.

The mistakes in the experiments depend on the ignorance of the phase structure of this reaction.

On a montu' la structure de developpment de la re'action de l'organisme dans le temps.

Les fautes aux expe'riences peusent de'pendre de l'ignorance de la structure de phase de

cette re'action.

INTRODUCTION

For the investigation of the organism reaction on infrasound we made the development

analysis of the interaction process between infrasound and human body within the time.

Functioning parameters of the nervous and cardiova cular human and animal systems are

studied on the base of the regular methods. The Investigation covered hemodynamics,

hemocoagulation, oxygen transportation, histology and histochemistry of myocardium,

vessels, adipose cells changes, managerial function of the vegetative centers of the nervous

system, and psychophysiological functions of the man-operator. Traditional Russian

methods are used for this purpose not to investigate human and animals functions, but only

to mark the direction of explored systems and organs reaction to infrasound effect.

All investigations have been carried out in that part of the room, where a person and

animals were prompted to discomfort reactions. Infrasound physical nature in this part of

the room was discussed by us in some other articles. The infrasound influence performed at

the frequency of 12 - 14 Hz and at the sound pressure level of 90 - 100 dB.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As it was proved by our investigations all reactions begin and go out in the specific

time intervals called phase reactions to infrasound.

The human-being and animal reaction to the infrasound influence begins from the

reaction of the nervous system. In the first minute the regulating activity of the vegetative

nervous system sympathetic section is strengthened and the tension index of other structures

of the central nervous system is increased.

Then by the twentieth minute of influence the activity of the subcortical structures of

the brain becomes worse and the level of the person capacity for-work is reduced. At that time
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there appears the indication of more plastic and longer functioning humoral channel

starting which controls the human-being functions.

On the first day at the end of the fourth - sixth hour of everyday six hour infrasound
influence of 100 dB with the frequency of 10 Hz the obvious of reaction blood coagulation

activity increase is developed. At that time the decrease of oxygen consumption from

blood is registered, oxigen content is increased in venous blood without changing its percent
level in arterial blood [fig. 1].

On the third day the increased activity of some ferments of heart muscle respiratory

cycle and active oppression of others are clearly registered.

By the sixth day of influence the coagulation activity of blood is reduced to the

development of hypocoagulation. [fig.2].
By the twelfth day of influence the oxigen content in arterial and venous blood is

normalized. The state of blood coagulation activity, the activity of respiratory ferments

of the myocardial don't differ from the initial data. The histological changes of the muscular

cells of the heart in the first day have a reversible character [fig.3].
By the twenty fourth day of influence the hypercoagulation of blood is appearing again,*

the activity of respiratory ferments of the myocardial is decreased approximately by 50 %.

There appear destructive changes of myocardial [fig.4J.

It should be stated in particular about the cells reaction containing - protector geparin.
At first labrozit content was decreased, then their content per area unit, reaching the

minimum by the twenty fourth day of influence.

DISCUSSION

So the primary reaction of the nervous system is going out, the nervous centers change
for a new level of functionality starting the humoral reaction to the infrasound action. At
first these reactions have an adapting character, the changes from the 12th to the 18th day
of influence are small and reversible. And only after the 18th day of influence the reserve

possibilities of human body are growing weak and visible changes in organs and systems
can be seen. The second important moment, in our opinion, is that the infrasound can

influence directly on the wall of the blood vessel model. The analogous changes are
registered from the vascular basin of persons and animals. The reaction is developed instantly
with the appearance of forced acoustic interaction and disappears with the turning off the
acoustic generator. The direct influence of the infrasound on the vessels can explain the
instant development of the nervous system reciprocal reaction as well as the development

of all above stated functional and morphological changes in it.

The results clearly show the phase character of person and animals reaction, their

interaction with the infrasound. The basic phases of this interaction are:
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1. The functional phase

a) the nervous system primary reaction

to the interaction between infrasound and vascular system,

b) a neurohumoral reaction,

c) a functional organs and tissue reaction to the infrasound effect.

2. The secretive phase or the functional systems tension phase followed by the organs

and systems transfer to the new level of functioning in order to support a homoeothase.

3. Functional system exhaust phase.

4. Phase of the obvious morphofunctional modification development.

CONCLUSION

The possibility of these phase development in a human-being and animals depends on

the place of their location in the office or in the appartment. More exactly, it depends on their

interaction with one or another component of the acoustic field energetic structure called

zones according to our terminology.

This can lead us to the important conclusion: when a human- being and animals are out

of the zone (with equal sound pressure level) it can not involue the infrasound reaction

development, it can lead the investigators to misconception and be a reason for erroneous

conclusions.

Besides the application of non-adequate and not enough sensitive methods with
"short-term" experiments or when the time of the data intake got into the latent phase, all

these can cause the erroneous conclusions even when the object is in the discomfort zone.

And with all these the sound pressure level which influences the reaction development rate

can be so low, that the delayed reacion development can be regarded as the absence of

process development or adaptation to it. Actually the reaction is developing since the

afitrent vascular system receptors have a very low excitation threshold.

So, phase development of man and animals reaction to infrasound in a zone must

be taken into account in the development of the hygienic standarts of infrasound.
We will present the above-described results in graphical forms. So, fig. 1 a), b), c),

d) show:

1. Nervous system reaction.

2. Humoral reaction.

3. Reaction of hemocoagulation.

4. Oxigen content in venous blood.

5. Level of person capacity for work.

6. Activity of respiratory cycle ferments.

7. Morphological changes of myocardial and cells-protectors.
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THE CUNULATIVB EFFECTS OF STRESS ON PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC

AND PERPORKONCE RESPONSES TO NOISE
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In a laboratory experiment, individuals were exposed either to
a relaxing video tape or prepared and presented a speech before an
audience. This was immediately followed by a task performance
phase conducted either under quiet or noisy conditions. Following
this task performance phase, an aftereffect phase was conducted
under quiet conditions. Aftereffects were assessed by the Glass
and Singer frustration tolerance paradigm.

A prediction of the adaptive cost hypothesis is that one of
the costs of coping with a stressor is reduced capacity to cope
with subsequent environmental demands. The initial stressor
(speech) potentiated the negative effects of noise on
cardiovascular functioning during the second phase (task
performance) of the experiment. Subjects who had initially been in
the speech condition also evidenced more negative aftereffects
following exposure to noise during' the second phase (task
performance) of the experiment. The 1 effects of noise on mental
arithmetic performance during the second phase of the experiment
were minimal and not adversely impacted by the initial stressor
condition.

Au couri. d'une experience de laboratoire, des individus soit
furent aexposes ' un film video relaxant, soit preparerent et
presenterent un discours en public. Juste apres suivit une phase de
realisation de tache conduite dans des conditions soit de calme
soit de bruit. Apres cette phase de realisation de t'che, une phase
d'evaluation des effets secondaires fut conduite -dans des
conditions de calme. Les effets secondaires furent evalues selon le
paradigme de tolerance de la frustration de Glass et Singer.

L'hypothese du cout adaptatif prevoit entre autres que l'un
des couts d'adaptation a un facteur de stress est une capacite
r duite d'adaptation aux demandes suivantes de l'environnement. Le
facteur initial de stress (discours) a rendu possible les effets
n6gatifs du bruit sur le fonctionnement cardiovasculairg durant la
deuxieme phase de l'experience (r6alisation d'une tache). Les
subjets qui avaient initialement donne un discours present~rent
egalement des effets secondaires plus negatifs apres l'exposition
au bruit durant la seconde phase. Les effets du bruit sur la
performance arithmetique mentale durant la seconde phase de
l'experience furent minimes et pas modifies de facon negative par
la condition initiale du facteur de stress.
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Most research on stress and coping has focused on the salutary
effects of coping. This research instead examines a potential
adaptive cost of coping. Specifically, we hypothesize that one of
the costs of coping with stressors is diminished capability to deal
effectively with the demands placed upon the organism by other
sources of stress (Cohen et al., 1986; Evans & Cohen, 1987;
Schonpflug, 1986). If coping with environmental demards takes
effort, one of the consequences of such effort may be fatigue and
depletion of coping resources (Glass & Singer, 1972). Glass and
Singer (1972) as well as others (Cohen, 1980) have shown that
following exposure to stressors such as noise, crowding, or threat
of electric shock, negative aftereffects occur. During the
recovery period, following stressor exposure when the stressor is
no longer present, evidence of residual negative effects are
apparent such as diminished motivation to persist in problem
solving.

Field investigations have also found diminished coping
resources following stressor exposure. One or more stressful life
events increased risk for negative psychological reactions to air
pollution (Evans et al., 1987). The effects of daily hassles on
psychological healthy were exacerbated by crowding (Lepore et al.,
1991) and psychophysiologic reactivity was potentiated by the
chronic strains of coping with a technglogical disaster (Fleming et
al., 1984).

In the present study we reasoned that individual vulnerability
to adverse effects of noise might be affected by exposure to a
prior stressor. We hypothesized that individuals who had to cope
with the stress of delivering a public speech would show greater
residual negative effects during noise than their counterparts who
instead of delivering a speech watched a relaxing video tape. To
put it differently, the adverse effects of noise on performance,
psychophysiology, and motivation would be exacerbated by an
immediately prior period of coping with a stressor.

Method

Subjects. Eighty college students whose first language was
English participated in this study in exchange for partial credit
in introductory social science courses.

Dependent measures. Performance was measured as the percentage
correct of Norinder mental arithmetic problems. In this task the
subject is given two rows of digits. The subject is to mentally
calculate the sum or difference as indicated for each row
separately. Then if the top row is greater than the bottom, the
subject men,..ally subtracts the two totals; if the bottom row is
greater, then he/she mentally adds the two totals. Diastolic and
systolic blood pressure were monitored every four minutes during
the 20 minute performance phase of the experiment. Self reports of
perceived stress were also monitored during this phase by six,
seven point bi-polar adjectives (e.g., stressed - relaxed)
(Cronbach alpha=.94). Adjectives were derived from a stress
inventory developed by Mackay et al. (1978);

Aftereffects were measured during the period immediately
following the task performance phase. The Glass and Singer
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insoluble puzzles paradigm was employed (see Glass & Singer, 1972
for details). The number of insoluble puzzles attempted is the
primary dependent measure.

Procedure. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four
conditions in a 2 (speech/video) by 2 (noise/quiet) factorial
design. All subjects also participated in a 20 minute resting
baseline physiological monitoring phase. In Phase 1 subjects
either watched a relaxing nature video for 20 minutes or prepared
and delivered a speech on euthanasia (a topic that most American
college students are not well prepared to speak on). During the
speech subjects believed they were being filmed and observed from
behind a one way mirror.

In Phase 2 of the experiment subjects performed the Norinder
Mental Arithmetic Task for 20 minutes under quiet (45 peak dBA) or
noisy (90 peak dBA) conditions. The noise employed was the Glass
and Singer noise tape and consists of a conglomerate of traffic
noise, office machines, and foreign speech. Random intermittent
bursts of noise occur throughout. All throughout Phase 2 blood
pressure was automatically monitored every three minutes by a
Critikon automated cuff. At the end of Phase 2 subjects indicated
their perceived levels of stress.

For Phase 3, subjects performed the Glass and Singer insoluble
aftereffects puzzle.

Results and DiscuUssion

The basic hypothesis of this study was that prior experience
with a stressor (speech herein) would heighten one's vulnerability
to the adverse effects of noise. Partial support was found for
this hypothesis. Both blood pressure and aftereffects performance
matched the hypothesis. As shown in Table 1, both diastolic (E
(1,76)=3.89, p<.05) and systolic (f(1,76)=6.68, p<.01) blood
pressure change scores from baseline were highest in the
speech/noise cell.

Table 1. Psychophysioloqical Changes from Baseline (diastolic/
systolic)

Phase 1
Video Speech

Low 4.32/-2.9 2.36/.69
Noise

High 2.41/2.14 9.68/10.40

Subjects also made the least number of puzzle attempts (first
and third insoluble puzzles combined) in the Speech/Noise
aftereffect conditions (M=12.4) compared to the other three
aftereffect conditions (video/quiet M=21.2; video/noise M=20.5;
speech/quiet M=20.0), E(1,76)=5.35, p<.()2.

Norinder mathematics performance was uniformly high and
unaffected by noise or the prior stressor conditions. Self-reports
of perceived stress were not significantly different but suggested
a pattern opposite to the hypothesis. Subjects perceived the least
stress during the two noise conditions (M=2.3-and 2.9 for video and
speech Phase 1 conditions); whereas more stress was perceived
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during the low noise conditions following the video (M=3.4) and the
speech (9=4.7). Perhaps following the initial speech, one's
criterion for judging stress shifts upwards.

Both the blood pressure and aftereffects measures are in
accord with the adaptive cost hypothesis. One of the costs of
coping with a stressor like giving a speech may be less available
coping resources to deal with the demands placed upon the organism
by noise. Noise significantly increased blood pressure and
significantly interfered with motivation to persist on insoluble
puzzles especially following exposure to a psychosocial stressor.
Immediately following a relaxing twenty minute period, these
adverse effects of noise were absent.

The absence of performance decrements during noise following
the stressful Phase 1 may be attributed to insensitive task
parameters. We are currently replicating this study with a more
demanding dual task and have found preliminary results more in
accord with the adaptive cost hypothesis.
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EXTENSIONS OF ANNOYANCE PROCESSINGS

TO COMBINED EXPOSURES

MAURIN Michel, VERNET Isabelle
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Abstract: In noise annoyance surveys, classic ordered categorical scales are employed in order to get a "supposed psycho-
physical relationship" between noise levels and resulting annoyance response. Related numerical data processing of cate-
gories are crude and then not very satisfactory. This may be improved when one gets the resources of the Measurement
theory, for instance Adams and Messick results for ordered category scales. With combined exposures one uses specific
features of "conjoint measurement".

Risum• : Les m~thodes de traitement des notes de gene sur l'Hchelle de I A 4 ou de I A 7 sont trýs rdpandues dans les
enquites nuisances, mais toute statistique quantitative sur ces simples notes ordinales est sujette A caution. La th~orie du
Mesurage et ses precautions mdhodologiques sont de nature A promouvoir un meilleur cadre numtrique, en l'occurence il
peut s'agir des rdsultats d'Adams et Messick avec une seule nuisance. Dans les situations A expositions multiples nous
utilisons les ressources du Mesurage conjoint.

I - INTRODUCTION

In human sciences quantification is very attractive, associated numerical or statistical calculations also.

In usual noise annoyance social surveys, noise levels are measured on a continuous decibel scale, and

annoyance recorded on a four or seven (or else) categories scale between none and very important
annoyance (or dissatisfaction, ... ) [Langdon]. In a general way this is a matter of scaling, the suitabi-
lity of which is poorly considered. When one gets linear regressions between noise levels and anno-

yance rates this becomes "a bit hair raisiihg" as said Luce and Galanter because confusion between

types of data and related statistical technics.

In a more general way this is a matter of Psychophysics with a "permanent" purpose, say to quantify

sensations or human responses with respect to physical stimulations. Besides Weber-Fechner or

Stevens laws, ordered category scales have been developped, all of them constituting a coherent
relational framework [Maurin and al.]. More recently measurement theory renders possible clearer

numerical assignments for sensations [Falmagne, Krantz and al., Roberts], for instance the Adams

and Messick's method enables us to deal with a suitable order category processing [Maurin 85, 86,

Maurin and al.].

Phenomena and experimental results are observed, and usually fit "a qualitative structure", (eg. pre-

ference for A is higher than for B, rods A and B put end to end have the same length than a third one

... ). Measurement theory embeds observed qualitative stuctures into suitable mathematical structured

spaces, and then we get the representation step into ad hoc spaces. Because empirical data can agree
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with many representations, a following step, uniqueness, is related with the common part of them (in

relation with group theory, here the groups of transforms between two representations). When map-

ping is made into real euclidian spaces (as usual), representation yields a numerical assignment for
data, uniqueness defines the type of measurement scale employed, say absolute (no transform excep-
ted identity), ordinal (monotonic transforms), interval (affine transforms), ratio (linear transforms),
... as forecasted by Stevens.

In practice observed data are number Nij of respondants exposed to level stimulus Si i=1...I and
rating category Cj j=l ...J, experimental conditional frequencies wij = Ni/"q= ..j Niq and transformed
frequencies zij = F(Xq=..j COiq), with F a given cumulative distribution function. Adams and

Messick's conditions are zP. = apq Zqj + bpq, say existence of real parameters apq and bpq, p, q =1...I,

j = 1.. .J- 1. When fulfilled there exist two embeddings g for stimuli and t for category boundaries on
the same interval scale with to = --o and tj = +o-. The numerical correspondence g, versus the stimulus

physical value Si yields the psychophysical relationship.

II - CONJOINT MEASUREMENT AND COMBINED EFFECTS

Applications for combined effects exposures are possible thanks to a new kind of measurement and

some convenient circonstances.

II. 1 - Conjoint measurement's technic
The conjoint measurement appeared very few years after the beginning of measurement. It concerns

designs of independent stimulations (economical, psychological, ... ) and the possibility to get a mea-
surement for each stimulus and for the resulting multi-dimensional situations (with representation and
uniqueness steps). To do this we must have an observed dependent variable v (or response strength)
for each situation such that

1) it yields a strict weak order structure on a situation's design,

2) it meets some specific conditions, also called "qualitative laws";

This is a measurement process which may help for disovery of quantitative relations (possibly unk-

nown until now). Conjoint measurement has been first seen by economists (for instance questions
with market-basket ... ) and exposed in measurement terms by Luce and Tuckey. The most common

results are related to additive measurements on interval scale. If A and B are two sets of respective
elementary stimulations Ai, Bk, dependent variable is measured by 4t ik = a, + bk, with a. and bk res-

pective measurement values ý.LA(Ai), J.tB(Bk) on the same interval scale. Luce and Tuckey developped

additive for two sets case (with specific qualitative law), Krantz and Tversky additive for three (or
more) sets case, say NVikl = ai + bk + c1 (+...), and some others like polynomial measurements ...

[Krantz and al., Roberts].

Some qualitative laws are rather natural or trite and some others not so much ; among the simplest
there are motononic conditions, say dependent variable vik,... has to be monotonic for each elementary

sub-index i, k .... Among most elaborate conditions (figures):

- for two stimuli, the "double cancellation" condition:
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for all sets of indices il, i2, i3 and k1, k2, k3 every time there is Vi2kI Ž Vilk2 and vi3,k2 t vi2.k3,

Vi3ki 2t vilk.3 has to be met ;.

- for three stimuli, a joint independent condition:
for all sets of indices a 1 , 01, yl and a 2, 02, Y2, (a, 13, y any permutation of i, k, 1) every time there

is Val,01,y1 Ž Va2,02,yl Val,pl,y2 V .a22,.2 has to be met.

I I a s S

I I

Bk

10Ai

figures 1 schematized qualitative law for additive conjoint measurement

two stimuli case - the double cancellation law . three stimuli case

11.2 - The convenient "effect" of ordered category scales

Conjoint measurement has not been very used. We may think that it is due to some extent to the diffi-

culty experienced in being able to make use of an ordinal dependent variable for each situation
I i,k,l... )}.

11.2.1 - Let n the sub-index for a combined exposure, the couple [i, k) when two stimuli, or the

triplet fi, k,l) when three stimuli, ... , and consider the dependent variable is the overall annoyance

experienced by respondants. If we use an ordered category scale as in ordinary noise surveys (part 1),

for every n we easily get the conditional distribution Dn of percentages onj of Cj j=l,...,J categories
in-I in-1 Jn

and the median value Mn = in" 1 + 1 (0,5 - F XOnq) , Jn such that IC Onq < 0.5 ! 5Y 0.nq.
Onjn q=l q-=1 q=-

Thus Mn E rin" 1, Jin] and Mn < Mn. is a weak order relation. So ordered category scale for individual

responses yields a rather simple ordinal dependent variable.

11.2.2 - Suppose related qualitative laws are fulfilled. Then it remains a numerical question, say how

to find a numerical assignment for each stimulation ai = g.A(Ai) for Ai, bk = gB(Bk) for Bk, ... and the

resulting additive response xt n = a, + bk (+ ... ). This time again ordered category are useful provided

0.nj data constitute a previous Adams and Messick measurement system, because we get an interval

scale response p,. This measured and quantified response enables. us to consider the simple and final

numerical processing, find the optimal values for the following minimization programs:

two stimuli case: minmab Q(a, b) = ik (a, + bk - Aik)2
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three stimuli case: min a.bc Q(a, b, c) = ikl (ai + bk + c1 - 9ik 2)

with respective additional constraints as X. ai = 0 or Ii ai = bk = 0 in order to neutralize transla-

tions on interval scale, (missing data for some n are available in these programs). There is a solution

ai°(Ai), bk°(Bk), ... and we get final values ijn = a,' + bko (two st.) or Wn = ai0 + bk' + cl° (three st.) ;

x&(Ai, Bk .... ) is the conjoint measurement, ai°(Ai), bko(Bk), ... are partial or marginal psychophysical

relationships.

11.3 - Prerequesites for practical use

Observed and raw data are the table numbers Nnj of respondents exposed to combined situation n and

rating category Cj, then conditional percentages .onj = Nn/Nn. , cumulative percentages -q=l..j O)nq,
and related zni = F-'(,_q=l..j .Onq). measurement requirements are first Adams and Messick conditions

on znj, last some qualitative laws on medians Mn.

Remember n is a composite index in conjoint measurement (i, k, 1 ... ). For two combined exposures
(two sets Ai and Bk of respective elementary exposures) inputs are a three-way tables of integer data
N Iikj ; for three ones inputs are a four-way table of Ni*Ilj . Above processings, minimizations and

calculations are handled by computers and INRETS progams.

In conclusion ordered category scales and their improved technics render easy an acquisition of ordi-

nal respondent variable (in order to meet qualitative laws for conjoint measurement), and also a final

numerical processing for additive measurement. This is quite suitable to annoyance measuring, or any

other individual psychological response, with a mere ordered scale as in classical noise surveys. To
do this in combined effects context we only need sets of considered elementary exposures Ai, Bk,

a definite ordered scale C,, and the record of multi-way table Ni.k... )j for combined exposures.
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A new methodological approach for studies on the combined
effects of noise and other occupational hazards

Peter Mehnert, Barbara Griefahn, Peter Br6de

Institute for Work Physiology at the University of Dortmund
Department for Environmental Physiology and Occupational Medicine

Ardeystr. 67, D-4600 Dortmund 1, Federal Republic of Germany

Fundamentals: At many workplaces employees are exposed to multiple environmental ha-
zards. Combinations of physical, chemical, psychological and other loads affect the well-
being and the health of the workers exposed. The studies on the effects of combined environ-
mental factors at the workplaces are important challenges for researchers in occupational and
environmental health and safety. But it has to be pointed out, that investigations concerning
combined effects are complex, time-consuming and also expensive. In order to improve this
situation it is absolutely necessary to work out first a theoretical basis for the hypothetical in-
teractions from which practical concepts for directed studies can be derived. The development
of statistical models for the joint action of factors is an essential aid for the planning and exe-
cution of studies in this area. Application of adequate methods of data analysis increases the
generalization of the results. The adaption of established methods in pharmacology and toxi-
cology may be a first useful step.

Methods: In a comprehensive review models and methods from pharmacology concerning
the joint action of mixtures of drugs were explored. Fundamental differences to the research
on exposure to combined effects at the workplaces could be identified. For example in phar-
macologic research the effect of the joint action is measured as a binary outcome (quantal
response) in most cases, whereas the load of workers exposed to multiple agents is preferably
acquired by means of quantitative variables. This aspect has importantent consequences regar-
ding the application of statistical methods.

Results: Ashford (1981) presented a general framework for the joint action of drugs or other
stimuli on biological organisms or other complex systems. This approach seems to be most
suitable for adaption to investigations concerning the combined effects of noise and other oc-
cupational factors not only from a practical point of view, but also with respect to the deve-
lopment of a theoretical basis for the interactions of multiple factors. The mechanisms of in-
teractions are put forward in terms of three main concepts: components of the applied sti-
mulus, physiological subsystems and sites of action. The precise mode of action of a compo-
nent at a site of action on a subsystem is set up on the basis of the drug-receptor theory.

Application: Exposure to hand-arm-vibration is often accompanied by exposure to other
agents like noise or cold. In dependence on the intensity and duration of exposure workers
can suffer from the vibration induced vasospastic disease (Raynaud syndrome). Concerning
the pathophysiology of the disease a multifactorial etiology is assumed. The others factors i.e.
noise and cold are suspected to influence the genesis of the disease. In order to evaluate the
significance of these factors, a laboratory study has been planned with systematical combina-
tion and variation of the single factors. The approach of Ashfoid is used for the design and
statistical analysis of this study.

To be presented in session 8 (Noise and combined agents)
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INTERACTIVE EFFECTS OF NOISE AND WHOLE BODY VIBRATION

ON PERFORMANCE IN A FIVE-CHOICE-REACTION TASK

NOTBOHM, Gert and JANSEN, Gerd

Institute of Occupational Medicine, Heinrich-Heine-University, Moorenstr. 5, 4000 Dusseldorf/FRG

Summary. In two experiments, the combined effects of two environmental stressors (sinusoidal
whole body vibration of 8 Hz and broadband noise of different sound levels) on performance were
studied. In the first experiment, perfornmance was best when Ss adjusted the intensity of sound to the
perceived intensity of the vibration stimulus. In the second experiment, different types of motivatio-
nal instruction influenced performance more distinctively as compared to the stress stimuli.

1 Introduction
Research on the combined effects of two stressors on performance has a long tradition. In the well-
known "Cambridge studies"in the sixties and early seventies, different combinations of stressors were
investigated systematically with respect to their effect on a variety of tasks such as tracking, vigilan-
ce, and a five-choice-reaction task (e.g. [4]). In short, the results did not allow for a conclusive theo-
retical explanation of the shifts in performance observed under different experimental conditions.
Especially with the five-choice-reaction task, there was much evidence that the combined effects of
two stressors differ significantly from the effect elicited by each single stressor, and in most cases the
combined effect was compensatory, i.e. less than the effect of one single stressor.
With regard to the combined effects of noise and vibrdtion on performance, most of the research
was done by the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory in Ohio. For more than ten years, the
research group has been studying changes in tracking performance and in mental arithmetics, using
as stimuli different levels of sound intensity and different frequencies and amplitudes of vibration.
Some of their results give support to an intriguing suggestion: the effect of combined stressors seems
to depend largely on the magnitude of the intensity levels applied, thus augmenting the effect of a
single stressor in one case and neutralizing it in another case [2].
Further evidence that the magnitude of the intensity levels of the two stimuli are important in deter-
mining the combined effects on performance was gained from an experiment by Champion [1]. His
results indicate that performance is not impaired substantially when the two combined stimuli are
perceived by the subjects (Ss) as being of equal intensity. Thus, subjective processes, e.g. evaluating
the distraction imposed by the combined stimuli and counterbalancing their effects through personal
effort, seem to account for some of the inconsistencies observed in former research on performance
with multiple stressors.
In 1988, we started investigating the combined effects of noise and whole body vibration in our own
laboratory, using a five-choice-reaction task as a paradigm of performance [3]. In an experimental
design with repeated measures, Ss were exposed to six different conditions of environmental stress in
a random order: white noise of 75 dBA and of 100 dBA resp., single and then combined with sinu-
soidal whole body vibration of 4 and 8 Hz respectively. When vibration of 8 Hz was combined with
noise of 100 dBA, performance was not impaired at all, but for the combination of the same vibra-
tion stimulus and noise of 75 dBA, performance was worse than with noise alone.
Proceeding from these puzzling results, we conducted two more experiments the results of which are
presented in this paper. Both studies were aimed at confirming and further clarifying the interactive
effects of whole body vibration of 8 Hz and noise of different intensity levels.

2 Methods
2.1 Subjects
24 male university students volunteered for participation in the two experiments, for which they were
submitted to a medical examination on general health, spinal troubles and normal hearing.
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2.2 Apparatus
Sinusoidal vibration of 8 Hz was presented by a hydraulic vibration exciter. Acceleration was 3 rn/s 2

in all experimental conditions, Subjects (Ss) were seated in a comfortable chair with back rest, which
was mounted on top of the shake table, and were restrained by a lap belt.
The white noise stimuli were produced by a Briel & Kjaer noise generator and was passed bilaterally
to earphones worn by the subject. As the noise emission of the vibration exciter did not exceed 70
dBA, the sound level of 75 dBA which was supplied in both experiments as the lowest noise stimulus
was sufficient to mask all ambient noise.
2.3 Task
On the shake table, a console was mounted bearing the reaction test device. It consisted of five col-
oured buttons on a horizontal panel and a glass plate on a vertical panel. Behind the glass plate,
lights of the same five colours flashed in a random sequence controlled by a computer program.
There were five lights for each colour irregularly distributed over the plate. The flashing rate depen-
ded on the subject's reaction, i.e. each pressing of a button elicited the next stimulus of light.
Ss were instructed to react as quickly and as accurately as possible. Each single reaction time and the
scores on right and wrong answers ("hits" and "errors") were automatically computed. In both expe-
riments, each experimental condition consisted of three trials lasting six minutes each. Each trial was
followed by a rest of one minute. After each experimental condition, the subject's own evaluation of
the strain endured and of his success in performance was registered by questionnaire.

3 Experiment 1: Effects on performance when the intensity of the noise and vibration sti-
muli are subjectively equal

3.1 Design .
At the beginning of the experiment, Ss first had to become acquainted with the task. When explana-
tions on the procedure of the experiment had been given, Ss were trained in the task during two
training sequences consisting of three trials each. They were then exposed to the vibration stimulus
for the first time and were asked to regulate a simultaneous noise stimulus to an intensity which they
would judge as being equal to the intensity of the vibration stimulus. The regulation process was re-
peated several times, and the arithmetic mean of the trials was used later on as the individual level of
self-regulated noise intensity. The individual noise levels obtained this way ranged from 90.2 to 98.7
dBA; the arithmetic mean for the group was 94.8 dBA.
After a resting period, each of the Ss was exposed to four different experimental conditions in a ran-
dom order. The conditions were: white noise of 75 dBA, single and in combination with the vibration
stimulus of 8 Hz, noise of 100 dBA combined with the vibration stimulus, and the vibration stimulus
in combination with the individual level of self-regulated noise intensity. As noise of 75 dBA is not
supposed to influence this type of performance, this condition could be considered as a control con-
dition.
3.2 Results
Fig. 1 shows the number of correct reactions in the two training sequences and the experimental con-
ditions. As there was no significant effect of trials on the results, the arithmetic mean of the three
trials for each condition was used for as the basis for the analysis. There is a distinct effect of lear-
ning from the first to the second training sequence. During three of the four stress conditions, Ss
keep this level of performance almost constant. Only the combination of vibration with self-regulated
intensity of noise yields an improvement in performance. By Friedman analysis of variance, the diffe-
rence between the four experimental conditions proved to be significant (p < 0.02).
With respect to errors in response, there was no significant difference between the four experimental
conditions. In general, with this task there is such a small number of errors in a trial of six minutes
duration that the number of correct answers mainly reflects the reaction time, i.e. the speed of per-
formance.
The results of this study give support to the hypothesis of Champion that performance is less impair-
ed by combined stressors if the intensity level of each stimulus is perceived as being equal. Thus, a
cognitive factor seems to be of major importance for maintaining performance, presumably the dis-
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traction proceeding from the environmental agents and the effort needed to counterbalance this dis-

turbance.
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Fig. 1. Number of correct answers in the five-choice-reaction task

4 Experiment 2: Effects of motivation on performance
4.1 Design
Two weeks after the first experiment, the same Ss took part in the second experiment. They were di-
vided into four groups of 6 persons each. The groups were matched by referring to the subjects' effi-
ciency in the reaction task as shown in the former experiment.
Following a training sequence, all Ss had to submit themselves to the test while being exposed to
noise of 75 dBA. This control condition was to assure the baseline values of performance for the fol-
lowing conditions, in which a different motivational instruction was attached to each of the four
groups:
- no additional motivation (NO),
- knowledge of results (KR), i.e. a feedback on the numbers of right and wrong reactions was given

after each trial,
- a financial incentive (FI), i.e. a bonus was promised for those ranking with the best results in per-

formance at the end of the experiment,
- the combination of knowledge of results and financial incentive (KR/FI).
When each group had been given appropriate instructions, Ss repeated the reaction task with four
different conditions of environmental stress: noise of 75 dBA and of 100 dBA resp., single and then
each combined with vibration of 8 Hz. Within each group, the order of stress conditions was balan-
ced.
4.2 Results
To give a clearer impression of the results, we present only the shifts in the number of correct ans-
wers between the control condition and the experimental conditions. Fig. 2 shows the mean differen-
ces in response for each group of motivational incentive and for each stress condition in turn.
For the group without any additional motivation, there is a clear influence of the stress stimuli on the
number of correct answers yielding a greater impairment of performance with the vibration condi-
tions. When vibration was combined with noise of 100 dBA instead of 75 dBA, the impairment was
less - similar to our results in a former experiment [3].
When knowledge of results was used by means of a feedback on performance after each trial of 6 mi-
nutes, there was no influence of the stress stimuli at all. The feedback, obviously, supplies sufficient
information to adjust one's pace of reaction most favourably to the environmental condition.
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Fig. 2. Effects of motivation on performance in the five-choice-reaction task

When a financial incentive is given as an additional motivation, the results look quite different: With
noise alone, there is a distinct increase in the number of correct answers, probably reflecting the en-
hanced effort of the Ss. During the conditions of combined stress, the effectiveness of the motivatio-
nal incentive seems to be reduced as indicated by the lesser increase in correct answers.
The group which was motivated by knowledge of results As well as by financial incentive, displayed
by far the greatest improvement in performance as compared to the control condition. Again, with
noise alone, the increase in correct answers is more distinct than with the combined stressors.
Statistical analysis (MANOVA for repeated measures) proved the influence of the two motivational
factors on performance to be significant.

5 Discussion
The small size of the groups in the last experiment allows only for tentative conclusions. The results
suggest that an increase in effort by the Ss as induced by a financial incentive has a stronger influence
on performance in this kind of task than the noise or vibration load applied. With regard to the diffe-
rent stress conditions, it holds true for the financial incentive as well as for no motivation at all that
performance is worse with the combination of noise and vibration as compared with noise alone.
Feedback on performance after each trial, however, largely neutralizes the influence of the different
stress conditions thus indicating that also a senso-motorical mechanism of adjusting the optimum
speed is involved.
Compensatory effects of combined stressors within a certain range of intensity as observed in the
first experiment and in former studies, thus, might be explained mainly in terms of differences in Ss'
motivation at any given time. Specific levels of intensity might be perceived as being less of a distur-
bance than others, thus influencing the intrinsic motivation of a person. This conclusion should be
tested on a task which requires more adjustment to the environmental stress than the five-choice-
reaction task.
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IMPACT OF NOISE AND AIR POLLUTION ON HEALTH

PJEROTIC Ljiljana, NIKOLIC Mihailo
Institute of Health-Belgrade, University of Belgrade, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT

Road traffic belongs to the most prominent sources of noise and air pollution in the contemporary
environment. The city of Pancevo is an economic center and one of the leading industrial areas where
we measured traffic noise in two areas : the center of the city and its industrial zone. The levels of
noise were above 65 dB(A) with maximal value of 79 dB(A). We also observed high concentration of
certain pollutants (CO, Pb). At the same time we also examined harmful effects of noise and air
pollution on public health in the above zones. Other factors, living and occupational conditions,
smoking, alcohol consuming and use of tranquilizers were also taken into account. Besides its effects
on hearing, noise is also considered as a stress factor that influences nervous system, heart, blood
vessels etc. Noise is a predominant cause of nervousness in the population covered by our study. In
order 40 per cent of cases it disturbes sleep. People from industrial zone are more sensitive to noise
than these living in the center. We also observed increased systolic blood pressure in former group.
Factor analysis showed that smoking is the predominant factor which cause bronchitis chronica.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Traffic noise is not determined by time and has oscilations in intensity and frequency which is very
important for people's rest and restitutio ad integrumr Traffic noise is always followed by air
pollution. In recent years many studies have shown that'the incidence of neurosis, chronic bronchitis,
asthma, cancer, allergics conected with noise and air pollution are on the increase (1) (2) (3) (4).

2 - OBJECTIVES

The aim of this study was to investigate the levels of traffic noise and concentrations of air pollutants
CO and Pb in the center of Pancevo ans its industrial zone and to find out harmful effects of noise and
air pollution on the exposed population.

3 - MATERIALS AND METHODS

The population was defined as persons between 18 and 60 years of age, who have been inhabitants
of Pancevo and exposed to noise and air pollution. Based on the zones 224 subjects have beeen living
in were divided in 2 groups (165 subjects from the center and 59 subjects from industrial zone). We
did not exclude the persons who had noisy jobs or workers in conditions of dust and gasses in order
to provide a realistic estimate of health in a typical exposed population (5).

The noise levels were measured by noise analyser (Bruel & Kjaer) on 9 points in the center and on 2
points in industrial zone four times a day during rush hours (6). On the same places, at the same time
CO was determined by reaction with Paladum Oxide, and Pb by pump (Casella type).

The subjects were asked to answer several questionnaires dealing with their living ans occupational
conditions, attitutes toward environmental noise ans noise sensitivity, smoking, alcohol consuming,
use of tranquilizers etc.

Hearing function, systolic and dyastollic pressure, pulse and pulmonal function were measured in the
both groups (7) (8) (9) (10).

4 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Average daytime noise levels in two investigated areas are reported in figure 1. It is observed that the
noise levels exceed 65 dB(A) in both areas in all points.
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Figure I Average daytime noise levels in two areas in Pacevo
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No difference in noise levels was found between two areas according to analysis of variance
(F=3,139, p >0,05), (11).

Average daytime concentration of CO and Pb on the same places are presented in figure 2 and figure
3. It is obvious that their levels were very high and over the permitted limits (12).

Figure 2 Average daytime concentration of CO in two areas of Pancevo.
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Figure 3 "Average daytime concentration of Pb in two areas of Pancevo.
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Analysis of variance shows that there is no statistical difference between concentrations of CO in the
two investigated areas (F=2,4446 ; p >0,05), but the concentrations of Pb are significantly higher in
the center (F=5,053 ; p >0,05).

An important observation is to note that 57,9 % of subjects from the first group and 69 % subjects
from the second one have noisy job. Noise is predominant cause of nervousness in both groups (20
% and 16,9 %). It disturbes sleep in 42,1 % of subjects in the f'irst group, and in 40,7 % of those in
the second. People from industrial zone are statistical significant more sensitive to noise than these
from the center (X2 = 13,813 ; p >0,05).

Audiometric results reveal high percentage of hearing loss in both groups, but most often it is mild
(between 20-40 dB) with no differences between groups (X2 = 2,3 ; p >0,05), Figure 4.

Figure 4 : Results of hearing loss degree
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It was confirmed that hearing loss is highly conected with duration of work in noisy conditions (X2 =

14,851 ; p >0,05), (13).

Investigations of blood pressure (figure 5) show that people from industrial zone have statistically
significant higher systolic blood pressure (X2 = 6,0312 ; p >0,05), but there are no differences in
dynastolic pressure (X2 = 0,996 ; p >0,05).

Figure 5 Results of systolic blood pressure
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Factors analysis, which took into account all factors of the working and living environment which
cause bronchitis chronica, showed that smoking is predominant factor in the whole investigated
population (F=0,9).

5 - CONCLUSIONS

Results of our study reveal that traffic noise and air pollution in Pancevo are very high in both zones
and above permissible limits. Our study shows that great number of investigated subjects have low
degree of hearing loss in both groups and high correlation between hearing loss and working in noise
conditions. People from industrial zone are more sensitive to noise than these living in the center and
also have increased systolic blood pressure. It is probably due to genetic hyperactivity of sympatic
center of hipothalamus. (14). Noise is a predominant cause of nervousness in this population and it
also disturbes sleep. By this study we confirmed high correlation between smoking, number of
cigarettes smoked, duration of smoking and bronchitis chronica.

It is therefore necessary to make the programme of preventive measures concerning air pollution,
noise and public health.
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ABSTRACT

An investigation was carried out on the perceived annoyance from the combined effect of three
factors: air quality, temperature and noise level. The experiments were performed in two identical
climate chambers. The condition (i.e. a combination of the three factors) in one chamber was kept
constant whereas the noise level or temperature was changed in the other chamber. Sixteen subjects
rated their annoyance in each condition. Furthermore the subjects indicated which of the two rooms
they preferred to be in. The noise levels ranged from, 40 to 75 dB LA^q in steps of 5 dB. Five
temperatures from 21.3 oC to 30.8 oC were used. Fo6i" different estimated air qualities between
0.6 and 8.9 decipol were used. A change in temperature turned out to be a more important factor
than a change in air quality. With neutral air quality and temperature, 50% of the subjects found
the condition unacceptable when the noise level (LAW) exceeded 58 dB SPL.

INTRODUCTION

The annoyance caused by noise has been studied in several investigations (e.g. [1,2]). The objective
of such investigations have been to establish reasonable noise limits so that no persons (or just a
few) will be annoyed by the noise. In real life, e.g. at a working place, the noise is never
experienced independent of other factors such as temperature and air quality. In an office situation
where the temperature has increased and the air quality has decreased, would it then be preferable
to open a window in order to lower the temperature and increase the air quality, and possibly also
increase the background noise due to a noisy street ?. The aim of the present investigation was to
study the interaction between the three factors noise, air temperature and air quality.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiments were performed in two identical test chambers [3]. The condition in one chamber
was kept constant whereas the noise level or temperature was changed in the other chamber. The
experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1. Based on previous research [4,5] the air
qualities and temperatures were chosen to achieve 10, 20, 40 and 60% dissatisfied persons. The
noise levels were chosen to cover a range from the background noise level in the rooms to an
expected unacceptable level. In Table 1 the neutral conditions are shown on a grey background.
Only results from noise level variations will be given here.
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Chamber A Chamber B

Number Temperature Air Quality Noise Level Temperature Air Quality Noise Level

[OC] [decipol] [dB SPL] 1oC] [decipoll [dB SPL]

1 23.3 0.6 40 21.3 0.6 40-75

2 26.0 0.6 40 21.3 0.6 40-75

3 28.4 0.6 40 21.3 0.6 40-75

4 21.3 1.4 40 21.3 0.6 40-75

5 21.3 4.1 40 21.3 0.6 40-75

6 21.3 8.9 40 21.3 0.6 40-75

7 1 2.4 .... 8..9 E40 i 21.3 j 0.6 40___75_
8 21.3 1.4 40 21.3-28.4 0.6 40

9 21.3 4.1 40 23.3-30.8 0.6 40

10 21.3 8.9 40 23.3-30.8 0.6 40

Table 1. The combinations of temperature, air quality and noise level used in the
experiments.

Experiments 1 to 7 compared a set of conditions in chamber A with a number of noise levels in
chamber B. The noise levels were presented in random order. In experiments 1 to 3 and in 4 to 6,
two of the factors in chamber A and two of the factors in chamber B were kept at a neutral level.
Experiment 7 combined a high temperature and a low air quality in chamber A. In experiment 8
to 10 a set of conditions in chamber A were compared with a range of temperatures in chamber
B. The experiments were performed in a random order.

Test subjects

Eight female and eight male subjects participated in the experiments. The subjects were paid for
their participation. As the group was too large to be in the rooms at the same time the sixteen
subjects were divided into two groups and the experiments performed twice. All subjects had
normal pure tone thresholds (ISO 389), olfactory and chemical senses. Before the experiments the
subjects were given instructions about test procedure and questionnaires.

Stimuli

A road traffic noise signal previously used in annoyance measurements [6] was used. The noise was
recorded 10 m from a busy main road with free-flowing traffic. A five-minute loop recording was
continuously played in the rooms. The fluctuation in the noise level was generally within 5 dB.
Two calibrated attenuators were used to control the noise level. The speakers (Telefunken 0 86)
were placed against the wall 1.5 m above the floor. In chamber A the noise level wa- kept at a
constant A-weighted equivalent sound pressure level LAq of 40 dB SPL. In chamber B the level was
varied from 40 dB L^,q to 75 dB LAq in 5 dB steps. The distribution of the level in the room was
within 0.5 dB.

Different mixtures of carpet, rubber, fresh paint and cigarette butts were used to achieve the
different air qualities in chamber A. 288



The loudspeakers and the air pollution sources were hidden behind a curtain.

Test facilities

The experiments were performed in two adjacent environmental chambers. Four subjects were in
the each of the rooms at the same time. After one minute exposure to the stimuli the subjects filled
in a questionnaire. Then the subjects changed chamber and again, after one minute in the other
chamber, they filled in the questionnaire.

Two questions were answered in both rooms:

Q 1: Imagine that during your daily work in an office you experienced the same air quality, noise and
temperature as in this chamber. How annoying do you find these conditions ?

Q2: Do you think that the conditions in this chamber are acceptable for office work ?

The response scales for these questions are shown in Figure 1 and 2. When the subjects have been
in both rooms they answered the final question outside the rooms:

Q3: Which of the two chambers would you rather be in ?

No annoyance ' +1 Clearly acceptable

- Slight annoyance

- Moderate annoyance Just acceptable

- High annoyance Just not acceptable

- Very high annoyance

- Overpowering annoyance -1 Clearly unacceptable

Figure 1 Response categories for Figure 2 Response categories for
question I question 2

RESULTS

Figure 3 show the annoyance ratings (Q1) given in chamber B as a function of the noise level in
the room. No annoyance = 0, overpowering annoyance = 5. From the figure it is seen that the
annoyance ratings increase with noise level. The 'high annoyance' rating (=3) is reached at a LA.

level of 65 dB.

Figure 4 and 5 show the percentage of subjects preferring chamber A (Q3) as a function of the
noise level in chamber B.

Figure 4 show the results with the temperature in chamber A as parameter (solid curves,
experiment 1-3). In this figure also the preference for chamber A is shown in the situation where
the temperature is high (28.4 oC) and the air quality is bad (8.9 decipol)(dashed curve, experiment
7). When the temperature in chamber A is 23.3 oC (stars) and the noise in both rooms is at the
background level, 50% of the subjects prefer chamber A. When the temperature is 28.4 oC
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(triangles) the 50% point is reached at a 60 dB noise
level in chamber B.

0
Figure 5 show the results with the air quality in
chamber A as parameter (experiment 4-6). From this 0

figure it is seen that the change in air quality only has 0
a minor influence on the subjects preference. The
50% point is reached at noise levels around 55 to 60 0.
dB. From experiment 7 (fig. 4) it is seen that if the

high temperature is combined with the bad air quality 0 3 5 505506i5 7.075 80

the 50% point is moved to 70 dB SPL. This is 10 dB Noise level in chamber 8 (d8)

higher than if the temperature and the air quality are F'igure 3 Annoyance rating in chamber B
tested individually. It may be noted that a 10 dB
change correspond to a doubling of the loudness.

From question Q2 it was possible to determine the relation between noise level and the percentage
of subjects who found the condition unacceptable. The S-shaped curve increase from 20% to 80%
when the LA. level change between 50 dB and 65 dB SPL.
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Figure 4 Preference for chamber A a as Figure 5 Preference for chamber A as a
function of noise level in function of the noise levei in
chamber B. chamber B.
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Abstract

A retrospective cohort study was conducted to determine whether cigarette smoking
potentiates noise-induced changes in hearing acuity. The study population for analysis included
546 white male hourly employees in a large manufacturing plant. The population was classified
into exposure groups based on cumulative noise during employment. Other risk factors such as
medical conditions, hearing protection use, ototoxic chemical exposures, and hobbies affecting
hearing were also examined in the analysis. The averag4 annual rate of loss from baseline measures
(in dB/year) was analyzed using least squares regression. A significant interaction between past
cumulative noise exposure and smoking was found for the frequencies affecting noise induced
hearing loss (ie., 3, 4, and 6 kHz). The joint effect of high cumulative noise and smoking increased
the annual rate of loss by 1.4. dB/year (current smokers) to 1.9 dB/year (ex-smokers) above what
was expected due to the independent effect of noise, smoking, and age. This study suggests that
long-term heavy smoking has a relatively small effect on hearing loss, but in the presence of long-
term moderate (85-95 dBA) noise there is some suggestion of a potentiating effect on noise induced
hearing loss. However, this study should be viewed as preliminary until other studies with become
available to verify these findings.

It has been well established that occupational noise exposure is a major cause of sensorineural
hearing loss. A host of medical conditions (1,2) and ototoxic agents (2-27) have also been
associated with sensorineural hearing loss. Such agents include certain drugs (2,3), and chemicals,
such as heavy metals (3), asphyxiants (4-9) and organic solvents (3, 10-21). Smoking has also been
examined as a possible personal risk factor for hearing loss in several epidemiologic studies (22-
27). Despite the large body of literature on risk factors for hearing loss, there is still a relative
dearth of epidemiologic data on how other factors may interact with noise to cause hearing loss.
More recently, toxicologic data have demonstrated a synergistic effect of noise with carbon*
monoxide (28-30), toluene (31), and styrene (32). There is also epidemiologic evidence to support
significant interactions between noise and carbon disulfide (33), and solvents such as toluene (34-
35). The current epidemiologic study focused on the joint effect of cigarette smoking and noise
exposure on hearing loss. The present paper presents the results of this study.

METHODS

The eligible cohort for analysis was comprised of 546 hourly white males with at least two
audiometric examinations. This cohort was selected from a larger population of employees having
computerized audiometric data (N=5377) and who were employed as of 1978. Employees having
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only one audiogram were excluded because (1) the cross-sectional selection of the cohort with
differing ages and time since employment required that audiograms at the time of follow-up be
controlled for in the analysis; and (2) the main interest was to examine how the rate of loss was
affected by noise exposure and smoking. Women and non-whites were excluded because sample
sizes were inadequate for meaningful statistical comparisons.

Hearing levels (re: 0 dB standard) at seven test frequencies (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0
KHz) were tested annually as part of the company's yearly medical examination. These
computerized data files were available as of 1981. Calibration and audiometric examination
procedures were conducted in accordance with OSHA regulations (36, 37). All hearing testers
were certified by the Council on Hearing Accreditation.

Noise Exposure

A parallel study of the noise environment at the plant site was conducted using historical
industrial hygiene records collected over a period of 15 years (1973-1988). Personal dosimetry and
area noise data were supplemented with interviews of plant industrial hygiene personnel to obtain
professional evaluations of the noise environment. Historically, the noisiest areas of the plant
included the power plant and manufacturing factories. A quantitative noise exposure assessment
was developed to provide the data necessary to develop a time-dependent job-exposure matrix for
noise, which included parameters related to the type of noise exposure, and hearing protection use.
An exposure index representing cumulative past exposure to noise was examined in the present
analysis because noise exposure was relatively low during the period (1981-88) when longitudinal
measures on hearing levels were available. This indicqtor was defined as cumulative noise prior to
the first audiogram, and was constructed for each individual in the study. The study cohort was
classified into high, moderate, and low noise exposure groups on the basis of this variable.

Smoking and Other Risk Factors

Smoking information was collected at the time of the preplacement examination, as well as
during subsequent medical examinations. Although smoking information over time was available
as of 1983, smoking data from the most recent medical history were used because smoking patterns
did not significantly change over the 5-year time period of 1983-1988. Employees were asked
whether they ever smoked, and if they smoked now. If they presently smoked, they were asked
how many cigarettes were smoked per day. Data on amount smoked were not available for ex-
smokers. Potentially ototoxic chemical exposures were analyzed as "ever/never" exposed since
there were multiple exposures to several different agents, and the number of individuals with
exposure to any one of the chemicals was small. Information was also available on medical
conditions that might affect hearing, personal medication use, and hobbies that might affect hearing
loss (i.e., music, hunting, snowmobile use and hobbies involving solvent exposure).

ANALYSIS

Hearing thresholds at 3, 4, and 6 kHz were of major interest because these frequencies are
most sensitive to the effects of noise (48). Since hearing levels at adjacent frequencies were highly
correlated (r=- 0.75-0.85), the average over 3, 4, and 6 KHz was used in this analysis. The
independent variable (Y) for analysis was defined as the annual rate of change in hearing levels (or
rate of hearing loss). This was calculated as the difference in hearing levels (in dB) between the
first and last audiometric exam, divided by the time period between the two exams in years. The
coefficients in these models represented the mean annual rate of change in hearing levels (from
baseline) associated with a given risk factor. Positive beta coefficients in the analysis represent an
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increase in the rate of loss, implying that hearing is becoming poorer. Since the ability to detect an
effect due to smoking and/or noise may differ by ear, each was analyzed separately.

Multiple least squares linear regression was used to assess the magnitude of the association
between the risk factors of interest and noise-induced changes in hearing acuity. The SAS
statistical package was used to fit all linear regression models (38). Hierarchical model-building
was employed to determine the most parsimonious model describing the effects of several risk
factorb of interest on hear.ig acuity. Various nested models were tested for goodness of fit using
the partial F-statistic (39). All final models were checked using standard diagnostic methods for
least-squared regression (39). Due to missing missing smoking data and and exclusions of
individuals with less than I year between audiograms, 473 individuals were available for the
analysis.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the distribution of the most important risk factors for hearing loss among the
entire eligible cohort (N=546). The most important variables included age at first audiogram,
initial hearing level, smoking status, cumulative noise exposure, ever exposure to any ototoxic
chemicals, hobbies involving loud noise or solvent exposure, diabetes (yes/no), middle ear
conditions (yes/no), and years employed prior to 1978. Most of these factors and other risk factors
for hearing loss were not found to be significantly related to hearing levels. Age and initial hearing
level were the only factors positively related to changes in hearing acuity for both ears. However,
when initial hearing levels were added to the models together with age, age was no longer
significant. No statistically significant interactions between smoking and chemical exposure or
between noise and chemicals were noted, although each ear responded differently when the joint
effects of noise and smoking were examined.

The statistical modeling indicated a significant independent effect with smoking for the left ear
(Table 2), while a statistically significant noise-smoking interaction was observed for the right ear
(Table 3). Based on the left ear (eg. the worse ear) model, ex-smokers had mean annual rates of
change that were 0.79 dB/year higher than non-smokers, whereas current smokers had rates that
were 0.85 dB/year higher (Table 2). The joint effect of being an ex-smoker and having high
cumulative noise exposure in the past added another 1.9 dB/year to the annual rate of loss expected
from the independent effects of age, smoking, and noise (Table 3). For current smokers in the high
cumulative noise group, an additional 1.4 dB/year was added to the independent effects of the other
variables in the model.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study should be viewed as preliminary given some of the inconsistencies
observed in this analysis. No effect due to cumulative noise exposure was observed in the
longitudinal analysis, although initial hearing levels of the population increased with increasing-
noise exposure. Also, the comparison group of non-smokers with low cumulative noise exposure
had the highest initial hearing levels and the lowest rates of loss. Among the non-smokers, rates of
loss declined with increasing cumulative noise dose. This unusual observation is probably not
biologically motivated, but may reflect selection biases operating in this cohort. This is plausible
given the cross-sectional nature of the subjects selected for study. At best, this analysis suggests
that long term exposure to moderate occupational noise in combination with smoking may affect
hearing acuity only in a subgroup of workers who have smoked for a long period of time and who
had been exposed to the highest cumulative noise exposure in the past. This population was unique
in that a large proportion (75%) of the cohort ever smoked cigarettes (Table 1). Futhermore, those
who had such data, indicated that they smoked at least 1 pack per day. Since smoking information
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over time was not available for the entire period of follow-up, it is possible that some
misclassification by smoking status could have occurred. If the study results are true, the
observation that the joint effect of smoking and noise was greatest among ex-smokers suggests that
the study detected chronic long-term damage. This is consistent with the fact that the classification
of subjects within noise categories was based on past cm ulaive exposure, and that smoking
measures in this study also represented chronic low level exposure over the course of an
individual's lifetime.

Inferences regarding an interaction between noise and smoking in the present occupational
cohort cannot be generalized to the entire employee population nor to the general population. This
cohort represented a small proportion of the total population with audiograms (-10%), which most
likely represent a healthier population under routine medical surveillance. Due to the preliminary
nature of this study, it is suggested that larger populations having more intense, continuous
exposure to noise would also be informative in terms of validating the present study results.
Subsequent studies of occupational hearing loss should be designed to allow an evaluation of how
chemical exposure, noise and personal risk factors modify a population's susceptibility to auditory
damage.

TABLE 1. Distribution of various risk factors for hearing loss among the study cohort (N=546)

RISK FACTOR Number Percent

SMOKING
S362 7510

"• ex-smokers: 209 4A.3
"• current smokers: 153 31.3

Number cigarertes/day1 (N=135)
< 10 9 6.7
10-19 30 22.2
20-29 58 43.0
2> 30 38 28.1

Number of years smoked (N=273)
< 10 30 10.9
10-19 73 26.4
20-29 91 33.0
>Ž30 82 29.7

PackX= (N=100)
< 10 16 16.0
10-19 15 15.0
20-29 23 23.0
Ž:30 46 46.0

CUMULATIVE PAST NOISE EXPOSURE
• Low 251 6.0
• Moderate 152 27.8
* High 143 26.2

OTHER RISK FACTORS
* Diabetes 34 6.2
- Middle ear conditions 62 11.4
* Hobbies Involving2:

- Loud Noise 54 11.2
- Solvents 17 3.6

• Any Ototoxic Chemicals 234 42.9

1 Amount smoked (packs/day) was available for only current smokers.
2 Due to missing medical history data, % are based on N=482.
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TABLE 2. Most parsimonious model for the independent effect of smoking: Annual rate of change, average
over 3,4, and 6 KHz1

VARIABLE IN MODEL (a) SE(8)2  P3

(dB/year)
Age at first audiogram
(centered at mean) 0.007 0.011 056

Initial Hearing Level
(left ear, average 3, 4 0.021 0.005 0.0001
& 6 kHz.)

Cumulative Noise

"* Moderate -0.36 0.24 0.13
"* High -0.007 0.25 0.97

(ref: Low)

Smoking

* Ex-smoker 0.79 0.25 0.0015
* Current Smoker 0.85 0.26 0.0014
(ref: Never smoked)

I Based on analysis of Left ear hearing levels. Model F6,467 = 7.44, p 0.0001; R2 = 0.09. Intercept(S0 ) = -0.39
(SE= 0.30)

2 SE= Standard error of beta coefficient (B)

3 P = Prob > IT1
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TABLE 3. Most parsimonious model for moise-smoking interaction: Annual rate of change, average
over 3,4, and 6 KHz1

VARIABLE IN MODEL (6) SE(B)Z P3
(dB/ ear)

Age at first audiogram
(centered at mean) 0.019 0.011 0.09

Initial Hearing Level 0.013 0.005 0.009
(Right ear, average 3.
4 & 6kHz.)

Cumulative Noise

"* Moderate -0.80 0.47 0.09
"* High -1.30 0.50 0.01

(ref: Low)

Smoking

"* Ex-smoker 0.37 0.35 0.29
"* Current Smoker -0.05 0.38 0.89
(ref: Never smoked)

Noise*Smoking
Interaction

"* Ex-smoker*moderate
noise 1.08 0.58 0.06

"* Ex-smoker*High noise 1.91 0.62 0.002

"* Current Smoker *
Moderate Noise 0.22 0.64 0.73

"* Current Smoker *
High Noise 1.33 0.64 0.03

1 Based on analysis of Right ear hearing levels. Model F10 463 = 3.7.
p = 0.0001; R2 = 0.08. Intercept (Bn = 0.79 (SE= 6.33). Interaction was statistically significant at _ = 0.05
level of significance (Partial F4 ,468 = 2.9; p = 0.02).

2 SE= Standard error of beta coefficient (B)

3 P=Prob>lfT
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Abstract

The study - a field investigation - deals with the effects of railway-induced building vibrations on
people living near railroads. Furthermore, it should be investigated to what extent simultaneous noise
influences the reactions to building-vibration.
Railway-induced building vibration leads to a serious amount of annoyance: 22% of the respondents
feel "very annoyed", and even 14% asses their vibration load as "unacceptable"; only 21% of the
respondents are "not at all annoyed". On the other hand, about 3/4 of the subjects asked rated the
railway-induced noise as "more annoying" than the vibration.
The overall relationship between vibration intensity and annoyance is rather weak. The steepest
increase of vibration reaction is found in the lower ldvels of vibration; thereafter there is little
change in the reactions with increasing vibration load (non-linear relationship). Furthermore, the
effect of vibration intensity is not the same for people suffering from simultaneous higher or lower
noise levels (vibration x noise interaction).

Aims of the study

The study deals with the effects of railway-induced vibrations on people living near long-distance
railroads. The effects of three factors on vibration annoyance should be analysed: (1) vibration
severity, (2) number of trains passing, and (3) the simultaneous noise level. (The project was funded
by the German Federal Agency for Environmental Protection, "Umweltbundesamt", and the
"Bundesbahnzentralamt - MUnchen".)

Method

Residents living near railroads (Ss) were interviewed by means of a standardized questionnaire to
record their annoyance by railway-induced vibrations and noise. Sound and vibration immissions
were recorded in the living room and bedroom of each of 284 sample households. In about half of
the residential units two Ss were interviewed. So there are 417 observations with both objective
measurements and interview data.

Response variables: The questionnaire includes several items to measure the reactions to vibration
- such as the general annoyance or disturbances of recreation and sleep by vibrations. The general
annoyance (RI) was measured by an 11-point response scale (from (0) "not at all annoyed" up to
(10) "extremely annoyed").
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Objeoctive measurements of building vibration and noise: The measurements were carried out in
daytime. On the average 27 passing trains (passenger trains and freight trains) were recorded per
residential unit. Several composite measures - based on the K-values of the German DIN 4150 (part
2) - were defined to evaluate the "typical" vibration level within each residential unit. Only two
measures of the objective vibration and noise level are used here:

N
KB = I KB i=1

with KBFmax.i maximum of the K-weighted velocity of vibrations ("Bewertete
Schwingstarke") KBF(t) during the passing of the i-th train

N number of trains passing

Nja
L~~ IOX~gW 10.lx F-.J.

with LAFma.i maximum noise level (in dB(A)) for the passing of the i-th train
N number of trains passing,

The distance between the nearest side of the buildings and the railroad range up to 60 meters.
The measured values of KB* (living room, at day) vary between 0.02 and 2.66 (Median=0.24;
Mean--0.30; Std=0.27; N=284). The measured values of L* (living room, closed windows, by day)
vary between 39.6 and 72.9 (Median=56.7; Mean=57.0; Std=7.61; N=284).
The maximum measured vibration values (i.e. the "worst" single train during the measuring time)
range from KBFmax--0.0 3 up to KBFmax= 4 .8 9 (Median=0.49; Mean=0.63; Std=0.56; N=281).

Results

On the degree of railway-induced vibration annoyance: 22% of the interviewed respondents feel
"very annoyed" and even 14% assess their vibration load as "unacceptable"; only 21% of the
respondents are "not at all annoyed".
Comparison of the annoyance by railway noise and vibrations: The Subjects (Ss) rated the railway
noise as much more annoying than the railway-induced vibrations (e.g., the mean annoyance M=6.2
for noise vs. M=4.2 for vibrations on the 11-point annoyance scale). About 3/4 of all Ss asked to
compare the railway-induced noise directly with the vibrations rated the noise as "more annoying".
than the vibrations.

On the effects of vibration severity and noise level on the vibration annoyance: The relationship
between the vibration level (e.g. KB*) and the individual vibration responses is rather weak: There
is a great amount of interindividual variability in the annoyance reactions - even at the same level
of vibration (i.e. the same KB*-value). Accordingly, the correlations between kB* (or other
measurements of the vibration severity) and annoyance reactions are rather low. The coefficient of
(linear) correlation between KB* and the general annoyance (RI) is only r--0.17 for the total sample
(N=411; p<.001; an analoguous coefficient results if Kendall's tau is used instead of Person's r:
tau=.22; p<.001).
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Plotting the mean reactions against the KB*-values for the total sample shows that the relationship
is not linear. First (near the threshold) there is a rather steep increase of the reactions with
increasing KB*; thereafter the stimulus-response curve is rather flat. The non-linearity of the
relationship and the positive skewness of the distribution of the KB*-values can be counterbalanced
to some degree by a logarithmic transformation of the KB*-values; the transformation improves the
linear correlation: e.g. r=.31 for the correlation between the transformed log(KB*) and the individual
general annoyance for the total sample (N=41 1; p<.000) (vs. r=. 17 without the log-transformation).
Furthermore, the correlation between the vibration level (KB*) and the general annoyance by
vibration (RI) is different for subsamples formed for different levels of noise (in terms of L*): In
the subsample with higher noise level ("L+": L* > 55 dB(A)) there is a correlation of only r=0.05,
whereas in the subsample with lower noise level ("L-": L* < 55 dB(A)) there is a correlation
between KB* and the general annoyance of r=.41. This means that the effect of the vibration
severity is not the same for different levels of noise ("noise x vibration"-interaction).
Some further evidence for this interaction was found by a multivariate analysis based on the general
linear model with the two factors "vibration load" (5 levels: KB* <.10/ 0.1_KB *<0.2 / 0.2_KB*<0.3
/ 0.3<_KB*<0.4 / KB*>0.4) and "noise load" (2 levels: L* >_ 55 dB(A) and L* < 55 dB(A)) as
independent variables and 6 reaction variables as dependent variables. The analysis shows a
significant main effect "vibration load" (Wilks lambda; p<.001) and a tendency for the "vibration
x noise"-irteraction effect (p<.07). The form of this interaction is demonstrated here by Figure 1
which shows the mean of only one of the reaction variables (general annoyance, R 1) for each of the
5 vibration levels and of the 2 noise levels.

Annoyance due to railway-induced vibration
.. .. .. .. .. .......... . . . . . ........................ ............... . . . ................. .. ... ............... . ......... ............ ..................... ......................

extremely 10
annoyed noise level (indoor)

..................-- 55 dB(A) -x--< 55 dB(A)

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I - • Z.. .. .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.• .- --

. .. . . . . . . ..p . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.... ... ...

no t at all 0 ......... I ......... ......... I .........
annoyed 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

KB*

Fig. 1: Mean vibration-annoyance for five levels of vibration load and for two noise levels
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Generalizing and simplifying, one can describe the results of this analysis as follows:

- In the group with low noise level (L* < 55 dB(A)) there is a monotonic increase in the mean
responses up to a vibration level of 0.3<KB*<0.4 for most of the reaction variables (the steepest
increase is found in the lower levels of vibration); thereafter, there is little change of the mean
reactions with increasing KB*. For some variables there is even a decline in the mean response
for the highest vibration level.

- In the group with higher noise level (L* _>55 dB(A)) there is a smaller increase of the mean
responses with increasing vibration level than in the group with lower noise level ("L-"). For the
higher vibration levels (KB*>0.3) the mean responses of the "L+"-group are lower than those of
the "L-"-group. This confirms the hypothesis of a raised vibration threshold if there is a
simultaneous high noise level (cf. the findings in the lab by Meloni & KrUger 1990). A possible
interpretation is that, in the case of higher noise levels, the vibration is covered up to some degree
by noise (cf. Meloni & Krager 1990).

On the effects of the number of trains on vibration annoyance: Contrary to our expectations, there
was no positive relationship between the annoyance reactions and the number of trains passing (e.g.
r=-0.15 for the general annoyance and the number of trains; the number of trains passing in both
directions per 24h varied between 92 and 379; Median=206).
There is some evidence that it is rather the number of vibration events exceeding the threshold (here
defined by KBFmax=0.1) which influence vibration annpyance than the absolute number of trains
passing by. But, unfortunately, in this study the numbdr of perceptible events cannot be defined in
the same way as done by Woodroof & Griffin, because the time for measuring was not constant (the
measuring time was shorter in areas with high numbers of trains passing, and longer in areas with
low numbers of trains).
Furthermore, there are also some hints that the number of perceptible vibration events has some
impact on the annoyance responses independent of the intensity of the vibration. As a consequence
this would mean that a mere reduction in the intensity of vibration would not suffice to reduce the
annoyance if not, at the same time, the number of perceptible vibration events is reduced. But
further studies are needed to clarify whether the vibration intensity trains usually produce is the
more relevant factor or the vibration events which exceed the threshold.
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Abstract
In a laboratory experiment, the hypotheses were tested that noise increases the thermal strain and
heat effects the sense of hearing. Two room temperatures (270 C and 37 0 C) were combined with
sound levels of 65 dB(A) and 95 dB(A). 20 male healthy subjects participated in the experiment.
We measured several physiological parameters (core and skin temperatures, heat flow density,
heart rate, blood pressure, temporary threshold shift) and psychological states (personality tests,
self assessment scales, Noise Sensitive Index (NSI), scales by Borg, scales by Fanger).The results
partly confirm the hypothesis that vasoconstriction due to noise renders the required heat
exchange more difficult. Testing all subjects we found no evidence for any temperature effect on
the sense of hearing. Only within a homogeneous subgroup of subjects - concerning their hearing
threshold throughout the preliminary phases of exposure - the faster recovery of the TTS under
the influence of heat would rather support the oxygen-deficiency-hypothesis. Also the amount of
aural symptoms of the NSI-data did not change due to high temperature conditions. Using the
results of personality tests, the subjects were classified as "sensitive" and "non-sensitive"
regarding strain. The group of subjects with a high subjective stress resistance showed a
significant faster recovery of the temporary threshold shift than the other group. This result could
be helpful for the development of individual tests to predict the noise-sensitivity and the noise
induced hearing loss.

Introduction
The combined influence of both heat and noise on the human organism has rarely been examined.
There are many jobs within a hot and noisy work site, partially with high psycho-nervous stress.
Therefore the effects of thermal and acoustic irritations are of interest for research, even if not very
intense.
Provided that the ambient temperature exceeds 400C it can be taken for granted that the
vasomotoric reactions due to noise are superimposed by the thermal influence. In a lower range of
temperature, a combined effect on the circulatory regulation can be expected (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Different
changes of combined noise and heat exposure on the sense of hearing have been reported (6, 7, 8).
The results from Weinrich and Rentzsch (9, 10) indicate that heat causes an increase of auditory
temporary threshold shift. In animal experiments, however, it could be proved that the noise-induced
cochlea damage is smaller in the state of hyperthermy (11). In other studies including some other
environmental factors besides noise and heat the variation of TTS under heat conditions could not be
verified statistically (12, 13). The results of psychological experiments indicate a larger strain of
several simultaneous factors then of an isolated one (14, 15).
In the present study the effect of heat on the sense of hearing and the influence of noise on the
thermoregulation are checked. Moreover, it is examined, if there is any synergistic influence
concerning the well-being and whether there exists any correlation between the personality and
subjective states, on the one hand, and the physiological parameters, on the other hand.

Methods
There was a total number of 20 male subjects in the age between 18 and 30 years. Before starting the
tests, we carried through medical examinations, including audiometric tests. The preliminary
personality diagnoses were especially related to the behaviour in stress situations. We used the
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Jenkins Activity Survey, the State-Trait-Anxiety Inventory and the Freiburger-Personality-Inventory
(16, 17). Two noise levels (white noise, 65 and 95 dB(A)) were combined with two ambient
temperatures (27 0 C and 370C). The experiment consisted of a preliminary phase of 45 minutes
(27oC), an exposure of 60 minutes and a subsequent phase of 60 minutes. The air velocity was
Va<O, 15 m/s and the absolute air humidity about 17hPa in all rooms.
The following physiological parameters were recorded:
- temporary threshold shifts (TTS) at 4kHz and 6 kHz
- heart rate (HR), systolic and diastolic blood pressures (BPS and BPd))
- core temperature (CT) sublingual
- skin temperature (ST) and heat flow density (HFD) at five measuring points (the average

weighted sum of all points corresponded to AWST and AWHFD, respectively)
We used the following methods for measuring the psychological states:
- self assessment scales by Nitsch (18)
- Noise Sensitive Index (NSI) by Meister (14)
- general scale of perceptive intensities by Borg (19)
- psycho-physical scale by Fanger (20)

Results
Under heat conditions the core temperature increased beginning from the 50th minute of exposure.
This effect was independently of sound pressure level and continued in the subsequent phase. Within
the thermally neutral range, a tendency of an elevated core temperature due to noise was observed.
The skin temperature increased irrespectively of noise during heat exposures, but dropped under the
influence of noise at lower temperature (Fig. 1). We could not prove any influence of sound pressure
level on the heat flow density. Within the thermally neutral range, noise caused an increase of the
heart rate (Fig. 2).

0 27 oC/6SdB

AHR (min ) N 27 °O95d3

A AWST (K) H 37 °0650
0 27 TC/63dB7 009g0

H N 27 OC/95dB
H 37 0 0650

1,5 +H 37 0 C95dB
N+H S significant 2-S

1,0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0,5 0-21 N

4-40
2D 40 6 t (min)

Fig. I variation of skin temperature vs. time Fig. 2 variation of heart rate vs. time

The diastolic blood pressure decreased at a higher temperature and slightly increased during the
noise exposure. Combined noise and heat did not verifiably influence these reactions. Contrary to the
diastolic blood pressure, noise caused an obvious drop of the systolic blood pressure within the
higher temperature range, particularly among a group of subjects with low RRs (Fig. 3).As to the
aural effects we could not prove any influence of the ambient temperature on the sense of hearing.
Only the integral of the TTS for the period of the recovery after the exposure (ITTSr) was lower at
higher temperature than within the thermally neutral range. This effect was significantly for a
homogeneous group of subjects with a higher hearing threshold. The results from the Noise Sensitive
Index (NSI) showed an increase of the total sum of complaints mainly caused by extraaural effects.
The aural complaints did not reflect a higher aggravation at a high ambient temperature. The results
of the self assessment scales indicated an increased strain and obviously fatigue-related impairments
of subjective states due to combined noise and heat. Analysing the characteristics of the psycho-
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physical scales, we could not found any influence of noise on the subjective evaluation of thermal
situation. As the general scales of perceptive intensities suggested, the effort is the greatest under
combined conditions. We used the data of personality tests to classify the subjects as "sensitive" and
"non sensitive" regarding strain. The "sensitive" group showed a tendency to more significant
deterioration of well-being than the other group (Fig. 4). Moreover, the ITTSr was significantly
higher in this group. We did not found any other correlation between the physiological and the
psychological dates.

A RR. (mmHll) 0 27 00650BN 27 oC,9SdB 2
H 37 0C/95dB 2 subjects with high sress resistance

N+H 37 0 095d0 [] subjects with low sress resistance
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Fig. 3 variation of the systolic blood pressure vs. time Fig. 4 variation of NS! - sum of complaints

Discussion
The known vasoconstriction due to noise could be confirmed within the thermally neutral range.
We established a rising core temperature and heart rate, as well as an increased systolic and
diastolic blood pressure. The vasoconstriction was suggested to render the heat exchange more
difficult so that additional thermoregulation work is necessary. But only the increase of skin
temperature on the back of the hand and the drop of diastolic blood pressure due to heat showed
weaker dimensions, when noise was added. Therefore, this hypothesis was, at least by
interpreting the physiological recordings, partially confirmed only. On the other hand the results
of the psychological tests regarding the impairment of well being pointed clearly to an additive
effect of combined stress. It appears that there exist mechanisms compensating the additional
thermoregulation work, but not measurable with the recorded physiological parameters. Besides,
the decrease of systolic blood pressure caused by noise added to heat is still not explicable. About
the aural effects, the results would rather support the oxygen-deficiency-hypothesis (21).
Provided that the blood circulation in the inner ear exhibits a behaviour as the peripheral
circulation, the oxygen-deficiency in the inner ear should have a weaker tendency under influence
of heat. This hypothesis was confirmed, at least, for a homogeneous subgroup of subjects. There
we stated a lower ITTSr at higher ambient temperatures. On the other hand, the averaged data of
all subjects do not provide evidence for any temperature effect on the sense of hearing. An
interesting fact was observed as to the correlation between the results of personality tests and the
development of the TTS. The group of subjects with a high subjective stress resistance showed a
significantly faster recovery of TTS than the other group. This result could be helpful for the
development of individual tests concerning the prognosis of noise-sensitivity and noise induced
hearing loss. Further studies should rather examine the behaviour of defined groups of individuals
with a greater deterioration of blood circulation and a greater impairment of subjective state
during combined noise and heat stress. To make the additional thermoregulation work measurable
it would be necessary to examine also biochemical parameters.
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Abstract

Over the years considerable knowledge has been accumulated
in developed countries about acoustical treatments and man's
response to noise.

For the acoustical technicians perform effectively in
Tropical & Undeveloped countries, they must obtain certain
information such as climate limitations and cultural behaviours.
Therefor a solution that is applied successfully in colder
climates, sometimes may appear as a distortion for the
architectural parameters adopted in tropical areas.

The technological transfer of noise control methods and
systems is the object of this article, for the acoustical goal
that will depend on the particular environmental conditions we're
dealing with.

The article will start by preseAting three different cities
in Brazil (Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro and Curitiba) in terms of
urbanising & master-plan, with their climate and cultural
particularities as a way to point out solutions for noise control
in agreement to tropical demanding. Finally, there will be
presented a series of reflections, sketches and illustrations
about technological transfer of noise control solutions for
tropical countries.

Cultural behaviours, climates and technological differences
will be some of the topics of the following discussion to make
understood why does not always an acoustical solution may suit
with tropical demanding without any adaptation.

As we consider three brazilian cities we may also notice
how aspects such as the urban design and its morphological
aspects can deal with its sound quality. It's amazing how the
structural dimension of a city can make it a better place or a
worse still one [6].

If we take a whole country with its population, its
government and aspects of urbanism, we may notice different types
of territorial occupation among periods of time. As say Sergio
Bernardes, a Brazilian urbanist, about Rio de Janeiro, the city
itself is a witness of urban oppression; a city that's made of
beauty when seeing from distance, yet kind of depressive as
close as you get in. The urbanistic characters of Rio reveal an
occupation mainly based on economical aspects. Besides,it also
should be mentioned that politics and local governments, as well
as the organizing and management entities of the city weren't
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strong enough to provide a reliable basic structure according
to the increased population.

As an answer to that uncontrolled occupation we deserve:
high densities of population in determined areas, urban noise
levels bothering multifunctional areas, also residential areas
(Copacabana, Tijuca) that have been annoyed by high level of
heavy traffic. The speculative values of it's lands testifies
the typical "Babellike" quarters. As a better solution to
partially decrease the urban noise coming from the heavy traffic
was the work on a subway. Nevertheless, as time passed both
inflationary context plus the discontinuity of political
managements inrterupted the works on the subways wich had
already started.

The opportunity of planning and building a new city is just
amazing by all means. We are now talking about the capital of
Brasil- Brasilia.[l] In process of time, when we take a look at
it with the acoustical knowledge, we find out that some aspects
such as the location of buildings to the main traffic views, the
types of materials mainly applied to the facades of buildings
could need an acoustical study. It could also be possible an
acoustical barrier project [2] among the main traffic views
wich cuts the city called "pilot plan".

Maybe we should call that point 'of view : "The acoustical
texture of urbanistic plants". We ,could then add acoustical
informations so that the urbanistic proposal gets noiseless. A
brazilian city called Curitiba provides a morphological aspect
that satisfies the urban quality control, besides, the cultural
aspects of its local community that worked to decrease the
problems like organisation and use of space.[3] It is not easy to
describe the degree to which architectural differences such as
the ones found in these three cities can affect noise levels;
all we can notice is that the city design at best provides the
lower density of population concentrated in small areas.

Those are the main differences on the concepts of these
cities, which a noise source can either be amplified or
avoided. The communities relationship of Curitiba is not as
individual as in Rio, people are closer, also some of the
acoustical solutions of noise control can be more easily adapted
considering that their climate presents lower temperatures. The
political leader of the city, Jaime Lemer, says that he has
promoted something else besides a good administration; the
spirit of rebirth, the friendship and closer contact within
each quarter of the city.

However, we can't blame a whole city for it's noisy
pollution. In a community there should be this sense of self
consciousness so that even from single products used everyday in
our homes we could expect a noiseless performance. The
applications of successfully noise control methods need to be
adapted in our climates also considering that technology is not
a product that can be sold; technology could start by an
educational process that deals with the needs of determined
culture. Being aware of climate limitations such as moistness
and high temperatures for if not considered, imported solutions
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may be unusefullness. The architectural goal in that case may
not always be acoustics,but the priority of ventilation and
refrigeration.

Taking into consideration the economical and social
scenario interacting into the conjecture of cities; we could
point out basic points such as:
1.The degeneracy of cities acoustical quality embraces cultural
and political aspects more than technical ones.
2.The sustainance of an acoustical quality or improvement of a
noiseless environment demands an educational process at first
foHowed by technical integration and supervising with
appropriate equipments.
3.The disastrous increase of urban improper concentrations and
the impotence of representative government entities in providing
noise control.
4.The technical failure of noise control turned out to be much
more a matter of political and cultural behaviours.
5.The neighborhood noise disturbance if not claimed by
consciousness community may not be punishable. Ex:Camaval,
loudspeakers from commercial ales. By the way, in the legal
aspect, one cannot be able to distinguish cultural behaviour from
noise annoyance an acoustically degraded environment.
6.The effectiveness of noise control programs just can't happen
while specialised supervising professionals with it's technical
equipments are a few minority.

What has been summarised until' now points outthe possible
failures of imported solutions and a lack of acoustical
information among communities. To exemplify that, we can take
elementary schools that were built to supply educational
demanding. The projects themselves revealed a lack of any kind of
acoustically adequate solution, not even the sense of translating
to classrooms a design based on Acoustic Quality Criteria. Not
surprisingly, both teacher and schoolmates did not find the
conditions to concentrate or intelligibility and speech privacy
[4].The walls that separate the classrooms are shared and do not
reach the roof. Maybe we could blame economical reasons plus
need of natural ventilation systems; but it would still be an
example of poor solution and omission of acoustical designing in
the conception of projects.

It happens sometimes that political interests turn into
prioritary decisions before discussing of what would be the
environmental impact on the communities. A noisy traffic highway
that had to be done in any case, for the ECO 92 couldn't be
realised without it. Since it had to be done. It could not be
missed in determined areas, at least on those with residential
neighbourhood, an acoustical barrier or other treatment to reduce
the noise impact on local communities.

At least it is recognised that after ruining the
acoustical comfort, political organisation and its
unfortunateexperiences do contain a certain teaching for future
projects!
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The architectural concepts of buildings in tropical
climates such as Rio, have to improve the best in natural
ventilation. For those who have an economical support to acquire
a flat with a porch, are also the ones who may become the
victims of inadequate acoustical design and treatment against
noise sources from streets. Natural ventilation? Oh no, it will
now be adjusted for an air conditioning system, the noise from
that source will not only be able to mask the street ones, but
it can also prevent speech interference coming from his next
neighbourhoods. By that way, we are not far from the point of
having a particular noise source to avoid a neighbourghood one!

Cheap materials are in part guilty elements when talking
about construction and neighbourhood noise sources. To the
acquisition of a house or a flat in central areas the speculative
price of a piece of land automatically forces the constructor
to find a way of cheapening up the final costs by reducing the
quality of materials. Some of the best acoustical windows,
consisted of double glasses, may stuck on economic limitations
of society, considering also basic materials like glass wool
whose price can be five times higher than in Europe.

We must admit, that it is essential the need of elementary
instructions for the projects design and, techniques to
harmonise not only economical costs with natural ventilation,
but to specify some design criteria taccording to each project
considering the acoustical peculiarities of the surroundings.

To summarise, we wouldn't like to give a wrong impression
that tropical countries, particularly this one, have more
limitations than the aimed of changing. We shall mention a few
good technical institutions that work for a better noise
control,scientific entities and governmental programs "Projeto
Silencio" that have been done to sensibilise both population and
politics.
The efforts to improve the acoustical conditions are
multidisciplinary being spread by the SOBRAC, The Brazilian
Acoustical Society, has had a close collaboration among the
brasilian society by it s seminaries,international congress,being
responsable for discussions, and techonological transfer.

[1] Maria Luiza Carrozza "Brasilia, a Utopia Frustrada"
M.Sc Thesis COPPE ,Federal University of Rio de Janeiro,
[2] Jules G.Slama, Suzana Gueiros Teixeira "Barreiras Acdisticas e
ruido de transito" IV International Seminar on Noise Control Rio
de Janeiro 1992
[3] Suzana Gueiros Teixeira, "Controle de Ruido e paises
Subdesenvolvidos: Problemas Conjecturais" IV International
Seminar on Noise Control Rio de Janeiro 1992
[4] Maria Julia de Oliveira Santos, "Ruido no Ambiente Escolar,
causas e consequencias" M.Sc Thesis Faculty of
Architecture,Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, 1993
[5] Hely Lopes Meirelles "Direito de Construir" Revista dos
tribunais 1983.
[6] Del Rio,Vicente,"Desenho Urbano",Editora Pini 1987.
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Abstract

There has been considerable research on the acute effects of noise exposure on perform-
ance. However, most of these studies have been carried out using healthy subjects and it is
important to determine whether noise has a different effect on individuals suffering from a
mild illness. Recent research has examined the effects of upper respiratory tract illnesses
(colds and influenza) and shown that these may impair aspects of performance. The aim of
the present study was to examine the combined effects of noise and upper respiratory viral
illnesses on performance. One hundred and thirty four subjects took part in the study and
all of the subjects completed a baseline session while healthy. This took place in the quiet
and subjects completed tests measuring psychomotor performance, selective and sustained
attention and episodic and working memory. Subjects then returned to the laboratory when
they developed a cold and samples were taken to allow identification of the viruses. The
subjects repeated the test battery, once in the quiet and then either in conglomerate noise
played at a level of 70 dBA or in quiet again. Subjects returned to the laboratory one month
later, when they were well, and repeated the procedure. Ninety one subjects developed
colds and 65 of these were tested in noise and 26, ih quiet. These subjects were compared
with 43 healthy controls (22 tested in noise and 21 in quiet). Subjects with colds were
slower than healthy controls on a simple reaction time task, and this effect was increased in
noise. Noise also produced direct effects (e.g. on sustained attention) but these were not
influenced by the viral illness.

Introduction

The effects of noise on performance depend on contextual factors such as the nature of the
noise, the type of task being carried out and characteristics of the person (see Smith &
Broadbent, 1991; Smith & Jones, 1992). There is also a growing awareness that the effects
of noise will be determined by its combination with other agents (see Manninen, 1988).
Studies have been carried out examining noise and vibration, noise and other environmental
stressors (e.g. heat) and noise and abnormal working hours (e.g. nightwork). Most studies
of noise effects have used healthy subjects, yet, at any given time, a substantial number of
the population will be suffering from minor illnesses, such as the common cold. Upper
respiratory virus infections have been shown to produce selective impairments of human
performance (see Smith, 1990; Smith, 1992). It is important, therefore, to determine
whether the effects of noise will differ in ill and healthy subjects. Indeed, recommendations
made on the basis of results from healthy subjects may not be applicable when the person is
ill. Such research is both of practical importance and relevant to understanding the mecha-
nisms through which noise produces its effects. The present paper reports preliminary
results from our research programme on this topic.

Experiment

One hundred and thirty four subjects (approximately equal numbers of males and females,
age range 18-30 years) took part in the study. All subjects were familiarised with the
procedures and then completed a baseline session when healthy. This took place in the
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quiet and subjects completed tests measunng psychomotor performance, selective and sus-
tained attention and episodic and working memory. Subjects returned to the laboratory
when they developed a cold and subjective reports of symptoms and objective measures
(e.g. weight of nasal secretion and sub-lingual temperature) were recorded. Nasal swabs
were also taken to try to. identify the virus producing the illness and blood samples were
taken when the person was symptomatic and three weeks later so that changes in antibody
levels could be examined. The subjects repeated the test battery twice - once in quiet to
allow assessment of the effects of the illness, and then again in noise (conglomerate noise
consisting of irrelevant speech and music played at a level of 70dBA) or quiet. Subjects
returned to the laboratory one month later, when they were well, and repeated the proce-
dure. Ninety one subjects developed colds and 65 of these were tested in noise and 26 in
quiet. These subjects were compared with 43 healthy controls (22 tested in noise and 21 in
quiet). Results are presented here for ratings of alertness and three of the performance
tests. The cold subjects are treated as a single group rather than sub-dividing them on the
basis of the infecting virus.

Alertness was rated using a visual analogue scale with Drowsy at the left end and Alert at
the right. Scores could range from I (very drowsy) to 50 (very alert). The performance
tests were carried out on an Amstrad PC, which controlled the timing of the stimuli and
recorded responses (timing to an accuracy of 1 msec). Th a tasks discussed in this paper are
the variable fore-period simple reaction time task, the five choice serial response task and
the detection of repeated digits task. These are described in detail below.

Variable fore-period simple reaction time task: in the variable fore-period task a box was
displayed on the screen and at varying intervals (from 1-8 secs) a square appeared in the
box. The subject had to press a key as soon as the square was detected. This task lasted
for 3 minutes.

Five choice serial response task: in the five chdice serial response task five boxes were
displayed on the screen and a square appeared in one of the boxes. The subject pressed the
corresponding key and the square then appeared in another box and the subject had to press
the next key. This task lasted for 3 minutes and the number of responses made, number of
errors and number of gaps (occasional long responses) were recorded.

Repeated digits detection task: in this task subjects were shown three-digit numbers on the
screen at the rate of 100 per minute. Each number was normally different to the preceeding
one but occasionally (8 times a minute) the same number was presented on successive trials.
Subjects had to detect these repeats and respond as quickly as possible. The number of hits,
reaction times for hits, and false alarms were recorded. The task lasted for 3 minutes.

RESULTS

Analyses of covariance were performed on the data (with the baseline data as covariates to
control for unwanted differences in alertness and performance prior to the illness/noise
manipulation). The between subject factors were health status (colds v healthy) and noise
conditions. The adjusted means from the analysis of covariance are shown in Table 1.
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tame i

Healthy Colds

Noise Quiet Noise Quiet

1. Alertness 27.6 29.7 24.0 19.9

2. Simple reaction
time (ms) 365 385 445 380

3. Detection of
repeated
numbers % hits 50.5 59.8 53.9 58.9

4. Five-choice
serial response
task % correct 88.6 86.6 86.6 84.6

The results show that subjects with colds reported that they felt less alert than the healthy
subjects. This effects was highly significant (p < 0.0005) and the interaction between noise
and colds approached significance (p = 0.08), which reflected the bigger effect of the cold
in the quiet condition. A significant interaction between noise and colds was obtained in the
analysis of the simple reaction time data (p < 0.05). There was little difference between the
reaction times of the healthy and colds subjects tested in quiet but subjects with a cold tested
in noise were much slower than the healthy, noise group. The two other tasks did not
demonstrate interactions between noise and colds. However, a main effect of noise was
obtained in the detection of repeated numbers task .p < 0.05), with subjects in noise detect-
ing fewer targets. In contrast to this, a main effect of colds was significant (p < 0.05) in
the analysis of the accuracy of performing the five-choice serial response task (p< 0.05),
with subjects with a cold performing the task less accurately.

DISCUSSION

The preliminary results from our research programme confirm that it is important to consid-
er the health status of the person performing in noise. They also confirm that the nature of
the task is another important factor in determining both the effects of noise and upper respi-
ratory tract illness on performance. Subjects with a cold reported reduced alertness and had
impaired performance on the task requiring hand-eye co-ordination. However, there was no
difference between healthy subjects and those with colds on the detection of repeated
numbers task. All of these results confirm findings reported earlier (e.g. Smith et al.,
1987; Smith et al., 1992). The only task which showed a main effect of noise was the
detection of repeated numbers task. Again, the impairment found here is in agreement with
that reported in earlier studies (Jones, Smith & Broadbent, 1979; Smith, 1988). The one
example of an interaction between noise and colds was obtained in the simple reaction time
task. Further analysis will determine whether similar effects are found in the tasks not
considered here or whether this is an isolated effect. Similarly, it is necessary to determine
whether the effect is related to characteristics of the cold such as the infecting virus, severi-
ty of the symptoms, etc. The main aim of the present study was merely to document any
interactions between noise and health status. A next step will be to consider the mecha-
nisms underlying such effects. It will be difficult, however, to come up with precise an-
swers here as both noise and upper respiratory tract illnesses probably influence perform-
ance through a variety of mechanisms, rather than producing their effects in a single, pas-
sive way.
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NON AUDITORY AND AURAL NOISE EFFECTS AND THEIR INTERACTION

SUVOROV G.

Institute of Occupational Health, Russian Academy of Medical sciences,
31, Prospekt Budennogo, 105275, Moscow, Russia

Long-term researches /vast contingents of workers/ in noisy industrial conditions showed nervo-
vascular changes at moderate noise levels up to 90 dB(A), increased noise up to 95 dB(A) caused
aural and extra-aural changes. The rates of their occurence are practically the same ; further, a 1
dB(A) rise increases three times as much hearing losses rates comparing with nervo-vascular
disorders : they are 1.5 % and 0.5 %, respectively, for each decibel of noise exposure.

Comparative dynamic analysis of above-stated changes identifies functional disorders of nervous
system if years in noisy occupation are no longer than five.

Cochlear neuritis progresses if years in noisy occupation are equal to a decade.

Further increase of years in noisy occupation show hearing function impairment much more
expressed than vegetative-vascular changes. The latter impaires functional state and leads to the
development of diseases among workers.
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Adverse effects of smoking for noise induced
hearing loss among workers in Beijing
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ABSTRACT

1165 workers who were exposed long-term to industrial noise were studied to determine if there

was a relationship between smoking and noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) in Xuan Wu district,

Beijing. It was found that the prevalence of high frequency (3kHz - 6kHz) NIIL was 53.6%

(292/454) in smoking workers and 40.0% (248/620) in non-smoking workers (p<0.01), but there

was no difference for low frequency (500Hz - 2kHz) NIHL. For each frequency, prevalence of

NIHL was higher in smoking workers from 4kHz to 8kHz, but not significantly different among

other frequencies. Odds ratio (OR) of smoking also averaged over 1.4 from 4kHz to 8kHz (peak at

4kHz, OR = 1.77, p < 0.01) with significant, and the o&ers were lower than 1.1 either before and

after adjusted by age, sound pressure level and workinA years with logistic model These results

strongly suggest that smoking is a risk factor for NMHL. Workers should be advised of the

increased risk to hearing associated with smoking.

KEY WORDS: adverse effect, noise, prevalence, noise induced hearing loss, smoking

Noise is one of the most common occupational risk factors. It is known that long-term noise

exposure can lead to hearing loss in workers. There is a high rate of smoking in occupational

populations in China[l, 2J. Smoking can induce many kinds of diseases. An epidemiological survey

was conducted to explore the possibility that smoking might increase the risk to hearing of

occupational noise exposure.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

The subjects were 1165 workers, who were exposed to noise for at least one year and who

worked in 46 factories in Xua Wu district, Beijing. There are not significant confounding factors

(using ear toxic chemicals, having infectious diseases with side effects of hearing loss, having

head injury or hereditary trend for hearing impairment) in their personal histories. There were 685

male workers and 480 female workers in the investigation with means age of 32.4 ± 8.2 years and

noise working years 9.2 ± 7.8 years of noise exposure.
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An ND-2 sound level meter was used to measure sound pressure levels (SPLs) in workshops.

Noise induced permanent threshold shift (NIPTS) were measured by an Danplex AS-72

audiometer in a sound barricaded room after the absence of noise exposure for more than 16 hours.

High frequency NIHL was defined as from 3 kHZ to 6 kHz in both ears, each NIPTS being higher

than 25 dB. Low frequency NIHL was defined as the means of NIPIS from 500 Hz to 2 kHz with

both ears higher than 25 dB. For each frequency, NIfTS higher than 25 dB also was defined as
NIHL in this frequency.

Questionnaires were administrated by occupational medical doctors, including general
information, occupational history of noise exposure, personal disease history, history of use of

ototoxic drugs, smoking and drinking alcohol. Smoking was defined as smoking at least one
cigarette per day.

The data were input into an IBM computer and analyzed by SPSS PC+ V3.0, EGRET V2. 1

software to calculate means, standard deviation, prevalence of NIHL and odds ratio (OR) of
smoking. Logistic regression was also carried out.

RESULTS

The SPLs in workshops ranged from 76 dB(A) to 169 dB(A). Associated with increase of

SPLs, prevalence of high frequency NIHL were elevated from 38.2% to 75.0%, and low
frequency NIHL from 0 to 6.5%. There was a typical dose-response relationship between SPLs

and prevalence of NIHL, p<0.01.

Table 1. Relationship between smoking and prevalence of high
and low frequency noise induced hearing loss (NIIHL)

High frequency of NIHL Low frequency of NIHL
Group

NIL Total Prevalence(%) NIHL Total Prevalence(%)

Smoking 292 545 53.6** 17 545 3.1

Non-smoking 248 620 40.0 24 620 3.9

Total 540 1165 46.4 41 1165 3.5

** compared with non-smoking group, p < 0.01

Table 1 shows that the prevalence of high frequency NIHL in smoking workers (53.6%) was

significantly higher than in non-smoking workers (40.0%), p<0.01. There was not a significant

difference in the groups for low frequency NIHL. In comparing the crude prevalence of hearing

loss between smokers and non-smokers at each frequency (figure 1), it was found that there were

significant differences at 4 kHz to 8 kHz with the largest prevalence in both groups at 6 kHz.

These results suggest that smoking is a risk factor for high frequency hearing loss among noise
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exposed workers. However, the noise exposure among smokers and non-smokers was slightly
different, the average being 91 dB(A) and 9.6 years among smokers and 90 dB(A) and 8.7 years
among non-smokers. In order to adjust for the possibility of confounding factors, a logistic model
was employed. The outcome variable was the probability of hearing loss in excess of 25 dB at each
audiometric frequency. The predictor variables were smoking, age, working years and dB(A)
level. Figure 2 shows the crude and adjusted odds ratio (OR) for smoking as a function of
frequency with the starred data points being those were significant differences were observed in the
prevalence data. Clearly, adjusting for noise exposure and age made no difference in the OR for
smoking which leads to the conclusion that the differences observed in figure 1 were due to
smoking. The effect of smoking is maximum at 4 kHz (OR = 1.77) which suggests that this is the
most susceptible frequency despite the fact that the prevalence of NIHL peaks at 6 kHz in these
data.

DISCUSSION
Barone[3J found the prevalence of high frequency NIHL in smoking workers to be higher than

non-smoking workers, OR of smoking equal to 1.39, p =0.002. This value corresponds closely
to the 1.34 of finding in our survey. Molvaer[41 reporte4 there was higher hearing loss in smoking
divers. Our research also found adverse effects of smoking to the greatest above in 4 kHz for
NIHL. These results strongly support smoking as a risk factor for NIHL.

Today, smoking is one of the biggest problems for population health in China. Sun Guifan(11

reported that about 52.9% of factory workers smoke. Zhang Guangyou[ 21 found that 39.5% of
farmers smoke in rural areas. Our study also found 46.8% workers smoking. Overall there appears
to be about fifty percent prevalence of smoking in Chinese occupational population. This is a
serious problem! It is very important to advise workers that yet another reason to stop smoking to
protect their hearing against noise exposure. Advising workers to reduce till stop smoking should
be added into the occupational health education program.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL REASONS FOR NOISE
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Taking into consideration that each century, respectively each phase of human development, has
its particularity, I wish to designate the second part of the 20th century, i.e. the time as of 1950
approx., as the age of noise where one started to worry seriously about the problem of noise and
its control. In the beginning this happened on a strictly academic level and amongst specialists
only. Due and thanks to constant public working of various private organizations, a greater part
of the general public started to react. Today, at the end of the 20th century there its hardly anyone
in the western and eastern industrial countries not being annoyed by noise emanating from either
airplanes, road-traffic, industries or leisure. Noise, therefore, is a constant environmental factor
in our today's society. It is the most recognised environmental burden, ranking before all other
harmful environmental factors, due to the fact that human beings are immediately and directly
concerned by noise. Noise is no word which would show a neutral or positive meaning in our
cultural field. It does not make us think of a gift nor of something of great welcome, desire or
consent. In the first place it refers to a frame where negative feelings such as anger, helplessness,
rage and irritation predominate. Noise points to a problematic situation which is being
experienced as most disturbing and which should come to an end as quickly as possible. If
something is disturbing us we usually take it for granted that we after termination of such
disturbing incident, are uninjured, intact and unhurt. However, noise has, over the last years,
caused by experience and scientific knowledge, also beini given the quality of lasting, destructive
effects.
Noise in our days in being considered a factor causing various illnesses, which means that noise
leads to ever-lasting health problems, thereby considerably reducing the quality of life. Noise,
today, is a product of our social construction, which enters into our private and public
consciousness. It stands for a metaphor being socially structured and creating a social reality by
which the objective circumstances of the damages concerning health reach actual importance.
Nevertheless and especially through the understanding that noise is a product of our common
social behaviour, it is tolerated by a large part of the population and by the authorities and is also
being accepted as a unchangeable fact. An explanation is being given by the definition "noise" as
an annoying sound. In most of the producers of noise are not being affected by it and do not
suffer by noise produced by themselves; on the contrary consider same in fact as being pleasant
or even desirable. For ex. pop-music, reckless-drivers, motorcycle-drivers, riflemen, pilots.

I hereafter wish to point out two examples of collective misbehaviour which today have become
the most important producers of noise, i.e. road-traffic-noise and noise emanating from aircraft. It
is quite obvious that such sources for noise can only be diminished if and when the population
shows enough acceptance and if in countries being governed democratically, regulations reg.
constitution and law are being published for ex. prohibition for heavy vans to drive on Sundays
and during night, no night-flights.
The noticeable boom in the automobile business, the construction of more efficient cars as well as
mobility and comfort of large parts of the population will add to a constant increase of traffic-
noise. The fact that the authorities have difficulties in limiting traffic, - thereby limiting traffic-
noise - is somehow understandable considering the opposition from unions and lately also from
certain parties who go for an uninhibited break-through of mobility.
Noise can have, next to purely acoustical, also social reasons, whereby it should be stated that it
is also being given a largely subjective meaning. According to investigations made with 151
tenants of social apartments in Germany regarding their living-situations, conditions of
living/lodging, and restrictions in living, it was evident that tenants more often feel frustrated by
the noise made by their neighbours, if and when their life-situation is being considered
unsatisfactory by them. 321



Complaints reg. noise made by neighbours also show a central discontentment of a person: for
ex.: people feeling less at home in their apartment often judge their present living-situations as
being restricted. This narrowness is due to the fact that they had given up - for ex. only lately - a
larger and more comfortable apartment. During investigations they complain more often about
having to suffer from arguments with neighbours: according to their opinion neighbours often
listen to loud music or make too much noise. The treatment of complaints reg. noise is not only a
technical problem: a better protection from noise or asking tenants to reduce noise, will not affect
in the least people in unpleasant, negative, frustrated situations in life. What would have to be
done in the first place is to deal with subjects of saving material existence in order to reduce the
higher psychological and social vulnerability emanating from material and social insecurity.

Similar to the above is the problem of immissions regarding leisure: someone attending a loud
party, a spectator of a spectacular football-game or of noisy motorsport-racing will no complain
about the noise which she or he observes within call. However, all those being outsiders,
wishing to take part, will express their (wanted or unwanted) being "out", by complaining about
noise.

Attention is to be drawn to the fact that geographical differences in the population can lead to
diversified understanding of noise. It is known that people living in the Mediterranean and
southern part of the earth are much less irritated by noise than people living in the northern
hemisphere. An investigation to compare cultures reg. noise-irritability made between German
and Japanese tenants of apartment-buildings showed that noise from neighbours is of great
inconvenience to Germans and is being considered a significant disturbance of their day-to-day
life, whereas Japanese show strong reactions reg. their views and opinions which, however,
hardly ever lead to any preventive measures. Noise is not something to be done away with but is
also to be interpreted: let us think of noise being caused. by children and young people. Apart
from the fact that juveniles harm themselves, we have tq ask us which functional importance it
has, to be exposed to loud volumes of sound or to proddce loud noise.

From this point of view, noise can be regarded as an instrument of strength/power. Children and
juveniles very often find themselves in a social situation, the meaning of which is to be described
with inferiority, disregarding of feelings, degratation of personal value.

Any equivalence is being refused by adults in the fields of home, school, at work and clubs.
Physical superiority is being demonstrated either in a reckless of unaware manner. Under such
circumstances children and juveniles are unable to develop an intact identity: they live in a cultural
context which systematically aggravates the building up of self-confidence and sovereignty. They
can intensify their own physical strength by technical means being at their disposal, such as hi-fi-
installations etc. The development from child-juvenile-grown up also means to gain personal
autonomy in additional domains. The music of the juveniles represents an instrument to create
physically, in style and with regard to contents - own spheres.

A constantly new limiting of the own reach is being attempted and it is endeavoured to articulate
in a charming way, different from the then younger and older colleagues. The articulation of lack
of understanding and disturbance especially by older people is a proof that the differentiation and
establishing of an own behaviour pattern is successful. This can be achieved by making music
(actively) or by listening to in (receiving).

Noise - is it a necessity in a loud, noisy world? The loudness of our behaviour depends on the
fact on which background we wish or have to withdraw. It is our aim not to go to ruin by
background-noise, we will have to activate the intensity of our acting in order to be visible or
audible as a "figure". In such a situation a person has to present itself somewhat "noisier", to be
one of the party, to by modern, to be one of the crowd, and to be "in".

It seems to be "clever", to "produce" oneself "loud", loud in colors, in language, in behaviour.
To be loud can be looked at as a typical requirement of our era/time and as an obvious, desired
way of acting. To adapt oneself quietly to a situation is rather being judged as inadequate or
deviating, something which does not conform to up-to-date and ideological standards, and which
could be looked at as weakness or lack of influence.
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EFFECTS OF NOISE ON THE CITIZEN AND ITS REPERCUSSIONS ON
MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT

AGUERRI SANCHEZ, Pilar
CELMA CELMA, Javier

Town Council of Zaragoza - Environment Service
Eduardo Ibarra street, s/n - 50.009 ZARAGOZA (Spain)

Based on the data provided by a psychosociological survey performed in the City, the
effects which noise has on the population are analyzed from a subjective viewpoint; the
different affects on different groups of the population are pointed out and their importance
with respect to the town management of noise is commented on.

A partir des renseignements fournis par une enquOte psychosociologique rdalisde
dans la Ville, les effets que provoque le bruit sur la population sont analysds, leur
analyse dtant faite d'un point de vue subjectif. II y est constatd que les divers
groupes de population sont affectds de faqon diffdrente, l'importance dont ils sont
affectds 6tant commentde en vue de la gestion urbaine du bruit.

Based on the data provided by a psychosociological survey performed in the City, the
effects which noise has on the population are analyzed from a subjective viewpoint; the
different affects on different groups of the population are pointed out and their importance
with respect to the town management of noise is commented on.

The Town Council, as the administration which is closest to the citizen, has an important
responsibility with respect to the citizens' environmental well-being.

The management of the environmental problems cannot be focused from a merely
technical viewpoint. To solve them, they must be considered as a whole, bearing in mind
the psychosociological aspects which provoke and maintain the behaviours with environ-
mental repercussions.

Aware of this, the Zaragoza Town Council, in collaboration with the University, has
performed a psychosociological study whose aim is to find out how noise is perceived by
the citizen. The research was carried out by means of a standardized questionnaire,
complemented with a Lickert type attitude scale, and carried out by means of 700 door-
to-door interviews according to age, sex and district levels.

Among the results, those referring to the effects which noise has on the citizens are
highlighted and analyzed from a subjective viewpoint.

The main effect highlighted is how the quality of living is affected, especially in daily life.
Thus, the noise of traffic is in 5th place with respect to the problems which affect the citizen
personally, out of a list of 18 general social problems.

And, focusing more specifically on noise, 6 out of every 10 people consider the noise level
in Zaragoza to be quite or very bothersome.
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In addition to this problem, more than 70% of the citizens undergo more specific effects
from noise:

It prevents or makes it difficult for 27% to concentrate or carry out intellectual
tasks.
It produces psychic malaise in 33% (nervousness, irritation, stress...).
It produces physical malaise in 13% (headaches,...) even increasing the problems
in the sick.

EFFECTS WHICH NOISE HAS ON PEOPLE

PSYCHIC MALAISE

33,3% PH'SICAL MALAISE

SINCREASE IN ILLNESS

NO ANSWER

26,7%
DIFFICULTY IN

CONCENTRATION 25,6%

NONE

A VUNTAMIENTO Off ZARAOOZA

According to this chart, for 46% of the population the effects are important (psychic and
physical malaise) and for 27% they are slight. The remaining 26% of those interviewed,
are not affected by the noise at all.

There are no significant differences between sexes as regards the effects of noise. But there
are differences with respect to age, study level, degree of malaise caused by noise at home
and in the city and attitudes towards noise.

AGE

The slight effects - difficulty in concentration or performing intellectual tasks - are
suffered by the youngest; psychic malaise is more important in adults (33-59) and physical
malaise is more important in the elderly people.

STUDY LEVEL

The noise affects those with a lowerlevel of studies to a lesserextent (33% affected of those
not having finished Primary Education, opposed to 14% for those with higher studies).

Psychic malaise occurs almost the same at all levels. On the contrary, physical malaise
occurs more in those with a lower education level (31% opposed to 1% for those with
higher studies).

The difficulty in concentration produced by noise appears, on the contrary, in people with
a higher education level (49%, opposed to 3% for those with a lower level).
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS NOISE

The group with negative attitudes towards noise includes a greater proportion of people
suffering from the effects of noise (92%), opposed to those who are indifferent to noise
(53%).

Differentiating the type of effect, physical malaise occurs to a greater extent among the
least sensitive. On the contrary, psychic malaise occurs to a much greater extent among
those who have negative attitudes towards noise (58%, opposed to 14% in those who are
indifferent).

DEGREE OF DISCOMFORT DUE TO THE NOISE LEVEL AT HOME AND IN THE

In both aspects, the amount of people affected increases considerably as the level of
discomfort increases.

Slight effects, such as difficulty in concentration, tend to increase, whilst psychic malaise
increases very significantly. On the contrary, physical malaise tends to decrease.

'�.�T'r AFFECTED ACTIVITIES

The people are bothered most by noise inside their homes when carrying out the following
activities: firstly, sleeping and studying or performing an intellectual task, which affect half
the people (54% and 49% respectively).

Secondly, affecting between one fourth and one fifth of the people: reading, watching TV
and talking.

To a lesser extent, performing household chores or manual type jobs, listening to music or
the radio.

ACTIVITIES MOST AFFECTED BY NOISE IN THE HOME

I' ii---IIIRI
Z I
F3I-,.- I >I I S 5

O L i a:i

L"Z t; X-

AYUNTANIENTO DE ZARAOOZA

These results do not vary substantially when analyzed in view of the different independent
variables.
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SSUMMALQ' AND CONCLUSIONS

Noise, whose effects have been considered in many research studies, can be perceived
subjectively by the citizens, highlighting its effects on performing intellectual and psychic
tasks. In addition, it is seen how these effects occur to different extents depending on
different circumstances. Young people with a high study level, negative attitudes towards
noise and a high level of malaise perceived by the noise in their homes or city, are more
aware of the effects of noise, having special difficulties in concentration and psychic
effects. The physical effects follow a different affectation pattern (older age group, lower
education level, less negative attitudes, less discomfort caused by noise in the home and
city).

Discovering these effects and the typologies of those affected is an important piece of
information to be taken into account in the town management of the noise, in order to be
able to decrease the discomfort suffered by the population.

In this sense, - and bearing in mind that the population considers that the ideal measure to
solve the noise problems is a personal change of attitudes and behaviours, with greater
education and respect for others-, it would be interesting to carry out sensitization
campaigns and behavioural changes, designed differentially for the two groups mentioned
above, as well as the normal technical measures to reduce the noise level.
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ACOUSTICAL IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOUR IN HOMOGENEOUS
ZONES OF PALERMO (ITALY)
ALBANESE Giuseppe('*, BARBARO Salvatore(*), COSA Mario(', DI MATTEO Umberto('*,
GIACONIA Carlo('), GRIPPALDI Vito('*

M Dipartimento di Energetica ed Applicazioni di Fisica dell'UniversitA di Palermo. Viale
delle Scienze, Palermo, Italy.

- Servizio Igiene pubblica, U.S.L. Roma 1

Abstract - By a suitable statistically significant sample, the experimental characterization of acoustically
homogeneous zones in the urban territory of Palermo has been carried out through a picture of the road traffic
environmental noise as values of LA for the day and night reference periods. From the comparison with the
maximum normative limits of exposure or suggested by the W.H.O. and from the analysis of the statistic-cumulative
distribution of emission levels, a set of risk maps has been drawn and the dimension of the problem noise has been
evaluated particularly as influences on some ergonomic aspects. Giving a more specific significance to the concept
of noise dose expressed by the composite index DNL, we propose a Zonal Risk Index linked to the single territorial
class and defined as a suitable function of the degree of overcoming in regards to the standards (DNL., > DNL,..)
and to the number of exposed people.
RdsumE - En ayant un specimen statistiquement significatif, a etd faite la characterisation expdrimentale d'aires
acustiquemment homog~nees dans le territoire urbain, en utilisant les valeurs moyennes del LA,,, pendant pdriodes
de reference diurnes et nocturnes. Dans ce but, on a utilis6 un cadre ambiental de traffic routier. Parmis de ia
comparison avec le maximums limits normative d'exposition, ou bien sourgerds par l'O.M.S.et de l'analyse de la
distribution statistique et cumulative de niveaux d'emission, a et 'produit un set de plans des risques. Les dimensions
du probldme du bruit ont et; particulierment dvalu~es en terms 8'influence sur quelques aspects 6rgonomiques. En
dormant un sens plus specifique au concept de dosse de bruit 6xprimd par l'indexcomposd DNL (Day Night Level),
on propose ici un index de risque en correlation avec chaque classe territorial de d~stination du territoir. I1 est n6mý
ZRI (Zone Risk Index) et il est d~fini comme une convenable fonction du d~gr6 de dtpassement de standards
(DNL.ýp > DNL,.) et du nombre des sujets exposEs.

Aim of the present paper is to evaluate the impact produced by the environmental noise
on the intellectual and practical activities and on the rest and entertainment periods in the
urban centre of Palermo in order to plan some effective efforts for reducing the risk in terms
of public health and then in terms of unbalanced social cost.

The new Italian standards [1] provide an useful approach to the problem proposing the
territorial analysis based on the various assigned utilizations and fixing restrictive limits of
exposition, within the areas judged homogeneous in regards to the sources of annoyance,
deduced from the social and sanitary requirements fit for allowing excellent environmental
conditions.

Then, the urban territory of Palermo has been divided by the AA. in 6 "acoustically
homogeneous" zones: protected (I), prevalently residential (II), mixed (III), busy (IV),
prevalently (V) and totally industrial (VI) applying an operative methodology developed
according to the standards by the choose of some apt territorial variables as for example the-
building density, the road traffic and the distribution of the productive activities [2].

Since the acquired reality by the town-planning did not avail of any criteria founded on
the environmental quality, a given class or area along the urban territory may express different
situations as partly non homogeneous if the acoustical climate is considered. Within these
zones, after choosing a suitable sample which is statistically significant and sufficiently
representative of the peculiar characteristics linked to the zonal typologies, the acoustical
characterization has been carried out through a picture of environmental noise as Lq
corresponding to defined day and night time bands, also collecting information and data about
the moving sources (road traffic) and the physical locations (sites) where the disturbance arises
and evolves. Collected data have been elaborated in order to obtain for each measurement site
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the corresponding time mean values Ld and L. for the reference day (hours 6.00+22.00)and
night (hours 22.00-6.00)periods. In Tab. I the results of the objective survey are synthetized
reporting for each zone the mean values of sample and the dispersion degree of data (standard
deviation a), and the comparison with the standard limits fixed for each zonal typology. So the
typical acoustical conditions for each territorial class are found, and they are the starting points
for planning the actions improving the air quality by procedures at a global level regarding the
urban centre taken as a whole and/or local specific for each zone where the worst risk
situations take place (black points).

From the analysis of the statistic-cumulative distribution of emission levels, a set of risk
maps has been drawn expressing the probability that the normative limits and/or the maximum
limits of exposure suggested by the W.H.O. can be exceeded (see Tab.2).

Starting from the aforesaid data and availing of the distribution of people along the
territory, the dimension of the "problem noise" has been evaluated particularly as influences
on some ergonomic aspects (behaviour, working and productive power).

In this connection we note that within the urban areas noises with LA• = 35-40 dBA
causes disturbances upon quality and duration of sleep particularly as interferences on the
phase IV (sound sleep) and REM (dream) for the 10% of the exposed people at least. Effects
of psychic type and annoyance take place over 40 dBA by day and 30 dBA by night, but in this
case other physical, psychical and extrapositional factors have to be considered. Values
exceeding 45-55 dBA or increments of sound levels over 3+5 dBA are responsable of
neuroendocrine effects, alarm and neurovegetative'. syndromes. Psyco-social effects upon
efficiency and performance appear at values of LAeqjhgher than 50 dBA, while at 50-55 dBA
the intellegibility of speech is affected, notably at 70-75 dBA. Psychosomatic effects upon
organs-target arise over 70 dBA, while the threshold of risk null can be locate at higher values
(75 + 80 dBA and over). Comparing these data with those showed in Tab. 2 puts in evidence
as the problem is serious, even though the urban noise generally behaves as a risk factor rather
the cause [3].

Afterwards, we have computed from the experimental data, for each sample element,
the values of the composite index DNL (Day Night Level) which we have modified by us
taking into account the time intervals fixed by the standards in force in Italy [1,3]:

DNL = lO1'og[ i1__6.1OLd+__L .10(Lo] (dBA)8(1)

24 24

and the mean results for each sample are reported in Tab. 3 performing the comparison with
the fictitious threshold data (DNL1 JJ obtained by substituting to Ld and L, in (1) the respective
limit values.

We note that the utilization of DNL as an exposition index well traduces the noise dose
experienced during the whole day and allows to evaluate the potential annoyance, through the
graphical rating [4] of the per cent highly bothered people. The index DNL, which assumes
significance as an absolute measure of the existing acoustical conditions, however seems
inadequate when the correlation between the levels of exposition and the degree of
interference within the various zones assumed as acoustically homogeneous is researched.

For this purpose a survey concerning the territorial classification in terms of potential
risk, determined as a suitable function of the degree of overcoming compared to the maximum
level of exposition referring to each homogeneous zone, may prove very profitable. Adopting
the difference D = DNLxp - DNL1im as a global pilot parameter different levels of potential
risk, expressed by a numerical code corresponding to a given sequence of ranges of existence
for the parameter D.

As it is also important to assess the spread of the problem, which causes notable effects
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of socio-sanitary and economical type, the basin of influence may be visualized by a second
code corresponding to the -number of exposed people at a zonal scale.

The acoustical impact produced by the external noise (mainly due to the road traffic)
upon the activities commonly carried on within the confined homogeneous zones may be
quantified computing the values of a Zonal Risk Index (ZRI). In this paper the proposed ZRI
is obtained moltiplying the codes referring to the level of potential risk and the basin of
influence. TheI distribution of the values found for ZRI along the urban territory allows to
proceed from the simple passive observation of the risk situations to the effective measures for
the acoustical rehabilitation based on the priorities put in evidence.

The application of the procedure here proposed to different territorial realities is
required in order to validate the base hypotheses. The suggested methodology is obviousely
susceptible of revision when a numerica and territorial wide data set will be available.
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TAB.1 - Mean values of Ld and L. for each
experimental sample and their comparison with
the corresponding zonal limits.

DAY NIGHT
REFERENCE REFERENCE

PERIOD PERIOD

CLASS Ld [_ Ld.W, L• J a I Lni,.I

I 72.0 5.00 50.0 66.0 5.62 40.0

II 72.5 5.67 55.0 66.5 9.80 45.0

III 73.0 5.01 60.0 62.5 8.42 50.0

IV 76.0 4.04 65.0 68.5 5.58 55.0

V 73.0 4.97 70.0 63.5 11.16 60.0

VI 71.5 1.87 70.0 68.0 7.72 70.0
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TAB.2 - RISK MAPS. Statistic-cumulative distribution of LAeq for
each territorial class (%). The shadowed areas express the
probability of overcoming the class limit as computed from the
experimental samples. It is also shown the comparison with the
limits suggested by W.H.O.

CLASS I II III IV V VI
DAY REFERENCE PERIOD

> 50 dBA 100 100 100 100 100 100

>55dBA 99 .100 99 100 100 100
>_ 60 dBA 96 95 96 100 100 100

>65 dBA 75 81 86 97 86 100

> 70 dBA 41 60 67 87 71 67
> 75 dBA 10 16 15 62 29 0

NIGHT REFERENCE PERIOD

> 40 dBA 100 98 96 100 86 100

>45dBA 100 88 89 100 71 100
> 50 dBA 100 81 79 100 71 100

>_ 55 dBA 87 72 64 9 7 71 67

>60 dBA 80 58 51 83 67

>65 dBA 53 37 18 70 57 67

70 dBA 7 i4 1 20 0 '33
_75 dBA 0 2 0 3 0 0

TAB.3- Values of DNL for each zonal sample (DNLeP) and their
comparison with the corresponding computed limits DNLI..
Evaluation of the highly bothered people as per cent values (%HBP).

CLASS I II III IV V VI
DNLexp 74.0 74.5 73.0 77.0 73.0 75.0
% HBP 33.9 35.3 31.4 42.3 31.4 36.6

DNL___ 50.0 55.0 60.0 65.0 70.0 76.0
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NOISE CONTAKINATION IN THE PUBLIC HOSPITAL OF ALBACETE
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is an investigation into the noise contamination of
the Public Hospital of Albacete. While we were collecting the acoustic data, we
handed out a questionnaire to the different groups of people living in the
hospital, in order to find out if noise contamination has to be regarded a
problem to be resolved.

In constrat to other types of contaminants, such as emissions of gases and
liquids, noise is difficult to evaluate, since its evaluation does not only
depend on the actual emission but also on the state of the receptor, i.e. it
comprises a highly subjective component. So one and the same sound may cause
pleasure or displeasure in two different persons or even in the same person
according to the time of the day or the circumstances.

When entering any public building, specially buildings of the public health
service, the first thing we notice is a continuou, non-ceasing background noise.
Modern life requires a growing number of installations which all are sources of
noise.

This study concentrates on a macrostructure that takes up and reflects all
the defects of our philosophy of life and the construction techniques and
electromechanical installations that are necessary for its functioning.

The Public Hospital of Albacete is a nine-storey building with a capacity
of 500 beds. The differen departments and activities on each floor are the
following:

Sixth floor: Ophtlamology and Internal Medicine
Paediatrics and Neonatology

Fifth floor: Traumatology and Neurosurgery
Urology, Otorhinolaryngology and Gynaecology

Forth floor: Surgery
Vascular Surgery

Third floor: Internal Medicine
Gastro-enterology and Infectious Diseases
Neurology
Engine Room for Intensive Care Unit
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Second floor: Pneumology
Dialysis
Nephrology and Rheumatology
Intensive Care Unit

First floor: Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Deliveries
Reanimation, Operating Theatre

Mezzanine: Neonatology
Laboratory, Chapel
Engine Room for Air-Conditioning
Meeting Room, Management Offices

Ground floor: Consulting Rooms for External Patients
Radiology
Emergency Admission
Foyen and Cafeteria

Semi-basement: Workshops, Kitchen
Laboratories, Archives

We included the mezzanine, ground floor and semi-basement although there
are no patients' rooms, in order to carry out a complete study of the building.
Each floor is divided into two parts by the lift. each half is called "derecha"
(right-hand side) or "izquierda" (left-hand side), depending on the side on which
you leave the lift.

The Public Hospital of Albacete is situated very close to a bypass with
rather heavy traffic which is supossed to have a great impact on the noise
contamination of the building in question.

We carried out the measuring with the BrUel&Kjaer sound level meter 2235
with the integration module ZR 0035. For measuring the equivalent level (Leq) we
used and integration time of 15 minutes after having checked that the Leq
obtained within a time of 15 minutes and 1 minute are practically the same.

We carried out the measuring over the complete 24-hour day, on several days
of each month, making sure that they were different days of the week. The
sonometer was installed on a tripod and put up in different parts of each floor:
patients. rooms, control zone (where the medical staff carry out a great part of
their activities), chapel, engine rooms and laboratories.

The following table shows the maximum and minimum levels (en dBA) that we
were obtained on each floor:

Leq(min) (dBA) Leq(max) (dBA)

Sixth floor 41.7 71.9

Fifth floor 43.3 72.1

Forth floor 39.6 71.3

Third floor 44.4 73.2

Second floor 41.4 85.2

First floor 42.5 72.8

Mezzanine 44.3 74.0
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Leq(min) (dBA) Leq(max) (dBA)

Ground floor 46.3 88.3

Semi-basement 45.0 84.2

We attach the charts for two different days. One of them, that of the fifth
floor, shows us the equivalent level, Leq, in the control zone on Tuesday, March
17th, 1992. The other one gives us the same information for the room 217 on
Wednesday, June 24th, 1992.

The survey carried out among the different groups living in the hospital
(patients, visitors, medical staff and other employees) showed that the noise is
not regarded as a problem. What patients expect above all is being cured and
treated ahit care. The noise, for them, is of minor importance.
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REGULATIONS, NOISE AND DISCOMFORT

Dominique AUBREE

Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bitiment, St.Martin d'Hfres, France

Summary

The 1969 French building regulations no longer seem adequate to ensure householders of real
acoustic comfort. The results of a survey of 453 households in 38 operations show that the acoustic
quality of housing has improved considerably over the last twenty years. Certain problems persist,
however, particularly with regard to noise made by building installations. A large minority of
people are still not satisfied, but their dissatisfaction is not functionally related, in a mathematical
sense, to the acoustic quality of their homes.

Rksum6

Le r~glement de la construction de 1969 ne parait plus suffisant pour assurer aux occupants des
logements un reel confort acoustique. Les r6sultats d'une 6tude rais6e aupr•s de 453 m6nages
dans 38 op6rations font apparaitre que la qualit6 acou~tique des logements s'est tr~s nettement
am6lior& au cours de ces vingt demires ann6es. Gertains problnimes subsistent cependant,
notamment en ce qui concerne les bruits d'6quipements: On constate en outre qu'une forte minorit6
de personnes demeure insatisfaite, mais que cette insatisfaction n'est pas fonctionnellement li6e A la
qualit6 acoustique des oprations.

Introduction

The 1969 French regulations stipulate that "the sound insulation of housing must be such that the
level of noise which reaches the inside of each dwelling must not exceed the limits determined by a
ministerial order ... I" It is now accepted that respecting these requirements is insufficient to provide
real comfort to occupants. Although surveys have regularly shown that noise is the most important
type of pollution which people have to put up with, no recent data was available which could be
used to guide decisions to set up new regulations. In any case, there was no information from which
a link could be established between the date of construction, the acoustic qualities of the building
and occupant satisfaction.

This prompted the Construction Department at the Ministry of Public Facilities and Housing to
have the C.S.T.B. and C.E.T.E.2 carry out a study with a twofold purpose: (1) to assess the acoustic
situation in dwellings built in compliance with the 1969 regulations, from both a technical and
sociological point of view and (2) to explore the expectations of inhabitants concerning what can be
done to improve the acoustic quality of their homes.

1 Order of 14th June 1969 relating to sound insulation in housing, amended by the order of 22nd December 1975.

2 Centre of Technical Studies for Public Facilities
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1. T"e survey

We will present here the initial results of a survey3 of a population of 453 households in 38
operations, either tenants or new homeowners, chosen from the private and public housing sectors,
including both flats and individual homes built between 1971 and 1992 in three French regions.
The dwellings were also chosen according to their environmental situation, i.e. in a calm, noisy, or
intermediate area.

The study consisted of jointly collecting technical data (acoustic quality) evaluated by the C.E.T.E.
as part of a CRC 4 and the opinions of the people living in these dwellings.

H - The current housing situation

2.1. Measurements

Based on the data contained in the technical files, it is possible to divide the dwellings up according
to various general criteria ie. the quality of insulation from air-borne noise, from impact noise and
from the noise made by building installations. But more specific information can also be used such
as the insulating quality of concrete separating walls or floors against ai-borne noise and impact
noise or the quality of insulation from the noise made by certain installations such as controlled
mechanical ventilation and lifts.

The acoustic quality is not evenly distributed among the different types of housing. In the case of
air-borne noise or that made by installations, the results for individual homes are extremely
different, either excellent or poor, while flats frequently-have average results. The situation is not
the same when impact noise is considered. The numbq of cases in which the results are either
excellent or poor is significantly greater in the case of flats.

Private housing produces good or only adequate results more frequently in the case of air-borne
noise, whereas public housing shows significantly more extreme results i.e. either excellent or poor.
When it comes to impact noise or noise made by installations, opposite results are obtained for
these two types of housing. The private sector is the most satisfactory when it comes to impact
noise while the public sector comes out on top for installations.

Considering the progress which has been made with regard to the regulations in force, the acoustic
quality of housing has improved considerably since 1971 for the different types of noises. It is
obvious that the most important improvement has been made with impact noise insulation,
followed very closely by noise from installations. On the other hand, although progress has also
been made for air-borne noise, it is not nearly as marked.

2.2. The noises perceived

The questionnaire proposed lists of noises which could have three origins. First of all, noises from
the outside environment i.e. traffic, public areas or public buildings (shops, sports grounds) ;
second, noises in close vicinity i.e. neighbouring houses or flats, common areas inside and outside
blocks of flats, gardens and the immediate surroundings of individual homes ; and third, noises
inside the home of the person being questioned.

The most frequent noises indicated as coming from the outside environment are motorbikes and
cars which were mentioned by more than 90% of the people. Noises in close vicinity can be divided
into three types - banging of doors, odd jobs and animals, mentioned by 70% and more of the
people questioned. Inside noises include television, household appliances, banging of doors and
running water, which account for more than 70% of the answers.

3 The study was carried out jointly by the author and Mrs J. Rivoire, sociologist at the Lyon C.E.T.E.
4 Building regulations inspection
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If we consider how these noises relate to the acoustic quality of housing, several factors come to
light. For noise from both outside and inside the home, no correlation was observed between the
fact that the noise could be heard and the quality of the sound insulation. The frequency with which
these noises are mentioned can vary, regardless of whether the acoustic quality is good or bad. The
same is not true of noises in close vicinity to the home. Some of these, particularly noises from
installations such as lifts, refuse chutes, mechanically controlled ventilation and running water, are
mentioned more frequently when the quality of insulation from the noise made by these
installations is poor or even simply acceptable. When it is good, or excellent, these noises are
mentioned less frequently to a signficant degree. It therefore appears that the acoustic quality of the
home, even if it does not solve all the problems involved and even if it does not always seem to be
perceived by the inhabitants, produces results which clearly show that it is effective. Does this
produce greater satisfaction on the part of the inhabitants?

2.3. Satisfaction

The first observation we can make when we examine the graph below is that, generally speaking,
most people are satisfied with the sound environment in which they live. Of course, this majority
varies considerably when we go from outside noise, for which the figure is smaller (50%), to noise
in the close vicinity, in which case two thirds of the population are satisfied, or to noise inside the
home where the majority accounts for three quarters of the population.

I1 Very dissatisfied __IDissatisfied 0 Satisfied

175,42

Inside 111111[U 19,57
5,01

) [64,64

"Close vicinity I ,53
z 9,84

149,89
Outside l30,66

:::::::::::::::19,45

II
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Percentage

It can be noted, however, that, in any event, this leaves a large minority of people who are
dissatisfied, and even very dissatisfied, accounting for half the population in the case of outside
noise, more than one third for noise in close vicinity and more than one quarter for noise inside the
home.

It can also be seen that dissatisfaction increases not only with the number of noises heard often or
very often in the case of outside noise but also, though to a lesser degree, when it comes to noise in
close vicinity to the home. However, we are forced to note once again that satisfaction is not
functionally related to the acoustic quality of the home, even if noise made by installations is
mentioned more frequently in housing in which the quality of insulation from this type of noise
leaves something to be desired.
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m - The expectations of the inhabitants

It would be incorrect to say that the inhabitants do not expect anything of the regulations, since
nearly one half (47%) think that "stricter regulations concerning the acoustic quality of materials,
installations and vehicles" are necessary (regulate) and 45% consider that 45% consider that the
respect of these regulations should be checked more often (control). However, this is not at the top
of their list of expectations.

o Educate
34,ag%

3,22% 34,8% 7 Improve

* Invent

44,44% 62,00% 03 Protect

* Regulate

oControl
4S,33% [ ~p'$

*Suppress
......... . .... ................

46,89% .....i Develop
50,00%

*Build

In particular, progress is expected not only from improving existing products (improve), but also
from inventing new products (invent) in order to achieve more effective protection. Technology,
rather than regulations, is called on to improve their living conditions by a large majority of the
population surveyed. But most of the people questioned do not always opt for this type of solution.
It is mostly from a change in the behaviour of their fellow creatures that they expect a real change
in their living conditions. This is why, for two thirds of the population surveyed, the most necessary
action and also perhaps the most effective lies in another type of intervention, which consists in
"educating people so that they will have more respect for others" (educate). It is therefore from an
upstream change in society that improvement is expected. And this type of change must be made by
an authority ouLide the social group concerned since only a minority is interested in doing
something about it and "collectively developing rules for living together" (develop). What is more,
this solution only comes after suppression (suppress). If town planning solutions come at the
bottom of the list (build), it is no doubt not because they seem ineffective, but rather because, for
many people, the situation in which they find themselves suggests corrective (protect) rather than
preventive action.

We are faced with a difficult and no doubt long-term task which involves the implementation of
techniques which neither the sound engineers nor the legislators have yet mastered. Nevertheless
their action would appear essential and an undeniable complement to any change in social
behaviour.
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ABSTRACT

Since 1988 250 physicians of the two rural districts around the new airport Munich I (85 per
cent of all pr ctising medical doctors in this area) have initiated an exceptional new task and
contributed in a purely preventive medical sense to the necessary amendment of the night flight
noise law.

HISTORY

It took 30 years to plan and build the Munich II airport which was finally opened in May 1992. -
In spite of 25000 civilian objections, in spite of a 4 year lasting construction stop and
furthermore in spite of a hearing before the highest court of justice in Berlin (1991) the airport
was finally approved with the following restrictions:
1." "

Instead of 4 runways only 2 were granted.
2.
Instead of 2050 hectars only 1387 hectars for ground purposes were approved.

During those 30 years the economic and technical framework only changed in that:

1.
The number of the German civil aviation movements increased tremendously (from 200000
movements in the sixties up to 1,4 millions in the late eighties).
2.
Technical improvements considerably reduced the fuel comsumption and likewise the noise
emission of the aircrafts. But since the number of aircraft movements had increased so much,
the burden for the residents in the area of the airports remained almost the same.
3.
According to official statements there are about 7 millions inhabitants in Germany living in the
neighbourhood of the 12 big airports, which means that almost 7 million people are suffering
more and more from the increased night flight noise.

Night flight restrictions are insufficient despite the demand of the German air-traffic-law, clause
29. - respect of night-time-rest.

With regard to future uniform European night flight regulations and additionally with regard to
the present intention of the airport managers to spread the excessively increased civil air traffic
movements into night time, it was and it is still more urgent to substantiate the necessity of the
night flight restrictions using medical argumentation.

Medical aspects about night flight noise - yesterday und today
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1.1979:
At the final planning stage of the airport Munich II, the scientific criteria for health risks due to
night flight noise were insufficient and only calculated as follows (1*):

a) First criterion was the so-called memorable-awakening-reaction.
b) Second criterion was the 55 dB(A)-maximum-noise-level during the night

inside the sleeping room.

2. 1989/91:
Both criteria were regarded as standard for the ruling even by the highest court of justice in
Berlin.

3. 1988:
A publication of a German scientific dissertation in Berlin showed that as a result of road traffic
noise human sleep had already deteriorated far below the so -called memorable-awakening
reaction (2*).

4. 1991:
Vallet calculated 48 dB(A) as maximum noise level inside the sleeping rooms of residents
around airports; Vallet used for his calculations (3*) the formula of Griefahn (4*), medical
expert at the Munich airport ruling.

5. 1988 - 1992:
The first German dissertation about night flight noise regarding especially the nightly excretion
of catecholamines originated in Berlin:
It was determined that as from an equivalent permanent noise level of 36 dB(A) this excretion
is markedly elevated (5*).

6. 1993:
A multi-center-field-study at the international airport of Berlin-Tegel started with the research
topic:
The influence of night flight noise on the catecholamine reaction of the airport residents
24 hour measurements of the blood pressure is one important feature of these investigations.

Preventive medical activities

Since 1988 250 physicians of the two rural districts around the new airport Munich II have
successfully participated in their spare time at the following activities:

1.
As medical consultants they were invited to different German courts of justice during the
airport ruling.

2.
As medical doctors they built up constructive relations with various officials, e.g. politicians and
especially the German legislator (ministry of environment), airport managers, flight-control
managers, airplane constructors, pilots and mainly different researchers and their institutions;
they took over the new role of skilled professional interpreters, stimulators and mediators.

3.
Especially because of the very good connections to different research institutions two scientific
investigations were started and completed (5*) (6*).

4.
Using new medical argumentation these 250 physicians together with the German Medical
Association for Balneology, publically claimed to protect the health of the residents with regard
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5.
The German legislator has already invited this group of medical doctors with their skilled
professional knowledge to participate at the legislative procedure in the German Bundestag
(parliament) with a view to forming a new flight noise law.

6.
The interdisciplinary scientific experts circle, who regularly advises the German government
about noise problems, has decidedfto come together in spring 1993 to discuss especially the new
results of the night flight noise research.

Conclusions

According to the Hippocration oath all physicians are obliged to concern themselves with
preventive medicine.

Over the last 5 years 250 physicians around the new German airport Munich II have pooled
their ideas and medical expertise sucessfully contributing towards a scientific basis tor the
urgent new flight noise law. They have been the stimulators, interpreters and mediators.

This action might well encourage other physicians to participate in the solution of
environmental medical problems.
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An intermittent environmental sound can be viewed as a two-component sound. From a perceptual
point of view one component may distort the other one. A distortion ratio, defined as the duration
sum of the distorted part of an intermittent sound to its total duration, is proposed as an index of per-
ceived annoyance of intermittent sound. It follows that the more annoying the intermittent sound, the
larger the value of the distortion ratio. The annoyance index for intermittent sounds helps identify the
distorting and nondistorting components of intermittent sounds. The distortion ratio works as an an-
noyance index in all cases where the ambient component of intermittent sound is silence or back-
ground noise and the distoring part is any environmental sound such as aircraft overflights, passing
heavy vehicles, distorted speech, or car noise. Empirical data suggest that not only acoustic but also
informational content of intermittent sounds is important for annoyance perception.

Intermittent Environmental Sound Composed of Two-Components

In the environment, any sounding or silencing event can be viewed as a distortion (part A of inter-
mittent sound) of the ambient sound (part B of the intermittent sound). The distortion ratio was alrea-
dy applied as an annoyance index for distorting events siuh as aircraft overflights [51, passing heavy
vehicles [3] and distorted speech [1]. Silence or background noise was viewed as ambient sounds,
and a time window of 24 hours was used for aircraft overflights and heavy vehicles and of 4 s for
distorted speech. It was shown that the larger the number of aircraft overflights or passing heavy ve-
hicles, the larger the value of the distortion ratio and the more annoying the intermittent sound. Also
speech distorted in one of two ways (either with silent gaps or with superimposed impulses of uni-
formly exciting noise [4]) was perceived as more annoying for larger values of the distortion ratio
[2]. The aim of this paper is to verify if the distortion-ratio concept as an annoyance index may be ap-
plied to any intermittent sound including, for example, distorted pink noise (often used as a model
noise in psychoacoustical experiments) and a typical environmental sound such as car noise.

An Annoyance Index

The annoyance index, R, was developed and introdw:zd by the present authors [1]. Let us assume
that the duration of the time window of ambient sound is Tb and, due to distorting sounds, that ATb is
the (remaining) duration sum of undisturbed ambient sound. The duration of ATb can be defined as

ATb = Tb - ATd (1)
where ATd is the duration sum of the distorting sounds. The ratio, R, is proposed here as an index of
annoyance applicable to various kinds of intermittent sounds. For each empirical case, the distortion
ratio, R, is defined as

R = ATd/Tb (2)
or alternatively,

R = 1 -ATb/Tb (3)
For each intermittent sound two values of the distortion ratio can be calculated. Fig. I shows an

example of the calculation of RAB and RBA for any intermittent sound. Let us assume that Tb is 3 s
and that there are two pars, A and B, of intermittent sound. For example, let A be 250 ms and B be
50 ms. For A as a distorting component the ratio RAB is 0.833, and for B as a distorting component
the ratio of RBA is 0.166.
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Tb 3000

Fig. 1. Examples of the calculation of the annoyance index, R, for any intermittent sound: either A
or B is perceived as the distorting component.

For intermittent sounds, the value of the distortion ratio is within the interval 0 to 1. When R is 0
no distortion exists, and the sound can be regarded as a continuous sound consisting only of ambient
sound; the duration of it being equal to the time window, Tb. When R is 1 then only distortion exists,
consisting of a continuous (distorting) sound filling the total time window.

Annoyance of Intermittent Environmental Sounds

Two values of the distortion ratio were calculated for each of the three types of intermittent sounds
(each experiment comprised two of them): (a) pink noise distorted by silent gaps (PN/G), (b) pink
noise distorted by car noise (PN/C), (c) car noise distorted by silent gaps (CIG), and (d) car noise
distorted by pink noise (C/PN) which is identical to caie (b). The data for pink noise distorted by
gaps or by car noises were collected in one experiment ahd data for car noise distorted by gaps and by
pink noises in another independent experiment. The time parameters selected were the same for all in-
termittent sounds: The time window for each sound was 4 s. The ambient components in the intermit-
tent sounds [pink noise in (a) and (b); car noise in (c) and (d)] and the distorting component [silent
gaps in (a) and (c); car noise in (b) and pink noise in (d)] were each segmented into five different du-
rations (see Table 1). Corresponding in duration, these five ambient component durations were then
paired with the five distorting component durations, resulting in a total of 25 test signals for each of
the three kinds of intermittent sound (PN/G, PN/C, C/G). It means that in total 200 annoyance ratios
[see points (a)-(d) above] were calculated for the 75 unique intermittent sounds. The distortion ratios
are given in Table 1 (cf. Eq. 2).

Scale values of perceived annoyance for intermittent sounds were obtained by calculating each
subject's geometric mean of 12 magnitude estimates and then creating a group scale by taking the arit-
hmetic means for the 19 or 20 participants in the experiments. In Fig. 2, the perceived annoyance of
pink noise distorted by gaps (open circles) or by car noise (filled circles) is plotted against the distor-
tion ratio (for PN/G and PN/C in the left-hand panel) and against the inverse distortion ratio (for
G/PN and C/PN in the right-hand panel). In Fig. 3, the perceived annoyance of car noise distorted by

Table 1. Annoyance indexes, RAB, for two-component intermittent sounds (time window: Tb = 4 s).

Duration (ms) of Am- Duration (ms) of Distorting Component B
bient Component A

25 50 100 250 500

25 0.500 0.663 (0.338)* 0.800(0.200) 0.906(0.094) 0.950(0.050)
50 0.332(0.667) 0.500 0.663(0.338) 0.825(0.175) 0.900(0.100)

100 0.200(0.800) 0.325(0.675) 0.500 0.700(0.300) 0.825(0.175)
250 0.088(0.912) 0.163(0.837) 0.437(0.562) 0.500 0.625(0.375)
500 0.044(0.956) 0.088(0.912) 0.250(0.750) 0.313(0.687) 0.500

* Values within parenthesis areRBA-ratios.
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Fig. 2. Perceived annoyance of pink noise distorted by gaps (open circles) and by car noise (filled
circles) plotted against the distortion ratio PN/(3 or PN/C (left-hand panel) and the inverse
distortion ratio G/PN or C/PN with pink noise as the distorting sound (right-hand panel).
[Data adopted from forthcoming article by Bech-Kristensen, Berglund & Preis.)
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Fig. 3. Perceived annoyance of car noise distorted by gaps (open circles) and by pink noise (filled
circles) plotted against the distortion ratio C/G or C/PN (left-hand panel) and the inverse
distortion ratio G/C or PN/C with car noise as the distorting sound (right-hand panel). [Data
adopted from forthcoming article by Berglund, Miecznik & Preis.]

gaps (open circles) or by car noise (filled circles) is plotted against the distortion ratio (C/G and C/PN
in the left-hand panel) and against the inverse distortion ratio (G/C and PN/C in the right-hand panel).
In all the panels the components of the intermittent sound are included as continuous sounds both for
the case when the distortion ratio is 0 and 1. A comparison of the annoyance scales obtained in the
two experiments (Fig. 2 vs. Fig. 3) shows that the subject groups are in great agreement (comparison
of C/PN in Fig. 2 vs. Fig. 3; and PN/C in Fig. 2 vs. Fig. 3).

Discussion and Conclusion

Pink noise with gaps was perceived as more annoying than when distorted by car noises.
Conversely, car noise with gaps was perceived as much less annoying than when distorted by pink
noise. On the other hand, it is seen that car noise is not dominating for annoyance compared to pink
noise (right-hand panels of Figs. 2 & 3). In other words, for intermittent sound consisting of pink
noise and car noise, pink noise is the distorting component. Analyzing the typical environmental
sound, car noise, it is obvious that when car noise is distorted by gaps, the gaps cannot be identified
as an annoying component of this sound (Fig. 3, left-hand panel); a plausible explanation may be that
car noise naturally appears as distinct sound events but not pink noise. In agreement with such an ex-
planation, the results presented in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3, show that in 'itfent sounds of
car noise and gaps, car noise is recognized as a distorting part of tile ambient s, "be present fin-
ding indicate that not only the acoustic characteristics of sound are important f, .. annoyance per
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Fig. 4. "% very annoyed" as a function of the distortion ratio for overflights and for heavy vehicles
(left-hand panel) and perceived annoyance as a function of the distortion ratio for speech
distorted with silent gaps (open symbols) and noise impulses (filled symbols). (Adopted
from [1]; left-hand panel based on data published in [31 and [5].]

ception but the listeners previous experience and expectations regarding the environmental sound.
Thus, information is a vital factor in annoyance perception.

In conclusion, the distortion ratio can be used as an annoyance index in all cases where an ambi-
ent component of intermittent sound is silence (or background noise) and the distorting part is any en-
vironmental sound as, for example, aircraft overflights or passing heavy vehicles or distorted speech
(see Fig. 4 reproduced from [1]) or car noise (see Fig. 2, right-hand panel).

When two components of intermittent sound are different in quality, as for example, speech and
noise, the distortion ratio is still applicable. But, when tOvo components of intermittent noise are simi-
lar, as for pink noise and car noise, the dominating sound for annoyance perception is easily identifi-
ed. Therefore, the use of the distortion ratio as an annoyance index is promising for environmental
sounds appearing as intermittent sounds in ambient background. However, for multiple sounds the
character of the intermittent sounds should be identified before applying the distortion ratio as an an-
noyance index. The reason for this is that the annoyance index to some extent reflect the informational
impact as well as the acoustic.
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ABSTRACT

This paper sets forth firstly some historical descriptive news of the Han-
bury Botanical Garden, which is the most important in Liguria.

Subsequently, the results of noise level surveys on the whole area of the
Hanbury Garden are dealt with and comparisons are made with the surveys of oth-
er gardens of Genoa. The A-weighted equivalent level is the basic measured pa-
rameter, and for many locations also the percentile levels, the linear level
from 20 to 20000 Hz and the frequency analysis were recorded.

1. SOME HISTORICAL NEWS OF THE HANBURY GARDEN

The Hanbury Botanical Garden was foundedIn 1867 by Thomas Hanbury. With the
aid of the brother Daniel and of skilful botanists, among whom the German Alwin
Berger, T. Hanbury proposed to establish a center of acclimatization of plants
coming from all the sides of the world. The Garden was a center of great scien-
tific value. The Direction had relations with all the botanical gardens in the
world and exchanged with them experiences, seeds, publications, among which In-
dex Seminum and Hortus Mortolensis. In 1960 the Garden was bought by the
Italian State, which bound itself to keep it according to the will of the foun-
der, whose ashes are in a Mausoleum in the Garden. At the present time, the
Hanbury Botanical Garden is committed to the Superintendence of the Environmen-
tal and Architectural Goods of Liguria as regards the monumental aspect, and to
the University of Genoa as regards the scientific aspect.

2. NOISE LEVELS IN PUBLIC GARDENS

The danger of auditory and extraauditory damages following exposures to high
noise levels can be reduced considerably by making a compensation by suitable
time intervals of exposure to low or at least moderate noise levels, such as to
allow the natural "recovery". In a modern town the areas of limited noise lev-
els are more and more scarce, and thus the necessity arises to grant low noise
conditions in suitable public gardens, obviously in addition to the inside of
dwellings.

To this purpose in Genoa during 1983 a first specific noise survey relative
to public gardens was made [1]. In this paper the noise levels of the Hanbury
Garden are examined in detail and suitable comparisons are made with those of
some public gardens of Genoa.

It is to be observed that trees and bushes have been often proposed as a
natural way to reduce noise levels outdoors, but the actual outcome is still
being debated in literature (2-9]. E.g., Embleton (2] found that vegetation re-
duced sound equally for all frequencies within 200 and 2000 Hz, while both
Eyring (3] and Wiener and Keast (4] reported attenuation that increased mono-
tonically with frequency. In ref. (5] Aylor comes to the conclusion that foli-
age reduces sound transmission substantially, especially at the higher frequen-
cies where scattering is enhanced. However, Kragh (6] shows that a considerable
depth of vegetation is needed for any worthwhile attenuation of sound in excess
of that due to distance. Stevenson et al. [9] in particular evidence three ef-
fects that attenuate noise propagating through vegetation, namely the "ground
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eTfect dip", scattering ana als.orpr;ion, caT nu p On r• t -U..o-o .&...
Some authors examined the sound level increases owing to rain and wind in

the trees. In ref. [10] Miller reports various experimental data and nomograms
for estimating sound levels from rainfall and the rustling of tree leaves by
wind. Ng and Fricke (111 give an overview of some of the results of the labora-
tory and field measurements of sound produced by wind in the vegetation, and
discusse the possible sound producing mechanisms.

Besides the auditory effects, psychological effects of vegetation are not
to be neglected; the presence of vegetation may reduce noisiness, even if in a
way depending upon the various persons.

3. MAIN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN SEVERAL GARDENS AND VARIOUS REMARKS

3.1. Leading criteria for acoustical records
In the acoustical surveys, whenever possible, the same criteria already used

in the acoustic mapping of Genoa [12] and of La Spezia (13] Communes were em-
ployed. Sound levels were measured during both morning and afternoon hours of
work days, excluding atypical conditions. The measurement points were chosen
according to the various characteristics of the gardens.

The A-weighted equivalent level, Leq, is the basic measured parameter. An
integration interval of 5-15 minutes was chosen on the basis of the statistical
distribution criteria, which are considered in ref. (12]. For many locations,
also the following A-weighted parameters were recorded: maximum RMS level Lmx,
the percentile levels L1, L10, L50, L90, L99 and minimum RMS level Lmn. In ad-
dition, for higher level locations the linear level from 20 to 20000 Hz (LIN)
and the frequency analysis were recorded.

3.2. Obtained results
In the Table 1, referring to the Hanbury Garden, the parameters Leg, Lmx,

LL1, L10, L50, L90, L99, Lmn and LIN are shown. In the same Table for all the
recorded locations the following values are-reported: logarithmic mean (Lgm),
arithmetic mean (Am), standard deviation (a) skewness (s) and kurtosis (k).

One notes that in the position I there aVA the maximum values of Leg, Lmx,
Li, L10, LIN, while in the position F there are the maximum values of L50, L90,
L99, Lmn. In the position D there are the minimum values of Leg, Lmx, Ll, L10,
L50, while in the position A there are the minimum values of L90, L99, Lmn. In
addition, one notes that there is a small difference between Lmx and Lmn in the
position F, owing to the fact that the constant noise of water springs is pre-
vailing. It is to be observed, however, that, with the exception of the posi-
tions in which a constant noise is prevailing or at least meaningful, equiva-

TABLE 1 dB(A) values recorded for some positions in the Hanbury Garden

Mean values for all the positions

Positions Leg Lmx L1 L10 L50 L90 L99 Lmn LIN

A 42.2 46.7 46.5 45.0 41.5 37.5 35.5 35.1
B 46.5 51.5 51.0 48.5 46.0 44.5 43.5 42.9
C 43.5 56.0 51.5 45.0 42.5 40.5 39.5 39.1 53.4
D 40.7 45.9 44.5 41.5 40.5 40.0 39.5 39.4 58.8
E 49.7 66.5 61.5 51.0 43.5 39.0 37.0 35.4
F 57.3 58.6 58.5 58.0 57.5 57.0 56.5 56.5
G 53.5 61.1 58.5 54.0 53.5 52.5 52.0 51.7 65.1
H 47.7 59.5 59.0 49.5 44.0 42.0 41.0 40.2 58.1
I 58.6 71.1 69.0 61.5 55.0 48.0 46.0 45.5 70.2
J 54.4 68.1 66.5 55.5 48.0 44.5 42.0 41.1
K 46.7 51.6 51.5 49.5 45.5 43.0 42.0 41.3 57.0
L 39.8 45.1 45.0 42.0 39.0 37.5 35.5 35.4
M 49.3 52.6 52.5 51.0 49.0 48.0 47.5 47.3 66.4
N 45.1 50.8 49.5 47.0 44.5 43.0 42.0 41.9
O 52.3 60.8 58.0 55.0 52.0 46.5 44.0 43.2

Lgm 51.95 62.86 60.66 53.81 50.30 48.25 47.48 47.29 64.60
Am 48.49 56.39 54.87 50.27 46.80 44.23 42.90 42.40 61.29
o 5.636 7.899 7.208 5.576 5.375 5.310 5.619 5.768 5.568
s 0.207 0.282 0.343 0.235 0.517 0.832 0.862 0.905 0.232
k 2.000 1.995 2.178 2.288 2.158 3.109 3.284 3.346 1.717
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lent levels which were recorded in the same position in different days differ
among them to a maximum of 6 dB(A).

In Table 2, referring to the interior of the Hanbury Palace (situated inside
the Garden) the values of Leq, Lmx, L1, L10, L50, L90, L99, Lmn are shown for
two positions and the values of Leq and LIN for a third position: all the val-
ues are very low.

In Table 3, for some gardens of Genoa and for the Hanbury Garden, the area,
the kind of vegetation and the extreme values of Leq and Lmx are shown. One
notes that the values of the Hanbury Garden are lower than those of the other
gardens chiefly owing to its topographical location. These values are also low-
er than those of a recent survey in the gardens of Palermo [14].

In addition, it is to be observed that in all the gardens where the influ-

TABLE 2 dB(A) values recorded inside the Hanbury Palace

Position Leq Lmx Li L10 L50 L90 L99 Lmn LIN

A 35.7 42.5 42.0 39.0 33.5 29.5 26.5 26.2
B 31.7 36.4 36.0 33.0 30.5 28.5 28.0 27.8
C 32.9 45.7

TABLE 3 Vegetation Leq Lmx

Gardens m2  Trees Bushes dB(A) dB(A)

A 13800 Ilex, Plane, Magnolia, Pine Box, Laurel, Pittosp. 55-62 67-78

B 22650 Plane, Ilex Dwarf palm 56-59 61-67

C 17600 Ilex Pittosporeae, Laurel 54-67 64-84

D 97000 Ilex, Pine, Oak, Palm, Magnolia, Pittosporeae, Laurel, 50-69 63-77
Camphor tree, Cedar, Araucaria Yew, Box, Camellia

E 36200 Pine, Ilex, Palm, Cypress, Pittosporeae, Laurel, 53-59 61-84
Camphor tree, Plate, Araucaria Dwarf palm

F 23400 Pine, Ilex, Palm, Cypress, Pittosporeae, Laurel, 52-69 64-88
Camphor tree, Plate, Araucaria Dwarf palm

G 28000 Ilex, Cypress Rose, Pittosporeae 55-68 64-80

Hanbury Citrus plantat.,Acacia (70 sp.), Aloe (>100 sp.), Aga- 38.5 45.1
Garden Eucaliptus(23 sp.),Pine,Cypress, ve (114 sp.), Europe- - -
180000 Euphorbia(90 sp.),Olive, Various an and Chinese Vines, 60.4 71.1

exotic and Mediteranean species Various exotic spec.

TABLE 4 Frequency analysis in octave bands of the Hanbury Garden

Hz 20 40 80 160 315 630 1250 2500 5000 10000

G 59.6 54.6 49.7 42.5 56.3 53.7 50.7 50.4 50.2 42.0
H 52.2 46.6 43.2 42.3 41.3 40.8 38.2 48.2 36.2 32.2

TABLE 5 Frequency analysis in octave bands of some gardens of Genoa

Hz 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 16000

A 67 69 65 57 51 51 50 48 44 35
B 67 71 66 58 55 54 -48 43 36
C 64 66 57 54 51 48 45 42 34
D 58 61 62 57 50 48 44 40 34
E 63 62 57 52 45 41 43 46 36
G 60 61 63 57 47 48 50 51 37
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ence of external irregular and high noise sources was valuable, one had that

L1 - L50 > L50 -. L99 and L10 - L50 > L50 - L90

and, thus, a temporal statistical distribution similar to the Rayleigh distri-
bution [15]. On the contrary, where continuous local noise sources were pre-
vailing (see e.g. position F of Table 1), one had that

Ll - L50 = L50 - L99 and L10 - L50 = L50 - L90

and, thus, a temporal distribution very near to the gaussian distribution.
In Table 4 for two positions of the Hanbury Garden the frequency analysis is

shown; in the position G there is the prevailing noise of water springs, while
in the position H there are no prevailing noises.

In Table 5 the frequency analysis of some gardens of Genoa is shown; in this
Table there is a notable prevalence of 31.5, 63, 125 Hz frequencies owing to
road traffic (see ref. (12]).

4. CONCLUSION

The location of the main considered garden, Hanbury, is good, even if not
optimal, with reference to the roads and railway. The influence both of trees
and of bushes is undoubtedly positive to attain a comfortable environment also
from an acoustic point of view, probably supported by a psychological effect.

The survey of percentile levels, in addition to that of Leq, allows us to
characterize the noisiness better with reference to other analyses limited to
the use of Leq and Lmx. The temporal statistical distribution of noise is rare-
ly near to a gaussian distribution, but is usually asymmetric and frequently
similar to a Rayleigh distribution.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT NOISE VL•LIKIr I UKb r UK

ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE AND THE EXTENT OF ANNOYANCE

BJORKMAN. Martin and RYLANDER, Ragnar

Department of Environmental Medicine, University of Gothenburg
Medicinaregatan 16, S-413 90 Gothenburg, Sweden

Traffic noise constitutes a complex acoustical phenomenon, and several methods have been
developed to express the noise dose over a given time period. These measures are usually based
on the equal energy principle such as the LE. measure.
Many studies on traffic noise annoyance demonstrate a fairly linear correlation between the
equivalent noise level and the extent of annoyance. Later studies have shown that a better dose
response relationship can be obtained, if the noise dose is based on the number of noise events
and the maximum noise level expressed as two independent variables.

INTRODUCTION
To further validate the validity of this dose-response relationship, a study was performed in the
city of Gothenburg, Sweden during the time period 1989-91. The aim of the study was to develop
methods for measuring and describing the maximum noise levels and the number of noise events
under different traffic conditions, and to assess the iqiponance of these factors for the extent of
annoyance. To obtain a wide range of exposure conditions, streets representing different traffic
situations were selected for a noise measurement program. In the first part, I I areas were
investigated in 1989 and during the second part, 9 additional areas with lower noise levels were
studied in 1991.

METHOD
The streets choosen had a medium to high traffic load and a proximity of residential areas in
suitable size for a questionnaire study. The number of heavy vehicles ranged from 220 to 6,300
per 24 hours, and the areas were selected so that the adjacent houses had a uniform noise load
from the road traffic. For the noise measurement programme, a mobile measuring caravan was
positioned in each area and continuous noise measurements were performed during five weekdays
Monday through Friday. Noise measurements were made at the front of a house situated
approximately in the middle of each investigation area. All measurements were performed
outdoors using a microphone positioned on a rod five meters above the ground. The values of LE4,
L10, L10, maximum noise levels and number of noise events exceeding certain levels were
registered at each site. The maximum noise level was defined as the highest instant peak A-
weighted noise level from single noise events based on the average of several days of
measurements. Data concerning the number of vehicles were obtained from official annual traffic
statistics.
A questionnaire study was performed in all 20 areas using a random selection of persons from
the municipal registers. Only persons aged 18 to 75 years who had resided for at least one year
in their present apartment were selected.
A postal questionnaire with 17 questions and introductory letter were sent to each person. The
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study was presented as a general investigation of environment in order to mask its true purpose.
The extent of annoyance was defined as the proportion of respondents in each area who stated
that they were "very annoyed" by road traffic noise.
A total of 1,350 persons were selected for the participation in the study. The sample size varied
between 65 and 124 in the various areas and the total response rate was 68%.

RESULTS
The noise measurements gave the following results for the different areas: the LEq varied between
60 and 75 dBA, the LOI between 73 and 82 dBA, the maximum noise levels varied beteween 89
and 97 dBA and the number of noise events above 85 dBA varied from 3 to 370 per 24 hours.
The traffic countings showed that the number of heavy vehicles ranges from 105 to 9,240 per 24
hours and the total number of vehicles from 3,200 up to 77,000 per 24 hours.

A correlation matrix based on all noise and traffic data showed a high intercorrelation between
Lq, Lo, and L10. No significant correlation was seen between the L~q and the maximum noise level
which indicates that the maximum noise level differs as an acoustical parameter from both L.q
and L01

Figure 1 shows the dose-response relationship 50so very "'s

for all 20 areas, when the noise dose was 40

expressed as the 24 hour LE and the response ,
as the percentage very annoyed. 30 - 3 a

20
The correlation coefficients between LE., O. 01

and % very annoyed was 0.77 and 0.69 10
respectively...

60 65 70 75
dBA LEq

In earlier investigations where the number of
noise events and the noise level have been Figure 1: Relation between LEq and % very
studied separately, the results show that an annoyed.
increase in the number of noise events over a
certain number (breakpoint) does not result in
an increase in the extent of annoyance. The noise level from the noisiest event determines the
extent of annoyance regardless of the number of events.

Figure 2 shows this principle applied to the results from the present study. In this figure the
number of heavy vehicles per 24 hours is used as an indicator of the number of noise events. The
figure shows that an increasing number of heavy vehicles leads to an increase in the annoyance
reaction up to a breakpoint at around 1,500 heavy vehicles. A further increase in the number of
vehicles above this breakpoint does not lead to an increase in the percentage of very annoyed
persons.

There are several reasons why the number of heavy vehicles is closely related to the extent of
annoyance. The noise levels from heavy vehicles are often clearly distinguishable from a
background of lower levels from the passenger cars. The noise from heavy vehicles also has
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different acoustical character, dominating in
the low frequency spectrum where the window
attenuation in general is poor.

40

Figure 3 shows the dose-response relationship 40

based on the same principle as described 30 4

above but with the percentage very annoyed 2o 0
plotted against the number of noise events per n

24 hours exceeding 85 dBA. As can be seen 10
from the figure, the same type of relationship .. 2.0 , 0, 7500 10000
was present. The breakpoint in this case is 0 2 He 5M 7500 1oM

around 60 noise events per 24 hours. The
same type of dose-response relationship has Figure 2: Relation the number of heavy
also been found when analyzing data from the Figure
Scandinavian Aircraft Study. In this case the vehicles per 24 hours and the extent of
breakpoint lies around 50 overflights per 24 annoyance
hours.

50% very annoyed

The figures shows that even though the noise 40
exposure is the same the variations in the "
extent of annoyance is rather large. This can 30 U

be explained by many different factors. One 20
important factor is the planning of the
apartment. Earlier Swedish studies have shown 10
that persons living in apartments which only 0 , .4.... , ,
have windows facing the street traffic, are 0 1 O0 200 300 400

more annoyed than persons living in

apartments with windows on both sides of the Figure 3: Relation between the number of
house. noise events exceeding 85 dBA and the extent

of annoyance

Figure 4 shows the dose-response relationship, where each investigation area is divided in two
sub parts. The filled circles show the annoyance reaction for persons living in apartments with
windows only facing the noisy side of the building and the unfilled circles showing the reaction
for persons living in the same area but in apartments with windows on both sides of the building.
10 of the investigation areas are not represented due to few persons (< 25 persons). As can be
seen in the figure, two separate relationships can be defined and the extent of annoyance was
higher among persons only having windows facing the street.
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Figure 4. The relation between the number of noise events exceeding
85 dBA and the extent oj annoyance. R persons living in apartments
with windows only facing one side of the building. 0 persons living in
apartments with windows facing both sides of the building

CONCLUS IO., S
The results from this study show that an increasing number of heavy vehicles leads to an increase
in the extent of annoyance up to a breakpoint at 1,500 vehicles per 24 hours or 60 noise events
exceeding 85 dBA per 24 hours. The planning of the apartment has an importatnt effect on the
annoyance reaction. The extent of annoyance among persons living in apartments with windows
only facing the streets was higher compared to persons living in apartments having windows on
both sides of the building.

The social survey study was performed by Ulla Ahrlin, Department of Environmental Medicine
The study was supported by the Swedish Transport Research Board Contract 39/89-63
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REDUCTION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE AROUND NICE

(FLIGHT TECHNIQUES AND AIRCRAFT DISTURBANCE)

CHAUSSONNERY Robert

C.A.P.S.S.A. - Boite Postale N0 40 - 06601 ANTIBES CEDEX - FRANCE

Antibes-Juan les Pins is situated at 10 Km from the Nice Airport runways and directly under
I.L.S. approach. Nice is receiving over 150 large aircraft on a typical summer day and that figure is
expected to double over the next 15 years.

The disturbance level, already unacceptable, will only get worse. The community responded
to that problem by first complaining to the City Council. Then, in 1987, a non-profit organization,
CAPSSA*, was created and submitted to the Directorate of Civil Aviation (D.G.A.C.) proposals
centered on two main points :

- detouring most of the traffic over the sea,
- establishing a noise abatement. procedure.

In waiting for the achievement of this action, CAPSSA decided to appeal to the good will of
both airline companies and pilots, and widely distributebi a memo encouraging pilots to reduce noise
problems over Antibes-Juan les Pins.

Two observations campaigns were organized in 1991 and 1992, and t,,e results show a
positive 6volution. This was appreciated by the inhabitants and it leads to think that when the
arrangements undertaken will be applied, in next january, Antioes will recover a normal noise level.

L'agglom~ration d'Antibes-Juan les Pins est situde dans raxe et a 10 Km des pistes de
l'a~roport de Nice qui reqoit quotidiennement, en W, environ 150 avions de ligne, trafic devant Etre
doubld dans 15 ans.

Les nuisances subies sont inacceptables et ne peuvent que croitre. La population a d'abord
rdagi en s'adressant aux autorit~s municipales. Puis, en 1987, une association "loi de 1901", le
CAPSSA*, fut cr6e en vue de rtsoudre ce probl~me. Ses propositions, adressdes A la Direction de
r'Aviation Civile, ont portd sur deux points principaux :

- d~tournement sur la mer d'une partie importante du trafic,
- 6tablissement d'une procedure anti-bruit.

Dans r'attente de l'aboutissement de ces actions, le CAPSSA s'est attachd A sensibiliser les
Compagnies adriennes et leurs pilotes en demandant A ceux-ci de rMduire les nuisances sonores sur
Antibes. Les enregistrements rdalis~s en 1991 et 1992 ont montre une dvolution favorable de la
situation, ce qui a 6t6 apprdcid par la population et qui laisse penser que, lorsque les moyens prdvus
seront en place, en Janvier prochain, Antibes devrait retrouver un niveau de perturbation sonore
acceptable.

(*): Comitd d'Action Pour la Suppression des Survols Aberrants - BP n0 40. 06600 Antibes Cedex. France
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REDUCTION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE AROUND NICE

(FLIGHT TECHNIQUES AND AIRCRAFT DISTURBANCE)

The town of Antibes-Juan les Pins, with a population of 75,000, is situated at 10 kilometers
from the landing point of Nice Airport, and is directly under I.L.S. approach. Nice Airport is the
third largest in France, receiving over 150 large aircraft on a typical summer day. That figure is
expected to double over the next 15 years.

Aircraft approaching Nice fly over Antibes in descent on heights between 2,000 and 1,600 feet,
most of them with landing gear and flaps lowered and, generally, at an excessive speed, often
generating a noise level avove 85 dBA. The urban area directly under the flight path has the greatest
population density including, amongst others, a high school of 1,800 students, 10 primary schools
and an hospital.

This level of disturbance over Antibes (noise, pollution and danger) is already unacceptable and
is expected to get worse. The community's response to this problem first consisted of complaining
towards the City Council who was supposed to intervene and obtain a solution from official
authorities who where rather reluctant.

But, time going by without any result, and in order to help resolve this serious problem, the
non-profit association CAPSSA was created in 1987. Since then, 7,000 people - figure close to 10%
of the total population - have joined the Association for which more than 80% of them live at less than
1 Km from the theoretical axis of approach. The proposals that they have submitted to the French
Directorate for Civil Aviation (D.G.A.C.) are centered on the following two points :

- redirecting most of the traffic over the sea so as to avoid the city of Antibes.
- application of a noise abatement procedure follptving the International Civil Aviation

(I.C.A.O.) recommandations of june 1986.

The principle of the first proposal has, finally, been accepted on a technical aspect by French
Civil Aviation Administration, providing that the total programme cost, of 8 Millions Francs, would
be supported by the Community. A new VOR-DME** guidance system will be installed and should
be operational in january 1994. That procedure will affect 75% of aircraft landing at Nice Airport.

However, the second proposal, which will affect the remaining 25%, is still pending. This
proposal was based upon the I.C.A.O. recommandations that were the results from the conclusions
presented in june 1986 by a specific working group, in charge of "aircraft noise". They concluded
that the level of aircraft noise is directly related to the engine power setting but, also, to the speed and
to the plane configuration, and they proposed that a speed regulation be established in relation with
the distance to the touch down point and that flaps and landing gear be lowered as late as possible.
Many countries have implemented approach procedures complying with these requirements. Nothing
similar has been done in France yet.

In order to convince the authorities that the I.C.A.O. noise abatement recommandations were
efficient and should be applied in France like they are in most european countries, CAPSSA decided
to conduct, every summer, an observations campaign during which : call signs, times, noise levels,
average speeds and aircraft configurations were recorded. Furthermore, an observations group was in
charge of evaluating the "psychological effect" of each flight. During 1991 and 1992 campaigns more
than 3,600 arrivals had been recorded.

Besides the chronological recordings, some computerized analysis showed that:
- the same type of aircraft can generate a disturbance reading difference as large as 16 dBA,
- some aircraft known to be very noisy, such as DC 9, B 727-200 and B 737-200, can

sometimes be far quieter than modem A 320,
- the clean configurations gived the lowest noise levels,
- the lowering of gear over the city, along whith power setiing adjustments. produced the

worst results.

(**) Visual Omni-Range - Distance Measuring Equipment.
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At speeds above 400 Km/h (216 Kts), the landing gear and doors in transit usually generate a
surge of 2 dBA over the commonly 85 dBA level imposed very often to the inhabitants. This
additional disturbance leads to a visual stress due to the dramatic psychological effect of seeing the
gear and flaps evolve under the fuselage.

These informations have been gathered through booklets which were mailed to the authorities
concerned with aircraft noise reductions. Specific extracts, listing only their own planes, have been
addressed to airline companies along with some precise comments. See page 4 for some exemples.

It is astounding to see the difference in disturbances caused by identical aircraft simply because
of the different techniques of approach used. Landing procedures of all aircraft must comply to those
making the least noise. This can only be obtained however, through the application of an official
noise abatement procedure published by the French Civil Aviation Administration.

Meanwhile, as a result, the CAPSSA decided to appeal to the good will of the airline companies
and their pilots. They widely distributed a memo asking them to follow a minimal noise approach
with controlled deceleration over the descent trajectory and the lowering of gear at 1,500 feet after
passing over the city.

Observations campaigns conducted in 1991 and 1992 made it possible to evaluate the level of
acceptance of this appeal. The results where very encouraging, and confirmed that the I.C.A.O.
recommendations of 1986 are perfectly applicable at Nice Airport. Comparing the 1991 and 1992
campaigns, it appeared that the noisiest approaches dropped from 38 to 31%,

A continuous descent with controlled deceleration and lowering of landing gear at 1,500 feet
(9 kilometers from the runway) is a simple procedure for an airline pilot. This procedure also affords
the best results for environmental protection.

These interesting results are, of course, appreciatedoby the residents who are regularly informed
by the CAPSSA members that hold a weekly permanence downtown. Antibes inhabitants are eager to
see the whole problem solved.

In january 1994, the new VOR-DME procedure should be applied, and then carefully
monitored by CAPSSA observers. Meanwhile, action will be emphasized to obtain the official
publication of the required noise abatement procedure.

Furthermore, departures are also under close watch. Although 3 possibilities are to day offered,
90% of departing aircraft head for Antibes beacon and cross the shoreline between 6 and 9,000 feet.
Request is made that this rate be decreased to 50%, and that old noisy aircraft (i. e. DC 9, B 727,
B 737-200, BAC I 11, according to I.C.A.O. classification) will have to reach 9,000 feet before
flying over Antibes.

Finally, the Community of Antibes is attentive to a recent law, proposed by the Ministry of the
Environment, dealing with aircraft noise, that is far from being satisfactory compared to other
european regulations.

It is satisfying to note that the community has obtained some interesting results by working in
conjunction with all key people involved : official authorities, airline companies, pilots and
inhabitants. But, it is also stimulating to see that results can only be achieved through a permanent,
firm, and positive action of the concerned community.

Statistical data available :
- speeds at 10 Km from the airport (570 meters above the city)
- lowering of the landing gear observed between 250 and 470 Km/h (135 and 254 Kts)
- psycho-sociological effects in 1991 and 1992.
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Centre d'Entreprise et d'Innovation
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69603 Villeurbanne cedex (FRANCE)

ABSTRACT

Measurements of noise levels lead to quantify the community noise potential, but are not sufficient to
qualify the related community response. Such response depends on many parameters (social,
cultural, urban, physical,...).
Hence, building up a methodology should allow to define, store, sort and analyse all such parameters
and their interrelationships, both influencing the community noise response.
A multiple neural network learning system is used to the development of an adapted methodology and
its applications. The potential of the proposed approach is emphasized through the case study of a
part of Lyon city, representative of a typical urban situation. This work is aiming at developing a
decision assisting tool in the acoustical design of urban areas.

RESUME ,

Si la mesure des niveaux sonore permet de quantifier un potentiel de nuisances, elle ne suffit pas A
determiner la gene associde i cette nuisance, qui ddpend d'un ensemble de param~tres physiques,
urbanistiques et socio-culturels.
II est important de mettre en oeuvre une mdthodologie qui permette de ddfinir, stocker, trier et
analyser r'ensemble des param~tres et leurs interrelations. La neuro-informatique a dtd utilisde pour
ddvelopper une mdthode adaptde A cette application et mise en oeuvre sur un site pilote reprdsentatif
d'un espace sonore urbain. A terme, un tel outil conduira A r'dlaboration d'un systQme d'aide A la
conception acoustique de sites urbains.

1 - Goal of the project

The managing and design of the urban acoustical environment, can not be limited to a physical
acoustic question.
A qualitative approach must be treated in term of noise surroundings and by developping the
knowledge of the structure of an urban acoustical environment. New kinds of representation and
estimated model must be found.
It is important to build up a methodology allowing to define, store, sort and analyse the whole
physical, urbanistic and socio-cultural parameters as well as their interrelationships, both influencing
the community response. A Neural Network System can give reliable responses where classical data
processing approches prove to be ineffective.
This project does not claim to identify in an exhaustive way all urban acoustical environment
characteristics, and all their interrelationships, but rather it studies the faisability of this open and
evolutive approach.
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2 - Neural network system as a aid and development.

2.1 - General remarks

The Neural Network System is a scientific subject set between biology and computers.
It involves organised networks that simulate the functions of an human brain and depends on the
target of the application.
There are three great phases to carry out an application : learning, supervised recognition, autono-
mous working and its setting up.
During the learning phase, a number of examples are judiciously chosen,.with the cause and the
effect (the corresponding entry of each exit). The network is managing by itself to transfert to the
exit the expected reply according to the proposed entries and is making up a memory.
The recognition phase consists in testing the learning validity with several examples that are not
learned yet and eliminating eventual ambiguities.
During the third phase new situations can always be added on this autonomous system.

2.2 - Tnterest of this approach

This technic is the first attractive alternative to the computerised sequential calculation normally used
in artificial intelligence.
It is directed to problems we know few things about on algorithms or reasonings to apply. It adapts
itself to imprecise data and to the problems to solve.
The learning method can be summerized to "the knowledge by the example", saving time and
development costs.

2.3 - The used software

NESTOR is a neural software dedicated to classification. It allows up to separate different class of
pictures which are highly linked, without worrying about complex relations that can exist between
characteristics.
The nature of learning and the possibility of modifing the number of entry and exit parameters enables
a permanent adjustment of the "a priori knowledge" of the studied case.

3 - The study principles and methods

3.1 - Problem analysis

The urban acoustical environment is characterized by many sources that produce sounds of various
nature, intensity and periodicity propagating themselves in a physical environment in which
geographical, urbanistic and architectural characteristics determine shaped, orientation and absorption
factors, etc.
Some dominant and identifiable sources (principally in relation with transports and economical
activities) can be listed and characterized by the fitting parameters, but most of the noise sources are
not identifiable individually and depend on the "individual noisy behaviour".
They largely contribute to the "city rumbling" and participate to the acoustical identity of an urban
area.
This rapid analysis allows to distinguish three kind of description parameters:

- urbanistic and architectural environment
- socio cultural environment
- identifiable noise sources characteristics (nature, intensity, periodicity).
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3.2- Methodological approach

Everywhere in the urban space (map of an area), the value of several descriptor parameters having an
effect on the acoustical environment, can be defined.
In the surveys made by "psychoacousticians" on specific situations (impact of urban highways for
example), they suggest a quantitative classification of the noise pollution on a theoretical scale but a
qualitative classification can be imaginated at the same time, the community response can be result of
a basic and wellknown factor, or be the result of an addition of infavourable situations.
The following diagram shows schematically the principle of the approach.

Parameters assessment Visualization of Making up the Exit class examination
according to n descriptive parameters entry vector

various types: of the acoustics of Nestor
urban surroundings
(1 plan / parameter)

Soclo-cultural background n - ON- p
(description of populations) / j.

--

Urbanistic and architectural NES R
(area's characteristics. ,

activities, housing. etc..)

Acoustic p3
(measurements, calculations. 2

sources description. .p2.

ýp

Map of the urban Sound surroundings x characteristic classes
area studied mapping of the acoustic

urban surroundings

S WORKING APPLICATION DIAGRAM

The system works by learning, thus a sufficient number of judicious examples can be given in order
to allow it to make up its memory.
Successive learning stages and test are conducted on subsets of parameters in order to question some
of them or introduce new parameters.
Maps are used to visualize the entry and exit parameters.
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4- Application and development

4.1- Choice of an experimental environment

The seventh district of Lyon, chosen as an experimental area, offers various and representatives
components of a standard urban acoustical environment, as well as numerous projects of planning
and restructuring.
In this environment, a work with all the data is carried out. "Plan d'occupation des sols", district
study, data from INSEE, noise level measu.rements, list of the transport and economical activities,
complaint files, etc.
Subsequently, other places will have to be invested in order to bring complementary elements to the
learning, for the method validation.

4.2-Preliminary test

4.2.1- Simulation from regulations

The notion of annoyance cannot be measured with a physical device. Many surveys have been carry
out, to try to set up limits beyond wich there is assumption of noise pollution.
Firstly, the reglementation in face, that applies for the classified installations, transport
infrastructures, neighbourhood noise, defines parameters related to the "indicateur d'emergence"
and "indicateur de bruit ambiant".
The first testing led on acoustical characteristics showing that the system is able to recognize classes
without knowing anything about the relations between parameters / classes.

4.2.2- Application on the experimental area

The parameters of entry initially chosen characterises the urban area and the developing activity
"coefficient d'occupation des sols", homogeneity of the urban area, average height of buildings,
activity of the area, presence of public facilities, etc.
The work consists in linking these parameters with those used before by refering to noise level
measurements, the complaint file, calculation for traffic and rail noises, etc. and developing the map
visualisation of each parameters (see the diagram).
The integration of the socio-cultural dimensions of the problem, the most delicate to consider, will
have to be done by refering to results of surveys and ethnographic observations.

5 - Conclusion

There are several research directions and the problem is split up in small studies, integrated in the
whole problem.
The suggested method adapts itself with the vagueness of data, allows a progressive approach of the
problem and ensure the evolution in time and space.
From acquired and memorized knowledges, the system can carry on its learning on others
environment and enrich its memory.
Eventually, such a tool will lead to the elaboration of a system aiding to acoustic conception of urban
area by determining the noise surroundings.
(This project is partially financed by the French ministry of Environment).
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DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPE HUMAN RESPONSE MONITOR
(HRM) FOR USE IN NOISE EFFECTS RESEARCH

FMIEGOLD, Lawrence S.
USAF Armstrong Laboratory

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio USA

SNEDDON, Matthew D.
BBN Systems and Technologies, Inc.

Canoga Park, California USA

Abstract

In order to collect real-time data concermling annoyance in response to aircraft
overflight noise, a prototype Human Response Monitor (HRM) has been developed as
part of a U.S. Air Force (USAF) research program on the effects of military aircraft
noise on overflown communities. The primary use of this device is to obtain human
attitudinal and behavioral response data in response to sporadic, low-altitude, high speed
training flights which occur along Military Training Routes (MTRs) and under Military
Operations Areas (MOAs). Because it was designed to easily reconfigurable through
software-driven setup options, the HRM is useful for a variety of other research
application involving the effects of environmental noise on humans.

Research Avplicatiors

The USAF is developing the HRM primarily to address research issues related
to community exposure to noise from military training overflights in sparsely populated
areas, such as rural communities along MTRs and under MOAs. The most important
research topic is community annoyance, although other noise effects will also be
addressed. The characteristics of the noise exposure from these operations requires an
examination of the applicability of the well-known Schultz curve (1, 2, 4) for predicting
community annoyance in these environments. Military flight operations in rural areas
are typically infrequent, sporadic and unpredictable. The low number of daily and
weekly events in most rural areas brings into question the applicability of the equal
energy hypothesis, upon which the Schultz curve is based. USAF operations often
involve low altitude, high speed overflights, which have much more variability in their
geographic distribution on the ground than airport operations. Because the onset rates
of these operations are much more rapid than approach and departure flights at civilian
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airports, or of en route overflights of high altitude civilian fleet aircraft, there is also
much more potential for startle effects.

For these reasons, a research program is being developed to address issues that
must be resolved for the USAF to confidently predict community annoyance when
changes in flight operations are contemplated for MTRs and MOAs. The HRM will
allow the simultaneous recording of aircraft overflight noise data and information about
people's reactions to these flights. One of the major topics of interest is the relationship
between short- and long-term reactions to overflight noise. Traditional social survey
techniques allow only assessment of long-term responses, whereas the HRM will allow
researchers to investigate more precisely the factors that contribute to long-term
annoyance. Comparisons can be made between reactions to individual overflights, as
well as cumulative reactions to overflights during any given time interval (e.g., a day,
a week, a month) to determine how much long-term reactions are influenced by
individual exposures and by various patterns of cumulative exposure. The HRM will
allow questionnaires to be administered to test subjects without the presence of a
experimenter being required. Thus, for the first time, it will be possible to conduct field
research in which personal, not place-oriented, noise exposure recordings and information
on people's attitudinal and behavioral responses to aircraft overflights will be obtained.

In addition to addressing community annoyance issues, the HRM is also being
considered for use in a nighttime sleep disturbanct research program. In this research
application, the HRM would be used to obtain re'cordings of nighttime noise exposure in
people's sleeping quarters. For human response data collection, three options are
currently being considered, including: (1) a button-press response to indicate actual
awakenings, (2) use of an Actimeter to obtain nighttime wrist movement data as an
indicator of awakening, and (3) administration of a questionnaire before retiring and upon
awakening in the morning. To the extent possible, both outdoor and indoor noise
recordings will be made, although the sound levels in the subjects' sleeping quarters are
more important, since these are the sound levels to which people actually respond. Both
military airbases and civilian airports are being considered as data collection sites. It is
hoped that this research will allow development of a more defensible sleep disturbance
curve (1, 3).

Another issue that will be addressed using the HRM is the relationship between
the background (ambient) noise level and the sound levels of aircraft overflights. Since
it is possible that the background noise level in an area may either enhance or mask the
noise from aircraft intrusions, both of these phenomena will be addressed. For the
former, a low background noise level may make the intrusive noise subjectively appear
to be louder, for the latter, a high background noise level may make the intrusive noise
much less audible and, hence, less annoying. To parallel the current U.S. National Park
Service Congressionally-mandated study of the effects of aircraft overflights in the U.S.
national park system, the HRM can be used in research to address the background noise
level issue, as well as the other technical issues germane to this environment.

Another topic which the HRM is particularly well-suited to address is the relative
annoyance from aircraft noise exposure versus that from other transportation noise
sources, such as railroads and highway transportation. At the present time, no distinction
is made between these noise sources in assessing their impacts on exposed populations,
although some research suggests that, at equivalent sound levels, aircraft noise may be
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more annoying than other types of transportation noises. Finally, because of its software-
driven reconfigurability, the HRM can be used in a wide variety of environmental and
occupational noise effects research. A variant of the HRM is even being produced
without a microphone for use in a cardiovascular research program. The HRM is also
ideal for occupational noise research, allowing the collection of accurate data on personal
noise exposure and simultaneous, real-time data on the attitudinal and behavioral
responses of workers.

System Design

HRM Capabilities

The prototype HRM is a small, light-weight powerful general purpose
microcomputer that has been designed and optimized for noise effects research. It can
be easily carried like conventional dosimeters and has a fully digital noise data collection
component, an LCD and a 16-button keypad for administering response questionnaires,
a large amount of memory, and is capable of communicating with a host computer via
modem. The software for the HRM was developed to maximize the ease by which it can
be reconfigured for use in different research projects. The configuration can even be
modified remotely during an experiment via modem to allow the use of adaptive research
designs. A more complete description of the HRM than is provided here can be found
in the proceedings of a recent noise conference (Vand in technical reports (6, 7).

A variety of noise measurement capabilities are available with the HRM,
including A-weighted, C-weighted or one-third octave band analyses over an audio
frequency range from 50Hz to 5KHz. The researcher can specify many data collection
parameters, such as integration times, can control what data are stored and how often,
and can obtain a full range of derivative noise exposure information.

A new software algorithm has been developed for incorporation in the HRM to
allow the identification of aircraft overflight events, to distinguish these from the myriad
of other events that could be mistaken for overflights. This new capability will allow the
identification of specific aircraft overflight events for matching with individual responses.

The HRM software and user-system interface allow hierarchical questionnaires
to be administered to test participants, either by the subject indicating that an overflight
has occurred or automatically through activation of the aircraft identification algorithm.
The user-system interface was designed to be easy to learn and simple to use, while still
allowing data collection using complex questionnaires and responses. The data can be
uploaded easily to a host computer via modem for further analysis and the software
configuration can be changed through the modem each day to allow the use of adaptive
research designs.

FIRM Architecture

There are five major portions of the HRM architecture: an analog input module,
a digital processing module, a 4x20 cell alphanumeric LCD with backlighting for
nighttime use, a 16-button keypad, and an integral rechargeable battery pack. The analog
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module contains the signal conditioning electronics, an A/D converter and the HRM's
power regulators. The A/D converter is a 2-channel, 16-bit successive approximation
converter that can be operated at conversion rates up to 50,000 samples per second per
channel. The signal conditioning electronics provide software-controllable gain and
buffering for two microphones (one internal and one external, or two external) plus input
switching logic for internal device calibration. All signal processing is performed by the
digital signal processor chip, which has the capability to perform a 1024 point Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) in 700 jis. The HRM uses a fully digital design, with no
weighting filter or analog integrators in the signal path. A variety of acoustic meL s can
be calculated either by digital filtering or by FFT techniques.

Development of the next version of the HRM will primarily involve further
miniaturization through the use of an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design
concept. This approach will decrease the size of the HRM from the current
approximately 4x6 inch configuration to approximately 3x4 inches. The only practical
limitation on the size will be the need to ensure that the LCD is readable to test subjects.
The use of ASIC technology will also improve the system performance slightly over its
current level.
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SUMMARY

Measurements of noise dose exposure have been carried out using noise dose meters and sound
level meters for 22 different people. A total of 3288 hourly Leq values have been obtained in this
noise exposure survey (along 137 complete days). The major activities carried out by all these
people (at work, travel, leisure, etc.) have been simultaneously recorded. The Leq values exceeded
70 dBA for about 37% of the total time. The prevalence of the contribution of many usual
"nonoccupational" noisy activities to the daily noise dose received actually by many people has
been analysed.

INTRODUCTION

The study of noise effects on people health and well being has always had a major difficulty: the
accurate assessment of exposure. Indeed, this is a commnon problem in most of the research about
environmental problems. But with noise it may be eveh more prominent as noise is one of the most
ubiquitous contaminants in modem societies. Noise is present in the workplace, when moving in
the street or in public or private transport, inside and outside the home, during sleeping and during
leisure time.

Accurate exposure assessment is necessary in oder to deduce dose response relationships, that
support the presence of causal relationships and permit to establish different levels of risk. To have
a most exact measurement it would be necessary to carry out personal dosemetries to everyone of
the subjects in one study and during the 24 hours of the day. This is not feasible neither practical in
most instances.

Another approach would be based in assigning a mean noise level to typical activities carried out
along the day for most of the population: travelling, leisuring, staying at home, working, etc.
Managing a great deal of data, it could be possible to establish typical ranges of noise exposure for
typical activities and to lay down typical 24 hour noise exposure levels.

Research on this subject is very scarce. Some works have concentrated in measuring noise levels in
definite situations, mainly in different jobs and work environments, but also in relation with traffic
noise, noise around and inside the home, amplified music exposure, etc. But very few have tried to
continuously measure daily personal exposures through some time and covering different activities
(1,2,3). In this paper are presented the first results of a research with such an approach.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Measurements of noise exposure have been carried out using several Brtiel & Kjaer noise dose
meters (BK4428). The "low level mode" of this instrument has been selected in all the
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measurements, as this instrument is mainly intended for measuring occupational noise, whose levels
use to be much higher than levels in daily life.

Subjects included in the study are all volunteers and their main activities are distributed as follows:
4 University professors, 1 primary and 1 secondary teachers, 9 students, 4 clerks, 1 salesman, 1
solderer and 1 housewife. The information collected covers a total of 137 complete days,
amounting 3288 hourly Leq values.

All subjects have carried continuously the noise dose meter for several consecutive days. Usually,
the instrument was fastened in the breast pocket, lapel or belt. Maximum effort was made to keep
measurement conditions as uniform as possible.

The persons wearing the noise dose meter were instructed to read and to record the data (instrument
display) and their major activities, hour by hour, from waking up in the morning to going to bed in
the night. The corresponding hourly equivalent sound levels (Leq) were later calculated by the
authors. The activities were also coded by the authors, following uniform rules and generating five
main categories of activities: sleep, home, work, leisure and travelling.

Noise levels in bedrooms are so low that their measurement with a BK4428 dose meter is not
possible at all. In some few cases, these levels have been directly measured using a noise level
statistical analyzer (BK4424) and an alphanumeric printer (BK2312). However, in most instances
the night levels during sleep have been approximately inferred from a number of short
measurements carried out in the bedrooms of the individpals with a sound level meter (BK2221).

The noise levels results obtained with the BK4428 dose meter in many different situations have
been compared with those obtained with a BK2221 sound level meter situated close to the noise
dose meter. This comparison has shown that the accuracy of Leq values obtained with the dose
meter is about 2-3 dBA in the range of 60 dBA, and less than 1 dBA in the range of 70 dBA and
higher.

RESULTS

1. Variability of personal noise exposure (one subject).

In general, the recorded noise dose exposure for a given subject shows important hourly and day
variations, according with the different activities carried out by this subject. The variability of
individual noise dose has been studied in detail for one of the authors (AG). This author is an
University professor that lives in the countryside, in an exceptionally quiet suburban area located
about 20 km from Valencia.

The noise dose meter was worn by this author during 20 consecutive days. The mean value of all
Leq hourly data collected (n=480) is 53.3 dBA, with a std.dev. of 20.0 dBA. The range is between
22 dBA and 87 dBA. These Leq values exceeded 70 dBA for 24% of the total time. Lowest Leq
values correspond with levels measured during the night inside the dwelling (from 22 to 30 dBA).
Occupational noise dose levels show a high variability, ranging between 58 to 70 dBA (working at
the desk room), between 65 to 73 dBA (meeting with other people), between 72 to 81 dBA (at the
University canteen) and between 73 to 82 dBA (lecturing in a classroom). The values of Leq(24 hr)
range from 67 to 79 dBA, with a mean value of 71.6 dBA.
Clearly, individual variability of noise exposure along 24 hour of the day can be very high (all the
information collected in this survey supports this conclusion). Considering that occupational noise
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levels in this case are relatively low, the results obtained for Leq(24 hr) are surprisingly high. The
fact of living in a very quiet suburban area is not very significant for the global noise dose.
Actually, there is an increase in noise dose related with a longer travel time to and from the city (in
this case by car). It should be also noticed that an increase of 10-15 dBA in the lowest noise levels
when at home (in the evening or night) would produce a negligible increase in the corresponding
Leq(24 hr) values, that are perhaps determined predominantly by not more than one or two very
noisy specific activities carried out during the day.

2. Relation between Leq values and activities (all sample).

Using all data collected in this survey (3288 hourly Leq values), the average daily pattern for all the
participant subjects has been calculated. This dose pattern shows four main sections: very low
levels during sleeping (from 0.00 to 7.00 hour), rising levels from getting up till starting activity
(7.00 to 10.00), relatively high and flat levels related to the activities carried out during the day
(10.00 to 21.00) and decreasing levels from arriving home to going to bed (21.00 to 0.00). This
pattern applies generally to all people, though the interpersonal and intrapersonal noise dose
variations are very important.

The Leq values for five main categories of activities show a normal distribution. However, the
distribution for all 3288 sample is more irregular, as a consequence of the important differences
between night and day periods. Mean hourly Leq values for each activity are as follows: sleeping,
37.9 dBA (sd=8.2); working, 73.3 dBA (sd=6.6); being at home, 66.5 dBA (sd=7.4); travelling,
76.1 dBA (sd=4.5); and leisure time, 75.2 dBA (sd-7.8). In about 37% of the total time of
measurement the hourly Leq values exceeded 70 dBA. ; ý

The Leq(24 hr) values range from 62 to 85 dBA, with a mean value of 73.9 dBA (sd=4.4). About
81% of these values exceed 70 dBA and 10% of them exceed 80 dBA. The hourly Leq(max) values
range from 68 to 97 dBA, with a mean value of 81.4 dBA (sd=5.4). About 55% of these values
exceed 80 dBA. The relationship between Leq(24 hr) and Leq(max) is given by the equation:

Leq(24 hr) = 0.74 Leq(max) + 14.1 (dBA)

with a Pearson correlation coefficient r=0.896 (p<0.001).

Only about 27% of the hourly Leq(max) values in our sample correspond to "work" activities. Most
of these maximum hourly values are related with some other nonoccupational category: 10% with
"home", 24% with "travel" and 39% with "leisure".

DISCUSSION

Although the results presented in this paper are referred to a quite limited sample of subjects (but
not so limited number of activities) to be representative of a clearly defined reference population,
we must remember that about 81% of the corresponding Leq(24 hr) values exceed 70 dBA and
10% of them exceed 80 dBA.

A known E.P.A. report suggest that Leq(24 hr) should be kept under 70 dBA throughout 40 years
to protect hearing (4). In this report, typical patterns of noise exposure for some groups of
population are presented. The Leq values given for different activities are lower than those we have
observed in the present survey.
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In one of the broadest surveys on this subject, Kono et al. measured the daily noise exposure of 602
city residents in Japan (1), finding Leq(24 hr) mean values of 72.7 dBA for the 462 workers
considered and of 69.9 dBA for the 140 housewifes included in the study. About 66% of the former
and 46% of the latter were exposed to noise level over the previously quoted E.P.A.
recommendations.

One main question appear to be worth to be considered in relation to noise exposure in general
population. As can be drawn for our results and those obtained in other similar studies, it is frequent
to find that nonoccupational noise levels are quite important and can even be higher than
recommended safe levels of exposure for workers. In any case, is not very adventurous to suspect
that a substantially high proportion of the population (not only those occupationally at risk) is
exposed, along their lives and during common daily activities, to noise levels with a potential
danger over their health.
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ABSTRACT

This study concerns the effects of noise on social and physical perceptions in two situations : co-

presence and co-operation. Forty female students were randomly assigned : 20 in experimental

condition 92 dB (A), 20 in control condition. The social and physical perceptions were assessed

by three questionnaires concerning the task, the localisation of some objects present in the

laboratory, and some characteristics of the partners. The results of Multivariate analysis of

variance (Manova) show main effects of noise and situation. The interaction was also significant

on the three scales of perception. In conclusion, noise but also the type of situation may have

different effects on social or physical perceptions.

RESUME

Cette recherche examine les effets du bruit sur la perception physique et sociale dans deux

situations : coprdsence ou coopdration. Quarante 6tudiantes ont dtd affectdes aldatoirement : 20 en

condition expdrimentale 92 dB(A), 20 en condition contr6le. Les perceptions physiques et

sociales ont Wt• dvaludes par trois questionnaires relatifs k la tAche, A la localisation d ' objets

dans le laboratoire ou aux caractdristiques des comp~res.Les r(sultats de I'analyse multivaride de

la variance (Manova) montrent des effets principaux du bruit, de la situation et de leur interaction

sur les trois dchelles de perception. En conclusion, le bruit mais aussi le type de situation peut

avoir des effets diffdrents sur la perception physique ou sociale.
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MAIN PURPOSE

According to Cohen & Lezak (1977), Cohen (1978), Broadbent (1971, 1979), Siegel &

Steele (1980), Moch ( 1980, 1984, 1990), in noisy condition, the information process abilities
would be exceeded, the subjects would focused on the priority cues. So that, it can be expected

that the subjects would process the task - relevant cues, to the detriment of other physical and
social cues.The purpose of the present study is to test noise effects on social and physical
perceptions in two situations of group: co-presence and co-operation.

METHOD

Subjects

At the University of Lille 3 (France), Forty female first year psychology students , were

randomly assigned to the experimental conditions.

All subjects were between the ages of 18 and 22.

Material and procedure

The subjects were supposed to solve puzzles in groups of four persons : one subject and

three female partners : their presentation, the verbal and non verbal behavior have been

standardized. One half of the subjects (20) were exposed during ten minutes to noise 92 dB(A),

the other half (20) was in quiet condition.

The noise was a recorded combination of plant works. The task was a puzzle composed of

16 pieces which were different in size, color, shape and pattern.Two work situations, without

verbal exchanges were proposed : either being simply together (co-presence) or performing the

puzzle together (co-operation).

The social and physical perceptions were assessed by

- An inquiry covering ten specific graphic cues concerning the task they were supposed to do.

- Ten questions concerning the designation and the localization of some objects present in the

laboratory.

- Three scales of ten questions each concerning some characteristics of the partners.

A post-experimental questionnaire evaluated attractiveness of the partners and the

subjective discomfort.
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RESULTS

Responses indicated by each subject on each scale of the experimental phase were converted
into numerical values. Each numerical value (from 0 to 10) was the total score obtained at each

questionnaire scale.Raw data are shown in table 1.

TABLE 1 . Mean scores for the physical and social perceptions.

Noise level Situation Physical & social perception
Task Laboratory Partners

CALM Co-presence 5,4 4,9 5,86
Co-operation 6,3 6,7 7,16

NOISE Co-presence 7,2 2 3,33
Co-operation 3,8 2,5 4,5

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

A mixed model Manova with Noise Level x Situation as the between subjects factors and

cue perceptions (task, laboratory, and partners) as the repeated measure was performed on the

corresponding data. Results of Manova are shown in table 2.

TABLE 2 - Manova results

Source of variation DF DF Error F Signification of F

Noise level 1 36 46.28 .000

Situation 1 36 < 1

Perception 2 35 7.89 .001
Noise level x Situation 1 36 11 .002

Situation x Perception 2 35 14.60 .000

Noise level xPerception 2 35 14.17 .000

Noise level x Situation x Perception 2 35 10.49 .000

Three univariated analyses were also computed:

An Anova with a Subjects x Noise level x Situation, design :10 x 2 x 2 was applied to the

corresponding first column data : perception of the task (Table 1). Effects of the situation (F
(1,36) = 9,425, p <.01) and Noise level x situation interaction ( F (1,36) = 27,87, p < .01)
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were significant. So that, the noise influences the task perception in the two following situations:
in co-presence, the subjects did better in the noisy group (F(1,36) =9,76, p <.01); but in co-
operation, they did better in swetness (F(1,36)= 18,84, p< .01)). According to the situation : in
the noise condition, complex graphic cues recognition was higher in co-presence(F(1,36)=34,85,

p < .01. Not in calm.
A second analysis of variance with a Subjects x Noise level x Situation design 10 x 2 x 2

was applied to the corresponding second column data (Table 1) : Physical perception of the
laboratory. Effect of the noise level (F(1,36) =27,45,p< .01) was significant. The noisy group

did not identify and localize certain objects so well . This finding was also true in the two work
situations: Co-presence (F(1,36) = 8.90, p < .01); co-operation (F(1,36) = 19,5,p<.01).

A third analysis of variance with a Subjects x Noise level x Situation design 10x2x2 was

applied to the corresponding third column data (Table 1): social perception of the partners.
Effects of noise level (F(1,116)=100,63,p<.01), Situation (F(1,l16)=24,58,p<.01) were
significant. Therefore, noise, but also situation, cause change in social perception. The subjects
in co - presence had a worse social perception than subjects in co - operation (F(1,58)=5,34,
p< .05). When it was calm too (F(1,58) =22,41,p< .01). Therefore, noise influences social
perception in the two following situations : Co - Dresence (F(1,58) = 45,15, p< .01); Co-

operation (F(1,58) =55,53, p< .01).

DISCUSSION

In this research, according to the experimental conditions, the subjects show different
perceptive abilities.The noisy group selects the most important information for the task. They
neglect a lot of cues from the physical or social environment.The results illustrate the
environmental overloaded model.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the effects of road traffic noise on the community. This study
is based on 640 usable data samples collected via social surveys related to community
responses to road traffic noise. The survey, which consists of a questionnaire and actual
noise measurements around main rodJs, was carried out in three residential areas located
mainly in Tokyo. As a result of the study, it was found that : (1) noise problem caused by
road traffic was the most serious environmental problem in residential areas around main
roads, (2) noise problem affected the general amenity of life in these areas,
(3) residents wished that the automobile manufacturers and government would do more to
somehow reduce noise pollution. (4) in cases where the noise exposures were the same, the
residents' evaluations of annoyance were varied, (5) the characteristics of the survey
area, the age and sensitivity to noise of residents, and the years of residency affected
the level of annoyance, (6) sleep disturbance caused by noise was more serious than that
of conversation or listening to television/radio, (7) the traffic noise problem affected
people's attitudes towards roads.

INTRODUCTION

In Japan, automobile noise emission levels are strictly controlled. Nevertheless. in
major Japanese cities like Osaka and Tokyo, the residents living around main throughfares
suffer from serious traffic-related noise pollution. To plan countermeasures to reduce the
residents' annoyance caused by road traffic noise, the characteristics of community
responses to traffic noise must be investigated. This paper describes the effects of road
traffic noise on the community.

SOCIAL SURVEY

Survey procedure. To accumulate basic data of community responses to traffic noise, a
social survey was carried out near main roads in three residential areas in and around
Tokyo. Area 1 is represented by typical suburban characteristics. The requirement for
Area 2 consists of shops and residences in Tokyo. Lastly, Area 3 is the typical
metropolitan residential area. In order to achieve a well-represented view of the
community responses to road traffic noise, three different survey areas where noise
pollution is serious were chosen. Each survey area was limited to 80 metres from the
selected road. Our study consisted of (A) the community's responses to road traffic noise,
(B) actual measurements of the noise level from the edge of the roads, (C) actual
measurements of the noise level at individual residences.
Questionnaire for community responses. The questionnaire contained items relating to the
extent and the aspect of annoyance caused by road traffic noise, disturbance of everyday
activities, health effects, and attitudes towards roads and noise. The questionnaire
sheets were distributed to all residences 80 metres from the selected roads. 640 usable
survey data were collected; the percentage responded was 65%.
Noise measurement. The first measurement consisted of the noise exposure level; L.., at
individual residences. The data was taken from the front of the residences for ten
minutes during the day. These measured noise levels are regarded as representative of the
exposure noise levels of individual respondents. The second one required the measurement
of the noise level; L..2 from the edge of the roads. The-noise levels from the edge of
the road, which is a representative point of the survey area, were measured for a period
of 24 hours, ten minutes every hour. In addition, traffic volume and velocity were
simultaneously measured from the same point. The noise exposure level in Ld. at individual
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residences of the respondents was determined using these two kinds of measured noise
levels. Table I indicates the characteristics of the three survey areas. The percentage of
heavy vehicles in Area 3 is higher than those of Area 1 and Area 2.

Table 1. Characteristics of the three survey areas

Noise Level* dB Traffic volume'
Area Characteristics

Li. L..,4 L..; total/day % of
night heavy vehicles

Area 1 77.2 72.5 70.1 25890 5.2 Suburban city 60k. from Tokyo

Area 2 78.3 71.9 71.9 54102 9.6 Shops and residences in Tokyo

Area 3 79.3 73.0 72.9 68568 19.9 Residential area in Tokyo

( -. Noise level and traffic volume were measured from the edge of the road)

SURVEY RESULTS

Environmental problem. Fig. 1 shows the most serious concerns of the residents. It was
lound that noise prooiem was the most serious concern, while air pollution caused by road
traffic was considered second. Fig.2 shows the effect of annoyance caused by noise on the
general amenity of life in the area. Fig.2 indicates that the percentage of people who
were 'very annoyed* increased correspondingly with.the rise of dissatisfaction.

0 10t 20 30 40 50o96)
convenience of shopping
proximity of school i
convenience of transportation
safety for pedestrians _______.,____

traffic noise .........................................
traffic vibration
autombile emission..............
lack of sunlight
garbage

surrounding scenery
neighbourhood relations ..............

Fig.l. Most serious concerns of residents

0 20 40 60 80 100 [96

very satisfied

reasonably satisfiedI

neutral I
rather dissatisfied

very dissatisfied

Fig.2. Effects of annoyance caused specifically by noise on the general
satisfaction with the living environment (: very annoyed. 0: rather annoyed.
-: neutral/rather quiet/very quiet )

Relationship between noise exposure and distance from road. Fig.3 shows the relationship
between noise exposure levels at individual residences and the distances from the road to
the individual residences. For noise levels higher than 70 dB and distances less than 40
metres. it was found that there were many residents who responded "very annoyed".
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Responsibility for solving noise problem. Fig.4 indicates the responses of "Who should
be responsible for solving the trallic noise problem ? *. It was found in Fig.4 that the
residents wished that the automobile manufacturers and government would do more to somehow
reduce noise pollution.

S90 - 0 10 20 30 [96]

government
municipality .......

Sv-• • o police

- 7 0 A& 0. 0 automobile manufacturers.....____ a
AK V op ,,"* 0 automobile operators

political parties~60 7Y ce •community groups
S, 0% mass media *bl

00I don't know

-40 others .......... . ....
0 20 40 60 80

DISTANCE FROM ROAD [m] Fig.4. Who should be responsible for solving
Fig.3. Relationship between noise the noise problem ?
exposure level and distance from road
(A:very annoyed. A:rather annoyed.
Q:neutral/rather quiet/very quiet)

EFFECT OF NOISE ON THE COMMUNITY

Annoyance caused by noise. Fig.5 shows the relat ionship between noise exposure level in
Ld, and annoyance interpreted as "the percent pt highly annoyed people " ". For our
study, " highly annoyed people " were defined as those who responded in the top one out of
five categories along the annoyance scale. It was found in Fig.5 that in cases where the
noise exposures were the same, the residents' evaluations of annoyance were varied. As can
be seen in Fig.5, the curve representing the residents' responses of Area 3 is
significantly shifted higher than those of Area I and Area 2. One of the most likely
reasons for the difference may be due to the higher number of heavy trucks which pass by
Area 3 during the night.
Nonacoustical factors affecting annoyance. Several nonacoustical factors which may affect
the variance ot residents' annoyance were investigated. Fig.6-8 indicate the variance of
"the percent of highly annoyed people" according to their "age", "sensitivity to noise"

or "years of residency". It was found that these three factors influenced their annoyance
level caused by road traffic noise. Effects of other factors like "sex", "occupation of
respondent", "material of residence" and "whether the residence is privately owned or
rented" were investigated but the variance was not enough to be conclusive.

80 80 0

/0
S. 1

Q 60 Q~j ~60 0 j

-40 540

~20 20

0 L0 :'

40 50 60 70 80 90 40 50 60 70 80 90
DAY-NIGHT SOUND LEVEL, Ld,[dB(A)] DAY-NIGHT SOUND LEVEL. Ld.[dB(A)]

Fig.5. Influence of each different area on Fig.6. Influence of age on the percentage
the percentage of highly annoyed people of hi hly annoyed people
(-4Li-:suburban city. (-:older than 60, .A-:40-60.

A-...-:commercial/residential area in Tokyo, ---O--:younger than 40)
--O---:residential area in Tokyo)
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Fig.7. Influence of sensitivity to noise on Fig.8. Influence of the number of years of
the percentage of highly annoyed people residency on the pgrcentage of highly
(--A-:sensitive. -8--O-:moderate) annoyed people (--Ll--:less than 5 years,

---.. :5-20 years.--O---:more than 20 years)
Disturbance of conversation, listening, or sleep by noise. Fig.9 shows the relationship
between noise exposure and the percentage ot people whose conversation, listening to the
radio/television, or sleep is disturbed. For our study, we selected those who responded"often disturbed" to be representative of the percentage of people disturbed. Sleep
disturbance caused by noise was found to be more serious than those of conversation or
listening.
Attitudes towards roads. Fig. 10 shows the relationship between noise exposure and the
percentage ot people who think that roads are useful or roads do more harm than good for
everyday life. It is clear that by observing Fig.1O. the percentage of people who regard
roads as being harmful is directly relatfd to the noise exposure level. In addition, it
can be observed that as L,. exceeds 79 dB the percentage of people who believe that roads
do more harm than good exceeds those who believe that roads are useful.

=60 60
AN

240 S40
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40 50 60 70 80 90 40 50 60 70 80 90
DAY-NIGHT SOUND LEVEL, L,.[dB(A)] DAY-NIGHT SOUND LEVEL. L,,[dB(A)]

Fig. 9. Percentage of people whose conversation, Fig. 10. Effect of noise on the residents'
listening, or sleep is disturbed attitudes towards roads
(H :conversation. ---&---:listening. (-,&-:roads are useful,
------:sleep) --- ---:roads do more harm than good)

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, as a result of the study it was found that : (1) noise problem caused
by road traffic was the most serious concern in residential areas around main roads,
(2) noise pollution affected the general amenity of life in these areas, (3) residents
wished that the automobile manufacturers and government would do more to somehow reduce
noise pollution, (4) in cases where the noise exposures were the same, the residents'
evaluations of annoyance were varied, (5) the characteristics of the survey area, the age
and sensitivity to noise of residents, and the years of residency affected the annoyance
caused by road traffic noise, (6) sleep disturbance caused by noise was more serious than
that of conversation or listening to television/radio,- (7) noise pollution affected
people's attitudes towards roads.
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EXPOSURE TO TRAFFIC NOISE IN RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA:
MAGNITUDE OF NOISE AND ATTITUDE OF INDIVIDUALS
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P.O Box 5969 Safar - Code nO. 13060 Kuwait

Due to rapid economic development and the growth of urbanization, traffic noise pollution has
become a major concern for both the public and policy makers.

This paper reports the result of a 2-year research study undertaken to determine the magnitude of
traffic noise and the attitudes of exposed individuals in the capital city of Riyadh.

Noise from traffic was monitored at 42 urban roadwhy locations during daily peak and off-peak
hours in five time periods. Traffic flow characteristics of volume, speed and mix were also
measured simultaneously with the monitoring of noise levels.

Results of the analyses indicated that roadways in Riyadh were noisy indeed, and a significant
number of exposed individuals were annoyed with traffic noise. The paper concludes with
recommendations for the mitigation of urban traffic noise.
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COMPARISON OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL

WITH THE RESULTS OF REAL MEASUREMENTS
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Abstract

Noise as a new phenomenon of civilisation's development is not a special form of

environmental pollution only, but is harmful for all the people. Paper presents the comparison

between the mathematical model of traffic noise and the results of real measurements in Slovak town

conditions.

The source of negative influences on human organism in a sosurrounding of a society with a

very high degree of technical development and civilisation there are not only the nerve and psychic

loading of social nature. Omnipresent and unbreaking utterance of life in the great town's

surroundings, by the factories, operations of various institutions and in many human flats is noise.

Noise is one of the special form of social environment pollution. With his expansion, intensity and

duration menaces not only the all psychophysiology of many people, but their psychic and body

health.

Noise as a phenomenon for the prosecution - or better - as an accompanying product of

technical development and civilisation belongs to harmful factors, to which higher attention must be

given by society in the control of further development. The ability to adapt to other nerve and psychic

loading is limited. The fight with noise is mainly in prevention its source, that's mean e.g. to dampen

operation of various machines, apparatus and equipment in other noise, in noise screening of rooms,

buildings and areas, where the noise arises, or in screenings of noise of these spaces, where it is

penetrating. From the point of view of human dwelling protection against an exccesive noise we are

not always considering the possibility to built noisy operation / f.e. airports, railroad stations, roads,

industry operations.. . in a sufficient distance from densely populated areas.
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On the chair of geotechnique and transportation engineering of TU Kosice, there are made
measurements of traffic noise in real areas from the point of view of height and distances from the

source of noise, according to the official method of Research Institute of Buildings and Architecture /

VUVA / in Prague, CR. Current results show, that a muffling of noise levels from traffic according

to the real and mathematical calculated kvels of volume of cars is different - especially according to

the levels.

Calculation is made according to the relation:

LAeq - LAeqo - LAd - L LApi ldB1 / 1/

where LAeqo - an equivalent level of noise: A in a distance of
7,5 m from the axis of pavement,

LAej - equivalent level of traffic noise A in a control-
led place,

LAd - decrease of traffic noise level A by the distance
over the terrain,

LA. - decrease of' traffic noise level A by-the influen-
ce of final distance in controlled cross section
of a-road,

LApi - decrease /increase/ of a traffic noise A by the

influence of a hinderness on road /terrain/ of

noise spreading,
while the partial members of /1/ we calculated as:

L Aeqo z 4o + lo log X [dBj

CLAd = 8,8 log .... 1 3) LdB]17(H + 3)
SLAj = lo log- l8o7'/ LdB

2 LApi ALAz +&LAk + LAN 4-LAB VLAL LdB

& A, 8 N/loo LdB~&LAN o o

LAB ~ 9log (306'43) [dB

LAL - 18 log 1,1(b/ lo) N

where d - a distance of noise from communication on opposite

frvnt and repercussdd to a controlled place g /m/,

N'- proportionate volume of haevy traffic in % /lorries
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and busses/,

dN - the- shortes :ditance of noise between the controlled

road and place /m/,

&- distance difference of noise spreading. a a 4 b - c

/M/d
a - distance fbom the hinderness /a/,

b - distance behind the hinderneag /m/n

o - distance of fictitions lenght feom noise source to the

X ontrole place /m/o

X - correctea volume of trafficiX a n.FIF2.F3 /veh/h/

n - real volume of traffic /veh/h/n
F l- uoeffiocient o noise equivalence in dependence on vos,

lume of lorrieo:and speed of heavy vehicles,T2- aaefficie~t of noise equivalence in dependence on lon-

gitudinal slope- of'a road,
F3 - coefficient of' noise equiwalen"e in dependence on pa-

vement quality and type of road,
do- distance of controlled place from the axis of' road /m/,
H - height of controlled place from pavement level /m/,
o- visual angel of road section seen from the controll.

place /0/

By the calculating of traffic noise we used the method of di-
viding the road into sections according to various characteris-
ties or to noise spreading conditions.The value of Lejwas cal-
culated for each section according to mathematical relations or
VU'A's given methodics and corr~etions*By energetical sum of traf-
fic noise on each seentions, the final equivalent of noise level
was calculated according the formula:

L ./lo
Le lo loglo 1 eq /2/

Partial results of calculation and measurements can be seen
in fig.lwhere it is possible to see the noise level decrease in
dependfnew on the height and distance of controlled place.In fig.
2 a cross section scheme of a road by controlled measuring is gi-
ven0

We can eonclude,that the methodics of VUVA eorrespodients
with measurements resultsbut it is not possible to compare the
calculation of traffic noise level based on mean traffic volumes
and distribution of vehicles types in traffic: flow.VUVA metho-
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dics can be used for planning for designers,various authorities-
as a base for noise protectiorn planning.The traffic noise is be-
coming nowadays one of the most important enemies for town's in-
habitantsbecause of its growth,its influencs on work producti-

vity /correct work/ and possibility for a healthy living.Therefo.1

re is a fight with the noise a world wide urgent probrlem because
of limited psychic and nerve human ability to adapt to noise loa-

ding.

/decrease/ ZNI'ZENIE HLADINY HLUKUALA[0dB]

4 6 8 10 12 14

<20
/height/- -15

> '110 1/, 2F;
0

0 ,50 100 150 200
/distaace/ VZDIALENOST do[m]

Fig.l N-bise level decrease in de-pendence on height and
distance

VII.P
/floors/ VI.P

V.P.
IV.

H.P
IP

/ground floor/ N A.

17,5 5,515,01 9,8 7,0]10,0 J7Z0

Fig.2 Cross section scheme of a road for measurement of
traffic noise
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THE MEASUREMENT OF TEMPORAL STREAM OF HEARING BY CONTINUOUS JUDGMENTS

- IN THE CASE OF THE EVALUATION OF HELICOPTER NOISE -

Sonoko KUWANO*, Seiichiro NAMBA* and Masaru KOYASU**

* College of General Education, Osaka University

1-1 Machikaneyama, Toyonaka, Osaka, 560 Japan
** Acoustical Engineering Laboratory

2-13-11-806 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 160 Japan

Abstract
In our daily lives we are surrounded with a variety of sounds which vary

with time and spread in space. The configurations of sounds along the temporal
stream have the meaning. The meaning will be destroyed if these sounds are
divided into short segments as used in conventional psychophysical methods. The
method of continuous judgment by cateogry and the method of continous judgment
by selected description have been developed for examining the impression of
temporally varying sounds along the stream. In this paper these methods are
introduced with their procedures and applications to the evaluaton of helicopter
noise.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sounds give us information through the temporal variation. Along the
temporal stream, they form a Gestalt includihg all the sounds already presented
and coming in future, though each sound appears and disappears one after the
other. The instantaneous impression of such sounds is based not only on each
sound presented at that moment, but on the whole context. This holds good for
music, speech or other sounds. It can be easily understood that the
instantaneous impressions of music or speech sounds are greatly dependent on the
context.

In order to evaluate continuously the impressons of sounds which vary with
time, the authors have developed new methods called "the method of continuous
judgment by category"1.2 and "the method of continuous judgment by selected
description". 3 ." In the present study, these methods will be introduced and the
measurement of temproal stream of hearing will be discussed by taking the
evaluation of helicopter noise as an example.

2. EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Stimuli
Twenty-five kinds of recorded helicopter noise were used as stimuli. They

were in three flying modes; taking-off, flyover and landing. The number of
blades was two, three or five. The duration was about 1 min.

2.2 Procedure
(1) Experiment I

The instantaneous impression of noisiness was judged using the method of
continuous judgment by category. Subjects were asked to judge instantaneous
noisiness using 7 categories from "intolerably noisy" to "not noisy at all" by
pressing the corresponding key. A computer keyboard was used as a response box.
Their responses were stored in a computer with the time when they responded.

(2) Experiment 2
The instantaneous multidimensional impression of timbre was judged using

the method of continuous judgment by selected description. Subjects were asked
to judge the instantaneous impression of timbre of sounds using adjectives in a
prepared list and press the corresponding key. A list of adjectives was
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prepared on the bisis of the results of preliminary experiments, in which
subjects were asked to express their impression to each sound using any
adjectives they like. The adjectives used in Experiment 2 were; noisy,
metallic, powerful, soft, dull and hard in Japanese.

(3) Experiment 3
The overall impression of timbre of the helicopter noises were

multidimensionally examined uisng semantic differential. Subjects were asked
to judge their impression of timbre using these 7-point adjective scales after
listening to each stimulus.

2.3 Subjects
Five females and seven males, aged between 20 and 41, with normal hearing

ability participated in the experiments as subject.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Instantanous impression of noisiness
The continuous judgments of each subject to each stimulus were sampled

every 100 msec and corresponded to the values of Leq of every 100 msec. The
instantaneous judgments by twelve subjects were averaged taking the reaction
time into account. High correlation was found between instantaneous judgments
and the values of Leq of every 100 msec for all the 25 stimuli. This suggests
that the instantaneous impression of noisiness is mainly determined by the A-
weighted sound pressure level.

Examples of the relation between the instantaneous judgments and the values
of Leq of every 100 msec for each stimulus are shown in Figs.1 and 2. The
stimulus No.9 shown in Fig.1 is the noise from the helicopter in taking-off mode
and with two blades. High correlation can be seen, but there is a systematic
deviation from the regression line. This may be due to the effect of blade-slap
noise, which includes a large impulsive component as is shown in Fig.3. The
stimulus No.16 shown in Fig.2 is the noise from the helicopter in flyover mode
and with five blades. In the case of this helicopter, the blade-slap noise is
not prominent as is shown in Fig.4, and a good correlation can be seen between
the instantaneous judgments and the values of Leq of every 100 msec.

The blade-slap noise may cause deterioration of timbre of helicopter noise.
The effect of timbre was examined in Experiments 2 and 3.

3.2 Instantaneous impression of timbre
The percentages for the selection to each adjective for each five seconds

by twelve subjects were calculated. An example of the result from the stimulus
No.9 is shown in Fig.5. When the helicopter was approaching, subjects perceiv~d
the noise as being "noisy". Then impression "metallic" became dominant and when
it left away the noise was perceived as being "soft". For the stimulus No.16,
the impression of timbre did not change so much during the flight. The results
of Experiment 2 show that the timbre of some types of helicopter noise varies
according to the flight pattern and the flight mode.

3.3 Overall judgment
Examples of semantic profiles averaged for twelve subjects are shown in

Fig.6. It was found that the overall impression of timbre of the noises were
different from each other. Stimulus No.9 gives negative impression, such as
metallic, annoying and unpleasant. On the other hand, stimulus No.16 was judged
as being neutral.

3.4 Comparison between instantaneous and overall impressions of timbre.
The percentages with which each adjecive was selected in continuous

judgment in Experiment 2 were calculated for each stimulus and compared with the
category scales in overall judgments in Experiment 3. Example are shown in
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Figs.7 and 8. A fairly high correlation can be seen between the results of
instantaneous judgments and overall judgments in the impression of "powerful".
It was found that noises from the helicopters with two blades and/or in landing
mode were judged as being more "powerful" than those with three or five blades,
and/or in taking-off or flyover modes.

It was found that the impression of "metallic" was not strong in overall
judgments and that the coefficient of correlation between overall judgments and
instantaneous judgments was .586. The blade slap noise produced the impression
of "metallic" which was reflected in the corresponding instantaneous judgments.
However, it had little effect on the overall judgment. This fact suggests that
overall impression can be evaluated with Leq.

These results suggest that the overall impression is not independent of the
instantaneous impressions and that the relation between them is not so simple.
The overall impression may be based on the interaction of weighted average of
the instantaneous impressions. It is also suggested that the impressions of
noisiness and timbre are temporally varying and it may be useful to examine the
countermeasures of helicopter noises by relating the instantaneous impressions
with the corresponding physical properties.

4. FINAL REMARKS

The method of continuous judgment by cateogry and the method of continous
judgment by selected description were introduced with their procedures and
applications as follows.
1. The instantaneous impressions to the sounds which vary along the temporal

stream can be measured reliably by these methods.
2. These methods can be applied to everyday•sounds, and the relation between

stimulus conditions and subjective responses, and the trade-off effect among
stimulus conditions can be examined. This may be helpful to examine the
countermeasures for preventing negative impressions of noises.

3. The overall impression of a sound is highly related to the instantaneous
impressions. However, the overall impression is not a simple average of the
instantaneous impressions. The overall impression may be based on the
interaction of weighted average of the instantaneous impressions.

4. Instantaneous impression is affected by the preceding portions of the
sounds as well as the corresponding instantaneous sound levels.

5. It was discussed that the context of the sounds has an important role in
constructing instantaneous impressions.

7 7

Stimulus No.9 Stimulus No.16

0 3 0 3

U 2 *2

r.960 r=.934=
w Ci

50 60 7 0 90 dBA -50 56dBA

Fig. 1 Leq Fig.2 Leq
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ANNOYANCE FROM HIGH SPEED TRAIN NOISE

AN EXPLORATORY FIELD STUDY

LAMBERT Jacques, CHAMPELOVIER Patricia, VERNET Isabelle

INRETS - 109, avenue Salvador Allende, Case 24,69675 BRON Cedex France

Abstract

Forty respondents resident at 4 sites located along the track of the TGV Atlantique higg speed train
were interviewed to obtain informations mainly centred on noise annoyance. The interview covered
the quality of the environment in general, attitudes towards the new TGV line project, the perception
of noise and its effects on home activities (indoors and outdoors), noise annoyance, the impact of
noise protections (efficiency, appearance, visual intrusion), and fears for the future. Full 24 hour
noise measurements were taken at each site in addition to one hour measurements. Daytime TGV Leq
(from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.) were in the 41 and 61 dB(A) range. In the light of these preliminary results, a
larger scale social survey using a sample of 300 to 400 people will be carried out in 1993 to confirm
that daytime Leq as an appropriate noise index for high speed train noise annoyance.

Resume

Une quarantaine de riverains de la voie nouvelle TGV Atlantique ont 6t6 interviews principalement
sur la question de la gene due au bruit. Les principaux themes de l'entretien portaient sur la qualit6 de
l'environnement i proximitd immediate du domicile, lqs:attitudes des riverains vis-t-vis du projet de
ligne nouvelle, la perception du bruit ainsi que ses effets sur les activitds au domicile (tant A I int~rieur
qu'A l'extdrieur), la gene due au bruit, l'impact des protections phoniques (efficacitd, esthdtique,
intrusion visuelle) mises en place. Des mesures de bruit de longue (24 heures) et courte dur&e (1
heure) ont 6td effectudes dans chacun des quatre sites d'enquete. Les Leq de jour (8h - 20h)
s'6chelonnent entre 41 et 61 dB(A). A la lumiere des premiers rdsultats obtenus dans cette enqure
exploratoire, une enquete plus importante par questionnaire (300 A 400 personnes) sera rdalisie en
1993 afin notamment de valider (ou non) le Leq (8h - 20h) en tant qu'indice reprdsentatif de la g~ne
ressentie par les riverains lors de la crdation de ligne ferroviaire i grande vitesse.

I - MAIN QUESTIONS

In France the law governing environmental impact studies for new transport infrastructures makes the
protection of those homes most exposed to noise obligatory. In the field of rail transportation the first
application of this law in 1989 - 1990 concerned the new TGV Atlantique line which runs from Paris
to the West and South West of France. Along this line noise abatement measures (noise barriers and
noise embankments) were implemented whenever forecast daytime Leq (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.) noise
levels exceeded 65 dB(A).

Did this regulation attain the objective and did it limit noise to an acceptable or satisfactory level ? If
the answer is "no", it is vital to find out whether this is due to inadequate application of the
regulation, inappropriate or insufficient regulation (noise level index and the time period or threshold
levels retained) and whether there were any negative induced or secondary effects linked for example
to the construction of the noise barriers. These two latter hypotheses lead to further questions :

1. Is there any specific impact of the noise generated by the TGV due to any of the
specificities of its noise emissions such as the speed at which the noise appears, and the slow
disappearance of noise after the train has gone past, etc), line-operating conditions (high traffic
frequencies on some sections : 130 or 180 trains per day - a dozen per hour during peak hours and
relatively high traffic levels during the evening), or the nature of the countryside through which the
line runs (calm rural area), that existing regulation might not reflect ?
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2. Are noise barriers effective ? i.e. Are people who live nearby satisfied ?

Research programmes into annoyance caused by railway noise (ref. 1) have already provided some
answers to these questions but did not include high speed train lines to which noise control regulation
now applies. INRETS surveyed people living close to the TGV Atlantique route at the request of the
French Ministry of the Environment Noise Office to answer these specific questions. The results
presented here only concern the exploratory phase of this work (ref.2).

II - OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

Main objectives

This exploratory survey was designed to:

I. Identify the main aspects of the impact of noise generated by the TGV (particularly noise
annoyance and the satisfaction rating by people living adjacent to the noise protections ) ;

2. Identify the initial trends concerning annoyance expressed by people living adjacent and the
non acoustical parameters that could have an impact on noise annoyance level.

General approach

Forty interviews with people living close to the TGV Atlantique track were carried out in 4 zones.
Depending on the zone, traffic varied between 55 to 130 trains per 24 hour period travelling at a
maximum speed of 300 kph. The objective of these interviews was to describe attitudes to noise
generated by the TGV and the impact of the noise protections. An estimate was made of noise
exposure for every person interviewed by long and short period noise measurements and
calculations.

Characteristics of the survey sample

The sample interviewed was located in rural areas, either in isolated houses (farms) or in private
homes in or close to villages and hamlets. 72 % of occupiers owned their homes when the new line
opened and lived in their home all year round. For 8 % of occupiers their house was a holiday home.
43 % of the sample are farmers and wine makers, 23 % are non-agricultural workers and 33 % do not
work at all ; all live from 50 to J 500 metres from the new tracks. Some benefit from noise abatement
protection (screens, noise embankments, track running through a cutting) or the facade of their homes
is soundproofed. Usually insulation was implemented by owners but not only for soundproofing
purposes (table 1).

Table 1. Survey Sample (distance from the tracks - noise protections)

Noise protection Noise barrier Track in cutting Insulated dwelling None Total

Distance or embankment

0 -loom 4 1 1 6 (15%)
100 - 200 m 6 3 4 3 16 (41%)
200 - 400 m 1 1 3 8 13 33 %)
400 - 800 m ,,,_1 2 3 (8%)
>800m 1 1 (3%)

11 5 9 14
Total 28% 13% 23% 36% ,_39

Topics evoked during the interviews

Four major topics were discussed in the interviews with people living adjacent to the tracks:
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- environment and lifestyle;

- attitudes to the new railway line and fears concerning the opening of the line;

- perception of the noise generated by the TGV, overall annoyance, effects on activities (sleep,
conversation. ), behaviours (closing windows, soundproofing facades, the need for
medication, decisions to move, ...) and the acceptance of the noise 1 or 2 years after the
opening of the new line;

- noise protections : satisfaction levels, opinions about effectiveness, appearance and visual

intrusion.

Final question concerned local inhabitants' fears about developments in the future.

Noise measurements and exposure

In each survey zone a long term measurement (24 hours) and additional short term measurements (15
minutes or 1 hour) were implemented on the facades of buildings (see example in table 2).

Table 2. Results from measuring noise levels for a 24 hour period
(55 TGV per day - distance from the tracks: 100 metres - no noise protection)

Leq from Number of TGV % of total time
Period Total Leq TGV Leq other sources L90 LI noise events

">70dBA >80dBA >70dBA >80dBA

6h-8h 61,6 61,2 46,0 42,8 68,2 8 1 0,7 0,2

8h-20h 62,3 61,8 50,3 41,6 69,2 42 30 0,7 0,3

20h-22h 61,2 61,0 52,0 41,6 64,8 4 4 0,5 0,2

22h-6h 48,7 46,0 46,1 42,9 54,5 1 1 E 0

24h 60,5 59,9 50,7 41,9 65,0 55 36 0,5 0,2

Based on these long and short term measurements and extrapolations implemented by comparison
and calculation it was possible to define the exposure of the total population interviewed to noise in
terms of daytime Leq (8 a.m. - 8 p.m.) and background noise (L90) (table 3).

Table 3. Exposure of the sample population to noise from the TGV

Leq (8h-20h)- L90 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 > 20 Total
Leg (8h-20h)

40-45 4 3 4 11

45-50 2 8 4 14

50-55 1 4 4 1 10

55-60 1 1 2

>60 2 2

Tota 2 5 16 13 3 39

Most of the people interviewed were exposed to noise levels below 55 dB(A) significantly below the
legal threshold (65 dB(A)). Background noise level is usually between 26 dB(A) (isolated house in a
zone with no trees nor vegetation) and 36 dB(A) (village house) if there are no major noise sources
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close to the dwelling (i.e. roads) ; this figure is higher ('2 to 46 dBA) if the dwelling is close to a
roadway. Most of the sample noted significant changes in noise levels (Leq - L90 in excess of 10
dBA) (ref.3).

III - MAIN RESULTS FROM THE EXPLORATORY SURVEY

Analysis of the interviews and noise level measurements reveals some hypotheses which should be
validated in the 1993 questionnaire survey :

I. The noise abatement regulation seems to have been applied satisfactorily in the area
surrounding the new line : in the absence of a prevailing wind, noise levels measured were all below
the 65 dB(A) threshold. Wind probably significantly increase these levels. Are protective measures
sufficient when the prevailing wind blows ?

2. Significant variations in excess of 10 dB(A) in noise exposure were recorded after the new
line opened ; it would appear that taking into consideration of the initial noise situation in the
evaluation of annoyance could be a major question.

3. Noise generated by the TGV is most often described as whistling or a thundering which can
be heard at a distance and is often compared to a truck or an aircraft. The surprise effect due to the
very high speed of the train is somewhat limited.

4. Noise is a daily annoyance particularly present mornings and evenings. Annoyance peaks at
weekends and during the summer when people are in their gardens.

5. The major effects noted seem to concern sleep (particularly early in the morning),
conversations held out of doors (44 %) and watching T.V. (36 %). Other statements concern
annoyance from the construction works when the line was beirng built.

6. The relationship between annoyance and noise levels seems to depend on other parameters
than noise itself. These include the opinion about the TGV as a new transport mode (which 2/3rds of
the sample state to be positive) and the attitude of people to the new line itself (30 % are unfavourably
disposed). The daytime Leq currently used for regulatory purposes could be not sufficient to describe
the annoyance felt during the pursuit of some activities (i.e noise has become a phenomenon in an
environment which previously was extremely calm).

7. Now that the line has been operating for 1 or 2 years, a large part of the population (80 %) is
becoming used to the noise ; however, this phenomenon is observed mostly in people exposed to
noise levels that are considerably below the legal limit of 65 dB(A). Fears for the future should not
be ignored, particularly those concerning increases in night time traffic (45 % of the sample).

8. 66% of the sample stated that noise protection measures were sufficiently effective
(particularly those living where the tracks run through a cutting). Further attention should be paid to
the use of these protective measures in rural environments (60 % of the sample think that noise
barriers are ugly).
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THE CARTOGRAPHY OF A URBAN CENTER SOUNDSCAPE
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Summery:
While using a town soundscape structural and phenomenological analysis, this paper proposes a
description of urban sonic atmospheres. The proposed method permits the realisation of a quality
noise map which seems to be a good evaluation tool of the reality of an urban center in term of sonic
ambiance's compositions. In fact, their sonic signatures tell us about the state of a town, its activities,
its functions and the use of its streets, its animation.

Rdsumn :
Tout en s'appuyant sur une analyse structurale et phdnomdnologique de l'environnement sonore
urbain, ce texte prisente une approche descriptive des ambiances sonores urbaines. La mithodologie
proposde permet la rdalisation d'une carte de bruit qualitative qui semble un bon outil d'dvaluation de
la rdalit6 d'un centre urbain en terme de composition d'ambiances sonores. Les signatures sonores
nous renseignent en effet sur un "Etat" de la Vile, sur son activit6, sur les fonctions et l'usage de ses
voies, sur son animation.

This paper presents a part of the results of a research contract between CNRS and Ville-de-Nantes
conducted by SRETIE (Department of the Environment) on the topic "Sonic identity and life quality in
a town center".
Having already initiated some measures touching the topic of noise (developing structures to analyse
the answers given to complaints, controlling public houses with late closing hours and updating of
cartographic data), the city of Nantes intended to take a more general view of the relationship between
conditions of living and sonic environment in a highly-urbanised district.
While living in a town center presents undeniable advantages (proximity of services, commercial
activity and leisure) the sonic nuisances cannot be neglected (traffic, hygiene services, commercial or
activities and especially leisure). To come to an agreement between all parts, a better care of the urban
sonic environment has become necessary. To give themselves the means to examine this topic in
every respect, Nantes town hall wished to possess inventories and sensible representations presenting
the "sonic life" in the districts, possible sonic misfunctionings, and above all allowing them to set up
coordination structures between their different technical departments, whose decisions lead to direct
consequences on the sonic environment. This study was partly financed by the Department of the
Environment, with which Nantes town hall had concluded a pilot contract.
Therefore the aim was to establish an sonic inventory of a district of Nantes: Graslin hypercenter. To
achieve this, we set up a methodology to analyse and describe this district's sonic atmospheres and
their seasonal and temporal variations. The cartographic representations of this qualitative approach to
noise will probably be extended in 1993 to the whole historic center of Nantes.

1- The constitutive elements of urban soundscapes

Let's recall the basic principles on which our works rest. The individual who crosses the town or
lives in a district perceives "partly" his direct environment through a more or less inattentive listening
of the suirounding sonic atmospheres. The perceptive integration of these various atmospheres, felt as
a Whole by a district or town user, can be referred to as Soundscape.
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These atmospheres are constituted by a certain number of elementary sonic information and sonic
messages more or less relevant, which we call sonic items and micro-sonic-events (A.Moles,
Micropsychologie de la vie quotidienne).
Relying on a structuralist hypothesis we will admit that every sonic atmosphere can thus be described
as a combination of sonic items belonging to a limited type and, as such, indexable.
The sonic items are thus classified according to six sonic sources of reference:
- the source "Urban activity" (AU) relative to the "mechanical" sonic indications (traffic, works,
etc.)
- the source "Human presence" (PH) relative to the pedestrian movements and presence (footsteps,
voices, etc.)
- the source "Human activities" (AH) relative to the indications of animation of an area (whether it's
commercial activity, leisure, animation, etc.)
- the source "Language and communication" (L) (music, sound signals, loud and challenging
messages)
- the sources "Background noise" (BdF) (unidentifiable) and "Wildlife noise" (BdN) signalling
indirectly the notion of relative calm of a soundscape. These two sources will be referred to as BR
(bruit residuel = residual noise).
(Figure 2: Classification of the main sonic items according to these sources)

2. The sonic walks or How to "phonograph" a sonic environment

The "sonic walk" is first an exploring attitude conciliating both the idea of a stroll inside a given
topography and the idea of a halt (I make a stop at the 4t/eet comer and listen to what's happening).
The registration of sonic data is led through a series of "sonic two-hours walks", marked out by about
thirty fixed points involving each a three-minutes recording. These stopping points are referred to as
PAS (Points d'arrdt significauifs = relevant stopping points).
The walks allow to register sonic sequences representative of the district's various sonic atmospheres.
The recording apparel is a DAT numeric recorder equipped with "Artificial head" type microphones
allowing a "holophonic" ( 3-dimensional sensation) restitution of the sound through headphone
audition (Figure 1: Graslin district's sonic walk PAS).
Three walks led the same day (morning, afternoon and evening) allow to obtain a first sample of the
district's sonic atmosphere. These "phonographs" are of course experienced again, the resulting
samples compared and validated to obtain an sonic cartography really representative of the area. Up to
this day, we have gathered data on the winter and summer 1992 periods.

3- Sequences content analysis : the Sound-balance profiles

After these "phonographs" of our soundscape, the first thing to do is to establish a precise list of the
sonic items composing each recorded sequence. The sound taker for each sequence conducts this
decoding through headphone audition.
As each sonic item belongs to a given source of reference, we can define a "Sound-balance profil" for
each sequence: it is a chart presenting the relative importance of each sonic sources BdF, BdN, AU,
AH, PH, L.
For each stopping point of the walk we have thus, for a typical day, three sequences, of some minutes
each, accurately representative of the location's atmosphere. The compared Profils for the morning,
afternoon and evening will reflect the location's sonic atmosphere's temporal variations.
If the sonic identity of this area is strong, that is if its atmospheres are rather similar, the mean Profile
will be used for the cartography (in the opposite case one or two typical situations will be taken out).
(Figure 3. An example of compared sound-balance profile).

4- Towards an sonic atmospheres typology: the sound-balance triangle

The PH, AH and AU sources are the three relevant sources, as the BR source only reflects the notion
of relative calm or the absence of any emerging sonic item.
For example, for the traffic lines, an important percentage for the BR source means a decrease of
traffic density, and thus a paradoxal increase of the potentially "human" component of the
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soundscape. For this reason, the BR source's percentage (if less than 50 %) is redistributed on the
Human presence source to the detriment of the Urban activity.
If the BR source is more than 50 %, we can claim that the sonic area lost all kind of sonic identity
(night time desertification, for example) and the sonic sequence will be set aside from this type of
analysis.
With this method, we have thus reduced our six sources to three relevant sources: Presence (P) = PH
+ BR, Animation (A) = AH + L and Urban activity (AU).
These three sources, P, A and AU, are always given in relative percentages and their sum is 100 %,
since they reflect the whole of the sonic events present in the sequence.
If each source is represented by the summits of an equilateral triangle called "Sound balance triangle",
a given sequence's atmosphere will be defined by a point inside the triangle. This point will be the
centre of gravity of the three sources, whose weight measures their participation in the sonic
sequence.
For each PAS in the walk, we have three sonic sequences: the morning sequence, afternoon and
evening, and their representation in the balance Triangle will appear as a tripolar figure. This figure
will occupy an area of the triangle more or less close to the summit of the predominating source.
(Figure 4: the sound-balance triangle)
The sound balance triangle was experimentally divided in seven areas, each representing a relative
balance of the sources sufficiently typical to allow claiming the absence of any relevant change in the
sonic atmosphere.
To allow cartographic representation, a choice of seven colours indicates the seven areas. Thus the
tripolar figure relative to each PAS in the sonic walk will be given a specific colour, and a
cartographic representation of the district's atmospheres typology can be elaborated (Figure 5: Graslin
district's sonic cartography).
Thus two maps of Graslin district's sonic atmospheres were set up, one for the winter season, the
other for the summer season. The reading and interpret~tion of these maps are rather easy, since each
colour corresponds to a very subtle combination of thru extreme uses of public spaces: the pedestrian
passage function (blue), the traffic line function (red), and place to stay and live function (yellow).
Our Laboratory has created a software processing the sonic sequences, making the sonic walk's
analysis of content easier, allowing to work on several sonic data files, to compare their profiles, and
to define the assigning of the sound colours by the sound balance triangle method. Named SACSSO
(for Sysreme d'analyse de contenu de siquences sonores, Sonic sequences' analysis of content
system), this software is being optimised for the present time. It will soon allow the DAT monitoring,
making easier the decoding of recorded sonic sequences, and more powerful statistic processing of
the sonic data will be added.

5- The exploitation of the sonic atmospheres maps

A district's sonic atmospheres analysis allows in fact to establish a "phenomenology" of the actual use
of the streets and public spaces, this use becoming subsequently comparable to what the visual
landscape (pedestrian street, semi-pedestrian street, residential area, commercial function, public
square, attractive area, ... ) allows to imagine. On a general level, the sonic atmosphere's map seems
to be a very good indicator of the use of urban spaces.
This kind of analysis allows as well to give an objective basis to some misfunctioning between sonic
and visual identity. These misfunctionings often originate a feeling of uneasiness, insecurity and
difficulty in the perceptive appropriation of some urban spaces by the passers-by or the residents:
- streets visually devoted to pedestrians but sonically "circulated" (Rue Scribe - Graslin district) (see
figure 5),
- abrupt sonic ruptures between pedestrian areas and circulated lines (end of Plateau Contrescarpe),
- absence of specific sonic signatures related to the district's activities (sonic uniformity),
- soundscape deprived of excessive noise level but very dense and animated (with really challenging
sonic signals), originating conflicts between residents and users (Ilot Gdtry-Rameau-Suffren).

6- The live quality acoustic's indicateurs.

This type of study allows us as well to establish a series of sonic parameters, possibly revealing
themselves as relevant figures, on a high level of generality, applying fully to urban soundscapes.
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These could be Urban sonic life quality indicators. We mentioned just above in the text the idea of a
coherence between sonic and visual perceptions, let's remark as well the following notions:
- the "sonic homeostasy" relative to the modifications of the sonic space's ambiance according to
it's daly rythm,
- the "phonicity" measuring the intelligibility of a soundscape, that is our ability to identify all its
components whitout efforts,
- the "sonic abondance" and the sonic animation related to the more or less great complexity of the
sonic messages, but above all to the emergence of extraordinary micro-sonic events,
- last of all the notions of "sonic density" and noise level (Leq).
We will remark that a noise level's map would fail to provide an information as accurate about a
district's sonic identity, but nothing prevents us, using the same recorded sonic sequences, from
computing a mean noise level cartography (that can be superimposed to our atmosphere's data). The
comparaison between the noise level map (realised with the software OldB-dB Seuil) and
atmosphere's maps of the same sonic walk shows without contest that the only functions of vehicle's
traffic and the extreme situations of pedestrian areas are fully transcribed. These two cartographic
methods appear to us as complementary as indissociable.

This approach to a district's sonic life, or rather "to an sonic reading of a district's life" seems to bring
an answer to a very concrete request irom elected officials and firom some municial services:
-from the point of view of the local administration (urbain plans etc.) of mobility in a town center
(modification of traffic, creation of pedestrian areas, cycle ways, etc.);
-from the point of view of the animation regulation in a town center, which appears at present as a
task for social engineering: how to regulate the locations of leisure institutions, and cultural animation
in public spaces so as to keep them perceived as a sign of high quality of life and of the emergence of
an urban culture and not as a source of conflicts due to neighbourhood noises chasing away the
residents.

Liste des mots clefs relatifs aux items' sonores classes par source

MOTS CLEFS Fruaence MOTS CLEFS Freq'ence
DU tEPERTOIRE da'pparflon DU REPERTOIRE d'appofonf

Prtiam Hanaine AUke Hismaine

Pas 1293% Lmpl 2.73%
Va.1  10.81% Comanem 0.70%

Do nom noma pas 4.16% Pont 0.68%
Mmmmue 1.82% Rumm"w 0.66%

D Pmunm 1.79% Tiramor 0.63%
RJAMg 0.85% van' le 0.55%

Cnui t.som 0.63% PmWS. 0. 39%
Silleaw 0.55% Rq"4 0.35%

La odomw pan 0.53% aisa 0.33%
ToUsmm 0.48% Emomwd4w 0.33%

Cn, 0.31% CAh toleomhot 0.22%
Be 0.09% CAns. 0.20%

R,•lnvm 020%
Cirmc ico a A.tika Urbaine Fswxmsa 0.18%

Sono" 0.15%
Votz.' 15.36% Cleft 0.13%
MoKW 5.06% Mmq. 0.11%

CuAs•lmau 4.33% E.scdhr memq. 0.09%
Maw 3.22% Jmoa 0.09%

Pantre 1.66% CGnscm.m 0.07%
Fm, 1.31% Balavew 0.04%

Camon 1.09% Pom sunen. 0.04%
all 0.79% Tanme 0.04%

Elms 0.79% Volta 0.04%
Demrot .u 0.61% FlE'•a 0.02%
Trmmoy 0.50% Horodms 0.02%
Tnm"N. 0.37%

Cmiunm 0.35% Commuzsiuma n Langs
P~~inmmqum ~ 0.33% _________________

Minouu 0.28% Val ,gdgo, l. 1.93%
Pea. 0.15% MuM. 0.61%

Avom 0.11% Td'Id Im 0.07%
Amortasn 0.04% Simflm 0.04%

S0.04% 00om., 0.02%
EFbrqaey 0.02% Sim*. 0.02%

Ve 0,02%
BraI doe k anwe

BruI de Fiad
QuISAs 0.90%

CAlM. 6.37% Fonams 0.70%
Pined. Pth Coln 2.71% Ab aenm 0.48%

Bgdo Food 2.12% Veio 0.18%
8F abn 1.25% Pros, 0,07%
84F H ama 0.96%
Tro m . 1 079% FIGURE I.
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NOISE IMPACT MODELISATION OF NEW RESERVED BUS CORRIDORS
ON RESIDENTIAL FACADES

MIGNERON Jean-Gabriel, LEMIEUX Pierre et COlt Pierre

Laboratoire dacoustique. CRAD eitcole d'architecture, Uni•rsiti Laval, 1636 Pavilion Filix-Antoine Savard,
Quibec. Qui., Canada GIK 7P4

SUMMARY: At the request of the Transport commission of the Quebec urban community (CTCUQ), a special
modelisation has been developed in the Quibec area, concerning the noise impact of the establishment of new reserved
bus corridors. This modelisation took the precise acoustical power of the buses at different speeds and the influence of
the bus stops (braking and acceleration) into account. Based on the IMPACT program, developed by the CRAD since
1985, the modelisation has specially been modified to consider three categories of vehicles, with different conditions
of circulation and traffic lines. In addition to the possible fluctmation of the continuous equivalent level Leq, as
calculated on all the faCades of the residential buildings (during the two peak hours of the morning and evening, with
the change of the reserved corridors), the computation gave the the peak level produced by the passing of a bus. in the
aim to evaluate the maximum instant annoyance.

SObijAAIRE: A Ia demande de Ia Commission des Transports de la Communautd Urbaine de Quibec, une
modilisation particulitre a 6t1 mise en oeuvre pour faire apparaire limpact du bruit risultant de l'implantation de
nouveaux corridors riservis d'autobus dans l'agglomiration de Quibec. Cette modUlisation tient compte de la
puissance acoustique prEcise des autobus d diffirentes vitesses de circulation et de l'in]'Juence des arrits (freinage, puis
accildration). Basie sur le logiciel "IMPACT" ddveloppd au CRAD depuis 1985, elle a i•i modiflie pour tenir
compte de trois catigories de vihicules, avec des conditions et der lignes de circulation diffirentes. En plus de
determiner les fluctuations possibles du niveau continu quivalent 1,eq sur les facades de towes les risidences en
bordure des corridors (d I'heure de pointe du matin ou du soir, avec changement du corridor riservE), les calculs ont
portE sur le niveau de pointe produit lors du passage dun autobus, afin d'Evaluer lintensitE de la perturbation
momentanie.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study wasto analyse the potential noise impact after the establishment of new

reserved bus corridors, the "METROBUS" network, operated by the Quebec urban community
transport commission (CTCUQ); this network was composed of rapid transit lanes on reserved
corridors, with limited stops, serving the main urban axes. It has been proposed that, after
identification of the most sensitive residential areas, the possible impact resulting of the
implementation of these new bus services would be estimated by computer modelisation based on the
IMPACT program, developed by the CRAD, as a general noise impact model for urban and highway
traffics and industrial locations. However, the proposed computation did not involve the production
of traditional noise mapping, it rather involved two (or four) lines ot impact points corresponding'
the nearest windows of the first floors of the residential or commercial buildings and, occasione'
the windows of the upper residential floors. Thus, the impact resulted from the difference bet
two simulations, one based on the bus services as provided in the last few years, and the othe"
on the new rapid network. The same computations have been repeated for each of the pe,
(morning and evening) and during the normal diurnal hours (slack period for buses), with the '

reproducing the effect of the displacement of the main traffic flows and the new noise impac-
lanes, reserved or not, used by buses.

In addition to general urban planning informations, such as the urban' use
building vocation (commercial, institutional or residential, in relation with the imp- ;nsit,
modelisation requires complete topographic data, full description of the transversal des;
urban corridors, distance of the faqades, relative height of the windows (first and upper fl,
position of traffic and parking lanes and all the circulation flows at different ho' 1 t c"
and buses). Moreover, the location of the principal traffic lights and all the br
into account.
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MODELISATION PROCESS
Considering the growing complexity of projects and sites, the detailed computation on

transversal noise propagation plans, previously used before 1985, has been replaced with new
algorithms grouped in a new IMPACT program. This universal program, working on fast AT
computers, has been used during the last years for many industrial and traffic noise studies. It allows
the computation of many noise impact points for large road or highway patterns, whatever the
geometric position and the shape of the roads investigated. On all basic segments, with an elementary
chosen length along a traffic lane, the noise was considered as evenly distributed, with a power level
per unit of length, established for both the light and the heavy vehicles. For the propagation, the
program identified all screen effects, natural or caused by protective devices, between the line of
sources and the calculated impact poinL After that, the program compiled them, for each segment,
with the corresponding reflections, diffractions and ground effects. The noise levels resulting from a
reflected propagation were not only affected by distance effect, but also by an additional attenuation,
according to the absorption coefficient of the reflective surface.

The model has been reprogrammed to take into account the specific needs of the project.
Firstly, the reserved bus corridors have been added to the digitized input of the other traffic lanes; the
acoustical powers of the buses at different speeds have also been added, to create a third category of
vehicles. These average powers had previously been verified by sound surveys, made in the field on
different models of buses, including the analysis of time signatures and spectral compositions, in
different operating conditions, such as free flow at varying speeds and during stops. Numerical
tables have been added to the program output, to compare the different impact levels for all faqades of
the buildings facing the analysed corridors. Finally, in addition to the continuous equivalent level
(Leq), the maximal pressure level in dB(A), resulting on a faqade during the passing of a bus, was
introduced in the modelisation program. These two parameters have been calculated for three periods
of the day: peak hours (morning and evening) and a normal diurnal hour, for all the fagades of
residential buildings facing the new "METROBUS" corridors. Bus stops and major traffic lights
were taken into account, the new bus ways have been digitized to reproduce the bus stop locations,
with the corresponding speeds of a bus prior to a stop and its acceleration afterwards.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The resulting impact of the new bus network has been represented on maps similar to those on

the following pages. The example of the figure ng 1 shows an analysed corridor, with traffic and bus
lanes, main traffic lights, bus stops and the urban land use along the corridor. The example of the
figure nt 2 shows the impact result for the two peak hours of morning and evening. The mapped
values reproduced only the difference in term of noise impact, before and after the establishment of
new reserved bus corridors, for all the first floor faqades of the buildings facing the corridor
(indicated on the outline of each building by the color code).

It is important to mention that this type of impact study would have been very difficult to
realize, had it been solely dependent on an extensive sound measurement survey, conducted before
and after introduction of the new bus network; because it would be necessary to identify, on
countings, measurements and recordings, all types of noisiest vehicles, including trucks, motocycles
and buses (from differents bus compagnies), in order to distinguish the contribution of only the
CTCUQ buses using the new corridors. The modelisation gave, in this occasion, a mean response,
reliable and indisputable, as well as the peak corresponding values.
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NOISE COMMUNITY PROBLEMS IN ORANGE JUICE FACTORY

NEPOMUCENO J. A., BELDERRAIN M. L. R.

Acustica and Sonica

Ibirapuera, Rua Caravelas 527

Sao Paulo - CEP 04012 - 060 - Brazil

The orange juice evaporators operation in Citrosuco Paulista - Matao Plant - SP - Brazil, produces a

sound field that reaches the neighbour community with values above those preconized by law.

The background noise level had been rated in 46 dB(A), therefore, the maximum noise level had been
established in 56 dB(A).

a

The juice evaporators constitute the principal source of noise because of their dimensions - towers of

30m height, and consequent visual impact to the community.

The choice of an acoustic treatment with panels is so complicated due to little available space, and
also to the ventilation and luminosity interferences with the operators area.

The problem has been penalized with the constant neighbours community reaction against the noise
evaporator operation.

This paper will introduce the acoustic problem analysis including measurement, the accepted project

solution and the results obtained until the present time.
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THE EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO NOISE AND VIBRATIONS FROM TRAINS - FIELD
SURVEYS IN AREAS EXPOSED TO DIFFERENT NUMBER OF TRAINS AND

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF VIBRATIONS.

OHRSTROM Evy and SKANBERG Ann-Britt

Department of Environmental Medicine, University of Gothenburg, Medicinaregatan 16,
413 90 Gothenburg, Sweden.

The paper presents preliminary results from field investigations of annoyance from noise and
vibrations from railway traffic. Three main areas with low (20), medium (60) and high (160)
number of trains night and day 24 hours have been investigated so far. All areas had high levels
of vibrations in the ground >2 mm/second. The results indicate that the reported annoyance
reactions to noise probably were raised by high levels of vibration. Outdoor activity disturbances
were the most frequently mentioned annoyance reactions. Regarding indoor activities
interference with listening to radio and TV was the most pronounced reaction, especially in areas
with a high number of trains per day. Further field surveys are planned in areas with no or very
low vibrations.

INTRODUCTION

A majority of the studies reported in the litterature sh~w that noise from trains causes less
general annoyance than noise from road traffic (I). Guidelines and criteria for noise from train
varies among the different countries, but in Sweden there are no guidelines for noise from train
today. In 1990 we performed a first study of annoyance from trains at different distances from
the railway in Kungsbacka city. It was found that not only noise was experienced as annoying.
Vibrations, primarily from the goods trains, was reported as even more annoying than the noise.

In order to elucidate different effects of noise and vibrations from train as a basis for Swedish
guidelines for noise and vibrations from trains, a larger study involving a number of
investigations in different areas with and without vibrations was designed. The investigations
will be finished in 1994. The main results from studies performed so far in areas with high
levels of vibrations are presented in this paper.

METHOD

An inventory of the Swedish railway lines was performed in 1991, using existing data of the
extent of vibrations in the ground, total number of trains per day, number of goods trains e
number of passenger trains. The following factors were included in the design of the study
vibration (<1 mm/sec, >2 mm/sec) and number of trains (<25/day to >150/day). Furthe- he
proportion of goods trains was considered. Information about the distribution of trains rin,
night and day was also considered as important. Areas up to 300 meters from the rai'
chosen and the distance from each chosen house to the railway track is measured. I
measurements and/or calculations of noise levels in dBA max and Leq is performe
The effects are evaluated by "traditional" postal questionnaires which earlier hav,
road traffic studies. The questionnaires are sent together with an introductory let
in each household between 18 and 75 years of age who haved lived in the area
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year. The main (masked) questionnaire contains questions about the living environment, sleep
and wellbeing. Those who respond that they are rather or very annoyed by noise or vibrations
from trains recieve a second questionnaire with specific questions on activity disturbances.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the exposure and the number of respondents in each area. The mean response rate
was about 75 % or 960 respondents in the main questionnaire and 95 % in the second
questionnaire on activity disturbances. All the main areas had vibrations >2mm/second due to a
ground of clay. Respondents living in minor areas with more stable ground like moraine or rocks
(as stated by geological maps and comments in the questionnaire) and thus having less
vibrations, (124 persons), were excluded from the main sample.

Table 1. Description of investigation areas and number of respondents.

Investigation area: Nose INuimber o
mohrof trains/day. Leq interval in respondents

(Low) S4ffle., Vdlberg, G .now 70- '75 31

total: 20 76- 80 73
goods: 7-11
Leq: 40-65 81-85 72
Vibr. mmlsec: 2 - 8 >85 31

(Afg•U•di) Kungsbacka 70-75 16

total: 60 76 - 80 123
goods. 23god: 381 - 85 105
Leq: 45-65 81...10
Vibr. mm/sec: 2- 15 86-90 44

>90 13

(High) Parmi 70- 75 144

total: 160 76 - 80 84
goods: 53
Leq: 45 - >70 8185 81
Vibr. mm/sec: 2-3 86-90 44

<90 34

The table shows that the vibration level was higher in the areas with low and medium number of
trains per day. The vibration level varies with type of house, distance from the railway track and
with speed and weight of the trains (goods trains causing the strongest vibrations).
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Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between max dBA level and annoyance to noise.

Figure 1. Relation between annoyance
to noise and maximum dBA level.

% very annoyed

7 0b ................................................. . ..

The figure shows a good relationship between 60 .............................................
the maximum dBA level and annoyance within ..
each area but the percentage of annoyed
respondents was much higher in the area
exposed to 60 trains per day as comparead 30 ..............
to the area with 160 trains per day. 20 .........................

160 trauins

0 M h 20 trans
71-75 76-80 81-85 86-90 >9go

Max dBA-level

Figure 2 a and b illustrates the relation between distapte to the railway truck and annoyance
towards noise and vibrations from train.

Figure 2 a. Relation between annoyance Figure 2 b. Relation between annoyance
to noise and distance to the railway, to vibrations and distance to the railway.

% very annoyed % very annoyed
by noise by vibrations
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5 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . ....................................................

40 . .................................................... 40 ....................................................

30 . ...... ............................................ 30 . .. -. - --. . .. o. .......... o.... •.......... . . ..... . . .

10 .. 60 trains 10 .. 60 trains

0 ** Mf 160 trains 0 .. 160 trains
<50 51-100 151-200 251-300 <50 51-100 151-200 251-300

101-150 201-250 101-150 201-250
Meters from railway Meters from railway

Figure 2 a shows that the the percentage of very annoyed respondents was low at distances more
than 150 meters from the railway track. Annoyance reactions to vibrations (figure 2 b) were
more frequent in the area with 60 trains at distances close to the railway track. In areas with 60
and 20 trains per day and more than 100 meters from the track, annoyance to vibrations were
more frequent which is well in accordance with the higher level of vibrations.
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The second questionnaire, which was send to respondents who were rather or very annoyed by
noise or vibrations from trains, showed that about 90 % mentioned the goods trains as most
annoying. About 70 % were more annoyed during evenings and during nights. Figure 3 shows
the pattern of activity disturbances outdoors and indoors due to noise and vibrations.

Figure 3. Percentage of respondents who reported that they were
very annoyed by the trains during different types of activities.

% very annoyed at
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45 . ............................................................
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n .. .. t .... . .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .

30 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~' : ........ .. .... ......... .. ...................................... "':.... .•".................... 0tan

25 ....... ........ ... -

15 ................ .. .... ... .......... ... 60 trains...... .... .... .... . ... ... ,.. .. ........ ......

0•,., - 1 60trains
vibrations houseoutdoor relax. indoor convers. concentration fall asleep

outdoor convers. radio/TV telephone rest/relaxation awakenings

The figure shows a similar pattern of activity disturbances in the three main areas, but in the
area with 160 trains per day a higher proportion of the respondents are very annoyed when
listening to radio/TV. Disturbance of rest and sicep seemed to be of less importance than effects
during listening and conversation. It can also be noted that a higher percentage reported that they
were very annoyed by vibrations in the house in the area with 20 trains per day.

COMMENTS

The results from the studies show that vibrations seem to influence the annoyance response to
noise. The studies in new areas with low or no vibrations vill further elucidate this problem of
combined effects of noise and vibrations from trains.
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A PILOT STUDY ASSESSING LONG-TERM EFFECTS AMONG PEOPLE EXPOSED
TO LOW LEVEL, LOW FREQUENCY NOISE IN THEIR HOMES.

PERSSON Kerstin and RYLANDER Ragnar
Department of Environmental Medicine, University of Gothenburg, Sweden.

This paper presents a pilot study assessing annoyance and effects on psycho-social wellbeing (PSW)
and daily symptoms among people exposed to low frequency noise (LFN) in their homes.
Comparisons were made with people living in the same areas, but not exposed to LFN. The effects
were evaluatci by postal questionnaires. The noise levels and frequency spectra were registered
indoors in a representative sample of houses. The results showed that LFN may cause annoyance
and disturb rest and concentration at levels normally occurring in the home. The degree of
annoyance increased with noise level. No significant differences in daily symptoms or PSW were
found between the exposed populations and controls. The people who were "rather" or "very"
annoyed due to noise from the heat-pump had however more daily symptoms and a tendency to a
lower PSW.

INTRODUCTION

Case histories have shown that LFN, (<200 Hz) can cause annoyance at low dBA levels, an
observation that has been confimrnd in experimental studies. It has also been demonstrated that
complaints on LFN constitute a major proportion of tl4 total number of complaints on noise that
was made to the Health and Environmental authorities in Sweden. (Persson and Rylander, 1988).
There is however little reported information available as to the distribution of annoyance and
occurrence of symptoms related to long-term exposure of low levels of LFN. A field study among
people exposed to LFN in their homes was therefore undertaken. The aim was to study long term
effects on annoyance reactions, health, and well-being in relation to noise exposure.

METHODS

Two residential areas A and M comprising leased accommodation of comparable standard were
selected. The LFN source was heat-pumps installed inside the houses for the exposed group, while
for the control group, the heat-pumps were installed outside the houses.
Questionnaire: A questionnaire was developed where the questions were based on interviews with
people very disturbed by LFN in their homes. The aim of the final questionnaire was masked by
presenting the investigation as a general environmental study. As well as questions relating to
domestic environment, the questionnaire contained specific questions relating to annoyance and
activity disturbance due to noise from different installations in the building including heat-pumps.
Psycho-social wellbeing was evaluated in eight questions and the categories fatigue, mental
tiredness, well-being, social orientation and depression were formed. Included were also questions
on symptoms occurring daily, like nausea/vertigo, headache, tiredness, tension, mentally exhaustion
and easily irritated, as well as question on discomfort related to LFN. Questions on sleep, general
health, work and family conditions were also included. The questionnaire was mailed to a randomly
selecte.i person in each household, 18-75 years of age. The response rate was 76% and 67 % in the
two areas respectively. Since analysis of the first questionnaire indicated that the respondents had
not made a distinction between noise from ventilation and noise from heat-pumps, a second
questionnaire was distributed where the noise sources were described more clearly. This
questionnaire contained only questions on annoyance reactions from installations in the building.
In total there were 41 exposed and 52 controls among the respondents. The average time of
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residence was 1.6 years in area A and 4.3 years in area M, and there was an equal distribution of
residence time between controls and exposed.
Noise measurement: When the questionnaire study was completed, noise levels were measured
indoors in a random sample of houses using a Nortronic dual channel Real-time and intensity
analyzer type 830. The noise signals were stored on a computer disk in the measurement instrument
for further analysis. The average noise levels for the exposed and controls in both areas are shown
in table 1

Table 1

A: A

Number of respondents 5 28 30 8 22

dBA 26,0 (2,8) 31,0 (5,1) 20 (0,85) 27,0 (2,1) 24,0 (3,5)

dBB 40,0 (3,0) 50,9 (5,5) 30,6 (0,07) 40,3 (2,9) 32,2 (0,3)

dBC 49,0 (3,0) 57,0 (7,8) 43,0 (1,3) 49,0 (5,4) 41,0 (3,2)

The exposed group was divided into a low exposed group( E L) comprising houses in area A and
M and with an average level of 26.8 dBA, 39.6 dBB and a high exposed group (E H) (33.6 dBA,
51.5 dBB), comprising houses in area A. The noise levels for the controls (C) were < 24 dBA, and
< 33 dBB.

RESULTS

Figure 1 and 2 shows the average third octave band levels exceeding the normal hearing threshold
(ISO 226 1987) of the frequency noise spectra < 200 Hz, for the different exposure groups in area
A and M.
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Figure 1. Third octave band levels exceeding the hearing threshold (ISO 226 1987) for exposed and

controls in area A
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Figure 2. Third octave band levels exceeding the hearing threshold (ISO 226 1987) for exposed and
controls in area M.

The exposure noises in both areas were dominated by low frequencies. In area A there were
dominating frequencies around 50 and 100 Hz in EH. nd around 100 Hz in E L, while in area M
the dominating sound pressure levels were in the rang4 of 100 to 200 Hz. In both areas the sound
pressure levels in the low frequency range clearly exceeded the normal hearing threshold.

The proportions of respondents reporting "rather" or "very": annoyed, disturbed rest/relaxation and
disturbed concentration due to noise from the heat pump is shown in figure 3. Both areas are
combined and divided into E H, E L and controls.
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Figure 3. The proportion of respondents reporting "rather" or "very" on different annoyance

reactions, due to heat pump noise.

The proportion of annoyance reactions increased with noise levels. In E H there were significantly
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higher proportions reporting "rather" or "very" annoyed, disturbed rest/relaxation
(p<0.05) and concentration (p<0.01) due to noise from heat-pumps as compared to the controls.
In the (E L) there were few people reporting annoyance reactions.

No differences were found between exposed and controls regarding PSW or sleep disturbances.

Among the people who were "rather" or "very" annoyed due to noise from the heat pump, there was
and a tendency to a total higher value on psycho-social symptoms, particularly in relation to mental
tiredness ( p<0.05). They also reported more daily symptoms (unatural tiredness (p<0.05 ) and a
tendency to be easily irritated (p--0.09)).

There was a significant dose response relationship between reported annoyance and noise levels. For
the average degree of annoyance the correlation was 0.91 for dBB, respective 0.81 for dBA
(p<0.05).

CONCLUSION

The results show that long term exposure to LFN can cause annoyance, and disturb rest and
concentration, at an average level of 33 dBA, 51.5 dBB in a domestic environment.

People who are "rather" or "very" annoyed due to noise from heat-pumps, had more daily
symptoms, and a tendency to a higher degree of psycho-social symptoms in general.

There is a need to confirm these findings in a study on a larger population and with a wider
variation of exposure.
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I.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the contribution of the road traffic vibrations
to the noise annoyance by using the surveyed data in Sapporo. Path analysis was used to

* estimate the direct and indirect effects of sixteen independent variables on noise an-
noyance. The principal findings are as follows : 1) The strong direct effects are found for
disturbance of falling asleep, bothersomeness of vibration, noise level presented by
Leq(24) and awakening. 2) Vibration level presented by VL10 has the strong indirect
effect on noise annoyance. 3) The effect of 10dB of VL10 on noise annoyance is equal
to that of about 3.SdBA of Leq(24).

1. INTRODUC .ION

The road traffic noise is one of the most harmful factor of the urban environment. Equivalent

Sound Level (Leq) is frequently used as the rating scale of road traffic noises, but there are many
non-auditory factors which influence the noise annoyance. Among them, vibration is an import-

ant factor because most noise sources simultaneously cause vibration. In previous study (ref.1),
the author showed the existence of the effect of vibration on road traffic and railway noise an-

noyance. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the contribution of the road traffic vibrations to

the noise annoyance responses of residents in the community.

2. METHOD AND RESULT OF SURVEY

Three series of social surveys on road traffic noise and vibration were carried out in 1984, 1989

and 1990. Thirty-two residential areas in Sapporo City were selected as the target areas. In each

area, two or three blocks containing about ten houses were selected where the distances from traf-

fic roads were nearly equal. The number of blocks totaled 94. An example is shown in Fig. 1.

The surveyed houses wcre all detached wooden structures and the total number of effective re-
spondents was 584 (66.1% recovery).

The survey comprised attitude interviews and physical measurements. Key questions were
about the annoyance of road traffic noise and how bothersome the road traffic vibrations are.

These were answered on a five-point category scale (not at all, not so much, slightly. fairly, very).
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After the interviews were completed, physical measurements were carried out both in terms of

noise exposure levels and vibration levels (measured only vertical direction on the ground). These

levels were measured at one outdoor position in each block as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the noise levels presented by Lcq(24) and the vibration

levels presented by VL10 for the 32 surveyed areas (94 blocks). The data are widely scattered

around the axes of Lcq(24) and VL10.

3. DISCUSSION

Taking notice of the fact that causal relations existed among the variables, a path analysis was

performed on road traffic noise annoyance. Path analyses were successfully used in noise evalua-

tion studies by Taylor(ref.2), Izumi(ref.3) and so on.

E : : I .......7:

- --- -- -- -- - - . - - - .... ~ L L 8

. .... .... ..

._--. . •• main street .--

CC31E1 ......

Fig. 1. An example of the surveyed area. This area was divided into three blocks

and the physical measurements were carried out at positions 1, 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of road traffic noise levels and vibrqk•, ie'els in. eacl area (94 blocks).
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Fig. 3 shows a primary model using seven personal or physical items as exogenous variables

and nine questionnaire items on activity disturbance and related effects as endogenous variables.

The most important point of this model is how to interpret the causal relation between vibratica

level and noise annoyance. Since the assumption that the vibration level causes directly noise

annoyance is generally unreasonable, the author thought that the vibration level should be indi-

rectly linked to noise annoyance through bothersomeness of vibration as endogenous variable. The

first path links "vibration level" to "bothersomeness of vibration" and the second path links
"bothersomeness of vibration" to "noise annoyance". The second path can be interpreced that the

subjective attitude against the noise sources of respondent who is bothered by vibration causes

annoyance response to noise. This model explained 54.3% of the variation in annoyance respons-

es. Among the paths in this model, some were statistically proved to be not significant. A revised

model as shown in Fig. 4 was made by excluding non-significant paths. The revised and simpli-

fied model explained 51.0% of the variation.

Table 1 shows the summary of effects on road traffic noise annoyance for the revised model.

This table shows that the strong direct effects exist for disturbance of falling asleep, bothersome-

ness of vibration, noise level presented by Leq(24) and awakening; and vibration level presented

by VL10 has the strong indirect effect on noise annoyance. It also shows that one standard devia-

tion of Leq(24) has the direct effect of 0.230 measured Oy standard deviation, the indirect effect of

0.057 and the total effect of 0.287 on noise annoyance. In other words, in order to increase the

noise annoyance by one standard deviation, Leq(24) should be increased by (1/0.287=)3.48

measured by standard deviation. As the standard deviation of Leq(24) is 6.76dBA, the Leq(24)

value is equal to (3.48x6.76=)23.5dBA. As the same manner, in order to increase the noise

annoyance by one standard deviation, VL10 should be increased by (1/0.116=)8.62 measured by

standard deviation. As the standard deviation of VL10 is 7.90dB, the VL10 value is equal to

(8.62x7.90=)68.1dB. Therefore the effect of 68.1dB of VL10 on noise annoyance is equal to that

of 23.5dBA of Leq(24). The ratio of these values (68.1:23.5) can be simplified as 10:3.5.

X2 I

X _6. X_ Il5

Fig. 3. Path model of road traffic noise annoyance. X1, Noise level presented by
Leq(24); X2-X6, personal characteristics; X7, vibration level presented by VL10;
X8-X15, activity disturbance and related effects; X16, bothersomeness due to
road traffic vibration; X17, road traffic noise annoyance.
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Fig. 4. Revised path model of road traffic noise annoyance.

Table 1. Summary of effects on road traffic noise annoyance for revised model.

Dependent Independent Direct Indirect Total
variable variables effect effect effect

(X17) (Xl) Leq(24) .230 .057 .287
Road traffic (X2) Age - .025 .025
noise annoyance (X3) Sex - -. 059 -. 059

(X5) Length of residence - .044 .044
(X6) Employment status - .051 .051
(X7) VL10 - .116 .116
(X8) Disturbance of falling asleep .310 - .310
(X9) Awakening .172 - .172
(X16) Bothersomeness .285 - .285

due to road traffic vibration

4. CONCLUSION

Surveys on the community response to road traffic noise and vibration were conducted. The
principal findings are as follows: 1) The strong direct effects are found for disturbance of falling
asleep, bothersomeness of vibration, noise level presented by Leq(24) and awakening. 2) Vibra-
tion level presented by VL10 has the strong indirect effect on noise annoyance. 3) The effect of
10dB of VL10 on noise annoyance is equal to that of about 3.5dBA of Leq(24).
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ABSTRACT

The Docklands Light Railway (DLR) in London has given rise to
many complaints of noise annoyance among local residents. A
social survey has been carried out in order to examine the
relationship between noise levels and community response along
the DLR. A preliminary noise survey suggested that the most
serious cause of complaints was the low frequency noise which
occured when the trains passed over lightweight viaducts. A
further aim of the social survey was to attempt to establish
whrher low frequency noise was a particular cause of annoyance,
ai •hether dB(A) was a suitable unit for the prediction of
cc nity response in this case.

*

INTRODUCTION

The Docklands Light Railway (DLR) in London, which opened in
1987, was the first urban light transit system to be operated in
the United Kingdom. Previous papers [1,2] have described the
noise annoyance caused by the railway, in particular the serious
disturbance caused by the high levels of low frequency noise
which occur near to the lightweight steel and concrete viaducts.
A social survey and noise survey have been carried out in
residential areas along the route of the DLR in order to
determine the extent of annoyance and to investigate more
thoroughly the relationship between noise levels and community
response.

The noise specifications for most transport systems are currently
expressed in terms of L,,. It has been argued previously [2]
that the use of dB(A) and L., might not be appropriate for the
prediction of community response to noise in cases where there
are high levels of low frequency noise. It was hoped that the
results of this survey would enable some conclusions relating to
the use of dB(A) in such cases to be drawn.

THE SURVEY

Sixteen residential sites along the railway were chosen for the
questionnaire survey and noise survey. The questionnaire was
designed to elicit information relating to the type and extent of
annoyance and interference caused by the noise from the DLR.
Valid questionnaire responses were obtained from 149 residents.

The noise survey consisted of recording the noise of several
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trains passing each site. From the recordings the average third
octave spectrum of the train passes at each site was determined,
and the level corresponding to the average spectrum calculated.
The third octave spectrum which gave rise to the highest level
measured in linear dB was also noted. The 24 hour L.. was
calculated from the measured single event levels. All the sound
levels of interest were expressed in linear dB, dB(A), dB(B) and
dB(C).

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

Annoyance and interference Analysis of the questionnaire
responses showed that 68% of respondents were annoyed to some
extent by noise from DLR trains; 27% being 'very much annoyed',
21% 'moderately annoyed' and 20% 'a little annoyed'.
Interference by the noise with everyday activities such as
watching television or listening to music was also reported, 71%
of respondents experiencing some interference. 26% of repsondents
also complained of sleep disturbance due to the train noise.

Noise levels The average train noise levels ranged from 60 to 71
dB(A), and from 71 to 82 dB(linear), the differences between the
average levels at each site measured in dB(A) and linear dB
ranging from 5 to 17 dB. The 24 hour Lq levels ranged from 46 to
56 dB(A), and from 56 to 70 dB(liner).

At some sites, notably those near the lightweight viaducts, the
noise spectra showed high peaks in the 50 Hz to 125 Hz third
octave bands. At other sites such as those where the trains run
on ground level ballasted track the spectra are relatively flat
at frequencies up to approximately 1000 Hz [3].

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN NOISE LEVELS AND RESPONSE

The questionnaire responses for each site were averaged to give
one set of response data per site. The average annoyance scores,
the number of people annoyed and the number of people affected in
any way by the noise were correlated with the averaged noise
level (L.,), the 24 hour L., and the maximum noise level (L...)
expressed in linear dB, dB(A), dB(B) and dB(C). The correlation
coefficients obtained are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

It can be seen that in all cases the highest correlations occur
when the noise level is expressed in linear dB or dB(C), and the
lowest when the A weighting network is used. This would indicate
that it is the low frequency content of the sound that causes
most annoyance. It also suggests that the use of dB(A) is not
appropriate for the prediction of community reponse to such
noise.

It can also be seen that the noise level which correlates most
highly with all the disturbance indicators is the average level,
L.,, expressed in linear dB.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER SURVEYS

Figure 1 shows the regression lines of the L.,q..2/annoyance
relationship for all the DLR sites (line 1), for those sites
where the noise is predominantly low frequency (line 2) and for
the sites where the noise is characterised by a relatively flat
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spectrum (line 3). Also shown is the regression line of the
Fields and Walker study of response to rail noise [41, line 4.

It can be seen that whereas there is a considerable difference
between the Fields and Walker line and the line for all the DLR
sites, the line for the 'flat spectra' DLR sites corresponds
closely with that of the Fields and Walker survey. Furthermore
the regression equation quoted by Fields and Walker for diesel
trains, which have a greater low frequency content than other
types of train, is very similar to that for all the DLR sites
when the noise levels in both cases are expressd in linear dB.

It has also been shown previously [41 that the slope of the
overall DLR regression line is very similar to that of a survey
of response to noise from heavy road traffic, which also has a
significant low frequency content.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that a considerable amount of annoyance can be
caused to a local community by the noise from an urban light
transit system. It is therefore essential that the noise
implications should be considered in the planning and design of
future systems. It would also appear that, when high levels of
low frequency noise occur, the A-weighted decibel may not be the
most appropriate unit for use in specifying noise levels so as to
minimise disturbance to the local qpmmunity.

I
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Table 1

Correlation coefficients between annoyance score and noise levels

Level\Weighting Linear A B C

Lay 0.54 0.32 0.42 0.53

Leq (24h) 0.43 0.27 0.32 0.41

Lmax 0.39 0.09 0.30 0.39

Table 2
Correlation coefficients between numbers annoyed and noise levels

Level\Weighting Linear A B C

Lav 0.58 0.37 0.44 0.55

Leq (24h) 0.46 0.31 0.34 0.44

Lmax 0.51 0.13 0.38 0.50

Table'' 3

Correlation coefficients between numbers affected and noise levels

Level\Weighting Linear A B C

Lay 0.59 0.30 0.46 0.58

Leq (24h) 0.49 0.25 0.37 0.48

Lmax 0.41 0.19 0.38 0.42

Figure 1 Noise/annoyance regression lines
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Abstract

This article presents the interdisciplinary notion of "sound effect", and demonstrates how it
relates to the sonic abilities of urban space users. The "gap effect" is used to illustrate the
existence of sonic phenomena which can be understood within their event-related and
situational dimensions.

Resume'

Cet article vise A rendre compte d'une notion interdisciplinaire - celle d'effet sonore - et A
montrer en quoi elle permet de rendre compte des savoir-faire sonores de l'usager de
l'espace urbain. L"'effet de crtneau" est pris ell exemple pour illustrer l'existence de
phdnom~nes sonores qui ne prennent de sens qu'A partir du moment o6i il sont saisis
dans leur dimension dvAnementielle et situde.

Between the two kinds of research devoted to sound within its environment - the
predominantly technical ones that regard it as a nuisance against which protection is
needed and the chiefly aesthetic one through the approches of musicology and
ethnomusicology - a third path has recently opened up, which aims to develop, in a more
fundamental way, the anthropology of sound. The work carried out by the CRESSON
Team (Research Center for Acoustic Space and Urban Environment) in France and the
recent emergence of concepts such as 'soundscape' 1, 'acoustic comfort' and 'sonic
culture' 2 demonstrate this development.

This new approach questions how to identify the dweller's ordinary sonic culture, and which
tool is used to analyze the complexity of the sonic urban environment. Referring to sonic
culture implies that the dweller is not a simple receiver which reacts to stimuli, but that he
develops an active listening and knows how to be heard. In other words, he possesses
phonic abilities. This article presents the interdisciplinary notion of "sound effect", and
demonstrates how it relates to the sonic know-how of urban space users. As we shall see,
sound effect helps to understand daily sonic practice. It also articulates perceptions and

I MURRAY-SCHAM R. (1975), The Tuning of the Worid, New York. A. Knopf Inc.

2 Actes du Coiloque International La Qualitd sonore des Espaces HabitisiSonic Quality in the Living Environemnt
(1992). Grenoble. CRESSON
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acoustical and spatial characteristics of the urban environment 3. The "gap et,
used to illustrate and define the notion of sound effect.

Let us explore an example stemming from research performed at the CRESSON labor.,
We have observed that in large residential buildings, mothers who call to their children fr,_
the window cry out in a high-pitched voice which benefit from the best directivity of thes&
frequencies. Within this acoustical context, the sonic actor chooses his signal within a range
of frequency even if the global sound level doesn't emerge from background noise, the
predominant frequency is perceived and attracts attention (cf. diagram 1).

IJIV
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Diagram I Gap effect in terms of pitch

In this case, the goal is to increase the efficiency of the signal within the range of frequency
considered. This sonic phenomena named the "gap effect", is observed in numerous other
urban situations. Other examples include the street singer who uses his voice in a range
which provides an optimal output (optimal vocal fatigue for maximal listrzning).
In a more general manner, the "gap effect" involves the different pazrameters of physical
acoustics: pitch, but also intensity and duration. In terms of gap intensity, the sonic actor
uses a situation in which a temporary lowering of the acoustic level allows him to send a
signal to his listener. This is the case of a passer-by on the street who takes advantage of a
relatively calm moment in terms of the traffic flow and calls out to someone on the sidewalk.
Ile rythmic gap is often found in professional environments. For example, the coppersmith,
profession is a typical example where socio-cultural practice is constrained to a small number
of people. The blow of each hammer should be heard independently from other types of

3 The notion of sound effect was deveiopped by Jean-Frangois Augoyard and elaborated by the team of CRESSON
researchers. P'lease, refer to: Collectif CRESSON (sous la direction de Jean-Frangois Augoyard) Rdpertoire des
effers sonores. (to be published) for a more detailed description of this-work.
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hammering in order to check the quality of the blow, in which there is a rather pronounced
almost planned rhythmic rotation. In the same manner, on a construction worksite, the
simple listening of the hammering rythm and their alternation (hammering on a panel, on
wood...) enabled workers to notice while listening to a cassette recorded on the worksite:
"that's a worksite that works well, we can tell that the guys are competent and working "in
sync" with eachother" or "this is a bad worksite, we hear everything backwards" 4. The
examples illustrated above convey the constant interaction between sound as physical
reference which can be evaluated, but never abstract, and its interpretation or the particular
modeling in which it becomes perceived. The sonic actors have the ability to appropriate the
diverse physical components of sound in their environment.

Nevertheless, this presentation would be incomplete if we didn't show the significance of
morphological and architectural factors in the phonic activity of city dwellers. In fact, the
sonic actor also knows how to use acoustical dissemination by fully utilizing the space in
which he is located. He sometimes uses a preferred acoustical area (wall, vault...) which
reinforces, by the game of different reflections, the sound going to the listeners. For
example, the location where adolescents "hang out" in the housing units of the 1950's
correspond to a place of priviliged dissemination, a genuine tool for communication from a
distance. Adolescents use the acoustical characteristics of the space they appropriate to
communicate with eachother at far distances. This situation is linked to the reverberation in
order to amplify, favor or simply allow the realization of the gap effect. The latter can also be
linked to specific geometry of the location. The sonic actor places himself in a geometrically
favorable sonic situation to maintain a maximal sonic level as long as possible. For example,
we e observed that street musicians and singers always stand in areas where the
sur .. d ing architecture reinforces their music: in a large paved square and in front of a
reflecting wall for a flute player in the square of the Palais des Papes in Avignon, or at the
intersection of shops in the halls of the metroih Paris. The choice of placement could
highlight the best acoustical dissemination possible of sonic waves by focalizing or
reinforcement. Thus, in a double half-circle shaped building (Galerie de l'Arlequin in
Grenoble, France), which is quite high (8 to 12 stories), an association started a collection
effort for a family who were victims of a fire. The "speaker" is situated with his loud speaker
at successive points S and S' and orients this device in each direction (cf. diagram 2).

............. . 1

Diagram 2 Galerie de I'Arlequin in Grenoble,
France

The gap effect is one example among other sound effects. It can be defined as an occurence
of sound emission when there is the most favorable context. When we refer to context, we
mean the event-related context (opportunity linked to the moment) and the spatial context
(opportunity linked to the area: layout, morphology). By using the example of the "gap

THIDAUD, J.P. et al. (1990) A ldcouae du chantier, des productions sonores aux modes de prdvention, Paris,
CRESSON/Plan Construction et Architecture, Collection Recherches
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effect", I wanted to show that sonic phenomena shapes and gives substance to human
relationships and that these phenomena require the acknowledgement of the contextual
dimensions of acoustical data.

If sound effect shouldn't be consideced a concept taken in the strict meaning of the term, it
seems particularly relevant as a tool to designate the physical elements of the sonic
environment perceived within their event-related and locational dimensions. Over a long
period of time, the field of acoustics has used the notion of "effect". The most well-known is
part of the general culture (the Doppler effect, the Haas effect, the mask effect). Modem
physics makes a place for this phenomena of modal and circumstancial nature. The Doppler
effect like the cocktail effect or the Lombard effect results from an ensemble of conditions
related to the existence of the object and its way of surfacing at a given moment. As a
perceptible item, sound is immediately linked to a circumstancial cause. In other words, it is
linked to the characteristics of the constructed environment and the conditions of hearing and
listening (filtering, anamorphoses, the place of the listener, etc.). The sonic effect is not an
object in itself but rather a manifestation of a phenomena which accompanies the existence of
the object. For example, noise or sound doesn't change physically in the Doppler effect.It's
the perceptible relationship between the observer and the emerging object which is modified,
whether it be one or the other of the two which moves about at a great enough speed.
The sonic effect with a paradigm value. This is an idea half-way between universal and
singular, both model and guide, it encourages a general discussion about sound, but it can't
avoid examples. Instead of defining objects in a closed manner, it designates a class of
phenomena by giving precise indications about their nature and by describing their dimension
or their instrument. Without reducing it to an exclusively objective factor nor to an
exclusively subjective one, the sonic effect ensudes an encounter, an interaction between
acoustic parameters, built environment and the soundscape of a cultural community.
Thus, within this definition, the sonic effect is a possible tool used to analyze urban
acoustics and sonic practice. An analysis of sonic effects provides an access which respects
the complexity of phenomena in situ and allows us to acknowledge phonic activities of
dwellers in their daily experiences.
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EVALUATION OF LOUDNESS OF VARIOUS NOISES

IN FREE AND DIFFUSE SOUND FIELD

TURUNEN-RISE I. and FLOTTORP G.

Det Audiologiske Institutt

Rikshospitalet, Pilestredet 32, 0027 Oslo, Norway

In purpose to find a better measure better measure between the subjective perceived noise and the
objective measures used today, psychoacoustic experiments have been performed in free and diffuse
sound field by using a method of magnitude estimation.

Various types of recorded noises from different work places, outdoors from transportation and
synthetic noise, have been presented to test subjects in six separate test sequences, each lasting about
27 min. Two 27 min sequences with a pause of about 1 mrin were presented at three different days.
The test sequences consisted of pairs of reference sound and test noise arranged in a specific manner

with short pauses. The test noises lasted 1 s (industrial and other) or 10 s (transportation) with 50 ms
rise and fall times and were presented at three different levels and in random order.

Totally about 60 (males and females, half of each) test subjects at three different age groups are used
in the tests. The subjects have been instructed to give numerical values for their loudness impression
of the noises by halfing, doubling, tripling etc. on an infinite scale compared to the reference sound
of filtered 1/3 octave bank pink noise with the constant sound pressure level (SPL) of 80 dBLIN, and
given numerical value 100.

Some of the results of the subjective tests have been correlated with known objective measures. The
results for constant synthetized noises with different frequency spectra have highly significant
correlation between known measures like sone, phon, D-weighting and A-weighting and the median
values of subjective evaluation of loudness. Correlation is best at high SPLs and for noises lasting 10

s. There seems to be little or no difference in the subjective evaluation of loudness in free and diffuse

field.
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CHANGES IN THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT:
NEED FOR AN EXTENSIVE EVALUATION OF ANNOYANCE

A case of people living close to a noise barrier

VINCENT Bruno (*) (**) - CHAMPELOVIER Patricia (**)

(*) Laboratoire drEtude et d'Analyse de la Cognition et des Modtles
Institut de Psychologie - Universitd Lyon 2

Avenue Pierre Mendts-France, C.P. 11, 69676 BRON - FRANCE

(**) Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports et leur Sdcurit6
Avenue Salvador Allende. Case 24,69675 BRON - FRANCE

-UMMARx

The use of an annoyance index to determine annoyance from noise (for example, scaling) is
pertinent in the context of legislation and in a stable acoustic environment. When change occurs a more
qualitative approach becomes necessary to evaluate trends and variations. This paper is based on a
survey of people living close to a motorway before and after noise abatement measures were taken. It
was preceded by a laboratory study. The results show only a small reduction in annoyance level for a
real reduction in noise level. However there is a clear change in lifestyles, modifications in behaviour
patterns and statements relating to noise, leading to new perceptions and statements about the
environment which up until then had been masked oby the noise from the motorway. These
modifications can be considered as indicators of annoyance evaluation. When a modification to the
acoustic environment occurs, it is possible to confirm that the indices accounted for all the phenomena
encountered.

RESUME

L'utilisation d'un indice de gene due au bruit (par exemple, les dchelles) est pertinent dans le
cadre d'une legislation, ou dans le cadre d'un environnement acoustique stable. Face A une situation de
changement, une approche plus qualitative devient n6ecessaire afin d'dvaluer l'evolution et les variations
de la gene. Ce travail est issu d'une enqu8te mende avant et apres protection, aupres de riverains d'une
autoroute, prdc&tee par une approche en laboratoire. Les rdsultats laissent apparaitre une faible baisse
de la gene, compte tenu d'une rdelle r&luction du niveau de bruit. Par contre, apparaissent nettement
une modification du vecu et une 6volution des comportements et des representations lids au bruit. D~s
lors, 6mergent de nouvelles perceptions et representations de r'environnement, jusqu'alors occultees
par le bruit. Ces modifications peuvent etre considerdes comme des indicateurs d'dvolution de la gene.
Face A une modification de l'environnement acoustique, une prise en compte de r'ensemble des indices
de gene se confirme bien.

INTRODUCTION

Research carried out over the last 30 years into noise annoyance from land transportation has
demonstrated great variations between individual annoyance levels as measured by scaling techniques.
The 8 a.m.- 8 p.m. Leq only explains 40 % of this variation. Annoyance perceived does not seem to
depend on the noise level alone but also on individual perceptions and most research undertaken up
until now shows that the percentage of people affected by noise levels of 60 decibels (A) is growing
strongly. These two points (extreme inter-individual variations in noise annoyance and the 60 dB (A)
threshold) make it difficult to evaluate annoyance when noise is reduced by noise barriers, insulation
of fagades etc. Noise abatement measures do not eliminate all noise. At best they enable the
8.00amn/8.00pm Leq to be maintained at around 60/65 dB (A) as required by French guidelines. At this
noise level and for an average reduction of 5 to 10 dB (A), the annoyance expressed does not
disappear for a significant percentage of people living close by. Our research examined noise
annoyance to identify the existence of variations not revealed by the use of annoyance scales.
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METHODS AND RESULTS

Initially we examined different behavioural patterns related to noise to determine correlations.
The analysis of these results enabled us to determine variations in annoyance more accurately. We used
two methods : laboratory investigation and "in situ" research :

1) Laboratory investigation : Measurements were made in the laboratory of the effective noise
in the room in which the subjects were placed. This is an optimised situation in which the noise that is
measured is the noise effectively heard by the subjects. Subjects were asked to imagine the behaviour
they would adopt when confronted with the noise.

Table I : Correlation between measured annoyance and behavioural indices

Behavioural close the go into the converse sleep read jump
indicators windows garden

Correlation 0.68 0.63 0.61 0.60 0.56 0.36
with annoyance

Annoyance correlates quite well with all the behavioural indicators. Annoyance madexes
indices for speech and behaviour seem to evolve together - apart from "jump". This can be interpreted
as an opposition between what can be considered as integrated forms of annoyance which are part of
our daily lifes - and which subjects can control to a certain extent (opening and closing windows,
going into the garden or not) - and a more event-related type of annoyance such as "jump" which is not
controlled and to which it is not easy to adapt.

Table 2 :Average annoyance depending on behavioural patterns which are "much" affected by noise

Behavioural Average Class' depending on the Class 2 depending on the
indicators annoyance average annoyance frequency of the

score score behaviour
Jump 8 6 6

Converse 7.5 5 5
Windows 7 3 3

Garden 7.2 5 5
Read 7.4 5 5
Sleep 7 1 3 3

These data enable a classification to be made by ranking the order of the behavioural indices as
a function of the "much" scores for verbal annoyance levels and the frequency at which they occur.
"Jump" is the least common reaction to noise but is associated with high levels of annoyance and the
highest noise. Closing the windows is an extremely common behavioural pattern when noise occurs
and is associated with the lowest levels of annoyance and noise. Classification of the behavioural
indicators3 proposed enables distinction between voluntary patterns of behaviour in which subjects
react in a dynamic way to a noisy environment (closing windows, not going into the garden, etc.). The
common factor in these behavioural patterns is the possibility of controlling the situation to some
extent by reducing exposure to noise. The opposite of these behavioural patterns is involuntary reflex
behaviour (i.e "jumping"). In this case subjects have a passive relationship with their environment as
they have no control over the noise. This type of reaction always gives rise to high perceived noise
annoyance levels.
This classification permits identification of all behavioural patterns that noise can induce in people
living close to the source and show that what are conventionally considered to be annoyance indices do
not reflect an intensity equivalent to the annoyance.

11 is the lowest average annoyance, 6 is the highest average annyance level
2 1 is the highest frequency, rank 6 is the lowest frequency
3 Classification of behaviour which is "much" affected by noise: windows-sleeping-garden / reading-conversation-
jumping.
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2) "in situ" annoyance : an equivalent approach implemented by a questionnaire survey using a
population of 300 people living close to a motorway enabled a virtually identical classification to be
derived which distinguishes between adaptive behaviour patterns (closing windows) and induced
behaviour patterns (jumping).. There is a mean position in modified behaviour patterns but individuals
retain some degree of control over these (going into the garden, increasing the volume of the T.V....).
Conversely, the analysis in a real situation affects a different status to being woken up during the night
to that identified in the laboratory in which the subjects were asked to imagine their reaction (i.e.
opposing the real situation to the imaginary situation). Although it is infrequent to be awoken during
the night the annoyance score for this occurrence is very high. In the context of an evaluation of
variations in annoyance when protective measures are taken, these data, together with consideration of
related indices, should improve the qualification of variations induced by reductions in noise levels.

APPLICATION IN A CONTEXT OF CHANGE

Data based on two sites which were surveyed before and after protection (sample size : 75)
enabled us to describe variations in annoyance and statements about change. Noise abatement
measures included the erection of a glass and concrete noise barrier and the implementation of a low
noise surface. The reduction in noise levels for each of the periods measured (morning, afternoon,
meal-time, night...) over a 24 hours is stable (from 8 to 8.8 dB (A)). Analysis of the frequency
sprectrum shows extremely significant reductions in the 800 to 8000 Hz range. Reduction basically
varies with distance from 10 to 3 dB (A) between 10 and 100 metres.

Table 3 : Evolution of the noise level and the annoyance indexes before and after the implementation
of the noise barrier.

INDICATORS BEFORE AFTER
Leq 8h/20h (dB (A)) 65.1 56.3
Annoyance level (Note/5) 3.25 2.97
Hightly annoyed 22% 8%
Often or all the time annoyed 53% 39%
Acceptable noise level 64% 78%
Makes you jump 22% 9%
Makes you close the windows 75% 57%
Limits the use of the garden or the balcony 66% 35%
Makes you turn up the volume of your T.V. 33% 31%
Often disturbs sleep 13% 6%

The annoyance measurement scales show only a small reduction for a significant drop in noise
levels. Fewer people (8% of the sample) find that annoyance is extreme. Furthermore, the frequency
of behavioural patterns induced by noise is lower overall. It is interesting to note that behavioural
patterns considered to represent high levels of annoyance (jumps, disturbed sleep) have decreased
significantly. This drop also concerns adapting behavioural patterns (closing the windows, not using
the garden).

Table 4 : Changes in the perception of the environment

PERCEIVED ENVIRONMENT BEFORE AFTER
The district is not very pleasant 8% 3%
Annoyances cited - odours 0% 6%

- dust 3% 9%
- other road noises 3% 12%

The motorway is considered to be - quiet 11% %
- clean 56% 77%
- safe 56% 62%

Miscellaneous noises 7% 10.8%
Neighbourhood noises 18% 40%
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Table 4 shows trends in several environmental factors. Noise from the neighbourhood as well
as other disturbances starts to emerge. The presence of a noise barrier leads to new perceptions : the
population rediscovers an environment which was previously hidden by noise and sometimes this
environment is not as peaceful as the inhabitants imagined.

Table 5 pectations and actual aperience of the noise barrier

FACTORS BEFORE AFTI-ER COMMENTARIES
Effectiveness 73% 68% Globally effectiveness meets

expectations
Reduction in noise 80% 71% Acoustic effectiveness drops by 9

points
Protection from dust 51% 20% It protects less than expectations
Reduction in light 21% 10% This worry was not confirmed
Stifling 15% 7% It is less stifling than expected
Ugly 39% 22% It is less ugly than expected
Functional 42% 53% It simply becomes functional

This latter table enables us to understand the distance separating ideas before and after actual
experience of the noise barrier. The noise barrier reduces noise levels and protects from dust less than
expected. Its global effectiveness nevertheless meets expectations. Conversely, it is not as stifling nor
as ugly as was expected. Nor does it cut out light (the noise barrier is made from concrete and glass).
Statements concerning expectations revealed worries which were transformed by the reality into an"objective" perception : functionality is greater than was expected.

CONCLUSIONS

Consideration of several indicators demonstrated changes in the qualitative perception of
annoyances and the overall annoyance environment of people living the immediate area. It is probable
that some of these new perceptions of the neighbourhood and of the appearance of the noise barrier
had already been expressed by the annoyance scale which would explain the small variation occurring
before and after the installation of the noise barrier. The annoyance scale alone would not enable
evaluation of all the modifications to the environment and to perceptions resulting from reductions in
road noise.
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STARTLE RESPONSE

TO IMPULSE SOUNDS PRODUCED BY SMALL AND LARGE FIREARMS

VOS, Joos and VELTMAN, Johan A.
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3769 DE Soesterberg, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

In a simulated home environment, the human startle response was investigated for
relatively high-level impulse sounds produced by two kinds of firearms. Subjective startle
ratings and annoyance ratings were supplemented with eye-blink and heart-rate responses.
The relations between the startle ratings and the autonomic responses turned out to be
more complex than was expected.

INTRODUCTION

Surveys of communities impacted by relatively. high-level shooting sounds indicate that
startle is one of the underlying causes of annoyance. In spite of a considerable number of
experimental results reported in the literature, there is at present no model available to
predict the startle response from the physical parameters of the sounds.

In the present laboratory study the human startle response is investigated for shooting
sounds presented at indoor sound pressure levels of 80 and 90 dB(Aimp). Two categories
of dependent variables were determined: a) subjective ratings (the degree of startle and
annoyance experienced), and b) autonomic responses (muscular responses consisting of a
number of typical involuntary contractions; heart-rate response). The nature and the
degree of the startle reaction may depend on the kind of activity one is involved at. This
issue was studied by including one group of subjects who performed a self-paced task
which did not require continuous attention (reading in magazines), and a second group of
subjects who performed an externally paced tracking task requiring continuous attention.
Furthermore, we addressed questions such as habituation effects, the relatiotiship between
the subjective ratings and the autonomic responses, and the relation with annoyance
ratings.

METHOD

The sounds produced by the small firearms were based on a digital recording of the
muzzle bang of a 7.62 mm gun; the rise time was 1 ms and most energy fell within a
frequency band of 500 to 3000 Hz. The sounds produced by the large firearm were based
on the recording of the muzzle bang of a 155 mm howitzer; the rise time was about 50 ms
and the dominant spectral energy was found between 25 and 100 Hz. The sounds were
presented via loudspeakers in a simulated home environment. Road-traffic sound and the
sound of a personal computer served as continuously present background noise at an
indoor level of 45 dB(A). Above 100 Hz, the level of the road-traffic sound decreased at a
rate of about 9 dB/oct. The personal computer was used for instruction, the tracking task
and/or data collection.
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To determine eyeblinks, the electromyographic activity of the orbicularis oculi was
recorded. From the R-waves in the electrocardiogram, the inter beat intervals (IBI) were
determined. By means of interpolation, the IBI's were assigned to fixed moments in time
in a period from 5 s before to 9.5 s after the onset of each bang.

There were four experimental blocks (bangs from the two types of firearms, presented
at two different sound levels), each 20 min in duration, in which eight identical impulses
were presented at pseudo-arbitrary points of time. One group of 16 subjects was asked to
read in magazines, and a second group of 16 subjects performed a tracking task. The task
of these subjects was to move a cursor (a small horizontal line with a gap in the middle)
with a joystick in such a way that the track (upward moving saw-tooth patterns) passed
right through the middle of the gap.

After each bang (reading task condition) or after the fourth and the eighth bang
(tracking task condition) the subjects were asked to indicate the degree of annoyance and
startle experienced by means of a 10-point rating scale labeled with "not at all" (0) and
"extremely' (9). Twice per condition, all subjects also rated how annoyed they would be if
they heard these sounds frequently at home in the living room.

RESULTS

Subjective ratings
Figs. la and Ic show that the startle ratings 'were highly affected by the level of the

impulse sounds: averaged across the subjects, the' 80 dB impulses yielded "a little" startle
whereas a "moderate" startle rating was obtained for the 90 dB impulses. Neither the kind
of task, nor the kind of firearm did significantly affect the startle rating. Figs. lb arid Id
show that also the annoyance ratings were highly affected by sound level. During the
experiment the subjects in the reading task condition were much more annoyed than
those in the tracking task condition. Independently of the task performed during the
experimental sessions, all subjects expected to be highly annoyed by the sounds if heard at
home. On the basis of the individual ratings of the 32 subjects for each of the four
different stimulus conditions, correlation coefficients of about 0.70 were obtained between
startle and annoyance ratings.

reading task tracking task
I I I I II T

8- startle annoyance - startle annoyance •

firearm

c6 osmall 0x p / _ted
S0large .- / * at home

5/
4 - '-o

(D 0

•3 80a
- - - during exp. * ol - during exp.

2 - expected
at home,1 _-_,_ @- - ,

80 90 80 90 80 90 80 90
sound pressure level in dB(A,imp) sound pressure level in dB(A,imp)

Fig. 1. Subjective startle and annoyance ratings for all conditions.
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Autonomic responses
From the electrocardiograms we determined the interpolated IBI for 30 successive 0.5

s intervals in a period from -5 to + 9.5 s relative to the onset of each bang. Fig. 2 shows
the results for the subjects in the reading task condition. Each mean value is based on 128
data (8 bangs presented to 16 subjects). The solid horizontal line in each panel of Fig. 2
represents the base line (the mean IBI for -5 < t _< 0 s). IBI's that were significantly
different (p < 0.05) from the base line (as determined with the help of analyses of
variance) are indicated by filled circles.

The patterns in the results will be related to three types of responses frequently
reported to be relevant to startle: the orienting, defense, and startle reactions [e.g., see
Graham (1979)]. For the 80 dB impulses produced by the large firearm (Fig. 2b), a
significant orienting reaction (an immediate increase of IBI) was obtained. For the small
firearm (Fig. 2a), there was only a tendency for this effect to occur (p > 0.08). In both
conditions, the orienting reaction was followed by a defense reaction (a delayed decrease
of IBI). The 90 dB sound produced by the small firearm (Fig. 2c) yielded a significant
startle reaction (an immediate decrease of IBI). In the remaining condition (Fig. 2c) a
defense reaction was obtained.

firearm
small large

0.95 - 80 dB(A,imp) 80 dB(A,imp)
0

0.90 000 0~% 0\ 00O\- ,O0 0o .-eS\~~~..-. o o°000 o0s- ,2"
>" 0.85
4. -, I I I , * I . I. , 1 ** I

CD
.i1{0-, '1 , I ' I ' ' ' ID' ' ' I ' ' ' "

.)0.95 90 dB(A,imp) 90 dB(A,imp)

C 000-
0.90 - .-0oo o U.

0.85-6 ** * ** *_ _ _ _ _ _

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

time (s)

Fig. 2. Mean interpolated IBI's of the subjects who performed the reading task.

Except for a significant orienting reaction to the 80 dB impulses, the results in the
tracking task condition (not shown) were quite different from those in the reading task
condition: in no single condition were the mean IBI's after the impulses smaller than
those in the base line, implying complete absence of defensive and startle reactions. In
contrast, the 90 dB impulses yielded a delayed orienting reaction: 6-8 s after the bangs, a
significant increase of IBI was found.
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In general, the sounds produced by the small firearm resulted in more eye-blink
reflexes (as determined within a 100 ms time window) than those produced by the large
firearm. For the small firearm, the percentage of subjects who blinked in more than 50%
of the cases was significantly affected by sound level. Moreover, these percentages were
much higher in the tracking task condition (56% and 94%) than in the reading task
condition (13% and 50%). For the sounds produced by the large firearm, the percentage
of subjects blinking in more than 50% of the cases was very low (0% - 6%) and
independent of task and sound level.

Relationship between subjective startle rating and heart-rate response
For the subjects who had performed the reading task two mean startle ratings (one

based on the ratings given to the first four and the other based on those given to the
second four bangs) for each of the four conditions were computed. Similarly, we
determined the deviations of IBI for 0.5 < t < 1.5 s relative to their individual base lines.
Recall that for this time period, a positive relative IBI represents the orienting response
and a negative relative IBI represents the startle response. On the basis of their
corresponding startle ratings, the relative IBI-values were assigned to one of three
subjective startle classes: "not or a little startled" (0 - 2.3), "moderately startled" (2.3 - 5.6),
and "considerably startled" (5.6 - 9). For the respective degrees of subjective startle, the
mean relative IBI-values were 13, -0.5, and -19 ms. An analysis of variance indicated that
the relative IBI-value significantly (p < 0.05) decreased with the subjective startle rating.

CONCLUSIONS

For relatively high-level shooting sounds, the rated degree of startle and the
annoyance expected from these sounds if heard at home did neither depend on the kind
of task nor on the kind of firearm by which the impulses were produced. These startle
and annoyance ratings were highly correlated. The relations between the startle ratings
and the autonomic responses turned out to be more complex than was anticipated. For
example, a significant relationship between subjective startle and heart-rate response was
found for the subjects in the reading task only. In addition, eye-blinks were frequently
evoked by the impulses from the small firearm, whereas these responses occurred much
less often for the other impulses. This finding was not consistent with the subjective
ratings. To determine from which sound level startle reactions may first be expected,
future experiments must be carried out for lower levels of the impulses.
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PREDICTION AND ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURALLY-RADIATED NOISE WITHIN BUILDINGS
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Abstract

Information is available to relate subjective reactions to either noise or vibration for a variety of noise
sources. Standards or guidelines have been defined which enable acceptable or allowable noise and
vibration to be specified.

However, there is relatively little information about the specific problem of internal noise radiated by
structural vibration within buildings. This is often referred to as ground-borne or structure-borne noise
and commonly occurs in situations close to underground railway tunnels. Its spectral character is
different from typical environmental noise as it is essentially low frequency sound, whereas airborne
sound generally covers a much wider frequency spectrum.

A number of reports recommend methods for rating the inpact of this type of noise, but there is as yet
no international agreement on how best to describe and assess the noise.

i

The paper examines how structurally-radiated noise witiin buildings has been described; comparisons
between the present methods of assessing the noise are made. A pilot laboratory study designed to
identify potentially important characteristics of the noise is also described. It is anticipated that
recommendations concerning the possible direction for the future will be made.

Introduction

There is growing interest in environmental issues and in particular the impact of transportation
developments on the quality of life of residents close to the roads, airports or railways. The noise and
vibration created by transportation systems affects people and, whilst low levels of noise are unlikely
to have any adverse effect, once the noise and vibration levels exceed a certain level they can annoy
and disturb activities such as conversation, sleep and relaxation. Likewise vibration can be annoying
and in extreme circumstances can cause concern that the structure of buildings may be damaged.

As a result, a great deal of information is available that allows the subjective reaction to be related to
the level of noise for the different transportation modes. Standards or guidelines have been defined
which enable maximum allowable levels of noise to be specified or which provide an indication of the
potential reaction of people affected by the noise. These standards and guidelines refer specifically to
sound propagated through the air from the source to the receiver. The most widely accepted and used
measure of the noise is the equivalent continuous sound pressure level measured in dB(A) over specified
periods of time. Some standards and guidelines may also specify the maximum level of noise.

In the same way, standards and guidelines exist for exposure of people and buildings to vibration
generated by, for example, transportation systems or machines which is transmitted via the ground to
the structures in which people or machinery are housed.

There is, however, little consistent information on the specific problem of noise radiated from vibrating
building structures. This is often referred to as ground-borne noise or structure-borne noise. It is a
phenomenon that is particularly likely to occur close to underground railway tunnels and it is assuming
increasing importance with the growing number of metros and other railways systems which are being
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developed and which will run in tunnels under urban areas. Structurally-radiated noise is different to
normal airborne sound as it mainly comprises low frequency sound, normally in the range from about
25Hz to 200Hz, whereas airborne noise from a surface railway covers a much wider range from below
50Hz to above 5000Hz. There are no widely accepted standards for rating the impact of structurally-
radiated sound, although a number of authors and organisations have recommended using either Noise
Rating curves (ISO, 1971), Preferred Noise Criteria (Beranek, 1971), or the A-weighted sound level used
by APTA (1981). NR and PNC curves were originally derived for rating continuous noises although
corrections are available to the NR curves to allow for non-continuous noises, and the use of dB(A) to
rate this type of noise has been questioned as the A-weighting network weights out or penalises noise
at such low frequencies.

This paper considers how noise in buildings created by ground and structure-borne vibration from trains
operating in tunnels might be assessed using the above-mentioned methods. A laboratory study
designed to identify the particular characteristics of structurally-radiated noise that are most significant
in determining annoyance, is currently being evaluated. Issues to be addressed in the analysis are
identified in this paper.

Structurally-radiated noiL, levels within buildings

Both the prediction of the structurally-radiated noise level and the assessment of any potential impact
of the noise is imprecise. Not only is the vibration generated at the rail and the propagation of the
vibration from a tunnel to a building difficult to predict but, in addition, the frequency characteristics
of the structurally-radiated sound depends to a large extenit on the type and construction of the building
concerned. Vibration propagation from the railway traiý through the track structure, the tunnel and
the ground to the foundations of a building depends upon the particular characteristics of each part of
the propagation path, and particularly upon the characteristics of the ground and especially the amount
of water it contains. Very low levels of vibration may well be imperceptible but there is still the
possibility of audible low frequency sound being radiated by the building structure. Therefore, on
occasions there may be no vibration problem but the potential for radiation of audible sound still
remains.

In addition to the radiated sound, the vibration can cause small objects, window panes and structural
fittings to vibrate. This phenomenon is often referred to as 'rattle' and it depends on the individual
circumstances; it is impossible to define standards for this type of noise and it will not be considered
further in this paper.

At the present time, the theoretical prediction of levels of vibration in a building is complex. Levels of
ground vibration can be measured if the railway tunnel already exists. If not, it may be possible to use
empirical data obtained for other similar situationm or to combine empirical and the best theoretical
methods to arrive at an estimate of the vibration level. In the same way, structurally-radiated sound
can be predicted if precise details of the type of building structure are known; simpler, less precise
methods, based on the relationship between vibration levels and noise, are available allowing the level
of radiated sound to be predicted. Although this will not be exact for any particular situation, it could
be used as an adequate guide.

Noise assessment

An earlier paper (Walker and Ridler, 1991) examined the way in which each of the methods mentioned
earlier (NR, PNC, dB(A)) assessed structurally-radiated noise from underground railway vibrations for
a number of different environments (hotel bedroom, theatre, office, retail shops). A number of points
emerged. Firstly, a range of levels is allowed under most of the guidelines, indicating that the specific
situation is critical. Secondly, all guidelines suggest that, of the spaces considered, the theatre is the
most sensitive building. Thirdly, the guidelines based upon the maximum A-weighted level are
reasonably consistent. Fourthly, where comparison is possible, the predicted or measured NR and PNC
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exceed the recommended levels by a greater margin than do the LA,,., recommendations, suggesting
that the latter are the least strict. Finally, there may be definite advantages in presenting octave-band
data as it indicates the "offending" frequencies if guidelines are exceeded.

Walker and Ridler concluded that, although the range of differences between the design aim for each
method and the predicted noise level may not be too great, it was sufficient to affect significantly both
the users of the buildings and those concerned with the construction of both new buildings and
underground railways. More information was needed to improve our understanding of the effects of
this type of noise on the users of enclosed spaces, in order to minimize these differences and to lead
towards the derivation of the most appropriate assessment procedures.

It was as a result of this conclusion that a laboratory study was designed. Its specific purpose was to
examine the influ.-nce of the low frequency characteristics as well as the overall noise level or
responses. Subjects were asked to listen to noises that were simulated to reproduce the character of
the noise c!-eated inside a room by structural vibration of the building when exposed to vibration from
a railway tunnel. The noises were heard in a room specially designed to simulate a domestic living
room. The temporal characteristic of the noise was constant, but three different spectra and three
different noise levels were used.

Analysis of the data has recently begun; initial indications are that the level of the sound in the 30-
50Hz range may be important in determining adverse response.

Further comment will be made on these findings at the, N oise and Man Conference in July 1993.

However, with the growing developments in metro and railway systems which operate in tunnels below
buildings, there is a need for more precise and widely-accepted methods of assessing the subjective
reactions to this type of noise. It is hoped that the work mentioned above will assist in this task.

In order to achieve this, it is also essential that mathematical models for predicting the vibration
generated and its propagation both through the ground and through building structures are improved,
so that the precision of the predicted structurally-radiated noise levels can also be improved.
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REORGANIZATION OF AUDITORY CORTICAL MAPS CONSEQUENT ON UNILATERAL
COCHLEAR DAMAGE IN ADULT MAMMALS

RAJAN, Ramesh and IRVINE, Dexter R. F.
Department of Psychology, Monash University, Clayton, VIC. 3168, Australia

In the auditory, somatosensory and visual systems, there is a topographic representation of
the appropriate sensory epithelium in central nervous system (CNS) structures. These
topographic representations ("maps") of the receptor surfaces in CNS sensory structures reflect
the neuroanatomical connections. Hence, for many years these maps were believed to be
modifiable in the developing animal in which neuroanatomical connectivity is malleable, but to
be a relatively static feature of the mature nervous system. Over the last 10-15 years, however, a
substantial body of evidence from the somatosensory system has demonstrated that elimination
of input from a restricted region of the skin (and a variety of other alterations of sensory input)
can result in substantial reorganization of the map of the body surface in the somatosensory
cortex of adult animals. More recently, analogous reorganization has been described in adult
visual and auditory cortex after restricted retinal and cochlear lesions, respectively.

In the auditory system, the topographic representation of the cochlea in CNS structures
results in those structures being topographically organized with respect to frequency (i.e.,
tonotopically organized). A change in the representation of the cochlea in auditory cortex is
therefore reflected in a change in tonotopic organization. The first demonstration of such
reorganization in the adult auditory system was provided by Robertson and Irvine
(J.Comp.Neurol 1989, Vol. 282), who examined the effects of restricted mechanical cochlear
lesions in adult guinea pigs on the frequency organization of auditory cortex. The peripheral and
central effects of the lesion were examined after recovery periods of 31-85 days. The loss in
peripheral sensitivity produced by the lesion was assessed by measurements of cochlear neural
sensitivity and by histological examination of the cochlea. Measurements of the threshold of the
cochlear compound action potential (CAP) as a function of frequency (the CAP "audiogram")
showed, in the majority of animals, a sharp notch of reduced sensitivity in the mid-frequency
range from approximately 10 to 20 kHz. This loss of sensitivity was associated with a region of
damaged or missing hair cells in the corresponding cochlear place. The frequency organization
of auditory cortex in the hemisphere contralateral to the lesioned cochlea was examined using
conventional microelectrode mapping techniques. At each recording site, the characteristic
frequency (CF; frequency at which threshold is lowest) of a neuron cluster in the middle cortical
layers was established using tone pulses presented to the lesioned ear via a sealed stimulating
system. In these chronically lesioned animals, the region of cortex deprived of its normal input
by the cochlear lesion was found to be wholly or partially occupied by expanded representations
of lesion-edge frequencies (i.e., frequencies represented at the edge of the cochlear lesion). The
thresholds at their new CFs of neuron clusters within these regions of expanded representation
did not differ from normal thresholds at those frequencies. Expanded representations of this sort
were not seen in acutely-lesioned guinea pigs in which the cortex was mapped within a few
hours of the cochlear lesion, and hence reflect a reorganization of cortex during the recovery
period rather than simply the residue of pre-lesion responses. This reorganization in auditory
cortex is analogous to that seen in somatosensory cortex after digit amputation, and in visual
cortex after restricted retinal lesions.

In this first study of adult auditory cortical reorganization after peripheral damage, the effects
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of a unilateral cochlear lesion on the representation of the lesioned cochlea in the cortex
contralateral to the lesion were determined. However, most auditory cortical neurons receive
binaural input, i.e., both cochleas are topographically represented in each cerebral hemisphere. In
normal animals, the contralateral and ipsilateral CFs of neurons excited by monaural stimulation
of either ear are the same, so that the two frequency maps are in register. One question raised by
Robertson and Irvine's data, therefore, concerns the fate of the representation of the normal
ipsilateral cochlea in the cortex in which the representation of the contralateral lesioned cochlea
has undergone reorganization. One possibility is that the representation of the ipsilateral cochlea
is unchanged, such that the two frequency maps are out of register in the area in which the
contralateral map is reorganized. An alternative possibility is that, despite normal ipsilateral
input, the map of the ipsilateral cochlea might change to maintain the normal register between
the two maps.

We have investigated this issue by determining the effects of unilateral restricted cochlear
lesions in adult cats on the representations of the lesioned and normal cochleas in primary
auditory cortex (area AI) contralateral to the lesioned cochlea. The basic experimental
procedures used in these experiments were the same as those used in the chronically lesioned
guinea pigs. One procedural difference arises from the fact that the cat's cochlea is embedded in
temporal bone, and that mechanical lesions therefore had to be made by advancing a
micropipette through the round window of the cochlea. Damage was consequently restricted to
the basal end of the cochlea and, in all but one of the chronically lesioned cats, broad high-
frequency lesions were produced, with edge frequencies in the range 18-24 kHz. Following the
cochlear lesion, the cats were allowed to survive for idriods from 2-11 months. They were then
re-anaesthetised and cochlear sensitivity was measured, in both ears before mapping AI
contralateral to the lesioned cochlea.

In all cats with broad high-frequency losses in cochlear sensitivity, the effect on the
frequency map of the lesioned ear in the contralateral cortex was similar to that observed in the
guinea pig study. In each case, for frequencies with no losses in cochlear sensitivity, the AI CF
map obtained with monaural stimulation of the lesioned contralateral ear showed the caudal-to-
rostral, low-to-high-frequency gradient characteristic of normal animals. This normal tonotopic
progression occurred for frequencies extending from the lowest CFs measured (<5 kHz), to
frequencies at the edge of the cochlear lesion. However, in rostral regions of AI, in which the
frequencies with losses in cochlear sensitivity would normally have been represented, there was
now a large area within which all neural clusters had a CF at a frequency at the edge of the
cochlear lesion, i.e., there was an expanded representation of the lesion-edge frequencies. This
expanded representation of the lesion-edge frequency/frequencies occupied the rostral region of
cortex in which the frequencies with elevated cochlear thresholds would normally have been
represented.

In contrast, the map for stimulation of the ipsilateral ear in each of these animals was of the
type seen in normal animals, with a normal rostral-to-caudal sequnce of CFs from the lowest to
the highest CFs measured. Most importantly, in the region of cortex occupied by an expanded
representation of lesion-edge frequencies in the contralateral map, the ipsilateral maps showed a
normal progressive increase of CF. The normality of ipsilateral CFs resulted in a lack of
registration between the two maps only in the rostral region of cortex containing the expanded
representation of contralateral lesion-edge frequencies.

In addition to determining the frequency organization of the map of the contralateral lesioned
ear, quantitative data were also obtained on the thresholds and other characteristics of the
responses to contralateral stimulation of neuron clusters in the region of the enlarged
contralateral representation. These data were compared to data from control normal animals.
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These data indicate unequivocally that the expansion of the representation of contralateral lesion-
edge frequencies reflects a true reorganization during the post-lesion recovery period and that it
cannot be explained in terms of the residue of pre-lesion responses (Rajan, Irvine, Wise, and
Heil, submitted for publication).

Comparison of the other response properties of cortical neurons within the reorganized maps
of the lesioned contralateral cochleas to normative data showed that the frequency "response
areas" (tuning curves) were slightly less sharply-tuned than normal though the difference was
generally not significant. Interestingly, response latencies in the reorganized regions of the
contralateral map were significantly shorter than normal in three animals and significantly longer
in one animal. The shorter latencies suggest that such reorganization may occur only in a sub-set
of the pathways over which information is carried from the cochlear nuclei to higher auditory
centres, (viz., the fast-conducting pathways).

The results of the guinea pig and cat studies indicate that reorganization of the cortical
frequency map as a consequence of damage to a restricted region of the cochlea in adult animals
is a general characteristic of the mammalian auditory system. The fact that such reorganization is
seen at the cortex does not, however, mean that the primary locus at which reorganization occurs
is at the cortex. In both the somatosensory and visual systems there is evidence for
reorganization at subcortical levels, although there is uncertainty as to the extent to which
cortical reorganization reflects changes at subcortical levels and the extent to which it involves
intrinsic cortical processes. In the case of auditory cortical reorganization, the finding that
changes in the representation of the lesioned contralateral cochlea occur without changes in the
representation of the normal ipsilateral cochlea suggests that the changes seen in cortex must
reflect reorganization in brainstem pathways. This conclusion arises from consideration of the
fact that most binaural interaction occurs in brainstern pathways, and that the overwhelming
majority of auditory thalamic and cortical neurons therefore receive binaural input. If cortical
reorganization were to reflect changes in the efficacy of synapses made by either thalamo-
cortical afferents or intra-cortical connections, the mechanisms postulated by most theories
attributing cortical reorganization to intrinsic cortical processes, reorganization of the
representation of the lesioned cochlea would be expected to be associated with changes in the
representation of the unlesioned cochlea. These considerations, which have been developed in
greater detail elsewhere (Rajan, Irvine, Wise and Heil, submitted for publication), suggest that
the primary locus of the reorganization seen in our studies is a site at or before that at which
binaural interaction occurs. This conclusion is supported by the fact that reorganization
analogous to that we have described in auditory cortex is seen in some regions of the central
nucleus of the inferior colliculus (ICC) of adult cats with cochlear lesions (Irvine, Rajan and
Smith Proc. Aust. Neurosci. Soc. 1991). The fact that reorganization is seen in some but not all
regions of ICC suggests that reorganization occurs ",n only a subset of the multiple brainstem
pathways that provide input to ICC.

It is to be noted that the reorganization seen in cortical (and subcortical) maps after damage
to restricted regions of the receptor epithelium should not, in most cases at least, be thought of
as a central compensation for the peripheral loss. In the auditory system, for example, sensitivity.
to those frequencies that would normally produce activation in the damaged region of the
cochlea is in no way restored by central reorganization. However, such reorganization
demonstrates, under extreme conditions, the capacity of CNS structures in adult animals to
undergo reorganization when confronted with altered patterns of input. The occurrence of
reorganization under these conditions suggests that analogous changes might be produced by
altered patterns of input associated with differential use of particular regions of receptor surfaces
in the course of normal sensory/perceptual experience. This siggestion is supported by recent
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evidence for changes in somatosensory cortical maps of monkeys trained in tasks involving
either increased stimulation of a restricted region of the skin or perceptual discrimination of
stimuli applied to a restricted region. Evidence of the plasticity of cortical maps in adult animals
under a wide range of damage- and use-related alterations of sensory input has been interpreted
as reflecting the operation of self-organizing mechanisms intrinsic to neocortex. The growing
evidence for analogous plasticity in subcortical structures indicates that such mechanisms are
not unique to cortex, although they might well prove to differ qualitatively at different levels of
the central nervous system.

An interesting aspect of the present data is the implication of such damage-induced
reorganization of CNS maps of the cochlea for humans. High-frequency losses of the type
created in our experimental animals are a common phenomenon, and the occurrence of
reorganization of frequency maps would be expected to have functional (perceptual)
consequences. More detailed studies are required to determine if there is any applicability of the
effects we have observed to effects noted in the human audiological literature.
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NOISE POLLUTION IN BELO HORIZONTE CITY

PIMENTEL-SOUZA, Fernando
Full-Professor of Neurophysiology; Member of IBRO-UNESCO, PARIS

ALVARES, Pedro AlcAntra de Souza
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Dept. Physiology and Biophysics-Inst. Biological Sciences
C.P. 2486, Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG)
30.161, Belo Horizonte(BH), Brazil

SUMNARY: The noise in some Schools and in a Hospital of UFMG and
in a Home in BH trangressed the City law and were away from
Brazilian Technical Standards Association (ABNT) recommendations
and auditive wellbeing, invading the dangerous band of stress. The
external noise in the whole City gave an idea of impact in
citizens. Complaints increase in Militar Police (HP) and Ambiental
City Secretary (SMMA), whose action in 90s was felt. There is
probably similar pollution in many towns in Brazil. People suffer
and wait urgently from Authorities and Polititians Actions and Laws
more effective to guard their remaining Healths.

RESUME: Le bruit dans des Ecoles et dans l'HOpital de 1'UFMG et
dans une Residence de BH n'ob'eit pos A la loi municipale, et ii
est fort 6loigne des recommandations du Bureau Brdsilien de Normes
Techniques (ABNT) et du bien-etre Auditif, envahissant la bande
dangereuse du stress. Le bruit ext~rieur dans toute la Ville a don&
une id6e des consequences pour les citoyens. Les plaintes ont
augment6 dans la Police Militaire et le Bureau Municipal de
l'Environnement, dont l'action dans les ann6es 90 a dtd perque. Ii
y a peut atre une pollution similaire dans plusieurs villes au
Br~sil. Les gens souffrent et attendent urgentement des Autorit~s
et des Politiciens des Actions et des Lois plus effectives pour
preserver ce qui reste de leur sant6.

1) THE EXTERNAL SITUATIONS OF URBAN STREETS
A diagnosis from each zone in the City, during the day, was

done in 1988 by Alvares et al (Alvares and Pimentel-Souza, 1992
(1]), considering almost only the traffic of vehicles, without
industrial and .of anyother accidental noise. The mean level of
Leq=69.5 dB(A). It's incomprehensible that: 1) the zone ZI
(industrial) had an Leq=66.7 dB(A) surprisingly almost 3 dB(A) less
than the whole mean, maybe cause in implantation phase and not well
used. It would be an ideal area to place the noisier activities,
just as they do in the first world countries; 2) the mean of the 8
tradicional residential zone, in which incorporate a couple more of
zones of the south district, considerated "nobles", had an Leq=66.7
dB(A), exactly the same as ZI, showing a big indefinition about the
actual planning of the city; 3) the ZR5 include traditional noble
residential districts of the mid-south and had an Leq=71.7 dB(A),
therefore 2 dB(A) above the mean. 4) the 6 comercial zones include
districts of residential areas and showed Leq=73.8 dB(A), so more
than 4 dB(A) above the mean. However, even classified as
comercials, a lot of these districts are typically residential and
deserved better protection. 5) the 21 most serious points showed an
Leq igual or superior to 79 dB(A); 6) The place H. Werneck, in the
middle of a circle of 0.5 km that includes more than 50% of the
Hospitals of the city, had a Leqg73.2 dB(A), almost 4 dB(A) above
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mean. The expectative is that the exclusively residential zones
ZRl, including noble north districts, show an absolute better
situation (Leq-61.0 dB(A), so 8.5 dB(A) less than the mean).

The motor vehicles traffic is what contribuites more to the
noise pollution and grow numericaly in Brazilian cities,
aggravating the situation (CERNE, 1979(2]; AZEVEDO, 1984(3]). A
flow of 1000 Brazilian noisy vehicles/hour gave about 78 dB(A) at
15 m at many critical areas without any protection. The noise level
tend to get the same, when the traffic equals in Sao Paulo, Rio, BH
or any other big Brazilian City. In these cities that are
unprovided arteries, surrounded with a very thick and high
architectonic wall, trembling with motor vehicles surpassing and
unknowingly people of the malefaction. The accidental topography of
BH aggravates the traffic noise, but still Rio and Sao Paulo
continue more agglomerated, arresting more the noise.

The Traffic Noise Index (TNI, Griffiths & Langdon, 1968[4]) is
more adequate to subjective evaluation of annoyance. One of the
lowest level residential area, ZR1, have potenciality of been of
the most annoyed, because the TNI=108 dB(A), without considering
noise of the Airport. However, the areas ZR3, ZR4, ZR4A, ZR4B, ZR5,
and ZR6, that has an higher Leq, has an lower TNI, around 95 dB(A),
owing to a permanently traffic more intense, having values of L90
and L10 closer. Assuming a bigger sensory "adaptation" to constant
noise level, it is not enough to avoide its slow health damage
(Pimentel-Souza, 1992(5]).

To reduce disturbance it's not enough to limit Leq, but to
reduce also the oscilation between the L90 and L10. Paradoxaly, in
small towns of Brazil the noise with lower backgrounds may annoy
more than in the bigger cities, due to the existence of the same
sources, equipments, vehicles and people. To get better of
pollution at an minimum of more than 5 dB(A) in mean it should
punish the violers of used trucks, cars and motorbikes, conductors
and vandals extremely noisy, bohemian, religious, sporting and
semi-industrial activities in the residential zone and make all
buses soundless (CERNE, 1979[2]). Our streets are turning into
accoustic boxes and our building excelent sources and means of
noise transmitters (IPT, 1988[6]; Gerges, 1991[71). At mean time it
should win 10 dB(A) adopting modern rules for the motor vehicles
fabrication or lose them if we don't take any severe rules towards
the urbanism and architecture. It is unbelievable how in Brazil it
is not undestandable that is more racional, cheap and healthy to
descentralize, build and support the 'evelopment of small cities
than to destroy and bad repair th, lodded center of the big
cities, sometimes with historic loss.

BH today can't be confused with the decanted one of the 40s
and 50s, well deserveded, called the "Garden City", with its
restrained 400 thousand residents, that lived on the squares and
streets with an auditable confort of 20 to 30 decibels. At that
time there was a maximum of 70 dB, against 107 in the districts
next to detonation of mines today. There's an increase of more than
4000 times of peak noise pression and something similar to the
number of vehicles to an increase of 5 times of the population only
(Nava, 1958(8]). The recovery policy of life quality will only be
effective if it faces the mistakes of the new reality, once life is
unmaginable easily degradating.

2) NOISE IN SOME SCHOOLS OF THE UFN
The Ambiental City Law (ACL) establishes maximum levels of

internal noise for 3 periods: Day (from 7AM to 7PM), evening (7PM
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to 10PM) and night (10PM to 7AM), according to the ground use and
accupation law. In 91 the noise in libraries of 7 central Schools
of UFMG showed and Leq=53.4-68.2 dB(A) and in auditoria Leq=51.1-
66.5 dB(A). A few times the noise level allowed audictible confort,
levels below 50 dB(A), to its user and almost was well above the
beginning of stress, already in a forwarded stage (Cantrell,
1974(9]; WHO, 1980[10]; Babisch, 1991(111]; Pimentel-Souza,
1992[5]). In the interior of libraries and auditoria didn't show as
unsuitable places for reflection, for studies, for research, for
intellectual criation and for the sensorial perception as it is
prescribed.

3) INTERNAL NOISE IN THE MEDICAL PRACTICE HOSPITAL (MPH)
In 91 in the MPH of UFMG, during the hours of 9AM and 11AM,

out of the traffic peak, the internal noise showed Leq=63.2-68.4
dB(A). In the Intensive Treatment Center (ITCs) the noise, although
less, only for some moments, did not follow the ACL, that in
Hospitals is precribed equal to ZR1. At any moment the audictable
confort would be proportioned to its future traumatic or life risk
patients. The noise in MPH should still continue critic inclusive
in the new part, because they were far away from the recommended
values by ABTN (1987[12]) mentioning WHO (1980(10]), that is of 35
to 45 dB(A), in spite of some buses traffic detour from the
neighbourhood, reducing it to about the half. On the contrary, it
might come to grow after the opening to traffic of an extensive
bridge in the area. Certainly the assesment of the ambiental impact
should not have considerate such aspect and International Azjencies
should not finance useless public wort&, as such bridge.

4) INTERNAL NOISE AT A RESIDENCY OF SOUTH AREA (NOBLE)
The internal noise in a residency, which is located about 20m

of the traffic intersection, without frontal street movement of bus
lines and having only local traffic at zone 4b (the second most
protected by the ACL, with Leq=67.6 dB(A), 2 dB(A) below mean and
TNI=89 dB(A)) was showed. In 91 since 5PM till 7PM the traffic
noise reflected a lot in the interior, showing a strong oscilation
between 55-81 dB(A) according with a flow of cars. From there on,
in the evening and in the beginning of the night, the impulsive
noise appear going up from the background noise (40 dB(A) at 11PM),
but reaching the highest variation. It is not exceptional to have
95 dB(A) from a passage of a car with open exhaust. This relation
sign/background noise is more than sufficient to wake up the
majority of people even with deep sleep, which threshold in stages
IV and paradoxal are from 35 and 31 dB(A) respectively (Lukas,
1971[13]).

5) CITIZENS COMPLAINTS
In 91 the noise perturbation constituted in the major

complaints at SMMA (53% of the total) and PM, the citizen is basing
on the ACL 4034/85, edict 5893/88 and article 42 of the National
Penal Code. The complaints in BH increased so much that rapid call
of the PM become almost useless (Alvares and Pimentel-Souza,
19921l]). In 91 the MP received 17.3 calls per day mean, only
attend to a few, when they sum up to plough an act of incident to
posterior act of the SMMA or the Civilian Police. But, only SMMA
is equipped with measurer of noise pression and after can assign a
inspector to measure the pertubation, that doesn't exist no more to
be catch. The major judiciary law suits don't even begin. The
straigh complaints to SMMA were low because it concentrates at the
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day time of work days and it was unknown its way of action. Till
91 damages to health and to work are not sued by the Procuracy and
it's severity is underestimate by the Judges, because they are not
well informed, just as the own Physicians. The unsatisfactory work
accomplished until now putrify the instituitions images and
envolved profissional categories. But, the MP is the only organ
that maintain regular duty to restrain the noise pollution at times
of trouble rest, at night and weekends, when most transgression
happen. Between registered complaints in 91 at SMMA predominates
perturbation of bars, restaurants and live music places (55% of
complaints), that astonishingly continues to obtain at the
Municipal Office approval to fix them in any district, and of semi-
industrial activities, placed on residential areas. But, recent
data seem to indicate a better information done by UFMG and midia,
an increase of organization at SHMA, where complaints attained 2.9
per day mean in 92, whose fines triplicate in 92 relating to 91,
and as the people know that SMMA became more effective than MP.
Total usual complaints, SMMA and MP, decreased from 19,1 in 91 to
14 to 92, indicanting that some cases became solved, but still are
underestimate in cause of bad people education and sensibility. By
the TNI data during the day, the noise disturbation in BH due only
to traffic should be provoking any annoyance in about 100%
(Ollerhead, 1973114]) and would reach a "high" disturbance in
about 50% (Schultz et al, 1976(171).
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SCREENING OF NOISY JUNCTIONS OF A TRACTOR

FRIDMAN V.E., FOGEL A.L., SOBOLEV L. Yu.

Radiophysical Research Institute, N. Novgorod, USSR

One of the perspective directions of agriculture is the development of contactless methods of land
cultivation. Such method is the powerful acoustic field actuating on the land surface. At present,
mounting devices for the tractor have been already produced which are a set of tubes where a
detonation wave is formed. At the output the detonation wave is transformed into a powerful acoustic
wave which can effectively cultivate the surface layer of the soil. However, operation of such units is

accompanied by a high level of noise.

The report presents the measurement results of the noise level and its spectral composition during the
tractor operation with the acoustic ripper. The ripper is a unit with eight detonation tubes directed

.. A!

vertically downdards. All the unit is fixed to the tractor on a suspension. Measurement of the acoustic
field is carried out in different schedules of the tractor operation without the protection screens, with
one-layer screen and with special two-layer silencer screening the working unit of the tractor. A two-
layer silencer is the distributed Helmholtz resonator with one solid and one punched screen. The
silencer was intended for suppression of energy bearing components of the acoustic field spectrum.
During measurements a system of microphones had been used with registration at four-channel tape-
recorder for the definition of the integral level of the acoustic noise which is used for definition of the
noise level corresponding to sanitary norms. The acoustic signal written is delivered to analog-digital

storage and then the spectral analysis of noise was made.

During the experiments it was discovered that the basic noise energy is concentrated in the band of
400-600 Hz. Besides, there is a narrow line in the noise spectrum at the frequency of near 1.2 kHz.
Ordinary one-layer screen introduces a slight modulation of the spectrum without change of the
integral noise level. A two-layer silencer suppressed the energy bearing band of the spectrum and.
sharply decreased the noise level. So, at the distance of 60 m the integral noise level of the unit

amounts of near 100 dB, and the noise level of the damped unit at the same distance was near 70 dB
and satisfied the accepted sanitary norms.
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ACTIVE CONTROL OF LOW FREQUENCY NOISE

Kh. EGHTESADI

Noise Cancellation Technologies, Inc.
1015, West Nursery Rd

Linthicum, MD 21090, USA

ABSTRACT
Increasing power consumption in recent years has led to the use of larger -and more powerful
machines which are, in most cases, sources of noise. Correspondingly, there have been increases
in low-frequency sources. The individual's response to low-frequency noise is difficult to assess
because of the nature of the noise and wide differences in individual loudness sensation. The
lack of directionality of low frequency noise renders the noise source unidentifiable, causing
extra stress on the sufferers. Further, the noise is subjectively more annoying in the absence of
the masking effect of higher frequencies, which are attenuated by the building itself or over long
distances. The Noise Abatement Act, which is based upon dB(A) levels, gives insufficient
protection against low frequency noise; there is a need for additional low frequency limits for the
living environment. The conventional methods employed in controlling low-frequency noise are
mainly passive, employing bulky insulating, as well as absorptive materials to stop the noise
transmitting from source to listener. The hardware is expensive and relatively inefficient in
reducing low frequency. This is an area where active noise attenuators are particularly useful due
to their ability to cancel low frequency noise effectively. The purpose of this paper is to describe
some of the advanced development of active control systems for low frequency noise.

INTRODUCTION
The basic principal of active noise and vibration control is the creation of a wave form of equal
amplitude and frequency that is 180 degrees out of phase with the offending noise or vibration.
Active noise control (ANC) reduces noise by destructively interfering with the unwanted sound.
There are four basic practical approaches to attenuating unwanted noise: "at source", zones,
headsets and isolation. "At source" control, that is reducing the noise at its source, is the
preferred approach to attenuating noise. Attenuating noise before it can spread, significantly
reduces its complexity. An example of "at source" control is the electronic muffler on an
automobile. Here noise is attenuated at the end of the exhaust pipe before it spreads into the
surrounding environment. When noise cannot be controlled "at source", it can be reduced
volumetrically, through zonal control. This technique can be used to quiet the cabins of vehicles
such as cars, trucks, buses and aircraft. When the propagating area of the noise is too large or the
environmental considerations are too complicated, noise can be attenuated at a person's ear.
Industrial noise is most often reduced passively by using bulky headsets or uncomfortable ear
plugs. Both of these passive approaches are less effective in handling low frequency noise. In
addition, these techniques interfere with speech, warning signals and other desired sound which
can be a safety hazard.
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ANC can be applied to the previously unsolvable problem of low frequency noise and vibration,
and in cost effective ways. In certain applications, such as electronic exhaust mufflers and active
fan quieting, additional benefits of improved equipment efficiency and reduced energy
consumption are possible. In this paper industrial applications of ANC for the following cases
will be presented: exhaust noise, siren noise, and fan-generated airborne noise.

ELECTRONIC MUFFLER
The electronic muffler eliminates the back pressure associated with conventional passive
mufflers by employing a secondary source to reduce the low frequency noise. The exhaust
passes through the passive element which serves to attenuate the high frequency noise. In
automobiles a five percent (5%) improvement in city fuel economy has been reported and a two
percent (2%) improvement with diesel buses. In an industrial blower a 24% improvement in
fuel economy, a 20% improvement in throughput and a reduction in noise from 100 dBA have
been measured. Electronic mufflers employ either the noise filtering or noise synthesis method
to generate the cancellation signal. The cancellation signal is amplified and applied to
loudspeakers in an arrangement such as that shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2. shows the typical results
from applying the NCT Electronic Muffler to a CSX MasterVac, a vacuum blower system used
to unload bulk material from rail cars into trucks. The net result when combined with additionalI

passive treatments from non-exhaust noise sources, was a decrease of over 25 dBA at the
MasterVac operator position. It also increased worker productivity by allowing workers to
increase their work shift at the MasterVac from 15 minute intervals to continuous 8 hour shifts.
In addition, the drive motor realized a fuel savings of over 20% and the time required to unload a
rail car decreased from 56 minutes to 45 minutes.

ACTIVE CONTROL OF SIREN NOISE
A typical emergency vehicle siren can generate several different sound patterns. A typical noise
pattern from an electronic siren is the "Fast Wail." In this siren the signal sent to the siren speaker
is a high level square wave with a cyclically varying frequency. The frequency varies between
400 Hz and 800 Hz during each cycle. When this drive signal passes through the band limited
speaker, the higher frequency harmonics are attenuated leaving behind a low frequency noise.
The noise as heard in the vehicle cab is actually much more complex d,: to the acoustics of the
cab. Resonance and multiple acoustical paths cause the noise to vary rapidly in amplitude as the
frequency slews. This problem requires a system that can adapt at a rate faster than the rate of
change of the noise. An active headset with digital controller was developed by NCT to address
this problem. Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the active headset with its digital controller. Fig.
4 shows the resulting noise waveforms obtained by the active headset as measured in a vehicle
cab. The upper half shows five seconds of the original noise at the ear with the active control
turned off. The lower half shows the result when the ANC system is turned on. The system
reliably reduces the siren noise by 10 to 15 dB with little impact on other external sounds.

ACTIVE CONTROL OF FAN NOISE
Aerodynamic noise from fans is a major noise source for many industrial applications, this noise
consists of tonal and broadband components. Passive attenuation is either not effective at low
frequency or requires special thick absorbent material and large attenuators. In some cases the
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fan and its housing were modified to produce the least amount of tonal noise, but the random
noise either increased or remained unchanged. Passive attenuation also can have an impact on
the aerodynamic efficiency of the fan. Since active attenuation can selectively cancel the noise
and adapt to changes in the characteristics of the noise without significant impact on
aerodynamic performance, it has special appeal to the industry. To demonstrate active control of
broadband noise from a centrifugal fan, forward curved blades were used to minimize tonal noise
at the blade passage frequency. This appliance fan operated at approximately 180 CFM and a
metal mesh filter covered the inlet. Passive silencers consisting of a suitable length of ducting
are normally used to control the noise with the optimum lhiting thickness being one-quarter of a
wavelength. Since this technique is not practical for residential installation, this appliance fan
was a prime candidate for ANC technology. A combination of passive and active attenuation
techniques was employed to achieve an overall 12.8 dBA reduction in noise. The active noise
attenuation components were composed of an "upstream" microphone as the input noise sensor, a
loudspeaker as the secondary source for noise attenuation (housed in an assembly that also
contains the electronic processing end control circuit); a power supply assembly; and a
"downstream" microphone as twe residual error microphone. The error microphone provided a
signal input to the controller to adjust the filters. The electronic processing used an NCT
controller w. h the Adaptive Feed Forward a ,orithm for digital filters to match the
characteristics of the feed and error paths over changes in operating temperature and air flow as
shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the noise spectrum after the passive techniques were implemented
but without the ANC and the spectrum with both passive and active attenuation. Certain
frequencies in the 200-1200 Hz range are attenuated in excess of 10 dB and the resulting noise
has been reduced by 7.9 dBt-.

CONCLUSIONS
Active noise control technique provides advantages such as improvement in system efficiency
and size, energy savings, and adaptability to a variable low frequency noise source that is not
available from the passive methods. In the future we will see extensive applications of this
approach to numerous noise and vibration control problems.
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IS HEARING DAMAGE UNAFFECTED BY DISCRETE TONES AND Lp AMPLITUDE?

WATSON Ian.
SNV Consultants
4 Kirkland Avenue
Blanefield.
By Glasgow. G63 9BZ.

Abstract.
More than two thousand years ago Aristotle wrote "If at some time
future facts should be established, more trust should be put in
evidence of sense perception than in theories, save if these are
shown to correspond to observation". Taking cognisance of these
wise words there are serious doubts concerning the validity of
some of the crucial assumptions which are the basis of the UK
Noise at Work Regulations, the Health and Safety Executive Noise
Guides and the units used to measure factory noise for personnel
assessment.
Firstly, the Regulations do not take into account the bandwidth of
the sound. Discrete tones are not considered to be more damaging
to hearing than random, broad band sound. Secondly, the assumption
that permanent hearing damage is related to sound energy per day
rather than the accumulated effect of the amplitude and number of
cycles of dynamic pressure is perhaps wishful thinking and
contradicts proven experience for acoustically induced material
fatigue failures. Thirdly, there is ta crucial difference in the
definition and conception of a "competent person" between the UK
Regulations and the HSE Noise Guides.

Introduction.
It is nigh impossible to establish reliable relationships for all
the complex inter-related factors with the degree of irreversible
hearing damage. The very gradual permanent deterioration in
hearing sensitivity of Noise Induced Herring Loss sufferers, the
many inter-related parameters and the imprecision of audiometric
measurements make irrefutable deductions extremely difficult.
Most of the existing information on the complex problem of NIHL is
based on statistical evidence which can, at times, be misleading.
However, it is beyond doubt that exposure to high sound levels
causes both a rapid temporary, and a gradual permanent loss of
hearing. The slow rate of damage makes it very difficult to
quantify the risk to individuals of exposure to high sound
pressure levels. It is almost certain that the second action level
of a daily exposure to an Leq of 90 dB(A) is too high. Continuous
exposure to this level of dynamic pressure for eight hours a day,
five days a week, fifty weeks a year and for a working life of say
forty years, would cause permanent hearing damage in many people.

Are Discrete Tones More Damaging Than Random Noise?
NIHL is analogous to low and high cycle fatigue failure of
materials. Hugh investments have been made to reduce the risk of
acoustically induced fatigue failures in space, missile and AGR
research. Crack initiation caused by dynamic sound pressure is
critically influenced by the nature and bandwidth of the sound
pressure. A discrete tone, which coincides with a structure
resonance will, initiate fatigue cracks at much lower amplitudes
than random, broad band sound.
It is logical to deduce that a 6imilar phenomenon will occur with
the way in which sound damages the hearing mechanism. A pure tone
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is bound to induce greater damage than random sound of the same
broad band amplitude. This hypothesis is supported by the fact
that most people find pure tones more objectionable and painful
than broad band noise. Five or ten decibel penalties are enforced
for environmental noise control if discrete tones are present, for
this reason.
It is therefor necessary to stipulate maximum sound pressure
levels for pure tones in all the audible octave or third octave
bands in the Regulations, for employers to be seen to be taking
all reasonable and practical steps to avoid hearing damage to
employees, visitors and the public at large.

Hearing Damage - Sound Energy or Sound Pressure Amplitude Related?
The use of sound energy as the basis for controlling the allowable
first and second action sound pressure levels in the Regulations
could be fundamentally wrong. A daily Leq of 90 dB(A) could be
achieved by an exposure of slightly less than five minutes to 110
dB(A). Therefor, according to the Regulations, a person could be
subjected to 110 dB(A) for four minutes every day for five days a
week, fifty weeks in a year for forty years without permanent
hearing damage! This gives an allowable total exposure to 110
dB(A) of the equivalent of more than eighty working days! The
hypothesis that hearing will completely recover from daily
exposures to very high dynamic sound pressures is in contradiction
to the proven laws of metal fatigue, where failures occur due to
the accumulation of cycles at high dyAamic stresses.

ALLOWABLE DAILY EXPOSURE TIME FOR TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT
ONE dB LESS THAN THE UK SECOND ALLOWABLE CYCLES WORKING
ACTION LEVEL, AT SPECIFIED Lp. ASSUMING 1,000 Hz DAYS OF

DYNAMIC No. OF MILLIONS. CONTINUOUS
PRESSURE CYCLES TIME IN IN EXPOSURE

Lp AT SAY ASSUMING SEC- ONE FORTY IN A
re 1,000 Hz 1,000 Hz ONDS 5 DAY YEARS LIFETIME.

20OAPa Pa rms MILLIONS s WEEK. DAYS.

90 .6 21.6 21,600 108 194,000 6,750

100 2.0 1.84 1,840 9.2 16,600 575

110 6.3 .21 210 1.05 1,890 65.6

120 20.0 .025 25 .12 225 7.8

130 63.3 .002 2 .01 18 .63

The above table dramatically illustrates the effect of a
lifetime's exposure to noise which is considered acceptable
according to the current Regulations. The use of Leq and dose
meters could therefor be misleading and give employees a false
sense of safety.
Using sound pressure level [say 85 dB(A)], -and not Leq values, as
the criterion for hearing protection zones would simplify noise
assessments, be a clear incentive for noise reduction and greatly
reduce the number of people who suffer the torment of noise
induced hearing loss.
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The Responsibilities and Role of the "Competent Person".
Everyone knows that there are many reasons why wearing ear muffs
or plugs could be dangerous. Warnings of impending danger may not
be heard. There could be health hazards due to lack of proper
hygiene care or due to sweating and absence of adequate
ventilation of the ear. Many find the continuous pressure of ear
muffs very unpleasant and uncomfortable. However, for many the use
of hearing protectors will be the lesser of two evils.
Item 7 of the UK Regulations correctly stipulates that every
employer must take all reasonable and practical steps to reduce
the exposure of employees to sound pressure levels exceeding the
second or peak action levels, other than by the use of personal
ear protectors. This means that employers will need advice on
noise reduction at source and\or changes to the work procedures.
To do this effectively and meaningfully requires the input of a
qualified engineer who has basic acoustic knowledge and
experience. The necessary judgements and proposals do not fall
into the category of work which could be carried out by a
technician who has been given a four day course on measuring
sound, proper use of hearing protectors, etc.
Item 4 of the Regulations specifies that every employer must
ensure that a competent person makes a noise assessment which is
adequate for compliance with item 7. The Regulations therefor, in
effect, specify the need for a qualified engineer with indepth
acoustic knowledge and experience to pontrol the noise assessment
work. However, items 33 to 36 in the HSE Noise Guide No. 1 and
Noise Guide No. 6 imply that a technician with a very limited
training course can do this advanced work without guidance or
supervision, and enable employers to comply with the Noise at Work
Regulations (1989). obviously a qualified engineer is required to
control the entire noise assessment project.
To achieve the ultimate goal of reducing the noise and\or exposure
time so that ear muffs or plugs are not required justifies the
effort of a fully qualified engineer with indepth acoustic
knowledge, training and many years experience. To reduce costs a
specially trained technician could record sound measurements and
help with the data collection, but he\she must be supervised by a
competent person who is responsible for the noise assessment
project. The relatively small increase in cost to employ a
qualified person to control the investigation would be recovered
in noise reduction benefits, prevention of expensive litigation
and a reduced number of NIHL sufferers.

The Way Forward.
If it can be shown that the Noise at Work Regulations do not give
reasonable protection against NIHL for all employees, employers
could lose expensive litigation battles even if they comply with
the laws of the land. They are thus getting the worst of both
worlds - high costs in administering ear protection zones and
noise assessment investigations - as well as possible high legal
costs and compensation payments to injured employees.
People have different resistances to the effects of exposure to
high sound levels. Some may experience permanent hearing damage at
sound pressure levels at five or possibly even ten decibels below
others. Hence some form of audiometric screening is essential for
those who are likely to be exposed to sound pressure levels at or
above 85dB(A) or the new EC peak action level [130dB(C)] or the
new pure tone levels. There could be co-operation between
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industry and the National Health Service to provide selective
audiometric screening for vulnerable employees.
Noise induced hearing loss is a very serious social problem. The
fact that NIHL is the most common industrial injury is no credit
to acousticians, engineers, medical personnel and civil servants
who work in this field. The gradual way it permanently affects the
unsuspecting victim is insidious to say the least. Environmental
noise pollution would very soon worsen the quality of our lives if
strict controls are not enforced. Noise reduction is, without
doubt, one of the most important objectives for engineers in every
discipline.
Inadequate enforcement of the Noise at Work Regulations by down-
grading the role of the "competent person" could detrimentally
affect product acoustic performance and compliance with the
Regulations and new EC Directives on noise. The decision to give
British industry a further two years to comply with the UK
Machinery (Safety) Regulations 1992 could be counter productive
and make our products acoustically inferior to our competitors in
other EC countries. Better policing and enforcement of even more
stringent regulations would not only reduce the risk of permanent
hearing damage to employees, it would also improve the quality of
the products we manufacture.
If hearing damage is in fact related to sound pressure amplitude
and not to sound energy, measurements of Lp should replace Leq.
Identifying hearing protection zonest will be much easier. Dose
meters, if used at all, would record 'numbers of cycles at selected
ranges of sound pressure levels. In general factory noise
measurements and personnel noise assessments would be much less
complicated, and Regulations would be very much easier to enforce.

All those responsible for the purchase of equipment, components
and articles which generate a significant amount of noise, must
treat acoustic performance as a major factor in the decision on
which to buy. They could be making a very costly mistake if they
do otherwise. It cannot be said too often that the least expensive
and easiest way to control and reduce factory and environmental
sound pressure levels is to induce manufacturers to produce
quieter products by design, research and development. It is much
more difficult and expensive (and sometimes virtually impossible)
to reduce sound levels by minor modifications to operating
equipment.
The market should respond to pressure from the public and from
informed and concerned people. Directors who are in tune with
these trends and forces will invest in improving the acoustic
performance of their products, and thus make it easier for their
clients to comply with the Regulations. They deserve to win a
bigger share of the market.
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HELICOPTER NOISE MEASUREMENTS FOR A DATABASE

WESTON R. J., STEELE D. G.

Royal Air Force Institute of Health and Community Medicine,

Halton, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP22 5PG - United Kingdom

Helicopter operations constitute a growing problem for both civil and military aviation due to an

increasing number of day and night operations, lower flying altitudes, specific noise characteristics

and a general tendency to operate nearer and nearer to communities. It has been said that helicopter

noise has a number of unique characteristics, which has led to numerous studies into whether or not

the indicies should be weighted to reflect these features.

The RAF Institute of Health and Medical Training has been given the opportunity to investigate the

features of helicopter noise characteristics, operations, metrics and interpretive criteria with respect to

existing aircraft noise modelling systems and has embarked on a program for modelling helicopter

noise around designated helicopter landing sites (HLS).

This paper discusses the noise source measurements used to create this database and some of the

field studies used for validation.
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PERIPHERAL BLOOD FLOW.
A SUITABLE INDICATOR OF NOISE-INDUCED STRAIN

GRIEFAHN, Barbara and BRODE, Peter
Institute for Occupational Physiology at the University of Dortmund

Deptartment of Environmental Physiology and Occupational Medicine
Ardeystr. 67, D-4600 Dortmund 1, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract
Alterations of peripheral blood flow (vasoconstrictions) as measured at the finger-tips are
valid indicators of the complex ergotropic strain evoked by noise. The quantification of the
strain presupposes additionally a high reliability which was studied in the present paper.
The reliability proved to be sufficient if movements can be avoided during experimental
sessions, if the finger-temperatures range between 24 0C and 33 0C and if the data are
transformed into percentages related to the prestimulus values.
If, however, the interstimulus intervals become shorer than 30 seconds and if simultane-
ous recordings of sensumotor performance or the,'ompletion of questionnaires are requi-
red, alternative methods e.g. the recording of peripheral blood flow at the ear lobe are
advisable.

1 Introduction and objectives
Peripheral blood flow as measured at the finger-tips is regarded as a valid indicator of the
complex ergotropic strain evoked by noise. The method is easy to handle, the subjects
are scarcely bothered and the records are easy to evaluate. The dose-response relation-
ship between noise-induced vasoconstrictions and the physical parameters of the sound
as well as the influences of numerous exogenic and endogenic variables are intensively
studied and sufficiently quantified.
The quantification of noise-induced strain requires a high reliability of the method applied.
The latter must be questioned for peripheral blood flow as it depends highly on thermore-
gulation. To save body heat the width of the blood vessels decrease gradually with am-
bient temperatures and/or with the metabolic rates, thus reducing the heat-emitting sur-
face of the body.
In contrast to external influences which are taken into account by adjusting the room tem-
perature to a predefined level throughout an entire experimental series, internal influen-
ces are usually disregarded. The latter (the hormonal situation, the metabolic rate etc.)
are apparently significant. Preceding this particular study the finger temperatures of 19
subjects were recorded 3 times a day at a constant air temperature of 22 0C. The mea-
surements revealed a variation from 18.8 0C to 35.7 'C (16.9 K).
This rises the question whether noise-induced strain is reliably quantified by the altera-
tions of peripheral blood flow. As the skin temperatures indicate the width of the blood
vessels the extent of noise-induced vasoconstrictions may vary with the skin temperatures
- according to the law of initial values.
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If this assumption proves to be true, the finger temperatures have to be controlled in fur-
ther studies or alternative methods must be applied. A reasonable alternative could be the
blood flow at the ear lobe, which depends much less on the ambient climate. It is even
likely that these responses are more reliable than those recorded at the finger-tips.
This alternative could have another advantage. The recordings at the finger-tips are high-
ly susceptible to even slight motions. The latter cause artifacts and prevent simultaneous
activities, e.g. the completion of questionnaires or the execution of sensumotor tests.
These disadvantages may be reduced as the ear lobe is not actively moved.

2 Methods and evaluation
16 healthy and normal hearing subjects (8 male, 8 female, 21-61 yrs, x = 37.3 yrs) absol-
ved 4 experimental 1-hour sessions. Their finger temperatures were randomly adjusted to
24, 27, 30, and 33 0C by inserting the right hand up to the midth of the forearm into an air-
conditioned box. After the target temperature was reached short-term pink noises (1250
ms) were applied every 40 seconds. The sound pressure levels of 72, 78, 84, and 90 dBA
occured randomly but once within 4 consecutive stimuli. Heart rates and peripheral blood
flow of the right ear lobe and of the right index finger were continuously recorded through-
out the experiments.
The experiments were executed in a sound proof room at an air temperature of 21 'C. The
subjects rested in a comfortable armchair, the noises were presented via loudspeakers.
Evaluation: Each individual trial was evaluated pulse by pulse and presented by 40 con-
secutive data covering the period from 10 second6 before until 30 seconds after noise
onset. The width of the vessels was indicated by absolute data as converted into voltages
and by relative numbers that is to say in percentages related to the prestimulus period.

According to a cluster analysis a period centered to the maximum response (minimum of
blood flow) was determined as a significant parameter of the noise-induced vasoconstric-
tion. This is in the present study for the finger-tip the period from the 5th to 10th and for
the ear lobe from the 3rd to 6th second.

3 Results and discussion
General response pattern: Due to an increased sympathetic tone, noise-induced vaso-
constrictions occurred at the finger-tip and at the ear lobe as well. The minimum after 5 or
6 seconds is followed by a gradual increase towards the baseline. The responses are
considerably smaller at the ear lobe and the baseline is attained earlier (figure 2).

3.1 Vasoconstriction and skin temperature
Figure 1 presents in its upper part the width of the blood vessels at the finger-tips as con-
verted into voltages, separately for the 4 finger temperatures. As expected, peripheral
blood flow and noise-induced vasoconstrictions are significantly related to the skin tempe-
ratures. The higher the temperatures (the wider the vessels), the larger are the extents of
the vasoconstrictions and the shorter are the time lags until their maxima (minima of blood
flow) and the earlier are the baselines attained.

The fact that the extents of the vascular responses increase concomitantly with the width
of the blood vessels or the skin temperatures respectively verifies again the law of initial
values. The inverse relationship between the skin temperatures and the time lags until the
minima is presumably related to the elasticity of the walls of the vessels. The vessels be-
come rigid in the cold and need more time for any reaction.
Thus, the absolute vascular responses pretend that noise-induced strain decreases with
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temperature. But, as there is no serious explanation for the assumption that the overall
strain of the organism really decreases with lowered skin temperatures, it must be conclu-
ded that the absolute alterations are unsuitable for assessing the ergotropic noise effects.
If, however, the data are transformed into percentages (fig. 1, lower partý, the extents of
the responses (minimum blood flow) are no longer related to the skin temperatures. As
the minima of the individual trials are not as well defined as in the mean curves it is - for
practical reasons - advisable to indicate the extent of a given response by the average
over a time period centered to the minima. In the present study, the period from the 5th to
the 10th second proved to be suitable as it includes the occurrence of the minima at any
skin temperature.
The results are confirmed by the parameters of the appropriate regressions: the absolute
alterations are significantly determined by the basic blood flow (width of blood vessels or
skin temperatures), where ,-
the relative alterations are > 400
ever the same within the .h.
ranges studied here. The o-
overall ergotropic strain in- 0 300-
duced by noise is still ade- 'a .
quately assessed if the re- --200 ...... wo.......o"
actions are expressed in . " -,- , .
percentages.
The validity of this finding is • 100
restricted to a linear relation .s
between the skin temperatu- &
res and the widths of blood 0. 0-
vessels (and the extents of -10 0 10 20 I s] 30
vasoconstrictions) which 110-
was true in this study. How-,.
ever, if the vessels are ma- op w r
ximally constricted, their 0 100 1
width and the skin tempera- #
ture become independent of 0
each other. Though the skin 0- It S __,6,,6

temperature may decrease 1 11, 24...
furtheron, the vessels can- --- 27 0 C
not constrict anymore. In .= 80 -- 30 °C
this situation noise fails to .R- - 33-C
cause additional constric- -I
tions. With reference to fig.1 -10 0 10 20 [s] 30
the lower limit can be assu-
med near 24 °C Qs blood flow Figure 1: Peripheral blood flow at the finger-tip
during the prestimulus period
differs less between 24 0C and 27 °C than between 27 0C and 30 0C or 30 0C and 33 0C,
respectively.

The upper limit of the valid range is probably near 35 0C. The emission of body heat pre-
supposes a gradient of about 1 to 2.5 K between core and skin temperatures. As core
temperatures must remain at 37 0C the skin temperature must not exceed 35 0C to 36 0C
at the utmost. If the air temperature exceeds 35 0C the skin is cooled by evaporation of
sweat. In this situation the dilatatory power of the heat stress becomes stronger than the
constrictory power of noise.
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Both, the upper and the lower limit have to be determined in future studies. This is essen-
tial because outside this range other measures must be applied to assess the strain evo-
ked by noise.

3.2 Vasoconstrictions at the finger-tips and at the ear lobe
Altemative methods for the assessment of noise-induced stress are also desirable if the
subjects cannot avoid movements, particularly in the case when simultaneous activities
are required during the experimental sessions. Peripheral blood flow was therefore also
recorded at the ear lobe because the latter is not actively moved and because its tempe-
rature varies much less with the ambient temperature as well as between subjects.
Peripheral blood flow as measured simultaneously at both locations, the ear lobe and the
finger-tips are shown in figure 2. The data are transformed into percentages related to the
prestimulus averages. In general, noise evokes vasoconstrictions at either location and
the extents of the responses
are significantly determined 110-- ...
by the acoustic energy: the M do
higher the sound pressure le- -.100-.•*_Poo.
vels the larger the extents of .10
vasoconstrictions (analysis of -
variance, p<0.01 % for both V D 90-
locations). The extents of the 0 = ,
vasoconstrictions at the ear . 4)
lobe as well as their respecti- • 80 - -".-,_

ve 'resolving power' are,
however, considerably smal- 70 -1 - - -

ler, particularly for the lower -10 0 10 20 [s] 30
sound pressure levels. 110---_
The smaller responses at
the ear lobe are probably -
related to the local features 100 -44 00
of blood supply. This assum- 30
ption refers to the results of e e
several studies where cold ". Cc 9
air induced vasoconstrictions 2 7 dBAof all the skin vessels except "n = so- - 84 dBA.,- 80- - --- , 84 dBA
at the head. Those vessels
are probably also less sus-

ceptible to other stimuli as 70 - - I
well. -10 0 10 20 [s] 30

4 Conclusions Figure 2
Comparing both, vasocon-
strictions at the finger-tip and at the ear lobe the first is superior if movements can be
avoided, if the finger-temperatures range between 24 0C and 34 °C and if the data are
transformed into percentages related to the prestimulus values. Due to the faster re-
attainment the recording at the ear lobe could be advanta- geous if the interstimulus
intervals are shorter than 30 seconds (figure 2). Whether the recordings at the ear lobe
are less susceptible to body movements has to be proved in future studies.
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ABSTRACT

An epidemiological study of occupational noise exposure, noise-induced hearing loss and
high blood pressure was conducted in two large metal-asembly plants in Chicago, Illinois (1988-
1989). The study's main objective was to determineif a group of workers exposed to noise
greater than or equal to 89 dBA for 15 years or more had mean blood pressure levels which
were significantly greater than a similar group of workers less exposed (< 82 dBA) and
moreover; if grouping the men within the two plants by a marker for noise exposure, (i.e, high
frequency hearing loss as defined by 65 decibels or greater hearing threshold at 3, 4 or 6 kHz)
would result in those men with severe noise-induced hearing loss (SNIHL) experiencing a greater
prevalence of hypertension than the portion of men within each plant who did not have such
hearing loss profiles (< 65 decibels at any of these frequencies). These two major comparisons
were to be made while controlling for the other major risk factors for hypertension (i.e., body
mass index, alcohol intake, family history, etc.). The population consisted of a random sample
of 500 hourly workers drawn from each of the two plants aged 40-62 (men 49.6 and 48.7) years
with 15 or more years of employment at the present facility. The overall participation rate was
69% for plant I (exposed) and 68% for plant 2 (unexposed). The average length of time of
employment was 25.0 and 22 years respectively in exposed and non-exposed groups. A pre-shift
clinical examination was conducted on all study participants. This exam included measures of
height, weight, pulse and blood pressure as well as an in-depth medical and personal habits
history (alcohol comsumption, smoking patterns, etc.) An in-depth occupational history, military
and noise-related hobby questionnaire, and a lifestyle interference inventory was also completed.
Audiometric testing was conducted to determine puretone hearing thresholds at .25 to 8 Khz
frequencies. A lifetime history of hearing protection usage was obtained. Blood pressure was
obtained using a random zero device taken three times after a ten minute period. An individual
was considered hypertensive if the diastolic blood pressure was greater than or equal to 90
mmHg or he was currently on blood pressure medication. There was a significant difference
(2-3 mmHg)between the mean diastolic blood pressures between the two plants [mean of 80
mmHg (S.D. 9.2) in Plant 1 compared to 77.8 mmHg (S.D. 11.0) in Plant 2, p < .014], and
a mean systolic blood pressure [123.3 mmHg (S.D. 14.2) versus 120.8 mmHg (S.D. 17.1), p
= .059], respectively. Moreover, there was also a greater proportion of men in Plant I (noise
exposed) who were currently on blood pressure medication (17.9% compared to 13.1%) than
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in the control plant. When data were combined for both plants and analysis of variance
conducted with systolic and diastolic blood pressure used as the outcome variable with main
effects tested for age, plant, noise-induced hearing loss, and race, there were significant
differences seen in blood pressure for plant (i.e, Plant 1 compared to Plant 2), age, and noise-
induced hearing loss. There was a greater prevalence of noise-induced hearing loss in Plant 1
compared to Plant 2 (30.1 % compared to 20.7%) a tendency toward better hearing IL vels among
non-whites versus whites was noted in this study. The mean blood pressures of these two plants,
among those currently not on blood pressure medication, is equal or lower than national averages
reported by NHANES, Framingham and others for this age group. However, the 2-3 mmHg
difference noted in blood pressures between the two plants is a significant difference. National
blood pressure drug lowering trials will often target a significant change of 2-3 mmHg in a
population under study. Therefore, a shift in mean blood pressure over time in any population
puts a group at increased risk of stroke, heart attack, and other cardiovascular events and should
not be taken lightly. The aims of our present research are to further validate our
previous noise and blood pressure study by its replication in a group of men (40-62) who have
suffered chronic occupational noise exposure of 15 or more years duration (N =400) and a group
of controls (N=400) also employed in hourly jobs w ho are less exposed.

METHODS OF STUDY:

In order to assure sufficient group size for stratified cells and noise-induced hearing loss
comparisons, and to allow proper control for age and use of hearing protection, a total sample
of 400 exposed and 400 less exposed should be sufficient.

Work noise levels as well as occupational history were used to delineate the population.
Our criteria used in previous study were plants whose overall noise level are 89 dBA in the noise
exposed plant 81 dBA for the less noise-exposed plant.

The clinical exam included measures of height, weight, pulse and blood pressure, as well
as an in depth medical and personal habits history including alcohol consumption and smoking
patterns. There was also an in depth occupational history, military and noisy hobby
questionnaire and lifestyle interference inventory. This was administered at nearby union or
plant facilities Vbir to work.

Because large variations in blood pressure have been shown to exist within a given
subject, it is difficulty to detect differences between groups and may lead to misclassification of
individuals. Therefore, multiple blood pressure measurements using standard procedures was
implemented in this investigation. Blood pressure was determined three times within five
minutes after a ten minute rest period and then repeated by a second staff member fifteen
minutes later.

Audiometric testing must be conducted prior to any noise exposure (hobbies, etc.),
therefore, the men were be queried about activities 24 hours prior to clinical visit. Standardized
audiometric testing procedures were used and the technicians were supervised by a certified
audiologist. The procedure used for conducting the pure-tone audiogram is similar to that
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specified in the American Speech and Hearing Association Monograph Supplement No. 9 and
includes the basic features of the Hughson Westlake techniques for determining pure-tone
hearing thresholds. The following frequencies were tested: 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000
and 8000 Hz. All audiometric testing will be performed in testing booths which conformed to
the American National Standard Criteria for Background Noise in Audiometric Rooms. The
booth and site will be checked by a Bruel-Kjaer sound level meter with built in octave filter set.
A Grayson-Stadler Clinical Audiometer equipped with TDH-39 headphones will be used for the
audiometric evaluation. The audiometers will be initially calibrated and periodically checked
thereafter. The sound pressure output of the audiometer will be calibrated monthly. An in
depth noise exposure questionnaire, which outlined information on previous employment,
hobbies, military service, hearing disorders, ototoxic drugs, etc., will be administered to each
worker.

Individuals found to have conductive (non-sensorineural) hearing losses were excluded.
We used the definition of previous surveys for severe noise-induced hearing loss (Ž 65 dB loss
at 3, 4 or 6 K Hz). The previous study did not specify which ear (better ear or bilateral loss).

Methods of Analysis:

Participants on medications were removed for any analysis related to blood pressure as
a continuous variable as their inclusion could introduce bias due to artificially lowering blood
pressure. However, a multiple regression was conducted which included everyone from Plant
1 and Plant 2 and assigned a 0 of 1 to each person dependent on blood pressure status and plant
number so that noise level between plants could be assessed.

The SAS Logistic procedure (Version 6.06) (SAS, 1990) was used to fit a multiple
logistic regression model with hypertension as the bi.nary dependent variable (0 = No, 1 =
Yes). The independent variables tested for inclusion in the model were: 1) Alcohol (1 through
5); 2) Age (continuous); 3) Body Mass Index (continuous); 4) Family History of High Blood
Pressure (0 = No, 1 = Yes); 5) Severe Noise-Induced Hearing Loss; and 6) Race (1 =
Black/Other, 2 = White).

Backward stepwise logistic regression was carried out to obtain the final model. Initially,
all six variables were entered into the model for the 309 individuals in Plant 1 and 278
individuals in Plant 2 that had a full complement of variables.

The major predictors of hypertension status were: body mass index; family history of
high blood pressure; and age. For Plant 1, alcohol entered the model for the total (all ages)
Plant 1, and for the older group, but not for younger. For Plant 2, in addition to the three
major predictors, severe noise-induced hearing loss entered at the .0659 level. For the total
combined Plants 1 & 2 group, in addition to BMI, age, race, family history of HBP, and
alcohol, Plant number (Plant 1) showed a borderline effect at .08.

This study's main objective was to determine if a group of workers exposed to noise
greater than or equal to 89 dBA for 15 years or more had mean blood pressure levels which
were significantly greater than a similar group of workers less exposed (<.82 dBA) and
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moreover, if grouping the men within the two plants by a marker for noise exposure, (i.e., high
frequency hearing loss as defined by 65 decibels or greater hearing threshold at 3, 4 or 6 kHz)
would result in those men with severe noise-induced hearing loss (SNIHL) experiencing a greater
prevalence of hypertension than the portion of men within each plant who did not have such
hearing loss profiles (< 65 decibels at any of these frequencies). These two major comparisons
were to be made while controlling for the other major risk factors for hypertension (i.e., body
mass index, alcohol intake, family history, etc.).

There was a significant difference (2-3 mmHg) between the mean diastolic blood
pressures between the two plants [mean of 80 mmHg (S.D. 9.2) in Plant 1 compared to 77.8
mmHg (S.D. 11.0) in Plant 2, p< .014)], and a mean systolic blood pressure [123.3 mmHg
(S.D. 14.2) versus 120.8 mmHg (S.D. 17.1), p=.059], respectively. Moreover, there was also
a greater proportion of men in Plant 1 (noise exposed) who were currently on blood pressure
medication (17.9% compared to 13.1%) than in the control plant. When data were combined
for both plants and analysis of variance conducted with systolic and diastolic blood pressure used
as the outcome variable with main effects tested for age, plant, noise-induced hearing loss, and
race, there were significant differences seen in blood jressure for plant (i.e., Plant 1 compared
to Plant 2), age, and noise-induced hearing loss.

It is interesting to note that the group of workers with severe noise-induced hearing loss
experienced an elevation in diastolic blood pressure most notably and consistently in the 40-49
age group (for Plant 1 the average blood pressure was 82.2 versus 79.8 for non-SNIHL, and in
Plant 2 the average diastolic blood pressure was 81.1 for the noise loss group versus 76.8 for
non-SNIHL). For non-white, it was 84.0 mmHg diastolic for SNIHL compared to 78.9 mmHg
for non-SNIHL in Plant 1 and 81.1 for the noise loss group compared to 77.5 for the non-
SNIHL group in Plant 2. The relationship for the older groups was somewhat less uniform.
However, we do not know what effect selective attrition and health worker effect may have had,
particularly on the older worker.

There was a greater prevalence of noise-induced hearing loss in Plant 1 compared to
Plant 2 (30. 1% compared to 20.7%). Prevalence is defined as the total number of existing cases
at any one time, both new and old. There was a significantly greater risk of severe noise-
induced hearing loss with employment of 15 years or greater in Plant 1 compared to Plant 2 in
this study (p< .02), but not significantly greater risk of currently being on anti-hypertension
medication (p > .05).

The mean blood pressures of these two plants, among those currently not on blood
pressure medication, is equal or better than national averages reported by NHANES,
Framingham and others for this age group. In previous studies of noise and blood pressure in
other plants, the systolic and diastolic blood pressures have ranges from 82.2 mmHg to 83.9
mmHg diastolic for similar age groups and a mean of 128.9 mmHg systolic (Talbott, 1985).
However, the 2-3 mmHg difference noted in blood pressures between the two plants is a
significant difference. National blood pressure drug lowering trials will target a significant
change of 2-3 mmHg in a population under study. Therefore, a shift in mean blood pressure
over time in any population puts a group at increased risk of stroke, heart attack, and other
cardiovascular events and should not be taken lightly.
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ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR TO ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE
BLOOD PRESSURE AND CHOLESTEROL
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Abstract

A socioepidemiologic study was carried out in five rural communities located along major
transit-traffic routes through the Austrian part of the Alps.
1989 citizens (62 %), aged 25 to 64 responded to an interviewer administered questionnaire,
covering sociodemographic, medical and detailed information on noise related behavior and
annoyance. Noise measurements from over 70 locations allowed individual assignment of noise
exposure based on 5 dB,A categories (range 40-75 dB,A,Leq).
Regression analysis (adjusted for age, sex, bmi, education) showed neither noise levels or
annoyance ratings associated with blood pressure in the hypothesized direction. But coping
variables did show more consistent associations (in addition adjusted for noise levels). Closing
windows during night (- 4.3 mmHg), membership in a citizen initiative (- 3.9 mmHg) and the
attitude "avoidability" ( 2.1 mmHg) were significantly'associated with systolic blood pressure,
membership in a citizen initiative also with diastolic bhbod pressure (- 1.7 mmnHg).
A significant link with lower cholesterol levels could be established with people who closed
windows during night(- 7.3 mg/dl). The other indicators (including noise and annoyance) did not
show significant differences.
This study supports further work to include indicators of adaptive behavior or attitudes in the
analysis of non-auditory health effects of environmental noise exposure.

Introduction

From animal and human experimental studies i, is well documented that blood pressure and to a
smaller extent also cholesterol levels are affected by chronic exposure to noise (1, 2, 3).
Epidemiologic studies have revealed mixed and sometimes even contradictory results, as far as
chronic effects are considered (4, 5, 6).
Aside from methodological shortcomings theoretical considerations have been put into the debate.
Thus it has been hypothesized that the subjective appraisal of the experienced noise and the amount
of control you gain to cope with it may be of crucial importance to detect non-auditory health
effects in field studies (7, 8, 9, 10). The allowance for these factors has been largely neglected in
the past.
In experimental settings stress researchers have already earlier prooved that control over noise
reduces catecholamin output (11). Furthermore, social psychologists have shown the importance of
cognitive factors (12) involved in this complex process of human appraisal of experienced noise
exposure.
In this cross-sectional study we evaluatea the importance of subjective annoyance by road traffic
noise and checked the possible effects on blood pressure and cholesterol of different adaptive
strategies, exposed citizens have established to cope with the noise stress imposed on their daily
lives. Thus not the measured outdoor noise exposure is in the center of this analysis but the
behavior and the actions people have implemented to get some sort of control over the noise
exposure and attitudes involved.
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Methods

Study sites: Five small rural communities along two major transit-routes through the alpine part of
Austria (Tyrol) were sampled systematically (13) to get a wide range of noise exposure (40 - 75
dB,A). Three communities were located along a highway, two along a main road. The proportion
of heavy traffic was nearly identical (20/50 % day/night). In two villages noise barriers have
already been established to protect areas of heavy exposure.
Subjects: Persons aged 25 to 64 with permanent residence were selected from the census list.
Those selected got an invitation to participate in the study. Overall response was 62 % (N=1989).
No relationship were found between non-response and traffic noise. In the larger communities only
a certain fraction of the inhabitants were approached to avoid a major bias through community
characteristics.
Noise exposure: Day- and nighttime noise was recorded standardized in front of the facade
according to Austrian guidelines. An acoustitian assigned to the people's homes an equivalent
sound pressure level (seven 5dB,A, categories), based on long term measurements from 15 sites
(3 per community) and additional short-term data from over 50 measuring points.
26 % of the sample experienced exposure above 60 dB,A, 5.5 % above 65 dB,A.
Interview information: Participants were approached by trained interviewers with a standardized
questionnaire already used in an earlier pilot study. The interview covered sociodemographic and
life style information as well as a detailed questionnaire on annoyance and coping activities. The
annoyance ratings used in this analysis were obtained onia widely used four grade scale (not at all,
a little, moderately, very much). Most of the questions on coping strategies and attitudes were
based on dichotomous responses ( yes/no or "... most of the time ...").
Blood pressure (BP): Measurements were made after a standardized protocol according to the
recommendations of the WHO. Readings were based on the first and fifth Korotkoff phase.
The second measurements were used in the analysis.
Cholesterol: One sample of non-fasting serum cholesterol was obtained from each participant and
immediately analyzed (Reflotron, BM). Measurements were conducted by trained people with a
carefully watched internal and external quality control in close cooperation with the manufacturer.
Statistical analysis: Multiple linear regression analysis were used to check the effect of different
coping factors, allowing for standard confounding factors (age, sex, education, body mass index).
SAS-PC software was used.

Results and discussion

Table I shows very clearly for both, noise level and annoyance ratings, that the dose-response
relationship is not going in the hypothesized direction. On the contrary, the highest class even
represents the lowest mean BP-levels, a finding already known from the Speedwell-study (5).
Moreover, the relationship of BP with annoyance is completely going in the opposite direction.
However, analysis of adaptive strategies and attitudes demonstrates more consistency (Table 2).
Membership in a citizen initiative is significantly associated with lower SBP as well as lower DBP.
The effect is going in the hypothesized direction. Differences of similar size exhibit the indicators
"windows closed during night" and the attitude "avoidability" with SBP.
With cholesterol we see a neglectable difference, at least in the hypothesized direction, for noise
and annoyance indicators (Table 3). Examining the relationship of cholesterol with the coping
variables, only "closing windows during night" demonstrates a significant link (-7.3 mg/dl).
Overall, the observed differences are small, but may be of public health importance, when
combined effects are considered in future analyses. At least for BP, more consistent results are
seen, when implemented coping activities or preventive attitudes are considered in the analysis.
Commonly used noise and annoyance indicators exhibit results being very difficult to interpret.
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Table 1.
Adjusted* means (95 % confidence interval) for systolic and diastolic blood pressure by noise

annoyance and noise level

Systolic Diastolic
Exposure blood pressure N blood pressure N
variable (95 % CI) (95 % CI)

Annoyance
not at all 134.6 (133.0, 136.1) 515 85.6 (84.6, 86.4) 515
a little 131.8 (130.3, 133.4) 543 84.4 (83.4, 85.3) 543
moderately 131.9 (130.3, 133.4) 525 84.8 (83.8, 85.7) 525
very much 129.3 (127.4, 131.2) 366 84.2 (83.0, 85.4) 366

Noise level*
< 50 dB,A 131.4 (129.9, 132.9) 569 85.4 (84.4, 86.3) 569
50 - 59 133.3 (132.1, 134.5) 889 85.2 (84.4, 85.9) 889
60 - 64 131.0 (129.2, 132.8) 400 83.9 (82.7, 85.0) 400
> 65 dBA 128.7 (125.3, 132.1) 108 82.2 (80.1, 84.3) 108

* Adjusted for age, sex, body mass index and education

** Leq&.22 (equivalent sound pressure level, A-weighting)
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Table 2.
Adjusted* mean difference (95 % confidence interval) for systolic (SBP) and diastolic blood

pressure (DBP) by selected coping strategies

Coping Mean difference Mean difference
variable SBP (95 % CI) DBP (95 % CI)

Windows closed
during day -0.62 (-2.27, 1.02) 0.07 (-0.96, 1.09)

Windows closed
during night -3.87 (-7.32,-0.43) -0.16 (-2.32, 1.98)

Membership in
citizen initiative -4.30 (-6.51,-2.10) -1.69 (-3.06,-0.31)

Avoidability of
noise annoyance -2.08 (-3.89,-0.28) -0.69 (-1.81, 0.43)

* Adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, education and noise level

Table 3..
Adjusted* means and mean difference (95 % confidenco interval) for cholesterol (mg/dl) by noise

annoyance and noise level

Noise Yes No Mean difference
indicator Mean Mean (95 % CI)

Annoyance
moderately + very much 217.9 214.4 3.43 (-0.81, 7.67)

Noise level
> 60 dB,A,Leq 216.7 215.5 1.20 (-3.59, 6.00)

* Adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, education

Table 4.
Adjusted* means and mean difference (95 % confidence interval) for cholesterol (mg/dl) by

selected coping strategies

Coping Yes No Mean difference
Variable Mean Mean (95 % CI)

Windows closed
during day 216.4 215.4 1.02 (- 3.25, 5.28)

Windows closed
during night 209.0 216.3 -7.26 (-16.28, 1.75)

Membership in
citizen initiative 213.8 216.2 -2.41 (- 8.30, 3.47)

Avoidability of
noise annoyance 216.9 214.7 - 2.18 (-2.42, 6.79)

* Adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, education and noise level
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PROPOSALS FOR STUDIES OF AIRCRAFT NOISE AND HEALTH, SYDNEY
AIRPORT

CARTER*,N.L., TAYLOR", R., JOB*,R.F.S, PEPLOE*, P.
and JENKINS*, A., MORRELL +, S

* National Acoustic Laboratories + University of Sydney

ABSTRACT

The Sydney Airport Health Study Committee (SAHS) was formed at the- request of the Federal Airports
Corporation (FAC) to plan a "definitive" study of the effects of aircraft noise at Sydney Airport on human
health. The resulting proposals were regarded by the FAC as too expetisive, and less costly studies were
requested. The present paper outlines the original proposal and a second plan for a cheaper study of more
limited scope.

Le Sydney Airport Health Study (SAHS) a 6t6 constitA6 au demande du Federal Airports Corporation
(FAC) afin que organise une 6tude "definitive" sur ia sant6 et le bruit des appariel adien vers l'aeroport
de Sydney en Australia. Le FAC a decidd que le premier propositi6n a 6t6 trop ch~re et a demand6 un
autre propositi6n moins ch~re. Cet article concern la propositi6n originale et le deuxieme version moins
chore.

INTRODUCTION

In 1991 the Commonwealth Government of Australia agreed to a proposal by the Federal Airports
Corporation (FAC) to construct a second North-South runway (the 'Third Runway') at Sydney's Kingsford
Smith Airport. This approval was conditional on the FAC considering further Recommendation 1 of the
Australian House of Representatives Select Committee on Aircraft Noise (HORSCAN) with a view to
commissioning a "..definitive long-term study into the effects of aircraft noise on human health..". This
condition was accepted by the FAC and the Third Runway is due to begin operations in July, 1995.

The FAC approached the National Acoustic Laboratories (NAL) for advice on the feasibility of a study
of health effects at Sydney airport. NAL advised that a study of possible health effects of aircraft noise
was feasible. Sydney's Kingsford Smith airport already possessed a sophisticated noise monitoring system
operated by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). The time interval before the runway was opened made
it possible to validate this system, and carry out measures of health in the surrounding community before
and after the Third Runway was opened. The Sydney Airport Health Study (SAHS) Committee was
formed with the task of developing, and if accepted to carry out, a research proposal for a 'definitive'
study of the effects of aircraft noise on health.

The SAHS Committee reported that 'definitive' research would entail carrying out a suite of studies using
somewhat different but complementary approaches. These study proposals are outlined in Section A below.
This programme was regarded as too expensive by the FAC, and the SAHS committee was asked to
propose studies with more restricted scope. These SAHS proposals are also outlined here, in Section B.
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A. 'DEFINITIVE' RESEARCH PROGRAMME

1. Research Questions Formulated by the SAHS Committee

(i) Do current methods of monitoring aircraft noise used by the CAA permit valid predictions of
aircraft noise exposure at individual dwellings in the vicinity of Sydney airport?

(ii) Is habitual exposure to aircraft noise at home associated with deleterious effects on physical and/or
mental health?

(iii) Are any health effects related to 'Noise Reaction' in individuals?
(iv) Do other forms of environmental noise (eg from traffic) increase or offset the effects of aircraft

noise?
(v) Do preexisting psychological factors in individuals, such as perceptions of the predictability or

controllability of the noise, modify the effects of aircraft noise on physical or mental health?
(vi) What is the direction of causality in the relationship between attitude to noise source and reaction

to the noise?
(vii) Are some individuals especially susceptible to health effects?
(viii) Is sleep disturbance due to aircraft noise accompanied by physiological responses which could

have implications for health?

2. The Research Plan

Commencement of operation of the Third Runway at Kingsford Smith Airport will increase noise exposure
in some areas near the airport, decrease it in others, andleave still other areas. The research plan was to
relate noise exposure to the health of people from each of the four types of noise exposure area.

3. Outline of Proposed Studies

3.1. Noise Measurements

(i) Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF), Australian Noise Exposure Index (ANEI), L,, N60,
N70, N80, N90 (number of aircraft noise events with LA,•, greater than 60, 70, 80, and 90 dBA
respectively) at each subject's dwelling;

(ii) Background (mainly traffic) noise at all locations;
(iii) Loudness, perceived noise level (PNL), measures of speech interference, indoor/ outdoor noise

attenuation, Doppler effect/pitch changes and the rate of onset of noise level, loudness and
noisiness.

3.2. Cohort Studies

A number of cohort studies, each to last five years, was proposed to investigate the effects of aircraft noise
on mental and physical (primarily cardiovascular) health and noise reaction.

Three cohorts were to be assembled: an adult cohort comprising persons aged 35 and over, an adult cohort
aged 18-34, and a cohort of schoolchildren aged 7-8 years in 1993. In the schoolchildren and the 18-34
year old cohorts, the main cardiovascular measure was blood pressure. Indications of heart disease,
including ambulatory studies of cardiac arrhythmia in males over age 55, were included in the over 35
years cohort.

It was also proposed to investigate effects of aircraft noise on birthweight and gestation length of babies
born to women in the cohort during the five year study period.

Mental health outcomes to be measured included depression, anxiety, mood and psychiatric symptoms.
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Noise reaction measures, taken on all members of the adult cohorts, were to have been correlated with the

physical and mental health outcomes.

Possible confounding and modifying variables were to be measured in all cohorts.

The required sample size in each cohort was calculated to detect effects at p<.05 for a power of 80%. The
estimated sample sizes were:

(i) Adult (over 35 years) cohort: 6 ,50M subjects.
(ii) Adult cohort aged 18-34: 3,500 subjects.
(iii) Birth weight study: 2900 women aged 18-49.
(iv) Child blood pressure study: 1200 children aged 7-8 years.

3.3. Repeated Cross-Sectional Studies

Repeated administration of tests of mental health in the cohort studies could bias the results of the later
tests. It was proposed to administer these tests to independent samples drawn concurrently with the second,
third and fourth surveys of the adult cohorts, and to compare results.

3.4. Perceived Predictability and Locus of Control

It was proposed to examine a sub-sample of the adult ýohort (first round of testing) for an association
between perceived controllability and attributional sty4e and reaction to aircraft noise. If a positive
association were found, then these subjects would be retested concurrently with the later three rounds ofthe cohort surveys to determine the direction of causality.

3.5. Noise Reaction and Attitude Toward the Noise Source

Attitude to the airport authority would be manipulated by a 'letter drop' to half of two 200-person samples
from high and medium noise impacted areas. This would be followed by interviews measuring noise
reaction.

3.6. Studies Accessing Health Records

The scope of cohort studies is limited by the rarity of some health outcomes. To overcome this difficulty
three studies were proposed. These were (i) a 'Small Area' or 'Database' study; (ii) a study of general
practitioner consultations (attendances); (iii) a 'Time Series' study.

(i) The SmallArea study would obtain mortality, cancer incidence and mortality, hospital separation,
and birth data from public records for a number of census collector districts (CCDs) in the inner
city. Each CCD would be classified into four aircraft noise exposure groups as for the cohort
studies. Incidence data would be obtained for each year before and several years after opening the
Third Runway.

(ii) In the General Practitioner study each of a number of general practitioners in the four noise
exposure areas would be required to record each diagnosis and drug prescription over one time
period before, and two periods after opening of the Runway.

(iii) The Time Series study would correlate daily flight patterns with daily hospital admissions for
mental disorders, coronary heart disease (CHD), myocardial infarction (MI), stroke and deaths,
in CCDs classified into the four noise 'areas'.
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3.7. Studies of Sleep and Health

(i) A laboratory experiment was proposed to measure sleep, blood pressure and immune system
responses to noise in shiftworkers during daytime sleep, and compare these responses with those
of people sleeping at night.

(ii) The field sleep study was aimed to obtain data on the effects of change in the aircraft noise
environment on shiftworkers sleeping in their own homes during the day. Subjects were to be
drawn from the adult cohort study to enable correlations with other health variables and
measurement of possible confounding and modifying factors.

B. SECOND PROPOSAL

1. Approach

Because financial resources did not permit all studies to be undertaken, the SANS committee prepared a
second research proposal of more limited scope. The decision was taken to retain a cohort study approach,
since previous studies of the relationship between aircraft noise and health had been handicapped by the
use of weaker epidemiological designs, and to dispense with those outcomes measures, the collection of
which promised to be expensive and logistically difficult.

2. Study Plan

A decision was taken to study (i) blood pressure and (i ):cardiac arrhythmia. It was thought that not only
were both these variables pertinent and able to be acctirately measured, they were both "continuous" and
so their study could be conducted on fewer subjects than other candidate health outcomes (eg, certain
mental health outcomes).

In all cases the cohort studies proposed were restricted to one survey measurement before, and one after
the commencement of the Third Runway.

3. Study Outlines

3.1. Noise Measurements

Validation of the CAA noise measuring system, and surveys of background noise levels were retained.
Measurement of several noise metrics proposed in A were deleted.

3.2. Blood pressure: Adult Cohort.

The blood pressure study will entail home visits of a sample of 6000 adults drawn from the same four
noise exposure areas described in section A. Demographic data and the main known confounders for blood
pressure will be obtained from these individuals. A questionnaire to measure noise reaction and noise
sensitivity will also be administered.

3.3. Blood Pressure: Child Cohort

The blood pressure of 1200 children from homes and schools in the four noise areas will be measured.

3.4. Cardiac Arrhythmia

A sample of 500 males (125 from each noise area), aged 55 or over at commencement of the study, will
be given 24-hour Holter monitoring once before and once after commencement of operations from the
Third Runway.
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ABSTRACT
The results of a questionnaire survey relating to general health, the Todai Health Index, in

a town, neighbouring a large U.S. airbase in the Ryukyus are reported. The level of aircraft noise
exposure expressed by WECPNL ranges from 75 to 95 or more in the town. The sample size was
1,200 includiniw 200 from the "control" group. Results of the analysis of the responses in terms of
the noise exposure suggest that the residents in the town suffer from psychosomatic effects,
especially perceived mental disease, due to the noise exposure of military aircraft and that such
responses increase along with the levels of noise exposure.

1. Introduction

A survey on community response to a questionnaire on general health using the Todai

Health Index was carried out in a town neighbouring a military airport. This is a report of the

analysis of the responses in relation to the level of aircraft noise exposure.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Method and Questionnaire

The survey was undertaken by means of leave-and-pick-up questionnaire method in Chatan
Town, Okinawa Prefecture, the Ryukyus, Japan: a town located in the immediate vicinity of

Kadena Airport - the largest U.S. Airbase in the Far East. The questionnaire used in the present
investigation is the Todai Health Index (THI) including 4 additional questions, besides the 130
original ones, asking about hearing loss, health perceptions, etc. THI was developed as a general
health questionnaire by workers at the University of Tokyo ('Todai" in Japanese) in 1974 with the

purpose of supplementing the Cornell Medical Index - Health Questionnaire. It consists of 130

questions regarding subjective symptoms, mental health, personality, health habits, and so forth.
From the results twelve scale scores are calculated to reveal the pattern of complaints and personalities,
and two discriminant scores indicate tendencies toward psychosomatic disease and neurosis. These
are tabulated in Table 1.
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2.2 Noise Exposure

Chatan Town suffers from high level of noise exposure due to flyovers of aircraft landing

and taking-off from the airport. The noise exposure expressed by WECPNL ( Weighted Equivalent

Continuous Perceived Noise Level ) in the town ranges from 75 to 95 or more (Fig. 1), which

exceeds the environmental standards for aircraft noise around commercial airports [70-751 set by

the Japanese EPA. The Japanese EPA simplified the measurement and calculation of WECPNL as

proposed by ICAO as the treasure of the environmental standard as follows;

WECPNL = MA+ 10 logN - 27,

where ON stands for the energy mean of all peak levels of any one day, and N stands for the

value emerging from the following equation: N = N2+ 3N3 + 10 ( Ni +N4 ), where Ni is the

number of aircraft between 0:00a.m. and 7.00a.m., N2 the number between 7:00a.m. and 7:00p.m.,

N3 the number between 7:00p.m. and 10:00p.m., and N4 the number between 10:00p.m. and

12:00p.m. For the noise exposure around the military airport-where the number of events widely

changes day after day-N is represented by the number of flyovers per day equaled or exceeded by

the number of flyovers 10 per cent of the days in a year.

2.3 Subjects

Inhabitants in Chatan Town were stratified 'in 5 groups according to the level of noise

exposure; WECPNL = 75-79, 80-84, 85-89, 90-94, 05-. One hundred male and a hundred female

persons aged over 20 years inclusive were sampled from the pollbook of each group by stratified

random sampling. As a non-noise-exposed "control" group, another 200 male and female subjects

from Kitanakagusuku Village neighbouring Chatan Town (located in the opposite direction from

the airport) were sampled. The total sample size was thus 1, 200.

3. Results and Discussion

One thousand fifty three persons (87.8%) answered the survey. Scale scores and discriminant

scores were calculated from the responses. Results of the analyses can be summarized as follows.

1) Statistically significant differences are found between the noise exposure groups and the

control group in the scale scores and discriminant scores concerning subjective complaints.

2) Dose-response relationships with respect to scale scores and noise exposure are not very

clear in the range of WECPNL 75 to 94, when respondents are stratified by 5 units of WECPNL.

For the stratification of the respondents into the groups of control, WECPNL=75-94 and

WECPN,>95, tendencies of monotonous increase were found in the scale scores of mental instability,

depressiveness, aggressiveness, nervousness, and tendencies toward somatic disease and neurosis.

3) Factor analysis (principal factor method with varimax rotation) indicates two factors which

can be interpreted as the factors of perceived somatic disease (Factor 1) and perceived mental

disease (Factor 2). The score of Factor 2 is the largest for the group of WECPNL>95 and the
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smallest for the control group.

4) Among 89 females in the group of WECPNL95, 24 persons answered "Yes

"Are you hard of hearing?" The "Yes" response was significantly higher compared

87 females in the control group. Among 80 males in the group of WECPNL95,.

answered "No" to the question "Do you think you are healthy?" "No" answers to the qu.

the control group were 8 among 83. The scores described above are normalized by mean

following equation and are illustrated as radar charts in Fig.2.

Z = (X - Y) / S,

where X is the mean of scale score, discriminant value or factor score of the noise exposed group

Y that of the control group, S the standard deviation of the scores of the control group. The innc.

and outer circles indicate Z - 0.5 and 0.5, respectively.

4. Conclusions

The present authors have described the results of a questionnaire survey relating to general

health in a town neighbouring a large U.S. airbase in the Ryukyus, using the Todal Health Index.

Results of the analysis of the responses in terms of the noise exposure suggest that the residents in

the town suffer from psychosomatic effects, especialy perceived mental disease, due to the noise

exposure of military aircraft and that such responses increase along with the level of noise exposure.
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Table 1. Scales and discriminants to be calculated

SUSY : Many subjective symptoms MENT :Mental instability
RESP :Complaints reg. respiratory organs DEPR :Depressiveness
EYSK :Complaints reg. eyes and skin AGGR :Aggressiveness
MOUT: Complaints reg. mouth and evacuation NERV :Nervousness
DIGE Complaints reg. digestive organs LIFE Irregularity of daily life
IMPU Impulsiveness PSD Psychosomatic disease
UISC Lie scale NEURO : Neurosis

IMPU DIGE

DEPR RS

AGGR Fm l 0 Susy

NERV Fco

PSID 'Perceived health
NEURO

Hearing

IMPU DIGE

AGGRMale -0.5 :0: 0.5 SS

PSD Perceived health
NEURO Hearing

LIIWECPNL 75-94 WECPNL 95

F cig. 2 Radar charts illustrating the results of the investigation.
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PSYCHIATRIC AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS IN CHILDREN

LIVING IN A MILITARY JETFIGHTER TRAINING AREA

SCHMECK, Klaus & POUSTKA, Fritz

Dep. of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Deutschordenstr. 50,
D 6000 Frankfurt &NL, Germany

Abstract: 376 children and adolescents (4 to 17 years old) of two areas with different levels of
low-altitude flight noise were investigated with a child psychiatric interview, several
psychophysiological parameters and a questionnaire of important psychosocial stressors. Noise
differed significantly between the two areas. Children in the high noise area showed higher levels
of anxiety syndromes (separation anxiety, overanxiety, simple phobia, agoraphobia) and elevated
levels of autonomous arousal (heart rate, habituation of blood pressure, skin conductance level,
spontaneous fluctuations of SCL). No association could be found between noise and global
psychiatric or psychosomatic disturbance, which were closely related to psychosocial stress.
Intervening variables like noise annoyance, noise sensitivity or neurological impairement showed
only little influence on children's health.

Introduction

There is no doubt about the fact that human functioning is affected by high noise and that noise
has to be regarded as an environmental stressor which produce stress reactions (Spreng 1984, de
Jong 1993). Noise caused by military jetfighters seems to be particularly noxious because of its
special characteristics (i.e. high maximum levels up to 125 dB(A), rapid rises in sound level up to
111 dB/s, high concentration of energy in low frequencies: Spreng 1993).

However up to now there are no convincing and corresponding results to the question, if noise
exposure leads to long term damage or even diseases (Ising & Kruppa 1993, Griefahn 1982).
According to Thompson (1993) there is a need in noise studies to consider intervening and
modifying variables as well as confounders.

In our field study in a military jetfighter training area (Poustka & Schmeck 1990, Poustka,
Eckermann & Schmeck 1992) we examined the effects of low-altitude flight noise on children
and adolescents. In order to disentangle the complexity of influences on children's health the
investigation included the measurement of objective noise burden, subjective impairement by
noise, amount of psychosocial stressors in children's environment and children's traits like
intelligence, neurological impairement or noise sensitivity.

Method

376 children and adolescents aged 4 to 17 years living in two areas with different levels of
military jetfighter noise were investigated with a child psychiatric interview (DISC, Costello et
al. 1983) with both parents and children, a short neurological and psychological examination,
peripheral psychophysiological measures as cardiac activity, blood pressure, electrodermal
activity, muscle tension and motoric activity, a noise questionnaire and a questionnaire of
important psychosocial stressors. Jetfighter noise was measured by the State Institute for
Protection against Pollution (Landesanstalt fbr Immissionsschutz, Essen) independently from the
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child psychiatric study in four communities of the high noise area and three communities of the

low noise area (Strauch 1991).

Results

1) Nois Buden: Mean number of low-level flights, rise of sound level, noise annoyance and a
feeling of being threatened differed significantly between the two areas (see table 1). However
there was no difference between maximum sound levels (LAFM), which reached 115 dB(A) in
both areas.

Table 1: Noise measures

Area mean rise of
no. of sound level noise being
flights (90th perc.) annoyance threatened(n) (dB(A)/~sec M% (%/)

S2.7 17.5 70.0 56.7
Raesfeld 4.4 18.8 75.3 57.8
Heiden 7.0 24.8 66.4 55.6
Velen 9.4 22.5 76.6 54.9

r 1.2 11.0 46.7 39.1
Sendenhorst 2.4 11.0 49.4 32.8
Everswinkel 2.5 13.0 48.8 36.4

2) Psvyhiat-ic Disturbance: Global psychiatric disturbance of children and adolescents was not
different between the two areas, and the number of DSM-IlT-diagnoses was similar. The most
important variable to explain the variance of global psychiatric disturbance was 'psychosocial
stress' (see Poustka 1991).

Significantly higher scores in the high noise area can be demonstrated if we regard anxiety

syndromes in younger children aged 9 to 11 years (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Amiety Syndromes, 9-11 year old children
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In a multi-level analysis we used analysis of covariance to eialuate the relative importance of
noise in comparison to other influential parameters. Besides the covariate 'age' only 'noise'
showed a high significant influence in the explanation of separation anxiety. We also found a
significant influence of 'noise' in the explanation of agoraphobia. No interaction of two or more
parameters could be found (table 2).
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Table 2: Analysis of covariance of anxiety syndromes (significance of F)

Separation Over- Sh Agora-
Souce f VriaionAnxiety anxiety Phoi phobiaSource of Variation

covardate: Age .000 .188 .325 .091

Min Effet .084 .257 .013 .055
Noise .009 .419 .135 .039
Sex .443 .340 .000 .024
Psychosocial Stress .976 .929 .255 .525
Intelligence .851 .451 .965 .857
Neurol. Disorders .191 .076 .473 .422
Noise sensitivity .412 .298 .709 .905
Feeling threatened .333 .402 .797 .589

3) Psychohvsiological activiy: Psychophysiological activity was significantly higher in the high
noise area (see table 3). Children in this area showed an elevated level of heart rate, skin
conductivity and spontaneous fluctuations and reduced ability of systolic blood pressure
adaptation. The influence of all other independent variables besides the covariate 'age' was far
away from any significance. Two significant interactions could be found: Children in the high
noise area who felt annoyed about noise showed a decreased ability of systolic blood pressure
adaptation. Children in the high noise area with high noise sensitivity had more spontaneous
fluctuations of skin conductance level.

Table 3: Analysis of covariance of psychophysiological parameters (significance of F)

heart adaptation skin spontaneous
rate of systolic conduc- fluctu-

blood pressure tivity ations
source of variation
covariate: age .000 .001 .000 .002

main effects .128 .035 .038 .274
noise .004 .043 .002 .007
sex .336 .515 .391 .548
noise annoyance .239 .847 .995 .809
feeling of threat .069 .770 .981 .810
noise sensitivity .289 .496 .524 .404
psychosocial stress .387 .611 .229 .702
psych. disturbance .876 .144 .931 .679
intelligence .316 .065 .770 .421
neurol. disorder .524 .511 .119 .240
interactions
noise X annoyance .015
noise X noise sensitivity .016

4) Pchosmatic disorders: In spite of raised levels of autonomic activity we did not find any
significant difference of somatic or psychosomatic complaints or diseases between the two areas
with different noise burden. Parents in the high noise area did not report more symptoms like
'headaches', 'dizziness', 'pains', 'skin problems', 'allergies', 'asthma' or 'nervousnes' of their
children (for further details see Schmeck 1992). However we could find a significant positive
correlation between psychosocial stress and medical problems. 31.8% of children with high
psychosocial stress had some kind of medical problem in comparison to 20.6% of low stressed
children.
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Condtusons

1. Global psychiatric disturbance is more influenced by psychosocial stressors than by a physical
stressor like aircraft noise. However we could demonstrate a higher level of anxiety in young
children who live in an area with frequent low-altitude flight noise.

2. The noise of milithry jetfighters has a significant influence on the level of psychophysiological
arousal of children. This higher autonomous activity is not associated with a greater amount of
medical problems.

3. Psychosocial stress has no significant influence on psychophysiological activity, but there is an
important association to psychosomatic complaints and other medical problems.

4. In our study intervening or possibly confounding variables like noise sensitivity, noise
annoyance, a feeling of being threatened by military aircrafts, neurological disturbance or low
intelligence don't seem to have an important impact on psychiatric or psychosomatic disturbance
of children and adolescents.
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Abstract:
Noise sensitivity is a predictor of noise annoyance and may be a risk factor for illhealth

induced by noise. The evidence for this would be greatly strengthened if psychophysiological
correlates of noise sensitivity were found in laboratory studies of noise exposure. Heart rate and skin
conductance responses to pure tone and pneumatic drill noise were examined in 18 depressed and 18
sex- and age-matched non-depressed control subjects. High noise sensitive subjects had higher levels
of physiological arousal with higher tonic skin conductance than low sensitive subjects. In highly
noise sensitive subjects skin conductance response amplitude was greater and took longer to habituate
and there were larger accelerative heart rate responses to noise in the window '3-5' seconds post-
stimulus. In summary highly noise sensitive subjects demonstrate greater physiological arousal, more
defence/startle responses and slower habituation to noiA than low sensitive subjects consistent with
noise sensitivity as a vulnerability factor to noise effects on health.

Introduction:
Noise sensitivity as a risk factor for noise annoyance and for psychological illhealth is

generally measured by self-report questionnaires. This raises the question of reporting bias in
associations between noise sensitivity and health both measured by self-report instruments. The
demonstration of psychophysiological correlates of noise sensitivity would support its role as a
moderator of the effects of noise on health and might give clues to the psychophysiological
mechanism underlying this effect.

Associations have been found between noise sensitivity and psychophysiological indices but
they have not always been consistent. Atherley et al (1970) found that the ranking of the subjective
importance of a series of sounds correlated with the length of decay time of the skin resistance
response to these sounds. Similarly, Gang and Teft (1975) found an association between the meaning
of dental engine noise and the magnitude of the physiological response.

Noise sensitivity has also been associated with raised heart rate to noise in several laboratory
studies (Ising, 1980; R6vekamp, 1983; Di Nisi et al, 1987; Abel, 1990) but noise sensitivity was
related to lower heart rates in a community study (Stansfeld et a), 1985). In addition, noise
sensitivity has also been related to failure of habituation of the finger vasoconstriction response to
noise (Cohen et al, 1973) although this was not found by Di Nisi et al (1987). The literature
suggests association between psychophysiological responses to noise and the meaning of the noise
stimulus with possibly slower habituation in noise sensitive subjects.

As part of a study of noise sensitivity and clinical depressive illness, we examined heart rate
and skin conductance habituation to a series of pure tones (neutral) and pneumatic drill noise
(aversive noise) in the laboratory.
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Method:
Subjects:- Men and women between 18 and 60 years with primary depressive disorder and

age- and sex-matched control subjects of normal hearing were selected for the study.
Experimental design:- Each subject heard 18 1 KHz pure tones and 18 pneumatic drill noises

in a fixed random order through headphones in the laboratory after a rest period. The sounds were
of three intensities (50 dBA, 75 dBA, 100 dBA). Each sound lasted 4 seconds and was enclosed in
an envelope of 30m seconds risetime and declination.

Attachment of electrodes:- Heart-rate electrodes were attached to the dorsal surface of both
forearms. The active skin conductance electrode was attached to the volar surface of the terminal
phalanx of the (L) thumb positioned over the central whorl of the thumb print. Further details of
the method are given in Stansfeld (1992).

Measurement of Noise Sensitivity: - There were two measures of noise sensitivity, the 21 -item
Weinstein Noise Sensitivity Scale (NS) (Weinstein, 1978) and the Broadbent Gregory Noise
Annoyance (NA) scale from the General Noise Annoyance Questionnaire (Broadbent, 1972).

Results:
Skin conductance: High NS subjects, in general, had higher levels of physiological arousal

with more spontaneous fluctuations pre-experimentally (F = 4.47, df 1,35 p <0.05) than low NS
subjects. For tonic skin conductance levels there were highly significant three-way interactions
between noise/tone, intensity of sound and Weinstein NS (F = 7.4 df 2,27 p<0.003). High NS
groups had higher tonic skin conductance than low NS groups except for the low NS control group,
which as it had only two subjects, may be untypical.

There was a small main effect of noise sensitivity. (F = 6.18, df 1,28 p<0.02) on skin
conductance response amplitude, calculated as the difference between pre- and post-stimulus log skin
conductance levels. There were also interactions between NS and intensity (F = 8.0 df 2,27
p< 0.002) and NS and repetitions by intensity (F =- 3.9, df 10,18 p <0.006). High NS subjects both
begin with larger amplitudes at all three sound intensities than low NS subjects and also take longer
to habituate, particularly for the high NS group exposed to 100 dBA.

Heart Rate: Pre-stimulus heart rate, measured as interbeat interval for five seconds prior to
each stimulus was averaged for each of the thirty-six stimuli. In repeated measures analysis of
variance there was a significant interaction between Weinstein NS and repetitions by Noise/Tone (F
= 3.4, df 5,24 p < 0.02) and an interaction between NS and noise/tone (F = 5.6, df 1,28 p < 0.0 3 ).
Both high NS and high NA subjects had faster heart rates than low NS and low NA subjects
respectively for both noise and tone.

Heart rate responses were calculated from 10 seconds of measurement post-stimulus subtracted
from the mean pre-stimulus score to give 10 difference scores for each stimulus. To reduce the data
to manageable proportions three windows were defined, the initial deceleration (1-2 seconds post
stimulus), the accelerative response (3-5 seconds post-stimulus) and the late decelerative response (6-
9 seconds post stimulus) (Turpin & Siddle, 1978).

. In the first window, using repeated measures analysis of variance there was a small significant
interaction between NA and type of sound (f = 4.95, df 1,28 p<0.04) but this was not found for
the Weinstein scale.

In the second window, using the maximum accelerative value for each stimulus, in repeated
measures analysis of variance, there was a significant main effect for type of sound in the NS
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analysis (F = 12.06, df 1,28 p < 0.002 ) in which there were greater accelerative responses to noises
than tones. When the maximum deflection was substituted for the maximum accelerative response
there were significant main effects for NA (F = 8.14, df 1,28 p < 0.009) and a significant interaction
between NA and Noise/Tone by repetition by intensity (F = 2.52, df 10,19 p<0.04) but these were
not found for the Weinstein scale. For NA high scorers there were larger accelerative responses for
both noise and tone at all three intensities than in NA low scorers. Also high NA scorers tended to
have more accelerative than decelerative responses across repetitions for 75 dBA and 100 dBA (F
= 2.16, df 10,19 p<0.08). In the third window there were no significant main effects.

Discussion:
Physiological responses to noise in terms of heart rate and skin conductance, rapidly habituate

in most people although there is a minority who habituate more slowly. Does this group include
people who are more sensitive to noise ? Certainly, delay in habituation, and having prolonged
physiological arousal might provide a mechanism for ill effects on health caused by noise. Van Dijk
(1986) has suggested that high levels of arousal may have an influential effect on how noise sensitive
subjects cope with noise and arousal has been found to be an important moderating variable in studies
of performance (Broadbent, 1983).

In this small study the greater number of spontaneous skin conductance fluctuations and the
higher tonic skin conductance levels and higher tonic heart rates in noise sensitive subjects support
the association of noise sensitivity with higher levelspf physiological arousal. This is similar to
studies of patients with chronic anxiety (Bond et al, 1974) which may parallel the consistent link of
noise sensitivity with neuroticism (Stansfeld, 1992). Tonic heart rate across the experiment rose in
exposure to noise but fell for exposure to tones for high NS subjects which is in keeping with a more
discriminating response to sound in noise sensitive subjects.

High NS subjects, but not high NA subjects, had larger skin conductance responses to noise
than low NS subjects which is not in keeping with findings in anxious patients. Such findings are
similar, however, to normal subjects response to phobic stimuli (Ohman et al, 1974). This supports
the self-report questionnaire findings that noise sensitivity is linked to perception of threat from
environmental stimuli, especially noise sources (Stansfeld, 1992). The larger accelerative heart rate
responses to noise and tone among high NA scorers in the second window post-stimulus does suggest
slower habituation of defence/startle reactions to more intense noise. However, this was not
significant for the Weinstein scale although a similar pattern exists in the mean scores. Many of the
findings are not entirely consistent across the two noise sensitivity scales. This may be because
psychophysiological measurements are difficult to administer and subject to many forms of error.
Because of this these results need to be replicated in larger independent samples.

Altogether there does seem to be a pattern of higher physiological arousal to noise, phobic
and defence/startle responses to noise and slower habituation to noise in noise sensitive subjects.
These physiological findings may relate to both greater perception of threat from noise and greater
reactivity to noise in sensitive subjects.
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Al9=

Analogous to existing damage risk criteria (DRC) to avoid noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) th:
developement of a new BLD (borderline diagramm) to avoid noise induced respiratory alteration,
is presented.
The investigation is divided into two partitions:
1. We analyzed and extracted 171 studies (1338 individuals) dealing with sound pressure effects
on lung and airway system. From these datas we extracted a curve and extrapolated so that it
encloses the whole relevant range of stress from 80 to more than 200 dB.
2. We examined 552 volunteers which were exposed to noise with different effecting times,
sound pressure levels (SPL) and frequency spectrums in 7 various trials. Auditory and exwaaudi-
tory physiological parameters were measured under the conditions of impulsive and continuous
noise in a range from 94 to 175 dB. The more stress the more srain we could proof. Employees
with NIHL showed significantly restricted reactions in acute experimental situations as well as
regarding the effects of chronical noise exposition.

I - zntdu~fio
Hearing can be protected sufficiantly in almost every situation: administrative, technical and
medical precaution is guaranteed. Even observing the existing limits to avoid noise induced
hearing loss (NIHL) any extauditory disturbances can not be excluded in general. Especially the
respiratory system is endangered in comparison to other organs (WALBY and KERR, 1986).
Following PHILLIPS et al. (1986) extraauditory damages can be suffered from noise by
exceeding the curve of current DRC (damage risk criteria) only. However, occupational medicine
cares for early alterations. Therefore a new BLD (borderline diagramm) regarding extraauditory
noise effects has to be found below this harm limit. There is a need for regulation regarding
impulsive noise with high energy and short effecting time as well as continuous noise with low
sound pressure levels (SPL) lasting for years (KOKINAKIS and RUDOLPH, 1982).

2 Material and Methods

This investigation is divided into two partitions:
1. we give a survey about the literature dealing with sound pressure effects on lung and airway
system;
2. we present own experimental investigations to verify noise effects on man with SPLs which
are relevant for employees.

2.1. Synopsis of existing datas
With our intention to develope a new BLD that enables an assessment of risk for respiratory
alterations, we analyzed 171 studies representing 1338 individuals and extracted SPLs and
effecting times in view of influences on lung and airway system.
The results of these examinations made on men and five species of animals were summarized to a
borderline.

* supported by a grant of German Ministry of Defence
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2.2. Own experimental investigations
Auditory and extraauditory physiological parameters were measured under the conditions of
impulsive and continuous noise in a range from 94 to 175 dB. We examined 552 volunteers
which were exposed to noise with different effecting times, SPL and frequency spectrums in 7
various trials:
- rifle (10 shots, L 158.8 dB, teff 8.5 ms)
- bazooka (3 shots,MaX 175 dB, te 3.75 ms)
- low-level airflight noise (5 flights, _La 105 dB, teff 105 s)
- low-level airflight noise (5 flights, L 94 dB, teff 105 s)
- continous white noise (105 dB, tEff5 ? d 8 rmi)
- jet-engine noise (L., 135 dB, L 127.5 dB. te9 mi)
- reverberate chambe-(w mK 1394m LM, 133.4 - , tff2 in.").
To register the swain sevý pulmonary9= nction parameters have been measured: PEF, MEF 50 ,
MEF25, ROS, RAW, FEVI, IGV and VCin.

3. Reslts

3.1. Definition of the new BLD
The borderline, below that no alterations have been seen by now, is a logarithmic straight line
basing on the results extracted from literature. We extrapolated this curve so that it encloses the
whole relevant range of stress from 80 dB (continuous noise) to more than 200 dB (impulsive
noise) in contrast to existing curves about avoidance of lung damages (see figure 1).

3.2. Integration of own experimental investigations
In figure 2 the marks represent the technical informations of our experiments (MEYER-
FALCKE, 1993). The borderline is confirmed by the results of our trials: The experimental
group "reverberate chamber" is exposed to the greatest physical stress: according to that the most
distinct reactions (significant increasing IGV, p<0,05) were shown. Connecting the points
marking experimental series with similiar alterations of pulmonary function parameters, two
parallels result below the BLD: well-marked and long-lasting, but reversible alterations of airway
resistance (marks 2 and 6 in figure 2) as well as indeed clear but short-acting reflex-
bronchoconsmriction (1, 3a, 4, 5) only. Within the trial of "low-level airflight noise" the
volunteers showed little reactions; we even could find indications for habituation (3b).
Hard of hearing persons showed significant bad pulmonary function parameters: the basic level of
airway resistance was higher, reagibility of acute reactions reduced. Volunteers having bad
pulmonary function showed significant stronger reactions than the others even more expressed
when beeing smoker.

The BLD was constructed because of the aim of occupational medicine to exclude any risk of
health interferences for the noise exposed employees. Analogous to the existing curves to avoid
NIHL (CHABA, 1968; PFANDER, 1975; SMOORENBURG, 1982) we presented a first
conception of a new BLD to avoid strain of lung and airway system. Our BLD bases on the
"isoenergy-concept" as well as the international used DRC to avoid NIHL. This conception is
leaded by the hypothesis that impulsive noise with high energy and short effecting time has
equivalent effects as continuous noise with low SPL lasting for long time. So our BLD is
concepted as a linear relationship enclosing the range from high SPL to long effecting time.
In addition to the BLD two further boundary curves to avoid lung damages exist: the Z-curve
(PHILLPS et al., 1986) and the DASA-curve (DASA, 1968). The Z-curve can be used for risk
assessment in free field exposition; this linear curve encircles the area of impulsive noise only,
but renders the expected alterations at the point as well as the BLD. Extrapolating the exponential
boundary curve of the DASA noise exposed persons seem to be in a non existing safety
(PHILLIPS and JAEGER, zit. in NATO-RSG 6, 1987). In comparison transferring the datas of
PFANDER's DRC (1975) with earplugs extraauditory danger would be overestimated.
There were no irreversible reactions induced by acute stimulation. However, long-lasting noise
exposition in (work-)fife seems to increase vulnerability to respiratory alterations. Parameters
representng the airway resistance seem to change first. This is in accordance with other authors
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(KUHN et al., 1981; VASSOUT et al., 1988; de KLEINE et al., 1990; PFANDER, 1991). Even
by observance the BLD negative effects on lung and airway system can not be excluded in
general. An increased risk has to be expected especially in existence of individual disposition.

CHABA: Proposed damage-risk criterion for impulse noise; National Academy of Sciences,
Report Working Group 57, chaired by W.D. Ward, 1968

DASA (Defense Atomic Support Agency) (ed.): Estimate of man's tolerance to the direct effects
of air blast; Report 2113, Washington D.C. 1968

Kleine, M.J.K.de, C.M. Roos, W.J. Voorn, H.M. Jansen, J.G. Koppe: Lung function 8-18
years after intermittent positive pressure ventilation for hyaline membrane disease; Thorax 45
(1990) 941-946

Kokinakis W. and R.R. Rudolph: An assessment of the current state-of-the-art of incapacitation
by air-blast; Acta Chir Scand Suppl 508 (1982) 135-151

Kuhn, H., R.R. Engel, U. King, G. H6rning: Psychophysiologische Untersuchungen beim
Asthma bronchiale; 129-140 in: Zander. W.: Experimentelle Forschungsergebnisse in der
Psychosomatischen Medizin; Verlag fiir Medizinische Psychologie im Verlag Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht G6ttingen und Ziirich 1981

Meyer-Falcke, A.: Festsetzung von Grenzwerten zur.Vermeidung extraauraler Larmschaden am
Beispiel des respiratorischen Systems; Habilitationsschrift der Heinrich-Heine Universitit
Duisseldorf 1993 *

NATO-RSG 6 (research study group): Effects of impulse noise; Dokument AC/243 (Panel

8/RSG.6) D/9 Brdssel 1987

Pfander, F. (Hrsg.): Das Knalltrauma; Springer Verlag Berlin Heidelberg New York 1975

Pfander, F.: Untersuchungen mit dem Knallsimulator zur Entdeckung des akustisch
empfindlichen Ohres mit zusammenfassender Betrachtung fiber die Reaktion des H6rorgans auf
akustische Belastung; Forschungsbericht aus der Wehrmedizin Bonn 1991

Phillips, Y.Y., J.H. Patterson, B. Mozo, K.T. Dodd, T.G. Mundie: Determination of safe
exposure limits for freefield heavy weapon noise; Paper presented at TITCP (Triparte Technology
Coordinating Program) Workshop on Launch Blast Overpressure, June 1986

Smoorenburg, G.F.: Damage risk criteria for impulse noise; 471-490 in: Hamernik, R.P. (ed.)
New perspectives on noise-induced hearing loss, Raven Press New York 1982

Vassout, P., R. Franke, G. Evrard, A. Dancer: Erkennung von Lungenverletzungen mit Hilfe
der Oszilloresistometrie bei Belastung durch Luftsto~wellen; S-R 903/88, Institut Franco-
Allemand de Rdcherchds de Saint-Louis 1988
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Figure 1:
The new developed BLD to avoid respiratory disturbances in comparison with those of DASA
(1968), PHILLIPS et al. (1986; Z-curve) and the DRC to avoid NIHL by PFANDER (1975)
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Figure 2:
Integration of own experimental investigations into the BLD
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Abstract

A three-year retrospective survey of injury rates was
performed on a group of 95 female textile workers with similar
work tasks. Four homogenous subgroups of workers were defined in
relation to age (younger - 20-35 yrs, older - 36-50 yrs), and to
occupational noise exposure level /Leq = 86 dB (A) and 104 dB
(A)/. Among older workers, significantly lower injury frequency
rates (IFR) /P<O.05/, and injurytseverity rates (ISR) /P<0.01/
were found at 104 dB (A) noise level as compared to 86 dB (A). At
a higher noise level, the accidents were more frequent and with
longer absenteeism /P<0.01/ among younger workers in comparison
with the older ones.

Introduction

The findings in several previous studies have indicated that
work accidents might be related to noise stress (1, 2, 3, 4).
The role of noise in accident causation has been explained by
distraction effect, or by masking of important auditory signals
(5). However, in most of these researches it was not possible to
match the work tasks or workplace environments and actual
accident risk for jobs at different occupational noise levels.

This survey was designed to compare the occupational
accident data for two groups of blue-collar workers in the same
plant, at equally risky workplaces, but with significantly
different noise exposure levels.

Material and Methods

A retrospective survey of accident data for the period of 3
years (1985-1987), was performed in "The Belgrade Wool Co.", on a
group of 95 female blue-collar workers. Four subgroups of
subjects were defined in relation to age ( younger - 20-35 yrs
and older - 36-50 yrs), and noise at worksites (spinners and
weavers) /Table 1/.
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Table 1. Composition of workers by age and experience, in
relation to noise exposure level

Parameter Sginners Weavers
Younger Older Younger Older
(n=20) (n=25) (n=17) (n=33)

Age (yrs, x t sd) 31 t 3 43 ±. 6 31 + 3 46 t 5

At present job (yrs) 11 + 3 21 + 7 9 + 3 24 + 7

Noise exposure 86 104
/ Leq dB (A) /

Work tasks (permanent standing and walking, manual
operations on machines, visual st;ain, shiftwork) and accident
risk (close contact with the maving parts of machines) were
similar at the subjects' workplaces.

Noise was measured with the Noise Level Analyzer Type 4426
(Bruel and Kjaer). The workers did not use any hearing protection
except for cotton wool, and tonal liminar audiometry was
performed with the "Peters AP6 audiometer. Hearing impairment
was diagnosed for the subjects with 30 dB or more hearing loss at
tha frequencies 1, 2, and 4 kHz (6).

Accident and absenteeism data were obtained from the
original medical records of workers. According to ILO
recommendations (7), two indices were computed for each of the
four subgroups of subjects: 1) injury frequency rate (IFR) -
number of occupational accidents per million man - hours and 2)
injury severity rate (ISR) - absenteeism (days) due to
occupational accidents, per thousand man-hours.

Tested null hypothesis was that there were not any
significant differences in IFR and ISR between the four
subgroups. In statistical evaluation, the Student's t-test
(proportions, two-tailed), and the Chi-square test were used,
and P value < 0.05 was accepted as significant.

Results

The audiometric findings showed that the number of workers
with impaired hearing was significantly higher (P<O.O01, Chi
square test) among older (70%), and younger weavers (29%),
compared to older (12%), and younger spinners (5%).
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For older workers, significantly lower IFR (Figure la) and
ISR (Figure ib) were found at a higher occupational noise level
(weavers), as compared to less noisy workplaces (spinners). Among
younger weavers, there was only a statistically insignificant
trend towards increased number of accidents and absenteeism, as
compared to younger spinners.

At a noise level of 104 dB (A), IFR (Figure la) and ISR
(Figure Ib) were significantly higher among younger weavers in
comparison with their older and more experienced fellow-workers.

( wo r I AI20 ( OAAI La

Figure 1. a) Injury frequency rates (IFR) and b) Injury severity

rates (ISR) with regard to age of workers and noise exposure
level (explanation of the rates in the text)

Discussion

The obtained results point out the importance of a noise
exposure level and workers' age for occupational accidents.
Although earlier studies have showed that higher noise levels
might be associated with increased accident occurence (1, 3, 4),
our study indicates that this may be partly true for less
experienced workers, but this proportion can be inverse for older
workers. Hearing impairment, which was significantly more
frequently found in older workers at a higher noise level, might
have lowered their arousal level at work. According to
Broadbent's theory (8) this might have influenced their better
attention and lower accident risk, compared to their mates at
less noisy workplaces.

Our finding of a higher accident risk for younger, less
experienced workers at a high noise exposure level, is congruent
with the results of the previous studies, both in less (9, 10)
and more noisy industries (1). This may be explained by a high
arousal level and lack of attention of younger workers at noisy
and risky workplaces. Furthermore, they often underestimate some
risky operations or overrate self-abilities, while more
experienced workers are usually better adapted and more willing
to obey safety measures at workplace (11).
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In conclusion, this survey has confirmed the earlier
findings about the importance of occupational noise and age of
workers for accident and absenteeism rates in industry. The
highest accident risk at noisy workplaces was noticed for
younger, less experienced workers. Therefore, when planning
preventive measures against accidents in noisy industry, special
attention should be paid to this category of workers.
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ABSTRACT
1101 female textile workers who did not have hearing

protection were investigated for noise induced neurasthenia
syndromes (NS). It was found there was *a dose-response
relationship between sound pressure level (SPL) of noise and
prevalence of NS and it's seven parameters, which include
tinnitus, headache, giddy, sleeplessness, often dream, tired and
bad memory. A logistic regression model was applied to explore if
there w~re any confounding factors for noise induced NS. The
results confirmed that SPL is an independent risk factor for
noise induced NS.

KEY WORDS: female workers, l~gistic regression model,
neurasthenia syndrome, noise

There were a few researches about noise induced neurasthenia

syndromes (NS) having been published in chinese journals in

recent years [-13). But all of them just appeared as a small part

added with wide range researches with crude analysis. In this

paper, NS was focused on with detail analysis.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects were 1101 female workers in a textile factory in

Beijing. Each of them just exposed to one sound pressure level

(SPL) noise for equal or more than five years. Briel Kjier 2300

and 1625 sound level meters were used to measure SPL in the

factory. It was found the SPL in everywhere of one workshop was

less than ± 2 dB(A). Noise spectrum was typical of, textile

factory and broad band in nature. Using SPL, workers were divided

into four groups, 75-80 dB(A), 86-90 dB(A), 96 dB(A) and 104
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dB (A).

Ten trained medical students collected data from workers in

the factory. The questionnaire included general information,

occupational history of noise exposure, NS (defined as table 1),

smoking and drinking behavior.

Table 1. Definition of neurasthenia syndromes

headache, giddy, dizziness one or more=yes
tinnitus, sleeplessness, dream one or more=yes three=yes
tired, palpitation one or two =yes two=yes
limbs numb, bad memory one or two =yes

The data were input into IBM computer and analyzed with SPSS

PC+ V3.0 and EGRET V2.1 software for calculating means, standard

deviation, prevalence of NS and odds..ratio (OR). Chi-square test.. i

and logistic regression model were applied at same times.

RESULTS

Table 2 showed the dose-response relationship between SPL and

each parameters of NS. Except dizziness, palpitation and limbs

Table 2. Prevalence of neurasthenia syndromes (NS) in female
workers with different sound pressure level noise exposure

Prevalence (%) (positive number/total)
Parameter

104 dB(A) 96 dB(A) 86-90 dB(A) 75-80 dB(A)

NS 86.0(141/164) 68.7(202/294) 54.4(233/428) 52.6(113/215)
tinnitus 76.2(125/164) 35.7(105/294) 21.7( 93/428) 16.3( 35/215)
headache 47.6( 78/164) 14.6(131/294) 31.8(136/428) 31.6( 68/215)
giddy 53.0( 87/164) 50.0(147/294) 40.7(174/428) 38.6( 83/215)

dizziness 28.0( 46/164) 10.5( 31/294) 12.9( 55/428) 21.9( 47/215)
sleepless 32.9( 54/164) 29.9( 88/294) 24.8(106/428) 22.3( 48/215)

often dream 67.7(111/164) 61.9(182/294) 57.2(245/428) 50.7(109/215)
tired 82.9(136/164) 56.8(167/294) 62.4(267/428) 58.6(126/215)

bad memory 80.5(132/164) 65.3(192/294) 46.3(198/428) 43.7( 94/215)
palpitation 37.8( 62/164) 36.7(108/294) 29.4(126/428) 35.3( 76/215)
limbs numb 37.2( 61/164) 19.4( 57/294) 19.9( 85/428) 24.2( 52/215)

numb, each parameter's prevalence was significantly elevated with

increase of SPL. By strata of working years, prevalence of NS
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appeared same trend with SPLs and had not significant among

different working year groups (figure 1). In order to explore the

relationship among -. 100 working years
-0- 5-9 yr

SPL, working years 80 A 10-14yr

and age in detail, a -0 --- y,

logistic regression A-- t0-tYr
.4 

40

model was applied. -0- ui-iyr

Table 3 showed SPL 20-A- 30-7yr

had a positive Z 0
75 80 85 90 95 100 105

relation with NS, Sound Pressure Level (dB(A))

OR=1.047, p<0.001, Fig 1. Prevalence of neurasthenia syndroms by
sound pressure level and working years in

working years and age textile FVmale workers

had not significant with NS. It cobld be found in table 4 that

Table 3.A logistic model for neurasthenia Table 4.Estimated pa-
syndroms with SPL, working years and age rameters for logistic

model for risk of ne-
Parameters Coefficient SE p Value OR urasthenia syndromes

Constant -3.680 0.888 SPL Working years Age
SPL 0.0461 0.0074 <0.001 1.047

Working years 0.0130 0.0255 0.612 1.013 0.0476
Age -0.0051 0.0292 0.861 0.995 0.0460 0.0086

0.0461 0.0130 -0.0051

the coefficient of SPL had not been significantly changed when

working years and age added in the model. These results suggested

SPL was an independent risk factor for NS and there was not

cumulative effects for noise induced NS.

DISCUSSION

Thirteen papers [1-13 were published in Chinese journal since

1978. All of them supported the working hypothesis of noise

inducing more NS. Five of them[ 5 ' 8 ' 1 0 - 1 2 1 showed some trends of

dose-response relationship between noise exposure and NS. The
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results in this paper were same as them.

In theory, dose of noise exposure is combined with both SPL

and duration of noise exposure (working years). In our research,

the results showed there was not relationship between working

years and prevalence of NS. It means there was not cumulative

effect between noise exposure and NS. This result differs from

five published papers [-5], which showed some trends between

working years and prevalence of NS. It suggests that it needs

more investigations on noise exposure and NS to know if it has

cumulative effect.
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THE INFLUENCE OF BINAURAL HEARING ON PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
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ABSTRACT

Spatial hearing plays an important role in the auditory perception. While conventional techniques
of sound measurement cannot account for the position of sound signals, nowadays, by using binaural
techniques, it is possible to simulate the spatial distribution of sound sources. In a series of labora-
tory experiments it was tested, whether the perception of spatiality might have an influence on the
physiological responses. There was evidence that industrial noise recorded and presented by artifi-
cial head caused stronger physiological responses than the same noise recorded and presented con-
ventionally. Variations in the localization of noise sources containing either high or low information
show that the influence of spatial distribution of noise sources on physiological responses tends to
increase with a higher content of information of the noise. As this outcome might have important
consequences for the evaluation of noise at the workplace or in the environment, further research is
needed how to utilize the results obtained.

1 INTRODUCTION

As the correlations between noise load and noise effects are very weak, one possible explanation,
among others, might be that the acoustical description of sound stimuli is still too inexact (3).
Despite the variety of acoustical parameters the conventional methods of measuring und evaluating
sound do not correspond to human hearing satisfactorily. Correction factors, e.g. for tonal or impul-
sive noises, improve this situation only moderately. Ob•,iously, other phenomena have to be taken
into account. One relevant factor could be the spatial distribution of sound sources. The perception
of spatiality represents a basic property of human auditory system. Here, progress was made by ap-
plying binaural measurement. This new technology makes it possible to simulate the spatial sound
field. The results presented in the fields of auditory perception and acoustical aesthetics are convinc-
ing, and there is a marked distinction when compared to the results of conventional methods of mea-
surement (1, 2). Thus, the question arises whether the characteristics of binaural measurement are
also relevant for the physiological effects of noise. By assessing sound immissions in greater ac-
cordance with human hearing, the effects of noise could be analyzed more precisely, and that way,
the evaluation of sound immission in the natural and working environment could be improved.

Supported by grants of the German Federal Minister of Research and Technology, the basic
aspects of this concept were investigated. Research was undertaken in two steps:

1) Based on physiological responses and subjective evaluations, the difference between the con-
ventional method of measurement and the binaural measurement by artificial head was to be proved.

2) The most prominent acoustical parameter determining the difference between conventional and
binaural measurement was to be identified.

2 METHODS

The study was conducted in a series of three experiments employing mainly the same subjects
(48, 8, and 15 respectively). Ss were male and healthy; average age: 24.7 ± 2.4 ys. They were ex-.
posed to different sounds via earphones during which their physiological responses were recorded
with special respect to fingerpulse amplitude (FPA), skin conductance response (SCR), heart fre-
quency (HF), and electro-myogram of m. frontalis (EMG). In addition to that, Ss' feelings of com-
fort and the subjective evaluation of the perceived sound stimuli were registered by questionnaire.

3 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 1

The first series was designed to provide evidence as to whether there is any difference in physio-
logical responses or in subjective evaluation of noise, given that the Ss are exposed to the same
sound and the same intensity (LAeq = 83 dB), but at one time recorded and presented conventionally
and at another time binaurally by means of an artificial head. Three different sound stimuli typical
for working places of the timber and metal processing industries were used such as sounds coming
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from engine construction, circular saw, and hacksaw. Pink noise was used as control. In order to
avoid effects which are caused by the order of presentation, four different variations of sequence
were chosen. Fig. 1 shows as'an example the design of the variation type No. 2.

training 1st 2nd 3rd 4th noise
block engineo hacksaw circular saw pink noise block

S S S S S S S S S
• r . .. ... ...... ..

eart rate, measurements: digital, 1 value/5 sec

fingerpulse amplitude analogous

skin conductance response digital. 1 value/sec

electro-myogram (forehead) digital, 1 value/sec
*------------I I I I I I ! I I ;

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 min

recording technique: AH = artificial head, CON = conventionally, S = signal
presentation: headphones, sound insulated chamber: L... of noises = 83 dB; (AH-recording
of circular saw 3-5 dB less); questionnaire: . actual well-being - noise evaluation
4 different ways of sequence of presentation: variation of noise type and recording technique:
subjects: 48 male students (according to change of sequence 4 * 12); age 24,7 t 2.39 ys

Fig. 1: Experimental design of the first series of experiments (VR 1) shown by the example of noise
recording variation No. 2

Concerning subjective evaluation, there is no substantial distinction with regard to the two differ-
ent ways for recording and presentation. This might be due to the experimental design, because the
judgements had to be given after the end of each noise block, so that the acoustical memory might
have been overstrained. Concerning the physiological parameters, consistent differences between
the two techniques arise, applying specifically to skin conductance response and fingerpulse ampli-
tude. There is clearly a stronger response from sounds recorded by artificial head as compared to
conventional recording. To give an example, fig. 2 depicts the pattern of SCR for the duration of the
sound of the hacksaw.

From the entire results of this experiment we draw the conclusion that the difference between
physiological responses might mainly be caused by auditory spatiality which is registered more rea-
listically by means of binaural recording.

mS/s 1st sequence 2nd sequence
10.0 - -

S9.5
oa s9 9.0

0 8.5

W 8.0

S7.5
7.0 1:/ , '

0 5 10 15 20 25 30" 0 5 10 15 20 25 30a

Arithmetic means of sequences:
* CON: 1st seq.: 7,85 t 0,67 mS/s 2nd seq.: 7,61 ± 0.51 mS/s
O AH: Ist seq.: 8.08 ± 1,15 mS/s 2nd seq.: 7.60 ± 1.20 mS/s
VR1; 47 subjects (total sample 48 ss. variations of sound exposure by 4 12);
duration of sequences: 25 s (CON)/28 s (AH); number of sequences: 9 (CON)!
8 (AH). Shown above the arithmetic means of intervals of 5 s; ** p < .01

Fig. 2: Skin conductance response during presentation of hacksaw noises recorded with
conventional sound measuring technique (CON) or with artificial head (AH)
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4 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2

For the listener, the differences between conventional and binaural techniques of recording essen-
tially arise from the fact that in conventional recording the signals are reproduced without any infor-
mation about the direction of sound incidence, whereas binaural recordings by artificial head allow
for directional information, thus enabling the listener to localize the position of noise sources. Con-
sequently, differences in physiological responses should be observed when the factor "spatial distri-
bution" is varied by means of artificial head recording.

In the second experiment, noise sources of industrial machinery (hacksaws and coupling ma-
chine, LA. = 84 dB) were recorded by artificial head and were located at different places. In one re-
cording, the noise sources were placed side by side which led to the perception as if they were issu-
ing from the same direction (unidirectional); in the second, the noise sources were placed to the left
and to the right of the listener which resulted in multidirectional sound incidence.

Regarding the physiological responses of FPA, SCR and EMG, all show stronger reactions dur-
ing the multidirectional incidence. To give an example, fig. 3 displays the pattern of the FPA. There
is a lesser difference in the responses with the initial reaction, i.e. during the first 30 s, but a greater
one with the process of re-regulation. During exposure to multidirectional noise, the amplitude does
not reach the baseline value at any time. Compared with the response to unidirectional noise, the
mechanism of re-regulation, which normally leads the fingerpulse amplitude back to its baseline, is
delayed by multidirectional noise. This result might imply that the listener perceives a multidirectio-
nal incidence of sound as being more of a strain.

noise phase t=170 s

:J B : ', : : : : ' . : , : : ' : , : ; , , : , , : : : : ', : :,:x. : : : : : : : : :• i • i : :. : : : : :
S• . . . . . . .. .... ...... .. ....;•• : • i~ : : : i •

~80

- 70

60. . . . . ...

S50
0 30 60 90 120 150 170 s

VR2; 5 subjects; 0 unidirectional and 0 multidirectional presentation of two
industrial noises (coupling machine and hacksaw); Baseline (BL): Arithmetic
mean (AM) of the last 30 s before noise load (=100%); shown above the AM's of
intervals of 5 s; AM during noise phase: * 83,26 * 32,03 7 o 68.30 ± 25.50 %

Fig. 3: Fingerpulse amplitude during unidirectional and multidirectional presentation of two
industrial noises

5 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 3

So far, noises recorded at real working places were used, which enabled Ss to associate some
kind of machinery and working processes and to relate the spatial distribution to their own position.
In other words, the physiological responses with binaural presentation might have been amplified by
the more realistic specimen of the noise source. Therefore, in the next experiment, sound stimuli
containing less information were used in order to find out whether the physiological responses were
still influenced by the spatial distribution.

Two independent stimuli of pink noise (LAq=83. 2 dB) were presented in three different ways: In
the unidirectional recording, both noises were sent from the same direction (right side of the
listener). In the bidirectional, one source was diverted to the left and the other one to the right. In
the moving presentation, one noise source moved from the right to the left and the other one from
the left to the right, crossing over in front of the head (duration: 10.2 s per moving cycle).

In this last experiment, the differences between the physiological responses relating to the loca-
tion of the stimuli are smaller than in the other experiments. The pattern of the FPA response is si-
milar to the results of experiment 2 (fig. 4). There is no difference in the initial reaction as regards
the different presentations of pink noise. At the time of re-regulation, however, the baseline is
reached only with the unidirectional noise. With the two other recordings, and most significantly
with the moving signals, the process of re-regulation is delayed.
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0 60i

BL 30 00 90 120 150 180 210 240 s

Fig. 4: Fingerpulse amplitude during different presentation of two pink noises (unidirectional,bidirectional moving)

6 DISCUSSION
The fiLrst experiment proves that industrial noise recorded and presented by artificial head induces

more evident physiological responses when compared with conventional recordings. This distinc-
tion is essentially caused by the particular capacity of the artificial head, which lies in a more accu-
rate reproduction of auditory spatiality. But this is only. & rough outline of the special properties ofthe artificial head. Other factors of this technique might be of interest, such as direction of sound in-
cidence, masking, movement of sound sources, the power of imagination of the Ss, better reproduc-
tion of the harshness or sharpness of sounds and so on.

In two subsequent experiments, some of these aspects were investigated. With a reduced numberof Ss, the significance of spatial distribution was examined. With regard to industrial noise contain-
ing specific information Ss appear to be more strained by sound incidence issuing from different di-rections as compared with the same noise when coming from one direction.

As the third experiment indicates, the meaningfulness of the noise seems to have an impact on theresponses to the stimulus. When sound sources with little information, as for example with pink
noise coming from different directions, are used, there is a decrease in the differentiation of the
various responses. Initial reactions of FPA and SCR do not really differ any more with regard to lo-
calization of the sound source. But it has to be emphasized that the re-regulation of FPA is delayed
when a bidirectional sound stimulus is sent, and particularly with moving signals.

Concluding, there is clear evidence that spatial distribution, as far as industrial noise is concern-
ed, has an influence on physiological responses. For noise protection at working places, conside-
rable consequences may ensue along with new methods for the measurement and evaluation of noise
to be developed ad adjusted to practical needs. This way, the efficiency of preventive measures for
the abatement of noise could improve, and subsequently, there could be more safety at work.

To this date, however, there is not enough information available in order to devise criteria for
measuring noise, especially when they have to be included into technical standards. That is why cur-
rent findings in this field have to be enlarged to guarantee reliable applications for binaural measure-
ment of noise in practice. The distinguishing advantages of this technique have to be proved beyond
doubt and quantified systematically in order to show that the higher expenses connected with its ap-
plication really pay off in successfully abating noise in the human environment.
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THE ALTERNATIVE MECHANISM OF THE INFRASOUND INFLUENCE

ON ORGANISM.

FRAIMAN Boris, VORONIN Andrei, FRAIMAN Elizaveta.

The Voronezh State Medical Institute, 394018, Voronezh, Plehanovskay ul. 12

,apt. 17.

The existence of the mechanism of the direct effect of the infra- sound on the blood

vessels and blood is proved.

On a prouve' l'existence du me'canisme de l'action directe de l'infrason sur les vases

sanguins et sur le sang.

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of the infrasound influence on organism through aural organs

has been discussed in details in press [ I ]. Nevertheless, the aural mechanism doesn't explain

the harmfulness and harmlessness of one and the same infrasound level, a fast development

of heart and vessel reaction on the infrasound influence. These and other factors, met in

our experiments, allowed us to suppose the posgiility of the direct infrasound influence on the

vascular system and blood.

METHODS

The experiments have been caried out on the blood vessel model and with the

volunteers' paticipation. The reogram of a person's shin was recorded "longitudially" in

the computer memory at the infrasound level of 100 dB and frequency of 15 Hz in comfort

and discomfort zones of the laboratory room. To control this the same record was made

without the infrasound influence. The reographycal cycle was resolved into the harmonic

components with the method of the fast Fourier transform. The diagram was made on the basis

of amplitude values which composed the reogram spectrum. Each point of the diagram

corresponds to 100 measurements.

The blood vessel model and the work with it have been described by us earlier [I].

The model was filled, in turn, with the physiological saline, polyglucin, teopolyglucin,

plasma - like solution "Vamin - Glucosal" and stabilized blood. The infrasound influence

was caried out in the discomfort zone at the frequency of 12.5 Hz and at the sound pressure

of 100 dB. The results of the experiments are presented in figures and diagrams.

REZULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

The clear amplitude peak is seen in the discomfort zone of the amplitude diagram for

reogram spectrum. This amplitude peak is in the point which corresponds to harmonies

equal in frequency with the infrasound active. The similar splash of amplitude is not

presented on the curve where the reogramme harmonic amplitudes are indicated without the
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infrasound generator on. In the comfort zone we have not also found the statistically

reliable splash of amplitude with the infrasound influence. In earlier experiments we have

shown that in the discomfort zone the acoustic oscillations can influence directly the wall of

the blood vessel model[I] .The experiments carried out with a person's participation have

shown that the infrasound influences directly the real vascular system too. And with all

this one clearly observes that just tne same sound pressure level in the comfort zone doesn't

cause the changes in the reographycal cycle. The fact of the zone reciprocal reaction coincides

with the results of our investigations, described in other reports.

The instant reciprocal reaction of the model and the real blood vessel allow us to

consider the direct infrasound influence on the blood vessel wall as the initial link of

developing mechanism for a person's reciprocal reaction on infrasound.

Analysing this reaction it is necessary to bear in mind that the vessel is filed not simply

with the solution of electrolytes but blood. Blood is the nonnewton fluid. The characteristics

for the nonnewton fluids are: the elasticity, the relative independence of layers,

compressibility. We have determined by experiment that if we take the oscillation amplitude

in the model, filled with the physiological saline; as a I (unit) then the oscillations in the

model filled with "Vamin - Glucosal" are 3.5 times more. The experiments carried out with

pure blood stabilized with the sodium citrate have proved that in the blood vessel model there

appeared the oscillations which amplitude is 4 times higher that in the model filled with the

physiological saline. A small difference with the model filled with "Vamin - Glucosal" is

obviously due to the fact that "Vamin - Glucosal" by its composition practically

corresponds to the blood plasma. So it is experimentally prooved that the vascular system

of a person by its structure is able to assimilate the infrasound oscillation. This capability is

realized in that part of the room which misses the "acoustic vortex" and the vector components

of the energetic parameters for the acoustic wave are colinear [3].

The reaction of the vascular system can take place not only after the infrasound

influence but with the acoustic oscillations of the low frequency acoustic range. The model

experiments show that the similar reaction appears in the conditions when the size of the

biological object dosn't prevent the distribution of the acoustic wave components in space,

limited by the rigid walls [2].

The direct infrasound influence on the vascular system explains so fast development

of the organism reciprocal reaction.

The zone development of this mechanism can explain some author's opinion about

harmlessness and harmfulness of infrasound while examining the infrasound influence of the

same level.

So we've revealed, that the direct infrasound influence alternative to the aural

influence on the blood vessel wall can be the initial link of the mechanism for a person's

and infrasound interaction.
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HETEROGENOUS RESPONSE OF SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM TO SOUND

STIMULI: FINGER PLETHYSMOGRAPHIC RESPONSES OF a- and #-TYPE
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Abstract

Finger plethysmographic responses (FPR) of 35 young subjects exposed to white noise (WN)

stimuli of 50, 70 and 90 dB were investigated to check level-response relationships, and to clarify

a suggested heterogeneity of the FPR, 114 young and elderly were exposed to WN of 90 dB. Since

accustomation was not observed for FPRs (% wave amplitude changes for each of ten 3-sec

periods after WN onset) obtained from 5 exposures at irregular intervals, their mean FPR was used

as the FPR value and the % change at the maximum response was expressed as FPR.I. Although

a negative level-response relationship was demonstrated for the FPR, , about 13 % of the subjects

showed 0 %=<FPR,.• or P-receptor mediated cardiac response to epinephrine released from the

adrenals, whereas the others showed FPR.,<0 % or a-receptor mediated vasoconstrictions. Urinary

excretion rates of catecholamine (CA) during nocturnal test were significantly higher in the cases

of P1-response than those in the cases of a-response when age, sex, ECG finding (normal vs

ventricular hypertrophy) and hypertension (normal vs borderline) were adjusted. Thus, it is

suggested that the heterogenous response may be related to chronic hypertonicity of the sympathetic

nervous system, and may therefore be of some relevance in relation to the risk for noise-induced

cardiovascular diseases.

Introduction

Nonauditory physiological effects of noise on humans have commonly been characterized by

large inter- and intraindividual variations,1) one possible cause of which is accustomation.1 2)

According to pathophysiological studies on psychiatric patients, however, there may be a hetero-

geneity or difference of dominant response inter- as well as intraindividual even when exposed to

the same stimulus,3) which may also cause variations in the results. Both of these biological

phenomena, therefore, should be considered, especially for physiological effects in relation to the

risk for cardiovascular diseases due to chronic exposures to noise.

On the other hand, finger plethysmographic response (FPR) to sound is known to reflect

excitement of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) in terms of blood flow decrease due to a-

receptor-mediated vasoconstriction or its increase due to P-receptor-mediated cardiac response to

epinephrine released from the adrenals. Although accustomation was obvious in FPRs when sounds

were presented regularly in our previous examinations,4) it could be avoided by presenting sounds

at irregular intervals. Baseline fluctuations in the plethysmograph, which have been related to
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mental activities,-) can also be attenuated using larger time constant of the amplifier than usual.

In the present study, using the previously developed system, individual variations in the

responses to sound stimuli of the SNS were investigated in terms of the level-response relationship,

as was sugested heterogeneity. The relationships between these responses and urinary excretion rates

of catecholamine (CA) during nocturnal rest or sleeping period were also examined.

Subjects and Methods

The study consisted of two parts to examine the level-response relationship between WN of

50, 70 and 90 dB in LA and FPR,,. as defined below (Exp.1), and individual variations of FPR..

to WN of 90 dB, as well as the relationships between FPR.. and excretion rates of CA during

sleep (Exp.2). Experiment 1 comprised 35 young subjects, and exp. 2 comprised 79 young (18-28

yrs old) and 35 elderly (60-83 yrs old) subjects. The subjects were exposed to WN binaurally

through 2 speakers in an insulated room. A finger plethysmograph for 30 sec prior to and 30 sec

after the onset of WN was recorded for 5 sessions separated by random intervals of 30 to 90 sec,

from the left index finger through a photoelectrical plethysmogram meter (San-Ei-Sokki Co., Ltd.).

The amplitudes were measured with a digitizer (Photoron Co., Ltd.).

The FPRs to WN were expressed as % change of tlhe averaged wave amplitude for each of the

3-sec-periods after WN onset compared to that for 30 sec before WN. Five FPRs obtained in 5

sessions were averaged for each period and were defined as FPRs. Also, % change in FPR at the

maximum response, whether constriction or dilation, was abbreviated as FPRm.. Urinary CA in the

initial urinary excretion on the morning of the experimental day was determined using an EC-

HPLC system (Shimadzu-Seisakusho Co., Ltd.) for each of free norepinephrine (NE), epinephrine

(E) and dopamine (DA) concentrations and expressed by the excretion rate 9ig/hr) after the last

urination of the prior night. Covariate analyses were done with the General Linear Model (GLM)

in a SAS program.

Results

A good level-response relationship between WN of 50, 70 and 90 dB and FPR=, was

observed in Exp. 1 (Fig. 1), suggesting the existence of quantitative relationships between stimulus

intensity and SNS excitement inasmuch as group means are concerned. Accustomation or

attenuating trends of FPRI. were not observed under the given conditions. However, the

distribution of FPR.I. for 90 dB in Exp. 2 showed that it was greater than zero % in 12.5 %

(14/112) of the subjects, whereas it was below zero % in the other 87.5 %. The increasing

response was more frequent in elderly than in young people (21.2 vs 8.9 %).

On the other hand, the time prior to the maximum response was generally longer in cases of

increasing FPR (4.6-22.2 sec) as compared to that in cases of decreasing FPR (3.0-9.0 sec).

Therefore, the former is related to blood flow increase due to cardiac response to E released from
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the adrenals and is called "P-type response," whereas the latter is related to blood flow decrease

or vasoconstriction and is called "a-type response." Their typical cases are shown in Fig. 2.

The excretion rates of NE, E and DA were significantly higher in the FPR of PI-type as

compared to those in the other categories, when their differences based on 4 categories of FPR.

level (that is, (1) <0.75, (2) 0.75=< & <0.9, (3) 0.9=-< & 1.0, and (4) 1.0=-<) were examined by

covariate analyses using GLM procedures (Table 1). The results were consistent regardless of

adjustment for age groups (20-29, 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89 yrs old), hypertension (normal vs

borderline) and/or ECG findings (normal vs ventricular hypertrophy).

Discussion

One of the major findings in the present results was the existence of P-type response to sound

in about 13 % of the subjects, although detailed observations of each record revealed that only 3

out of 14 cases had weak simultaneous a-type response around 8 sec after sound onset. Thus, it

is likely that the SNS function of the SNS-adrenal axis but not that of the SNS-peripheral blood

vessel axis, is predominantly sensitive to sound stimuli in the subjects with i-type. This

hypersensitivity of the SNS-adrenal axis may also be related to their significantly enhanced CA

excretion rates during nocturnal rest or hypertonicity of the SNS.

The present results that the P-type response was'more frequent in elderly subjects than in

young subjects and that there is no (or if any, weak) simultaneous a-type response may reflect

hypertention, indicated not only by blood pressure measurements but also by ECG finding related

to ventricular hypertrophy, and/or reduced responsiveness of peripheral blood vessels as suggested

by a mild/moderate degree of atherosclerotic changes indicated in eye camera examinations (data

not shown). However, these could not be supported by the present data, which did not include

patients with definitive hypertension and young patients who showed the existence of the A-

response but not atherosclerotic changes. Nevertheless, further studies are needed to clarify, in

particular, the relationship between P-type response and hypertension, if the report6) indicating that

blood pressure response to sounds occur only in people with hypertension, whose excretion rates

of CA are expected to be elevated, is taken into consideration.

On the other hand, Matoba et al.2 reported that reduction of the amplitude of the finger

plethysmogram in response to 800 Hz-band noise of 90 dB correlated well with the Mecholyl test

as well as 24 hour urinary CA levels. Although their findings are apparently unrelated with ours,

the possibility that they were affected by the SNS hyperreactivities associated with the diseases

cannot be denied, since the subjects were patients with vibration disease, cardiac diseases and

hypertension Also, it is possible that CA in 24-hour urine may not always correlate with excretion

rates of CA during nocturnal rest, since CA excretion during the day is expected to vary largely

depending on the activities of the patient.
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T7hus, the present study suggests that the heterogenous response may be related to chronic

hypertonicity of the SNS as indicated by CA exacrtion rate during nocturnal rest. Therefore, further

studies are hoped to clarify whether the indicated hypertonia of the SNS are due to stress or traits
or whether the observed heterogeneity of the response is dependent on state or trait, especially for

relating noise exposures to the risk for cardiovascular diseases.

1)Kryter, K.D.: in lie effects of noise in man ed. by Kryter, K.D., Academic Press, NY, 1970, pp. 487-490. 2)MinazniM.

and Kabuto, M.: Aircraft Nuisance Studies and Managements 9,117-125,1982. 3)ZahnT.P.: Arch. Gen. Psychiatry 38,251-

258, 1981. 4)Asakura, K. et al.: Jap J OtoralyngoL.62, 593-597, 1990. S)KabutoM., T.Takemoto and M.Minami: Jap J

Hygiene 39,651-66, 1984. 6)Argudlles, AE. et al.: In Physiological effects of noise ed. by Welch, B.L and Welch, A.S.,
Plenum Press 1970, p'43. 7)Matoba, T. et al.: I1 Exp Med 115, 385-39Z, 1975.
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Table 1: Adjusted#l mean of urintary excretion rates of catecholamine during sleep
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A REVIEW OF THE. EFFECTS OF NOISE ON THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

BLY, Stephen, GODDARD, Michael and MCLEAN, Jack
Bureau of Radiation and Medical Devices, 775 Brookfield Road,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada M5A ICI

This paper provides a critical review and assessment of nine English language journal
articles, published between 1988 and 1992, on noise induced effects on the immune system.
A number of different endpoints were studied as indicators of immune system function. A
wide variety of noise exposures were also created, with maximum sound pressure levels
typically in the range of 90 to 110 dB. All were laboratory exposures, five with either rats
or mice and four with humans. Six of the studies suggested that noise induced stress caused
moderate suppression of the immune system. Three studies suggested immune system
stimulation occurred with exposure to noise. Contradictory findings were obtained in two
studies using volunteers which examined the dependence of immune system function upon
the subject's control over the noise. Although thepmajority of these preliminary studies
suggest that noise induced stress can suppress the intmune system, more laboratory research
is needed to provide the consistent findings required to serve as an indicator of the need
and direction for epidemiological studies.

The main function of the immune system is to protect the host from harmful foreign
substances and cells. The major structural components are the thymus, spleen, bone marrow
and lymph nodes. The most important of the immune system's cells in the circulating blood
and which are considered in this review are: (i) the granulocytes, the most common of
which are the neutrophils, (ii) the thymus derived T-lymphocytes cells, (iii) bone marrow
derived B lymphocytes, (iv) natural killer (NK) cells and (v) macrophages. The main
function of neutrophils is to destroy harmful bacteria. Lymphocytes are involved in antigen
recognition and in modulating the immune response. Natural killer cells have the unique
capability to recognize, bind and lyse a variety of target cells without prior exposure to the
target cell or antigen. Macrophages are responsible for digesting foreign cells and degradir.
complex antigens for recognition by lymphocytes.

The possibility that noise can affect human health by modulating the immu syst
is based on a body of experiments indicating that noise is a stressor [1] and a boe -. 5sttW,
indicating that stress of various kinds can modulate immune function [2]. Thi- . iew,
assesses 9 recent papers to determine if they provide support for the hypoth.. is that
can affect health through modulation of the immune system.

The papers by Sieber et al., Irwin et al., Folch et al. and Kugler
assessed as arriving at conclusions which were justified by both their statis;
methods. The cytotoxic assay for splenic lymphocyte sub-populations in
et al. is a standard method. Although their experimental groups were
performed 5 separate determinations of their results. Irwin et al. used se



control groups for different exposure times. This ensured that there were no correlations
between results at different days, consistent with their statistical analysis. Seiber et al. had
to take into account the large between-subject variance in NK cell activity and the need to
identify differences between conditions. This was done in both their experimental design
and in their statistical analysis which used a repeated-measures analysis of covariance, using
the baseline NK activity as the covariate.

It is difficult to assess the significance of the results of these four papers with regard
to the effect of noise stress on health, particularly if the papers are viewed as a body of
evidence. Natural killer cell activity is thought to be important in host resistance to some
viral challenges and to metastatic spread of tumours [2,3]. Irwin et al. showed a significant
increase by about a factor of 2 in NK activity in male Sprague-Dawley rats, after 10 days of
noise exposure. No statistically significant differences were found either at I or 4 days of
exposure. Sieber et al. found that acute exposure of healthy male human volunteers to
uncontrollable noise, but not to controllable noise, led to statistically significant reductions
in NK cell activity by about a factor of 1.6. This was near to, but not beyond, the limit of
normal values. Folch et al. found that thymulin, a hormone affecting thymus function,
showed a reversible increase in concentration in the blood of mice after noise stress. The
work of Kugler et al. showed a statistically significant reduction by about 25% in two
lymphocyte sub-populations after acute, but not chronic, stress. Taken as a whole, it appears
that no consistent conclusions can be drawn since two studies on animals show immune
system stimulation, one on humans shows suppressiorhand one on animals shows suppression
for acute exposure but no effect for chronic exposdre.

In the papers by McCarthy et al., Bomberger and Haar and Weisse et al. [6 - 8] the
statistical methods are adequate but the high variability or likelihood of artifacts in the
biological assays casts some doubt on the significance of their findings. McCarthy et al.
studied whether the biological functions of neutrophils, macrophages and lymphocytes from
noise exposed rats were altered in in-vitro assays. Their assay for neutrophil function is
subject to artifacts [9]. Also, a second, independent lymphocyte proliferation assay should
have been used for verification of their results. Bomberger and Haar studied the in-vitro
migration of prethymic stem cells in response to thymus supernatant. The use of a small
sample size and the fact that many factors can affect lymphocyte migration casts doubt on
the biological significance of the change in percent migration from 6.7% to 8.6% between
exposed and controls, respectively. Weisse et al. found that subjects exposed to
uncontrollable stress did not exhibit altered immunologic function. Subjects exposed to
controllable stress exhibited a reduction in lymphocyte response to the mitogen concanavalin
A at 90 minutes after the stressor was terminated. Lymphocyte response to mitogens is
highly variable, particularly as the length of time-to-harvest increases. This could explain
the surprising results in this paper.

The significance of the other two studies was difficult to assess due to lack of detail
in the papers [10,11]. The study by Hinrichsen et al. suggested that, in a healthy population,
the immune system was stimulated by noise stress. However, more details of the assay
would have been desirable for assessment. Bukilica et al. found that noise stress affected
the day of onset but, otherwise, had no effect on the incidence or severity of the
autoimmune disease, experimental allergic encephalomyelitis, in a susceptible strain of rat.
Their statistical analysis was not sufficiently detailed to ensure meaningful results. This was
primarily due to the fact that they studied each group across time but did not appear to
allow for correlated responses.
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A wide variety of noise exposures were used in the different studies but no reasons
were given for the use of particular exposure protocols. The total duration of noise
exposure ranged from a minimum of 10 minutes per day [101 to a maximum of 22 hours per
day [6], although most total exposure times were between 30 minutes and 2 hours per day.
Only one of the exposures was stated as being environmental noise but no other details
about the noise were given. Reproducible exposure conditions were in doubt for two studies
in which a fire alarm bell and "rock music" from a radio station were used. In one case,
noise and electric shock stresses were concurrent, confounding any interpretation concerning
noise stress and its effect on the immune system.

In some cases, reproducible types of noise exposure were used but these differed
significapitly between papers. In the work of Irwin et al. the exposure consisted of
continu6us white noise. Bursts of white noise of fixed or random duration with random
intervals between bursts were used in 2 cases [5,8] and intermittent pure tones were used
in 3 cases [2,4,7], 2 of which contained bursts of fixed or random duration with random
intervals between bursts [2,7]. The pure tones were at 3000, 2900 and 1000 Hz. The
maximum sound pressure level fell in the range of 90 to 110 dB. Randomizing the duration
of the noise bursts and/or the intervals between them should have ensured that the noise
was mc aless to the subjects and reduced the likelihood of habituation during the acute
exposu

In general, little detail was presented of. the techniques for noise exposure
measurement and generation. In particular, the meagurement methods for the quoted sound
pressure levels were not indicated when headphones were used.

Four of the studies reviewed here add to the small body of existing literature
indicating that noise stress can produce some modulation of certain immune functions.
However, these results are not sufficient to provide support for the hypothesis that noise
affects human health by modulation of the immune system. This conclusion arises from a
number of factors. First, there were inconsistencies in the results between papers. Two
studies on animals showed immune system stimulation whereas one study on animals showed
suppression for acute exposure but no effect for chronic exposure. In the study on human
volunteers, suppression of NK cell activity was found but this never exceeded the normal
range of activity in humans. None of the other studies indicated whether the observed
changes would affect the health of the subjects. Finally, the variety of noise exposures
studied and the lack of detail in the description of the quantification of the noise exposure
makes it impossible to assess the effect of the noise quantitatively. More research is needed
to determine whether noise can affect human health by modulation of the immune system.
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NOISE AND CARDIAC INFARCTION - A REVIEW

SCHUST Marianne
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More than 200 references published in the English, French and Russian literature since 1975 were

evaluated. There were included epidemiologic as well as human or animal experimental studies.

Among these some comprehensive reviews contained again several hundred references. The aim of

the present project was to integrate the findings on effects of chronic exposure to noise upon the

prevalence of cardiac infarction. In addition the risk factors for cardiac infarction were considered.

The results of animal experiments points clearly to .a variation of biochemical parameters in

consequence of chronic exposure to noise. Also the mictocirculatory system is disordered. In human

experiments the acute effects of noise are mainly investigated. The blood pressure and the heart rate

are especially well examined. Studies including psychological analysis are rarely published. At least

some results of the human experiments lead to the conclusion that chronic exposure to noise could be

one of the risks for cardiac infarction.

The majority of epidemiologic studies shows a decisive methodological weakness. Therefore, a

definite statement concerning the noise-induced risk for cardiac infarction is not possible. The authors

often neglect to describe the sound event exactly or they do not take into the account the confounding
variables. Cross sectional studies dominate in the literature. They are not suited to take into account

the complex mechanisms the individual reaction to noise is based on. For the design of further

epidemiologic studies one important conclusion from the results of human experiments has take into

consideration, that : different sound events with similar sound pressure level and frequency

characteristic produce completely different sensations and behavioural patterns in each individual.

This fact is reflected by the measured physiological and biochemical parameters. That means that a

certain kind of noise promote the risk for cardiac infarction for a certain individual under certain

conditions. Therefore, the statistical procedures must be suited to analyse the obtained data

corresponding to matching groups. Proposals for designing further studies are presented.
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NOISEt PHYSIOLOGY AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE:

THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF EFFORT

TAFALLA, Richard, J., and EVANS, Gary.

Department of Psychology, University of Wisconsin-Stout
Menomonie, WI 54751 USA; Cornell University

Noise levels and effort were manipulated in a factorial
design to test the hypothesis that effort can compensate for the
negative effects of a stressor on human performance but at a
psychophysiological cost. Generally, the results were consistent
with the hypothesis. The effects of noise on task performance
and both cardiovascular and neuroendocrine measures varied in the
opposite direction as a function of effort.

Reviews of the literature on noise and performance reveal
inconsistencies across studies (Cohen, Evans, Stokols & Krantz,
1986; Hockey, 1979; Smith, 1989). In subjects exposed to noise,
cognitive task performance may deteriorate, improve, or remain
unaffected (Koelga, 1986). There is some evidence that the
harmful effects of noise on performance may be mediated by
effort. These results suggest that greater effort investments to
compensate for noise stress come at sbme psychophysiological cost
(Frankenhaeuser, 1977; Kalsbeek, 1964; Welch, 1979).

In order to more rigorously determine if effort can
compensate for the negative effects of a stressor on performance,
but at some psychophysiologic cost to the organism, the present
study employed a 2 X 2 mixed factorial design, varying noise and
effort independently. It was hypothesized that performance will
decrease during noise exposure, under low effort, but remain
constant under high effort. And, physiological indices of stress
during noise will remain constant under low effort, but will
increase under high effort.

Method

Subjects. Subjects included forty eight male college
students participating for course credit.

Dependent Measures. Reaction time in milliseconds to the
Norinder arithmetic task was used as a measure of performance.
Heart rate, blood pressure, urine cortisol, and catecholamine
were employed as indicators of sympathetic nervous system
arousal.

Procedure. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two
conditions; Condition 1 - no noise, high and low effort, and
Condition 2 - noise, high and low effort.
The time sequence was as follows:

Day 1 - 30 minutes of instruction and practice.
Day 2 - 90 minutes of experimental session.
Day 3 - 90 minutes of experimental session.
Day 4 - 90 minutes of baseline session.
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Effort was manipulated by providing immediate feedback to
the subject on the performance of the task. The original Glass
and Singer noise tape was used as the noise source (Glass &
Singer, 1972). At the end of each session, subjects rated their
level of effort on a 10 point magnitude estimation scale anchored
by "Nothing At All" and "Maximum".

Results

Table 1 illustrates the means and standard deviations for
all of the data including reaction time, blood pressure, heart
rate, catecholamines and cortisol, and self reported effort.

Table 1 Means and standard deviations for the performance,
physiological and self-report data.

NOISE

NO NOISE NOISE

LOW HIGH . LOW HIGH
MEASURE EFFORT EFFORT t• EFFORT EFFORT
-----------------------------------J ------------------------

REACTION TIME Mean 5138 4250 8110 5987
Milliseconds S.D. 2789 1263 6801 4082

SYSTOLIC BP MEAN 118.6 116.5 117.1 118.2
mm/mg S.D. 6.6 7.2 5.9 6.1

DIASTOLIC BP MEAN 70.2 68.1 66.8 68.9
mm/mg S.D. 7.1 6.2 9.2 8.6

HEART RATE MEAN 71.4 68.8 72.2 73.7
Beats/min. S.D. 10.1 6.9 8.9 9.9

NORADRENALINE MEAN 173.1 102.5 131.9 181.9
nM/min. S.D. 137.9 79.9 78.2 124.4

ADRENALINE MEAN 9.9 14.2 9.6 15.5
nM/min. S.D. 5.5 16.0 7.7 15.2

CORTISOL MEAN 218.7 129.1 235.3 259.7
nM/min. S.D. 180.4 112.6 194.1 190.9

SELF-REPORT MEAN 3.2 4.8 3.2 4.8
EFFORT S.D. 1.5 2.2 1.5 2.3
-----------------------------------------------------

Subjects report greater levels of effort in the high effort
condition, but there are no differences between no noise and
noise. No noise F(1,29) < 1.0, p>.05, or noise by effort
interaction F(1,29) < 1.0, p>.05 is seen, but a significant
effort main effect is demonstrated F(1,29) = 18.20, p<.01.
Subjects with knowledge of results feedback expend more effort on
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the task. Reaction time (RT) decelerates with the noise
condition, but accelerates with effort instruction. The slowest
RT is in the noise, low effort condition (5140 ms) and changed by
nearly 3 seconds from no noise to noise. RT decelerated from no
noise to noise by only 1.6 seconds in the high effort condition.
The a-priori t-value, between noise and no noise in low effort,
was, df(l,27)=3.79 p<.001. Under high effort noise has little
effect on RT, but under low effort, RT is significantly slowed by
noise exposure.

Under the low effort condition, noise results in either a
very small increase or even slight decreases in systolic blood
pressure, heart rate (HR), noradrenaline (NA), adrenaline (A) and
cortisol level. Within the high effort condition, however,
increases are seen with noise in all psychophysiological
measures. The a-priori t-value for heart rate, and systolic blood
pressure was t(1,31)=2.45, p<.01), and t(1,31)=I.05, ns,
respectively. Diastolic blood pressure, however, failed to
confirm the expected pattern.

The compensatory effects of effort under noise, high effort
were sicnificant for noradrenaline t(1,32)=2.44, p<.01, but not
signif- int for adrenaline t(1,32)-.31, p>.05. Cortisol levels
betwec., -he noise conditions in high effort were significantly
higher t=(1,32)=2.31, p<.05.

DiscussionM

The significant evidence supporting the hypotheses include
reaction time, heart rate, noradrenaline and cortisol. Systolic
blood pressure, and adrenaline were not significant, but were in
the correct direction. Diastolic blood pressure only partially
fits the pattern. These variables suggest that the individual is
struggling to maintain performance levels in reaction to noise in
high effort.

The investment of mental effort, moderated the effects of
noise on performance and physiology. Self-reported effort
provided validation for the manipulation, and furthermore,
demonstrated that the manipulation was independent of noise - no
effect was seen as a function of noise condition.

This pattern of results fits in well with an emerging,
alternative view of stress and health. In addition to examining
the direct adverse effects of stressors on health and well being,
researchers are increasingly focusing their attention on the
costs and benefits of various coping strategies (Cohen, Evans,
Stokols, & Krantz, 1986; Schonflug, 1986).

Summarizing, we have shown that noise interferes with task
performance when motivation to perform well is not manipulated.
With enhanced effort to perform, little or no effects of noise
are seen on task performance. However, the mobilization of
effort appears to heighten psychophysiological stress. The
compensatory effects of effort during a stressor can have costs
and benefits.
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ABSTRACT
Performance in a spatial memory task was measured either in quiet, or in noise, following one

hour of sleep (nap) that took place at 00.00h. In quiet (45 dB(A)), comparisons with baseline (no-
nap) showed consistent sleep inertia effects on speed that lasted 15 min. These slowings were
removed when continuous pink noise was delivered at 75 dB(A) during the testing sessions. These
results suggest that noise might interact with the after-effects of sleep, and might have indirect
beneficial effects on some cognitive performance.

RSUME
Les performances dans une tiche de m~moire spatiale ont 6t6 6valut~es en Silence ou en

presence de Bruit, imm~diatement apr~s une heure de sommeil placte i 00.00h. En Silence
(45dB(A)), des TR longs ont &6 observes pendant 15 min cons~cutivement au sommeil, en
comparaison avec la condition de rtf~rence (sujets maintenus 6veill~s). Cette baisse 6tait abolie en
presence d'un bruit rose continu dtilivr6 h 75 dB(A) au cours du test. Ces rtsultats sugg~rent que le
bruit interagirait avec les effets cons~cutifs d'une heure de sommeil plac&e A 00.00h, et pourrait
indirectement am~liorer certaines performances cognitives.

INTRODUCTION
Extensive research has been devoted to study the effects of noise on human performance. For

both theoretical and ecological reasons, most of these stadies clearly aimed at determining the extent
to which noise might impair performance, rather than' at hypothesizing that noise might have some
beneficial effect and improve performance. One area of research in which such hypothesis could be
tested relates to the after-effects of sleep. Abundant evidence suggests that performance is disrupted
immediately after awakening, the disruptive effects being described as 'Sleep Inertia' (SI) (Naitoh,
1981). SI is a short-term after-effect of napping and "refers to the phenomenon of inferior task
performance and/or disorientation occurring immediately after awakening from sleep relative to
presleep status" (Naitoh and Angus 1989, p 226). SI effects are usually so profound that in most
studies researchers delayed testing shortly following a nap or did not include these first data in their
performance analyses. Haslam (1982) indicated that her subjects were totally unable to make a
logical reasoning task within the first 5 min following a 4-hours nap that took place after 90 hours of
sleep deprivation.

However, SI duration still remains unresolved. Seminara and Shavelson (1969) reported a
decrement in performance for the period of 3 min following abrupt awakening. Wilkinson and
Stretton (1971) found that SI effects on a reaction time task were still present 15 min after
awakening. Dinges et al. (1981) asked their subjects to perform a 3 min subtraction task following a
1-hour afternoon nap and found also disruptive effects. Performance returned to baseline in a
subsequent test that took place 35 min later. The authors speculated that SI effects would last 35
min.

The experiment described in this paper is only part of a larger research programme concerned
with sleep fractionation, noise, and performance (Tassi et al. 1992), and had two main objectives.
The first was to evaluate the duration of SI effects following 1- hour nocturnal nap taken from
00.O0h to 01.00h on subsequent performance. The second objective was to test the hypothesis that
noise might play some positive role on performance, and that a moderate broadband noise following
awakening would act as arouser and would reduce the after-effects of sleep. SI effects were
evaluated by testing the subjects just after awakening in two- 30 min sessions separated by a 10 min
pause. In each session, the data which were continuously recorded were analyzed in 10 blocks of 3
min each. The performance of two independent groups of subjects were examined. The Quiet group
was tested at 45 dB(A), and the Noise group had a continuous- pink noise presented at 75 dB(A)
during the testing sessions only.

1. This research was supported by grant No 101575 from Electriciti de France.
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METHOD
Subjects

Twenty-two male adults aged 19 - 27 years took part in the experiments. Twelve subjects
served in the Quiet group, and 10 subjects participated in the Noise group. The subjects were
selected according to medical, psychological (personality, morningness / eveningness), and
performance criteria. All subjects were clearly informed about the experiments; each subject signed
an informed consent, and was indemnified for his participation.
Performance Task

The french version of the Spatial Memory Task extracted from the AGARD Stress Battery
(NATO, 1989) was used. In this task, the subject had to rotate histograms mentally before making a
same / different judgment. In each trial, two four-bar histograms were presented successively on the
video screen. The subject had to decide whether the second histogram that was always rotated for
90* or 2700 (horizontal bars) was identical with the first one (vertical bars), irrespective to the
orientation difference. The response was 'same' when a complete match in bars length and location
was detected, and 'different' if one bar differed in length from its corresponding one in the stimulus
set. The task was displayed on a black-and-white video screen, and the subject was instructed to
respond as quickly and as accurately as possible. Responses were given by pressing the appropriate
response keys of the keyboard. Following either a response, or a deadline of 15 sec, a new trial was
presented.
Design and Procedure

The experimental design called for (1) one night of sleep in a sleep chamber to adapt to new
sleep environments (adaptation night), (2) one night of staying awake all night to provide "baseline"
performance (no-nap condition), and (3) one night when each subject was allowed to sleep 1- hour
(nap condition). A cross-over design was adopted to control the amount of inter-subject variability.
Hence, for each subject, the design comprised 3 nights with 8 to 10 days between successive nights.
In all conditions, subjects arrived at the Laboratory at 16.30h and were tested in two- 30 min
sessions between 17.00h and 18. 10h (labelled session 1 tand session 2) separated by a 10- min pause.
In the no-nap condition, the subjects remained awake until 01.00h and then performed the task in
two- 30 min sessions (labelled session 3 and session 4). In the nap condition, the subject was
allowed one- hour of sleep from 00.00h to 01.00h during which physiological sleep variables (EEG,
EOG, EMG) were recorded. At 01.00h, he was awakened, the electrodes were disconnected, and he
was at the microcomputer work station within about 1.5- 2 min from the moment of awakening and
performed the task in two- 30 min sessions. Since the laboratory facilities have 2 independent sleep
chambers, the subjects were tested by pair in each night. The order of night/condition was
counterbalanced.
Noise

In the Quiet group, the background noise (ventilation and computer noises) was about 45
dB(A), and in the Noise group, a continuous pink noise was delivered through loudspeakers in each
sleeping chamber, during the testing sessions only, at an intensity of 75 dB(A).
Data analysis

For each group, factorial analyses of variance for repeated measures with two main factors of
condition (no-nap / nap), and of block (the 10 3-min data points per session) were carried out. To
estimate the probabilities associated with the block factor, and with its interaction with the condition
factor, the dfs were adjusted according to the Geisser-Greenhouse's (1958) correction method. Each
time the condition factor, or the condition x block interaction was significant, pairwise t tests were
computed to make between-conditions comparisons of blocks. A probability level of 0.05 was
accepted as statistically significant.

RESULTS
Concerning sleep, 70% of the subjects of both groups were in slow-wave sleep (stage 3 and 4)

at awakening. Also, 17% of the subjects of the Quiet group were in sleep stage 2 at awakening.
Hence, these results indicate that the subjects did sleep, and most zf them have been effectively
awakened by the end of the nap.

Concerning the performances, analyses of accuracy revealed no significant change for any
comparison at any testing session in any group (Quiet or Noise), Therefore, the following statistical
analyses relate to mean Response Time (RT) for correct responses only.
Quiet group

To assess the overall level of performance before any intervening disruption, the data of
session 1 and of session 2 were first analysed. In neither session did the analysis of variance show
any significant effect, suggesting that the performance in the baseline (no-nap) and in the nap
conditions in these sessions was comparable. Performance in session 3 (01.00h), immediately after
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awakening from the midnight 1- hour nap was different, and is represented in Figure 1, with that in
session 4 (01.40h).

300
QUIET GROUP

" SESSION 3 SESSION 4S250-
201.00 - 01.30H 01.40 - 02.1OH

200 -
E

C

CL 150 **-*B

100...........................................

BLOCKS

-i- NO-NAP NAP

Figure 1. Quiet group. Mean RTs as a function of time in the no-nap condition, at the first 30 min
session of the task, and at the second 30 min session, Blocks 1 to 10 refer to data points averaged
every 3 min from the beginning of each session. M = the mean RT for each condition.
* p <0.05; ** p <0.01; *** p <0.001.

In session 3, the analysis of mean RT showed a significant effect of condition (Ft 11 = 16.65;
p <.01), the effect of block was negligible (F 9,90 = 1.65; p > .05), and the condition x block
interaction did not reach significance (F 9 90 = 2.34; p > .05). Pairwise t tests were performed on
each block of session 3. t Tests showed that post-nap RTs were significantly longer than those in the
no-nap condition, in block 1 (t = 3.52; p < .01), block 2 (t = 4.58; p <.001), block 3 (t = 3.14; p
<.01), block 4 (t = 3.57; p <.01), and block 5 (t = 3.31; p <.01). None of the remaining

comparisons between blocks in session 3 was significant. In session 4, no significant effect emerged.

Noise group

300
NOISE GROUP

SESSION 3 SESSION 4
250-

01.00 - 01.30H 01.40 - 02.1OH

S200-

U)
C
0
cL 150ý

tr. i,,. _ ___ .__.___ __ ___ .

100-

BLOCKS

-- NO-NAP -e- NAP

Figure 2. Noise group. Mean RTs as a function of time in sessions 3 and 4.
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The analyses of variance made on data of session 1 and of session 2 showed no significant
effect of any factor or interaction. Mean RTs as a function of blocks in session 3 and in session 4
are represented in Figure 2.

In session 3, the analysis of variance showed no effect of condition (F 1.9 = 1.16; p > .05),
there was a significant effect of block (F9 8 1 = 2.99; p <.05), and the condition x block interaction
was not significant (F79 81 < 1). In session'4, no significant effect emerged.

Comparisons of the Quiet group with the Noise group
The last set of analyses attemped to compare the performance of the two groups more

precisely, and included an additional main factor of group (Quiet vs Noise). In a preliminary
analysis that compared the performances of the two groups in sessions 1 and 2, no difference
between groups was obtained. In session 3, there was no effect of group (F 1 20 = 2.71; p > .05), a
significant effect of condition (F 1 20 = 14.30; p <.005), of block (F 9 180 = 2.71; p < .01), and the
condition x group interaction w;as also significant (F1,20 = 6.44;' p <.05). In session 4, no
significant effect was obtained.

DISCUSSION
From the results of the Quiet group 1 (Fig. 1), it appears first that in the no-nap condition, the

performances across time were remarkably flat. In contrast, a one- hour nap resulted in an increase
of post-nap RTs, indicating that immediately following awakening from the nap, the subjects needed
more time to decide whether a complete match was present between the stimulus histogram held in
short-term memory and the probe-histogram that followed. Second, this increase was transient since
it was present in the first 15 min and then vanished in the remaining part of the testing sessions. The
subjects were slow by an average of 450 ms during the first 15 mm, and their performance level
returned to baseline during the remaining 45 min of test. These results argue strongly in favour of
direct SI effects on subsequent performance, and not of building up of fatigue and low motivation.

These results contrast heavily with those of the Npise group. In sessions 3 and 4 (01.00h and
01.40h respectively) of that group, the performance in the no-nap condition was very stable over the
two testing sessions, but above all, no difference between the nap and no-nap conditions was
observed. The comparisons of the two groups of subjects at sessions 1 and 2 (17.00h and 17.40h
respectively) showed no difference between groups, suggesting that the basic performance of the two
samples of subjects was comparable. Together with the significant group x condition interaction
obtained in the comparison of the two groups, these results suggest that noise interacted with SI, and
removed the slowing of RTs, without causing other impairment of performance. As such,
continuous pink noise delivered at 75 dB(A) would have an indirect beneficial effect on RTs in a
spatial memory task, in eliminating the detrimer L-l after-effect of one- hour midnight sleep.
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ABSTRACT

The real driving experiences with noise and vibration were used to investigate the influence
of these settings on drivers vigilance. This study was a matter of examining the combined effects of
noise and vibration on the vigilance of car drivers, this vigilance being employed as an indicator of
the quality of the environment within the vehicles. In this paper, we show that vigilance levels are
reduced by the noise effects. No significant effect of the vibration alone or combined with noise
was obtained.

RESUME

Dans le cadre de ce travail, nous avons examind l'effet combind du bruit et des vibrations sur
la vigilance des conducteurs en situation r~elle de conduite. Nous avons montri que le bruit fort
entraine en gdndral une degradation de la vigilance pendant la troisi~me heure de conduite. Quant
aux vibrations seules ou additionndes A un bruit faible, elles n'engendrent pas un effet significatif
sur l'6volution naturelle des niveaux de vigilance.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the effect of stress and sustained attention on the drivers and safe
driving have become a major focus of research [I].
Drowsiness is responsable for 26% of lethad crashes on French highways. Lafont [2] has revealed
that for a yearly sample of about 300 killed, a loss of vigilance was the prime cause of fatal
accidents compared with the others (burst tyres, a failure to make proper allowance for the weather
conditions, a failure to keep a safe distance from the vehicle ahead, a loss of control of the vehicle
and excessive speed). No statistics recording the drivers' levels of experience have been reported.
One of the researches carried on by our laboratory concerning the driver's safety, is vigilance's
detection, in order to prevent drivers from falling asleep behind the wheel. We have paid attention
to this particular factor, manipulated by high noise and vibration. Noise and vibration are chosen
because they not only represent an environmental source of inattention but are also appraised as a
stressful task by the drivers.

Our experimental investigation permitted to examine the effects of noise and vibration on
the state of the driver when driving a car under real conditions. The noise within a car travelling at a
speed of 130 kn/h constitued the first test situation. This noise was amplified so as to raise the level
of by 4 dB(A), i.e. from 77 dB(A) to 81 dB(A), for the second, noisier test situation. The normal
% ibrations reached 0.7 m/s2 below 50 Hz. More severe vibration of 1.52 m/s2 was obtained on using
a second car fitted with harder anti-vibration seat mountings. A different combination of noise and
two levels of vibration, based on two levels of noise and two levels of vibration, applied on each of
the four trips.

METHODS

SUBJECT DESIGN : Thirteen subjects from 25 to 45 years old (six males and seven females),
with no neurophysiological problems, realized a three hours' diurnal trip on highway (450 kms).
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They can be considered typical of the driving population, having held driving licenses for a number
of years and have been driving constantly until now. Subjects had to drive normally on respecting
the legal speed limit. Each subject had driven four times.

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP : The experimental vehicle used was a Renault 21 model, a left-hand-
drive car. Temperature inside the car is balanced by air conditionned system. The trip on the
motorway running between Lyon and Dijon is approximately 450 kilometers long. During
experimental runs, EEG, ECG and EOG signals, Steering Wheel movements and Vehicle's Speed
were measured. Our apparatus have been installed aboard. The recorded data were analysed with
the help of the digital computation facilities in INRETS-LEN Laboratory and by spectral analysis.
The 180 minutes were analyzed in 15 sec periods.

The experimental arrangement is illustrated schematicaly in figure 1. A continuous EEG
recorded from the human scalp (the most useful physiological indicator of central system
activation) was obtained from electrodes glued on the head. The electrodes were adjusted so that
there was a minimum movement artifact, which was immediately identifiable (non invasive's
method). The signals were passed through a preamplifier. Our acquisition system is made of a set of
connected up units. The signal delivered by the sensor is processed in conditioning block. The
acquisition card's role is to transform an analogical signal delivered by the conditioning system into
a numerical data.

S ig na Ac quis/Iition - Acqnuipsittiern sto rag

°~nditinerj Card Software Jf

Sensor Figure 1

The EEG was analysed over 15 second periods as a function of the frequency concerned.

We have then determined the ratio of alpha to the beta and the theta energies bands.

RESULTSý AND DISCUSSION

The litterature shows that there is a considerable discrepancy in the approach of vigilance's
concept. So, we realized here a unification which represents a compromise between the EEG
responses and the variations of the dynamical car' parameters.

The product of the alpha/beta ratio, the theta energy, the variations of the steering wheel
movements (0) and of the vehicle's speed (V), was employed as an indicator of the degree of
vigilance.
This product is called the K-factor, and it is written empirically by:

K = I(alpha/beta)*I(theta)*AD*AV (1)

Formula (1) can be interpreted as follows :
I(alpha/beta) : the traditional ratio of alpha to the beta intensity
If heta) : the theta intensity (in term of energy)

A0 = I 4Dmax-(Dmin I : in degree
and
AV = I Vmax-Vmin I : in km/h
where A(D and AV are the absolute values of their fluctuation over each 15 sec epoch. Analysis
suggested that periods of high vigilance were characterized by a minimum of the K-factor.
Peculiarly, this situation has occured when all these parameters were on their lowest values.

For instance, we can see on figures 2a and 2b, the variation of the K-factor (arbitrary units)
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during a trip on motorway for two specific periods and for two experimental conditions (v = low
vibration; B = high noise).

Ile• vB
vb

SI iI

O- ,e+S

30 35 40 45 50 55 60
time (min)

Fig. 2a: K-Factor (between 30' and 60)

le+6 vB

mI vb

.>, 5C+5--".

0e+O ".

115 120 125 time (min)

Fig. 2b: K-Factor (between 115' and 128)

Each point represents a 15 sec period. The main point is the vigilance level. Three degrees
of vigilance are shown :

I : High Vigilance
II : Medium Vigilance
III : Low Vigilance

The II and III phases last roughly few minutes each, and they are followed by a subject activation.
These two phases can be intrepreted as the moments of inattention.
We can see explicitly that the bad vigilance is marked by an increase of the K-factor, particularly
for the high noise level (B situation). It arises approximatly after two hours of driving. A close look
at figure 2a, clearly demonstrates that around 55 minutes of driving, the K-Factor' s pic for vB
preceeds the situation corresponding to that at vb (A = 30"). This is in sharp contrast to the
phenomena depicted throughout the entire range of driving as shown in figure 2b where the K-
Factor for vB is generally more important than the situation corresponding to vb. For this high
noise condition, drivers showed behavioural signs of drowsiness. They would engage in gross,
whole-body movements which appeared as if they were trying to "shake off' feeling of fatigue. For
the high vibration, subjects didn't show a clear variation of the K-Factor between the vb (b = low
noise) and the Vb (V = high vibration).

This result fits in with the one performed by Fakhar et 0l.[4] (see figure 3). The author's
treatment was based on the optimum filtering procedure proposed by Kalman.
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Fig. 3 effects of time of noise on vigilance (arbitrary units) suggested by Fakhar
(in Fakhar et al. [4])

The degre of vigilance decreased during the 3rd hour of driving when the noise level was
greater than 80 dB(A). Vibration alone or in combination with this noise level, for this same period
of time, had no effect. This later result could have been because the level of vibration was not in
fact high enough.

The main findings so far as noise was concerned were as follows:
* a high level of noise leads to a decrease in the vigilance' levels. This decrease during exposure to
noise only becomes apparent after a certain period of time. It has been noticed that the drivers were
not aware of this decrease.
* the decrease in the vigilance' levels due to noise occurs essentially when the driving is very
monotonous (driving along a straight road, speed virtually constant, ...). Vigilance g~ew
progressively poorer with prolonged exposure to noise and with augmented driving time.

In this paper, we haven't studied the subject's discomfort due to vibration for a high
frequency band at which the resonance of large organs of body is the most sensible. There is not
sufficient evidence to confirm a vibration effect as in the case of noise. Because the extraordinary
complexity of the various intervening factors on vibration inside the car, we know nothing about
the exactly effect of variable vibration versus frequency on vigilance.

CONCLUSION

An internal noise of 81 dB(A) has a significant effect on the decrease of vigilance of the
driver after two hours of driving. Vibration does not appear to have any effect, neither on its own
nor when combined with noise. These findings only apply to the observed range of noise and
vibration. More severe conditions, i.e. either higher levels of noise or vibration or longer periods of
driving could conceivably lead to different results. Also, it has been shown that K-factor is a useful
measure, and a good description of the time of course of vigilance during the drive.
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DOES NOISE IMPROVE OR DETERIORATE THE DRIVING BEHAVIOR?

PETIT C., TARRIERE C., TAMALET D.
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132, rue des Suisses 92000 Nanterre - France

ABSTRACT: experiments on driving simulator were carried on to compare the driver's
performance level in situations with noise and without noise. 36 subjects were tested
under both conditions during two hours. They had to performed at the same time a
driving task and a detection one. Behavioral responses were recorded continuously in
order to estimate the driver's performance level.

INTRODUCTION:

Decrease of vigilance, in spite of a general alertness degradation, is compatible with
driving but makes it less safe. It is characterized by a decrease in signal responses, an
increase of mistakes and braking time and a narrowing of the field of vision [1]. It is
particularly susceptible to change constantly into drowsiness which is responsible of
26% of lethal crashes on french highways (prime cause of fatal accidents) [2]
In real driving conditions, several authors [3], [4] showed a decrease of vigilance with
time (increase of alpha waves in the EEG and decrease of heart rate). The same results
have been found in driving simulation [5]. Monotony is not the only cause of
drowsiness ; environmental factors can also be sesponsible of vigilance decrease [6],
[7]. A bibliographic analysis on the effects of nolse [9] concluded that continuous white
noise detracts from performance if cognitive demand were high, but has no significant
effects if the task of alertness were undemanding. On the other hand, when noise varies
in intensity or frequency, or when it is significant, an improvement in alertness can be
observed [5], [9] or at least, no deterioration [ 10].
The aim of this study is to know if an engine noise heard by the driver improves,
deteriorates or has no effect on his driving behavior.

EXPERIMENT PROTOCOL:

36 subjects were placed in a driving simulator and realized two driving tests during two
hours. 18 of them did one test without noise and vibrations and another one with noise
and without vibration. The other 18 did one test with vibrations and without noise and
another one with vibration and noise. Before the test, subjets drove for 15 minutes in
order to get used to the simulator. The noise inside the car was amplified in order to
raise a level of 80 dB(A). The simulated vibration corresponded to a highway vibratory
spectrum and reached 0,3m/s 2 below 50 Hz. The temperature inside the car was
maintained at 20'C. A film, representing a monotonous road without trafic, was
projected on a screen in front of the driver. On this screen, the trace of a laser beam -
symbolizing the vehicle - moved randomly and had to be corrected constantly by
turning the steering wheel in order not to leave the road. Light bulbs - green and
orange - attached around the windscreen, inside the passenger compartment, lit up
randomly each in turn for a duration of four seconds, at a rate of 18 times per hour. The
drivers were instructed to avoid leaving the road and to detect the lighting of the light
bulbs, while driving. When the light was a green one the subject had to push on a
switch on the steering wheel ; when it was an orange one, he had to brake. Response
time to those signals, errors of detection (omission and inversion), and number of times
the driver left the road were recorded and calculated.
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RESULTS

Number of times drivers are leaving the road (fig 1):

The noise seems to prevent the driver from leaving the road : the ratio decreases from 8
to 2 between tests in silence and with noise ; it decreases from 7 (vibrations alone) to 4
when noise is associated to vibration. Those differences are not statistically significant
but the tendency is visible.

number of times drivers number of times drivers
8 are leaving the road 8 are leaving the road

7
7 6

6 5
4

5 3

4 2

It
3 0

silence noise vibrations vibrations + noiLse

Figure 1

Response time (fig 2):

When the driver is submitted to an engine noise, this one improves his response time.
The comparison of the results obtained with noise versus silence and with
noise+vibration versus vibration alone, showes that the response time decreases of 0,1
seconde in both cases (N.S).

see response time sec response time
1,9 T 2,7

1,85 2,65

i'8 2,6

1,75 2,55

1,7 -- 2,5, M
silence noise vibrations vibrations + noise

Figure 2
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Errors of detection (fig 3):

The number of detection1 errors remains quite identical when subjects are submitted or
not to noise. It decreases a little with noise but not significantly.

2 number of detection's errors 6 number of detection's errors

1,8 5,5

1,6 •
5

1,4
1,2 '14,5

1 4 E4
silence noise vibrations vibrations + noise

Figure 3

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

When they began the test, the drivers were told that they would have to realize two
tasks : a driving task and a detection one. Noise allowed them to be concentrated on
both tasks even though they had more difficulties to perform the driving task when they
realized the test without noise.
The secondary task did not give very distinguishable differences between the two
situations, but the tendency was the same : response time and number of detection
errors were reduced when hearing noise.

As it has been already found in the litterature in other situations, the noise perceived by
the driver inside the passenger compartment does not have any unfavourable effect on
his performance. On the contrary, even if the differences were not significant, a
tendency of performance improvement appears with noise.
Moreover, it has been shown in a previous comunication [71 that physiologic
parameters (EEG and ECG) didn't present significant deterioration between tests with
and without noise.

The reduction of response time with noise can be explained by a stimulation of the
reticular formation by the auditory canal ; reticular formation which has a well known
activatory effect on flexor and extensor muscles (by facilitation of the synaptic
transmission). The reduction of errors in the driving task can also be confered on the
arousal effect on the cortex by the reticular formation.

These results are comforting for the driver's comfort and safety, but should noi arouse
fear concerning the present trend to a reduction in car noise. The noise inside the car,
indeed - less important than in this experiment, and still decreasing in the future - will
remain loud enough to have the same effects on drivers than those obtained in this
experiment.
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CLASSROOM EXPERIMENTS ON THE EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT, TRAFFIC, TRAIN,
AND VERBAL NOISE ON LONG-TERM RECALL AND RECOGNITION

IN CHILDREN AGED 12-14 YEARS
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Abstract

More than '50 students aged 12-14 years participated in three morning learning sessions on
three different texts. The first session was a pre-test to determine their learning ability level For
half the ,asses, session two was performed in noise (66.1 dBA, Lq) and session three in relative
silence (ambient noise). For the other half, the time order between noise and ambient noise was
reversed. The students were exposed to one of four noise sources: aircraft, road, train and verbal
noise (foreign languages). Recall and recognition tests one week later, showed no effect on the
recognition items. For the recall items aircraft and road noise impaired learning, but train and
verbal noise did not. The noise effect did not interact with the students' learning ability as measured
by the pre-test. The average impairments from aircraft and road noise were 20 and 30 %
respectively. The results are explained by the differences in predictability and fluctuation for the
aircraft, road and train noise. For the verbal noise, it is 9peculated that there is a difference between
natural and machine-made noise in attracting attentionkand impairing short or long term learning.

The school is the most prominent place for learning in modern society, and noL, - is one of the
most common sources of complaint, but there are relatively few studies about the effects of noise
on learning in schools (Evans, 1990).

Bronzaft & McCarthy (1975) showed worse reading ability, which increased with age, for
children in the noisy side of a school-building facing a train-track than for children on the less noisy
side. After a noise-abatement program, which equated the noise-levels, the differences in reading
ability disappeared (Bronzaft, 1981). Green, Pasternack & Shore (1980) and Lukas, Dupree, &
Swing (1981) also reported noise effects on reading ability that increased with higher grades.
Cohen, Evans, Krantz, & Stokols (1980) found no effects of aircraft noise on reading ability and
mathematical skills, but reported a marginal improvement after a noise reduction of 7 dBA (Cohen,
Evans, Krantz, Stokols, & Kelly, 1980; Cohen, Evans, Krantz, & Stokols, 1986). A possible cause
for the effects is impaired attention when exposed to noise (Cohen et al., 1980, 1981, 1986;
Karsdorf & Klappach, 1968; Kyzar, 1977; Moch-Sibony, 1984). Taken together, these studies
show detrimental effects of noise on school achievement. However, since they are correlational or
cross-sectional, there is always the possibility that schools with high noise levels also have several
uncontrollable characteristics that make them less suitable for learning.

In an experimental study Nurmi & von Wright (1980) found no noise effects on immediate or
four-days delayed learning of a text read by high-school students. Hygge & Bergquist (1993),
however, found that pop-music at 75 dBA, equivalent noise level (Lq) impaired scores on a one-
week delayed recall test for students who were exposed before, but not after lunch. For easier
recognition items there were no effects of pop-music.

The present series of four studies was designed to explore the effects of noise on one week
long term-learning in children. Four noise sources with the same LI were employed: aircraft, road,
train, and verbal noise. All students took part in three learning sessions, separated by a week, in
their regular classroom. The first session was a pre-test for long-term learning. For half of the
classes session two was the noisy condition, for the other half session three. This permitted both a
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within subject analysis on the difference in learning scores between noise and ambient noise in
sessions two and three, and a between subject analysis of the difference scores between session
one, with ambient noise, and session two that was run in noise for half of the classes and in ambient
noise for the other half.

Method

Subjects. Thirty-two seventh grade classes were chosen for the stuoy. By chance some of the
pupils had read a text on the same subject as one of the texts in session 3 of the experiment, which
left a total of 551 students for the between subject analysis, and 523 for the within subject analysis.

Material. Three texts about different ancient cultures, Arabian, Chinese, and Sumerian were
taken from Carter (1982). The texts were approximately of the same length. After a formal pre-test
with another 91 students of the same grade, five difficult open-ended questions and nine easier
multiple choice questions were placed in a manual for scoring. The noise was played back through
loudspeakers in front of the class-room. The equivalent sound level was set to 66.1 dBA Lq 4 m in
front of the loudspeakers. For the aircraft road and train noise the peaks were at 76 dBA ( fast
setting), occurring at the same 12 points in time. The r9ad noise had the same peak level but less
defined events and a higher number of peaks. The verbal noise was a story read in German mixed
with a story in Serbo-Croatian, with normal fluctuations for spoken languages. The background
noise level in the ambient noise condition was 42 - 44 dBA, Lq.

Procedure. In the first session all classes read the text about the Chinese. The two other texts
appeared equally often in different conditions and presentation orders. The sessions were exactly
one week apart, and always took place before lunch. The time for reading as well as testing was set
to 15 min. The students also filled out questionnaires at the end of the sessions.

Results

2-/

S1.5-

0

O 0~~ AminNoise

Aircraft Road Train Verbal

Noise source

Figure 1. Mean scores on the difficult recall items in aircraft, traffic, train, and verbal noise.
The scores are from the within subject analysis of sessions two and three.

Within subject analyses. The mean scores on the difficult recall items in sessions two and
three are shown in Figure 1, and the corresponding analysis of variance yielded a significant effect
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of Noise, F( 1,515) = 6.99, p <.010, and a borderline significance for the interaction Noise x Noise
source, F(3,515) = 2.27, p < .10. Separate t-tests of the difference between the noise and ambient
noise conditions revealed a significant effect for aircraft noise, t(140) = 2.25, p < .05, and for road
noise, t(1 19) = 2.75, p < 01, but not for train noise, t(127) = -.35 p >. 10 and verbal noise, t(133) =
.47 p >. 10. There was no interaction between the Noise factor and the Ability factor as assessed
by the pre-test, or between the factors Noise x Ability x Noise source. This means that learning of
the recall items was impeded by the aircraft and road noise but not by the train noise. This learning
impairment from noise was not different between the able and less able learners On the recognition
items there were no effects of Noise

Between subject analyses. The analysis of variance of the difference scores on the difficult
recall items in sessions one and two, showed a significant effect of the Noise factor, F(1,535) =
3.54, p <.01, and a significant interaction Noise x Noise source, F(3,535) = 2.92, p < .05. Separate
t-tests of the Noise factor showed a significant effect for aircraft noise, t(139) = 2.91, p < .01, but
not for road noise, t(146) = 1.28, p > .10, train noise, t(126) = -.93, p > .10., or verbal noise,
t(132) = .98, p > .10. The Ability factor did not interact with the other variables. For the
recognition items there were no effects of Noise or its interaction with Ability or Noise source.

Thus, with the exception of the marginal effect from road noise, the pattern is similar to that
of the within subject analysis.

Other results. The number of pages read were higher in silence than in train noise, t(99) =
3.03, p < .01, but did not differ for the other noise sout'ces. The pattern of significant noise effects
on recall was not paralleled by self reports on perceived effort or difficulty of the texts. The ratings
of the relative increase in difficulty while trying to learn and read in noise differed significantly
between noise sources, F(1,500) = 9.48, p <.001 and F(1,500) = 11.07, p <.001 respectively.
Separate t-tests showed that road noise and verbal noise, which did not differ, were rated as more
impeding than aircraft and train noise, which did not differ.

Discussion

In the within subject analysis, aircraft and road noise impaired long-term recall. Train noise
had no effect on recall, and none of the noise sources affected recognition items. In the between
subject analysis aircraft noise impaired recall and there was a non significant trend in the same
direction for the road noise. The noise effects on recall did not interact with the students level of
learning abilities as assessed by the learning test in session 1.

In neither analysis were there any effects of noise on the easier recognition items.
If distraction was a mediating mechanism for impaired learning, number of pages read would

have differed between the noise and ambient noise conditions. This occurred for the train noise
group, but that group showed no recall impairment. Thus, distraction is not a likely explanation.
Nor are reported effort or perceived difficulty. Together with the finding that recognition items
showed no noise effects, while recall items did, the results seem to be compatible with an
information overload explanation (cf. Cohen et al., 1986).

A possible explanation of why train noise, in contrast to aircraft and road noise, did not show
any effects on learning, is the predictable nature of the train noise, and its low degree of
fluctuation. Since the aircraft and train noise had the same number of peaks at the same points in
time, and the same peak value, the basic difference between the stimuli was degree of fluctuations
in noise level, and hence predictability.

The lack of effect for the verbal noise was unexpected. and in contrast to well established
results from verbal noise and short term (serial) recall (cf. Jones & Morris, 1992), and also in
conflict to the self reports about difficulty in reading and learning in verbal noise. One reason for
the lack of effect may be a dissociation between attention and long term learning for natural in
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contrast to machine-made noise. Another possible reason is the meaningful nature of the material

to be learnt, in contrast to serial recall of digits or letters.
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Abstract

The effects of noise on human performance depend on the type of noise, characteristics of
the person exposed to the noise and the nature of the task. This view was examined in two
experiments which used selective attention tasks where different aspects of attention could
be measured within each task. The first experiment, using continuous white noise at a level
of 78dBA, demonstrated several effects of noise on focused attention and categoric search.
These effects were not modified by time of day or level of anxiety of the subject, although
there was some evidence of interactions between noise and noise sensitivity, and noise and
level of cognitive failure. The second experiment examined the effects of conglomerate
noise (consisting of industrial noise and irrelevant speech) played at a level of 74dBA. The
results confirmed some of the effects obtained in the first study but also demonstrated addi-
tional effects, suggesting that both general and noise-specific changes in selective attention
are observed.

Introduction

For over 40 years, psychologists have studied the effects of noise on performance (see
Smith, 1992, for a review). The effects of noise depend on the nature of the noise, charac-
teristics of the person exposed to the noise and features of the task (see Smith & Broadbent,
1992, for a general review of the importance of these). The aim of the present research was
to examine the effects of different types of noise on aspects of selective attention. In addi-
tion, the possible modifying roles of personality, noise sensitivity and level of cognitive
failure were considered. A major methodological feature of the research was that it meas-
ured different aspects of attention within the same task (see Broadbent, Broadbent and
Jones, 1986, 1989). In addition, the experiments compared two major dimensions of selec-
tive attention, namely 'filtering' and 'categoric search' (see Kahneman & Treisman, 1984).

Experiment 1

A between subjects design was used with half the subjects performing in noise and the
others in quiet. Prior to the experiment subjects completed the cognitive failures question-
naire (Broadbent, Cooper, FitzGerald & Parkes (1982), the Spielberger Trait Anxie
Inventory and a noise sensitivity questionnaire (see Smith & Stansfeld, 1986). Subj
carried out the two tasks described below, and half the subjects carried out the tests i
order focused/search and the others in the reverse order.

Subjects:

Ninety-four students (age range 18-35 years) took part in the experiment.
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Nature of the noise:

Continuous freefield noise was used and the sound level was 78dBA with equal levels per
octave (±..dB) from 125 to 4000 Hz. The sound level in the quiet conditions was 50dBA.

Nature of the tasks:

(a) Focused attention task. Subjects were seated at a distance 900 mm from a Sony mono-
chrome monitor. The target letters were upper case As and Bs and they subtended 0.38
degrees in width and 0.51 degrees in height. On each trial three warning crosses were
presented on the screen, the outside area being seperated from the middle one by either 1.02
or 2.60 degrees. The subject was told to respond to the letter presented in the centre and
ignore any distractors presented at the side. The crosses were on the screen for 500 ms and
were then replaced by the target letter. This letter was either accompanied by (i) nothing;
(ii) asterisks; (iii) letters which were the same as the target, or (iv) letters which differed.
The two distractors were identical and the targets and accompanying letters were always A
or B. The correct response to A was to press a key with the forefinger of the left hand, and
to B to press a different key with the forefinger of the right hand.

Subjects were given 10 practice trials followed by five blocks of 64 trials. In each block
there were equal numbers of near/far conditions, A or B responses, and equal numbers of
the four distractor conditions. The nature of the previous trial was controlled.

(b) Search task. Each trial started with the appearance of two crosses in the positions occu-
pied by the non-targets in the focused attention task (i.e. 2.04 or 5.20 degrees apart). The
subject did not know in this task which of the crosses would be followed by the target. The
letter A or B was presented alone on half the trials Ond was accompanied by a digit (1-7) on
the other half. Again, the number of near/far stimuli, A v. B responses and digit/blank
conditions were controlled. Half of the trials led to compatible responses (i.e. the letter A
on the left of the screen, or letter B on the right) whereas the others were incompatible.
The nature of the preceding trial was also controlled. In other respects (practice, number of
trials, etc.) the task was identical to the focused attention task, and in both tasks the presen-
tation of the stimuli and timing of responses were controlled by a Research Machines 380Z
computer. The two tasks each took about 10 minutes to complete.

Results:

Subjects in noise were slower at responding during the focused attention task, whereas there
was little difference between quiet and noise conditions for the search task. This resulted in
a highly significant effect of noise on the difference between the two tasks (F (1,90) =
9.11, p<0.05; quiet mean = 32.1ms, noise mean = 14.8). In addition, noise reduced
distraction from an irrelevant asterisk (*) (*-blank: noise mean = 3.2ms, quiet mean =

9.9ms) and also reduced the benefit from relevant items presented in the periphery (*-agree-
ing letters, both in periphery: noise mean = 0.7ms, quiet mean = -7.7ms). The effects of
noise were not modified by time of day or anxiety level of the subject.

An interaction between noise and noise sensitivity was obtained when the distraction pro-
duced by an irrelevant * in the periphery was considered (*-blank, both far: High noise
sensitivity - noise mean = 4.Oms, quiet mean = - 8. 1ms; low noise sensitivity - noise mean
= 5.7ms, quiet mean = 0.3ms). High noise sensitive subjects in noise were more distract-

ed by the * than high noise sensitives in quiet, whereas the reverse effect was observed for
the low noise sensitive group.

Broadbent et al. (1982) suggested that high levels of cognitive failure may indicate vulnera-
bility to stress. An interaction between noise and cognitive failure was found for the funnel
vision effect (FUNNL). Subjects in quiet with high levels of cognitive failure showed
greater funnel vision than low CFQ scorers (Funnl: quiet - High CFQ = 29.3ms, Low CFQ
= 20.5ms) with the reverse being true in noise (Funnl: noise - High CFQ = 17.2ms, Low
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CFQ = 27.7ms).

There was only one effect of noise in the categoric search task, with noise reducing the
effects of a far, irrelevant stimulus (Digit-Blank, both far: Noise mean = 18.Oms, quiet
mean = 28.7ms).

Overall, the present experiment demonstrated that noise has selective effects on the filtering
and categoric search paradigms, and that it may alter aspects of distractibility. Interactions
between noise and noise sensitivity, and noise and level of cognitive failure, also appear to
be obtained only with certain dimensions of attention. The next experiment examined the
effects of a different type of noise on the two tasks.

Experiment 2:

106 subjects took part in the study, with 50 being assigned to the noise condition and 56 to
the quiet condition. A recording of industrial noise and irrelevant speech was played
through headphones to the subjects at a peak level of 74dBA. In the quiet condition subjects
just wore the headphones.

Results

A significant effect of noise was again found for the difference between categoric search
and focussed attention, with noise reducing this (quiet mean = 42.7ms, noise mean =
28.3). This suggests that different types of noise produce similar effects on the two types of
attention. However, differences from the first experiment were found with regard to the
effects of noise on different types of distraction, arid the noise used here also had effects on
the overall speed and accuracy of performing thettasks, with noise increasing speed at the
expense of accuracy.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, the present studies have demonstrated that noise influences aspects of selective
attention. Certain effects related to the difference between filtering and categoric search
appear to be general and not modified by the type of noise or characteristics of the subjects.
Other effects, relating to distractibility, are more specific and the precise effect of noise
depends on the nature of noise and characteristics of the person performing in the noise.
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Abstract

A series of psychophysical investigations were
conducted into the impact of different acoustic
conditions upon WPU's performance and subject-
ive state. The acoustic stimuli employed comprised of
Speech, White and Narrow Band Low Frequency noise at
both high and low intensities. Loudness matching
procedures for all subjects ..ensured that within
condition loudness was held sthble between subjects.
In an attempt to improve the sensitivity of measures
of error, subject's text error correction scores were
measured using an array of semantic/phonemic (concrete
& abstract) stimuli which permitted detailed analysis
of cognitive processing errors.
The subjective impact of maintaining performance under
noise, and no noise conditions, was recorded and
combined with measures of personality. The results
showed a significant condition dependent interaction
between personality (Introvert/Extravert) error scores
and annoyance, with the Low Frequency condition
producing the worse working environment.

Experimental group

A group of 10 extraverts and 10 introverts was
selected based upon scores on the Eysenck Personality
Inventory (EPI) E.P.I.. Conventional testing using a
Peter's pure tone conduction audiometer indicated that
the group was audiometrically normal.

Experimental design and stimuli

The investigation was a two factor experiment with
repeated measures. The factors were loud/quiet sound
conditions and the three sound-text conditions.

The acoustic stimuli were comprised of three stimuli.
First, Narrow Band (NB) low frequency noise
(f,=140Hz,Bandwidth=IHz and SPL=70db(c) for the quiet
condition and 95di(c) for the loud condition.
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Second, Speech and third White noise (20-20kHz) both
of which were matched for loudness against the NB
condition by each subject. The matched values were
used as the reference level of SPL exposure. The
subjects were randomly split into two groups
designated for the two sound conditions of loud and
quiet. The text errors were separated into two major
categories comprised of Semantic errors, derived from
the effect of homophores and were typically words that
had the same acoustic properties but different
meanings. As a sub-study the semantic error stimuli
were divided into semantic concrete (noun variations)
and semantic abstract (other). The second category of
stimuli was acoustic concrete errors (A.C.E.) that
were spelling mistakes that retained the overall
configuration of the target word. All texts retained
a common subject, structure , equality of length and
word and topic familiarity. Error scores were recorded
by the experimenter after one scan of the text.
tSubjects were also asked to! rate the subjective
experience on three 1-10 scales1 : Difficulty, Annoyance
and Confidence. After a period'of three days subjects
were tested again under the remaining experimental
condition.

Analysis

The level of difference in error types for
experimental conditions (loud/quiet,(T-Test), for all
noise types and interactions with text (Anova) and for
annoyance and noise conditions (Anova).

Results

The greatest difference in performance between the
quiet and loud conditions is produced by low frequency
noise (p<O.05). This condition also induces the
highest number of A.C.E. type errors compared across
the other noise conditions (p<0.05). The same overall
trend is maintained for the semantic type errors
(p<0.05). Analysis of the annoyance scores indicated
that there was a trend for subjects to rate the low
frequency conditions (both loud and quiet) as the most
annoying (p=0.002).
The analysis of extraversion and introversion showed
that extraverts performed less well in the quiet
conditions and produced the most errors under the
speech and low frequency conditions.- The extraverts
also rated both the quiet and loud low frequency
conditions as the most annoying.
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Conclusions

There is some evidence to suggest that individuals'
performance was dependent upon the type of noise
employed, with the low frequency noise likely to
promote most errors. Also the impact of increased
intensity upon performance was not equal across all
conditions. The subjective evaluations made by
subjects indicate that annoyance increased with
increases in intensity with the low frequency
condition producing the highest estimates for both
loud and quiet exposures.

5
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TO NOISE EFFECTS AND TO NOISE AFTEREFFECTS
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Abstract:

The purpose of the study has been to examine noise effects and noise aftereffects on performances,
subjective discomfort experienced and heart rhythm. Twenty subjects (Experimental Group) were
exposed to 90 dB(A) and twenty subjects were used as Control Group. Individuals who were exposed
to noise had inferior score marks, a stronger subjective discomfort and more important cardiac rhythm
variations. A positive correlation between noise aftereffects and subjective discomfort was also shown.

RMum'
I'

Cette recherche examine les effets et les post-effets du bruit sur les performances, la gene subjective
et le rythme cardiaque. Vingt sujets ont W exposes A 90 dB(A) (Groupe Experimental) et vingt sujets
ont servi de Groupe Contr6le. Les individus soumis au bruit ont eu des scores inferieurs, une gene
subjective plus forte et des variations du rythme cardiaque plus importantes. Nous avons egalement mis
en evidence une correlation positive entre les post-effets et la gene subjective.

Introduction

The purpose of the study has been to examine existing links between noise effects and noise after-
effects, through an experimental examination of several stress indicators. Through the numerous existing
studies completed on noise (Moch, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1993; Maramotti 1991), we know that noise
creates effects, but also aftereffects (Glass & Singer, 1972). Our approach, therefore, followed a double
objective:

* As a first step, studying several noise effects and verifying the existence of possible correlation
between them.

* As a second step, we tried to find out whether there was a relationship between noise effects and
noise after-effects and what could be the nature of this relationship.

Material and method

The main objective consisted in offering a multidimensional experimental approach based on the
study and the comparison of a control group and of a noise exposed group. Effects have have been
defined by three indicators (performance, physiological and verbal indicators). The sample is made up
of a total of 4 Paris VIII University students randomly assigned to experimental conditions.

The ((oise exposed groupo was exposed through earphones to an irregular noise, i.e. that of the
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recording on a racetrack. The sound volume was set up through an Aclan SDF 80 sonometer to get a
90dB(A) Leq level. Each of the control group subjects wearing earphones helped maintain the same
experimental conditions as for those in the noise exposed group. Wearing the hearphones was justified
in the experiment protocol for both of the groups.

The experiment started by an attention test helping measure noise effects on performances. This is the
K-T Attention test. (distributed by the ECPA) and developed by Dr Halter of the Zurich Work
Psychology Institute. This test can be taken either on a collective or on an individual basis. As an essential
feature it has an average duration of 5 to 8 mn, which we limited to only 5 inn, so as the noise exposure
time be identical for all subjects. This attention test is essentially based on precision and swirtness. It is
presented on a sheet of paper with two columns featuring letters, numbers, various signs. The right hand
column is the base column; the left one represents the replication of the first one, yet containing errors.
Subject's assignment consists in ticking in the left column the characters which are at variance with those
on the right column. Every minute, the subject must also indicate with a square bracket his current location
on the sheet. This allows recording the subject's speed, whereas the number of recognized errors
measures the subject's attention. The K-T test therefore provides two types of results: Time result and
Precision result. Both of these results help calculate a single performance indicator.

Through out the whole duration of the test, we have also measured the subject's cardiac rhythm
variations, these making up the second indicator of noise effects. This cardiac rhythm measurement is
performed via a pulsometer, based on index pulse measurements through an opto-electronic detection
technique; this measurement makes up a physiological manifestation of stress. This measurement was
taken on all subjects, on those making up the noise exposed group as well as those making up the control
group (any without noise). Six measurements have been included through the 5 minute duration of the
K-T Test, i.e. one measurement at the beginning, and then one every minute.

As our experimentation went on we studied the noise aftereffects through a test of puzzle solution.
N.T. Feather's noise aftereffects studies which were later adapted by Glass & Singer led us, after a few
alterations to select frustration tolerance as a means of measurement of noise aftereffects.

The task involved consists in, for the subject, after he has been exposed to noise, to be presented with
three piles of cards, the front sides of which cannot be seen. Now these cards represent drawings which
are different for each pile. Each of the pile has the same design which is shown on the reverse side so that
the subject cannot see it. The experimentation however only takes the first two piles into account: the
first pile contains a solvable test and the second pile an insolvable one. The third pile is made up of white
pages only (((dummy>> test).

According to the test protocol the subject must follow with a pencil all of the lines of the drawing
without ever lifting the pencil nor going over a line which has already been drawn upon. The subject is
informed that he is allowed as many trials as he needs for a given test. As soon as he has completed the
test, he must go over the next pile. In case of failure, and if he so wishes, he may also change piles as well.

The function ofthe first solvable test, which is generally solved by the subject, is only to let him believe
that the second test is also solvable. Yet the second test, the insolvable one, helps measure the feeling
of frustration. The mechanic is as follows: the subject can keep on attempting on the unsolvable graphic
for a certain time. According to his threshold of tolerance, he goes over sooner or later at a variable speed
to trying the third pile (dummy test).

Now the measurement of the threshold corresponds to the time interval between the beginning of the
second, insolvable test and the moment when the subject decides to go over the third pile.

Finally, the experiment would end by the appreciation ofthe subjective discomfort experienced, which
is performed through answering an inquiry sheet, corresponding to our verbal indicator. The inquiry is
made up of two types of interrogations. On the one hand, how the experiment was appreciated, on the
other hand, subject's estimation of its duration.

The elements for the appreciation of the experiment were measured on a 7 point scale, from
(<unpleasant) to ((pleasant,. The subject has to circle the number corresponding to the feeling she
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experienced. The subject's estimation of the experiment duration was elicited through a question offering
varying answer options of between 1 to 20 minutes.

The objective of this verbal indicator has been to ascertain not only the correlation with the other
indicators but also the link between those subjects who have been bothered by the experiment, especially
for the noise exposed group and their possible overestimation of this duration, reflecting this discomfort.

Main results

Performance Physiological Variable Variable
Indicator Indicator Indicator Indicator

(first question) (second question)

t = 2,42 t = J(0,03 t = 3,51 no significant

p <.02 p <.01 p<.Ol

Student test results .table

* Performance Indicator

The statistical analysis helped discover a significant difference among performances upon taking the
K-T Attention test, depending on whether the subjects were exposed to noise stress or not. Noise exposed
subjects had inferior scores than those from the control subjects. The average number of errors, indeed,
for the noise exposed group was 23 as opposed to 13 for the control group. Thus it seems that noise effects
bore importance on the number of errors, i.e. on subject's precision and attention.

v Physiological indicator

In general, almost all of the subjects experienced a cardiac rhythm acceleration whether or not they
had been exposed to the sound stimulus. This pulsion increase is probably caused by the excitement
involved in the experiment itself However, we have ascertained that noise exposed subjects had more
important rhythm variations than those ofthe control group (whether it be an acceleration or a reduction):
an average of 16.5 for the noise exposed group and of 3.5 for the control group. The ((Student T-test,
has confirmed that this was a significant difference (p<.01). It would appear therefore that the physical
measurement has been a good indicator of stress reaction from the exposed subjects.

# Variable indicator

With regard to discomfort expressed vis-i-vis the noise stress, answers to the first question
demonstrated that noise exposed subjects had jugded the experiment in a less positive fashion than the
control subjects, i.e. that they had found it less pleasant than the latter- The ((Student t-testb has confirmed
that this difference in appreciating subjective discomfort was a significant difference (p<.01).

However, with regard to the second question concerning the experiment duration assesment we have
not found any overestimation reflecting discomfort experienced by the exposed subjects. For the latter
-is those have both overestimated and underestimated this duration, as the control subjects did the same.
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a After-effects

The calculation of the Bravais-Pearson correlation coefficient has revealed, for noise exposed
subjects, a positive correlation between noise aftereffects and the two verbal indicators of subjective
discomfort for those subjects who had been exposed to noise stress. There is a link between the discomfort
as expressed and the frustration level. The more important is the discomfort, the more important the
frustration. There is also a negative link between duration estimation and the level of tolerance vis-i-vis
the frustration. The higher the duration estimation, the weaker the tolerance to frustration.

Conclusion

We have ascertained the existence of differences between subjects exposed to noise stress and non
exposed subjects for each of the three indicators, performance, physiological state and subjective
discomfort. We have not been able to ascertain with regard to noise exposed subjects the existence of
a compensation mechanism between noise effects and noise aftereffects.
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EFFECTS OF NOISE ON MENTAL PERFORMANCE WITH REGARD

TO SUBJECTIVE NOISE SENSITIVITY
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Objective and subjective effects of moderate levels of recorded traffic noise (Leq = 55 dBA and 75

dBA) on mental performance were studied in a laboratory setting. A total of 45 subjects (23 males

and 22 females) was investigated with respect to subjective noise sensitivity (SNS). Four cognitive

tasks were applied involving different psychological functions : Short Term memory (STM), Search
and Memory 5 (SAM 5) / vigilance / , Hidden Figures (HF) / spatial resoning / and Mental

Arithmetic/ parallel processing. Three groups of 15 subjects were defined according to t:,*ir scores on
the Weinstein's Noise Sensitivity Scale : tolerant, moderately and highly sensitive to noise.

A similar balance of performance was observed in quiet conditions (30 dBA Leq), but significant

differences in noise (P < 0.05) were seen between the three groups on the STM (words) and MA

(total results) tasks, and the lowest performance accuracy was demonstrated by the noise sensitive

subjects. SNS was the primary factor responsible for these differences. There were no significant
differences between the groups for the SAM 5 and HF tasks, either in quiet or noisy conditions.

Annoyance, while performing tasks in noisy conditions, was regularly and significantly higher

among subjects judged to be noise sensitive on the Weinstein's scale, as compared with those judged

to have low and moderate SNS.
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THE EFFECTS OF EVERYDAY NOISES AND THEIR SUBJECTIVE LEVEL OF
PLEASANTNESS ON RECALL OF CATEGORIZED LISTS

SANTISTEBAN Carmen and SANTALLA Zuleyma
Departamento de Metodologta de las Ciencias del Comporramiento. Facultad de Psicologla.

Universidad Complutense. E-28223 Madrid

SUMARY

We assessed the influence of everyday sounds, viz. classical music (75 dBA), silence
(60 dBA) and electric drill (85 dBA), and their subjective appraisal of pleasantness on
performance in tasks involving memorization and subsequent recall of categorized word lists.
Noise conditions were taken as the independent variable, and the number of errors made and
clustering score as the dependent variables.

Noise pleasantness and the subjects' appraiskd of their influence (pleasant or disturbing)
on task yield were assessed by means of questionnaires that were completed before and after
the experimental sessions under the different sound conditions assayed.

RESUME

Dans ce travail on a rdalis6 des explrimentations pour 6valuer l'influence, ainsi que
les opinions des sujets sur l'agrdabilitd ou la gene, des sons quotidiens sur la performance
dans des travaux qu'impliquent r6tention et r~cupdration subsdquente des listes de mots
cat6goris6s. Les conditions sonores on 6t6 consid6r&es comme variable inddpendante. Le
nombre de mots rappelds, le nombre d'erreurs commises et le niveau de cloisement obtenu
on dtd pris comme variables d6pendantes.

Les conditions sonores expdrimentales ont dtd: musique classique (75 dBA), silence
(60 dBA) et perceuse dlectrique (85 dBA).

L'agr~abilitd des sons et l'opinion des sujets sur son influence (sentiment d'agr6abilitd
ou de gene) sur la performance au travail a 6td dvalu~e par des questionnaires pre et post
session de travail dans les conditions sonores indiqudes.
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INTRODUCTION

The effect of noise on short-term recall of categorized word lists has been the subject
of much study in the past 30 years. However, there is no universal agreement as to whether
noise has positive, adverse or no effects in this respect, particularly if it is presented at a
moderate intensity (McClean, 1969; Berlyne etal., 1965; Dormic, 1973; Daee and Wilding,
1977; Hockey and Hamilton, 1970; Hamilton et al., 1972; Smith, 1985a; Smith Jones and
Broadbent, 1981; Santisteban, 1990; etc.).

The essential differences between this work and other previously reported are as
follows:

(a) The subjects performed the assigned tasks under everyday sound conditions rather
than in white noise;

(b) the sounds were presented at a moderate intensity in a study hall and silence was
represented by the absence of experimental noise; and

(c) the study took into account the subjects' appraisal (on a preset scale) of the
pleasing or disturbing effects of the sounds.

MATERIALS AND .IETHOD

The experiment involved 75 subjects who were randomly chosen among the students
at the Faculty of Psychology of the Complutense University (Madrid).

The subjects were randomly assigned to one of six experimental groups. Each group
attended three experimental sections. In each session, a different word list was presented.
The groups differed in the order of presentation of the sound conditions, which were
counterbalanced with the experimental sessions.

The word lists were compiled in a preliminary study in order to use lists of similar
difficulty. The list selection process involved 350 randomly chosen students from the studied
population.

The words from which the lists were compiled belonged to five different verbal
categories. The task assigned to the subjects involved recalling as many words as possible
from the list which was presented under each sound condition. Each of the three lists used
was composed of 20 words (5 words from each of four categories of the five employed).

Words were shown in succession in a pseudo-random order; each word was displayed
in the middle of a screen for 0.5 seconds. After the last word was shown, the subjects were
allowed 3 minutes to sort them and write them down in the same order as they recalled them.

The experimental sound conditions used included a sound that was classed as pleasant
by the subjects (a piece of classical music played at 75 dBA), another that was categorized
as unpleasant (the noise from an electric drill, 85 dBA) and silence.

The subjects' appraisal of (un)pleasantness of the sounds was determined by means
of a pre-session questionnaire which included a pleasantness scale designed by Santisteban
(1988). Also, the disturbing effect of the sounds in performing the assigned task and the
subjects' appraisal of the adverse or beneficial effect of the sounds on performance in the
task were assessed by means of a post-session questionnaire.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The dependent variable used was the subjects' performance, which was measured under
each sound condition from (a) the overall number of correct words recalled, (b) the overall
number of errors and (c) the overall clustering.

A variance analysis of the results revealed the absence of significant principal effects
of the sound conditions or the order of presentation on performance. Nor were there any
principal effects on clustering as measured by the Roenker, Thompson and Brown indices
(1971).

An analysis of the replies to the pre-session questionnaire showed classical music to
be the most pleasant of the three sound conditions for 56% of the subjects, followed by
silence (44%). The average values obtained from the pleasantness scale for classical music,
silence and electric drill noise were 8, 7 and -9, respectively.

The subjects' appraisal of the disturbing effects of the sounds through the post-session
questionnaire was significantly different; thus, the average pleasantness scores were 3, 6 and
-6 for classical music, silence and electric drill noise, respectively.

This trend was similar to that of performance appraisals: silence was judged to be the
most favourable condition and performance was tibught to be impaired by the other two
sound conditions.

The analysis of the objective data and the subjects' appraisal of the effects of the three
sounds are contradictory.

The lack of statistical significance of an adverse effect of the sound conditions on
performance against the subjects' appraisal can be ascribed to psychological factors
(Santisteban, 1991): the sound exposure times employed were very short and the subjects
were used to working under adverse sound conditions, so they succeeded in maintaining their
performance at the expense of further psychological and physiological investments.
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SUNMARY

We studied the effects of five sound conditions on performance in recall and
comprehension tasks. The sound conditions included four everyday sounds that were played
at a similar, moderate intensity (L., = 65 dBA), and silence, which was taken as the absence
of experimental noise (L, = 45 dBA).

This work complements our previous studies on the effects of everyday noise of
moderate intensity on performance in tasks involving short-term memorization of word lists.
While the results reveal the absence of statistically significant effects, they show a trend to
poorer performance as task complexity is increased.

The task studied in this work was more complex than previous ones and the results
obtained show the occurrence of a significant principal effect of the sound conditions on
performance, which was significantly impaired by any of the four sounds relative to silence.

This work was also aimed at determining whether performance results are related to
the subjects' appraisal [on a scale designed by Santisteban (1988)] of each sound
pleasantness.

RESUMIE

Dans ce travail on dtudie les effects de cinq conditions sonores sur la performance en
travaux de rappel et comprehension. Comme conditions sonores on a choisi quatre sons
habituels qui ont dt6 prdsentds k des niveaux similaires mod&res d'intensit6 (Leq=65 dBA).
La cinqui~me condition est le silence, caractdrise par la non presence de son experimental
(Leq=45 dBA).

Ce travail sert A completer nos 6tudes ant~rieures sur les effects des sons quotidiens
prdsent~s A des niveaux moderns sur la performance dans des travaux de rappel A court terme
de listes de mots, o6 on met en 6vidence qu'il ne se produisent pas d'effets statistiquement
significatifs, mais les donn~s montrent qu'il existe une tendance A une performance pire au
fur et A mesure que le travail se complique.

Dans cette 6tude le travail exig6 est plus complexe et les r0qultats montrent qu'il existe
un effet principal significatif des conditions sonores sur la performance, celui-ci 6tant
significativement inf6rieur en presence de n'importe lequel des quatre sons, en comparaison
avec le silence.

Cette 6tule essaie aussi de chercher A savoir si les r~sultats en performance ont une
relation avec rappriciation subjective (6value sur l'6chelle d'agr~abilitd, Santisteban 1988)
des personnes sur l'agreabilitd des sons.
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INTRODUCTION

The vast experimental information on the effects of noise on cognitive tasks does not
allow one to conclusively assert that such effects are significant if sounds are presented at
a moderate intensity. However, our experiwents have shown that the effects of noise increase
as the task assigned to the experimental subjects increases. Thus, our results show that, while
there is no definite effect of noise on recall of lists of categorized words, it does affect recall
and comprehension of a complex text read silently by the subjects under various sound
conditions.

Our hypothesis rests on the idea expressed by Gossy (1988) that performance
impairment does not significantly affect the superficial structure, but deeper levels, which
accounts for the seemingly contradictory results reported by several authors. Thus, while
Schwartz (1975) and Jones and Broadbent (1979) found noise to have significant effects on
performance, Hygge (1988) and Rossi (1988) failed to find any effects in similar experiments
-see the review by Santisteban (1990).

This work was aimed at determining not only whether the presence of everyday noise
at a moderate intensity significantly affects performance in recalling and comprehending a
written text, but also if the subjects' predispositiortto each sound, classed as pleasant or
unpleasant, influences their performance in the asgigned task.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

The experimental subject sample was representative of the students of Psychology at
the final academic years of the Complutense University (Madrid). They were randomly
chosen from among a group a students with similar curricula and academic performance.

The verbal material used consisted of five texts on scientific topics with which the
subjects were fairly acquainted. The times allowed for the tasks and the difficulties of the
texts were balanced in a preliminary study that involved the whole sample population.

In separate experimental sessions, the subjects were presented with the different texts
and the order of presentation -randomly chosen- was counterbalanced with that of the
sounds.

The sounds, quite common, were played at moderate intensity levels. They included
classical music (L, = 55 dBA), bird singing (L, = 75 dBA), road traffic (L, = 65 dBA)
and electric drill noise (Lq = 65 dBA). The silence condition corresponded to Leq = 45
dBA. All sounds were played in free-field form and at the same pressure level as far as
possible. Such a level was determined by the Stevens and Zwicker methods and was found
to be ca. 80 phons, with maximal differences of less than 6 phons between the two types
of measurement.

The subjects' appraisal of the sound pleasantness was determined by means of a
questionnaire and their assessment was measured on a pleasantness scale designed by
Santisteban (1988).
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We recorded the number of correct answers and those of mistakes and ga-.ps for each
subject on each text under each sound condition. The table below lists the overall number
of hits (T), errors (M) and gaps (G) obtained under each sound condition for each of the
five texts (A-E).

Music Traffic Birds Drill Silence

Text T E G T E G T E G T E G T E G

A 28 12 0 26 14 2 32 8 2 24 6 7 38 2 0
B 23 17 5 23 17 5 24 17 5 28 12 0 36 4 0
C 30 10 1 24 16 4 37 3 0 29 11 1 36 4 0
D 29 11 0 33 7 0 25 15 1 29 11 1 26 14 0
E 23 17 3 29 11 0 32 8 1 28 12 0 32 8 0

Total 133 67 9 135 65 11 150 51 9 138 62 9 168 32 0

A statistical analysis of the data by Friedm n's and Wilcoxon's tests revealed a
significant principal effect of the noise conditions on both hits, errors and gaps. However,
there were no significant differences in performance on exposure of the subjects to the four
experimental sounds: classical music, traffic noise, bird singing and electric drill noise. The
analysis also revealed that the principal effects arose from the large differences between
performance in silence and under the other four sound conditions.

A statistical analysis of the relationships between performance and the subjects'
appraisal of the sound (un)pleasantness revealed that the effect of noise on comprehension
and memorization while reading is seemingly independent of the (un)pleasantness score given
by the subjects to the sounds.
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THE "IRRELEVANT SPEECH"-EFFECT:

IS BINAURAL PROCESSING RELEVANT OR IRRELEVANT?

KILCHER Horst & HELLBRUCK Jfirgen

Environmental and Health Psychology

Catholic University of Eichst~tt

Ostenstr. 26

D-8078* Eichstitt

The term "irrelevant speech"-effect describes the fact that serial recall of visually pre-

sented items is disrupted by irrelevant background speech.

In our experiment we compare two different recording systems with which

background speech can be recorded. The first, is the conventional recording of a

situation with one single microphone (we call itgnonaural condition). No spatial cues

are captured in the record. The second is a quite new artificial head system where the

sound is recorded together with spatial cues (binaural condition).

Our purpose was to test whether the different recording systems have different effects

on performance in an irrelevant speech situation, due to the additional available spa-

tial information. Two different situations, in which persons (two versus eight) were

speaking at the same time, were recorded. Each situation was recorded simultaneously

with both systems and presented in the experiment to each subject.

Compared with the quiet condition, any speech condition led to significantly worse

performance. There was however no difference in performance due to the recording

system. The disrupting effect of speech-sounds seems not to be affected by additional

spatial cues, but to occur on more abstract levels.

Additionally to the presentation of the poster, an auditory demonstration of the diffe-

rent recording systems will be presented.

*From July 1st 1993: D-85071 Eichstitt
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents results on the comparison of the effects of noise from three different sources (airplanes.

trains and road traffic). For each source. 50 stimuli with a maximum level of 45 dB(A) and 15 stimuli with a
maximum level 65 dB(A) were presented during sleep on separate nights. Moreover, on two additional nights 15 train
and 15 airplane stimuli with a maximum level of 75 dB(B) was were presented. This maximum level was obtained by
equalizing it the maximum level in dB(B) of 65 dB(A) road traffic stimuli. Seven young adult males participated in
the study.

Sleep during noise condition showed a significant decrease of total sleep time and an increase of REM sleep.
Moreover there was a tendency of an increase of wake time after sleep onset and a decrease of slow wave sleep. These
global measures of the pattern of sleep were not sensitive to different sources of noise. Reactions to individual stimuli.
maximum level 65 dB(A). did show significantly more wake reactions to train stimuli than to truck stimuli or airplane
stimuli. The adjustment of the loudness of the stimuli to the B-spectrum did not change the finding that the train
stimuli elicited the most reactions.

INTRODUCTION
The main sources of environmental noise during sleep are airplane noise, train noise and noise

from road traffic. Most studies comparing different noise sources focused on annoyance measures.
Vermet and Simmonet (1983) showed a difference in the arousal reactions in the EEG caused by
different noise sources. This study was, however, based on subjects living in different sites. It is,
therefore, not easy to conclude whether the differences in the effects are a result of differences in the
methods and subjects or are due to the differences in the sound characteristics of the noises. The
present study was designed to help in solving these problems.

In this study, each subject was exposed to noise stimuli from three sources (airplanes, trucks
and trains). Moreover for each source the maximum level of the stimuli and the number of stimuli
were also varied. Both the global parameters of the sleep EEG and arousals to individual stimuli
were investigated. In this paper preliminary results on overall sleep parameters and responses to
individual noise stimuli are described.

MFTHODS

PROCEDURES
Seven male subjects (20-30 years old) were exposed to noise stimuli from trucks, airplanes

and trains during sleep. Each subject slept in the laboratory for 2 nights a week during 9 weeks. The
first week was a baseline week. In the subsequent weeks, noise stimuli were presented in the second
night. The first night was the adaptation night.

The data of the study was recorded at the University of Lund and was financed by the Swedish Environmental Protection Board.
The Dutch Ministry of Housing, Planning and Environment financed the analysis of data. The first author was partially
supported by Medcare Automation. Opinions presented in this paper are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not imply
any endorsement from the supporting authorities.
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Noise stimuli from airplanes, trains and trucks were recorded on tape and played back in the
laboratory. On separate nights 50 stimuli of 45 dB(A) maximum level and 15 stimuli of 65 dB(A)
maximum level from each of the noise sources were presented. Additionally, 15 train noise stimuli
and 15 airplane noise stimuli, with a maximum level of 75 dB(B), were presented in two nights.
Seventy-five dB(B) was the maximum level of truck stimuli (65dB(A). The EEG, EOG, EMG, ECG
and the sound level signal in dB(A) or dB(B) were recorded every night.

ANAl .YSIS
An automatic system, The Sleep Analyzer, analyzed the EEG, EOG and EMG signals. This

system emulates the standardised criteria of classification of sleep stages (Rechtschaffen & Kales,
1968) and automatically classifies sleep stages. It also calculates the presence of EEG activity in the
various frequency bands. The Sleep Analyzer, was used previously in the noise research (Griefahn,
1986 and Jurriens, 1980), has been validated against human judges and other automatic systems
(Kumar et. al, 1981 and Campbell et. al, 1980).

The Sleep Analyzer processes signals from each night consistently in the same way.
Therefore the sleep classification is not biased by the knowledge of experimental condition. The
results of the classification were checked by two judges independently. For each night the overall
parameters of the sleep EEG were calculated.

One trained human judge evaluated each occurrence of a noise stimulus to classify arousals in
the EEG. She was a trained sleep researcher, but not familiar with the hypotheses concerning noise
disturbance. Another experienced judge checked the alfusal classification. Both of these judges were
not involved in the methods and the computer progrwmmes. Four minutes, before and four minutes
(including the stimulus epoch) after the stimulus, were used as pre-stimulus and post-stimulus period
respectively. Four arousal classes were used: Class 0: no reaction, Class 1: short duration arousals
(high-frequency, high-voltage activity) in EEG, Class 2: a change from deep sleep or REM sleep to
light sleep, and Class 3: awakening.

A computer program calculated the duration of the activity in the different frequency bands.
It then calculated a ratio of the average duration of alpha and beta in the pre-stimulus period to the
average duration of alpha and beta in the post-stimulus period. This ratio, depicting the lightening of
sleep, is not subject to any bias or error that is possible in a human classification of arousal classes.

RESULTS

OVFRALL SLEEP PARAMETERS

Table 1. Mean values ers of total sim in different conditions.
Airplane Train Truck Qui

_45dB(A 65 dB3(A 75 dB(B 45dB(A1 65 dB(AA 75 dB(B 45 dB(AA 65 dB(A) 35 dB(A
Total sleep time (m . 438 441. 442.5 389. 444. 455.4 429.1 426.5 443.

Wake after sleep ons min 8.1 12.A 7 12.3 8. 15.3 9.5 23.1 5..
Latency to RE 33.2 44.A 52 34 39. 34. 32.7 42.6 53.3

Latency to Slow Wave Se 15.0 12.'A 13.1 13 13. 16.5 13.6 17.3 17.
REM sleep 81.2 75. 79.1 67. 92.1 63. 79.2 71.6 74.

Slow Wave slee 94.2 78.4 96.4 68. 75. 83.4 75.2 69.4 91.
Nuwber of nbj•-t 3 9 7 a

These data show a tendency of decrease in total sleep time and of time spent in slow wave
sleep, and an increase in wake time after sleep onset and an increase in time spent in REM sleep in all
noise conditions compared to the matched quiet nights.
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Analysis of variance was performed to test differences between the 45dB(A), 65dB(A) and
quiet conditions. In noise conditions, the total steep time was decreased (F=6.29, p=0.016).and the
time in REM sleep increased (F=4.06, p=0.05).

AROUSAL REACTIONS
Percentages of reactions to the individual noise stimuli are listed in Table 1. The chi-square

value of the overall distribution of various arousal classes was 19.77 (p-0.07), indicating a difference
in arousal reactions in all classes among the five noise conditions.

The reliability of wake reactions was tested by comparing the post-stimulus wake reaction to
the wake reaction in pre-stimulus control period, according to a method described by Mietinnen
(1968). Each stimulus acts as its own control. A chi-square test, with 1 degree of freedom, can be
calculated on the probabilities of reaction in 'case' and 'control' condition. All wake reactions were
significant at 0.001 p-level.

Table 2. Distribution of arousal classes in 68 dMA) conditions.
Aromal elm Airplane Airplane Train Train Truck"

65 dB(A) 75 dB(B) 65 dB(A) 75 dB(B) 65 dB(A)
Waking EEG 20.0% 34.5% 33.8% 46.3% 26.70.

Micro arousals 20.00 20.2% 29.6% 19.5% 1 8.6%
Change to light sleep 6.0% 3.6% 4.2% 3.7% 8.100

No arousal 54.0% 41.7% 32.40 30.500 4650o
Number of stimuli 50 84 71 82 86

- -I

The wake reactions in different noise conditiohs were compared. The relative risks, of wake
reactions in one condition compared to wake reactions in other condition, were calculated in pair-
wise fashion. See table 2.

The relative risk (RR) in a cell shows the risk of the occurrence of wake reactions in the
condition shown at the top of the column in proportion to the condition shown at the left of the row.
For example, the airplane stimuli caused less wake reaction when compared to stimuli from trucks
(RR=0.67), whereas the adjustment of the loudness of airplane stimuli, to the loudness of B-
spectrum, resulted in more wake reactions than the stimuli from truck (RR=1.36). The adjustment of
the loudness of the airplane stimuli resulted in more awakening reactions (RR=0.49) than the airplane
stimuli without the adjustment. For the train stimuli, this difference was not significant.

Table 3. Relative risk of wake reactions in different conditions.
Airpl Airplan Trait Trait Truck

ir 65 dB(A 75 dB(B 65 dB(A 75 dB(B 65 dB(A)
Airplane 65 di(A____

Airplane 75 dB 0.4(p<0.0011
Train 65 d13(A 0.5 1.02(p<0.005
Train 75 d B( 0.43(p-.0.0013 0.7, 0.72

Truck 65 riA) 0.6 7 (p<0.00 _.29(p<0.001; 1.16(p<0.001A 1.73p=.0'05

The wake reaction can be confounded by different factors like time of occurrence of the
stimuli, sleep stage of pre-stimulus period, stimulus duration, and variation between subjects. A
logistic regression between the probability of the occurrence of the wake reactions and the above
factors was calculated. Three variables, subject, stimulus duration and the time of occurrence of a
stimulus predicted the wake reactions with an accuracy of 36%. However, the regression
coefficients were very small. There was ; tendency towards more wake reactions in the earlier part
of the night and to shorter stimulus dura,,on.
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CHANGES IN EEG FREQUENCIES
The mean duration of alpha and beta EEG in the post-stimulus epochs was increased when

compared to the values of the pre-stimulus epochs. Seventy per cent of the stimuli resulted in a
significant increase (p<.001, binomial test). In 49 % of the stimuli the alpha and beta duration was
doubled.

DISCUSSION
The decrease of the total sleep time, in both noise conditions as compared to the quiet

condition, is important if one considers that all subjects planned to sleep for a constant period and
that the noise stimuli occurred after sleep onset. In some case's, stimuli in the early morning led
subjects to abort their sleep. No difference in total sleep time was found between the two noise
conditions 45 dB(A) and 65 dB(A).

The increase of time spent in REM-sleep seems to be associated with the shortening of REM-
latency. This, in combination with the tendency of a decrease in slow wave sleep, means that the
temporal structure of sleep is disturbed. This will be reported later as the analysis of the temporal
structure of the data was still in progress at the time of submission of this paper.

The main interpretation of these results is: noise stimuli of 65 dB(A) have a disturbing effect
on sleep, but there is no convincing difference between the effects of the source of the noise. The
high value of maximum level of stimuli can mask the differences in sources.

Analysis of the individual noise stimuli, maximum level 65 dB, however, did show some
difference between the noise sources: train noise led fo more arousal reactions than airplane noise
and truck noise. This was true for the stimuli of 65 dB(A) as well as for the stimuli with a maximum
level adjusted to 65 dB(B) road traffic stimuli. The adjustment of the loudness of the airplane and
train stimuli to the B-spectrum resulted in more reactions to airplane noise than to truck noise
stimuli, while it was the other way around for the A-spectrum stimuli. In more than 50% of the cases
a reaction on the stimulus could be detected, ranging from micro arousals to stage wake. It can be
concluded that our subjects responded differently on individual stimuli from the three noise sources,
but the global sleep pattern was not sensitive to these effects.
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SLEEP DISTURBANCE DUE TO AIRCRAFT NOISE AT A RAPIDLY EXPANDING

.. AIRPORT (MANCHESTER AIRPORT)

HUME, K.I. and THOMAS, C.

Department of Biological Sciences, Manchester Metropolitan
University, Chester St., Manchester M1 5GD, UK.

ABSTRACT
Noise pollution is the most obvious environmental problem

for communities surrounding major airports. Sleep disturbance
associated with aircraft noise is frequently quoted as a major
cause of complaint and concern.

The extent of aircraft noise disturbance around Manchester
Airport was assessed from 100 households in each of 9 communities
at varying distances from the Airport by means of a computer
aided telephone interview technique. The survey yielded many
significant findings when sites close to the Airport were
compared with a control site 11 miles distant.

The results clearly indicated that aircraft noise was a
major source of environmental pollution and perceived as the main
disadvantage of the Airport's operations. There was a clear
relationship between the extent Of the problem and the distance
of the community from the Airport and/or high noise contour
and/or flight paths. 65% of the iespondents in the 4 communities
nearest to the Airport accepted that there was a noise problem
while fewer (57%) reported being affected by aircraft noise.
Aircraft noise seems to have a greater affect on individuals than
road traffic noise and in areas of high aircraft noise
disturbance, road traffic seems to be tolerated much more than
in areas with little aircraft noise. For the individuals who were
affected by aircraft noise, the most frequent complaint was
interference with communication followed by general
irritation/annoyance and then sleep disturbance (20%). When sleep
disturbance was reported it was a common event with 79% of
disturbed sleepers reporting such problems at least once a week.
However, on balance 89% of the respondents considered that the
advantages of the airport outweighed it's disadvantages, such as
noise pollution.

INTRODUCTION
Noise disturbance as a result of aircraft operations near

majcr airports has been recognised as a cause of environmental
pollution for many years. This noise pollution is the most
obvious environmental problem for communities living close to
airports and has implications for the health and quality-of-life
of the residents. It is becoming increasingly evident that one
of the main constraints on the future growth of air
transportation will be such environmental issues.

Two previous studies at Manchester Airport employed postal
questionnaires and had response rates of 79% and 51%. This study
employed a telephone questionnaire which has the advantages that;
(1) there is less bias in response, in that postal respondents
who "feel strongly" about the topic are more likely to reply and
(2) the number of respondents in specific areas can be controlled
more accurately. The study reported here does not attempt to
relate the degree of disturbance to particular noise events on
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specific nights. Rather, it is a general assessment of the level
of perceived disturbance, ie. a "snap-shot," in a number of
communities at varying distances from the Airport and its f light-
paths.

Surveys from targeted communities surrounding airports, such
as the present study, tend to be "case studies" because each
airport has a different: history, operational growth rate, local
geography including the pattern of housing developments,
socioeconomic structure of these communities, current operational
pattern and policy of the airport. However, Manchester Airport
does have a relatively high number of night flights during the
summer mounths and is situated close to a densely populated
conurbation making it an ideal case to study.

METHOD
A telephone survey was conducted by trained staff using a

structured questionnaire from a random sample of households with
telephones. The aim of the interview, as indicated to the
respondents, was simply stated ,s ". .. carrying out a survey
amongst residents in a number of c0ommunities in the Manchester
area.. .". Interviews were conducted with a male or female adult
(18+) member of the household, with the condition that in any one
area equal numbers of males and females were interviewed. The
interviews were carried out between 6.00 and 9.30 in the evening
and lasted about 15 minutes. One hundred successful/complete
interviews were conducted in each area.

Eight areas with some noise complaint history were surveyed,
plus a control area which receives the benefits of the Airport,
eg ease of access to air travel, but has hardly any noise
problem. The study was carried out in May which is the start of
the busy summer period for Manchester Airport. During this month
there were, on average, 154,155,117 & 62 air movements during the
morning, afternoon, evening and night respectively. A night
flight restriction policy was in operation which limited the
number of movements between 23.00 and 06.00. There was a total
of 15,097 movements during this month of May and during the
period of the survey the weather was generally fine and warm so
some bedroom windows may well have been open at night.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
One of the main aims of the survey was to assess the current

extent of the noise problem around the Airport. The results which
best fulfill this aim come from three different yet related
questions from different parts of the questionnaire:

* Is this area affected by any particular kinds of noise
disturbance or noise?
* If just one of the things, you have said cause a noise
disturbance in this area, could be stopped, which one would you
choose?
* What is the main disadvantage of Manchester Airport?
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These three questions gave a similar pattern of response and the
degree of disturbance was clearly related to the noise contour
level and/or the distance from the airport and/or the flight
path. The four nearest areas have similar high levels of
complaint about noise levels. On average, 65% of the respondents
in these communities complained spontaneously about aircraft
noise and this far outweighed any other environmental issue. The
control area was hardly affected by aircraft noise.

The number of respondents affected by aircraft noise in the
most affected areas was below the level of respondents who
indicated an acceptance of a noise problem , 57% compared with
65%. In addition, a similar pattern of response was apparent for
the location of the community in relation to its distance from
the airport/noise footprint/flight paths.

The next source of noise pollution spontaneously mentioned
after aircraft was road traffic. A clear pattern exists in which
the road traffic noise problem increases as the aircraft noise
problem decreases as distance from the airport/noise
contour/flight-path increases. HIwever the problem seems to be
qualitatively different in respect of these two sources of noise
with aircraft causing a far greater effect than road traffic.
This can be seen clearly on comparison of the respondents
affected at least "quite a lot" by aircraft noise with those
affected to the same extent by road traffic noise. Road traffic
noise affects about 15% of respondents on average and gives
similar percentages even in communities where it was the noise
residents would most like stopped. This compares with 57% of
respondents in areas nearest the Airport who indicated aircraft
noise as the noise they would most liked stopped. Therefore, road
traffic noise is tolerated to a far greater extent than aircraft
noise even when it is considered to be the main noise pollutant.

Why does aircraft noise affect people more than road traffic
noise? This could be due to familiarity with road traffic noise,
its high frequency of events and traffic being restricted to
roads. While aircraft are moving in three dimensions, with less
restriction on precise location, with different loads and engine
characteristics and, even at peak periods, pass much less
frequently than motor vehicles on busy roads. Therefore, aircraft
present a more novel stimulus to the listener and because of
their height can be heard for a longer period than motor traffic.
Another consideration involves safety, in that whereas a road
accident is confined to other vehicles, pavements or other road
boundaries an aircraft accident has the potential to affect
individuals at any location. This was tragically demonstrated at
Lockerbie in 1988. Therefore, aircraft noise has a more
threatening aspect than road traffic noise.
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The next question to address, f or those individuals who are
affected by aircraft noise, is - in what way are they affected
by aircraft noise ? Disturbance to communication in the house is
the most fequently reported nuisance followed by disturbance in
the garden and general irritation at the noise level. Sleep
disturbance is the next most frequently quoted item where it
peaks at 26%. This community is close to the Airport, with--*n the
main noise footprint and below its predominant take-off flight-
path. In addition, the predominant age of the respondents was in
the over 65 years category, therefore, one may predict that the
high noise levels and elderly population would be particularly
at risk to suffer from sleep disturbance.

On average, for the five nearest communities to the Airport
18% cited sleep disturbance as the main af f ect of aircraft noise.
In response to the more general question whether "sleep was
disturbed at all by aircraft noise" about one in three replied
in the affirmative with a peak of 41%. Where sleep disturbance
does occur it is not a rare ocV .urance with 79% of disturbed
sleepers reporting such problems' at least once a week and the
most common response was several times a week.

Besides the problems caused by the Airport there was very
substantial support for the Airport in terms of: the future of
the area (95%), important employer (95%), brings business
opportunities (94%). On balance 89% considered that the
advantages outweighed the disadvantages of the Airport.

It is becoming increasingly evident that environmental
issues, eg. sleep disturbance due to aircraft noise,, may well
constrain the large potential growth projected for air
transportation over the next decade. However, the greater number
of quieter jet aircraft replacing the older noisier jets would
help to maintain an acceptable level of noise.

CONCLUSIONS
Aircraft noise was, by far, the greatest cause of

environmental pollution in the communities living near to the
Airport, its associated noise footprint and flight-paths.

There is a clear relationship between the distance from the
Airport and the affect that aircraft noise has on the individuals
in the community.

Aircraft noise seems to have a greater af f ect on individuals
than road traffic noise and in areas of high aircraft noise
disturbance, road traffic noise seems to be tolerated much more
than in areas of low or nil aircraft noise .

The main effect of aircraft noise was on communication in
the house and garden followed by general i rr itat ion /annoyance and
sleep disturbance.

In those individuals affected sleep disturbance was a common
event, occuring a number of times a week.
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AIRCRAFT NOISE AND SLEEP -

FIELD STUDY FINDINGS FROM MORNING SLEEP LOGS

Home JA, Pankhurst FL & Reyner, LA

Lmghborouqft University, UK

In the field study reported in our accompanying abstract (Home

et al), morning sleep logs were obtained for 5716 nights (95.3%

response). 2483 contained reports of at least. one awakening the

previous night, with there being 7362 reported awakenings in all

(i.e. some people were awoken more than once). The most frequent

response to the cause of such awakenings, was "don't know", with

"toilet" and "children" being the next commonest responses (these

latter two responses were most prevalent in older men and younger

women, respectively). Aircraft noise events (ANEs) were a
comparatively minor cause, but seemed more likely to affect older

people. Out of the 400 subjects, 97 (24.2%) reported being

awoken by an ANE on at least one occasion on at least one night

out of the 15 nights monitored per subject. In total this came

to 285 subject nights (all sites); which is less than 5% of all

nights. There was a significant age effect.
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EEG RESPONSES TO AIRCRAFT NOISE IN

"NOISE-SENSITIVE" AND "LESS NOISE-SENSITIVE" SUBJECTS

VAN, F., HUME, K. I. and WATSON, A.

Department of Biological Sciences, Manchester Metropolitan University,
Chester Street, Manchester Ml 5GD UK

Abstract

In order to investigate the effect of aircraft noise on sleep, EEG, EOG and
EMG were recorded from 46 subjects (20-70 yrs, 23 male) living near 4
airports in the UK. EEG, EOG and EMG were recorded for 4 successive nights
in blocks of t"ree subjects using Medilog recorders (Oxford Instruments
Ltd). On awaKening, subjects assessed the quality of their sleep by
completing a sleep log.

A total of 178 recordings were analyzed by an automatic computerized sleep
analysis system (Oxford Instruments Ltd) and were subsequently checked and
edited manually. A more detailed analysis was carried out by visually
searching for EEG-responses to individual aircraft noise events (ANE) above
60 dB and comparing the EEG at that time Iiith a quiet period between 2 and
5 minutes prior to the ANE.

Responses were categorized as hypnogram-responses (shifts to wakefulness,
movement time or stage I) or minor-arousals (brief movement artefact
indications and brief EEG arousal).

The relative sensitivity of each subject to aircraft noise was determined
by calculating the proportion of ANE which elicited a hypnogram responses.
A separate measure of sensitivity was determined based on the proportion
of ANE which elicited any EEG response.

Subjects were recorded in groups of 3 on the same night and in the same
neighbourhood. Subjects in the same group were, therefore, exposed to
similar levels of aircraft noise. The most anI least sensitive subject in
each block was identified and two groups of 15 subjects were formed for
both indices of sensitivity. !ii-e "noise-sensitive" group consisted of the
most sensitive subject in each block of 3 subjects and the "less noise-
sensitive" group consisted or the least sensitive subject in each block.
This is a very simple method of determining the relative noise-sensitivity
of each subject and is not based on the subject's perception of his/her
sensitivity.

Analysis revealed that relative noise-sensitivity was not determined by
age. The sleep of noise-sensitive subjects contained more stage-I sleep
and more movement time but there were no significant differences between
the two groups in terms of the amount of time in other sleep stages.
"Noise-sensitive" subjects responded to more than twice as many ANE than
"less noise-sensitive" subjects.

The results suggest that there is a wide variation in the sensitivity of
individuals to ANE and that age is not a factor which determines noise-
sensitivity.
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Introduction

The data presented here, were collected as part of a larger study to
investigate the effect of aircraft noise on the sleep of individuals living
near 4 airports in the U.K. EEG-responses to aircraft noise events (ANE)
were investigated in two groups or subjects: those defined as "noise-
sensitive" and those defined as "less noise-sensitive". Differences in
sleep disturbance due to ANE, sleep-stage variables and subjective sleep
quality between the two groups were investigated.

Method

EEG, EOG and EMG were recorded from 46 subjects (20-70 yrs, 23 male) living
near 4 airports in the UK. EEG, EOG and EMG were recoL'ded for 4 successive
nights in blocks of three subjects using a Medilog recorder (Oxford
Instruments Ltd). On awakening, subjects assessed the quality of their
sleep by completing a sleep log. The sleep log included two 5-point scales
on which the subject indicated a) how they felt 15 minutes after waking (I
= very refreshed, 5 = very tired), b) how they slept (1 = extremely well,
5 = extremely badly).

A total of 178 recordings were analyzed by an automatic computerized sleep
analysis system (Oxford Instruments Ltd) and were subsequently checked and
edited manually. A more detailed analysis was carried out by visually
searching for EEG-responses to individual aircraft noise events of greater
than 60 dB and comparing the EEG at that time with a quiet period between
2 and 5 minutes prior to the ANE.

Responses were categorized as hypnogram-responses or minor-arousals.
Hypnogram-responses included shifts to wakefulness of 15 seconds or more,
movements of 10 seconds or more and shifts to stage-I sleep. Nlinor-
arousals included movements of less than 10 seconds and abrupt increases
in EMG associated with two or more K-complexes. A response was associated
with an ANE if it occurred within a window of 64 seconds beginning 16
seconds before the start of the ANE (i.e. the point at which the noise
exceeded 60 dB). A response to an ANE was termed a "matched response" if
it was preceded by a "pseudo-response" during the quiet period between 2
to 5 minutes prior to the ANE, and an "unmatched response" if it was not
preceded by such a "pseudo-response".

The relative sensitivity of each subject to aircraft noise was determined
by calculating the proportion of ANE which elicited an unmatched hypnogram-
response. A separate measure of sensitivity was determined based on the
proportion of ANE which elicited any (hypnogram-responses and minor-
arousals) unmatched EEG response. Matched responses were not included in
the analysis to determine the relative sensitivity of subjects in order to
eliminated the possibility of ongoing EEG activity being classified as a
response to ANE.

Subjects were recorded in groups of 3 on the same night and in the same.
neighbourhood. Subjects in the same group were, therefore, exposed to
similar levels of aircraft noise. The most and least sensitive subject in
each group was identified and two subject-groups of 15 each were formed for
both indices of sensitivity (a: hypnogram-responses, b: hypnogram-responses
and minor-arousals). The "noise-sensitive" group consisted of the most
sensitive subject in each group of 3 subjects and the "less noise-
sensitive" group consisted of the least sensitive subject in each group.
This is a very simple method of determining the relative noise-sensitivity
of each subject and is not based on the subject's perception of his/her
sensitivity.

The data were analyzed to investigate differences in sleep variables,
disturbance due to aircraft noise and subjective sleep quality between
"noise-sensitive" and "less noise-sensitive" subjects.
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Results

SResults of' analysis of age, response rate and sleep variables
between the "noise-sensitive" and "less noise-sensitive" subjects
(defined using the proportion of unmatched hypnogram-responses)

NOISE-SENSITIVE LESS NOISE-SENSITIVE

Total no. of subject nights 60 58

No. of subjects 15 15

No. of males 9 7

No. aged 20-34 yrs 7 4

No. aged 35-49 yrs 6 4

No. aged 50-70 yrs 2 7

Mean age 36.9 42.7 n.s.

Mean proportion or hypnogram-responses 0.081 0.0329 p<0.001

Minutes of movement time 8.8 5.5 p<.OOI

Minutes of stage-i sleep 39.0 32.8 p<0.05

Table 2: Results of analysis of age, response rate and sleep variables
between the "noise-sensitive" and "less noise-sensitive" subjects
(defined using the proportion of any unmatched response)

NOISE-SENSITIVE LESS NOISE-SENSITIVE

Total no. of subject nights 60 58

No. of subjects 15 15

No. of males 8 8

No. aged 20-34 yrs 6 5

No. aged 35-49 yrs 6 2

No. aged 50-70 yrs 3 8

Mean age 37.3 42.5 n.s.

Mean proportion of responses 0.1623 0.0626 p<O.OO1

Minutes of movement time 8.3 5.5 p<0.001

Minutes of stage-1 sleep 39.4 34.5 p<0.01
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As revealed in table 1, the "noise-sensitive" subject group (based on the
proportion of hypnogram-responses) consisted of 9 males and 6 females and
the "less noise-sen-sitive" subject group consisted of 7 males and 8
females. Although there was a tendency for the "noise-sensitive" group to
be younger, there was no significant effect of age.

The proportion of ANE above 60 dB which elicited a hypnogram response in
the "noise-sensitive" subjects (8.1 %) was more than twice the proportion
in the "less noise-sensitive" subjects (3.3 %).

Analysis of sleep-stage variables revealed that "noise-sensitive" subjects
had greater amounts of movement time and stage-i sleep than "less noise-
sensitive" subjects. There were no significant differences between the two
groups in the amount of stages 2, 3, 4 nor REM.

Although the "noise-sensitive" subjects responded to a greater number of
ANE, they tended to report in sleep logs that they slept better and felt
more refreshed 15 minutes after sleep than the "less noise-sensitive"
subjects. These differences, however, did not reach significance.

A similar pattern of results was found when the definition of the least and
most sensitive subjects was based on the proportion of ANE which elicited
any unmatched response, as revealed in table 2.

Discussion

The method used to distinguish between "noise-sensitive" and relatively
"less noise-sensitive" subjects in terms of their EEG responses to ANE
enabled two groups with significantly different response rates to be
identified. "Noise-sensitive" subjects responded to 16.2 % of ANE above
60 dB and when noise sensitivity was defined in terms of hypnogram-
responses, 8.1 X of ANE elicited a hypnogram-response in "noise-sensitive"
subjects. The corresponding proportions for "less noise-sensitive"
subjects were 6.3 X and 3.3 % respectively.

Male and female subjects were equally likely to be classified as "noise-
sensitive" or "less noise-sensitive" by this method of analysis. Likewise,
age did not appear to determine the relative sensitivity of the subjects.

Sensitivity to noise had no effect on the amount of sleep in sleep stages
2, 3, 4 and REM but there was more stage-i sleep and more movement time in
"noise-sensitive" subjects which may be interpreted as "noise-sensitive"
subjects having more disturbed sleep.

The objective method of determining noise-sensitivity employed in the
present experiment was not based on the subjects' perception of their
sensitivity. A suprising result was that despite "noise-sensitive"
subjects responding to a greater proportion of ANE, they reported sleeping
better and being more refreshed after sleep than "less noise-sensitive"
subjects. Subjective noise-sensitivity, may therefore, differ from the
more objective noise-sensitivity determined by the method employed here.

Conc lusions

There is a wide variation in the sensitivity of individuals to ANE and age
is not a factor which determines noise-sensitivlty.
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RANDOM EFFECTS MODELS FOR REPEATED OBSERVATIONS IN
STUDIES TO ASCERTAIN THE EFFECT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE ON

SLEEP DISTURBANCE
DIAMOND, Ian, EGGER, Peter and HOLMES, David

Department of Social Statistics University of Southampton Southampton S09 5NH

The key question when studying the relationship between aircraft noise and
sleep disturbance is: "does the noise induce a sleep disturbance"? If there
is only one noise event per individual then the relationship could be modelled
very simply using binary regression. For example:

En(.-) = a + b.N + X'c

where p is the probability of being disturbed
N is noise level
X is a vector of covariates

a. b c are estimated regression coefficients

Unfortunately, such a simple approach is not appropriate for two reasons:
first, each individual will be exposed to more than one aircraft event and
second, the aircraft are not the only potential source of disturbance, and the
extent to which an individual is experiencing a disturbed night's sleep will
influence whether s/he is disturbed by the aircraft noise.

Conventional statistical analyses such as those described above rely on the
fundamental assumption that each observati6n is independent and therefore they
cannot be used for studies of sleep distur~lnce which have repeated
observations on the same individual.

This problem was particularly acute with the UK Sleep Disturbance study as the
unit of measurement for each individual was whether or not they were disturbed
in a thirty second epoch of time. Therefore for any one night an individual
sleeping for eight hours would be exposed to 960 epochs of exposure. A
conventional statistical analysis would consider each of these 960
observations as independent. This would of course be inappropriate as
different individual have different propensities to be disturbed over a night.

To overcome this problem statistical models using a random effect were
developed. The model used was now

5(TPP)= a + b. N + X'c + a8

where I is a systematic error for the s'h Subject which does not vary with
time but does vary across subjects. 6 is assumed to take a N(0,1)

distribution, a is an estimated regression coefficient for 51.
Using this approach it is possible (a) to estimate the effects of various
covariates on the probability of disturbance after first controlling for
individual variability and (b) the estimate of a allows a quantitative
assessment of the degree of individual arousability due to aircraft noise.

The paper describes the model fitting procedure and describes the major
results which show first that disturbance is strongly related to sex - men are
around 25% more likely to be disturbed than women; the time of night of the
event - disturbance is about a third late in the night; noise level - planes
above 90dBA, SEL increased the probability of disturbance significantly; and
whether the individual was disturbed in the quiet period since the last noise
event. Second, a most important factor was individual arousability - very
sensitive people (those in the 97.5th percentile) were around three times more
likely to be disturbed as not very sensitive people (those in the 2.5th
percentile).
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SLEEP, NOISE, AND IMMUNOSUPPRESSION

ALTENA Klaas" and BEERSMA Domien G.M."

* Hoofdweg 197, 4874 CE Oldeholtpade, the Netherlands

** Academic Hospital, Department of Biological Psychiatry
PO 30.001 9700 RB Groningen the Netherlands

Abstract

This paper reviews evidence concerning the immunosuppressive effects of exposure to
nocturnal noise. The purpose is to contribute to the setting of norms. Data will be reviewed
which show (1) that aspects of the immune system are tightly connected to sleep processes,
(2) that sleep disturbances suppress these aspects and the respective functions of the immune
system, (3) that sleep physiology can be disturbed by noise even when subjects are not
awakened, and (4) that nocturnal noise can exert immunosuppressive effects. To prevent
immunosuppression, nocturnal noise should not exceed 40 dB(A), (LA. and L,).

SLEEP proceeds from wakefulness via stage 1,2,3, and stage 4 to REM sleep each night.
This sequence is cyclically repeated about five times per night for normal adults. Sleep stages
1,2,3 and 4 are also called nonREM sleep; stages 1 and 2 are the lighter sleep stages, stages
3 and 4 the deeper sleep stages (called Slow Wave Sleep, SWS). SWS is characterized by a
high proportion of EEG delta waves of low frequency (<4 Hz) and high amplitude (>75 1 V);
REM sleep is characterized by Rapid Eye Movements, a high frequency low voltage EEG as
in the waking state, and muscular atonia.

THE IMMUNE SYSTEM protects against infectious microbial agents, viruses, parasites,
bacteria and fungi, that can cause pathological tissue damage. Innate immunity acts as the
first line of defence against infectious agents and most potential pathogens are checked
before they establish an overt infection. If these first defences are breached, the adaptive
immune system is activated and produces a specific reaction to each infectious agent which
normally eradicates that agent. The following aspects are related to sleep: Natural Killer cells
(NK's) are cells of the innate immune system and have the intrinsic capability to recognize
and destroy virally infected cells and tumour cells. They are part of the first line of defence
but are also activated by the adaptive immune system, e.g., when T cells of this system react
to tumour cells and produce interferon to recruit and activate NK's. Cytokines are molecules
which mediate interactions between cells. Interleukine (11), interferon (IFN), and tumour
necrosis factor (TNF) are cytokines that function in the immune system ind influence sleep.
Interleukines are molecules involved in the communication between cells of the immune sy-
stem. They activate cells of the immune system. 11-1 and 11-2 activate NK's to cytotoxic (cell
destroying) activity. IFN increases the resistance of cells to viral infections.

SLEEP DISTURBANCE IS IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE. Recent immunological research has
found an intimate relationship between sleep and the immune system. Krueger and Kar-
novsky (1987) concluded that many substances that lead to immune responses also enhance
sleep and actually have been found in the brain, suggesting that sleep may be intimately
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involved in processes that encounter infections. Opp et al. (1992) reviewed evidence on the
relationship between microbial infection, cytokines and sleep. They conclude that cytokines
modulate sleep and sleep serves an adaptive function in combating infectious disease.
Moldofsky et al. (1986) found a dramatic activity of the immune system, dependent on SWS
and consisting of a proliferation and activation of components of the immune system. Before
sleep onset, NK cell activity is increased. At the onset of SWS there is a peak in the plasma
11-1 activity, followed by a peak in 11-2 plasma activity and about 1 hr later a sharp decline in
NK activity. Moldofsky et al. (1989) found that sleep deprivation led to enhanced nocturnal
plasma Il-1 and 11-2 like activities. With resumed nocturnal sleep, there was a prolonged
decline in NK activity (measured as spontaneous cytolytic activity for human tumour cells).
In this experiment the finding was replicated that before sleep onset, the activity of NK
increases and drops after onset of sleep; it was argued that this decrease might be related to
redistribution of NK cells into tissues for immune surveillance and lysis of pathogenic cells.
Palmblad et al. (1976, 1979) found immunosuppressive effects in sleep deprivation experi-
ments. Irwin et al. (1992) found a positive relationship between sleep EEG parameters (total
sleep time, sleep efficiency, and duration of nonREM sleep) and Natural Killer cytotoxicity in
both depressed and control subjects (fig. 1). Sleep efficiency is defined as the ratio of total
sleep time to time in bed (%). These findings provide an electrophysiological basis to other
studies that found a relationship between insomnia in controls, depressives, persons under-
going stress, and cytotoxicity of NK's. Sleep deprivation also leads to a reduced amount of
NK's (Irwin. WF RS-congress, Hawai, 1993). ,..
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Fig. 1 Correlations (control subjects) between NK cytotoxicity and sleep efficiency (left)
and between NK cytotoxicity and nonREM sleep (right); Irwin et al. (1992); figures reprinted
with permission from the American Psychosomatic Society (copyright 1992).

NOCTURNAL NOISE CAN CAUSE SLEEP DISTURBANCES. A relationship between
peak level, number of noise events and percentage awakenings has been described by
Griefahn (1990). Sleep physiology however, can also be disturbed without awakenings. Short
arousals (EEG, ECG, EOG, respiratory response) can be observed in response to nocturnal
noise, as well as disturbances of sleep stage distribution. Disturbances of sleep stage dis-
tribution generally result in lighter sleep. Osada et al. (1968, 1969, 1972) report a shift to
lighter sleep at levels of 40 dB(A) and higher (intermittent and continuous noise). Osada et
al. (1974) report a shift to lighter stages of sleep with one or more stages and a decrease in
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percentage of high amplitude low frequency EEG with 18 peaks of 50 dB(A) and background
noise < 30 dB(A). Eberhardt et al. (1987a) reports a loss of SWS with 50 peak levels of L.,,
= 45 dB(A) and background noise level of 27 dB(A); at a level of L,. = 55 dB(A) an
increased awake time and a decrease in amount of REM sleep was found. At a continuous
level of 36 dB(A), except for a slight delay in the onset of stage 4, no influence on sleep
stage distribution was found. These were results of a laboratory experiment. A study in the
normal home environment with subjects exposed to heavy road traffic revealed that a 8
dB(A) reduction of noise level by mounting sound-insulating material, resulted in an earlier
onset and prolonged duration of SWS (Eberhardt et al., 1987b).
At the level of sleep physiology, responses to disturbing noise can be observed even when
the disturbances do not lead to awakenings. Such disturbances appeared to lead to an increas-
ed need for deep nonREM sleep (Dijk and Beersma, 1989). Furthermore, it must be noted
that after an awakening and after falling asleep again, it takes time to reach the same level of
deep sleep as occurred prior to the disturbance. Depending on the intensity of the disturbance,
this may take more than half an hour. During this period recovery processes are less efficient
than they could have been without disturbance (Achermann & Borbdly, 1990).

NOCTURNAL NOISE CAN HAVE IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE EFFECTS. Osada et al.
(1968, 1969, 1972, 1974) found that proliferation of leucocytes during sleep, is inhibited by
noise. Osada et al. (1968) found that increases of eosinophils and basophils (subclasses of
leucocytes), observed in undisturbed controls, were rbmarkable inhibited by continuous traffic
and factory noise of 40 dB(A). Two types of intermittent noise each half hour for the
duration of 5 minutes, produced the same effect (Osada et al., 1969). Osada et al. (1972)
found an immunosuppressive effect of train and aircraft noise of 50 or 60 dB(A) (with
intervals of onset of 5, 10 or 20 minutes and a total exposure time of 20 miin.) and conti-
nuous noise of 40 dB(A). (Subjects in this experiment were not exposed to intermittent noise
of 40 dB(A)). Number of eosinophils and basophils, and total number of leucocytes decreased
during exposition, but their percent changes were not influenced by the type or level of noise.
Osada et al. (1974) studied the effects of 18 noise peaks (20 sec. duration each and total
exposure time of 6 minutes) with background level < 30 dB(A). Increase of eosinophils and
basophils was significantly inhibited by noise exposure even with peak levels of 40 dB(A).

SLEEP STAGE DISTRIBUTION SHOULD BE PROTECTED. Based on sleep stage
changes and awakening reactions, most authors recommend a critical level for noise exposure
of LAq = 40 dB(A) for continuous noise (Eberhardt et al., 1987a, pp. 69-70). Dormolen et al.
(1988) conclude that the threshold for sleep arousals is 30 dB(A). Griefahn (1990) concluded
that with increasing number of noise events the level at which 10% awakenings result,
approaches 53 dB(A) (LA., indoor level); LAf,,. at which 10% sleep arousals result approa-
ches 48 dB(A). Ollerhead et al. (1992) concluded that below outdoor event levels of about
LA. = 80 dB(A) (aircraft noise), the awakening rate is I in 75. This result is probably due
to the recording technique used: wrist movements are supposed to indicate awakenings, while
a person can obviously be awake without moving the wrist and a person also can make wrist
movements while being asleep. Nocturnal noise which disturbs the distribution of sleep
stages, including an increased sleep latency, decreased total sleep time, decreased sleep
efficiency and decreased length and intensity of SWS, should be considered a health risk
because of direct immunosuppressive effects. EEG-measurement of sleep disturbance below
awakening threshold is necessary to relate sleep disturbance to suppression of the immune
system; the measurements of number of awakenings is not sufficient to indicate immunosup-
pressive effects. Data, reviewed in this paper, suggest that the threshold for immunosuppres-
sive effects may lie at about 40 dB(A) continuous and intermittent noise.
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DECREASE IN STAGE REM,
AS A MOST SENSITIVE INDICATOR OF ALL-NIGHT NOISE EXPOSURE

Shosuke SUZUKI. Tomoyuki KAWADA. Taiichi SATO
Seiichi NAGANUMA. Masayuki OGAWA. and Shigenobu AOKI

Department of Public Health, Gunma University School of Medicine,
Showa 3, Maebashi, Gunma. 371 JAPAN

(Abstract)
There has been no accepted view that stage REM is decreased most sensitively

by all-night noise exposure. The authors conducted five noise exposure experi-
ments and made sure that stage REM decreases first and most sensitively by noise

among several other indicators of electroencepharogram: stage wake. SI, S2, S3+
4, sleep latencey, stage shifts, body movement, and others. Decrease in REM by
noise may appear from the sound level of Leq 45 dBA or more.

INTRODUCTION There are several papers that report REM time or %REM decreases
due to noise exposure (Vallet et al. 1983; Jurrins et al. 1983: Griefahn 1986:
Eberhardt et al. 1987). but a few papers report that it was not changed or even
increased by noise exposure (Wilkinson & Campbell 1984: Griefahn & Gross 1986:
Eberhardt & Axelsson 1987). The authors' fje noise exposure experiments will
be presented here having confirmed the decrease in stage REM by noise. They were
published elsewhere mostly in Japanese: Kawada et al. 1988; Kawada et al. 1989a&
b and Suzuki et al. 1991: and Sato et al. 1991; and Kawada et al. 1993.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS Subjects were requested not to take a nap in the daytime
and not to drink alcohlic beverages. EEG electrodes were positioned according
to the international 10-20 method. EEG, EMG and EOG were recorded Via a teleme-
try system. Digital data with a sampling rate of 1/100 sec were recorded in fl-
oppy disks or in photo-magnetic disks. EEG waves and stages were judged with an
computerized stage scoring system developed by us (Aoki et al. 1989) and partly
by visual judgement both based on the atlas by Rechtschaffen and Kales (1968).
The five experiments conducted differ a little in subjects, noise characterist-
ics, and parameters adopted, which are shown in the table.

RESULTS
Experiment 1. Steady pink noise exposure of 60 dBA Three male and one female
students were exposed all-night to steady pink noise of 60 dBA from a noise gen-
erator. Findings common to the four subjects compared with the respective cont-
rol night EEG were decreased %REM and increased %S2. Other parameters were not
common change or changed little.(Kawada et al. 1988; Suzuki et al. 1991)
Experiment 2. Steady pink noise exposure of 40, 50 and 60 dBA A 28-year-old
male subject was exposed all-night to 40. 50 and 60 dBA of steady pink noise for
4 or 5 nights at each sound level and compared with the averaged stage composi-
tion of 10 control nights' EEGs. Significant changes observed were decreased
%REM and increased %S2 at 60 dBA. Decrease in %REM were linear depending on the
sound level.(Kawada et al. 1989; Suzuki et al. 1991)
Experiment 3. Intermittent pink noise exposure of 40, 50 and 60 dBA
A 28-year-old subject was exposed all-night to 40. 50 and 60 dBA of intermittent
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pink noise for 3 nights each with a duty cycle of 5-10 sec on and 2-12 sec off.
Adverse effects of noise were pronounced at 60 dBA intermittent pink noise expo-
sure. At this level, sleep latency and %S1 increased. %REM at first incresed
at 40 and 50 dBA not significantly, and then decreased at 60 dBA significantly
against 50 dBA. (Kawada et al. 1989b)
Experiment 4. Exposure to recorded truck-passing noise Five students were ex-
posed one all-night to recorded truck-passing noise of peak levels: 55, 60 and
65 dBA. with intervals of 18, 13 and 31 min. respectively. Thus, a subject had

20 to 25 times of the truck-passing noise per night. Duration of the noise was
27 sec and major frequency of the noise was at 125 Hz to 2 KHz. Significant

change was found only in %REM decrease in the noise exposed night compared with
the quiet night by paired t-test. Other than sleep stage, total sleep time de-
creased in the noise exposed night. Other parameters were not changed signifi-
cantly as shown in the table.
Experiment 5. Field survey of the effect of road traffic noise on sleep
A paired comparison was made between sleep polygraphic parameters in a noisy
apartment along a busy taffic road (Leq: 46.6 dBA) and those recorded in a quiet
suburban house (Leq: 27.7 dBA). Five young men and three aged subjects slept
in the houses and studied for total 76 nights.

The average values of 15 parameters were compared between the noisy and
quiet place with the paired t-test: total sleep period or total recording time.
total sleep time, sleep latency, REM latency,' REM cycle, number of stage shifts,

%SW. %SI. %S(3+4), %REM, %MT, %delta-epoch, and %delta-time, heart rate, and
subjective sleep quality assessed with a questionnaire.

Among them, only the average %REM of young men of 23 nights decreased signi-
ficantly in the noisy environment. (Sato et al. 1991)

DISCUSSION
There are some other reports that %REM decreases by noise. Vallet et al.

(1983) couducted an extensive field survey of 17 pairs of subjects in their own
noisy bedroom along busy traffic roads (Leq: 44.1 dB) and the noise reduced or
insulated bed room (Leq: 35.5 dB). There were no increase in the number of
behavioral wakes, no decrease in S3 and S4, no increase in sleep latency, and no
decrease in sleep time in the noisy bed-room. However, there were significant

increases in %SW. decrease in %REM and REM latency, and decrease in quality of
subjective sleep. REM was one of the most sensitive indicators of continuous
road traffic noise exposure in Leq 44.1 dBA.

Griefahn and Gross (1986) carried out a home noise survey, and found increa-
sed %REM in a noisy condition of open window compared to that in quiet condition
of closed window and with ear plug.

However, in another report, Griefahn (1986) recorded highway noise and expo-
sed it to 36 students at four levels of bedroom noise of Leq 40, 47, 54 and 62
dBA, the amounting total to 360 nights. Among the EEG parameters, only the ave-
rage REM time and %REM were reduced from 94 min in 40 dBA to ca. 80 min in Leq
47, 54 and 62 dBA. Other parameters did not change sig-nificantly. 'Subjective
sleep was affected from 54 and 62 dBA by self-rating method and total awakening
min per night increased also in 54 and 62 dBA by self-reporting method. Here,
REM is the most sensitive parameter for all night sleep EEG which begins from
Leq 47 dBA of highway noise among the other five EEG parameters. Subjective
sleep rating was less sensitive than REM.
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Home studies in the early 1980s in some EC laboratories shows are summarized.
"Across subjects and conditions. wakefulness increased during soisy nights and
there was a tendency to-spend less time in Stage REM.(Jurrins et al. 1983 cited
in Abel 1990)

In another report, Eberhardt et al.(1987) exposed continuous road traffic
noise of Lei 36 dBA with minimum peak 34 to maximum peak 38 dB on the average
and Leq 45 dBA with minimum peak 43 to maximum peak 47 dBA on the average. They
found REM time decreased and instead SV+SI+MT increased at Leq 45 dBA. REM is
also one of the most sensitive parameters of sleep EEG by continunous road traf-
fic noise exposure of Leq 45 dBA.

TABLE Summary of the five noise exposure experiments, indicating
decreased %REM in every experiment.

Experi- Noise Number of Significant No Significant
ment Exposed Subject Effects on: Effects on:

i. Pink, Steady 4 %S2t, %SREM %SW; %3; %MT; Sleep
60dB 8 nights lat.; REM lat.;

Subjective sleep

2. Pink, Steady I %S27 & IRýM4 %SW; %SI; %MT:
40dB 24 nights at 60dB I Sleep lat.;
50dB %$3t at 40&5OdB Stage shifts
60dB

3. Pink, Inter- I %SW ?, $%Si l, %S2, %S3, %MT
mittent, 19 nights & %REM at 60dB

Peak level: Sleep lat. t T
40, 50 & 60dB at 60dB

Stage shiftl
at 50&6OdB

4. Truck passing 5 REMI & %REM• %S2; %S3; %S4: %MT;
noise, 10 nights Total sleep timel Stage shifts: Sleep
Intermittent lat.; Waking time:

3 passes per hr. REM lat.; REM cycle;
Peak levels: REM duration

55. 60 & 65dB
5. Truck passing 8 %REMI of Total sleep period;

noise, 5 youngs old group, Total sleep time; REM;
Noisy 46.6dB & only REM lat.; REM cycle;
Quiet 27.1dB 3 olds Stage shift; %ST; %S2:

78 nights %S3+4; %MT; %delta
epock; and %delta

lat.: latency in min; SI, S2, S3 and S4 are sleep stage 1. 2. 3 and 4, respecti-
vely; MT: movement time; dB: dB(A). Experiment 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are from Kawada
et al.(1988) and Suzuki et al.(1991); Kawada et al.(1989a) and Suzuki et al.
(1991); Kawada et al.(1989b); Kawada et al.(1993); and Sato et al.(1991), respec-
tively.
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CHANGES IN DISTURBANCE AND ANNOYANCE AS A FUNCTION

OF CHANGES IN NOISE EXPOSURE

GRIFFITHS I.D.

University of Surrey
Department of Psychology

Guilford, Surrey, Great Britain

A large body of field research now shows that the psychological effects of changes in noise

exposure are differentiable between activity disturbance and subjective annoyance. The relationship

between noise level and activity disturbance is approximately the same before and after step-

changes in exposure. However, changes in annoyance consequent upon exposure changes follow

different rules from steady-state dose/response relations. This is true for both road traffic and

aircraft noise.

The results indicate that, relative to steady-state, upward changes produce significantly greater

changes in annoyance than would be expected (and reductions give significantly greater subjective

improvement than predicted).

New data will be presented to elucidate whether changes in traffic composition (i.e. number of

heavy vehicles) have similar effects.

There are implications for environmental planning.
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EFFECTS OF TRAFFIC NOISE CHANGES ON RESIDENTS' NUISANCE RATINGS

BAUGHAN Christopher and HUDDART Linda

Transport Research Laboratory, Crowthorne, Berkshire, England

Abstract
Most information on the relation between traffic noise exposure and subjective nuisance comes from
'steady state' surveys at sites where there have not been sudden changes in noise exposure.
Environmental appraisals often need to assess the effects of changes in exposure, and there is
growing evidence that when noise exposure is changed, nuisance ratings change more than would
be predicted from steady state relations. TRL has recently completed before and after surveys of
residents at sites where traffic noise increased or decreased. The results support earlier findings of
an excess change in nuisance ratings. The paper examines possible explanations of the results and
their implications for environmental appraisal.

1 Introduction
Surveys before and after abrupt changes in traffic exposure have found that nuisance ratings change
more than would be predicted from a relation between exposure and nuisance derived under
"steady-state" conditions (Griffiths and Raw, 1986; Mackie and Davies, 1981; Brown et. al., 1985
and Brown, 1987). The excess change in nuisance ratings appears to be more than simply a short
term effect (eg Griffiths and Raw, 1989). TRL was asked by the Department of Transport to
conduct further surveys on the effects of traffic noise changes, with a view to deriving predictive
equations. Results are reported in more detail by Huddart and Baughan (1993).

2 Method
Residents were interviewed at nine sites where traffic decreased and four where it increased. Two
control sites, where no sudden change in traffic was expected, were also included. Interviews were
conducted one to two months before the traffic change, and with the same people one to two months
after the change. Between 33 and 50 repeat interviews were obtained per site. The ratings reported
in this papzr used a seven point scale with ends labelled "definitely satisfactory" and "definitely
unsatisfactory". Site mean ratings are used throughout as the index of nuisance in regression
analysis.

3 Results
Regression equations were derived, predicting change in noise dissatisfaction from change in noise
exposure. Linear equations fitted the data reasonably well, but had intercepts on the dissatisfaction
axis. Intercepts are likely to cause problems in environmental appraisal, since they make it
necessary to specify under what particular circumstances there will be a change in noise nuisance
if there is little or no change in traffic noise. One way of overcoming this problem is to use a
power curve of the form y = axb. Curves with b = 0.33 gave as good a fit as any other. The
equation for the fourteen TRL sites and the seven sites studied by Griffiths and Raw is:

Change in dissatisfaction = 1.30(change in LA10 h~dB°33 (r = 0.94)
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Figure 1 shows this equation along with the relation derived from a TRL survey at 35 steady-state
sites (Huddart, 1993). Also shown are power curves fitted separately to the increase and decrease
data.

Noise dissatisfaction ratings at the control sites showed little change between the two interviews.

Figures 2 and 3 compare dissatisfaction before and after noise changes with the steady-state relation
from the TRL 35 site survey. For decreases, both before and after levels differed significantly from
steady state. For increases, only the after levels differed significantly from steady state.

4 Discussion
Possible explanations of the findings are summarised below, along with implications for
environmental appraisal.

4.1 Differences between "before" and "steady-state" ratings
(i) Awareness of a forthcoming road scheme might affect perceptions of traffic nuisance. Any such
effects ought to be excluded from environmental appraisals, but in the main study report we argue
that they are probably small.

(ii) Sites with unusually high nuisance levels might be the most likely to receive treatment. This
effect may well operate, but should anyway be includei in environmental appraisals.

4.2 Differences between "after" and "steady-state" ratings
(i) Measurement bias theory: At a given level of noise, people who have been chronically exposed
and people who have experienced a change from another level may interpret the rating scales
differently (Brown (1987). This implies that both steady-state and before and after surveys
underestimate the true effect of a change in noise.

(ii) Adaptation theories: One obvious explanation of the difference between "after" ratings and
"steady -state" ratings is that "after" respondents are still at least partially adapted to their previous
noise exposure. But an explanation is then needed of why the "after" ratings persist - ie why do
respondents not seem to go on to adapt fully to their new conditions?

Raw and Griffiths (1990) attempted such an explanation by suggesting what are in effect two
components of adaptation: behavioural coping and sensitivity. At the time of the after survey, there
is already a partial movement of coping behaviour towards that found under steady-state exposure
to the after conditions, together with a (mal-adaptive) change in sensitivity. Raw and Griffiths
suggest that further net adaptation does not occur because coping and sensitivity either support each
other at their "after" levels or undergo changes that cancel each other out.

Adaptation models imply that before and after surveys give the correct measure of change in
nuisance at the time of the after survey. The Raw and Griffiths model suggests how this can also
be the correct measure of longer term change.

(iii) "After-change" sites may not be typical of steady-state sites at the same level of exposure.
This explanation again implies that before and after surveys measure a real change in nuisance.

(iv) "After-change" people may not be typical of people living at steady-state sites with the same
level of exposure. Permanent or semi-permanent individual differences in sensitivity may result in
the less sensitive people choosing to live at high exposure sites. This would imply that before and
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after surveys gave the correct measure of nuisance change for those people actually experiencing
the change. Although self-selection based on sensitivity seems plausible, there is little evidence
that it actually happens (Job, 1991).

(v) Other theories include: transient effects of the contrast between before and after conditions
(Langdon and Griffiths 1982), bias in the "after" responses caused by beliefs about what is expected
from the respondent (Job, 1988), and influence on nuisance of the respondent's attitude to the
change (Job, 1988; Scholes, 1977). In fact, the excess effect of change is now known not to be
transient. An effect of attitude would generally be a true component of nuisance change. Response
bias caused by the demand characteristics of the interviews are difficult to quantify, but there is
some indication that they are likely to be small (Huddart and Baughan, 1993).

5 Conclusions
TRL surveys at sites where traffic noise has changed confirm that nuisance ratings change more than
would be predicted from steady-state relations between exposure and nuisance.

It is not yet possible to say exactly what causes this excess change in nuisance ratings detected by
before and after surveys. Probably a combination of the mechanisms outlined in Section 4 is at
work. Candidate theories advanced so far generally imply that the effect is a real and persisting
one.

The changes in traffic noise at the sites studied wey6 caused by changes in traffic flow. The
equations may not give good predictions of the effects of noise changes brought about in other ways
- eg by noise screening or insulation, or the introduction of quieter vehicles or road surfaces.
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ABSTRACT

A study of community reactions to noise in the vicinity of a Norwegian airport has been conducted in
connection with two large military exercises. This paper presents the results with an emphasis on the
data from a panel of respondents. These results indicate that the general assessment of aircraft noise
annoyance is not altered by short periods with increased noise exposure.

SOMMAIRE

Une 6tude sur les reactions de la population au bruit A proximit6 d'un a~roport a 6td mende en relation
avec deux importants exercises militaires. Cet article pt'sente les r6sultats de cette 6tude. Il souligne
particuli~rement les donndes d'une groupe de r6ference. Ces rdsultats montrent que des nuisance
sonores causdes par les avions n'est pas altdrd par des pdriodes avec une exposition au bruit
redoublde.

BACKGROUND

An extensive study of community reactions to aircraft noise has been conducted in the vicinity of a
Norwegian airport that serves both civil and military traffic. This study has been initiated and
financed by the Norwegian Defence Construction Services. Twice in the study period two large
military exercises took place. During these exercises the total noise exposure increased on an average
by 6 dB for a period of 2-3 weeks. The total group of more than 3,400 respondents also contained a
panel. The reactions among these individuals were monitored throughout the study period. We have
detailed information on an individual basis, and we can therefore analyze the data with respect to
changes in the response for each single individual.

STUDY DESIGN

The exercises took place in March and September 1992. Telephone interviews were conducted
before, during and after the first exercise and before and after the second exercise. Figure 1 shows a
time diagram for the interviews and exercise periods. Noise measurements and radar tracking of the
air traffic were also carried out in order to get a precise description of the total noise situation.

About 500 naive respondents participated in each series of interviews together with a panel of about
200. The questionnaire was presented as a general survey of neighborhood condition, and also
contained a number of non-aircraft related issues.

NOISE SITUATION

The noise levels in the area have been recorded and compared with results from the INM aircraft
noise calculation program, using the actual air traffic as input. For the remainder of this paper we
have used calculated noise levels. The Norwegian aircraft noise index, EFN, is an integrated time
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weighted noise index. For most practical purposes the EFN levels in this paper can be considered the
same as DNL.

In this paper we have combined the results from respondents in within each 5 dB range, 36-40 EFN,
41-45 EFN, etc. The reference noise level is always based on the normal aircraft activity, disregarding
the increased noise load during the two exercise periods.

RESULTS

At an early stage in the interview the respondents were asked to list things they liked or disliked about
their neighborhood. At that time there had been no reference to aircraft noise. We assume that people
who voluntarily mention dissatisfaction about aircraft noise are genuinely annoyed by this
phenomenon. The results are shown in Figure 2. In general the dissatisfaction is low, and the
respondents do not seem to be influenced by the large increase in aircraft activity during the exercise
(series 2).

The respondents were also asked directly: "Have you heard noise from aircraft while being at home
the last month ?". If the answer was positive, the following question was asked: "Would you consider
this noise very annoying, quite annoying, a little annoying or not annoying ?" The percentage that
consider themselves "very annoyed" is shown in Figure 3. The scores are low, and there are no
noticeable increase during the exercise.

The effect of the March exercise was studied in detail by observing the shift in response by the panel.
These individuals were given identical questions thro0ighout the study, and we can see how the
response varies. Figure 4 shows the shift in response froA February to March. The figure indicates the
percentage of the panel members that considers the noise during the exercise less, equal to or more
annoying than the noise situation before the exercise. The upper solid line shows the sum of
respondents considering the new noise situation less or equally annoying. Only about 20 percent
regard the noise situation during the exercise more annoying than before, even though the increase is
as much as 6 dBA.

A similar effect can be observed before and after the exercise in September. Figure 5 shows the
difference in response before and after the aircraft maneuver. There is no indication that the high
noise levels during the September maneuver have caused a permanent shift in the assessment of noise
annoyance.

An even more clear picture is derived by analyzing the total response to the question about aircraft
noise annoyance the past month. Scale values 1 to 4 have been assigned to the response: very annoyed = 1,
quite = 2, etc. Table 1 shows the average response for each series. At noise levels 46-50 EFN the
average respondent is a little more than "not annoyed", and even at noise levels 66-70 EFN the
average response is only slightly more than "a little" annoyed.

Table 2 shows the average shift in respone Let-ween the different periods. The largest shift is from
February to August. People seem on an average a little more annoyed by aircraft noise in August than
in February. A reason for this can be that more time is spent outside during the summer. The shift,
however, is not significant. The average shift from before to after the two maneuvers, -0.02 in the
spring and +0.02 in the summer is not significant.

CONCLUSIONS

The community response to aircraft noise around this Norwegian airport seems very stable. The
response is not altered by a short term (2-4 weeks) increase in the noise load of the order of 6 dBA.
Even during the peak of a military aircraft exercise the average assessment of noise annoyance is not
significantly changed compared to the response during normal conditions. This reaction is observed
among naive respondents and also among a panel of about 200 individuals that were monitored
throughout the study period.
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Table]. Mean annoyance score and standard deviation for all.ive studies
1: very. 2: quite, 3: a little, 4 not annoyed

noise February March April August October
A a A a A ,S A a A a

48 3.77 0.51 3.64 0.72 3.58 0.75 3.78 0.59 3.72 0.81
53 3.43 0.79 3.86 0.38 3.71 0.49 3.29 0.76 3.57 0.54
58 3.53 0.80 3.33 1.02 3.47 0.85 3.38 0.89 3.42 0.94
63 2.80 1.13 2.95 1.10 3.00 1.03 2.76 1.14 2.84 1.07
68 2.68 1.21 2.82 1.10 2.73 1.12 2.96 1.13 2.96 1.21

Table 2. Shift in panel response, mean and standard deviation

noise Mar-Feb Apr-Feb Apr-Mar Aug-Feb Oct-Feb Oct-Aug
A a A a A a A a A a A a

48 -0.14 0.53 -0.19 0.77 -0.06 0.70 -0.07 0.57 -0.13 0.83 -0.07 0.85
53 +0.43 0.53 +0.29 0.76 -0.15 0.38 -0.14 0.38 +0.14 0.69 -0.29 0.76
58 -0.19 0.99 -0.06 0.74 +0.14 0.79 -0.22 0.82 -0.18 0.89 0.04 0.82
63 +0.15 0.93 +0.21 1.01 +0.05 0.79 -0.11 1.24 -0.03 1.28 +0.08 1.01
68 +0.14 1.13 +0.05 0.95 -0.09 1.02 +0.36 1.47 0.36 1.22 0.00 1.38

total -0.03 0.87 -0.02 0.85 +0.01 0.78 -0.08 1.00 -0.06 1.04 +0.02 0.95
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REACTIONS OF PEOPLE TO URBAN TRAFFIC NOISE in MODENA, ITALY
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***VALLET Michel.
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ABSTRACT
A study is made of the relationship between traffic noise and the subjective and behavioural
reactions of people living in Modena, drawing a distinction between the disturbance experienced
with windows open and with windows shut. The reactions are also studied in the light of
individuals' exposure to noise in the workplace, and a multifactorial analysis attempts to explain the
higher percentage of variance reflected in the disturbance than in the noise itself.

INTRODUCTION
This first large-scale socio-acoustic study to be conducted in Italy is based on a model, adopted in
other countries during the '70s and '80s, of which both the methodologies of social enquiry and the
noise measurement techniques have been gradually infmed with the end in view of assigning
realistic exposure parameters to the subjects interviewed. The aims are to identify thresholds above
which significant reactions are triggered, and to assess the collective reactions to external noise and
other non-acoustic factors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The sample consisted in 908 subjects between 18 and 70 years of age, living in three acoustically
dissimilar types of urban area (residential, mixed, and with heavy road traffic) and exposed variously
to equivalent continuous noise levels (Leq7.1,9) between 49 and 76 dB(A) [1]. The level of exposure
assigned to each interviewee is based on measurements taken over 24 hours in reference buildings,
in conjunction with transitory measurements serving to establish the differences in level according
to the side and storey of the building occupied by the individual.
Social conditions were researched using an EEC questionnaire [2], adapted to the local situation and
introducing as new items the evaluation of disturbance with windows open and windows closed, also
questions on professional status which allow of assessing Personnel Exposure Levels (LEP) in the
workplace.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Behavioural effects
One set of questions was designed to confirm and quantify certain behavioural effects caused by
traffic. The effects most reported (by over 20% of subjects) were the difficulty in listening to Hi-Fi
or TV, the impossibility of keeping windows open or sitting out on balconies, and annoyance when
reading. From a comparison of the mean values of Ldn and the conditions reflecting nil disturbance
and maximum annoyance, two thresholds emerge: a first of between 60 and 62 dB(A) above which
all the effects in question are manifested to a moderate degree, and a second of 68,and 70 dB(A)
above which situations of constraint are experienced (fig 1).
Subjective disturbance
Fig 2 shows the correlations between daytime traffic noise and the percentage of interviewees
affected. The two curves, "windows open" and "windows shut", are constructed by calculating the
percentage of subjects per nominal level of exposure who, being at home for at least 3 half-days
per week, claimed to be greatly or significantly disturbed.
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Fig 1 Mean value bands of Ldn reflecting the level of disturbance in 7 types of effect

Comparing the middle parts of the curves in fig 2 (60 - 70 dB(A)), at a given level of exposure, it
will be seen that the numbers affected in the "windows open" condition are some 20-30% higher
than in the "windows shut" condition. The difference is less in the bottom part of the curves, at
modest levels of exposure, since the insulation afforded by the windows provides no benefit at low
sound pressure levels, whereas the top part of the "windows open" curve indicates a tendency
toward saturation that is absent with the windows shuti
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Fig 2 Correlation between percentage Fig 3 Correlation between median
of subjects affected and noise of marks awarded and noise
level level

Relation of noise to disturbance
Each interviewee was asked to award a mark out of ten (0 - 10), reflecting the disturbance produced
by traffic noise in his or her own home with windows open and with windows shut. Computation
of the correlations between the individual marks and the external noise level Ldn, introduced to take
account of overall noise (day + night), produced the following coefficients calculated according to
Spearman:
windows open: r = 067 (p < 001)
windows shut: r = 056 (p < 001)
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On the basis of r, it can be affirmed that the figures of 44"8% with windows open and 336% with
windows shut are explained by neise. These coefficients are among the highest obtained in
correlations of individual data [3], which suggests that the improvement is gained thanks to the
device of discriminating between open and shut windows and to the high number of acoustic
measurements effected in determining the nominal exposure levels. Having also calculated the
median of the disturbance marks awarded by individuals exposed to the same nominal noise level,
the body of gathered data allows the construction of a graph reflecting the relationship between
noise and disturbance (fig 3).
As the comparison shows, the degree of disturbance from a given external level of noise above 60
dB(A) registers lower by 2 or 3 marks when the windows are shut, or in practice, the effect of
closing the windows is to retain the same disturbance mark while the external noise level rises by
5 to 10 dB(A).
Influence of exposure to noise in the workplace
From an analysis of his or her type of employment, and applying occupational noise levels furnished
by a databank, each working interviewee was assigned a relative Personnel Exposure Level (LEP)
[4). The 513 subjects of the sample in this category were grouped into 3 LEP classes (LEP <70
dB(A): 233 subjects; LEP 70-80 dB(A): 220 subjects; LEP >80 dB(A): 60 subjects) and 3 classes
of exposure to environmental noise (Leq 19_2,, <58 dB(A); Leql 9.22h 58...63 dB(A); Leq,9.2 >63
dB(A)), and a comparison was drawn with 389 subjects not exposed to occupational noise.

Medianc

4N.E._ (70 70-80 480

6-N.E.

4- '. 70-

NOt (*70 70-80 )80 70-80 n.s. n.s.

exposed )80 ,* n.s. * -

LEP (dBA)

(Mann-Witney after KrusKaI-Wallis ANOVA)
LEQ evening (19-22h) N.E. z not exposed

• = P0.01
58 dA E--58-63 BA 00) 63 dBA = po0.05

n.s. = not significantWindiowr shut

Fig 4 Influence of exposure to noise in the workplace on the disturbance at home
due to traffic noise

Fig 4 shows clearly that subjects classified LEP >80 dB(A) and exposed to the highest levels of
environmental noise invariably report the highest level of disturbance. This suggests the likelihood
that the exposure to occupational noise and the exposure to traffic noise combine synergically in
determining the degree of discomfort endured in the home.
Influence of non-acoustic factors
Fig 5 summarizes the results of a canonical analysis of the two sets of variables considered.
Analyzing the canonical redundancy [5], it becomes possible to quantify the degree of variance of
the criterion set variables as explained by the predictor set variables, which emerges at 54%
approximately, whereas the simple correlation between disturbance and noise accounts for no more
than 44-8% of the variance.
The illustration allows a more detailed interpretation of the relationships between the variables:
whilst certain factors have only a limited bearing on the overall picture, namely the frequency of
visits to the doctor, size of household,* size and type of dwelling, school age and income, others
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Fig 5 Canonical structure

such as Ldn, the impossibility of keeping windows open, frustration when listening to Hi-Fi and TV
and, inversely, the satisfaction with the neighbourhood, are significant in determining the perception
of disturbance attributable to traffic noise with windows open (1st variate). Other factors appear to
have a more specific influence on the perception of aisturbance in the "windows shut" condition
(2nd variate), namely LEP and, inversely, the sound insulation afforded by the windows, age, and
size of household.
CONCLUSIONS
The most significant results obtained consist in the satisfactory correlation between disturbance and
individual external noise data, in the observation of a possible tendency of occupational noise to
heighten the annoyance caused by environmental noise, and in the discovery that certain non-
acoustic variables produce a higher percentage of variance attributable to disturbance than that
attributable to sound level alone. In general terms there would appear to be a threshold in the region
of 60 to 62 dB(A) Ldn above which a whole series of behavioural effects begin to be triggered by
external noise. With the recent enactment of Italy's first laws limiting environmental noise, the
importance of these results will be self-evident.
NOTE
The procedure of assessing and assigning Personnel Exposure Levels (LEP) in the workplace was
directed by Dr 0. Nicolini, of the Servizio di Medicina del Lavoro (Occupational Medicine Dept),
USL 16 Modena.
Mr. S. Simonini collaborated in the taking of noise level readings.
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SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS AND OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF COMBINED
TONAL AND IMPULSIVE NOISE.
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ABSTRACT
At the last International Congress on Noise as a Public Health Problem in 1988, results were
presented of work carried out at NPL and elsewhere on the EC Joint project on Impulse
Noise. That project formed part of the 4th Environment Programme (1). NPL's task was to
investigate the relationship between the physical description of a large number of impulsive
noises, and subjective data on annoyance and impulsivity, in order to derive an optimum rating
procedure.

Recently, in a project sponsored by the UK Department of Environment, the previous
research is being extended to the general problem of the assessment of industrial noise, to
explore the effects of tonality and impulsiveness on subjective annoyance. Laboratory
experiments are being conducted on the judged annoyance of specific types of industrial noise.
The emphasis is on the use of actual recordings from existing sites, rather than simulations.
Results of the initial experiments using tonal fan noise, compressor noise, and traffic noise
were presented at Euronoise '92 (2)

In this paper we describe recent experiments using'various combinations of tonal, impulsive
and traffic noise. The results are aimed at providing a better understanding of the subjective
response to noises with more than one feature.

RESUME
Cet article prisente les dernifres experimentations menses au NPL concernant diff~rentes
combinaisons entre des bruits i caractfre tonal, des bruits impulsifs et du bruit de trafic
routes. Les r~sultats ont cherch6 'a fournir une meilleure comprehension des effets subjectifs
des bruits complexes comprenant les bruits prfcite's.

1. INTRODUCTION
Whilst the EC research work has lead to the development of rating procedures for impulsive
noise, and ISVR and NPL are continuing work on tonal penalties, the treatment of noise
environments with combined tones and impulses also needs further clarification. For example,
although the method contained in ISO 1996 (3) involves numerical addition of the adjustments
for tonal and impulsive noise, the British Standard rating method (4) states that only a single
5 dB correction should be added if more than one of the characteristics is present.
Alternatively, other approaches different to these "combined index" rating methods currently
being explored in the UK (5) suggest that each feature should be examined separately and the
measures of the separate features should not be combined. To assist with this clarification, we
have conducted experiments which investigate the subjective rating of different combinations
of tonal, impulsive and traffic noise.

2. AIMS OF EXPERIMENT
(1) To investigate the subjective rating of noise with more than one feature.
(2) To improve our understanding of individual response to noises with various features.
(3) To examine the requirements of an objective assessment procedure for rating combined

features.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
3.1 Test Facilities
The experiments were carried out in the NPL listening room. The room is carpeted and
furnished to give a reasonable simulation of domestic living room conditions. The presentation
of the noises was automated using a LabWindows programme on a Toshiba T5200 PC
controlling a Sony DAT player. All the test noises were digitally recorded at industrial sites
and reproduced through a digital filter to account for the attenuation characteristics of a
window/wall arrangement. The subjects were monitored by a closed circuit TV.

3.2 Parametric tests
There were three component test noises, a tonal fan noise, traffic noise and an impulsive
industrial type noise. Each component sound was presented at L.,Im) levels of 35, 45 and 55
dB(A) in various combinations. 24 noise combinations were presented to 24 subjects. The
order of presentation of the combinations of noises was based on a balanced Latin square
arrangement. At the end of the presentation of a noise the listeners were asked to make
judgements using a numerical scale in answer to the question: "If you were in your own living
room in the evening, do you think that you would be annoyed or upset by the sound you have
just heard if it was present all of the time ?"

3.3 Non-parametric tests - interactive discussions
Following the presentation of the various combinations of noises, there was a short interactive
discussion session during which the subjects were asked about the relative importance of each
component when making an annoyance judgment. This commenced with all the component
levels at 55 dB(A). After establishing whether this sound was annoying, the listeners were
asked to describc any aspect of the sound that was particularly noticeable or annoying. They
were then told that the experimenter could take action to control the sound and if one aspect
of the sound could be changed, which aspect would the listener like to have changed. The
listeners usually identified a feature of the noise attributable to the presence of one of the
component noises e.g. banging, thumping, high pitch whine or whistle, and therefore the
relative level of that component was reduced. However, on reducing a component level, an
adjustment was made to keep the overall level constant so that the listeners were judging the
relative combinations and not the overall levels of the sounds. This process was repeated as
many times as possible.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There will be a more complete analysis and discussion of the detailed results in the
presentation of this paper at the time of the conference together with statistical analysis
including the analysis of variance and an examination of interaction effects. However, due to
limited space, we have only presented a few results in this paper.

4.1 Parametric tests
Annoyance scores were shown to be relatively independent of traffic noise levels suggesting
that the features contained wit:,in the traffic noise component are much less dominant in
determining an adverse response than the features contained within the tonal and impulsive
noise components.

Figure 1 is a three dimensional plot showing the mean annoyance scores with the various
combinations of tonal and impulsive components. Since the effect of changing the level of
traffic noise component was shown to be relatively insignificant in this experiment, this graph
uses the mean annoyance scores where the traffic noise component was presented at 35 dB(A)
at all times. The standard deviations of the mean annoyance scores ranged from 0.86 to 2.58,
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the lowest standard deviations being for the cases where the impulsive component was at its
maximum level, and the highest standard deviations in the cases where the impulsive noise was
at its lowest level.

For this experiment, the added annoyance due to more than one feature in a noise cannot be
easily represented by the simple addition of one or more "effective penalties". Should an
"effective penalty" be examined, it would have to be level dependent and would depend on the
subjective ranking and evaluation of any dominant features and on the main interaction effects
with more than one feature present.

For this experinient, with the impulse component at its maximum level, the mean annoyance
response is relatively independent of the level of the other components. This suggests that at
an Leq(li.) level of the impulse component at 55 dB(A), the feature giving rise to the impulse
component is dominant and has exceeded a threshold of annoyance. Combined rating
procedures may conceal the information that the impulse component is the main cause for
annoyance, and the best form of initial noise control would be to reduce the level of the
impulse feature until it is no longer the dominant feature.

4.2 Non-parametric tests
For the same Leq(tmin) of 55 dB(A) of each component noise, 70 % expressed the opinion that
the feature that they would prefer to be reduced in sensory magnitude was that giving rise to
the impulsivity characteristic i.e. that at this level thetimpulse feature was the most dominant
feature before tonality and absolute noise level. This supported the results of the first part of
the experiment. For these subjects, as the relative level of the impulse component was
reduced, the feature reported as the main cause of an adverse response gradually changed
from the impulsive to the tonal nature of the noise.

Some of the differences in response between individuals can be attributed to the difference
between the perception of relative importance of the components with respect to the
subjective assessment of their thresholds of detectability and of annoyance. Some listeners
reported that if a specific characteristic could be detected then the noise was unacceptable.
This usually occurred with the detection of the impulse component. Other listeners expressed
the opinion that although they could still hear the impulse or tone, these would not annoy
them.

In general the listeners showed a good capability of identifying and describing characteristics
of the noises which were responsible for giving rise to an adverse response.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We should note that the noises in this experiment form only a very small subset of possible
noises exhibiting the characteristics of impulsivity and tonality. However, the results have
confirmed that for the noise components used in this experiment, the rating of noise with
more than one feature is not simple. Subjective response depends on the interaction effects
between the judgment of features and where there is a dominant feature, the subjective
evaluation of that feature. Any objective rating procedure requires good descriptors of the
physical magnitudes of the various features that are meaningful in terms of the subjective
characteristics that they are supposed to represent. Care should be taken when combining
separate measures of features into overall indices since this may conceal informatic -i about
the main cause for an adverse reaction e.g. in the case of a dominant feature. More detailed
analysis will be discussed at the time of the conference. Further analysis of this wrk will be
ased to test a number of models such as those referred to by Vos (6), e.g the dominance
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model, energy summation models, independent effects model etc. The experiment has
provided us with some subjective ratings of noises with more than one feature, has increased
our understanding of individual response to these noises and has started to examine the
requirements of an objective assessment procedure.
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Figure 1: The mean annoyance response to noise with various combinations of tone and
impulse noise components with the traffic noise component at L~q(•t,,I) of 35 riB(A).
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LOUDNESS PERCEPTION AND ANNOYANCE OF IMPULSIVE NOISE

MEASURED IN THE LABORATORY

MELONI Tommaso, KRUEGER Helmut

Department of Hygiene and Applied Physiology
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

8092 Zurich, Switzerland

A system to simulate impulsive noise (shooting noise) in the laboratory was developed. The signals
(stimuli) were presented in a test room resembling a typical living room. In order to be able to rate
the loudness and the degree of annoyance, resp. disturbance, a method based on magnitude pro-
duction was utilized. The subjects were asked to adjust a reference stimulus so as to achieve the
same degree of disturbance as that of a test stimulus. They could regulate the sound level of this
reference stimulus at will. To validate the method, two types of reference signal were employed: a
real gunshot and an artificial noise resembling that of a passing car. In addition this "relative" method
was compared with the results obtained with an absolute scaling method as has been widely
employed in previous research. With the applied methyl ratings of various noise sources such as
railway, road and aircraft noise can be based on the same auditory scale, i.e. the reference noise.
Based upon the initial results it may be concluded that this method leads to reproducible and
accurate findings.

Pour mesurer l'effet d'un bruit impulsif sur lornme, on a construit un salon ofi on pouvait simuler
exactement de telles inmissions de bruits (des coups de feu). Pour 6valuer la perception du volume,
le degr6 des ennuis ou celui de la perturbation, une m~thode psychom~trique a Wt6 de-velopp6e bas•e
sur la production de magnitude (magnitude production). Les sujets d'exp&ience avaient perqu un
stimulus fixe A examiner et ils Ctaient invites A r~gler un stimulus de r~f&ence du m&ne degr6 de
perturbation. La puissance du stimulus de rf&rence pouvait Ctre r6gl~e continuellement par les
cobayes. Pour 6valuer cette m6thode, on a changO la qualit6 du stimulus de r~f~rence: un vrai coup
de fusil et un bruit artificiel tel qu'une voiture qui passe. Cette m~thode relative a aussi 6t6 compar~e
i une mnthode pour restimation absolue utilis6e frilquemment dans des recherches ant~rieures. On a
essay6 ainsi de ddlnir une 6chelle auditive. A l'aide de cette 6chele auditive, des perceptions
ultkieures de bruits diff6rents comme un train, la circulation routihre ou a~rienne pourront Wtre
compar~es par les sujets d'exp~rience. A partir des premiers r6sultats, nous avons montr6 que cette
m~thode menait A des conclusions reproduisibles et serieuses.

INTRODUCTION

Compared with the situation in most other countries, the Swiss population is exposed to a greater
degree of shooting noise. This includes on the one hand noise from small calibre weapons (rifles and
pistols) and on the other hand noise from military training grounds, i.e. large weapons such as
canons. In Switzerland there are more than 2,000 shooting ranges. Furthermore, as a result of the
growing population the distances to residential areas are becoming smaller. This situation leads
inevitably to confilicts - above all during leisure periods, where the people seek peace and quiet.

As an enhancement to field studies, laboratory experiments offer an attractive possibility for investi-

gating specific questions under controlled conditions. Nevertheless laboratory experiments are beset
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with methodical problems: How can one measure the impact of noise on man in a laboratory
setting? With the goal of investigating the annoyance of shooting noise a variation of magnitude pro-
duction was developed which allows a comparison of various noise sources using a reference noise
as a standard unit. Actually, a wide range of reactions are conceivable: Aside from the harmful
effects of very high levels or long durations, other effects may be investigated as described by the
words comfort, discomfort, intensity (loudness), unpleasantness, annoyance or disturbance. With
psychophysical scaling methods the relation between the subjective impression and a physical
measure of the stimulus may be obtained (for ex. the method of magnitude estimation or the method
of magnitude production). These scaling methods may basically be divided into "absolute" and
"relative" methods. Absolute methods have been used for many years and are simple to employ.
Especially in field studies they have proved appropriate for categorical classifications or simply for
numerical rank-ordering. Despite the designation "absolute", the results must rather be considered as
relative as it is usually not possible to compare the results from different studies using different
scales. Relative methods may be employed only for one person at a time and are therefore suited to
laboratory experiments. The method of paired comparisons and variations of this method have been
used extensively. Aside from the method of constant stimuli the method of adjustment is possible. In
this method the test person is asked to adjust a stimulus to achieve a certain relation (for example
equality) to a second stimulus.

In the present study one question was the choice of an appropriate frequency weighting, above all
the A- or C-weighting, to rate the impact of various weapons.

t

METHODS

The acoustical stimuli were presented to the test subjects in a room which was furnished as a living
room (Fig. 1). The technical installation permits a very realistic simulation of shooting noise with

respect to frequency response and sound
level - up to 91 dB(A) [Rosenheck, et al.
93]. During the experiments a background
noise with a level of 37 dB(A) was
provided. The acoustical stimuli stemmed

0 from actual field recordings. Four distances

test to the various weapons were simulated
reference electronically. The noises from large,

next Vj medium and small weapons were employed,
having dominating frequencies ranging
from 40 Hz up to 1 kHz. Furthermore, ini order to relate the results to other types of
noise an automobile drive-by was also
included in the experimenL

Fig.1: Test room. The subjects were composed of 11 women
and 40 men, i.e. 51 persons ranging from
the ages of 20 and 61 (mean age = 40).

Appropriate to the living room setting the subjects could be asked to rate the degree of
disturbance, instead of merely loudness. In order to create a situation in which an activity could be
disturbed by the noise the subjects were asked to "try to relax, during the experiment thumb through
the magazines on the table". Thus the current noise impact was measured, not the reaction with
respect to a cognitive reality.
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The scaling method was derived from elements taken from various standardized techniques. By
adjusting the levels of the comparison (reference) noise, the subjects had to describe the degree of

__disturbance of a test noise. The reference derived from pink
noise had a "haystack" temporal pattern and a total length of 3

10 -10 s5bvmddwb seconds. The subjects had the task of adjusting the level of this
9 9
a a reference noise until it sounded equally disturbing as the test
7 7 noise (magnitude production). They were permitted to alternate
5 5 between the test and reference noise at will. The level of each
A 4 test noise was not varied, since each given level corresponded to31-3
2 2 a specific distance (and consequently frequency spectrum). The
1 1 adjustment of the reference noise was accomplished with a
0 0 no didurbenm potentiometer. In order to avoid a visual clue, the zero setting

was altered randomly for each comparison.

Before beginning the experiment, the hearing of each subject
Fig.2: Rating scale. was screened with an audiometer. The experiment lasted 50 to

80 minutes. In addition to the above-described magnitude pro-
duction method, an absolute scale was employed with a noise-, resp. disturbance-thermometer (Fig.
2). All stimuli were presented in random order. The pace of the experiment was determined by the
test subjects themselves.

RESULTS A

From one group of
experiments a com-
parison between 10 large weapon
the absolute (Fig.3) 9

and relative (Fig. 4) standard deviation
ratings is shown. . ,
The distribution of ,-
ratings for the 51 U C;
subjects is Gauss- 0 car passing
ian. As an estimate • " medium weapon
for the scatter, the 3

respective standard 2 rifle
deviation between 1
test subjects is 0
plotted. Both meth- so O0 70 so 9D 100

ods yield qualita- SEL [dB(A)] measured outdoors
tively similar
curves. Figure 5
shows the ratings Fig.3: Absolute rating.
as a function of the
C-weighting.

DISCUSSION

Analogue to Figure 4, relative judgements were also performed with a gunshot as the reference
noise. Furthermore, aside from the question of disturbance, tests were undertaken in which loudness
was evaluated. The results are similar to those presented here. The laboratory method described
above was developed with a goal of being able to evaluate the impact of different noise types (for ex.
railway, aircraft, road traffic and shooting noise) using a single reference signal. This would enable
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the impact to be
described by a
unified auditory
scale, independent standard deviation
of the particular =.. 4"Cd ea
noise type. This .n
would be useful V 10

with regard to the • ;rifle medium weapon
derivation of noise Co

criteria. However, C car passing
it must be empha- "'S
sized that an 5
authentic distur-

bance situation 30_ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _

cannot be fully so 10 s ) 1o
reproduced in the SEL [dB(A)] measured outdoors
laboratory. In par-
ticular, questions
of noise acceptance Fig.4: Relative rating.
must be resolved
based on field
studies.

standard deviation medium weapon
One of the
concrete questions C
in this study was:
Which frequency •-
weighting (A or C) rifle

isessuteii large weapon
isubetv best suited inimat i =8'

describing the C

subjective impact
of weapon noise of 40

different calibres? car passing
A comparison of 3I ,
Figures 4 and 5 0 so go 100 110 120

shows that with the SEL [dB(C)] measured outdoors
A weighting it is
not necessary to Fig.5: Relative rating.
distinguish
between calibre,
i.e. a noise with a given A-level causes the same disturbance regardless of whether it stems from a
small or large calibre weapon.
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ANNOYANCE FROM ARTILLERY SHOOTING RANGE NOISE
RYLANDER Ragnar, AHRLIN Ulla, LUNDQUIST Bj6m
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Abstract

A social survey investigation was made in 20 areas around 8 artillery shooting ranges. The
extent of annoyance and activity disturbances caused by the noise were determined. In all
areas, the artillery shooting range noise was the most important source of annoyance in the
environment. It caused widespread interference with rest, recreation and sleep. As regards
dose-response relationships, LCdn showed a relatively poor relationship. When the exposure
was expressed as the number of shots >110 Lpeak, and the highest Lpeak values as
independent variables, indications of a dose-response relationship equal to that previously
found for other environmental noises were present.

Introduction

Noise from artillery shooting ranges represents a special form of environmental noise with
high peak levels, uneven distribution and frequent exposure during night-time. Previous
investigations have demonstrated that artillery shooting noise has a great potential for causing
annoyance and that the major activity disturbances are interference with conversation and rest
and recreation (3,6,8). In view of their potent disturbance effects on the population, precise
guidelines are needed to minimize the effects on the exposed population.

Previously performed studies on the effects of artillery shooting range noise
(ASRN), report the noise exposure as a combined measure of number of events and noise
levels, equal to the principles hitherto used for other types of environmental noises. The most
common unit of measure is LCdn (3). Over the years, a number of studies has suggested that
a dose response relationship based upon the number of events and the maximum noise level
better corresponds to the principles for human perception of outside stimuli and that more
precise dose-response relationships are obtained if this principle is used (1,2,4,5,7).

The present study was undertaken to evaluate the extent of general annoyance
and activity disturbances around Swedish artillery shooting ranges. A total of 20 areas close
to and further away from 8 different ranges were investigated to obtain an independent
variation of the number of shots per time period and the noise levels. In each area, the
exposure was estimated according to various derivatives of peak levels from the individual
types of weapons as well as the number of events and the equal energy values. The extent of
annoyance and activity disturbances were evaluated using standard questionnaires.

Material and methods

Exposure estimation

The exposure to ASRN was expressed as Lpeak, LAI, LCI, LCx, LCdn and the number of
shots, as well as the number of shots above different Lpeak levels. When calculating LCdn, a
correction was inserted for the number of days that the particular shooting range was open.
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Population selection

Around eight artillery shooting ranges in different parts of Sweden, 20 areas were later
selected. Using population registers, one person aged 18-75 years who had lived there at least
one year was randomly selected from each household. These persons received a postal
questionnaire developed from in-depth interviews with persons living near an artillery
shooting range not included in the study. In the introductory letter, the study was presented
as a general study on the environment. The questionnaire contained questions on type of
housing, annoyance due to different sources in the environment and on family conditions.
The question on annoyance was graded as "not notice, notice but not annoyed, a little
annoyed, rather annoyed and very annoyed".

Persons who had answered that they were "rather annoyed" or "very annoyed"
by ASRN, received a further questionnaire with more detailed questions on how they
experienced the consequences of the shooting noise in terms of activity interference, how
often the annoyance was experienced and what time of day this was and whether the
annoyance was related to any particular noises. Of the 2,014 persons selected, 1,483 (76%)
responded to the first questionnaire after two reminder letters, and 400 (72%) of 552 to the
second questionnaire. t

Results

Annoyance from artillery shooting range noise

The results demonstrated that shooting range noise was the dominant source of annoyance in
the areas investigated. In a few areas, road traffic noise and air pollution were also
considered annoying. The proportion of the population in the different areas reporting that
they were "very annoyed" by ASRN varied between 0 and 35%. Disturbances 1-2 times/week
was the most common frequency of occurrence, and the majority of the respondents reported
that evening and night-time activities at the range were the most annoying. Heavy weapons
and vibrations caused by these were the characteristics of the ASRN which were experienced
as most annoying. The most commonly disturbed activities were rest and recreation, as well
as sleep in terms of difficulties in falling a sleep and awakenings.

Dose- response relationships

There was a fair correlation between the extent of annoyance, expressed as per cent very
annoyed in each area, and the equivalent energy value LCdn (rxy=0.5235). This is illustrated
in Figure 1.
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When thL els and number of events were evaluated independently, several threshold values
for accepting an event were initially tested. The most meaningful relationships were found
when the number of shots was defined as the nuniber which had with a noise level equal to
or above 110 Lpeak. The dose-response relation$lAips between the extent of annoyance and
the number of shots as well as different peak levels of the shots, are illustrated in Figure 2.
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It is seen that when the maximum noise level was 115 Lpeak or more, the extent of
annoyance increased very rapidly when the number of events increased. Two areas at around
3,700 and 5,400 shots showed about the same extent of annoyance. When the'maximum
noise level was less than 115 Lpeak, the extent of annoyanice was less than 10% annoyed in
all areas. The figure suggests that the breakpoint is at appropriately 600 shots/year. One area
exposed to 1200 shots had a lower extent of annoyance.
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Comments

The commonly used LCdn unit gave a rather poor dose-response relationship. In previous
studies, better dose-response relationships have been found for this unit. The reason for the
discrepancy is probably that, when only one or a few shooting ranges are investigated, there
is not enough variation in the units, noise level and number of shots to allow for an
independent evaluation of these parameters.

Although the data points are relatively few, the results from this study seem to
fit into the general type of dose-response relationship for environmental noises earlier
described. One of the areas was exposed to a large number of shots, always during daytime
hours and never on weekends, which may explain the unexpectedly low extent of annoyance.
The reason for the unexpectedly low extent of annoyance in the area exposed to 1,200 shots
with a high Lpeak value is not known, and the exposure conditions are being further
investigated. Nevertheless, in view of the methodological variations encountered, both in the
noise exposure estimation and the determination of annoyance, it is not unexpected that
occasional areas would deviate from a general dose-response pattern.

Guidelines

If the present data were to be used for guideline purposes, the exposure in an area to be
judged should be based upon an independent assessment of maximum noise levels and
number of shots, both expressed in Lpeak. In areas exposed to Lpeak of 110 or less, the
annoyance would be expected to be low. The number of shots does not need to be taken into
account. If the maximum noise level is 115 Lpeak or above, even a very small number of
shots will cause extensive annoyance. This could be decreased if the shooting activity were
limited to daytime only.
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A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR NOISE ANNOYANCE IN OUTDOOR
RECREATIONAL SETTINGS
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Abstract
Noise annoyance in outdoor recreational settings is a research field that is virtually
unstudied and that may benefit from theoretical development. In this article a conceptual
model on this subject is proposed. It stems from three scientific fields: existing research
on noise annoyance, theories on psychological stress and theories on recreational
behavior. Feelings of noise annoyance are supposed to emerge in a process called primary
appraisal; during this process several factors influence the appraisal: noise sensitivity,
relevant attitudes and the motivational salience of the setting in which annoyance is
experienced. Next to the primary -evaluative- appraisal a secondary appraisal process
estimates the means one has to control the (negative consequences of the) stressor. Again,
several factors influence this judgment: the degree of annoyance experienced,
characteristics of the source, locus of control, predictability of the noise and perceived
decision freedom. Primary and secondary appraisal jointly lead to a coping or adaptation
response, which can modify the intensity of the annoyance reaction.

1. Introduction: an approach from three fields of research
Noise annoyance is influenced by a large number of factors. However, not much attention
is paid to the psychological meaning of the environment in which noise is experienced.
This is especially true for outdoor recreational environments as hardly any research is
done in recreational settings. This implies that findings from earlier research cannot be
simply extrapolated to recreational settings. The purpose of this paper is to advance
understanding of noise annoyance in outdoor recreational settings and to point out some
important concepts and relationships that should be investigated in empirical research.
Three fields of research have been taken as point of departure: (a) theories on
psychological stress, (b) research on noise annoyance performed in home or work
environments and in the laboratory and (c) theories on recreational behavior.
The structure of the model is derived directly from Lazarus' cognitive theory of stress
(1966). Lazarus' theory states that stress is evoked in case of a disturbed balance between
environmental demands and possibilities to react adequately to these demands.
Stress is the result of two processes: the primary and secondary appraisal of the stimulus.
In the primary appraisal process the individual estimates if a stimulus is positive or
negative to his well-being. The secondary appraisal is an evaluation of the possible means
to cope with the stressor.
Important is the interdependence of the primary and secondary appraisal process: a
negative appraisal of a situation and availability of control mechanisms are closely linked.
The distinction is conceptual, not empirical as their interdependence constitutes the
emotional reaction to a stressor (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). Possibilities to cope
comprise physical, psychological, social and material resources. Depending on the
specific demands of the stressor, the value of different coping strategies is evaluated. A
perfect coping response would eliminate the negative effect entirely, in reality the stressor
can usually be modified only to some extent.
This two-stage process of cognitive appraisal is the basis for the model presented below.
The noise in recreational settings is appraised in terms of negative consequences in
relation to possibilities to cope, the outcome is a stressful emotion and some form of
coping response follows.
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Relevant findings of noise annoyance research will be described to the extent that they are
incorporated in the model.
To conceptualize the specific qualities of recreational behavior, an elaboration of Iso-
Ahola's model (1980) is used. In the model it is referred to as motivational salience. The
two evaluative processes are affected by a number of other factors. The model is
presented in figure 1.
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Figure 1. The process of noise appraisal and coping

2. Noise: physical characteristics and relevant indices

Noise sources in recreational settings will produce fluctuating sounds, a constantly
changing volume, or intermittent sounds, the level of which is frequently reduced tobackground conditions. The sound spectrum wil not be so diverse that tonal or impulsive
sounds will dominate, which means that one of the generally accepted measures fordescribing sound levels is acceptable. We propose to use the equivalent sound pressure
level LAeqT, for sounds whose volume fluctuates within a rather narrow range, e.g.,

highway noise. For intermittent sounds, e.g., airplane noise, the peak sound level in
dB(A), the A-weighted maximum sound pressure level, LAmax may be a better predictor
of annoyance (Rylander et al., 1980).

3. Primary appraisal: estimating significance for wellbeing
The primary apraisal estimates the (potential) influence to a subjects' wellbeing. A stress
response may occur in case of a negative appraisal. Lazarus distinguishes three different
cases: harm/loss, threat and challenge. Harm/loss implies that the negative event already
has taken place. Threat implies a potential loss, challenge a risk, that might also have
beneficial effects if the stressor is successfully countered.

Factors influencing appraisal are sensitivity to noise and specific attitudes and beliefs
towards the noise source. These have proven their explanatory value in many studies
(Fields, 1990). They seem to be equally useful in recreational settings (Staats and de
Jong, 1992). Noise sensitivity, as a personality characteristic, is by definition not
dependent of context. Relevant attitudes to and beliefs about the stressor that have proven
to be influential in earlier studies are global evaluations of the noise source (positive-
negative, useful, aesthetically pleasing) and beliefs about the care that is taken by people
responsible to minimize the noise (Taylor, 1984; Job, 1988; Fields, 1990).
Especially in a recreational context the motivational salience of a situation (Stokols, 1979)
will be important. Motivational salience or commitment (Folkman, 1984) refers to the
extent to which the fulfilment of psychological needs is associated with a setting.
Fundamental to the satisfaction of personal (recreational) needs is the construct of intrinsic
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motivation. Intrinsically motivated behavior is defined as behavior for which no rewards
exist other than the behavior itself. It can be described in different terms: by a striving for
optimal levels of activation and incongruence (Iso-Ahola, 1980), as well as by a striving
for competence and autonomy. Haggard and Williams (1992) mention self-consistency
and positive regard as desirable outcomes of a recreational experience. Specific personal
needs are derived from this construct. Fulfilment can more easily be accomplished during
leisure time, when several limitations inherent to a work or household situation are absent.
Disruption of the fulfilment of such personal needs probably will be judged as very
annoying.
Motivational salience as mentioned in the model should be elaborated with concepts that
measure expectations to fulfil recreational needs appropriate to the situation being studied,
weighted with individual importance and the discrepancy of expectations and actual
satisfaction of these needs.

4. Secondary appraisal: evaluating the means to control the stressor
In case of a negative first appraisal, the process of secondary appraisal estimates the
means available to control the stressor. Preceding the discussion in the next section we
make the distinction between problem oriented responses (directly aimed at the source of
annoyance), emotion focused responses (aiming to change one's negative feelings
towards the stressor) and adaptation. Adaptation is a very complex phenomenon: it may
be the result of successful coping strategies, problem oriented, emotion focused or both.
It does affect annoyance but it is not quite clear which mechanisms are involved, if
aftereffects will occur and what circumstances activate what kind of adaptation. Stokols
(1979) defines adaptation as an absence of response to a negatively valued stimulus which
may occur when motivational salience is low. For the reasons mentioned adaptation is not
included in the model.

We assume that several factors influence choices and outcomes of the appraisal process.
The first of these is the degree of annoyance experienced. The interdependence of first and
second appraisal is manifested by the two arrows between these concepts.The stronger the
threat the more urgent an adequate coping response will be. On the other hand will the
estimated availability of means of coping directly decrease the threat.
All other factors mentioned refer, in one way or another, to actual or perceived control.
The first of these pertains to the source of the noise. Some noise sources are not easily
changed by direct individual action, e.g., airplane noise, highway noise.
Evaluating means of coping will also be influenced by personality: people with an internal
locus of control will be more inclined to choose a problem oriented response than people
who attribute the outcome of events to external causes (Folkman, 1984).
We suppose that perceived freedom influences the choice of coping strategies. This refers
to personal freedom to decide on a recreational activity and the environment where this
activity can be performed. Perceived freedom is high when an individual has many
options to choose from, low when opportunities are strongly confined. We suppose a
narrow range of options will lead to a stronger threat appraisal. We consider it an open
question if degree of perceived freedom will influence the kind of coping response. On the
one hand, high perceived freedom will lead to a sense of control because alternatives are
available. This might lead to a change of activities and/or place (i.e., a problem focused
coping response). On the other hand, when a situation is appraised as less threatful, an
emotional coping response is usually more likely (Lazarus, 1966).
Another variable that will be directly relevant is predictability of appearance of the
stressor. Being able to anticipate the onset of a stressor diminishes its impact. Studies on
the effect of environmental stressors explain differences in annoyance due to highway and
airplane noise to the predictability of the first compared to the second stressor, the first
producing less intense feelings of annoyance.
Familiarity with the situation may also be a factor helpful in producing feelings of control:
familiarity may make means of coping available, unknown to other individuals; it also
may bring expectations of benefits in line with reality. Holidays, e.g., sometimes turn out
to be stressful affairs, precisely because of a mismatch of high expectations and actual
opportunities, due to a lack of familiarity with the chosen place.
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5. Coping
The quality and intensity of emotions arising from the appraisal process influence the way
in which they will be coped with. It is generally assumed that a problem oriented approach
will be more beneficial than an emotion oriented approach. Annoyance will be more
adequately reduced if one suceeds in changing the source of annoyance itself. In the case
of environmental stressors in a recreational environment the situation is more complex. On
the one hand are possibilities to act upon an environmental stressor often limited. On the
other hand, outdoor recreational behavior is not as restricted to a certain location as other
human behavior. A location is temporary and may be substituted for another, provided
alternatives are available. Changing locations as a coping technique for noise annoyance in
outdoor recreational settings thus depends on easily available alternatives, conceptually on
the degree of perceived freedom. Assuming that changing places is psychologically
equivalent to coping with a stressor directly, somewhat more opportunity exists for a
problem oriented approach. However, this explanation is hypothetical.
Emotion focused coping may influence attitudes and beliefs about the source, about the
consequences of the stressor, the expectations of the benefits derived from a recreational
experience or about the perceived possibilities to control the stressor, e.g., by focusing on
the regularity of appearance, thus improving its predictability. One option for emotion
focused coping behavior may consist of the intention not to come back to this place,
which may reconcile the individual with the noise source although it reduces its total
number of available recreational options (cf. Campbell, 1983).
Coping may change the experience of annoyance. Reappraisal of the situation by problem
oriented or emotion focused coping or both is indicpted by the feedback loops to the noise
source and the appraisal process.
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EVALUATION OF ANNOYANCE AGAINST TRANSPORTATION NOISES

WITH RESPECT TO READING AND LISTENING ACTIVITIES

KURRA S.
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Takisla - Taksim 80191 - Istanbul, Turkey

Effects of noise on activity disturbance have been concerned widely in the field studies where the
respondents were being asked about their anuoyance while performing different activities at home.
However, since it is difficult to determine the exact indoor noise conditions during these activities,
these questions might have only an importance in supporting the general annoyance judgments
about the noise (i. t has been investigated the annoyance degrees given by the subjects, raised
after such questir during the interviews).

Simulated Environment Method gives some possibilities in analyzing the specifics aspects of
annoyance problems, if a satisfactory simulation of the noise, the environment and the sample
population, is achieved by considering also the non-auditory factors affecting the annoyance.

In this paper, the results of an experimental study whiol& was carried out in a simulated environment
laboratory in Japan are presented. The study aimed to determine the annoyance while performing :
1) a visual and 2) an aural activity, such as : reading an article and listening to a given speech from
a radio, in a living room environment. The first task required a concentration and short-term
memory upto an extent (since the subjects were asked to write a brief outline about the content
what they read) and the second task was related to speech interference and masking. However, it
was decided to determine the general annoyance in terms of interference with daily life activities,
without focusing deliberately on masking or on short-term memory performance. Reading and
listening activities were tested in a consecutive sessions within 30 minutes taking 15 minutes for
each, under the continuous noise conditions during that time. 16 groups of subjects (64 in total)
were used and noise conditions changed with pre-determined parameters. The purpose was to
investigate how the activities were affected by the noise levels(*) , by the transportation source type
(like road traffic, railway and aircraft) and by the pass-by number (no. of vehicles/30 mn). Since the
peak levels were found to be more efficient in activity disturbance, both Leq (30 mn) and Lay peaks
were used in the data evaluations. The annoyance descriptors were differentiated, like 1-7 point
scale (SSV), HA %, disturbed % and medians.

The results indicated that the indoor noise level has been a dominant factor, as expected in the
activity annoyance, but its increase has not a steady effect on annoyance degrees e.g. before 45
dB(A), a 10 dB(A) increase in level (Leq), causes 1,5 SSV increase for listening annoyance and 2
SSV for reading annoyance, whereas after 45 dB(A), more sharply increase in annoyance degrees is.
obtained for listening (3 SSV) more than for reading which tends to be very slightly affected. On
the other hand, railway traffic appears to be more annoying source for both activities and this result
is parallel to those obtained by previous investigations in Japan.

M) Noise levels changed from 30 to 55 dB(A) (Leq indoor) at 5 dB(A) intervals.
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A SOCIAL NOISE SUR VEY IN THE HOL IDA Y -

CITY OF RHODES

by : Psichas Kiriakos, M.Sc. (1)
Dr. Vallet Michel (2)

Dr. Vogiatzis Constantinos(1)

(1) Ministry of the Environment, 147 Patission Str., 11251 Athens, Greece
(2) INRETS, 109 av. Salvador Allende, 69675 Bron, France

This paper describes in summary the findings from a noise survey performed in the capital
city of the island of Rhodes, which is a very well known tourist resort found in the
southeastern part of the Aegean Sea.

The survey was carried out during the summer months of 1992 and was financed by the
Ministry of the Environment, Physical Planning and Public Works in Greece , the European
Fund for Regional Development and the city of Rhodes.

The first step towards the survey was the compilation of a noise map of the city. Then, on
selected sites noise monitoring stations for 24 hr shifts were positioned. Acoustic
measurements were carried out for the following indices : Lmax , Leq , L1, L50 , L90 and
L95. Specific measurements were taken of the Leq 24hr, Leq - Day (08:00-18:00), Leq -
Evening (18:00-21:00) and Leq -Night (21:00-18:00).

Those measurements covered the various land use differentiations namely:

a. The commercial / tourist centre (Zone 1)
b. The old city (intra muros) (Zone 2)
c. The light industrial area and (Zone 3)
d. The residential (Zone 4)

The purpose of the survey was firstly to monitor the various noise levels and secondly to
guage the people's opinion about the sound levels in order to proceed with possible
measures against the principal noise sources.

It was decided to include the population of the tourists as well as the residents in the
second step of the survey and to execute it via questionnaires carried out by professional
interviewers.

The sample size of the questionnaire for the - permanent - Greek residents was 232
interviews (117 Male and 115 Female) meanwhile for the tourists / foreign visitors was 147
(75 Male and 72 Female )for a total of 379 persons.

Due to the completely different structure of the tourist population it was decided to create
a separate questionnaire for the tourists that included -except the noise -some questions
about other factors of the quality of tourist life like hotel service etc.

The reasons that diversify the structure of the two populations are mainly the following:
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The most important item of dislike for both the populations was the traffic noise. It is clear
that the noise was disturbing them particularly during the night due to the fact that the use.
of air-conditioning is rather limited (9%). The noise from the bars and discos, although
quite high, is restricted to a relatively limited area.

The vast majority of the tourists ( 95.3 % ) thought their stay was pleasant or very
pleasant but 21% expressed the opinion that the city was very noisy.

The majority of the Greek residents (59%) seem to accept the noise levels which are -as
well- the consequence of the cosmopolitan and touristic life that the city is projecting but
they also believe that the State authorities should try much harder towards a better
acoustical environment.
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1. Cultural and behavioral differences especially due to the fact that
the main body of the tourists comes from countries of the northern
Europe ( United Kingdom , Scandinavian countries etc.

2. Socio-economic and psychological factors

In that context there was a chance for an insight into annoyance, both in residential and
non-residential settings in the city.

Several questions were the same in both questionnaires so it is very interesting to
compare the outcomes of the survey on the specific items they had in common.

The structure of human response was very similar in the two groups and an amazing
similarity of the given answers was from a question about the subjective characterisation
of the city's acoustic environment.

Exactly the same percentage of both the populations (39%) found the city noisy as it can
be observed in the following graph.

Noise Survey in the City of Rhodes 1992-93
Charactcrisation of the Acoustic Environment
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There was no influence of the age on the percentage of the highly annoyed people but
young persons seem to tolerate noise better. Older people are less tolerant since nobody
of this age finds Rhodes a quiet place.

The sex of the respondants had no effect on the answers. The 67.4% of the
respondants had the opinion that their sleep was good, very good or excellent meanwhile
a 21.8 % thought it was neither good or bad and they gave two main reasons:heat and
noise, but out of those who expressed a negative opinion the "noise" reason increases to
75%, heat 20% and 5% for other reasons.
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Noise is quoted as the main sleep disturbance reason by the 93% of the tourists who
consider the city as noisy or very noisy. Only 50% of the people consider the city of
Rhodes noisy among those giving the heat as the reason for sleep disturbance. So the
sleep disturbance by noise ,which is a behavioral response is very similar to the two
populations : 32% for the tourists group and 30% for the residents.

There are again very similar perceptions of both the populations on the main source of
noise which was identified as the traffic noise.

Given the temperature conditions, the 83% of the Greek residents replied that they sleep
with the windows open during the night. For those reasons it was decided to insert certain
questions and try to assess the differences of the disturbance for the Greek residents the
mean weekdays (WD) and mean weekends (WE) with windows and/or balcony doors
open (0) or closed (C) compared with the measured noise levels according to the zone
(or sub-zone) they were.

As it can be seen in the following graph there is less annoyance in the light indLustrial and
workshop urban area where there the rate = 5 for a noise level of 75 dB(A) meanwhile
the much lower noise level of the residential subzone 4.1 which is 67.6 dB(A) creates
much more annoyance rated 7.5.

Residents Noise Survey
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NOISE DISTURBANCE AND PATIENTS REACTIONS IN HOSPITALS

SEREFHANOGLU M., KARABIBER Z., YUGRUK N., ERDEM AKNESIL A.

Yildiz University

Architectural Faculty

Istanbul, Turkey

Subjective influences of noise depends on people's health condition. Therefore hospitals, which are

buildings for the people on unperfect health condition, have to be evaluated with special care by

means of noise.

Due to the unplanned growth of the city, noise problem increases day by day and affects all the

buildings as well as the hospitals in Istanbul.

The aim of this paper is to investigate and determine the noise problem at Istanbul's hospitals by

sampling method. In this point of view, for the different functioned rooms of hospitals, outdoor and

indoor noise measurements are made. Findings are compared with ISO and Noise Control

Regulation of Turkey. On the other hand, patients reactions are determined by the questionnaire

survey and noise problem at hospitals in Istanbul is evaluted.
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ACOUSTIC ANNOYANCE IN THE HOSPITAL

"Monique SOYER et Jean-Louis PICHON
Ecole Nationale de la Santd Publique, 35043 Rennes Cedex, France

ABSTRACT
The noise in the hospital is often considered to be one of the principle sources of annoyance
and discomfort. The objective of this study was to understand the problems caused by noise
for the patients and for the staff, and the relation between the degree of annoyance and the
acoustic quality of the buildings. This study has been carried out in three hospitals in the city
of Rennes (France). The investigations consisted of two parts. First an inquiry among patients
and personnel, to obtain an evaluation of their discomfort. The second part consisted of
measurements of acoustic building quality.
Overall, the inquiry and the measurements demonstrated the effectiveness of acoustic
treaments. The most important problem was the traffic passing through the hospital complex.
But the study also showed that simple solutions can be envisaged to problems like doors
slaming or telephones ringing. Nevertheless, we must recall that answers can not always be of
a technical order. The results of this study suggest recommandations concerning the acoustic
quality of the hospital buildings.

RESUME
Le bruit dans l'h6pital est souvent consid&rW comme l'une des principales sources de nuisances
et de d~sagrCment. L'objectif de cette etude 0tait de mieux cerner les probl~mes causes par le
bruit pour les malades et le personnel, et aussi la relation entre les nuisances sonores et la
qualit6 acoustique des bdtiments. L'dtude a compris deux parties. D'abord, on a estim6 la gene
par une enquite aupras des malades et du personnel. Dans une deuxiOme partie, on a
d~termind la qualit6 acoustique des locaux a l'aide de mesures.
Globalement, les r~sultats des enquCtes et des mesures ont montr• l'efficacitW des traitements
acoustiques realises. Le passage des vshicules & travers le centre hospitalier reste un probllme
important. Des solutions simples et peu cofteuses peuvent Ctre envisagdes face i des
problemes comme les claquements des portes ou les sonneries de tclphone. Cependant, les
remedes ne sont pas toujours d'ordre technique, et des rdsultats appreciables dependent des
efforts collectifs. Les r~sultats de cette 6tude permettent de proposer des recommandations sur
la qualits acoustique des bWtiments hospitaliers.

INTRODUCTION
Noise at hospital is often mentioned by patients as being a frequent source of annoyance.
Indeed for a hospitalised patient noise annoyance is often aggravated by worry, sleeplessness
ans fatigue (1) (2). Few studies have been published on this problem (3). The aim of this
study was to determine the relationships between perceived noise annoyance by patients and
staff, and the acoustic qualities of buildings of different dates of construction. This study
carried out in collaboration with the Ministry of Public Health can contribute toward the
drawing up of recommendations for noise prevention in hospitals (4).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A study of noise nuisance was carried out in three different departments in two city hospitals
in Rennes. Department A (Pneumology) is located on the first floor of a building constructed
in 1907 and renovated in 1985. Department B (General Surgery) is on the first floor of a large
hospital block built in 1969 and renovated in 1982. Department C (Maternity and vascular
Surgery) is located in a modern building constructed in 1981. Department A is exposed to
high levels of bus traffic noise.
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Two surveys, one involving patients and the other staff, were carried out in order to study the
environmental premises characteristics, the relation between noise and patient health, sleep
perturbation, how noise nuisance was perceived, and also to determine whether any
relationship existed between the results. Questionnaires comprising 24 questions for patients
and 15 questions for staff were based on previous studies (5) (6). They were pretested and
correctly filled in with the help of nursing staff. 223 patient questionnaires and 199 staff
questionnaires were completed. The results allowed us to determine which acoustic
measurements to perform.
The acoustics of buildings were classified by the time of reverberation of rooms and corridors,
sound proofing against interior and exterior noise, and measurements of perceived noise. All
measurements were taken with accurate sound level meters in accordance with standards laid
down by AFNOR standards.

RESULTS
I - Inquiry
Over 90 % of the patients participated in the survey. Fifty seven percent of the population
studied consisted of those either in employment or seeking work. The mean age of patients for
A and B was 59, and for C it was 40, in the latter case 40 % of the respondants were young
women in maternity.
The fundamental result was that in the three departments an average of 30 % of patients were
disturbed by noise and 26 % of patients considered that noise prevented them from sleeping.
The periods when noise was considered the most disturbing for patients was in the morning
for 85 % throughout the 3 departments, and at night for 65 %. The most disturbing noise was
that stemming from trolleys 74 % of patients.

Table I - The most disturbing noises according to patients

Degree of annoyance

Departments A B C

Trolleys 86 68 73
Slamming doors 58 40 87
Footsteps 62 48 47
Traffic noise 61 33 54
Plumbing noises 53 32 54

In department A, 61 % of patients consider that they suffer annoyance from traffic noise due
to buses passing frequently close to the building.
Combining different data shows that annoyance would seem to lessen with age and increase
with time of stay (figures 1 et 2).
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Ninety-one percent of staff considered that the hospital was noisy and 32 % were disturbed by
noises. All members of staff surveyed had heard complaints from patients. The most disturbing
noises were slamming noises, television, radio and outside traffic noise and visitors. The staff
were less disturbed by trolleys but were disturbed by noise stemming from the patients.

11 - Acoustic study
Acoustic measurements enabled variations in acoustic quality to be determined objectively.
Reverberation times in general were satisfactory and were in line with recommendations of the
Who and the French Hospital governing body (La Direction des H6pltaux) (figure 3) (4).
Sound proofing against airborne noise inside the building was in general poorer than
minimum recommended standards, 45 decibels (A) between patient's rooms (4). It is of a
higher standard in the modern building. Sound proofing against impact noise was up to
standard in general.

Measurements of noise levels Leq were carried out over a period of 24 hours in the three
departments. In departments A and B the mean levels between 7.00 am and 8.00 pm are close
to 40 dB(A) and slightly higher (figure 4). In department C the, relatively high levels of 42
dB(A) between 10 pm and 6 am, partly due to the ventilation in the modern building, are
higher than the recommended nightime levels (4).
The measurement of emergence highlights the problem of certain noises especially ringing
telephones, and hydraulic sound dampners on all the doors in department B have allowed
noise levels to be reduced by a half on average.

As for as outside noise is concerned service A wa exposed to mean outside noise levels of
approximately 64 dB(A) between 7.00 am and 8 pm, and 57 dB(A) during the night between
10.00 pm and 6.00 am, what is more the existing sound proofing of 24 dB(A) is not adequate.
The new building C thanks to double glazing has better acoustic qualities than the old
buildings.
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DISCUSSION
The comparison of the results of the noise level measurements and the surveys show that even
if 30 % of patients and staff on average consider that they are disturbed by noise in the
hospital, noise with the highest levels coming from outside traffic and the coriidors produces
the greatest degree of annoyance. A correlation also exists between night and morning periods
of great disturbance and the noise levels during these times. These results are similar to those
obtained in previous studies (6).
The reduction of noise annoyance when the acoustic quality of the premises is higher
demonstrates the effectiveness of acoustic treatment as exemplified by the use of hydraulic
anti-slamming devices on doors, and sound absorbing floor covering for footsteps.
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The old buildings have lower acoustic quality than the new buildings which must meet
recommended standards proposed by the hospital governing body of the Health Ministry
(Direction des H6pitaux du Ministbre de la Sant6) (4). Perceived noise annoyance also varies
according to socio-cultural factors. People living In individual housing are on the average two
times more sensitive to noise than those living in appartment blocks (6).

Outside noise often represents the greatest noise annoyance. More than 60 % of patients
considered themselves to be disturbed by noises with outside levels (7.00 am - 8.00 pm) close
to 64 dB(A) and in the case of old buildings where sound proofing was lower than 25 dB(A).
French guidelines recommend a general upper limit Leq (8.00 am - 8.00 pm) for road traffic
noise of 65 dB(A), and the law of 31 December 1992 lay downs a standard of 60 dB(A) in the
case of certain sensitive sites. Research carried out in view of European harmonization has
shown that in certain countries such as Switzerland and the Netherlands minimum noise level
standards are fixed for areas considered more sensitive (hospitals and schools)(7). These
standards would seem to be appropriate and imply that hospital planners should favour quiet
locations and attempt to avoid increases in traffic around the hospital.

In the wake of this study, training for hospital staff on noise prevention in order to improve
patients comfort will be put in place by an interprofessional group comprising hospital
managers, nurse managers and engineers (8).

CONCLUSION
The measurements carried out of noise levels are substantially in line with the results of the
two surveys, particularly in relation to the effectiveness of noise reduction measures and the
effect of noise on patients' sleep. When traffic extp~ior noise levels supersede 60 dB(A) by day
the degree of annoyance experienced by patients is on the average 60 %. The recent French
legislation of 31 December 1992 could help to prevent such noise annoyance.

What is more reducing noise annoyance is not simply a technical matter. Efforts to favour
tranquility in the hospital must come from staff, patients and visitors alike.. Training will be
offered to hospital staff to improve the acoustic comfort of patients.
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AUDIO-B.R.P. : AN AUDIO-SONOMETRIC SOFTWARE PACKAGE
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Emergence of new European specifications on occupational noise exposure have lead France
to change its own regulations with the issue of new orders (21 April 1988 and 3 September
1991). These orders refer to standards, occupational physicians find complex to use.
That is why, an audio-sonometric software package, AUDIO-B.R.P., is offered to
occupational physicians to meet their needs in individual and group surveillance, according to
French regulations.

L'apparition de nouvelles directives europdennes en mati~re de bruit a conduit la France A
modifier sa r~glementation dans ce domaine, avec la publication des d~crets du 21 avril 1988
et du 3 septembre 1991. Ces d6crets font r6f6rence A des normes d'utilisation complexe pour
les m&Iecins du travail.
Pour ces raisons, un logiciel audio-sonom~trique, AUDIO-B.R.P., est proposd aux m~lecins
du travail pour assurer une surveillance individuelle et collective des salarids, conformdment A
la r~glementation en vigueur.

Hearing impairment caused by chronic industrial noise develops over many years of exposure.
Assessment of occupational deafness may be done by several approaches :

- preplacement examination with medical history and special attention to hearing acuity
- periodic examination of workers exposed to noise, by audiometric screening
- diagnosis of occupational deafness
- individual and collective control measures
- damage assessment
- compensation of the damage

Each of these approaches induces a various appreciation of occupational deafness
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Emergence of new European specifications on occupational noise exposure have lead France
to change its own regulations. French regulation is based on order n* 88-405 of the 21 April
1988 (protection of workers against noise) and order n* 91-877 of the 3 September 1991
(French occupational disease n' 42 : deafness induced by harmful noises). Theses orders refer
to standards, occupational physicians find complex to use. Physicians must practice both
medical survey, and also environmental assessment, individual and collective prevention or
education.

That is why, an audio-sonometric software package, AUDIO-B.R.P., is offered to
occupational physicians. AUDIO-B.R.P. has been regionally financed by the sickness state
insurance (C.R.A.M.), the state work direction (D.R.T.) and several occupational health
services (AGEMETRA, C.H.I., Renault V.I.).

AUDIO-B.R.P. operates on I.B.M. compatib'e', single or multi-user. It consists of several
modules, supported by standards and catalogues. Its refers to several French standards of the
French Association of Normalisation (AFNOR NF S 31-013 and NF S 31-082) and uses
various catalogues enabling to define :

- the activity of each factory (French Activity Nomenclature of the National Institute
of Statistics and Economical Studies)

- the jobs (International Labour Office classification)
- the pathology (World Health Organization classification)
- the efficiency of hearing protectors (National Institute of Research and Safety tests).

The various modules meet the French regulations.

1) The 21 April 1988 order (n* 88-405) : protection of workers against noise

The module sonometry integrates results of sonometry of workshops. Noise measurements are
recorded both for continuous noise with different sound filters dB(A), dB(C) and for
impulsive noises. It integrates the equivalent continuous sound pressure level for 8 hours,
Leq,d (art. 1).
For specific works, it uses the weekly average of equivalent continuous sound pressure levels
Leq,w (art. 6).
It helps physician to produce sonometry reports according to the AFNOR NF S 31-084
standard.

The module headphones helps physician to choice the best hearing protector available,
headphones or ear-plugs (art. 3), according to AFNOR NF S 31-084 standard. It uses either
the complex technique by spectral analysis or the simplified technique by estimated noise
reduction (ENR 8o). Protective gear must be effective (noise level < 80 dB(A) for a daily
exposure and impulsive component < 135 dB).
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The module audiometry (art. 4 completed by the 31 January 1989 order : technical
instructions for occupational physicians) allows :

- medical survey, with preplacement and periodic examinations
- medical records (which must be kept for 10 years) recording : job and workshop,

type and attenuation of protective gear, dates and results of each noise measurements, medical
examinations, tonal and vocal audiometries

- workers education by showing first, last but one, last tonal audiometry, comparison
with non noise-exposed population, according to AFNOR NF S 31-082 standard, theoretical
estimation of hearing loss at 60 years, according to AFNOR NF S 31-013 standard

- automatic classification of various degrees of occupational deafness and differential
diagnosis for non occupational deafness

- various non nominative results, by workshop or plant, for the plant health and safety,
working conditions committee (C.H.S.C.T.)

- computing several individual indices : mean hearing impairment (P.a.m.), mean
hearing impairment standardized for 35 years old (P.a.m. 35), precoce alert indicator
(I.P.A.), annual hearing loss since the first and the last tonal audiometry

- Statistical studies by occupation, workshop or plant, by computing the mean hearing
impairment (P.A.M.).

These modules meet all occupational physicians needs in information and educaticn of
workers (art. 5).

2) The 3 September 1991 order (n* 91-877) : French occupational disease n* 42, deafness
induced by harmful noises

The module results uses records from various modules and catalogues : tonal audiometry,
duration of exposure, occupations that carry a regulatory risk of hearing loss.
It computes the legal indice (I.L.) of the 42nd French occupational disease by average of
weighted hearing loss at defined frequencies (500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz).
It displays vocal audiometry threshold and, if not done, computes the theoretical auditive
capacity (C.A.T.) from tonal audiometry.

3) Compensation

The module results assess a theoretical percentage of permanent partial incapacity (I.P.P.)
from a guideline of the National Health Service (U.N.C.A.S.S. 1990).
It computes theoretical compensation, which is complex (from parts of I.P.P. percentage and
worker's wages) and the cost for the plant.
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AUDIO-B.R.P. is convivial and has particularly be designed for:
- an individual or collective follow-up of noise-induced hearing loss, by workshops or

factories

- the making up of a database on occupational deafness
- epidemiological studies by crossing risk factors and duration to noise exposure or

noise level
- a better respect of professional noise standards.
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EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF STATISTICAL GENERATION OF NOISE
LOAD INDICES.

Alan D. Wallis, Stephen T. O'Rourke

Cirrus Research plc Hunmanby, United Kingdom.

1. INTRODUCT'ION

To describe environmental noise levels, a single index such as Leq, is usually inadequate. The
essential requirements for a system to classify varying noise are that it should be clearly defined,
logical, understandable and capable of being reproduced, with standards to describe the tolerances.
Of the many systems proposed, the statistical levels, or L. series, are the most widely used method
of describing environmental noise. L10 , L50 and L9o are the most common. How then do the L.
series match the essential requirements for a noise description system? This paper looks at some
of the difficulties surrounding this area and concludes that an International standard is well overdue.
Without such a standard, should we be using these L. values as a measurement method?

2. MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS

The L, series, which has many names, is usually defined as the level of noise, in dB(A)
EXCEEDED for a stated percentage of time. Thus LIo is the level exceeded for 10% of the
measuring time. From where does this definition come? Most other acoustic definitions are found
in National or International standards. However, there is no standard which defines the L4 series,
thus there is no yardstick by which the user can determine if the performance of a particular
instrument is within expected and defined tolerances. Thus, the test for a standard is failed.

The test for logic is passed. There is little doubt that the use of the L_,, series is logical. Even
without the protection of a true standard, the use of the L. levels has become the de-facto method
of measuring environmental noise. Indeed, several countries have specified in their laws, that one
or more L. values should be used as the basis of determining if a particular noise climate is
acceptable. The only illogical point would appear to be that several countries have put into law a
measure which is not legally defined.
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The test for understandability is also passed, although there are detractors, who can cogently and
clearly state good cases for other statistical indices. However, even the most untrained person can
understand the concept if clearly explained. However, it does not matter how many 'better'
alternatives are proposed, the L. series is already part of law so 'improvements' are now
meaningless. The L. series can be found from the histogram and thus in concept it can be defended
as a mathematical computation.

The L. series can be reproduced, but different methods will produce different numbers. This then
is the main weakness of the statistical series. In the early years, the usual method of getting any
Ln was by using a high speed level recorder, a statistical analyser and probability paper. Indeed
a UK 'code' gave this as the method to adopt. Any serious worker knew full well that the value
for L90 could be changed by changing the writing speed, paper speed, or damping of the level
recorder. Yet, despite this, there was a conspiracy of silence to pretend that l-so was a single
immutable value. There are instruments which purport to 'measure' the L, series, when in fact they
all use measured data to calculate the Ln series. References I and 2 give some early work on the
differences that can occur between different methods. .,

4

3. METHOD OF CALCULATION

The usual way of producing the Ln series today is by 'binning' a series of data elements. These
data elements can be either sound level, Leq or even direct sampling of the ac waveform. The data
is sampled at pre-set intervals and placed into one of a series of 'bins' or 'classes', each containing
samples of the same range of levels. The smaller the bin width, the higher the resolution of the
final answer. Naturally, the greater the number of data elements in the bins, the more nearly the
distribution and thus the L. value will approach the 'truth'. The number of elements in each bin
is related to the bin width and the manufacturer is not constrained to any bin width by a standard.
While 1 dB is common, some use 0,1 dB and unusual bin widths such as 3/8 dB have been used,
to take advantage of particular digital resolutions.

If sound level samples are used, a time constant must be specified and "S" (Slow), "F" (Fast) and
"I" (Impulse) have all been used. With any such exponential integration, the decay time of the rms
rectifier greatly affects the value of the sample put into the bins. When the signal stops, the output
from the rectifier will decay according to the time constant and thus for 'S' response, there will
be significant output, and therefore incorrect data, for some seconds. After acquisition, the total
number of samples in the bins is counted and the calculation is now done. For example, to get L20,
the total number of samples is divided by 5 and this number of samples is counted out of the bins,
starting at the top. The bin in which the pointer rests after the count is the L20 bin. The value in
decibels is the top edge of the class, not the centre but because there is no standard, many
manufacturers use the bin center. To improve the accuracy of the calculation, some manufacturers
start a secondary count which interpolates the data. This interpolation inside the bin can modify the
final answer to a significant extent and great argun" tts take place in most companies as to how to
do it. As there is no standard, these arguments cannot be resolved.
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If instead of sound level, a true integral, such as short L.., is used as the input to the binning
process, the original definition of 'the level exceeded---' become more appropriate as there will
be no artifact of the instrumentation to artificially increase the higher number levels. With short
L, the elementary period of the data acquisition becomes very important. For example, if very
long periods are used with rapidly changing levels, the distribution will be very much lower than
with a shorter elementary period. This is obvious as each short L, is an integral of the signal and
thus a short term average of the energy. The result will be that as the time of each elementary
period increases, the L, level will drop while the 1.9 level will rise. In the limit, where only one
element is left, L, will equal L99. While with one data element, it is ridiculous to talk of statistical
distribution, the point of the varying levels becomes clear. When short Lq is used as the basis of
the calculation, the position of where the element boundary occurs is of no consequence as only
true energy is used as the basis of distribution.

If no rectification is used at all and the ac output froný the microphone is sampled directly at say
50kHz, these samples can be used to generate a statistical series. This is clearly the way sound
level meters will be designed in the very near future to use as little hardware as possible, letting
the computer do the weighting and response calculations. As no rectification has taken place, the
maximum sample value will be at least 3dB higher than any rms level and if the signal is not
perfectly sinusoidal, will be somewhat more than this. While this process is truly more in tune
with the original definition of L, it clearly is a different statistical process to the calculation by
binning the rms or mean square levels, so should have different names and symbols.

4. MEASURED DATA

While it is conventional in such a paper to give examples of the different values that can be
obtained for LI0 and L•o, this has been done many times and what has effectively been shown is that
the difference depends on the form of the noise being measured. In any of the realisations of I•,
the variables of sample rate, response speed and class width are clearly going to have differing
effects on the final answer. If this were simply an academic argument for or against the use of
L. values, the data could and would be chosen to make the evidence point the way required.
However, the problem is more serious. Many countries have laws and some are given in the
references. Ref 3 & 4. These laws, for example airport noise control, can cause airline operators
to be heavily fined if they exceed a particular Ln value. It is clear the first time a major airline is
so fined, their defence will be that Ln is not adequately specified- and they will probably win the
argument. Apart from the legal situation, it would seem wrong-for a mature sector, such as the
acoustical control industry, to fail to have any recognised method of determining if a particular
instrument meets the required level of accuracy.
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The point of laws is to ensure that a set of rules is established that all parties to a dispute accept.
With LI0, L50 and L, we have the situation where NO standard whatsoever is in place to specify
how we obtain these legally required numbers. Perhaps the most appropriate forum to generate
such 'rules' is working group 4 of IEC Technical Committee 29, but in that group arguments are
being put forward that as L. is a calculation, it should not be in a measurement standard. While
a academically correct point, the distinction in the mind of the user between sound level, which is
a measurement and L10 which is a calculation, probably does not exist. It is a pity that academics
should put these minute points of principle before the more important problem of having a realistic
standard.

The alternative forum, the International Standard Organisation in Technical Committee 43 has not
decided to work on a standard, presumably because it is an instrumentation standard which is
required. The fact that it is a calculation instrument rather than a measuring instrument, is of little
importance.

4. CONCLUSION

The L, series are an integral part of the practice of nolse measurement, particularly environmental
noise measurement and it is a sad reflection on our science that no standard exists to produce the
series.

Should the present situation continue and IEC fail to produce a standard which includes these
series, the day will clearly come when a court will find that the laws which mandate the use of L-0
are invalid as there is no written description of L10 that a court could accept as 'defined' in legal
terms.
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A QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE RISK OF NOISE-INDUCED HEARING
LOSS (NIuL) UNDER THE CURRENT OSHA STANDARD

PRINCE M.M., STAYNER L.T.
Risk Assessment Program, Division of Standards Development and Technology Transfer

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA

In 1974, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) published a proposed noise
regulation which set limits for noise exposure and defined the requirements for audio-metric

testing. An amendment to the noise standard was published by the US Department of Labor in 1981
which established the elements and procedures of an acceptable hearing conservation program,
including monitoring of noise exposure, audiometric testing, record keeping, and employee

education. With a permissible exposure limit (PEL) of 90 dB(A) (8-hour TWA), the elimination of
occupational NIHL under the present noise standard relies heavily on an effective hearing
conservation program. However, the effectiveness of industry hearing conservation programs have
not been systematically evaluated under the current noise standard.

The purpose of our analysis was to examine whether the current OSHA standard has reduced the
risk of NIHL in general industry. Our analysis used audiometric test data from a variety of
industries which were analyzed by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) working
group to examine hearing conservation program effectiveness. The ANSI data base uses

information from companies that are currently required to comply with the OSHA noise standard
and amendment. Data bases for comparison inclued both internal ans external "control" groups with
low noise exposure, as well as noise-exposed populations in which either the hearing conservation
program was highly effective and/or the population was well protected via good hearing protection

compliance. The risk estimates from this analysis will be compared to those from the NIOSH
Occupational Noise and Hearing Survey of 1969-72, as a means of determining whether there is
evidence that the risk of NIHL has been decreased due to the implementation of the OSHA noise

standard and amendment.
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DUTIES IMPOSED B! T=E NOISE AT ITALIAN WORK
REGULATIONS

MORELLI Luigi, M.D.
"Studio Morelli"

Via Sant' Agata 26 - 48100 Ravenna, (Italy)

The European Comunity (EC) is introducing
Directives designed to harmonise its Member States
legislation on health and safety at work. This
paper carries out the duties by the noise at
Italian work regulations - Departmental Order
August 15th 1991 n. 277-.

Italian Government has assimilated E.C. Directives
n. 86/188, n. 80/1107, n. 82/605, n. 83/477 with
Departmental Order, August 15th '91 n. 277 about
protection of employees against the risks
originated by exposure to physical, chemical and
biological risks in the work-site.

Particulary the Departmental Order, chapter IV,
develops the indivual daily exposure to noise in
the work-site in TWA, ie (8 hrs.) in dB(A).
Expecially during dairy sthocastic work the
evaluation couldbe expressed in TWA, week (40 hrs.)
in dB(A).

The application of this Departmental Order, does
not provide suggestions of the employees with
TWA~die lower or equal to 80 dB(A).

For the employees working in exposure higter to 80
dB(A), we report on operative outline of duties in
observation to Departmental Order n. 277, August
15th '91.
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The main topics of the new Italian law are the
detailed in the following points.

1 - Three limiting values are established for the
LEp:80,8 5 and 90 dB(A). Every time a higher
limit is reached, more comprehensive actions
against noise are required.

2 - The risk due to impulsive noise is taken into
account stating that the sound pressure cannot
have a value greater than 140 dB(Lin).

3 - The exposure of workers to noise must be
evaluated in every plant (Art. 40).

4 - It us clearly stated that the owners and/or
the managers of every plant must minimize the
risk for the workers due to noise exposure.
The action carried out on noise sources must
be preferred (Art. 41).

5 - A principle of responsability is clearly
established: the owners %knd the managers of
the plant are responsible for the noise
measurements in the work place, the medical
test on workers and the sound attenuation
techniques.

6 - The workers can control that the safeguard
procedures and devices be adequate.

7 - A technical annex to the law details the
measurement procedures; I.E.C. class n. 1
instruments are required, and every measured
value must be given with the associated random
error.

8 - The program included a hearing conservation
surveillance, which consisted of puretone
audiometric screening and supplemental
investigations of the exposed workers. The
medical controls were matched with regard to
the individual request.
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Table 1: Summary of duties Imposed by D.O. August 15th '91 n. 277

D.O. n. 277)91 Lmd (1)

(II)

Artlcles I/Actlon qempid So <85 > 8S 90 >90
dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) dB(A)

Art. 40 V V V
Evaluation of noise-risk:
. Get the environment noise-level

(TWA, I TWA,.) for individual
exposure

- New assessment is made for
every change of lay-out

Art. 41 V
Noise-risk in work-site:

Danger signals exposure in
risk-zone

- Boundaries of the risk-zone

Art. 42 V V V
Information for the emnlovees:
- Risk of hearing-loss
- Individual hearing protectors
- Medical-audiological monitoring

Art. 43 comma 1,2,3
Eouinment for the emnlovees:
- Obtain the individual hearing

protectors

Art. 43 comma 4
Eauinment for the emplovees:
- Obbligation to use the

individual hearing protectors

Art. 44 comma4 4
Health informationo
- Medical-audiological monitoring

by specific request of the
employees
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D.O. n. 277)91 LZP.4 (1)

(II)

Articles/Action equired > 80 85 > 85!5 90 > 90
dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) dB(A)

ArL 44icomma 1,2t
Health informiation-
- Medical-audiological monitoring
- Frequency every two years

Art. 44 comma3 3
Health information-
- Medical-audiological monitoring
- Frequency every year

Art. 45 V

- Technical-Administrative
informations within 30 days,
to Institutional and Pubblic
Entities charge of the control
of the legislation

Notes:

(I) The L,?A action levels are values of daily personal exposure to noise.

(II) All the action shown at 90 dB(A) is also required where the peak sound pressure reaches 200
pascals (140 dB re 20 gL Pa).
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NOISE REGULATIONS IN BRAZIL

GONqALVES, Silvania NABUCO, Marco

Brazilian Evironmental Institute National Institute of Metrology
IBAMA - SAIN L4 Norte INMETRO-N.Sra Gragas,50 - Xeren
70818-900-Brasilia-DF-Brazil 25250-040-D.Caxias-RJ-Brazil

Abstract

Noise in Brazil has been considered a new matter since 1990
when an effective effort to reduce the noise levels in the
country was started.

The laws were changed on 1990 when the "Silence Program"
carried out under the Brazilian Environmental Institute - IBAMA
coordination and supported by National Institute of Metrology -
INMETRO begun.

Unfortunately the noise regulations on workplaces are not at
the same step. Frequentely, some 'contradiction can be found
when evaluating noise induced hearini loss. At the same time the
measurement procedures are not very well defined while a table
with maximum dB(A) levels versus maximum exposure time is used as
the criteria.The main objective of this paper is to present both
regulations to be discussed and commented to support any changing
in the law if necessary.

The environmental noise regulation

Before 1990 it was used a very wide government regulation
which indicated the procedures and criteria to evaluate the
environmental noise levels. This regulation was replaced around
march, 1990 by another one [1] now created by the Environmental
National Council - CONAMA relating the law to two Brazilaian
Standards [2, 3] as sugested by a Technical Commission. These two
standards are being discussed to be adapted as a result of the
experience in using them.

A second regulation [4] created the National Program for
Education and Control of Noise Pollution, called Silence Program
to support and improve the noise regulations applications as the
main task.

The Silence Program

In general, the goals of the Silence Program are:

1. An educational program to be carried out at the secondary
schools;

2. An informative program on the radio and television about
the health problems related to the noise exposure;

3. An intensive course on noise measurements to be offered to
the State Environmental Agencies;

4. The purchasing of sound level meters to be distributed
among the agencies after the course;
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5. An special effort to reduce the noise levels produced by
machineries,., toys, household electrical appliances and
other sound sources that implicated in a Noise Labelling
Program.

In practical terms the States and Districts Environmental
Agencies are responsible to apply the noise regulations. They may
have their own laws but never less restrictives than the national
ones.

To start effectively the noise abatement program after
changing the laws an intensive course on environmental noise
measuremets was offered to forty three technicians followed by a
distribution of twenty eight new sound levels meters.

The brazilian people is just starting to complain about its
rights and there are not many official complaints against
excessive noise levels yet. To increase the people comprehension
about noise as a problem, an educational program on radio and TV
was performed, and the subject environmental noise was included
in the secondary schools curriculums in Brazil.

Vehicle noise abatement actions

The major noise sources in the brazilian big cities are the
vehicles. To reduce the traffic noise due to the vehicle flow is
a hard task because it demands manytconnected actions involving
differents government departments. To start a noise abatment
action on traffic noise it was decided to work at the source
itself.

To do that many meetings were performed involving the IBAMA,
the vehicles manufacturers association and the environmental
agency of the state of Sao Paulo- CETESB, the state where the
major manufacturers are installed. The first result was a
changing on the maximum levels permitted as emmission for the
different types of vehicles.

The noise source labelling program

In Brazil it is not possible yet to buy any type of machinery
with informations about the emmited noise. The brazilian
regulations do not state what is the maximum value permmited for
emmissiom with respect to machinery, but stabilishes what is the
permmited immission levels as a function of different
environments.

The first task of the noise labelling program was to promote a
meeting between the government representatives, sound test
laboratories and the manufacturers association. This meeting
was held last march at the National Institute of Metrology
Acoustics Laboratories.

Eight sound test laboratories participated of the meeting,
with three government labs and five private including
manufacturers laboratories.

As expected, the manufacturers association complained about
the labelling program but they have decided to discuss it between
its members. It was decided to start from household appliances
because its large use among the people and an electrical energy
labelling program working very weel which includes refrigerators
and air conditioning machines.
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The noise labelling program intends to give to the consummer
information about.. the machine as noise emitter, to permit the
right choice and also to improve market competition which is one
of the general goals of the brazilian goverment.

To carry out the noise labelling program the following
actions are planned:

1) A brazilian acoustics laboratories netwark to perform the
necessary sound power levels measurements;

2) A regulation stablishing the manufacturers obligation to
use a label on all machinery with the emmited sound power level
in dB(A).

The workplace noise regulation

In Brazil the workplace noise control is performed by
inspectors named by the M.iiistry of Work. The procedures to
perform the control are stated by a government regulation [5]
that stablishes the measurement techni.uaes and the maximum levels
associated to maximum time exposures.

After the measurement a report is done and the employer must
provide the solution that can be either a time exposure
decreasing, or a reduction of the noise at the source or at the
path or, s.L.Dply distributing ear pxotectors among the workers,
which is more common.

The ear protectors are not being tested yet in Brazil. There
is a government program involving private and official
laboratories to test all ear protectors as a part of a model
approvement routine.

At the same time audiometric tests should be performed to
evaluate the hearing loss induced by noise. These tests are
performed by specialists who send the worker to a Ministry of
Work department once a loss is identified. After that the
Ministry of Social Assistance is asked to pay an insurance. The
problem is that each Ministry has a different criteria to
evaluate the hearing loss, axnd many times it is possible to
identify a situation where there is a loss using one criteria
while this loss is not identified using the other one [6].

A special effort is being done to solve all these problems and
the first task must be to correlate the regulations to
international standards as it has been done with respect to
vibration at workplaces.

Comments

All those programs are the result of the government effort to
control and reduce the noise levels in Brazil.

It is always necessary to have the agreement from the
consummers and manufacturers. The first agreement will be a
consequence of the educational program about the health problems
due to noise exposure at the secondary schools, the consummers
associations and the television and radio programs.

To get an agreement from the manufacturers, always a hard
task, the public opinion will be used to show them the
imporc.ance of the program. After that a government regulation
will be stabilished to give legal support for the noise source
labelling program.
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With respect to the workplace noise, many things are still to
be done, changing the laws, improving training programs for the
government inspectors, increasing the purchase of new equipments
and mainly working together with workers sindicates and
associations who should promote an educational program among all
workers involved with excessive noise levels.

Unfortunately this work is starting now and any solution will
be achieved at least in one or two years.
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This study evaluates the vehicle noise emission reductions to be achieved due to
the requirements of the new Brazilian Vehicle Noise Emission Legislation. Addi-
tionally, it estimates through mathematical modeling, the overall traffic noise
pollution reduction expected to occur at selected traffic ways after the com-
plete substitution of the present fleet.

In Brazil, automotive noise emissions have been subjectea to control measures
since 1971, under the provisions of Resolution CONTRAN N2 448/711, set by the
National Traffic Council. However, since then the regulation has not been up-
dated and became obsolete. As a result a considerable number of vehicles pro-
duced in Brazil, particularly trucks, buses, motorcycles and mopeds have high
noise emission levels. Consequently, the large number of noisy vehicles which
are presently in use has contributed significantly to increase ambient noise to
almost unbearable levels in many areas, particularly in the cities of Rio de
Janeiro and Sa Paulo, which are among the noisiest cities in the world.

In order to counterbalance this serious problem, CETESB - the Sao Paulo State
environment protection agency - proposed, in 1991, to the local motor vehicle in
dustry and to IBAMA - the federal environment protection agency, a new set of
regulations. Following deep technical discussions, the National Environment Coun
cil (CONAMA) approved Resolutions n2 1/93 and N2 2/932 that will become effec-
tive in July 1993 for imports and in January 1994 for locally produced vehicles.

In order to evaluate the degree of control of the new noise control regulations,
three kinds of calculations were performed:

a) the first calculation just considered the difference between the new and the
former corresponding emission limits. As shown in Table 1, this difference
ranges between 1 and 10 dB(A) and clearly expresses the progress brought. by
the new regulations. In practical terms, this means that the noisiest vehi-
cle models shall have its noise levels reduced by 7 dB(A) and for most models
this reduction will range from 2 to 4 dB(A);
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b) a second way choosen to compare the new and the former regulations is to
express the noise level differences in terms of percentage of sound energy
reduction. This is a practical means of indicating the magnitude of noise
abatement since, due to the logarithmic nature of the decibel scale, the
algebraic difference does not clearly show the extent of control progress.
In addition, the calculated values were helpful to predict ambient noise re-
ductions, as discussed later. The percentage of sound energy reduction was
calculated through the following equation, which was derived from the funda-
mental sound energy level equation.

LI/IO L2/10

R = (10 - 10 L . 100% Where:
l/10

10

R = reduction of sound energy in %;
Li = energy level generated by a vehicle in compliance with the former regula

tion - dB(A);
L2 = energy level generated by a vehicle in compliance with the new regula-

tions - dB(A).

Although the equation should have the variables Li and L2 expressed in dB, to
simplify calculations and considering its estimative purpose, both variables
are expressed in dB(A);

c) the third way to evaluate the noise reduction, meant to be used for lay peo-
ple information, was to express it in terms of source equivalence. According
to this principle, the noise level resulting from a source with sound energy
"n" times greater than a given source or from "n" identical sources is given
by the equation Ln = 10 logn + 10 lOgE/Eo, where E is the energy and Eo the
reference energy. Therefore, the increase of the sound level due to the addi-
tion of identical sources is given by 10 logn. This means, for instance, that
if a vehicle has a noise level 7 dB(A) higher than another one, the noisier
vehicle is equivalent to five of the more silent vehicles, operating simulta-
neously. Table 1 shows that in terms of source equivalence (assuming that
noise emission limits correspond to noise emission levels), it would be neces
sary 1,2 to 10 vehicles in compliance with the new regulations to generate
the noise produced by a single vehicle produced in conformity with the former
regulation.

TRAFFIC NOMEEU U

To predict the effect of the new noise control regulations on traffic noise re-
duction, an empyric model 3 , developed by IPT (the Sao Paulo Technological Re-
search Institute) was used. This model, developed through a step-wise multiple
linear regression, predicts the equivalent continuous sound level - Leq of a
traffic way according to the following equation:

Leq = 53 + 7,9 logQ + 0,22 p - 5,7 logd (dB(A))
Where:

Q = traffic flow (number of vehicles/hour);
p = percentage of heavy duty vehicles;
d = distance from observer to the center line of the traffic way.

The model is considered valid for the following variation ranges:

66 < Q < 10076 vehicles/hour
0 < p < 39,8 %
4 < d < 25,5 m
6,0 < traffic speed < 58,5 km/h
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The application of the model was validated by CETESB4 on nine selected traffic
ways, with a traffic flow from 2952 to 8300 vehicles/hour and a percentage of
heavy duty vehicles that varied from 2,75% to 20,87%. The difference between
the observed (Leq observed) and the predicted (Leq predicted) noise levels
varied between - 2,23 to + 3,73 dB(A).

In order to include in the model the noise reduction of the new regulations, it
was necessary to develop the concept of virtual traffic flow (Q'). This means a
traffic flow equal to the one observed but with a reduced sound energy.

To calculate Q', it is assumed a complete replacement of the present fleet by
vehicles in compliance with the new regulations and an average reduction of
sound energy for heavy duty and light duty vehicles of, respectively, 80 % and
50%. Therefore, Q' = Q heavy duty x 0,2 + Q light duty x 0,5. Also, a
new percentage of heavy duty vehicles (p') had to be calculated as:

p Q, heavy duty x 100%
QI

The L'eq levels were subtracted from the previously calculated Leq predicted
levels and difference A Leq represents the predicted decrease of ambient noise
at the vicinity of the selected sities. To adjust the model to the observed
values, A Leq was subtracted from Leq observed and the final Leq level was cal-
culated. The results are summarised in Table 2 which shows that the predicted
decrease of ambient noise varies from 2,94 toV5,32 dB(A) at the nine sites.

I

The recent automotive noise control regulations have the potential to, in a few
years, reduce considerably noise emissions from new vehicles. On the long term,
the regulations will contribute to decrease traffic noise in already congested
areas and help to prevent rapid degradation in areas with still little noise
problems.
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TABLE 1 - Ccar bet the fomer and the new i attie noise omutrol

FORMER NEW SOUND ENERGY REDUCTION

VEHICLE TYPE NOISE NOISE REDUCTION
LIMIT L-MIT dB(A) %ORE
dB(A) dB(A) EQUIVALENCE

A** 84 77 7 5,0 80,0

GVW 4 2 t 84 78 6 4,0 75,0

2 > GVW < 3,5 t 89 79 10 10,0 90,0

power < 150 kW 89 80 9 8,0 87,0

power >, 150 kW 91 83 8 6,3 84,0

power < 75 kW 84 81 3 2,0 37,0

D** 75 kW < power < 150 kW 89 83 6 4,0 75,0

power ) 150 kW 92 84 8 6,3 84,0

up to 80 cm3  84 77 7 5,0 80,0

from 81 to 125 cm3  84 80 4 2,5 50,0

from 126 to 175 cm3  84 81 3 2,0 50,0

from 176 to 350 cm3  84 82 ,' 2 1,6 37,0

above 350 cm3  84 83 1 1,2 20,5
up to 80 cm3  84 75* 9 8,0 87,0
from 81 to 175 cm3  84 77* 7 5,0 80,0
above 175 cm3  84 80* 4 2,5 60,0

Notes:
(*) second phase of control - becomes effective in year 2001.
(**) vehicle-type classification: A) automobiles and light duty commercial vehi

cles; B) passenger vehicles with up to 9 seats and commercial vehicles; CT
passenger vehicles with more than 9 seats and Gross Vehicle Weigth (GVW)
higher than 3,5 t; D) commercial vehicles with GVW higher than 3,5 t; E)
motorcycles, mopeds, scooters and similar vehicles.

(***) test procedure and some other requirements are similar to those of the Eu-

ropean Economic Community (EEC).

TABLE 2 - (Cbserved, calclated and fUtture ambient noise levels

Leq Leq Leq A Leq
SITE OBSERVED CALCULATED FINAL dB(A)

dB(A) dB(A) dB(A)
Av. dos Bandeirantes 81,4 79,75 76,65 4,75

Av. Cidade Jardim 77,3 77,24 74,36 2,94
Av. Jaguare 78,8 77,70 74,80 4,00

Av. Vereador J. Diniz 78,6 77,24 74,44 3,56
Av. Francisco Morato 77,5 77,52 73,66 3,84

Av. Faria Lima 76,2 76,66 73,21 2,99

Av. Paulista 75,7 77,93 72,20 3,50
Av. Rebouqas 78,0 78,15 74,80 3,20
Av. Eliseu de Almeida 82,2 78,47 76,88 5,32
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HOW ADEQUATELY IS THE PUBLIC PROTECTED FROM RAILWAY NOISE
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ABSTRACT

Recent revival of interests in mass transit all over the world once
again led to greater attention being paid to the environmental impact of
railways, noise being a significant one.

Mieanwhile in the United Kingdom, a comprehensive review by the
Mitchell Committee commissioned by Government to consider the "equitable"
standard of railway noise with respect to eligibility for insulation against
traffic noise showed that different standards and criteria were applicable.
Of greater interest is that from the wide spread of noise standards, it
could be inferred that apart from cultural and national differences,
pragmatic considerations might have mitigated against the need t) qetting
'oru stringent criteria for the purpose, of protecting the majoritvy ,f the
:)ublic. A Zood example is 'le now genetally agreed inadequacy of using a
24-hour descriptor to prevent iiighit-time (tturbance from train ,,peration.

This paper describes the experience of dealing with train noise
complaints in Hong Kong, a city of 6 million population heavily reliint on
tracked mass transit. This paper will show that for better protection of
the public, train noise standards should cater for different types of
neighbourhood and at different times.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

A very comprehensive work (Reference 1) was carried out by
acousticiens in the United Kingdom in an effort to derive an aquit.able noise
levels for railway noise above which insulation should ';e provided to
affected uses in the same manner as they are being provided to uses affected
by excessive traffic noise under UK statutes. It provides some insight into
the different international standards on railway noise. Essentially, a range
of noise indices and levels have been adopted by different countries, as
well as by different localities in the United Kingdom. There is a general
concensus that railway noise impact is inadequately described if only a
single descriptor over a long period, for example Leq 24 hours, is used.
There are, therefore, attempts to stipulate a different level during the
nighttime so as to more closely reflect the need for tranquility during
these hours. A further observation of these various noise standards reveals
that these differences tend to reflect the locational influence. A single
value descriptor, therefore, is unable to reflect the expectation of a hosts
of communities and therefore cannot represent a fair and adequate trigger
level at which protection of the public from railway nois'e should be
implemented.
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2. Therefore it is argued that a single descriptor for an entire
country does not adequately take into account the temporal and spatial
differences that so much determine the acceptability of the intruding
railway noise. This paper, therefore, sets out to describe how the foregoing
issues can be considered if a drastically new approach is to be adopted to
abate the impact of railway noise on its neigbbouring uses, taking into
account the prevailing background at different times. This paper will
demonstrate that the system adopted in Hong Kong for assessing whether
railway noise poses a statutory exceedance of the acceptable noise levels
renders a more adequate protection to the community and in the meantime
provides the flexibility which a single index system could not.

3. It is essential to firstly describe how railway noise is dealt with
in Hong Kong. Under Hong Kong's Noise Control Ordinance (Reference 2),
practically all noise from railway operations are controlled. If a
complaint is lodged with the authority under the Ordinance, an investigation
will be carried out to obtain noise levels at the complainant's premises to
ascertain if that complaint is actionable. The procedures in obtaining the
measured nuise levels (•NL), making corrections such as tonality,
impulsiveness and intermittency, and assessing if the corrected noise level
(CML), which represents the actual noise level perceived, constitutes a
statutory exceedance are described in Reference 3. Tn essence, if the CNL
exceeds the relevant acceptable noise levels (ANLs), vhich are the statutory
Levels inder the Ordinance, shown in the table below, the railway noise
:omplaint is actionable.

Table i Acceptable noise levels (ANLs), for different areas -it different
time of day under Hong Kong Noise Control Ordinance

rea Sensitivity Rating

(ASR)
Time Period AB C

Day (0700 to 2300 hours) 60 65 70

Night (2300 to 0700 hours) 50 55 60

4. The definition of the area sensitivity rating, ASR, is provided in
Reference 3. Rural areas are normally classified as "A" whereas built-up
urban areas will be considered as "C". In general, it is recognized that
various locations in Hong Kong will -already have different prevailing
background noise which will constitute the acoustical characteristics of
that particular locality and therefore, the noise level of any intruding
event, including that of a railway operation, shall be judged by whether it
falls in line with the local characteristics or otherwise. For example, a
highrise apartment situated in a densely populated area fronting a major-
highway with traffic count of roughly 6,000 vehicles per hour will
automatically receive an ANL of 60 and 70 dB(A) respectively during the
nighttime and daytime, reflecting the fact that the ambient it is likely to
have been exposed to even in the absence of an intruding event. Therefore,
it is possible that a higher level of railway noise can be allowed in areas
of C rating as compared to other quieter areas. The higher daytime ANLs even
for given area sensitivity ratings, also provide the flexibility needed by
railway operators to cope with the daytime demand for a more frequent
service. The following paragraphs will utilize some actual data obtained in
Hong Kong to show that the use of Table 1 essentially reflects more closely
the expectations of the community and hence, the annoyance felt.
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5. Table 2 below summarises the areas i.here noise from railway

-peritions of two of Hong Kong's mass transit iystems have provoked
*:onsiderable complaints. These complaints relate only ro the noise annoyance

S:aused by running trains at night; complaints on other noisy activities such

as track grinding, shunting near depots etc. are not presented. '-'here an "*"
appears, vigorous complaints have been lodged involving local pressure

groups and politicians. Where "#" appears, the CL exceeds ANL by 15 dB(A)
or more but the complaint is not vigorous as these locations are at the

influence of traffic noise.

Table 2 Nighttime noise levels at locations affected by railway operations

[eq (30 m)in)., dB(A)

Location No. ANL CXL Background [eq (24hr) Complaints

1 55 69 71# 2

2 (before) 55 69 55 60
(after) 55 67 55 60

3 55 70 61 5
.55 58 62 2

55 68 70# 0

6 55 10 '8#
7 60 54 63 0
P (before) 55 64 59 C1 61

(after) 5 56 59 1 '! 2

55 62 59 27

10 60 61 71 1

11 60 57 71 1

12 60 76 76# 2

6. In Table 2, the [eq (24 hour) values of two locations (#2 and 8)

are also given. From the data of locations #2 and #8, where some remedial

measures such as reducing train speed and installing trackside barriers have

)een lone, the CXL dropped by 2 dB(A) and 8 dB(A) respectively during the

-.rst half-hour at night. These drops resulted in a reduction in the number

nf complaints. However, the Leq (24 hr) values remained utnchanged,

demonstrating that this descriptor was insensitive to the reduction in noise

level most needed by the community. The Leq (24 hr) values at these two

locations also fall within most planning guidelines quoted in Reference 1,

as well as these contained in the Hong Kong Planning Standards and

Guidelines (Reference 4). However, since the CNLs exceeded the ANLs by such

a wide margin at the night-time, community reactions showed that the

reference to a 24-hr. Leq standard became irrelevant.

7. Furthermore, plotting the information contained in Table 2 provides

some insights into how well the use of ANL correlates :7th the community's

view of a statutory noise annoyance caused by running trains. It is noted

that the true extent of community dissatisfaction cannot be wholly reflected

in the number of complaints registered as there may well be many reasons why

people do not lodge a complaint. Therefore, the _fitting of a curve to these

data points woud be of little value. However, the indication is rather

clear that the prevailing background does have an effect on whether

community would be provoked by the noise of passing trains. A review of all

the data points representing the difference between CNL and ANL immediately
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reveals that all but one ,-omplaints lie in the positive region,
demonstrating that the use of the rNL/ANL comparison iptly captures the
innoyance felt by the residents. The sole exception complaint relates to a
location where the -residents ,are cumulatively *3ffected by noise from road
traffic, container port ictiv'ities and railway operations. Further insight
into the community's perception can be gained by viewing these complaints
from the perspective of the difference between the C.\L ind the BR..ckground.
Vhilst one would have expected complaints to appear in the positive region
i"e. CNL>Background), the six data points in the negative region, upon

closer examinations, are complaints that relate to Pither squeal noise or
noise from diesel locomotives. This observation probably points to the fact
that the averaging nature (over 30 minutes) of the CXL does not fully
stimulate the receiver's perception when noticeable squeals or high
short-term maximum levels are present.

8. In conclusion, it is shown that a system similar to Hong Kong's
which utilizes the difference between the train noise and a level
representing the local characteristics, particularly during the night-time,
provides a better basis for protecting the public. Further safeguard against
short-term high levels and tonal components may also be necessary.

•CNLW-Background +

+ CNL-ANL + ++

.............................. ........ .......... .......................

-3

z+

SI-
. ................................ ........ ................... . ..

.. .+ +. + +
+ . . + + +

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
dB(A)

Figure 1 Correlation of complaints analysed with respect to tho difforIncOS

in magnitude between CXL, ANL and Background

Ref. 1 -- "Railway Noise and the Insulation of Dwellings" (1991),
.Mitchell Committee, UK Department of Transport

Ref. 2 ". Noise Control Ordinance" (1988),
Chapter 400 of the Laws of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Government

Ref. 3 -- "Technical Mlemorandum for the Assessment of Neoise from
Places other than Domestic Premises, Public Places or

Construction Sites" (1989),
Environmental Protection Department, Hong Kong Government

Ref. 4 -- Environment Guidelines" 1986,

Environmental Protection Department, Hong Kong Government
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AIRPORT NOISE STANDARDS
IN THE NETIUULANDS
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Abstract
In the Netherlands noise zoning is obliged for all aerodromes, civil as
well as military, according to the Aviation Act of 1978. The prescribed
noise exposure index for calculating noise contours around commercial air-
ports is the Kosten-unit. According to the law noise zoning has to be in
agreement with the Structural Outline Plan for Airports. This policy paper
was first published in 1979. During the public discussions about the
Structural Outline Plan, new developments had arised at most airports.
The plans for a new runway at the regional Maastricht Airport in 1985 have
triggered the public discussions on a special noise index for night flying
operations. To continue the designation-procedure for Maastricht Airport
the Griefahn-method is provisionally choosen for night operations and the
largest/noisiest aircraft are excluded during the night period.
Because of the consequences of such measures for Schiphol Airport and the
other commercial airports a survey has been carried out on a national night
index with good health protection.

Airport noise standards in the Netherlands

Legislation
In 1978 the Aviation Act was amended to incorporate a section on noise
zoning around airports and the provision of public consultation procedures
for establishing noise zones. The Act prescribes noise zoning around all
civil and military aerodromes, used by engine-powered aeroplanes.
In the Netherlands there are 4 major civil airports, including the national
airport zchiphol, 3 civil annex military airports, 8 military airfields and
12 small aerodromes, which are entitled for noise zoning.
To provide for a special night standard and better enforcement measures a
new amendment of the Aviation Act is now under discussion in parliament
coming into force at the end of 1993.

Local planning system and compensation.
All noise zones have to be incorporated in local development plans after
the designated noise zone becomes irrevocable.
Municipals are obliged to incorporate these noise zones and to take the
limit values into consideration in further development plans.
Within the limit values planning and building restrictions become in force
and compensation measures are carried out on behalf of the government. The
government recovers the cost of these measurements from the airlines by
adding a noise charge to the landing fees.
The noise charge consists of two factors, one factor being related to the
noise production of the aircraft, the other (monetary) factor being
constant for all aircraft and established each year by ministerial decree
to govern the total annual income to balance with the annual costs.

Commercial and military airports
Noise zoning for commercial and military airports used by aircraft with a
mass in excess of 6000kg is based on the Kosten-method. This method takes
into account the number of aircraft during a one year-period, the maximum
noise level of each aircraft-passage at a certain point on the ground and a
weighting factor for the time of the day, evening or night. Noise contours
are calculated from 35 up to 65 Kosten-units (= Ke), in steps of 5 Ke. The
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value in Kosten-units corresponds with the average number of people who
said to be annoyed by aircraft noise during public inquiries held around
Schiphol Airport in 1963 and again in 1976.

The legal limit value is established by ministerial decree at 35 Ke. Above
this value planning measures are taken to prevent new noise sensitive de-
velopments. Between 40 Ke up to 55 Ke all housing and other noise sensitive
buildings are to be insulated against aircraft noise. From 55 Ke up to 65
Ke insulation is only to be applied when the costs are not exceeding the
value of the property, otherwise the property will be purchased by the
government and given a non-noise sensitive destiny or will be demolished.
Above 65 Ke no noise sensitive buildings are allowed because of health
considerations. Existing dwellings are purchased and demolished by the
government.
The insulation values vary from 30 dB(A)-sound proofing at 40 Ke up to 40
dB(A)-sound proofing at 55 Ke and higher values.
Around Schiphol Airport about 125 houses are demolished because of high
noise exposure and more than 1500 houses and other buildings are already
noise insulated at this moment.

Noise contours for noise zoning purposes are to be calculated for a future
traffic forecast, so that they remain valid for a fairly long period.
All noise zones must be conform to the Structural Outline Plan for Air-
ports. This basic planning decision was first published in 1979, but only
approved in Parliament at 6 September 1988, after nearly 8 years of public
discussion. During that period all commercial airports had developed plans
for new runways or other enlargements of the airport. Noise zoning procedu-
res that had already started had to be adj~usted to the latest plans and to
start all over again. The Structural Outline Plan is to be adjusted accor-
dingly.

Consultations with regional and local authorities and the public inquiries
according to the Aviation Act, together with the obliged environmental
impact assessment for each airport development take several years.

For the larger commercial airports noise zoning procedures have not yet
finished at this moment. Most noise zones for the commercial airports and
all the military airfields are now expected to be established in 1994.

Small aerodromes
For aerodromes used by aircraft with a mass below 6000kg noise contours are
calculated based on a Leq-method, called Bkl, based on the number of air-
craft in the busiest half year with a weighting factor for evening and
weekend operations. Noise contours are calculated for the values 50, 55 and
60 Bkl (= dB(A)). In the year 2000 these figures are to be reduced by 3 dB,
forcing the aerodromes to take measures to reduce the noise by technical or
operational means or to half the number of operations.
Within the noise zones no new noise sensitive buildings are to be develo-
ped. No insulation measures are required within these noise zones, because
of the noise is only experienced outside the house.

Night operations
In the Kosten-method night operations between 23.00 and 06.00 hours local
time are counted 10-times a daytime-operation (= 08.00 and 18.00 hours LT).
The plans of a new runway at Maastricht Airport have triggered the discus-
sions on a special noise index for night operations. Maastricht Airport was
intended to function as a hub for a freight-integrator with a lot of night-
time operations.
Many people proclaim that the Kosten-method is not adequate to predict the
noise situation in case of a large number of night operations, because this
method average the noise over a whole year. In Jhe planning-decision for
the new runway at Maastricht Airport in 1985 it was conditioned that
bedrooms in houses within the 80 dB(A)-peaklevel noise contour for the
existing runway should be additionally insulated, sothat the noise level
inside a bedroom should be below 60 dB(A). Opponents of the airport
extension took this condition to court and succeeded in 1986 in reducing
the limit for bedroom-insulation to 55 dB(A)-peaklevel (indoors) by court-
order based on the results of new research on sleep disturbance.
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In the Environmental Impact Assessment for the development of Maastricht
Airport this 55 dB(A)-peaklevel condition was taken into account. Also
calculations were made based on a new method introduced by Dr. Griefahn of
the University of Dasseldorf, which takes into account the number of noise
events and the maximum noise levels.
After evaluating the results of the EIA the government decided to forbid
operations with large aircraft, such as B747 and DC10, during the night at
Maastricht Airport, because of the insulation-program that had to be
carried out based on a 55 dB(A)-peaklevel contour or on the Griefahn-method
when only a few of these large aircraft were operating, was to expensive.
To continue the procedures for the extension of Maastricht Airport a new
scenario was drawn up and provisionally night contours based on the
Griefahn-method with exception of the largest aircraft were taken into
account. A study was launched for the consequencies of this provisional
decision for other airports and for the possibility of a national night
index for aircraft noise.
The National Health Council had also reviewed the Griefahn-method and
decided that the Griefahn-limit value took not into account all the health
aspects. The Council advises the government on a method that takes into
account all the health aspects of night operations.

A working group has studied the health effects, the economic effects, the
enforcement and legal aspects of various dosis/effect-indices in relation
to a possible national night index. The following indices are considered:
a. the Griefahn-method starting from a limit value where the chance of

awakening is not more than 10%. The Griefahn-limit value curve is valid
from 1 up to 32 noise events each nightperiod with noise levels from 61
down to 53 dB(A). The Griefahn-target value curve for 0% awakenings is
drawn 6 dB(A) below the limit value cui;e.

b. the Iso-reaction method based on several age-groups for people (age 71,
50 and 30 years) because of the different sensitiveness for noise.

c. the LAeq-method for the average noise level during a night-period inside
a bedroom taking into account the insulation-measures to be taken. This
method is considered for a night period from 23.00-06.00hrs LT, as well
as for a night period from 23.00-07.00hrs LT.

d. the LAmax-method inwhich only the noisiest aircraft is determinant.

Calculations are made for all the various methods to compare the different
noise contours and the relating compensation measures with each other.
All calculations are based on a future traffic situation after the out-
phasing of Annex 16/chapter 2-aircraft.
The flight tracks and dispersal of the tracks are optimized in relation to
the built-up areas.

Remarks
The LAmax-method inwhich only the noisiest aircraft is taken into account
and the number of aircraft is not relevant, is not considered appropriate
for a future national night index.
The Iso-reaction method gives various contours for the different age-
groups. Insulation-measures differ for each age-group. This method is not
considered as practical.
The Griefahn-method is hardly affected by a larger number of noise events
and the limit value has been critized by the National Health Council.
The LAeq-method gives a good relationship to the number of aircraft and
cor-responds with the noise index for small aerodromes and other noise
sources.
A final choice for a national night index is still pending.

Conclusions
In the Netherlands a very complex system of airport noise exposure indices
is being developed to take into account all the specific characteristics of
airports and their use.
A review of the mathematical formulae of each index is given in the annex.
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Annex

Various Airport Noise Indices in the Netherlands

Kosten-method

The Kosten-method for commercial and military airports describes the
average annoyance of people to aircraft noise.

Mathematical formula: B = 20. 1°log Ej (ni.10 Li/15) - 157

Bkl-method

The Bkl-method for small airfields describes the average noise exposure
around airfields used by aircraft below 6000kg in LAeq.

Mathematical formula: Lax = 10 log (1/T.5 .10 LAt1 /' 0 .dt)
C,

Griefahn-method

The Griefahn-method describes the chance of awakenings from aircraft noise
during a single night-period.

N
Mathematical formula: GLV = iE ni. (LAmaxi - 53) - 12

N
G, = iE1 ni. (LAmaxi - 47) - 12

Iso-reaction method

The Iso-reaction method describes the location, where - summoned over a
year - no more than 36 awakenings per person occur depending on the age of
the person.

Mathematical formula: K71 = (Ls3.61 d(A) - 53) x 0.10

12

K50 = (LS 5 % 6s5cA) - 57) x 0.10

12

K30 = (LGa,67 e - 60) x 0.10

12

Laeq-method

The Laeq-method for night-operations summons all the aircraft noise events
during a night-period.

N LAXI/10
Mathematical formula: LAeq = 10 log E (10 ) - 44

i-i
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ABSTRACT

The Canadian Federal Act prohibiting sale of hazardous products limits the sound level emitted by toys,
equipment and other products for use by a child in learning or play to 100 dB. The literature shows that this
legal criteria is not safe for children regarding the risk of acquiring hearing loss. Based on a safe limit of 75
dBA, more than 85 % of the toys available on the Canadian market are not safe and may induce hearing loss
and other adverse effects on the long term. There is evidence that this situation is probably the same or even
worse in many industrial countries. In fact, the current Act authorizes the sale of hazardous noisy toys that
may contribute to some extent to deafness in children. Based on a review of literature and previous studies
done by the Groupe d'Acoustique de l'Universitd de Montrdal, a new regulation and a measurement method
have been proposed to Consumers and Corporate Affairs Ctnada in order to correct the actual Act's
deficiencies. The proposed limit for sound level has been set to 75 dBA for continuous sound and to 95 dB
peak for toys producing impulsive noise. These limits seem to meet the safety criteria for children hearing
health and also address the question of the quality of the acoustic environment to optimize children
development. A method of measurement based on a Canadian Standard on noise emitted by small appliances
[CSA ZI07.71-M1981J has been proposed to assess noise levels emitted by toys. This paper will briefly
present the results of a review of the literature on the topic including the examination of different industrial
countries regulations.

SOMMAIRE

Ld Loi f6d&lale canadienne interdisant la vente de produits dangereux limite le niveau sonore pouvant etre
produit par un jouet 1 100 decibels. L'ensemble des 6tudes scientifiques dimontrent que cette limite niest pas
satisfaisante pour assurer la protection de la santd auditive des enfants. Sur la base d'une limite s~curitaire de
75 dBA. il a dtd etablit qu'une proportion importante (85%) des jouets sonores retrouvds sur le marchd
canadien comportent un risque d'atteinte i la santi des enfants. A la lumitre des difftentes ligislations
r6pertori6es dans olusieurs pays induslrialisds, il semble que cette situation ne soit pas exclusive au Canada.
Cette vente autoris~e de jouets potentiellement dangereux pourrait contribuer, dans une certaine mesure, A
l'accroissement de la prevalence de la surdit6 chez les enfants. A partir d'une revue de litt&ature entreprise
auparavant par le Groupe d'Acoustique de l'Universit6 de Montreal, une nouvelle r6glementation et un code
d'essai precis ont 6td proposes A Consommation et Corporation Canada. Afro de corriger les lacunes de la
rrglementation actuelle, les limites de niveaux sonores pouvant etre 6mis par les jouets ont &t ftxds 75 dBA
pour les bruits continus et A 95 dB crete pour les bruits de nature impulsionnelle. Ces limites respectent plus
adequatement les erit&es de protection de la sant6 auditive et rejoignent dgalement les pr6occupations en ce
qui a trait A la qualit6 de i'environnement sonore dans lequel se developpent les enfants. Un code d'essai
pour les jouets sonores a 6ti mis au point sur la base d'une norme canadienne portant stir les niveaux de bruit
6mis par les petits appareils 6lectromdnagers [CSA ZI07.71-MI9811. Cet article pr~sente les resultats de la
revue de litt•rature incluant l'6tude des diff&entes legislations en vigueur dans diff&rents pays industrialis~s.
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1. Introduction

The Canadian Federal Act prohibiting sale of hazardous products limits the sound level emitted by toys to 100
dB 1. A review of the literature shows that this criteria is not safe for children regarding the risk of acquiring
hearing loss 2. Based on a world wide accepted safe limit of 75 dBA 3, more than 85 % of the noisy toys
available on the canadian market are not safe and may induce hearing loss and other adverse effects on the
long term 4. This needless risk for children health should be avoided using a more adequate federal
regulation.

2. Inefficiency of the actual regulation

Two factors can explain the inefficiency of the current law.

The actual limit for sound level is too lax. The literature tends to demonstrate that children's inner ears are
more sensitive to noise exposure and may develop hearing loss for noise dose that are safe for adults 5,6,7.
In the light of those findings the current limit of 100 decibels appears to be by far too high.

There is many different kind of toys that are emitting noise level that are over the actual legal criteria. Even
toys like squeaking rattle can produce level as high as 100 dBA. Table I is showing the different kind of toys
that have been tested for noise level by researchers around the world.

Table I - Noise and Toys studies around the world
Authors Year Country Type of toyv Sound Level

Ward et al(8) 1961 USA Toy "cricket" 140-145 dB SPL

Gjaevenes(9 ) 1966 Norway Firecrackers All together
Toy Firear ns 131-166 dB

peak
Maroons

Hodge et al 1966 USA "Popguns" 160->170 dB SPL
(10)
Bess et al 1972 USA Model Airplanes 106-114 dBA
(11)
L.N.E.(1 2 ) 1973 France Mecanical Toys 91-107 dBA

Toy musical ins. 102-112 dRA
Squeaking toys 99-101 dBA

Axelsson 1983 Sweden Squeaking toys 78-108 dBA
and Jerson Moving toys 82-100 dBA
(13) Stationary toys 74-102 dBA

Toys weapons 143-153 dB peak
Firecrackers 125-156 dB peak

Plakke( 14) 1983 USA Arcade games 73-111 dBA

Gupta et al 1989 India Firecrackers 150 dB peak (3m)
(15)

Lacombe(4) 1989 Canada 200 toys ----------------------

Zhongping 1990 China Toy vehicules 74-97 dBA
(16) Elect. vehicules 68-94 dBA

Electric game 64-96 dBA
Electron. orean 70-90 dBA
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Toys emitting noise from explosive source (firecrackers and cap gun for example), can be very harmful to
hearing after one short exposure 13. For example, Figure 1 show audiometric data obtained in one 5 year-
old-boy exposed to the noise produced by one firecracker held close to his right ear by a small friend 17 .
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For this child, this impulsive noise exposure has induced hearing loss at 4 kHz at the right ear. It's the
classical notched audiogram caused by intense noise exposure. The child also experienced pain and tinnitus
for several days. The hearing loss was not detected at this time but was revealed by an audiometric school
screening six months later. These "toys" are beyond the scope of the current Act and are covered by the
federal Act on Explosives which regulates industrial explosives 18.

On the other hand, the federal regulation does not include a precise and specific method for determining the
sound level produce by a given toy. The actual legal text does not precise the weight to be used for dB nor
any other technical specifications for determining the sound level, for instance:

a) type of experimental room,
b) type of noise produced by the toy and
c) nature of the toy

Morever, actually there is no systematic way to test each toy manufactured in Canada or entering into this
country. In fact, the actual Act authorize the sale of hazardous noisy toys that may contribute to some extent
in producing hearing loss in children. This siutation does not seem to be different in countries where a
specific regulation for noisy toys exist. Table 2 is showing the different regulation found in the world.

Table 2 - Legal limits for sound level emitted by toys around the world

Country Limit for sound level !Legal covering

Canada(l) 100 dB Explosive toys excluded

NorwayISweden( 19 ) 90 dBA at 50 cm All toys
135 dB peak

Netherlands( 2 0 ) Inspector's All toys
judgement

tUnited States(2 1) 138 dB peak Explosives cap only
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3. Proposal of a new regulation

The actual proposal is to lower the limit to 75 dBA for continous noise source at the distance which the toy is
usually used and to limit the level at 95 dB peak for toys producing implusive noise. Every toy should be
controlled under the same experimental conditions in the manner edicted by CSA Z107.71- 1981 Standard on
Consumers Small Appliances 22.

This existing Standard, already approuved by federal government and manufacturers, could be applied to
sound emitted by toys. In addition, this method appears to be easy to implement, on technical and
economical aspects, equally for toy manufacturers and federal responsible agency. This method of
determining sound level produced by a given toy insure a uniform application and should be adopted as a part
of the regulation.

Furthermore, toys emitting noise from explosive source should be banned considering the high level of risk
for noise induce hearing loss even after one single exposure. This specific point must be included in the
federal Act on hazardous products as also suggested by others reseachers in scandinavian countries 19.

Every toy sold in Canada must be tested to insure a safe noise level in the same manner a test of toxicity is
actually done by industry and government agency for paint coloring on every toy.

4. Conclusion

This proposal intends to reach a better achievement in protecting children's hearing integrity when it comes to
noisy toys. The numerous failures identified in the actual Act should be corrected easily using a well
documented safe noise level and a precise method of determining it as proposed above. These suggested
legislative modifications will not lead to impose on federal government nor on toy manufacturers a large
economical load.
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Abstract

This paper will show the different noise tax systems in force in these countries. The cases of large
airports such as Paris Orly, Paris CDG, Frankfurt, Munich, Zurich are exposed in detail. Medium-
sized airports such as Nice, Marseilles, Toulouse, Lyons, Hamburg, Geneva are also treated.
The taxes or special landing fees of 10 commercial aircraft are compared for these airports.
Results of these incentives rules on the noise impact around French,German and Swiss airports are
analysed. The trend of the non-certified or chapter 2 aircraft phase out is shown.

Rdsumd

Nous comparons les diff~rents syst~mes de taxation du bruit des avions en vigueur en 1992 dans
trois pays : France, Allemagne et Suisse. Nous exposons les cas de grands adroports tels que Paris
Orly, Paris CDG, Francfort, Munich, Zurich. La situation pour des adroports de moyenne
importance comme Nice, Marseille, Toulouse, Lyon, Hambourg, Gentve est aussi traitde. Les taxes
qui s'appliquent A 10 avions commerciaux ont &t6 calculdes et compardes pour ces diffrents
a~roports. Les effets de ces taxes sur la charge de bruit autour des adoports franqais, allemands et
suisses sont analysds. L'6volution qualitative des flottes "riennes est aussi mise en 6vidence.

The French System

At the end of December 1992, a law on general noise abatement was accepted by the French
Parliament and is now in force (Law no 92 - 14440 J.0. 1-1-93). A chapter is dedicated to the
method and the tariffs, allowing the calculation of the noise tax on commercial aircraft.
Basically, the aircraft are classified into five groups (I - V). The tax rates are higher during the night
period (22 h - 06 h). Only airports having more than 40'000 take-offs a year have to collect a noise
tax and only aircraft exceeding 20 tons at take-off are taken into account.
The two large airports of Paris, Orly and CDG, belong to a first class and show the higher rate. Nice,
Marseilles, Toulouse belong to the second class with a medium rate. Lyons-Satolas is in the last
class, with a very low rate. In addition, it is worth pointing out that the weight of the aircraft is not
taken into account linearly. The various formulae and basic fees are shown below.

Noise group I Day Tax (6 h - 22 h) I Night Tax ( 22 h - 6 h)

I + non certified ICAO 30 x T x log M 40 x T x log M

II I8 xTxlogM I l2xTxlogM

HI I 3xTxlogM 1 4,5 x T x log M

IV I 2xTxlogM I 2,4xTxlogM

V I TxlogM 1 1,2xTxlogM

Paris-Orly et Paris-CDG T = 34 Fr. Nice, Marseilles,Toulouse T = 12.50 Fr.
Lyons-Satolas T = 0.50 Fr

We choose three cases : a non-certified aircraft, B-707, taking-off from Lyons at night, a chapter -2
-certified aircraft, B-747-200B, taking-off from Nice during the day and a chapter -2-certified
aircraft DC-9-50 taking off from Orly at night.
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The first aircraft is ranked in group I, its MTOW is : 151 ton. The noise tax will amount to:
40 x 0.5 x 2.179 = 43.60 Fr. - 12.85 DM. in Lyons.
The second aircraft is ranked in group III, its MTOW is: 352 ton. The noise tax will amount to:
4.5 x 12.5 x 2.547 = 143.25 Fr - 42.25 DM in Nice.

The third aircraft is ranked in group IV, its MTOW is 55 ton. The noise tax will amount to:
2.4 x 34 x 1.74 = 142 Fr. - 42 DM in Paris-Orly.

The German system

There are no specific noise taxes on the aircraft in Germany. The airport authorities have chosen a
different approach to curb noise and to penalise the old and polluting aircraft. The principle is quite
simple and effective. All jet aircraft which do not comply with the noise certification granted by
ICAO according to Annex-16, Chapter 3, have to pay higher landing fees. For propeller aircraft
which are not certified by ICAO the landing fees are increased by 50%.
The classification based on the ICAO criteria avoids any dispute with the air carriers.
The aircraft maximum take-off weight is not truncated with a logarithmic calculation.
We show here the schedule of charges for two large airports : Frankfurt and Munich and one
medium-sized airport: Hamburg. Owing to the nearness of the town, Hamburg airport is a worthy
case.
The landing fees in force in 1992 for jet aircraft are shown below. It should be noted that there are no
penalties when the aircraft comply with the chapter 3 specifications. This is the basic fee "T"showed
in our tables. Besides night curfews, the landing fees applicable to non-certified or chapter -2 jet-
powered aircraft are still higher during the night period (22 h - 06 h) and are truly dissuasive.
The figures used in our comparative analysis are related t6the international traffic.

FRANKFURT/M (T=18.95)

Non-certified Day + 36.95 DM per ton Night + 36.95 DM per ton

Certif.-Ch 2 Day + 12.30 DM per ton Night + 21.70 DM per ton

HAMBURG (T = 19.60)

Non-certified Day + 39.20 DM per ton Night + 49.00 DM per ton

Certif.-Ch 2 Day + 19.60 DM per ton Night + 29.40 DM per ton

MUNICH (T = 15.70 )

Non-certified Day + 31.40 DM per ton Night + 31.40 DM per ton

Certif.-Ch 2 Day + 11.78 DM per ton Night + 15.70 DM per ton

For example, a non-certified aircraft landing in Munich during the day or at night time will bear an
extra fee of 31.40 DM per ton, a chapter -2 - certified aircraft landing in Hamburg will bear an extra
tax of 19.60 DM per ton during the day and 29.40 DM at night, whereas, a chapter -2- certified
aircraft landing in Frankfurt will bear an extra fee of 12.30 DM per ton during the day and 29.40 DM
at night. It is very interesting to choose the same aircraft as were taken as example for Lyons, Nice
and Paris-Orly to compare the French noise taxes with the German extra landing fees perceived in
Munich, Hamburg, and Frankfurt.
The B-707 extra landing fee in Munich at night is: 151 x 31.40 --4'741 DM
The B-747-200 B extra landing fee in Hamburg during the day is: 352 x 19.60 = 6'900 DM
During the night the extra landing fee in Hamburg will amount to: 352 x 29.40 = 10'349 DM !!!
The DC-9-50 extra landing fee in Frankfurt at night will be : 55 x 21.70 = 1'194 DM
It is obvious that the discrepancies with the French taxes are very large and they are shown off in the
next table.
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Aircraft Period French airport noise tax [eq. DM] German airport noise tax [DM]

B-707 Night Lyons: 12.85 Munich 4'741
B-747 Day Nice : 42.25 Hamburg: 6'900
DC-9-50 Night Orly : 42 Frankfurt : 1'194

Figure 1 shows a comparison between some noise taxes for 10 aircraft in Nice, Munich and
Hamburg. Some taxes in Nice are so low that they do not appear on the graph.
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Fig.1 Day and night noise taxes on 10 aircraft in Nice, Munich, Hamburg

We have computed the noise taxes or extra landing fees for 51 commercial aircraft which are
applicable for three German airports and the three classes of French airports during the day and
during the night. Of course, it was unrealistic to display all the results in this publication. But 8
numeric tables and 14 graphs are available upon request.

The Swiss system

In Switzerland, the commercial jet aircraft are put into 5 groups. Unfortunately, in numerous casesthis classification does not agree at all with the three groups such as defined by the I.C.A.l.

Quite surprisingly, some non-certified or very noisy aircraft are classified along with modem and
low-noise rated aircraft and unduly escape any noise taxes. In Switzerland, there are no additional
charges for the night period! Perhaps the federal office for civil aviation considers the overflights
occurring after 22 h as non-disturbing for the commnunities around the airports. We give on the
following table some examples valid since 1-5-1986.

Group Type Tax [CH.Fr] [D)M]

I I DC-8-20/-30/0-40 400 440

1 I

II I B-707-100/-00/-300/-400 DC-8-50 BAC VC10 (1100) 1 265 291
1 BAC VC10 Super (1150) HS 1231 Trident 1E-3E I
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I B-707-100B/-300B/-300C B-720 B-727-200 Adv. I
III I B-737-200 Adv. BAC 1-11 500/-539 DC-8-61/-63 I 200 220

I DC-9-34/-40/-50 HS-121 Trident 1C-3B IL 76-M/-T-SC I
I IL- 86 Car.SE 210 3/6N/6R Tupolev TU 134 A /154 B2 I

I B 720 B B-727-100/-200 B-737- 100/-200 BAC 1-11 I
IV I -2000-300 CV 990 A DC-8-62 DC-9-i0/-20/-30 I 135 148

I F-28 1-6000 IL-62 SE210 10B/-10R/-l R/-12 I

I Airbus A-300 B2/B4/C4 Airbus A-310 B-737 200Ad.mix I
V I B-747 100 B/C/F/SR B-747 200 B/C/F BAE 146/100/200 I 0 0

I DC-10-10 GRU IT/III IL-62 M/MK L1011/100/200/500 I

It is worthwhile to pinpoint three cases. In Switzerland the noise tax on a DC-8-40 amounts to 400
S.Fr. ( - 440 DM); when landing in Hamburg this aircraft has to bear an extra landing fee of 3'155
DM during the day and of 4'733 DM at night. For a B-727-100, the noise tax is 135 S.Fr in Zurich
( - 148 DM ) but in Munich the extra landing fee will be 2'292 DM. A B-747-200 B bears no tax at
all in Switzerland; in Germany this aircraft will be charged, during the day, with an extra landing fee
of 6899 DM in Hamburg, 4'329 DM in Frankfurt and 4'153 DM in Munich. During the night this
noisy aircraft will bear a still more dissuasive extra landing fee: 10'348 DM in Hamburg, 7'638 DM
in Frankfurt and 5'526 DM in Munich! Let it be remembered that the Munich new airport is in the
open country, 40 Km away from the city.

Results and conclusion

The next table shows the trend observed in Hamburg.

HAMBURG AIRPORT

ICAO Certif. 1988 1989 1990 1991 % 88/91

Non-Certif. 192 188 175 101 -47.3
Chap. 2 28'093 26'686 22*702 14'369 - 48.8
Chap. 3 8'687 13'950 19'226 25'530 + 193.8

Since 1988, the records of Hamburg airport exhibit a regular decrease of the Leq measured by 11 out
of 12 monitoring stations. Not surprisingly, noise results related to Zurich and Geneva airports are
almost stable. The following table shows the change of the NNI indexes in Ziirich.

Monit.Station 1988 1989 1990 1991

Rtimlang 55 55 55 55
Oberhasli 49 48 48 47
Oberglatt 40 39 39 40
H6ri 39 40 41 41
Glattbrugg 48 49 49 48.
Kloten M.M 43 43 43 43

The recent French legislation enforcing noise taxes on commercial aircraft and the Swiss regulations
show very large discrepancies with the German system and are incompatible with an efficient
phasing out of the old and very polluting aircraft in Europe. A lack of coordination and of cohesion
will lead to an increase of harmful effects around low-noise-taxed airports.
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THE CONSIDERATION OF NOISE ANNOYANCE FACTORS

IN IMISSION REGULATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL NOISE
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Abstract

In a problem analysis, issues of characterizing and regulat-
ing industrial noise were investigated. The focus is on 'qualita-
tive' features of noise situations and their treatment in immis-
sion standards such as the German regulation "TA Laerm". The
study is based on a review of relevant social science and law
literature and a series of expert,Interviews conducted in admin-
istrative institutions. The results show that noisiness factors
such as impulse and tone characteristics, low frequency sound,
information content, 'conspicuousness' of the sound, unfamiliar-
ity and newness, perceived avoidability and immissions in times
when quietness is particularly demanded are more relevant than
the sound level per se; however, these factors are difficult to
administrate. This leads to suggestions for modified noise regu-
lations and their practical application when assessing immissions
from industrial plants.

P r o b l e m

Industrial noise (i.e., noise from factories, workshops,
warehouses, service stations, pubs and so on) is a wide-spread
and very heterogeneous type of environmental stressor. Research
on the impacts on industrial noise (e.g., FINKE et al. 1980,
GROENEVELD & GERRETSEN 1984, GUSKI 1989, GYR & GRANDJEAN 1984,
KASTKA et al. 1983) showed that the actual sound levels are lower
than with most other noise sources while annoyance is relatively
higher, that the number of complaints is particularly large, and
that noise indices such as Leq are hardly predictive for subjec-
tive responses to this kind if noise.

Regarding noise protection standards/laws, industrial noise
was actually regulated earlier than most other noise sources. In
Germany, the "TA Laerm" was first released in 1968. It defines
immission limits (based on a specific mean sound level which
additionally considers tone and impulse characteristics plus time
of day) for various types of residential areas. Because of the
complex structure of industrial noise, the practical application
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complex structure of industrial noise, the practical application
of this regulation (as well as of similar norms) is often diffi-
cult and somewhat ambiguous. Over the last years it was increas-
ingly discussed how to improve the assessment of industrial
noise; also, in Germany a formal amendment of the TA Laerm is
under way.

The study

In a problem analysis issues of characterizing and regulating
industrial noise were investigated. The focus was on 'qualita-
tive' factors of noise situations and their treatment in regula-
tions such as the TA Laerm. The main objectives were to evaluate
the significance of such factors, to identify assessment problems
and to recommend noisiness criteria suitable for administrative
purposes.

The study is based on a review of relevant social science and
law literature (including pertinent court decisions) and a series
of interviews and discussions conducted with experts from local
authorities (particularly health and safety control offices),
state institutions and federal government.

F i n d i n g s

The 7iterature review revealed that industrial noise has been
far less researched then other noise sources. However, the stud-
ies mentioned above (cf. also FIELDS 1991, JOB 1988, ROHRMANN
1984) clearly demonstrate that the correlation between acoustical
exposure indices and responses such as annoyance is very low and
that socio-psychological aspects of the perceived noise are cru-
cial for the subjective evaluation of noise from industrial
sources. Obviously industrial noise is less tolerated than other
noises (the 'noisiness difference' might be 5 to 15 dB), and
annoyance is often dominated by specific features of the noise,
such as impulse and tone characteristics, low frequency sounds,
information content (especially occurrence of human voice),
'conspicuousness' of the sound, unfamiliarity and newness, per-
ceived avoidability and immissions in times when quietness is
particularly demanded.

Experiences from administrative authorities confirm these
findings. The expert interviews also elucidated related adminis-
trative difficulties, e.g., the proper consideration of informa-
tion content or conspicuousness, the handling of irregular
temporal noise patterns, and the valid overall-evaluation of
heterogeneous industrial noise sources (such as a factory con-
sisting of several different plants). Actually relevant parts of
the assessment to be executed are not operationalized by acousti-
cal measurements but require careful judgments and qualitative
evaluations. In addition, the complex and time-consuming assess-
ment process can lead to frictions with both the companies run-
ning the factory/enterprise to be regulated and the residents in
the exposed neighborhood.
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Conclusions

Immission standards, including those for noise, have to meet
substantial as well as practical criteria in order to be effec-
tive (cf. ROHRMANN 1993). The noise appraisal must reflect the
socio-psychological process of perceiving and evaluating that
noise, the assessment principles should be as explicit and
unambiguous as possible, feasibility within the executing admin-
istration is to be considered, and the comprehensibility of the
guidelines will strongly influence the acceptance of outcomes by
the concerned parties.

Concluding from the present study, modifications or specifica-
tions of industrial noise regulations such as the "TA Laerm" seem
to be necessary and advantageous. The main recommendations shall
be briefly summarized.

Occurrence of soecific tones: Addition of 3 or 6 dB, based on
specific psyu,,•-acoustic criteria.

Impulses: Similar routine. (Note: The use of specific national
procedures, such as the tact-maximum method, should be termi-
nated).

Information content: If human voives occur regularly, a 'malus'
of 3 dB should be employed, based on a catalog of pertinent
criteria (with examples).

Low frequency components: Application of modified sound measure-
ment procedures which reflect this factor.

Time of day: Distinct standards for daytime, evening/holidays
(monday to saturday, 18-22:00; whole sunday) and night; plus
higher demands on noise prevention for sensitive time periods.

Changes of noise emissions: Informing exposed residents should be
compulsory.

Avoidability of noise: Strict requirements regarding current
technological standards of noise reductions are to be included
in the assessment of a plant/workshop etc. (even if the
present noise standards are fulfilled).

Further suggestions deal with the practical management of
regulations for industrial noise by local authorities, e.g.,
training of the respective personnel, collaboration of experts,
use of data banks and knowledge systems, and information of the
public. Finally, in the long run the harmonization of standards
for industrial noise within and across countries should be en-
hanced.
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